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Art. I.

—

Review of the Geological Report on the Chippewa
Land District of Wisconsin and part of Iowa, made in the J
year 1S47, under the direction of D. D. Owen. AJ.D., tf. S.

Geologist for Wisconsin and Iowa.
«r «

In our last volume we gave a brief notice of a geological sur-

vey of the Chippewa Land District of Wisconsin and a part of
Iowa; made under instructions from the Secretary of the Treas-
ury of the United States and conducted by Dr. D. D. Owen as

principal Geologist aided by Dr. J. G. Norwood as Assistant Geol-
ogist, and by the following gentlemen who conducted the opera-

tions of the sub-corps: Dr. A. Litton, Dr. B. F. Shumard, Mr.
B. C. Macy, Mr. John Evans and Mr. A. Randall.

We propose in the present number to give a further brief re-

view of that report setting forth the general and most important
results.

The report now before us contains "only an account of the field

operations of the U S. Geological corps engaged in the above
district during the slimmer and autumn of 1847, and is therefore

only the commencement of the work continued in 1848 and 1849.

The situation and extent of the country examined is given on
page 8 of the reportas follows :

"The seat of operations of the party appointed to explore the
mineral lands of Wisc^u^in and a portion of Iowa was, during
*ne summer and autumn of 1847, in a portion of country lying
chiefly east of the Upper Mississippi above Lake Pepin, and ex-
tending north to Lake Superior. There was, however, also in-

cluded a portion of Iowa, stretching north from the northern
**Sj >ND Sekies, VoL X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 1
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2 " "theological Report-on the Chippewa Land D
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boundary of the geological survey of 1839, as far as the St. Pe-
' ter's river; and also a tract of country north of the Wisconsin
/river. The principal streams which water it are Black river, the

Chippewa, and the St. Croix, flowing southerly into the Missis-

sippi ; Mauvaise Riviere, (Bad river,) and Bois- Brule, (Burnt
river,) falling into Lake Superior ; and Turkey river, Upper Iowa,
'Hokah, Miniska-Wazi Oju, Cannon, Vermillion, and a portion of

St. Peter's flowing eastwardly into the Mississippi. It compre-
hends so much of the Chippewa land district as lies within the

boundaries proposed for the State of Wisconsin, the southern

part of the country bordering on the Kickapoo, together with

the chief nart of the Winnebago reserve, the half breed tract and
. __ — _. „ j ..— „_

7
_^— _

sippi, and reaching north to the St. Peter's.

Mi

*

^ *

"It lies between 43° and 47° north latitude, and between 89°

and 94° of longitude west of Greenwich, and embraces about

forty-six thousand square miles of surface."

In addition to the general reconnoissance made of the above re-

gion of country, a detailed survey was made of about thirty town-
^ ships, west of the 4th P. M. on Black river in latitude 44° 30',

and about sixty townships on the St. Croix river in latitude 45°.

Nineteen sections have been constructed by Dr. Owen and the

other gentlemen of the corps at the most important points on the

Mississippi, and six on the St. Croix arranged in such a manner
as to form a diagram of comparative heights, not only of the

outline of the country, but also of the principal members of the

prevailing geological formations. One continuous section extends

from the mouth of the Wisconsin, where the survey of 1839 ter-

minated, to the Falls of St. Anthony; one from the Mississippi

to the Falls of the St. Croix ; one from the mouth of the St.

Croix to the Falls of St.; Anthony on a more extended scale than

that appended to the general Mississippi section ; one from Lake
Superior to Portage Lake ; one from the head waters of Wiscon-

sin river to the Dalles of that river; one from Lake Superior to

the Falls of the St. Louis river; one from Lake Superior along

the 4th P. M. to Black river, and thence to the Mississippi ; one

along the correction line from the 4th P.M. to the Mississippi;

one from the Kinikinick in a southwest direction across the St.

Croix. Also a particular section at the Falls of St. Anthony.

Diagrams of summit levels show the relative elevation of ground

between the Mississippi and Lake Superior in three different di-

rections.

Several of the above sections are so contrived with landscape

back ground, as to present not only the natural exposure of rock,

but also the general outline and appearance of the country

through which the sections run.

*
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The report is also, illustrated by a provisional geological chart

'

showing the approximate boundaries of formations; and by' .<

twenty-three sketches exhibiting the geological features of the
landscape.

The geology of the district is described under the following
heads

:

«

•1. Formations of the Upper Mississippi.

2. Formations of Red Cedar river and the Winnebago reserve.

3. Formations of the interior of the Chippewa Land District.

4. Formations of Lake Superior.

.5. Drift.

In,our notice of these topics we must necessarily confine our- ^
selves to; leading results.

It appears that the Upper Mississippi country north of the Wis-
consin river to within a short distance of the mouth of the St.

Peter^s, is based on the magnesian limestones and sandstones older
than the lowest of the formations of the valley of the Ohio ; a
portion of them being cotemporaneous with the calciferous group
and Potsdam sandstone of the New York survey.

The portion of the report relating to these formations, which
will be read with peculiar interest, is that which relates to the fos-

siliferous beds of these formations, since hitherto they have been
regarded as almost barren of organic relics.

r

The results of this survey seem to show that it is to this por-

tion of the United States that we must look to throw most light

on the earliest organic forms. '
•

On this subject we find on page 14 the following paragraph

:

" If we except the white sandstone the terminating mass of F.

1 e,* the one upon which the lowerf magnesian limestone (J?. 2)
rests, nothing definite was known up to the period of the present

survey, of the nature or character of the underlying beds just de-

scribed. Neither had any well defined organic remains been de-

scribed anywhere beneath the grey and blue fossiliferous beds

which form the upper portion of the sections at Prairie du Chien
;

so that there was an entire absence of all palseontological evi-

dence as to the exact place which these strata occupied in the

geological series. It is, therefore, with no small degree of satisfac-

tion that I find myself able, from the observations of last summer,
to disclose a new feature in the palaeontology of Western America,
and thus to furnish, not only to the geologist, a key to the strat-

igraphical position of the rocks north of the Wisconsin river, but,

at the same time, to the miner his surest and safest guide by
which to direct operations in the search after mineral wealth.

* m

The lowest bed at the mouth of the Wisconsin river.

*
**«, wwcst ueu Jit uie iiiuuiii ui me ttbowusjjj nvei.

t In contradistinction to the upper magnesian limestone, the lead bearing rock of
the Mineral Point District. Se report of 1839.
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fc MoYe than one half of the above series, supposed at first to be
. quite barren of all organic fonms, has already been proved fossil-

iferous, and subsequent search will no doubt develop others.
' c

It is, moreo^r, worthy nf remark that the most fossiliferous
" portion of F. 1 is not its upper part, but beds which lie quite low
down, even seven jto eight hundred feet beneath what was, up to

.

this time, considered the limit of the fossiliferous strata. of the

Mississippi valley. Yet these strata prove to be as densely erowd-

.
ed with organic relics as any of the most fossiliferous strata of

the blue limestone of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky. The pro-

portion of genera and species, it is true, is not great, but the num-
ber of individuals is immense ; some slabs are so covered with
shells, that it would be difficult to place the finger on aspot with-

out touching some of them. The prevalent genera are hingvlas
and Orbiculas ; yet associated with these are some remarkable
forms of crustaceans. The specimen figured on PI. 7, fig. 1, is

the pygidium of a peculiar trilobite, armed with spinous processes

projecting from its posterior margin. I obtained it in thin bedded
silico-calcareous layers near the level of low water mark below
Mountain Island, in connection with schistose gritstones. The
latter are charged with very perfect specimens of a small fossil

shell having a uacreous lustre closely allied to Obolns Apollims of

Eichwald, which are found by thousands in the inferior sand-

stones of the protozoic strata of Russia. Associated with these

shells are* also found remarkable compressed sub-conical bodies,

the nature of which I have not fully determined; but they, are,

perhaps, spines of much larger trilobites than the one represented

on PI. 7, F. I. Yet these beds are identical with layers near low
water at Mountain Island, entirely beneath a Lingula sandstone

which, in all probability, is the western equivalent of the Lingula

beds of the New York Potsdam sandstone, considered by most
American geologists the oldest fossiliferous rock in the United

States. The imbedded species of each seem the same, as far as

one can judge from mere casts. At a little higher geological level,

between Prairie a la Crosse and Bad Axe, I obtained numerous

casts of Orthis in an impure, dark, flesh-colored, calcareous rock,

associated with bucklers of a species of trilobite, which appears

to be new. In a similar rock, near the foot of La Grange moun-
tain, I also observed casts of Delthyns beneath green sandstone.

(F. 1 c.)

" About the same geological horizon, in an argillo-calcareous

rock, near the level of the head of Lake St. Croix, is a very large

species of Asap/nis. the buckler and post-abdomen of which is

figured on PI. 7, Fig. 2 and 3. Finally, at Marine Mills, ten

miles above Lake St. Croix, only eighteen or twenty feet higher,

viz. : in F. I e, in a soft gritstone, are abundance of bucklers and

post-abdomens o^ small trilobites, possessing some analogies in

<*

r
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green -'copse wood, in massive cliffs, and terrace the heights as

with interrupted natural battlements from the Maquoketa river to

Lake Pepin. It is not, however, until the geology of the country
has been closely inspected, that he is able to discover that the

hills which present themselves to view below Turkey river do not

belong to the same geological era as those which appear above the

mouth of that stream. Nay, so uniform are they in their general

aspect, that the miner himself, who has spent the best part of his

days in excavating and exploring their recesses, is wont to regard

them as identical. So they are, looking only to their chemical com-
position. Both are limestones, highly magnesian,* in heavy beds,

ot great compactness and durability; but they are separated from

|

each other by from one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet of

other strata, the upper hundred feet of which teem with peculiar

races of fossil forms, constituting a distinct geological epoch, and
marking a long lapse of time that has intervened between the pe-

riod of deposition of these limestones. In my former report I

have designated them the "lower" and "upper" magnesian lime-

stones of Wisconsin and Iowa. This distinction, as will appear

more fully hereafter, is of the first importance in drawing conclu-

sions regarding the mineral value of the country I have been in-

structed to explore.

"All the conspicuous escarpments of magnesian limestone, south
of Turkey river, are composed of the upper of these formations,

whilst all those north of Wisconsin river, as far as Lake Pepin,
are of the lower.

"An inspection of hand specimens is in general not sufficient to

enable even the geologist to determine from which of these mag-
nesian limestone formations it has been taken, so like are the two
m general aspect. Viewed on a large scale, however, some dis- >

form to the genera Agnostas, Trinucleus, and Triarthrvs, [see PI."

7, Fig. 4,) and probably belonging to more than one species; one
of which seems to have been provided with spines, at least two
inches in length, curved at the extremity into ih« form of a bar-

bed fish hook. Fig. 5, PI. 7, represents one ofrhese, found by
Mr, B. C. Macy near the mouth of Miniskah."

m

Speaking of the distinction between the lower and tipper mag-
nesian limestone formations of the Upper Mississippi, Dr. Owen
remarks, page 19:

'" The traveller who has visited the Upper Mississippi cannot
tail to hav$ remarked the peculiar outline of hill that bounds the .

prospect on either side of this picturesque portion of that majes-

tic river. He must especially have noticed the conspicuous per-

pendicular walls of rock, that rise from out the grassy slope, or

v
* The proportion of carbonate of magnesia varies from 10 to 42 per cent.

4
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tinctive pecnliaritie^can be observed; the lower rnagrtesian lime-

stone has both in its upper and lower portion often oolitic beds
interstratified ; it has occasionally green particles disseminated
through it, and on the whole is rather more compact and darker
colored. The only certain methods, however, of determining to

which of these formations any given rock belongs, is to note the or-

der of superposition ; or, still better, to determine the nature ,of the

imbedded organic remains, which differ materially in the two."*
One of the most important results of the survey is the estab-

lishment of the fact that the lower magnesian limestone as well as

the upper, is metalliferous, yielding both galena and copper ore sim-
ilar to that found south in the Mineral Point District in the upper
magnesian limestone.f It appears, however, as yet a matter of

doubt whether these ores will be found in as rich profusion in the

Wise
Districts.

Mississ
4 * ^L ^L

attain their greatest elevation and development a few miles below
Mountain Island, or, as it is known to the French Canadian,
" Montague qui trempe a Vean"% From thence with some few
irregularities, as indicated by the diagram of comparative heights,

*

*

* The paragraphs describing in a graphic manner the physical features of this

magnesian limestone, are cited in our last volume on page 307.

+ In confirmation of the correctness of the statistics collected in 1839 and inserted

in the geological report for that year, regarding the produce of the lead mines situ-

ated in the upper magnesian limestone of the Mineral Point and Du Buque Districts

of Northern Illinois, Dr. Owen has appended to the present report a table of the

actual recorded shipments of lead from Galena from February to December, in the

years 1841, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, as furnished to him by Mr. James Carter, banker at

Galena, Illinois. It is as follows

:

Months.

February

.

March . .

.

April

May
{June
July
August
September
(October . .

.

November

.

[December ,

Pigs lead,

1841.

Total

First arrival of

steamboats . .

.

Last departure of

steamboats . .

.

4,080'

91,296

91,233

57,110

58,820

37,257

16,092

46,286

50,640

* « • • •

Pigs lead,
]
Pigs lead,

1842. 1843.

80,125

65,0*80

46,515

37,959

54,436

43,250

39,081

54,941

26,472

452,814 '447,859

73,449

122,224

74,475

77,333

67,233

45,400

67,473

33,734

561,321

Pigs lead, Pigs lead, Pigs lead.

1844. 1 845. J 846.

78,636

82,737

89,982

80,784

66,699

55,200

54,203

63,072

53,288

5,287

97,746

104,558

93,623

87,058

68,153

107,957

63,424

78,887

71,767

28,841

126,073

142,489

113,209

83,559

50,257

58,827

71,668

54,291

1,500

624,601 778,460 730,714

Pigs lead,

1847.

March 2 2 March 9

NovY.22Novr.16

April 10

NovY. 26

15,669

82,231

119,391

185,084

110,383

61,462

67,761

63,825

65,873

771,679

March 5 Feb. 26 March 10 March 29

NovY. 2 1 NovY. 2 3 Dec. 2

As a pig of lead will weigh, on an average, 70 pounds, it appears from the above

table that the annual produce has varied, in the last seven years, from nearly thirty-

two millions, to upwards of fifty-four millions of pounds.

\ Literally, the Mountain which soaks in the water.

-v
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•the strata gradually decline; so that at Red -Rock the fossilifer-

ous shell limestone and underlying incoherent white siliceous

sandstone, which crowned the hills bordering on the lower Wis-
consin river, and wrhich soon ran out after passing Prairie du
Chien, were again in place, forming the table land. Gradually
increasing in thickness towards St. Paul's and Carver's Cave,
these beds form there the entire mural ledges above the waters of

the Mississippi and constitute the escarpment of Fort Snelling
>

as well as at the Falls of St. Anthony. Five or six miles above
this, these and indeed all the protozoic strata, are seen for the

last time in ascending the Mississippi, being lost under the drift

deposits which cover all the rocky strata from view to the vicin-

ity of the Sank Rapids where the granite protrudes.

In regard to the physical features of the celebrated country be-
- tween the mouth of the St. Peter's and the Falls of St. Anthony,
we extract the following

:

" The Falls of St. Anthony are at present seven miles from the

mouth of St. Peter's river. It is, however, more than probable

that they once occupied a position at or near Fort Snelling.

Of course, little evidence can be gathered of the rate of wearing,
from actual observation of the inhabitants recently settled there,

but, judging from the condition of the strata themselves, there

must have been a rapid retrocession. The cement, which holds

together the particles of the St. Peter's sandstone, is so slight that

it is with difficulty a solid specimen can be obtained. Yet this

is the rock, with a covering only of fifteen or twenty feet of
schistose limestone, to protect it from the swift current of the

Mississippi, which forms the base of the falls.

" The confused heaps of disjointed masses of limestone, piled

together below the falls, indicate the undermining action in pro-

gress. The inclined position, too, of the ledges of limestone
there, for several hundred yards above the chute, contrary to the
local dip, has mostly been produced by the water which sweeps
over them, entering the extensive rents which run across the strata

.,
at this place, and gradually washing out the particles of sand
upon which these ledges repose, thus allowing them gradually to
sink, and causing huge blocks to become, from time to time, de-
tached and precipitated into the rapids beneath. In this way the
fall will, probably, after a lapse of time, be converted into a rapid.
For, in proportion as the fall shall recede, the sandstone, by rea-
son of its dip, will diminish in thickness, and at length disappear
beneath the river bed. From observations of the dip at the falls,

this latter contingency will occur when the fall has been worn
back some six or seven miles from its present position.

"There can be little doubt that the rate of erosion at the falls

°} St. Anthony must be more rapid than at the falls of Niagara,
since the soft sandstone of the former locality is more easily
washed away than the Niagara shale.

P
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11 On the brink of the gorge, near Fort Snelling, no fluviatile

remains have been yet found at a height where the. waters may
be supposed to have flowed in former times ; but Dr. Shumard,
who was instructed to collect evidence of any ancient river de-

posits at a higher level, observed over the limestone at the falls

a bed of drift of about eleven feet in thickness, and resting on
that, a bed of sand containing species of Cyclas, Limncea, PhysA
and Planorbis, and this deposit he traced on to the same level

for nearly half a mile below the present position of the falls.

" The same gentleman also observed, half a mile below the

falls, and about a quarter of a mile east of the gorge, on rising

ground over which runs the trail to St. Paul's, a white marl

charged with the same genera of shells, but of different species.

"The former of these deposits is doubtless of fluviatile origin,

and affords evidence of the river having flowed, for a short dis-

tance at least above the gorge ; the latter seems to be a lacustrine

deposit, the bottom of some drained lake, of which there are nu-

merous instances in the Chippewa land district.

"If we except these beds and the underlying drift, no forma-

tions of more recent date than the shell limestones of St. Peter's

were observed along the Mississippi from the Wisconsin river to

the Falls of St. Anthony. This statement will apply also to the

country east of the Mississippi, as far as the water-shed between
that stream and Lake Superior, except along the valley of the

St. Croix above the falls."—pp. 31, 32.

. The 2d Chapter contains a description of the geological forma-

tions of the Winnebago Reserve, a tract of country in Iowa lying

between lat. 43° and 43° 307
, extending on the west side of the

Mississippi as far as long. 93° 30'. Until the autumn of 1S48

the Winnebago Indians occupied this neutral ground between the

white settlements and the Sauk and Foxes; when the former

tribe were removed to the Two River country above the Sank
Rapids.

The principal streams which water the Winnebago Reserve

are: Turkey, Upper Iowa, and Red Cedar. It was along these

streams that the examinations were chiefly directed.

We learn from the report that along that part of Turkey river

which meanders near the southern line of this Reserve tract, fos-

siliferous limestones, of the same age as those above the second

terrace at Prairie du Chien, form low ledges crested with cedars

and surmounted by a green slope from which the upper magne-

sian limestone rises in fantastic shaped cliffs.

Ascending the same river to the Indian Agency and Fort At-

kinson, the strata gradually rise. At the former locality, the ele-

vated ground usually presents a mural cliff of from fifty to sixty

feet high, resting on table land, the elevation of which above

Turkey river is about one hundred and forty feet. Here and

•
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there are also isolated, mound-like hills, nearly flat on the top and
so symmetrical in form that, were it not for their height and extent

and their being composed in their interior of solid ledges of rock,

one might be tempted to attribute to them an artificial origin.

The I ovyer strata are more schistose, being chiefly marlites with
alternations of calcareous layers. The most conspicuous fossils

are: Leptama Madisonien sis , L. sericea, L. alternata, Orthis

formosa, Pleurotomaria bilex, and Isolelas megistos. Others less

abundant, are: Atrypa capax, A. exigna, Spirifer lynx, Trochus
bilex. Several trilobites probably of undescribed species allied to

Phecops ; one near to P. calicephalus, but with compound eyes.

There was also obtained in this vicinity a specimen of Bumastis
barriensis which was probably washed from higher ground.

The Upper Iowa for the last fifty miles of its course, flows be-

tween cliffs of lower magnesian limestone based on the lower
sandstones, which latter, with an interlamination of magnesian
limestone towards its upper part, constitutes the greater part of
the rock exposure near the confluence of that stream with the

Mississippi.

There are many fine examples on this river of those remarka-
ble castellated forms which the lower as well as upper magnesian
limestone often assumes. Several sketches illustrating the fea-

tures of the country, accompany the report.

On the Upper Iowa, about longitude 91° 50', the following fos-

sils were found in the lower 150 feet of rock : Leptcena sericea,

Leptmna rngosa, L. Madisoniensis, L. deltoidea, L. alternata,

Pleurotomaria lenticularis, Cyathophyllum ceratites, Coscinopora
sulcata, Bellerophon bilobatus, Isotelus megislos, Orthis testudi-

naria ? O. formosa, Illcenus crassicaitda, Murchisonia belli-

ciucta, M. subfusiformis, Atrypa capax, Orthis sub(equala
}

Atrypa hemiplicata, Urbitulites ? reticulaUtsl \

In this part of the Reserve the formation is evidently of the
same age as that near the Agency on Turkey river, which lies

about twenty miles to the south. Both appear to represent the
Trenton limestone and Hudson river group of New York, and to
be cotemporaneous with the Lower Silurian system of England.

Regarding the formation of the western portion of the Reserve
along the Red Cedar river we extract the following:

u On Red Cedar there is a change in the geological formation
of the country. Either this is the western limit of the formations
°f Upper Iowa and Turkey rivers, or else the southwest dip car-
ries the formations before reaching the Red Cedar beneath the
water courses

; for on crossing the Red Cedar, the first ledges that
came under my observation, only a few hundred yards to the
west of it, were found to be charged with the large variety of
Atrypa prisca and a Spirifer, very abundant in the shell beds of
the falls of the Ohio, and allied to the S. ostiolata of the Devo-
Secokd Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 2

.

.
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stem of the Eifel, if not identic

m

,

if not identical with it. These strata

appear to be the equivalent of the rocks described in my report

of 1839, as occurring lower down on the same stream in the Du-
• •

*

buque district, so that the line of bearing between these two form-

ations, Silurian and Devonian, seems to run nearly parallel with

that stream.
" The Red Cedar limestone extends up its west branch as far as

I penetrated, i. e., to near the north line of the Winnebago Re-

serve ; it also stretches away to the west as far as the limits of

my observations, viz. : to Willow river. On Shell Rock, the

east branch of Otter, [ found in it, besides Atrypa prisca, casts of

Lucina proa via , and an undetermined species of Leptcena. But

the fossil which is most abundant, and most universally distribu-

ted through the rocks of this western portion of the Winnebago
Reserve, is a very fine structured coral, composed of concentric

layers, like the genus Stromatopora, but so close together that

the layers can only be distinguished by close inspection with a

magnifier. On Lime river, the west branch of the Otter, the

strata are so full of this close grained coral that it might with

propriety be called a coralloid limestone.
11 Some o( the beds of this formation consist of very close tex-

tured and smooth calcareous beds, like the lithographic limestones,

splitting with a flat conchoidal fracture. In it I did not observe

any fossils ; but I had not many opportunities of examining ex-

posures either of it, or, indeed, of any of the other members of

the formation in question, along the line of my route. The geol-

ogist who undertakes to investigate the vast prairie countries of

the Mississippi valley must be provided with no common share of

patience and perseverance. He must be content to travel for

half a day together without seeing aught but a rich black soil,

covered, as far as the eye can reach, even down to the very edge

of the small streams, with a thick and high growth of prairie

grass, with, perhaps, a faint outline of timber cutting the distant

horizon. He must be prepared to wade swamps, to ford streams

waist deep, or, in times of freshets, to plunge in and breast the

current. He must not shrink beneath a broiling sun, without

even a bush to cast a faint shadow over an occasional resting plare.

He must think himself fortunate, if he can reach, at night, a few

scattered oaks to plenish his fire, and boil his camp-kettle; and

he may consider it a special instance of good luck, if, in return,

he can catch a glimpse of a rock exposure once or twice a day.

He may travel for days together without lighting on any object

more interesting than the hillock of the prairie dog, or the broad

lair of the bison. M—pp. 36, 37.

The western portion of the Reserve is said to present no indi-

cation of being a mineral country. Some portions of the Turkey
river and Upper Iowa country afford a little lead ore.
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The third chapter of the report is devoted to a description of
the formations of the interior of the Chippewa Land District. In
our notice of it we must be brief.

The protozoic strata which have been described as forming the
. sections on the Mississippi, extend on the 'east side of the Missis-

sippi for an average distance in a direct line into the interior of fifty

, to seventy-five miles; that is, to the falls of the principal eastern

tributaries of that river. Here the crystalline rocks first appear
above the water courses forming low falls and rapids. These igne-

ous ranges do not rise abruptly in this part of the United States into

elevated' mountains; on the contrary they are seldom seen except
.in the immediate cuts of the streams, being covered for the most
part with drift. The character of the country generally towards
the summit levels leading to Lake Superior, is a succession of

terraces of moderate elevation, chiefly composed of drift, often

having a nucleus no doubt of granite, syenite or hornblende rocks
;

but. these protrude only occasionally. At intervals the streams
are ruffled into rapids, being filled with boulders which obstruct

materially their navigation. A portion of these boulders may
have been transported from great distances ; the greater part how-
ever appear to be not far removed from the parent rock.

It is matter of surprise that so large an area of the interior of

this district, and indeed of the sources of the Mississippi generally,

should be level tamarack and cedar swamps, since in approaching
a great water shed that gives rise to one of the largest rivers in

the world, one is led to anticipate a country with physical features

of quite a different character.

Interposed between the crystalline and igneous rocks of the

.
interior of the district and the lowest s^idstones, some green and
red schistose beds have been observed at different localities.

These appear to have been derived from the decomposition and
detritus of the more easily decomposing felspathic granites.

The lower beds of sandstone adjacent to the igneous outburst,

are not unfrequently changed to a hard quartzite. The red pipe-

stone so highly prized by the northern tribes of Indians, is found
also near the junctions of these formations, associated with
quartzite.

We learn from the 4th chapter of the report that, except in the

valley of the St. Croix, the red sandstones, marlites, slates, con-

glomerates and associate trap ranges which prevail in the district

along the south shore of Lake Superior, extend only as far as the

elevated ridges, whence rise the tributaries of the Mississippi on
the one hand and the streams emptying into Lake Superior on
the other. Over a large portion of this area the solid rocky beds
are covered by comparatively recent deposits of drift sand, red
roarls and red clay; the latter derived apparently from the disin-

tegration of the strata on which they repose ; and have been pro-

'»
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duced by oscillations of the surface during the more recettf pe- -

riods of uplifts.

At various points along the range of outburst of the igneous

rocks, mineral veins have been observed. The examinations had
not been sufficiently minute to pronounce on their productiveness.'

The hypogene rocks observed by the Wisconsin corps through
this region of country are: granites, syenite, hornblendic rocks,

greenstone, and various kinds of trap.

The highest ridges of the south shore of Lake Superior, situ-

ated in the Chippewa Land District, are represented as formed of

hornblende rocks, metamorphic slates, syenite and trap. These
are estimated to be over a thousand feet above the lake, and are

situated from ten to sixteen miles from its shore.

No organic remains had so far been found in the formations of

Lake Superior by which to establish their age. Neither had any
localities been discovered, where beds of known geological posi-

tion might solve the question by indicating the relative order of

superposition.

The principal mass of sandstone constituting the south shore

and west end of Lake Superior in Wisconsin, appears to have a

different lithological character from the sandstones beneath the

lower magnesian limestone on the Mississippi, described in the 1st

chapter of the report. So far as this evidence can be depended

on, it militates against the supposition of their geological par-

allelism.

On the west side of the Mississippi, north of the Winnebago
Reserve, as far as the St. Peter's river, the lower magnesian lime-

stone and underlying sandstones prevail as far as the examina-

tions had extended, i. £*., for about half a degree of longitude.

.

The former of these formations occupies the greatest area.

Art. II.—On Rutilated Quartz Crystals from Vermont, and
Phenomena connected with them ; by Francis Alger, A.M.,

Member of the American Academy, and of the Society of Nat-

ural Historv, Boston.

(From' the Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

held in Cambridge, in August, 1849.)
*

Mr. Alger presented a paper on the quartz crystals from Wa-
terbnry, Vermont, containing acicular or capillary Rutile, and ex-

hibited illustrative specimens of great perfection and beauty. He
compared them with other specimens from the Alps and Brazil,

and pointed out some important phenomena in which they dif-

fered from those, and all other rock crystals he had seen.

Erratic masses of rutilated quartz had, from time to time, been

found in Waterbury, and several of the neighboring towns, and

i
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Rutilated Quartz Crystalsfrom Vermont. 13

they^had even been picked up in New Hampshire
; but their ge-

ological association, or the character of the rock from which they
originated, had "not been well understood until recently. Mr. Al-

ger had lately visited a remarkable locality of this mineral, where
a true vein, two feet or more in width, had been brought to light

in making a deep cut through a hill in VVaterbury, on the line of

the Vermont Central Railroad. The rock is a very tenacious lal-

cose slate, sometimes passing into mica slate, and prevails to a
great extent in this part of Vermont. Metalliferous veins are

rarely contained in it, but veins of quartz are common. The
vein here referred to, consisted principally of common amorphous
quartz, presenting internal cavities or druses, lined or studded

with projecting prismatic crystals, sometimes colorless and trans-

parent, hut more frequently of a smoky color, or brownish yellow
tint, (Cairngorm.) The pure glassy white crystals, are but rarely

penetrated by the acicular rutile, while the colored varieties abound
with it, and seem in fact to owe the intensity of their color to

the very prevalence of it through their substance.

The rutile is sometimes grouped in tufts of radiating crystals,

proceeding from a common point, and shooting through the quartz
;

this being also the ordinary manner of its occurrence in the Bra-

zilian specimens. The direction of many of these diffused crys-

tals in the position they now occupy, would seem to show that they
had been subjected to some electrical or polarizing influence, by
which they had been arranged very nearly in a line parallel with
that of the apex or perpendicular axis of the crystals of quartz in

which they are imbedded. It would seem that they were once
floating, as it were, in the transparent and liquid medium of the

silicious mass; or else, what is more provable, in the simultane-
ous crystallization of both quartz and rutile. slowly or otherwise,

there was superadded a polarizing influence which caused them
to converge towards one point. Or again, it may be that these

peculiarities are confined to those quartz crystals which projected

downwards in the cavity of the vein at the time of their forma-
tion

; and thus the rutile, from its greater specific gravity, would
have a tendency to crystallize and extend itself downwards, rather
than in any other direction. Mr. Alger could not state from
actual observation at the locality, whether such was the fact.*

The appearance referred to is most marked in those crystals in

That mineral veins may owe their origin in many cases to electrical or electro-
chemical agencies, has been shown hf the experiments of Fox, Becqnerel and others,

.

o Dy in moils contrivances imitating the conditions which were supposed to exist
in nature, have produced precisely similar results, even the formation of various crys-
tallused bodies ; but the subject has not been pursued with th.it direct application

U p 0YlPm and structure of crystals, in their natural repositories, which it deserves.
future investigations, (as has been said bv Dana,) with regard to the position of

crvst.AU u _„i_° , .

v
. 11 • *±

J
_ i ii: ii° r

,. . .,

currents agents
running the direction in which the axes of crystals lie, and the course of cleav-
planes." Dana's Mineralo<rv. second edition, d. 88.
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which the rutile exists in the most delicate hair-like and needle-

shaped forms, ( Venus hairstone ;) and, in some instances, these

delicate prisms are bent towards the ends most. remote from the

apex of the quartz crystals. They are sometimes. four inches in

length.# By transmitted light, their color is reddish brown ; lus-

tre like that of polished copper. Some few of the needles are

entirely black, and closely resemble schorl. It was the opinion

of Mr. Kennedy, a scientific engineer, and a very close observer,

who was present at the opening of the vein, that the crystals of

quartz enclosing rutile, were confined to one side only of the

vein, thus indicating two periods in its formation, m one of which
no rutile was present to intercrystallize with the mass. All the

recently obtained crystals are very much discolored by iron rust,

and the vein appears to be "run out." But its loss will undoubt-
edly be soon supplied by other sources.

Prof. Hubbard, of Dartmouth College, in whose possession is

the finest specimen of this mineral found in the United States,

first noticed a most interesting fact in regard to these crystals,

, namely, that the needles of rutile in some cases, had shot com-
pletely through the quartz crystals, and stood out in relief upon

their surfaces, as if protruded by the sudden effort of their crys-

tallization. The same appearances were presented to a small

extent, by one of Mr. Alger's specimens. If produced in the

manner supposed, the quartz must have been in a liquid state ; if

not produced in that manner, the crystallization of the rutile must
have continued after that of the quartz had ceased. The latter

seems the most reasonable supposition, and is favored by analo-

gous phenomena in other crystallized minerals.

Imitative forms of mica contained in the Quartz.—The sur-

faces of two of the large crystals exhibited by Mr. Alger, as well

as several smaller fragments of crystals, were covered by minute

but very brilliant scales of gold-colored mica; and these some-

times penetrated the quartz in company with the rutile, and, in the

same manner, seemed confined mostly to the darkest colored va-

rieties of the quartz. But the appearance presented by this mica, is

curious and altogether unique, for in the substance of the crystals,

it has assumed the most fantastic forms, appearing in tortuous

and vermicular ramifications, some of them bearing such a strik-

! ing resemblance to organized bodies, as to give the first impres-

sion that they are actually the remains of insects or worms. The
figures on the next page present a correct representation in a mag-

nified form, of some of the most curious of these appearances ex-

hibited by Mr. Alger's specimens. He had dissected out several

of them, and found them to be composed entirely of small plates

of mica more or less closely united parallel with the cleavage

The polished specimens in which these prisms are exhibited, (known in French

jewelry as Heches damour,) are rarely surpassed in beauty by the finest to be met

with in foreign collections. The reticulated forms are thus'shown in great perfection.
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16 Quartz Crystals fi

planes of the mineral. In fact, they are elongated hexagonal
crystals of mica, twisted or distorted into every imaginable shape.

Their laminated micaceous structure is shown perfectly by the

microscope, and is represented by the transverse'. lines hi the fig-

The resemblance of the third figure on the fourth row, toures.

some species of Araneides, is not too remote to suggest them in-

stantly to the mind; and the general resemblance of several of

the figures to the blood leech and common worms is still more
striking—these being produced by the successively diminishing

diameters of the little plates of mica until they terminate nearly

in a point. But the origin of these resemblances was evidently

fortuitous, and could not have been in any way connected with
organic matter. They are interesting principally as furnishing a

new fact in the department of imitative mineralogy, and they ap-

propriately suggest the term vermiform mica as most characteristic

of their general appearance. Vermiform should therefore be inclu-

ded among the imitative shapes assumed by minerals. The strik-

ing resemblance between several of these figures and the worm-
like projections thrown out by the separating folia of vermiculite

when exposed to a red heat, will occur to every
one who has experimented on the mineral. The
following examples of them were obtained by
heating a fragment of the pure mineral broken
from a specimen lately analyzed in Dr. Jackson's

Laboratory. They are of natural size.

The straight lines seen passing through several of these figures,

are intended to show the needles of rutile that actually intersect

these concretions of mica in the body of the stone. In some of

them the rutile passes through the circular space left by the fold-

ing over of the mica, and its crystallization does not seem to be

interrupted by the mica in any case. A characteristic feature

of rutile, but never shown in any of the specimens from this

locality, (i. e., the geniculated forms,) seems to be imitated by

2.

the mica, and is best shown by the second figure in the lower

row.* The color of this mica by transmitted light, is a pale

green, and the mineral seems to agree in external characters with

the substance from other localities. Considerable quantity of it

was found loose in the vein, mixed with broken crystals of rutile.f

The only appearances at all analogous to those just described,

* Prof. Hubbard's specimen presented the appearance in so marked a mariner, as

to lead to the impression that they were rutile.

f A portion of this carefully separated^ was found to lose nearly 15 per cent, of

water when heated to the melting point of glass. A peculiar empyreumatic odor

was at the same time given out, but there was no reaction of fluorine. Exposed in

a platinum crucible to a white heat *for twenty minutes, it became grayish black and

partially fused into a mass. In this state it was slightly magnetic. The large pro-

portion of water seems to ally it with pennine, or perhaps with hydro-mica from the

Alps— Wasserglimmer of M. Morin ;—while its crystalline form, an oblique rhombic

prism changed into a six-sided figure by the truncation of its acute lateral edges, re-

fers it at once to common mica.
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STRIATED gl'ARTZ CRYSTALS.

4.

which had come to the knowledge of Mr. Alger, were those men-

tioned an3 figured by Dr. McCulloch, and described in vol. ii,

of the Geological Transactions of London. But in this case, the

substance was chalcedony, 3.

and the imbedded masses

composed of chlorite, had
nothing of a crystalline

structure, and in fact were
rather imitative of vegeta-

ble, arborescent forms.

The annexed figure rep-

resents some of the striae

which appear on the acumi-
nating planes of the crystals, and are parallel with their edges of

combination with the adjoining planes, as shown in the figure be-

low. They are usually mere superficial triangular lines so slightly

impressed as to be visible only when held in a particular position

in regard to the light ; but in a few cases, these configurations, com-
mencing at a small point before the crystal had attained its full

size, continue to widen with ev-

ery fresh layer of particles de-

posited upon the faces of the

crystal, until they produce cav-
ities of considerable depth. That
they were formed in this man-
ner, is indicated by the step-like

appearance of the sides of these

cavities—an appearance which
is more strikingly presented in

a few cavities of a different

shape, of one of which the an-
nexed figure furnishes an exam-
ple. In this, it will be noticed,
the cavity is rhomboidal, and
might at first be mistaken for

the impression left by some for-

eign substance which had dis-

appeared. No substance having
such form, has been found at-

tached to any of the crystals from this place, and although the

angles at which the sides meet each other, (about 72° and 10S°,)*
are nearly those of calc spar, or carbonate of iron, it is evident
from the enlargement of the cavity towards the surface of the

crystal, or the hopper-like appearance" assumed by it, that neither

These angles were incorrectly given in the published Proceedings of the Amer-
ican Association. Thev have now been obtained by measuring the casts taken from
its cavity, instead of the cavity itself.

.—July a
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of these substances could have produced it. The quartz, while de-

positing itself around either of them, would have taken the ex-

act form of either, precisely as we see such impress of their forms

in other crystals of subsequent formation, as for exarriple, in the

quartz crystals from Herkimer, New York. So it is evident, that

if any substance ever occupied the cavity, it must have received

its form from the cavity, without communicating any to it; and
thus a pseudomorphous crystal may have been produced in a man-
ner somewhat different from usual: viz., by filling up a cavity

which had never been occupied by any crystallized substance

whatever. Should such pseudo-crystals of infiltration or deposition,

be met with in similar cavities of the quartz from this locality, it

will become an interesting enquiry to determine whether they

have the same composition, or are various depending upon acci-

dental circumstances. If the view here taken of them be correct,

they cannot come under the designation of any of the pseudo-

morphs hitherto described, (as they do not assume the form of

any other crystal which has disappeared,) and we must accept

such explanation of them as is afforded by the quartz itself. It

is not easy to trace in these cavities, as it is in those before spo-

ken of, any certain relation between them and the crystalline

structure of the quartz whose surfaces they impress ; their sides

are not parallel with any of the striae as seen upon the faces of

the crystals; they indicate an interruption in the process of crys-

tallization, and we have only to suppose a successive retrocession

or withdrawal of particles in such parallel directions, thus enlarg-

ing the cavity outwardly, as the crystal itself increased in size.

They do not appear to have been produced by the irregular com-
bination of two or more crystals or by the union of different

crystalline planes leaving spaces between them, because the stria-

tions which mark the faces of the crystal, and which have been

intercepted by the a^vity, appear opposite to each other on both

sides of the cavity. This is shown by the figure. It therefore

appears to belong to one crystal. The cavity intended to be rep-

resented by the large figure measures one inch on a side, and

half an inch in depth ; the striations at bottom are parallel with

those upon the face of the crystal. It is more accurately shown
by the following drawings taken from a cast of it in wax, which
presents it in opposite positions.

5* The crystal itself, has a rhom-

i

5.
6.

* The deep bevehnent on the broadest surface of these casts, (not shown in the

cuts,) gives the true angle at which the plane r of the crystal (see fig. 4) meets

plane z—the cavity extending partly into one of th£ planes of the pyramid.
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boidal plane on each of the adjacent lateral angles of the prism, and
not as is ''usual, on the alternate angles. It is permeated in every
part by acicular rutile. This rutile, in one or two instances, has
shot through. similar cavities in other crystals, its delicate hair-like

needles remaining unbroken while their opposite extremities are
deeply imbedded in the quartz. In one of these cavities the depth
is more than twice that of the transverse diameter, but the same
step-like succession of layers is observed as in the large one, di-

minishing in their descending order, until they nearly terminate
in a point towards the centre of the crystal. Compared with the
large cavity, there is greater evenness of outline in these little

ridges, and a nearer approach to parallelism between them.

Art. III.—Examination of Kirkwootfs Analogy; by Sears
C. Walker.

(From the Proceedings of the American Association, 2nd meeting, held at Cambridge,

1849, p. 212.)

In order that Kirk wood's Analogy should apply to all the plan-

ets of the Solar System, including the interpolated planet between
Mars and Jupiter, four fundamental conditions must prevail for

each planet considered as the middle of a consecutive series of

five; namely:
(a,+ b,)c,+ ("'-1>'Y

1 a=—^+?

—

II «i=[(a -a,-^] 2

III m=[(a'-a -b')&¥
3

IV d=— .«
X

Where
atn an a

j
<*>', <*>" =the five mean distances of the planets.

/n = the mass in parts of the sun's mass similarly

accented.

T=the sidereal year, in earth's mean solar days.

0=the sidereal rotation in the same.

k

=

Gauss's revolution constant from Kepler's third

Law.
*=a similar rotation constant from Kirkwood's

Analogy.
r,=the inner radius of the sphere of attraction for

the third planet.

r'=the outer radius of the sphere of attraction for

the third planet.

ry/=the outer radius of the sphere of attraction for

the second planet.

r// =the inner radius of the sphere of attraction for

the fourth planet.
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20 Examination of KirkwoocPs Analogy.

D=r,+r'— Kirkwood's diameter of the third planet's

sphere of attraction.

a
a

From these definitions the value of D is thus derived

:

m

r*

r

r

b,

b

c

e

b

m
r> 2 r,*

m rnf

r^'' r//2

r„=-a — a/
— r,

r"=-a' —a — r'

m mi,

r, 2 "(a — a, -r,)

m m'

{a! — a -r')

r/V/ W/=(a a

a

r, )y/m

a~a
m
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2
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1
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y/m' -f x/m= (a'-a)c'

m a,

&')<| 3

a

ipatation of the Value of

If we use LeverrierV* mean distances and masses in his theory

mass of Uranns, X

+ for the

condition (IV.) the following values of

2n I
a

Namely

:

* =15.179 by Venus.

14.811 by Earth.

15.593 by Saturn.

Whence, with double weight for Saturn :

« =15.300= mean value adopted.

If we form another constant k
-a

2
5

2n
we find

By Venus, #= 1.9377

Earth,

Saturn,

1.9054

1.9772Saturn, =i.y//z
From which it appears that an approximate value for the rota-

in tllTIPQ mi or Kit" Kd r\ hfcii y\ck\ fvnrrttion times might be obtained from
^

a

2/?

But the other formula is preferable ; and we have

2^ 2 2 7T

at

2 i

a
15.3

a
7.65

a

With this value of *, using the data above mentioned, interpo-

lating the a, m, and of the fifth or hypothetical planet, called

Kirkwood, and three masses, viz. : of Mercury, Mars, and Uranus,
the following normal elements of the primary system are obtain-
ed, in which all of the above four fundamental conditions are

fulfilled for each middle planet of five. For Neptune, Mr. W.
had used his own value of the mean distance, and Prof. Peirce's
jnass from Bond's measures of the elongation of the satellite.

1 he interpolated values are enclosed in parentheses.

* Additions a la Connoissance des Temps, 1848, 17-26

J

Proceedings R. A. Soc, vol. ix, pp. 159, 160.

Schumacher's Jahrbuch, 1837.
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# •
- «

rkwood-s

Planet.

Mercury*

Venus . .

# •

Earth • « •

Mars

Kirkwood

Jupiter . •

Saturn . .

Uranus

Neptune

Mean distance.

a

0.387.099

Mass in parts
of (be

sun's mass.

m
I t 1

I 28023 11

0.723.333

1.000.000

1.523.691

1

401847
1

(2.908.511)

,202.800

9.538.852

| 354936-—

)

2107404/

f—

—

\ 1353240
1

Sidereal revotu- Diameter of the

tion in earth's

mean solar days.

sphere of

attraction. .*

D

1.003.473

0.972.917

0.997.270

1.025.936

1050

19.182.730

30.039.500

1

§3512

(—

)

\23733/
1

(2.406.104)

(0.198.122)

0.377.908
* J

0.513.934

0.768.429

0.385.907

0.437.003

(0.830.951)

5.035.373

8.497.477

20000

(7.875.342)

1

An interpolated planet with a mean distance a=0.20 and a mass of a**qq>-q
would harmonize with the above system.

f This interpolated mass of Mercury compares with observation thus

:

Leverrier's first mass, . . . .

1

1.909.700

"Walkers interpolated mass,
1

2.802.311

Leverrier's second mass,
1

3.000.000

Encke's value,
1

4.865.771

\ And for Mars

:

Burckhardt's mass,
1

• •

2.680.637

Walker's interpolated do, . .

1

2.107.404

§ And for Uranus

:

Adams's mass,
1

21000

Walker's interpolated mass, .

1

23733

Lamont's mass,
1

24605

Struve's mass,
1

26860
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Conclusionsfrom the above table.

From this comparison of authorities, it appears that with a
constant value of x= 15.300/ and with assumed masses of Mer-
cury, Mars,- and Uranus, equally plausible with those heretofore

employed, the a] m, and 0, of the fifth or hypothetical planet

ftiay be thus interpolated :

*a=2.908.511
1

771
1.353.240

= 2.239.035

*

has a =8.18.
t This Jo,

than

•

% *

And then the system of nine values of a, m, and 0, will be
normal with reference to Kirkwood's analogy, and each of the
four fundamental conditions (I.) (II.) (III.) and (IV.) will be rig-

orously fulfilled for every middle planet of five.

Mr. Kirkwood had remarked in his letter,! that his analogy
required the assumption of a fifth planet between Mars and Jupi-

ter. If the Geological Section was allowed the privilege of re- *
storing fishes, lizards, and elephants, there was no reason why the

Physical Section should not be permitted to restore a planet.

Remarks on the Degree of Constancy of x.

The limits within which it is possible to vary the value of *,

without making some of the interpolated elements inadmissible,

are about one-twentieth of the adopted mean value of 15.300.

We may therefore conclude that, whether Kirkwood's analog*
IS OR IS NOT THE EXPRESSION OF A PHYSICAL LAW, . IT IS AT LEAST
THAT OF A PHYSICAL FACT IN THE MECHANISM OF THE UNIVERSE.
The quantity Z), on which the analogy is based, has such imme-
diate dependence upon the nebular hypothesis, that it lends

strength to the latter, and gives new plausibility to the presump-
tion that this, also, is a fact in the past history of the solar system.

Such, then, is the present state of the question. Thirty-six
elements of nine planets, (four being hypothetical,) appear to har-

monize with Kirkwood's analogy in all the four fundamental
equations of condition for each planet.

To suppose that so many independent variable quantities should
harmonize together by accident, is a more strained construction
of the premises than the frank admission that they follow a law
of nature.

*

If, in the course of time, the hypotheses of La Place and Kirk-
wood shall be found to be laws of nature, they will throw new
"ght on the internal organization of the planets, in their present,
and in any more primitive state, through which they may have
passed.
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K=pmv =p'm v'

f v _T
p v' Ok

But on the hypothesis that the law of decrease of density from

centre to surface in the primitive shape was the same as at present,

Let r= the present radius of the planet;

R= that of the generating figure of the primitive ring;

v' R
Then. *-

p r
3
7f

And, R = ^.D.r
The value of R from this formula, comes out a very small

fraction of D for the small planets, and nearly equal to D in the

case of Jupiter, Uranus, and Saturn. If any inference can be

drawn from this result, it is unfavorable to the hypothesis that

the primitive law of decrease of density was the same as the

present.

If the planets have really passed from the shape of a revolving

ring to their present state, the prevalence of Kirk wood's analogy

hows a nice adaptation of parts in every stage of the transition.

If the primitive quantity of caloric (free and latent) had un-

dergone a very great change beyond that now indicated in the

cooling of their crusts; if the primitive quantity of movement of

24 Examination of Kirkwootfs Analogy. •

For instance, we may compute the distance^, from the centre,

at which any planet must have received its projectile force, in

order to produce at the same time its double movement' of trans-

lation and rotation. Now let v= the planet's pl-eseht angular
rotatory velocity. Then, K=pmv

}
will be a constant quantity

denoting its momentum of rotation.

If the planet, in a more primitive state, existed in the form of

a ring revolving round the sun, having its present orbit for that

of the centre of gravity of the ring, the momentum K of rota-

tion must, by virtue of the principle of conservation of move- I

ment, have existed in some form in the ring. It is easy to per- I

ceive that this momentum K is precisely the amount which must
be distributed among the particles of the ring, in order to preserve

to all the condition of dynamical equilibrium, while those of

each generating surface of the ring were wheeling round with

the same angular velocity. It is also clear that this mean angu-
lar velocity must be that of the primary planet in its orbit, and
accenting the quantities^) and v for the case of the ring, we have
the equations.
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rotation had been different from its actual value for any planet;

if the law of elasticity of particles for a given temperature and
distance from each other varied from one planet to another in the

primitive or present states ; in either of these cases, the analogy of

Kirkwood might have failed. As it is, no such failure is noticed
;

we are authorized, therefore, to conclude, that the primitive quan-
tity of caloric,—the law of elasticity,—the quantity of movement
of rotation,—the past and present radii of percussion,—the primi-

tive diameter of the generating surface of the rings, and the pres-

ent dimensions and density of the planets, have been regulated

by a general law, which has fulfilled for all of them the four fun-

damental conditions of Kirkwood's hypothesis.

After Mr. Walker had concluded, Mr. George P. Bond inquired

of Mr. W. as to the applicability of his remarks on primary rings

to the case of the secondary ring in the system of Saturn.

Mr. W. replied, that in the case of the breaking up of a primary
ring, the day of the new planet would be equal to the year of

the ring, provided the new diameter was the same as that of the

generating figure, and the same law of decrease of density from
centre to surface was preserved. In this case we should have

K=rmv r'mv'

and therefore p =p'

Such, however, is not the case in fact with the primary plan-
ets. The new diameter is contracted by the more immediate
action of the central mass, more than it is expanded by the in-

crease of free caloric. The new diameter is, therefore, so much
smaller than the primitive Z), that p' is changed into /?, and v\ or
the yearly mean angular velocity, is changed into v for the daily
value.

We may extend the nebular hypothesis, and Kirkwood's anal-

ly to the secondary systems. If they are laws of nature, they
must apply to both. In the secondary systems the day and month
are the same. This fact Has remained hitherto unexplained.
Lagrange showed that if these values were once nearly equal, a
libration sets in round a state of perfect equality ; but he offered
no conjecture as to the cause of the primitive equality. On the
nebular and Kirkwood's hypothesis, it would only be necessary
that upon the breaking up of the ring, the primitive diameter of
the generating figure and law of relative density of layers, should
be preserved, in order to maintain a constant value of p-p\ and
consequently of v =

Prof. Henry has shown that the moon, and probably the other
satellites, by excess of radiation above absorption, have reached
their constant minimum amount of free and latent caloric.
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 4
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Perhaps this is the very condition required to maintain p=p\
and consequently v=v'. In this case we may conclude that p
had exceeded p' immediately after the breaking of the "rine. and
only arrived at a state of equality by the loss of caloric from

radiation.

Prof. Peirce remarked that Kirkwood's analogy was the only

discovery of the kind since Kepler's time, that approached near

to the character of his three physical laws. Bode's law, so call-

ed, was at best only an imperfect analogy. Kirkwood's analogy

was more comprehensive and more in harmony with the known
elements of the system. The diameter of the sphere of attrac-

tion, a fundamental element in this analogy, now for the first

time gave an appearance of reality to Laplace's nebular hypothe-

sis, which it never had before. The positive testimony in its

favor would now outweigh the former negative evidence in the

case, however strong it may have been. It follows at least from

Kirkwood's analogy, that the planets were dependent upon each

other, and therefore connected together in their origin, whatever

may have been the form of the connection, whether that of the

nebular hypothesis, or some other not yet imagined.

Art. IV.

—

On Kirkwood's Analogy ; by Dr. B. A. Gould, Jr.

(From the Proceedings of the American Association, 2nd meeting, held at Cambridge,

1849, p. 363.)

The subject which Mr. Walker brought to the notice of this

Section on Saturday, is one of far more than ordinary interest.

Besides the elegant simplicity of Mr. Kirkwood's formula, his

theory must, if it be confirmed, materially influence our views of

cosmogony and of the theory of the Universe. I have devoted

all of the time which my duties have allowed since Mr. Walker
made his communication, to the numerical examination of the

Analogy to which he referred and which prompted his beautiful

investigations.

which they deserve, and with which I at first hoped to be able to

give them; for although the subject is large, and one which we
cannot expect to exhaust for many years, yet the time of the Sec-

tion is so precious at this late hour, that I shall limit myself to as

brief a statement as possible.

Mr. Kirkwood's theory, as regards the rotation of the planets

will, if found to be true,—and the presumption seems to-day

strongly in favor of its truth—furnish a remarkable and unex-

pected argument in support of the nebular hypothesis. The
minds of many have been wavering of late with regard to this

hypothesis; their doubts have been strengthened by the unquali-

fied assertions that all nebulas are resolvable ; but this analogy of

I will state the results, though not in the fullness
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Kirkwood tends most strikingly to confirm it—so much, indeed,

that if this latter be true, I do not know how any one can resist

the argument which it furnishes in favor of the former, in so far

as it applies to our solar system. It is then no longer a hypothe-

sis, but becomes a probable theory.

I will give 'a very short sketch of the quantities I have used in

repeating Mr. Walker's computation.

[Dr. Gould then gave upon the blackboard the masses of the

planets, and the periods of rotation which he had used, differing

from those used by Mr. Walker.]

These are the masses which I have used ; and these are the

times of rotation as given in the books. I do not know how ac-

curate the latter may be considered
;
perhaps to minutes, perhaps

even less so. I believe they have all been determined by the ob-

servation of spots. If so, what proof have we that the spots do
not move, no matter what the number of rotations used in deter-

mining the period? I have marked the period of Uranus as

doubtful, because I do not know upon what authority it rests,

having only found it in a table of a popular work by Sir J. Her-
schel, with a mark of doubt prefixed. It does not agree at all

with this theory.

In considering a question of this kind, we must remember the
nature of our investigations. The subject is to a certain extent,

necessarily general, and the appearance of precise harmony could
not be expected even were our data exact, which they are not.

The nature of the problem requires a general, not a special agree-

ment between observation and theory. When we are consider-
ing the evolution of order from chaos, we cannot pretend to a

knowledge of all the physical forces which exerted an influence.

We go back to a supposed time when the planetary spaces were
filled with nebular matter ; we assume the existence of certain

nuclei or centres of attraction; and, from our knowledge of the
solar system, as it now is, infer the relative force which these
several centres of attraction must have exerted, and assign to

each its proportionate realm. If now we find that the spheres of
influence belonging to the several nuclei are harmoniously con-
nected, by a simple formula, with the periods of rotation as ob-
served to-day,—an element before omitted in our investigations

—

^r
e discover a remarkable corroboration of the probability of our

hypothesis. This is what Kirkwood's formula professes to be
a simple relation between the time of rotation and the diameter
°f the sphere of attraction.

The subject being then a strictly general one, we are not war-
ranted in demanding that exactness of numerical agreement, re-
quisite tor the verification of theories of a more special nature.
A
|)

as circumstances appear to indicate, more careful investigation
should lead to the general adoption of the theory of Kirkwood,
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I should not desire that this should be denominated a law. Na-

ture's laws must be precise and complete. The relation which
we are considering claims only to be approximate—an analogy.

And in speaking of it, 1, shall call it by this name, KirkwoodCs
Analogy. And where we have by hypothesis a right to expect

analogy and not perfect accordance, the want of perfect accord-

ance must not be considered to cast doubt upon the theory. Be-

sides, if Kirkwood's Analogy were the result of a general law,

would not the action of the law be modified in all probability by

circumstances which would prevent us from perceiving any strict

mathematical precision? The considerations which would be

strong arguments against hypotheses of other kinds, do not appear

to me weighty when applied to any thing so rude as the motion

of chaotic matter.

There is a formula known as " Bode's law"—an empirical for-

mula—expressing a supposed analogy, for which no reason was

ever assigned and which, even before it was broken by the new
planet Neptune, was found utterly devoid of that universality and

precision which must characterize all laws of nature. Though
it was considered a remarkable coincidence, and perhaps as capa-

ble of suggesting some law of nature, no true mathematician

could ever have regarded it as a real law. Moreov
shown long since that it did not hold for Mercury.

This "Law of Bode" was analogous to the theory of Kepler,

that as there were but five regular solids, there could be but five

planetary intervals, and therefore no planet between Jupiter and

Mars.

Kepler's theory was totally overthrown by the discovery of

Uranus, as the other has been by the discovery of Neptune.

Bode's law, to which, by the way, Bode's name has been improp-

erly given, would make the distance of Neptune beyond the orbit

of Uranus nineteen times the distance of the Earth from the Sun,

while it is in fact less than eleven times this distance beyond it,

so that the fallacy of this formula must now be so evident as to

require no demonstration.

Discordances such as those which exist in the application of

this law to the planetary system, would afford sufficient reason

for rejecting the analogy of Kirkwood ; but, with even these dis-

cordances, the fact, that a single formula would approximately

represent the truth to so great an extent, would justify us in be-

stowing much time upon its consideration.

[Dr. Gould then gave a brief sketch of the points of connec-

tion between the nebular hypothesis and the new analogy,

showing how the one would lead to the other.]

It will be remarked that in the phrase "sphere of attraction,"

the word sphere is not used in its geometrical sense. Nor is a

planet necessarily in the centre of its sphere of attraction, for
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upon the one side, as is the case with the earth, may be a planet

comparatively near, and upon the other a smaller planet at a

greater distance ; whence it is evident that the extent of the

sphere of attraction will be much less upon the former side than

upon the latter.

In Mr. Walker's theory he assumes *, in the equation

e
2 -T £

. a", to be a constant and equal to **. nunnu the term

k being nearly 2.

(it) 2

In the following formulas I shall denote the

quantities which refer to the Earth by a single accent, those re-

ferring to Mars by two, to Jupiter by four, and to Saturn by five,

reserving three accents for the hypothetical planet between Mars
and Jupiter. I make use of Mr. Walker's formula for the sphere
of attraction as follows:

—

D being the diameter of the sphere, a
being the mean distance of the planet, and ?n being its mass.

For Jupiter we have

D IV y/mh
'

a \v a ///

So for Mars

;

V /// +
a a IV

v/m lv+ x/m

D ir V ft
aif a

V n
y/

> +
aHI aa

v a V tit

In these formulas you will perceive that every thing is known,
except the mass and distance of the new planet; or the old plan-
et, if you please. The only assumption is the truth of the neb-
ular hypothesis. If we knew the values of /> iv and 25", the
spheres of attraction of Jupiter and Mars, we should have two equa-
tions and but two unknown quantities, a,n and m'", and should
thus have this planet restored by the nebular hypothesis alone.

I have assumed in the computation for the value of A;, not 2,
the constant which Mr. Walker supposes it to be, not only from
his calculations, but from a priori reasoning,—but the mean of
the values obtained from each planet, using the masses as given
in the books, though affected of course, with some inaccuracy.
Now recurring to the abo^e phenomena, let us take, for the

sake of convenience,

/>iv
a aIV

\VrrilY -\-y/mv
y/miy A>

D tt
ait a

and then we have,
17^+7^' > **"""B <

mat

m^AIV
aiv _ a>" _ A

ana hence x/m'"— —~

—

'-

i/m

A B
+ \/m//
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3

Here all the quantities on one side are known, and we use the

mass of the new planet thus obtained for the solution of the

problem. This being substituted in either of the previous equa-
tions, will give us the mean distance of the planet.

A m"'
Or, if for convenience we make -^a/~-=- — C

i „ ,
d"-A+ (a"+B)Cwe shall have— a"= ±—7^

-

—

1+ C
Now the only question is as to the value to be adopted for Mr.

Walker's constant, which it seems to me should be deduced from
observation only. /

In computing the value of k, I obtain for

Venus, 1.9374
Earth, 1.9030
Saturn, 1.9763

The mean of this, 1.939

is the quantity assumed for k, in obtaining the results of which I

shall speak ; these three planets being the only ones to which the

formula can be applied. It will be seen that the values obtained

are most confirmatory of Mr. Walker's results. Unless we suppose

the nebular matter to have been equally distributed through the

solar system, we could not expect to find k absolutely constant
9

even if it were an approximation to the number 2.

Prof. Walker here remarked that the constant used by Dr.

Gould answered better than the constant 2.

Dr. Gould continued.

—

We do not know the extent of Mercury's

influence inside its orbit, and hence cannot know the diameter of

its sphere of attraction. Nor can we apply the formula to Mars or

to Jupiter, for we do not know what planet may have been be-

tween them. We cannot apply it to Uranus, for we do not know
its period of rotation. There remain but the three planets men-
tioned above.

Calculating, from the equations thus developed, the mass and

distance which- would belong to a planet between Mars and Jupi-

ter, and thence, by Kirk wood's analogy, the corresponding time

of rotation, we do not find it so great, that, by mere centrifugal

force, the planet could have been exploded, and its mass scattered

in the form of asteroids.

From a very rough computation of the place and size of the

ypothetical planet, I obtain a mean distance 3. 12,—and a mass
1

5 rt 1,500 This mass is very much smaller than the mass of our

earth, and would agree with the supposition of a small planet,

smaller even than Venus, but would be at least equal in size to

twelve or fifteen Asteroids.

•
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This gives rise to a great many speculations, most interesting

and important in their bearing upon the theory of the universe.

I wish to dwell upon the fact that we neither know accurately

the period of rotation, or the mass of most of the planets. The
only element' which is really well known, is the distance of the

primary planets from the sun. Then there is the difficulty to

which I also alluded, in ascertaining the magnitude of spheres of
attraction, that we cannot assume the nebulous matter to be
equally dense; so that it cannot be demanded that the analogy
should be very accurately expressed by any given data.

It is now extremely important that observations should be
made upon the periods of the rotation of several planetary bodies,

and it is much to be desired, as bearing upon this problem, that

those who occupy themselves with what may be called the natu-
ral history of astronomy should determine the times of rotation

anew, and thus enable us to decide upon the truth of a law, the

discovery of which may be important in the history of astronomy.
Prof. Walker made a remark on Saturday, with reference to

the position to which Mr. Kirkwood will be entitled, should his

theory be found true. The Section seemed surprised at this re-

mark. I do not wish to express myself strongly, but certainly

when we look back upon the labors of Kepler, who strove so

many years with results so unpromising, until he discovered the
laws which underlie the whole fabric of our solar system, and
then turn to Mr. Kirkwood, a teacher in the interior of Pennsyl-
vania—who without the sympathies of kindred minds, or the

use of any library of magnitude—without calling even upon the
aid of strict mathematical analysis—has fixed his attention upon
this one problem, and investigated it in all its bearings, until after

ten years of patient thought and labor, he has arrived at such a
result as this—we cannot but be struck with the similarity of the
two cases; nor can we consider it as very derogatory to the for-

mer to speak hereafter of Kepler and Kirkwood together as the

discoverers of great planetary harmonies.

Art. V.

—

On the Natural Terraces and Ridges of the country
bordering- Lake Erie; by Charles Whittlesey, of Cleve-
land.

. Ohio.

Through the assistance of the engineers, engaged at various
times, in surveys for railroads and canals in Northern Ohio, I have
been enabled to determine the elevation of our u Lake ridges" aL
numerous points, between the Pennsylvania line and Sandusky
Bay, a distance of 130 miles. I am more particularly indebted
for these levels to J. H. Sergeant, Esq., who has run several lines
.west of Cleveland, and to Messrs. Harback and Smith, engineers
for the Cleveland, Painesville and Ashtabula Railroad Company.
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When these surveys do not cross the ridges and terraces, they.

have still been the basis upon which by short cross levels taken

with a pocket instrument, I have obtained the elevations ; and
the results I think, cannot be wide of the truth.

There may be an extreme discrepancy of three feet among
them, however, arising from changes in the surface of the Lake,

which is the common plane of reference.

My opinion has been for many years, that the "ridges" are

not " ancient beaches" of the Lake, although some of the terraces

may be. It is indispensable to a beach, that it should at its foot

or water- line be perfectly horizontal. The Lake ridges are not

so;- aftd this fact, taken with the external form which they as-

surrte; clearly gives them the character of submarine deposits.

There are points on this coast where there are four ridges ris-

ing iii succession from the Lake, as in the township of Ridge-

ville, Lorain County- In other places there are three, as from

Geneva to Ashtabula; from Euclid through Painesviile to Ge-
neva, two ; and from Cleveland to Euclid, one. There are places

where it is difficult to trace any; and in others as at the city of

Cleveland, where there are two- or three branches or divisions of

one ridge for short distances, all about the same level and liable

to terminate suddenly. The ridges are sometimes upon the crest

of a terrace, and sometimes lie, like a highway of water-washed

sand, on the gently inclined surface of a plain, that descends to-

wards the Lake. From a regular and beautiful elevated road-

way, the ridge occasionally breaks into sand knolls, as at Avon
Centre, Lorain County; at Ohio City near Cleveland, and at

Painesviile, Lake County.

Where nothing to the contrary is stated, the height given is

that of the summit of the ridge, terrace or knoll. The first ridge,

or that nearest the Lake, is known in the county as the "North
Ridge." The others have different names at different places; as

the " Middle Ridge," " Chesnut Ridge," " Butternut Ridge," and
" South Ridge."

Elevation of the North Ridge, beginning at the Easteim part of

Reset

Conneaut, Ashtabula Co., above Lake Erie, . *. 120 feet.

One mile west, 145
~ u

Four miles east of Ashtabula village, . . . 132 u

(Base of same for several miles, 85 to 95.)

County line between Lake and Ashtabula Co., \ 107 «

pe

Eight miles west in Lake County, . . . 125 tc

Centreville, 1 mile north of village, . . . 105

Painesviile, ........ 120

Mentor—well defined for 2 miles level, . . . 109

r a

u

a
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n

Willdughby, 85 feet.

Seven miles east of Cleveland, . . . 112 to 118 "

Three, »:; ".-«_,« " . . . , 113 " 118
Two " " « « at crossing of

,

10
Cleveland and Pittsburg Railroad, . 5

• ^»
Cleveland city, 96 to 108 "

Ohio City, 114 "

Rockport, Rocky River,

One mile west, .... 105, 107 and 126
Avon, Lorain Co., east of Centre one mile, . . 85 "

90 "
a

" u i

u
• '

Centre sand knolls, . . . 105
Russelton, Lyme, Huron Co., .... 120

This table embraces a distance of one hundred and twenty
(120) miles, where it appears the lowest summit is 85 feet, and
the highest 145, showing a difference in longitudinal direction of

60 feet. I have not visited all the positions here given, but the

greater part of them, and for the rest am informed by the engin-
eers that there is no higher ground between the ridge and the

Lake. Tn all cases there is a smooth uninterrupted plain, on the

Lake side, over which the water of the Lake is everywhere visi-

ble, when the forest timber, which is heavy, is cleared away. It

is variously composed of blue marly clay, of coarse drift called
" blue" and " yellow hard pan," and of coarse sandy and gravelly

drift
; but the soil is for the most part clayey, and wet between

and below the ridges. The streams, little and great, cut deep
and steep gullies through the superficial deposits, and also into the

rocks below. From the cliff limestone at Sandusky, eastward
and to the state line, the superficial matter rests on slates, sand-

stones and shales, corresponding to the Hamilton, Chemung and
Portage groups, of the New York Reports.

Elevation of the second Ridge, called the " South" and
" Middle" Ridge.

Near Kingsville, Ashtabula County, (south ridge,) 152 feet.

Centreville, "
. 122

u

a

u

a

Two miles jeast of Cleveland, " "
,

135
Two miles southwest of Ohio City, middle "

. 149
Dover Centre, 12 miles W. of Cleveland, " "

. 163
Rockport, ? miles " " " "

. 130
Ridgeville, Lorain County, " "

. 168

This ridge is more broken and less continuous than the first,

or u
north ridge," and is in general heavier. In Rockport, Dover

and Ridgeville, on the northern or Lake slope, it is from 16 to 20
feet above the base at its foot, and on the rear 5 to 10 feet. Be-
hind it, as with all the ridges, is flat, swampy land, and small
nvulets that drain the low ground, running parallel with the
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 5
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Looking from one of the interior

swell, to some creek, or occasionally breaking through towards
the Lake. These lands are very rich, and with a moderate ex-

pense are drained by ditches cut through the ridge... The slope

of the flat lands between and before the ridges is sufficient to

carry off all the water in ditches that have a free current. Most
of this land is coming under the plough in this manner, although

it is equally well calculated for grass. No country can possess

more rural beauty than that along these "ridge roads/ 3 The
land in a longitudinal view, is apparently level, as far as the eye
can reach; and the buildings congregated along the line of the

road appear to be arrayed in curved lines, gently waving to the

right and left as you proceed.

ridges, which are generally perceptibly higher than the next one
towards the Lake, if the timber is not standing, another, and
rudely parallel row of farm houses, barns, orchards, &c, is seen

at the distance of one, two or three miles ; the intermediate space

perfectly smooth and cultivated, and beyond lies the blue water,

and the horizon.

The composition of one ridge does not materially differ from
another. It is formed of coarse, water-washed, yellowish sand,

or of fine gravel, principally the comminuted portions of the

adjacent rocks.- The rocky fragments are not generally worn
perfectly round, or oblong, as beach shingle is, but are more flat,

with worn edges. There are mingled with the sandstones and
shales that compose this gravel, scattered pieces of quartz, flint,

also granite, and trappean rocks, limestone and ironstone.

The basis of the ridge corresponding with the impervious

clayey soil between, gives rise to a great many springs on the

Lake or lower side ; and this water frequently deposits bog
iron ore, that has been used extensively in furnaces along the

lake shore.

From near Dover Centre, west to Elyria, and even to Vermill-

ion River, the second or " middle ridge," rests on a coarse grained

sandstone or "grindstone grit," which farther east in Cuyahoga
County rises above the level of the Lake ridges. Between the

Black and Vermillion rivers, I have not succeeded in procuring

the elevations. Here they are well developed, and show more
branches or collateral lines, extending from one ridge to another,

than is observed farther east.

By digging shallow wells, the inhabitants find water in abund-

ance, and generally good. In these wells from 12 to 18 feet deep,

there are thrown out as a common occurrence, sticks, timber and

leaves, in a decaying state. I have in my cabinet some pieces of

this wood, furnished by Dr. Moore of Dover, who took it from a

bed of carbonaceous matter in a well of his, twelve feet below

the surface. The well is situated on the middle ridge, 163 feet

above the Lake. Pieces of timber six inches through have been
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found, represented as being water-worn like drift-wood. Those
in my possession are solid, with a very fine grain resembling the
wi" ow.

Dr, Mopre, an intelligent physician of my acquaintance, says
he has seen shells thrown from the bottom of wells, resembling
1 periwinkles," a common name for Lymnea. Similar shells in
fragments are said to have been thrown from a pit two miles west
of Cleveland, on the north ridge. In the " blue marly clay" be-
neath this ridge, I have found a Helicina, and a Planorbis, shells

characteristic of the loess of the Rhine, and of St. Louis, and
the Wabash in Indiana. The palaeontological evidence is there-
fore, as far as it goes, in favor of the idea of very recent and fresh

water deposits.

It will be seen from the second table of heights, that the great-

est difference is there forty-six feet; and that the summit of the
ridge rises, from Rockport to Dover in seven miles, thirty-three
feet, but from Dover to Ridgeville, six miles, it is nearly level.

Through these two distances, making thirteen miles, the height
of the ridge above its base is about the same, from sixteen to

twenty feet; and consequently the base has an equal rise in a
longitudinal direction. Two miles west of Ridgeville Centre,
the top of the middle ridge has descended from 108 to 149 feet.

The foot of the north, or first ridge, and of the terrace on which
it is frequently situated, approaches nearer to a horizontal line

than the ridge itself, but still differs from a perfect level. It is at

Conneaut Creek, . . . .

Four miles east of Ashtabula,
Several miles west of "

Painesville,

East of Willoughby. several miles,
Three miles west of Willoughby,
Euclid Creek, 12 miles east of Cleveland,
Seven miles east of
Two
Ohio City,

Rockport,
Avon,

It

n a

u

<<

75 feet.

85
95

. 85

60 to 65
. 60

75 to 85
. 105

. 102

. 75

. 70

. 70

Li

X U

u

a

a

a

a

t:

it

a

It is not easy to determine with precision where the base or
foot of a ridge graduates into the plain ; and consequently there
ls not that accuracy in the elevations for the base, just given, that
^e attain when measuring the summit or crest. But they are a
close approximation, and although remarkably uniform, are by^
no means equal, as they should be if the base of the ridge repre-
sented an ancient coast-line ; the greatest difference being forty-"

e
*eet

3 or about the same as the variation along the top of the
^cond ridge.
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There are but few measurements in my reach of the third and
fourth ridges. Huron County, south of Russelton
two low swells of land parallel with the shore, apparently about

on a level with each other, and not much above the main ridge

at Russelton, which is reported at 120 feet.

The third ridge, in Ridgeville, Cuyahoga County, is one mile

southerly from the second or " middle ridge/' and is not Very

prominent, rising six to ten feet above the low ground. At this

place it is 186 feet above the lake, or eighteen feet above the

middle ridge, and eighty-one above the highest part of the north

ridge in Avon, five miles north.

The fourth or last and highest well defined Ridge.

173 feet

203
195

..

iC

2£ miles southwest of Ohio City,

1£ miles southeast of Ridgeville Centre,

West bank of west fork of Black River, Elyria,

Distance embraced, twenty-five miles.

The materials of the most southerly or interior ridge, are in

general coarser than in the others, showing a more violent or less

lasting aqueous action. This is observed everywhere at the

west. The more elevated the drift, the more does it exhibit the

effects of strong currents in the transportation of large pieces of

rock, in the shape of coarse gravel. The lower portions, espe-

cially those that lie near the surface of the great Lakes, not only

on Lake Erie, but on Michigan and Superior, are fine, argillaceous

or marly, laminated, and with few pebbles.

The terraces have not been as much noticed as the ridges, and
consequently their height is not as well known. From Rock-
port to Avon, the north ridge is upon the edge of a terrace, the

foot from seventy feet above the lake, down to sixty feet ; its

crest from one hundred and five down to eighty-five. Directly

opposite this, about five miles more inland, a considerable portion

of the fourth or south ridge, (known as the u Butternut/') is also

on a terrace of about twenty feet, on its northern face ; in fact all

the ridges partake of the nature of terraces, in places; the north-

ern slope being generally the longest. ~

position of the terrace on which the ridge rests is different, and

either a rock or adrift of more compact and resisting kind.

Between Newburg and Euclid, nine miles, the northern face of

the terrace is very bold, its base from 120 to 150 feet, and its crest

200 to 225 feet. It is here composed of fine graiued sandstone

Waverly), and blue and red shales. East of Euclid, the terrace

sometimes divides into two, the lower one supporting the north

But the geological com-

ridge. It is the same for several miles east of WiIlo«w
crest of the first or lowest terrace being about one hundred

and its base seventy to eighty feet, and formed of blue hardpan

feet
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resting on shales. In Erie County, on the line of the Mansfield
railroad, it is composed of cliff limestone supporting black slate;

its base about 130, and its summit 180 feet.

It will be interesting now to compare the elevations above
given, for ridges in Western Ohio, with those of the great lakes
in other states. In Michigan, at the east line of Washington
county east of Ann Arbor, is a well-defined ridge running nearly
north and south, whose summit is 140 feet above Detroit River,
at Detroit. Around Monroe, in Wayne county, Michigan, are

some irregular sand ridges, not more than thirty feet. They
are also visible on the north shore of Lake Erie, in the flat coun-
try between Erie and Huron ; their elevation is not known, but
they are apparently as high as 200 feet.

Mr. Roy, a Canadian engineer, has made a section across the

ridges back of Toronto to Lake Simcoe, as reported by Mr. Lyeli,

and has given their respective elevations as follows

:

No. 1.—one mile north of Toronto, 20 to 30 feet high

base above Lake Ontario, .... 108 feet.

No. 2.—2£ miles from Toronto, 50 to 70 feet high

base above Lake Ontario, . . . . 208 "

No. 3.—5 miles from lake— 10 feet his;h—summit, 288 "

Five other ridges or terraces are given by Mr. Hall, in the ge-

ology of the 4th district of New York ; also on the authority of

Mr. Roy, referring apparently to the elevation of their base.

No. 4.—above Lake Ontario, . . . . 308 feet.

No. 5. " " "

No. 6. " " "

No. 7. " " "

No. 8. " " "

344
420
680
7G2

a

ii

Mr. Lyell observed eleven ridges between the Lake and the

summit for Lake Simcoe, the elevation of the eleventh, or last

and highest, corresponding with No. 7, of the New York Report.
The elevation of Lake Erie above Ontario is generally stated at

332 feet, so that the three first ridges or terraces, in rear of To-
ronto, are below the surface of Lake Erie.

Mr. Barrett, a New York engineer, furnished Mr. Hall with the
height of some points on the Lockport ridge, south of Lake On-
tario and opposite Toronto. They are as follows:

At Lockport,

Middleport, 10 miles east, 185 "

Albion, Orleans county, 188
Brockport, Monroe county, * . . . . 188

None of these correspond in height with those on the north
snore, as they should do if they were the result of littoral action

158 feet.
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at a beach, for the surface of the water would be level. If we
suppose them to have been formed in that manner, when the

water stood at the base of a ridge, the rivers must have discharged
at the same level. Here should, on that hypothesis, be found del-

tas, and evidence of bays or lagoons. The waters having settled

away, at the present period the streams discharge at a lower level,

their channels being worn deeper and larger, cutting through the

ridges and terraces that lie between the present and the ancient

level. If the ancient mouth was at a point different from that

where the present channel cuts a ridge, it should be visible in the

present form of the ridge. If it was at the same point, there

should be marks of such action as always accompanies the meet-

ing of running currents with dead water. But our streams ap-

pear to cut the ridges as though they were barriers preexisting,

and broken through by the current.

Terraces composed of the rocks or other general deposits of a

country, appear to be much stronger proof of ancient shores than

limited sand ridges. When we rise above 240 feet from Lake
Erie, the well defined terraces disappear; and from that line to

6U0 to 650 feet, the general elevation of the table land in North-

eastern Ohio, the surface presents a confused arrangement of heavy
drift, covering the rocks at various depths, in long massive knolls,

without ranges or parallelism. Towards the west, the summits
of the lake streams are lower, and the present surface of North-

western Ohio and Northern Indiana, of Illinois, Michigan, New
York and Canada West, with much of Wisconsin and Iowa,

would be submerged by a sea rising 250 feet above Lake Erie, or

815 above the ocean.

The Wabash and Maumee summit, at Fort Wayne, Indiana, is

246 feet above Lake Erie. The summit between the waters of

Saginaw Bay, and of Lake Michigan, . 108 ft. above L. Erie.

Summit between Pishtakaand Rock River

in Illinois, .....
Lake Winnebago, ....
Summit between Lake Ontario and Lake

Simcoe, Canada, ....
Mouth

u u

177

197

it a

a u

M
M

M

179

181

U <£

it it

If, therefore, the relative level of the land was the same as now,

when the diluvial sea existed at high levels, its extent must have

been very great, at the supposed stage of 250 feet above Lake

Erie. At this or any other supposable stage, if it remained sta-

tionary long enough to form cliffs and banks at one place, it

would produce the same effects, in kind if not in degree, at an-

other : and we should be able to trace beaches or shores over all
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the vast west, for such cliffs are due to the action of winds and
waves, always in operation on bodies of water. But urider-sur-

face currents are not universal, or in such general operation as to

form everywhere, bars and longitudinal banks or spits. If the

Atlantic Ocean should suddenly settle one hundred feet, or any
other distance, would there not remain a distinct shore, well de-

fined and traceable its entire length ? At the mouth of some
rivers and bays or inlets, would be seen limited sand ridges, their

bases upon an exact level. On the ancient bed of the sea oppo-

site sandy coasts, like North Carolina and New Jersey, would ap-

pear long, narrow and rudely parallel ridges, of such materials as

are easily moved by currents, that would not be level longi-

tudinally.

The evidence of the existence of ancient currents acting upon
the drift, regularly and irregularly, is abundant. They have act-

ed at all elevations, as well on the highest lands in Ohio at 1350
feet above the tide, as at the sources of the Mississippi, 1680 feet.

The evidence is that they were powerful, and in general erratic

or irregular and fitful. Such currents would not leave ridges, but
rounded elevations. For this discussion it is immaterial whether
the relative change in the level of land and water was due to

subsidence or upheaval. The change has taken place, and before
that period there were at great depths currents of water, both
gentle and strong, giving form to the present exposed surface of
the earth.

It is to this wide-spread power that we must resort, to explain
most of the diluvial phenomena which are observed. What can
be reasonably assigned to the wearing action of waves along a
coast line, is limited and not pervading; not an universal, but a
local, tardy and inefficient geological agent.

Art. VI.

—

On the Quantity of Heat evolved from Atmospheric
Air by Mechanical Compression ; by John Garric, M.D.

Physical science teaches us that condensation of matter is,

^Mh a few apparent exceptions, an invariable source of heat.

Atmospheric air, subjected to mechanical compression, evolves it

in large quantities, and in proportion to the degree of force ap-
plied. But though this general fact is well known, and has been
examined by numerous and able experimenters, the numerical
quantities of heat furnished by given volumes, under given pres-
sures, have never been accurately ascertained. It may, indeed,

said that there is scarcely a subject in the whole range of nat-
ural philosophy, which has elicited more discordant results,

bvery phenomenon of nature possesses in itself an interest
1 calculated to excite the mind to an investigation of its cause.
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In acquiring a right understanding of the part it plays in the gen-

eral system and economy of nature there is a gratification inde-

pendent of all pecuniary or selfish considerations. But in* the

solution of the question, "what is the quantity of heat given out

by the condensation of air?^ there is a more immediate interest

arising from the practical use to which the fact may be applied.

It is favorable to the intere^s of science that the prospective value

of the knowledge has justified experiments on this subject, as

objects of commercial speculation ; for otherwise its full elucida-

tion would require an outlay of money too heavy to be expended

by the mere lover of nature.

The atmosphere, from any thing we can observe taking place

in it, affords but a remote and insignificant idea of the extensive

relation existing between it and heat. Our sensations may indi-

cate suffering from diminution, or inconvenience from exaltation

of temperature, and the thermometer may mark the extent of its

changes ; but neither furnishes us with any evidence of the abso-

lute or even the comparative quantity of caloric in air. Other

considerations, however, present us with reasons for believing

that it contains more of the principle of heat, in proportion to its

absolute quantity of matter, than any other body found in a natu-

ral state.# Though not experimentally demonstrable, it cannot

be doubted that the aerial form of the atmosphere, like that of

vapors, is caused by the presence of a definite amount of heat.

Air may be condensed and dilated any number of times, and

there will be with each change, a simultaneous and proportional

diffusion and absorption of heat. The determination of the

quantities of caloric thus alternately set free and rendered latent,

is, apparently, a simple problem, which it is generally thought

can be easily solved. But to furnish precise results not only

is science and experimental skill demanded, but quantities of

air must be used which imply a magnitude of apparatus, with

facilities for manipulation, such as private philosophers can rarely

command. It is true that if "instruments be exceedingly ex-

act, and an experimenter be fully equal to the task of using

them properly," the error upon moderate, may be quite as small

in proportion as upon large quantities of most substances. But

in this assumption, qualifications are implied to which few ex-

perimenters can lay claim ; nor when possessed, would they be

adequate to insure perfect accuracy in operating upon so attenu-

ated a fluid as air which larger apparatus might attain.

In the attempts to determine the quantities of heat set free or

absorbed by changes in the volume of air, these principles are well

fp, . —
* According to what are considered the most accurate experiments and deduc-

tions on this subject, the absolute heat of atmospheric air, estimating it from the

standard of the absolute heat of water, viz. 1,000—is 18,000. See Mudie on the

air, page 115.
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illustrated
; they have been rendered very difficult and replete with

errors; from the delicacy of manipulation employed, and the conse-
quent minuteness of result to be ascertained. Limited by the con-
venience and necessity of economy, philosophers, in their experi-
ments on this subject, have been in the practice of using very small
quantities of air.

#d
surrounded as it must be, by a comparatively great weight of
matter, and extent of conducting surface, have produced an ap-
parent effect so insignificant, or the means of measuring it have
been so imperfect that it cannot be said truth has been approached.

In an investigation for the improvement of science, and still

more when it is proposed, as in the present instance, to apply it

to practical purposes, it is highly important to fix and determine
essential data. So indispensable are they to any useful result,

that too much care and nicety cannot be spent on them ; be-
cause when once done with the accuracy of truth, they not only
lay a foundation, upon which we may without rashness hazard
fame and fortune, but they save much labor by forming a con-
stant for any number of calculations, or any modification of ex-

periments. In regard to air, the change in its sensible tempera-
ture, under an increase of density, is known to be great from the
fact that by its sudden compression we may inflame tinder, and
many other substances immersed in it. This trivial experi-

ment, although in itself too indeterminate to found a valuable

conclusion upon, has formed the basis of many chemical re-

searches, having for their object the solution of the question
in view.

To aid in determining the precise temperature to which com-
pression would elevate gases, M. Thenard, many years ago, made
a number of ingenious experiments. In trials with gases other
than air, chlorine and oxygen, he used fulminating powders which,
exploded at different temperatures; and thus found that substan-
ces which decompose at 205° Centigrade, or 401° Fahrenheit,
exploded in hydrogen, azote and carbonic acid, when compressed
suddenly and strongly by hand in a glass tube. These experi-
ments indicate that a very considerable accession of temperature
may be obtained from the condensation of gases which are not
supporters of combustion ; but, admitting that atmospheric air

conforms to the same law, the force employed is too vaguely ex-
pressed to show a precise relation between the heat evolved, and
the compressing power. They are, however, interesting as prov-
lng that considerable intensity of heat may be obtained by trivial
means, under unfavorable circumstances.

M^_ ~ " l"c same iiinu trial itx. -intuitu u mauc ma ca.jjciiiiiciii3,

• Colladon instituted others better calculated to determine an
Swan* Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 6
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exact limitation of the heat set free from air by compression. .

He states that to ignite sulphur, it is necessary to reduce atmos-

pheric air to one-eighteenth of its volume, and to set fire to starch,

to one-thirtieth.*
. ..

* »

Philosophers, in their experiments on air, have been, m the

practice of dividing it into certain proportions—as the half, the

fourth, the eighth of the volume experimented upon—and of

considering each division as affording an equal measure of heat

as the result of condensation. Now, the number of such divis-

ions in reducing air to one-eighteenth of its volume, is a little

more than four, and to one-thirtieth, nearly five; while the tem-

peratures at which the above named substances burn, may be

stated respectively, at nearly 500° F. and 600° F. Here we
have data, which if correct, would at once solve the question in-

volved. By dividing these numbers by each other we shall have

as the result of the compression of air, about 120° F. for every

reduction of it to half its previous volume. If these data could

be relied upon, the subject would need no further investigation

;

but so different have been the conclusions from analogous experi-

ments in the hands of the other philosophers, that new and more
satisfactory ones are demanded. For while, as we have seen,

M. Colladon says it requires a condensation of atmospheric air

equal to one-thirtieth of its volume to ignite tinder, M. Gay Lus-

sac, who made similar experiments on a larger scale, estimates

that a reduction to one-fifth is sufficient.!

Nor have other experiments and processes of reasoning, for

deducing a precise solution of this apparently simple question,

though conducted by the most eminent chemists and mathema-
ticians of the past and present ages, been more uniform or more
satisfactory. The methods of proceeding have been different

from each other, and from those already referred to, but they

show a similar variance, of from one to five and upwards, in their

deductions.

Dal ton found, in experimenting with the common air-pump of

the laboratory, that if the density of air be suddenly doubled by
compression, its temperature rises 50° F. This experiment is

among the earliest we find on the subject, and comes, if we can

regard the 50° F. as computed at the standard of the specific heat

of water, nearer the truth, for the first reduction of air from its

ordinary temperature and pressure, to half its volume, than any

subsequently recorded.

According to some experiments of Leslie, conducted upon a

somewhat different plan, it would appear that atmospheric air

* American Journal of Science [I], vol. xx, p. 180.

f It will be shown in the course of this communication, how thi* very great dif-

ference in apparent result, may arise from comparatively small errors of the ex-

periments.
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rarefied until its density was three-fifths of its natural density,

when suddenly restored acquired about 48° F, of temperature.
Professor Espy states as the result of experiment, that if air

have/ its density doubled or be reduced to half its volume, its

temperature will be increased about 9(P F., and that air expanded
to half its density, or double its volume, generates a cold of about
90° P.

That accurate and profound mathematician, the late Mr. Ivary,

has attempted to deduce from calculation, upon data to which I

have been unable to get access, the precise quantity of caloric

given out by the condensation of atmospheric air.

his estimate one degree of heat is evolved from it, when under a

condensation equal to r }^ of its volume; and consequently, if a
volume of air be reduced to half its bulk the heat given out will

be equal to 180° F. Both Laplace and Leslie, in attempts to

reconcile the calculated velocity of sound, with that which is de-

duced from experiment, made similar calculations; but the theo-

rems by which they are expressed are both abstruse and inaccu-
rate, for though they regard the quantity of heat evolved from air

by condensation as "profuse and powerful," the amount the lat-

ter assigns is less than that mentioned by Mr. Ivary ; and his

estimate, it will be seen, does not equal the truth.

The researches of M. Gay Lussac, to whom science is more
indebted for an extensive and profound investigation of this sub-
ject than to any other philosopher, led him to consider a conden-
sation of air into one-fifth of its volume as sufficient to ignite

tinder a degree of heat which he states is almost 580° F. This
estimate, applied to volume, according to what has been mentioned
as the custom of experimenters, would give about 280° F. for

every time the density of air was doubled.
Upon a subject on which so many scientific men have directed

their attention and tasked their ingenuity to discover methods of

accurate observation, it would seem presumptuous to attempt to

devise processes more exact than have been already employed.
Yet the diversity in the results furnished by such able experi-

menters renders questionable the truth of any of them, and shows
that their modes were defective, or, at least, that fresh investiga-

tion is necessary to enable us to confirm or reject their data with
certainty. That in the general economy of nature the relation
°f caloric to air is of high importance, and that the investigation
°f the laws of their action is worth the labor they may require,
ar*d is indeed one of the most interesting enquiries, in both a sci-

entific and practical point of view, to which the attention of
^arikind can be turned, are apparent from considerations already
Eluded to.

*° improve our knowledge of these relations, so as to deduce
the laws by which they are governed, we must study the subject
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on a larger scale than it has been heretofore examined ;
and with

an object in view sufficiently valuable to justify the expenditure

of money for adequate machinery, and of time for a long series

of careful and precise observations. Experiments on a small

scale, upon a material .so attenuated as air, can scarcely be ex-

pected to speak absolute truth, or to answer the question as to

what is the actual result of large operations. And besides being

on a scale of suitable magnitude, they cannot be made accu-

rately by rude and unskillful hands; they must be performed by

persons qualified by knowledge and practice to conduct them

through all the circumstances which a great range of tempera-

ture, and a variety of degrees of condensation may present. By
conjoining expectations of pecuniary profit with philosophical

views, it has been placed in my power to fulfill these conditions,

and by a long course of expensive experiments, amidst much
embarrassment of many kinds, to elicit a near approach to truth.

A portion of the money expended in conducting these experi-

ments, was furnished by some commercial gentlemen of the city

of New Orleans.

As the object of these gentlemen, in advancing their money,
was pecuniary gain, and this depended upon the quantity of heat

absorbed, or in other words, the quantity of cold produced, and

its applicability to the manufacture of ice, from the expansion of

air after its condensation, I was constrained to pay as much, per-

haps more attention to the evolution of this effect than to the

quantity of heat disengaged by the condensation. Two series

of experiments were thus carried on at the same time, and each

was made to act as a check upon the accuracy of the other;

while no labor or care was spared to render both accurate. To
make these experiments, a large and powerful machine has been

constructed, planned for measuring alike the heat developed by

condensation, and the heat absorbed by rarefaction of any volume

of air—from two cubic feet to two thousand cubic yards or more,

and under any degree of condensation from two to eight atmos-

pheres. By operating with such masses of air, the errors into

which previous experimenters had fallen, have been, in a great

measure avoided.

In the present article I propose to give an account of the quan-

tity of heat evolved by the condensation of air under a compress-

force of from two up to eight atmospheres consecutively;

and in a succeeding number of this Journal to show the quan-

tity absorbed by the expansion of the same air from a tension

of two, four, and eight atmospheres, to the ordinary atmospheric

pressure.

The machine, already mentioned as constructed, was intended

for measuring alike the heat evolved by the condensation of air,

and the heat absorbed by its subsequent expansion. The portion

ing
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employed for the former purpose is represented in the figure be-

low, which is an end view of the whole machine, and consists

essentially of a large double acting force pump, A ; a smaller force

pump, B; and a reservoir or air magazine, C.

The larger pump, A, is constructed on the common principles,

well known to mechanics, of the double acting force pump for

air or water ; and its object is the condensation of atmospheric
air. It receives the air through valves, which may be construct-

ed like the induction valves of the low-pressure steam engine,

but which, in the present instance, are placed in the lids, opposite

to each other, and open inwards. After compressing the air to

the required degree, this pump forces it through eduction valves

into the pipes e, e, which lead to the reservoir. The pump is

thirteen inches in diameter with a twenty-four inch stroke of pis-

ton
; and consequently, has a capacity, exclusive of the space oc-

cupied by the piston rod, of 3144 cubic inches.

Besides this large pump there was a smaller condensing pump,
(not seen in the figure,) four inches in. diameter, seventeen
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given volume of air.

t

inches stroke, and, after deducting the average space occupied by-
the piston rod, of 206 cubic inches capacity. This pnrap was
fitted with valve^%nd communicated with the reservoir, in the

same manner as the larger pump. Its object was to charge the

reservoir with air to any required tension before setting the larger

pump and its antagonistic engine in operation, and thus save the

enormous consumj#on of power which, it was supposed, would
be required to work the larger pump so as to obtain the same ef-

fect. Though theoretically necessary, it was found in practice

that it could be advantageously dispensed with, and will not be

introduced into any future construction of the machine. Bat as

it was attached to it, and in most of the experiments to be here-

after, detailed, its measure of air was condensed at every stroke of

its own and the larger piston, its operation must be taken into ac-

count in estimating the heat evolved by the condensation of a

Added to the capacity of the larger pump,
(3144-{-206 = ) it made the whole quantity of air condensed by
every stroke of the pumps or every half revolution of the engine,

3350 cubic inches.

The smaller pump, B, is also double acting, and of 56 cubic

inches or one quart capacity. It is designed to inject that quan-

tity of cold water through the pipes F, F, and a sieve-like plate,

placed in the upper lid, and several perforations in the

lower lid of the larger pump, and thence distribute it, in a finely

divided shower into the interior of that pump. Its object is to

absorb the heat of elasticity set free from air by its condensa-

tion, and at the moment of its generation, so as to lessen mate-

rially the mechanical power that would otherwise be consumed.
As it effects this object by mixing intimately the water and air,

and causing the former to absorb the free heat, it renders the wa-
ter an excellent approximate measurer of the heat evolved. After

performing this office the water passes out of the pump, with the

condensed air, into the reservoir.

The reservoir, or air magazine, C, employed in these experi-

ments, is cylindrical in form, eleven feet in length, thirty-two

inches in diameter, and has a capacity of about sixty-two cubic

feet* It is made of sheet iron, with hemispherical heads, in the

manner of a steam boiler. It is furnished with a safety valve

about three inches in diameter, and loaded with a weight, through

the intervention of a lever. At one end it has a man-hole afford-

and it is provided with a stop-

cock, E, inserted into its most dependant part, through which the

water of injection, received from the pumps, and precipitated

from the air by its greater specific gravity, may be discharged into

or " rose"

ing admittance into its interior

;

the open atmosphere, or returned again to the pump, B, for a re-

newal of its duty. It is supported by three cast iron frames, one

of which is represented at D.
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When the air attains a certain pressure in this reservoir, it

is allowed to discharge itself, by means of a communicating
pipe,. into an engine which works expansivity through a valve
so constructed, as to permit of being arranged to cut off

the communication with the reservoir at any portion of a
stroke. The air in this way, and independent of the safety
valve, is prevented from attaining more tha^ certain degree of
pressure.

There were several appendages to the machinery employed in

these experiments which were not absolutely necessary, and
would not be used in a practical application of the principle.

Among them is the vessel, I. This was a reservoir of a former ex-

penment, and was used, in this instance, to separate the water of
injection from the condensed air, the former of which passed
through the cock, K, while the latter proceeded through the pipe,

L, into the reservoir, C. It is mentioned, and represented in the
drawing, in order that all the circumstances attending the experi-

ments may be understood.
As a means of measuring with precision the pressure of air in

the reservoir, a gauge consisting of a glass tube, closed at the up-
per end, having a length of twelve inches, and an internal diam-
eter of a quarter of an inch, was used. After filling this tube
with dry air, and inserting it through the upper surface of the
reservoir, into a cup of mercury, in communication with the air

within the reservoir, it was found to act as a convenient manom-
eter capable of giving the same indications, by the contraction of
the contained air, as would have been given in similar circum-
stances by a column of mercury, placed as in the barometer, and
of a height due to the density of the air. The accurate gradua-
tion of this instrument presented some difficulties, and was approx-
imately attained by filling it with successive equal-weighed por-
tions of mercury, and marking on the glass tube, and a metal scale

surrounding it, the volume thus indicated. These marks were
intended to express the scale of heights of the mercury, above its

wginal level in a cup, in atmospheres of thirty inches in height.

1 he instrument requires for perfect accuracy, corrections for

changes of atmospheric temperature, as well as for the in-

creased temperature of the air enclosed in the reservoir. But
disregarding these sources of error, and probably some in eharg-
lng the tube with mercury, it was found to be a valuable instru-
ment; its indications were not only more easily attained, but
Were more accurate than those of the steam indicator, or common
safety valve.

A he standard which I have relied upon, in conducting the ex-
periments of this research, for determining a measure of heat, is

.

e
.

assumed quantity required for the conversion of a pound of
ice into water. In the absence of any experiments of my own

/

•
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upon the subject, I have taken the quantity at the generally re-

ceived one of 140° F., though some observations incline me to

consider it as several degrees less.

With the foregoing apparatus numerous experiments have been
made

; but as a small number, conducted on proper scientific prin-

ciples—more particularly if they agree with each other, and have

been, as in these instances, checked by the observations of two
persons—are as satisfactory as any greater number, I have de-

tailed, and given the calculations in full of only a few. These
will serve as examples for any one who is disposed to com-
pute from the observed data, the resulting quantity of heat ob-

tained, and thus prove the truth, or error of the reported result.

Finding that observations were made with more accuracy in pro-

portion as experience familiarized me with them, I considered

that the later ones were more to be trusted than the earlier, and

I have, therefore, with one exception, selected them for this

communication. The exception referred to, is contained in the

first of the following tables,* and was the earliest experiment

made by me with the machine I have just described. It is in-

troduced for the reasons that it cannot be materially inaccurate,

and that the temperature of the atmosphere at the time, was
very different and much lower than at any of the later ex-

periments.

It is proper to remark that in conducting these delicate experi-

ments many causes of error have been either unavoidable, uncor-

rected, or overlooked. Owing to defects of mechanical contriv-

ance and unskillful workmanship, incidental perhaps to every new
device, and a noviciate intercourse with practical mechanics, the

machine was not capable of performing all its duties with the ac-

curacy the natural laws involved called for. And notwithstand-

ing a reat desire to avoid and correct errors from the leakage or

irregular working of the machine, by compensating for them, I

cannot in all cases rely upon the correctness of the allowances

made therefor.

The thermometers used in these experiments were manufac-

tured in New Orleans, and their indications differed so much
from each other that they could not be fully relied upon. The

that should

mark, if possible, the tenth part of a degree of Fahrenheit; but

none that I could obtain was of sufficient sensibility to be read

accurately within half a degree; and, therefore, all indications

set down as more minute, must be regarded as conjectures,

or interpolated calculations. As I found that no two ther-

mometers agreed with each other, I was aware that it was desir-

able one or more should be verified by a comparison with the in-

nature of the investigation required instruments

* *

See continuation, in next number of this Journal.
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dications of an unquestionable standard, but this was not attain-

able. One common source of error, however, in the observations
of the thermometers was avoided. Apprehensive from the small-
ness of their scales of graduation that difference of vision might
lead to error, I was careful to obtain frequent observations from
two or more persons, and in no instance, where there was a dif-

ference of opinion, was the observation recorded. Still, it is pos-
sible that the conclusions arrived at may in some instances bte in-

accurate
; for I found that when observations were made by two

persons on the same thermometer, they often differed from each
other as much as a degree, and there is reason for supposing that

even when alike they might be erroneous. I have dwelt upon
the possibility of error from the imperfection of both thermome-
ters and observers, because from the mode of experimenting
adopted, a slight difference between the actual heat evolved and
that observed, would present a very considerable difference in the

proportion in the air itself.

The want of a barometer prevented any modifications in the

calculation of results, on account of variations in the density of
the air.

{To be continued?)

Art. VII.—On the Computation of the Sun's Daily Intensity

at the exterior surface of the Earth, and Secular Changes of
Heat; by L. W. Meech, A.B., Preston, Ct.

There are reasons for believing that the phenomena of solar

heat may be as completely interpreted by analysis as are the tides

of the ocean. The subjoined contribution is offered in pursuance
of this object.

I- Before proceeding to the general investigation, let it be pro-

posed to determine the diminution of heat arising from the secu-
lar decrease of the eccentricity of the earth's orbit: in conse-
quence of which, the orbit approaches to the form of a circle,

and the earth is constantly removing to a greater distance from
the sun, between the apses; the transverse axis remaining inva-
riable. Let then e represent the eccentricity, regarded as con-
stant for one year; p, the radius-vector; <r, the mean anomaly;
a°d 0, the true anomaly, for any given time. Also it is known
that ny/ iTI^2 expresses the whole area of the ellipse ; aud/5? ? cW,
that of the elliptic sector corresponding to 6. Whence by Kep-
ler's law of equal areas,

n*/l-e 2
:fiQ

2dO: : 2* : <jp, or

1 " dd

Q
2 Wl-«2

Swrosn Semes, Vol. X, No. 28.-July, 1850. 1
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Since heat varies " inversely as the square of the distance"9r
To obtain thethis equation evidently measures its intensity,

sum of the intensities in a year, the equation must be multiplied

through by the unifcfcm dy, and integrated between the limits o

and 2tt : then rejecting t'hfe' constant factor 2tt, there remains the

relative •

Annual amount of heat
1

x/l e
(i-)

r

Again, let the slight decrement of e in one or more centuries

be denoted by A; writing e- h in place of e and developing for

the first power of h by Taylor's Theorem ; there results the

proportional

Secular diminution=
1

eh e h
\

e
(2.)

On January 1, 1801, the value of e was 001678357, with a

centurial decrement of —000004163, the centurial value of h.

And at this rate the orbit would become a circle in 40,300 years,

though it is improbable that it will reach this limit. The dim-

inution in a century is readily ascertained by substituting the

values of e, /*, in the last formula, which gives — 0*000 000 69
;

and it will be shown hereafter in the computation for Mendon,
that such numbers are nearly or quite proportional to the corres-

ponding degrees of Fahrenheit ;s scale. Hence the secular de-

crease of the annual quantity of heat, arising from secular change
of the sun's distance alone, is too small to be sensible to the ther-

mometer in a hundred years, in a thousand, or in ten thousand

years, and scarcely so, at the utmost limit, when the orbit be-

comes a circle. For even then, the mean temperature on the

equator, which is now 82°, would not fall more than 0*025 of a

degree of Fahrenheit.

It is thus demonstrated that the mean annual heat received by
the earth as a whole, is virtually constant during a sidereal year,

so far as secular change of the sun's distance alone is concerned

;

and by reason of the nearly constant excess, the same may be

concluded of the tropical or civil year.

II. Again, let it be proposed to ascertain the sun's relative

intensity at any given instant during the day. For this

purpose

Let L= the i apparent' Latitude of the place,

D= the sun's meridian Declination,

A= the sun's semi-diameter,

A = the sun's Altitude, and
H= the Hour-angle from noon.

The horizontal projection of the sun's disc on a plane at the

exterior surface of the earth is well known to be an ellipse ; and
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if 1 denote-- the sun's radius, 1 will likewise denote the semi-
conjugate axis of this projected ellipse ; while the horizontal pro-

jection of 1, which is
1

sin A'
will be the semi-transverse axis.

v.

I

1

sin A
X 7t. ButThe -area of the elliptic projection is therefore 1 X

the intensity of the same quantity of heat being inversely as the

space it covers ; the reciprocal of this area
sin A

or rejecting the

constant divisor ti, sin A will measure the surfs intensity at the
altitude A, supposing the distance to be constant.

But the sun's intensity further varies inversely as the square of
the distance, that is, directly as the square of the apparent diam-
eter or semi-diameter of the disc. Hence

<d 3 sin A measures the sun's intensity at any given instant dur-
ing the day.

To assign the value of sin A, by spherical trigonometry, the
sun's distance from the pole or co-declination, and from the pole

to the zenith or co-latitude, and the included hour-angle from
noon H, are given to find the third side, or co-altitude. The
well-known formula for this case becomes, by writing sines in-

stead of the cosines of their complements,

sin A= sin D sin L -f-cos D cos L cos H, and

d~ sin A= d 2 sinD sinL+ ^ 2 cosD cosL cosH. (3.)

At the time of the equinoxes, D becomes 0, and the expression

of the sun's intensity reduces to 4 2 cosL cosH. That is, the

degree of heat at different places, then, decreases from the equator

toward each pole, proportional to the cosines of the respective lati-

tudes. At other times of the year, however, a different law of

distribution prevails, as indicated above.
The sun's intensity at a fixed distance being as the sine of the

altitude, it follows that the sun shining for sixteen hours at an
altitude of 30°, would raise the temperature of a plain as high,

as if it shone for eight hours from an altitude of 90°, or from the

zenith, since sin 30° is -5, and sin 90° is 1.

III. Proceeding now to the general problem, it is required to

determine the quantity of heat radiated upon a given place at the

exterior of the earth on any given day. The quantity radiated at

any instant, has already been made known, as J 2 sin A: hence

multiplying the last equation above by the uniform c?H, and
integrating,

^ 3 sinArfH-=^ 2 sinDsinL.H-f^ 2 cosDcosL sinH. (4.)

Regarding H as a semi-diurnal arc, the second member will

express the daily quantity of heat for a half day, and so for the
whole day. Also by integrating between the limits of any two
hour-angles H', H", the quantity of heat will be found for any
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assigned part of the day. The sun's declination has here been
taken as constant, and it might easily be shown that what the

sun radiates by rising earlier than the implied time, is compensa-
ted by a uniform change of declination producing an earlier set-

ting sun. *

For testing this formula, the intensities were computed for the

15th day of each month, on the latitude of Mendon, Mass., and
the results were found to agree very nearly with those observed

at that place about one month later* as follows: the observed

values are taken from the American Almanac for 1S49, and are

derived from fifteen years' observations.

Computed values. Observed values.

January 15, .

.

February 15, .

March 15, ...

.

April 15
May 15,

June 15,

July 15
August 15, . . .

September 15,

October 15,

November 15,

December 15,

5040
7142
9764
12574
14482
15346
15085
13437
10860
8080
5638
4510

23°.3

33°.l

45°/2

58°.3

67°.l

7l°.l

69°.9

62°.3

50°.3

37°.o

26°.l

20°.9

24°.3,

33°.5,

45°.8,

55°.0,

64°.5,

7l°.8,

68°.9,

61°.0,

48°.5,

38°.9,

26°.0,

27°

February 15, .

.

March 15,

April 15,

May 15
June 15,

July 15,

August 15,

September 15,.

October 15, . .

.

November 15, .

December 15, .

January 15, . .

.

Difference.

+i c'.0

+ .4

+ .6

-3 C'.3

-2°.6

+ .7

_l c
>.o

-l c\%
_l c>.8

+1 C
>A

+ 1''.6

+5<>.l

It may be proper to observe that the preceding formula was
divided by sinL, a constant factor ; and the numbers in the second
column were then successively computed: their sum divided by
twelve, gave 10163 as the mean, to be compared with 47°. 1, the

observed mean at Mendon. Then as 10163 : 47°. 1 : : 5040 : 23°.3,

Jan. 15, etc. Let it also be observed, that the Mendon values

are the monthly means, which do not always fall on the 15th
day, but nearly so.

Before applying the formula further, let it be simplified by
means of the astronomic equation, — cosH = tanL tan D.

Dividing and multiplying the above intensity by sin D sinL,

and at the same time substituting - cosH for its equal ; and tan H,

Daily intensity = ^ 2 sin L sin D (H - tan H). (5.)

This expression is much simpler than the one before employed,
and by thus computing the temperatures for different places, and
comparing the results with those actually observed, the extent of

local causes will be disclosed. The ease with which daily and
monthly temperatures may now be computed, it is believed will

render this formula valuable in meteorological researches. It is

* Since writing the above, I find it elsewhere stated that the ob rved epochs of

maximum and minimum temperature in the North Temperate Zone fall about a

month later than their expected times at the solstices. The reason assigned (or this

circumstance is, that for about a month after the summer solstice, the earth con-

tinues to receive during the day more heat than it loses at night ; and conversely

after the winter solstice, it loses more heat during the night than it receives during

the day.

•
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to be, mentioned here, that H is an arc of a circle whose radius is

1, which will readily be found by reducing the degrees and min-
utes, to minutes, and multiplying them by sin 1', or by multiply?
ing the minutes in time by sin 15'; also using the natural tangent
of H, with its trigonometric sign. When the computation is for

one place only, sin L being a constant factor may be rejected,

leaving,

Daily intensity =J n
- sinD(H-tanH.) (6.)

For example, the results are subjoined for Calcutta, in latitude

22° 35' N. ; the observed temperatures follow the computed, in

order

:

January, 59°.2; 65°.l I July, 92°.3; 82°.6P

February, 69°.2; 70°.0

March, 79°.5; 78°. 1

April, 88°.0; 83°.3

May, 92°.0; 85°.5

June, 93°. 1; 84°.7

August, 88°.9; 82°.9

September, 82°.5; 82°.4

October, 72°.6 ; 81°.0

November, 61°.8; 73°.4

I
December, 50°.2; 66°.

6

From this it appears, that at midsummer about one-tenth of
the heat received is carried away by those upward currents which
produce the trade-winds, by sea-breezes, and the conducting
power of the soil; also a less quantity of heat is restored by the

ground, and by winds in mid-winter.
IV. Is the temperature of summer and of winter in the south-

ern hemisphere, the same as with us, at equal latitudes ? On this

point, the formula cosH = — tanL tan D, clearly shows that the

length of the day there is the same as in the northern hemi-
sphere six months later. The difference of temperature is there-

fore limited to the values of J 2
. Now the earth being nearest

the sun at the northern mid-winter or on January 1st, J 2 is at

that time measured by ,-: rz : while at mid-winter in the south-
( 1 - ey

1 Ac
ern hemisphere A* is as -j rj. The difference is

__ 2
.
2 ;

or the proportional difference, taking our mid-winter's tempera-
ture as 1, is

Ae
r.4e-8e 2 +... = 0'06 nearly.

(]+e) 2

The southern mid-winter is therefore from 1° to 2° colder; and
the mid-summer from 4° to 5° hotter than at an equal latitude in
the northern temperate zone, as will appear by multiplying the
Mendon values by 0.06. This advantage of the northern hemi-
sphere is due to the advance of the perigee in longitude of 11".8
per year, which in time will return to the southern hemisphere
the advantage we now possess. The summer season of the
southern temperate zone being hotter, is also shorter by about
eight days than in the northern hemisphere ; which difference is

ascribed to the more rapid motion of the earth about the perigee.

4
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V. Are the winters now, as cold as at the first settlement of

New England ? The impression generally prevails that the win-

ters are growing milder, and the spring is later than formerly.

Certainly the snows have not been so deep as in the days of Cot-

ton Mather ; neither has Boston bay nor the Chesapeake of late

years, been frozen over, as far as the eye could reach. So far as

this change is astronomic, and not the result of local changes, it

may be determined by means of the formula

Daily intensity= J 2 sin D (H — tan H).

In the first place, let it be proposed to ascertain the change of

each factor, for the last two centuries, which will refer the form-

ula to the epoch of A. 1). 1650, the period of our colonial history.

The first factor A 2
,
depends for its value on the anomaly d

)
which

has an annual change of 11".8, and on the eccentricity e, which
has a secular variation of 0.000041. Accordingly, introducing

these increments into the analytic expression for the inverse

square of the radius-vector, which is the value of .J 2
, and devel-

oping by Taylor's Theorem, it is found that both sources of vari-

ation cannot affect the present values of A within the fourth sig-

nificant figure, in two centuries: hence these sources of change
may be safely neglected in the present calculation.

The second factor, sin D — sin w sin T ; where « denotes the

obliquity of the ecliptic, and T the sun's longitude. Since the

tropical or civil year is the interval between two successive re-

turns to the same longitude, sin T ought in the present case to be

regarded as constant. But in referring back, a> has a secular in-

crease of 45". 7, or 91".4in two centuries. Let this increment

be denoted by &/', and the contemporary increment of D by D".
Then developing for the first power of each in the above equa-

tion, by Taylor's Theorem, cosD. D"=cosui sinT.w". Here
substituting the value of sinT from the preceding equation, and
dividing by cos D,

D // cot w tan D . o".

For the third factor involving the semi-diurnal arc H, astrono-

my gives — cos H — tan L tanD
; and developing as before, by

Taylor's Theorem, sin H . H"=tan L . D"-hx>s 2 D. Substituting

for D" its value found above, also dividing by the preceding equa-

tion, - cos H = tan L tan D,

tan H . H"
COt ta . wv

COS 2D
Recurring now to the formula of daily intensity, let it be de-

noted by S, at the same time developing for the first power of

the increments of the two variables, D, H ; the resulting incre-

ment is

S

sinD
cos D . D'-f

S

H- tan H
1

cos 2H H // or
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S cot D . D"- S tan 3 H . H"-^(H - tan H).

And.substituting the values of D", and H", it becomes

S cotoi.fl/'-f-S tan H cot«. ft/'4~(H -tan H) cos 2 D,

which may further be reduced, and dividing by S, the propor-
tional secular

Increment of heat= cot w . w" (H+ tanH tan 2D )~-(H - tan H ), ( 7.

)

. Lastly, restoring the value of S, there results the absolute

secular

Increment of heat=J 2 sin D cot m . w"(H + ftnH tan 2D ).

At the time of the equinoxes, D, and with it this increment
becomes zero: the greatest values may hence be inferred to pre-

vail near the solstices when D equals o>. For example, comput-
ing by formula (7) the proportional increment for December 15,

on the latitude of Mendon, and multiplying into the observed
number of degrees, it appears that two centuries ago, the mid-
winter was colder by (P.035 P., and the mid-summer hotter by
0°.025 F. : that is, the temperature of the year is growing more
equable by slight gradations. It has already been shown in IY.

that the year is remarkably so, compared with that in the south-

ern hemisphere.

That the spring is now later, may be accounted for, by the
fact that less snow falls, and the ground being uncovered, has,

during the winter, radiated more heat into space, and so at the

opening of spring is colder than when covered through the win-
ter by a deep stratum of non-conducting snow. And in general,

any variation from the mathematical laws here demonstrated,
must evidently be looked for, as the effect of cultivation of other

terrestrial causes. Besides, as the sun is the great source of the
change of seasons, winds, evaporation, etc., these laws, especially

the formulas in III, may yet serve as a basis for computing a priori
the dew-point, monthly humidity, and range of the barometer.

Lastly, among other secondary causes which tend with striking

uniformity to counteract extremes of heat and cold, is the vast
size of the sun. Were the same amount of light and heat radi-
ated from a body smaller than the earth, the effects would be re-

stricted to a smaller portion of the earth's surface. But as it is,

the sun constantly illuminates half the earth's surface and a belt

around the earth sixteen miles wide besides, which may be termed
the zone of differential radiation f and this is yet very much

widened by atmospheric refraction. The effect of this arrange-
ment is evidently to maintain a warmer temperature, besides ren-
dering the transitions more mild and gradual. In conclusion, the
evidences of stability of temperature demonstrated in the present
art?cle

3
it is proper to observe, strikingly accord with the authori-

tative declaration, that, " while the earth remaineth, seed-time and
harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, shall not cease.

"
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Art. VIII.

—

Notice of Fossil Bones from the neighborhood of
Memphis, Tennessee ; by Jeffries Wyman, M.D!

-

The specimens of fossils here noticed were kindly sent me for

the purposes of description, by Prof. B Silliman, Jr. They were
obtained from the region of Memphis, by Mr. Lawrence of Louis-

ville, and, as is supposed, from the diluvium of the Mississippi.

They are representatives of the following genera of mammals,
viz.,*Mastodon, Megalonyx, Castor, Castoroides. They all present

points of interest, especially the last three, which belong to gen-

era whose remains are either quite rare or but very imperfectly

known.
As yet, our knowledge of the osteology of Megalonyx is far

behind that of the allied genera Megatherium and Mylodon ; its

dentition likewise is but very imperfectly understood. Many
fragments of bones and teeth of Megalonyx doubtless exist in

public and private collections in this country, which are yet un-

described. Any notices of individual specimens, especially of the

teeth, which may be published, will be of great value to the pa-

leontologist in enabling him to form more complete ideas of the

organization of this most interesting race of extinct animals as

well as of its geographical distribution.

The remains of Castoroides are exceedingly rare and are known
only from a lower jaw and some of the bones of the extremities,

discovered in Ohio, and described for the first time by Mr. J. W.
Foster from fragments of bones discovered by Dr. Dickerson in

the neighborhood of Natchez, Miss., and a cranium nearly entire

found in the town of Clyde in New York. Although the Cas-

toroides has so wide a geographical distribution, the above con-

stitute the only localities excepting the one noticed in this com-
munication, references to which have fallen under my observation.

The remains of beavers in a fossil condition would seem from

the absence of published reports, to be quite as rare as those of the

preceding genus. Doubtless many of them exist in cabinets,

but hpve not yet found their way into scientific journals or trea-

tises. Notices of their remains would likewise be of great interest,

if for no other purpose than to establish their identity with, or

dissimilarity to, the existing species, or to determine the former

geographical distribution of these animals on the North American

continent. The remains of Castor Europasus, (which by some

has been regarded, though on insufficient grounds, as identical

with the American species,) have been found in England, gen-

erally in peat bogs,* in the marls of Perthshire and Berwickshire

in Scotland,! and on the continent in the valley of the Somme

*

* Owen. British Fossil Mam. and Birds, p. 190.

f LyelL Principles of Geology, vol. iii, p. 326.
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in Picardy,* in the peat of Flanders, and on the shores of Lake
Rostotf.

In this country Prof. Spencer F. Baird, in an interesting com-
munication to the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, states that in one of the caves in Pennsylvania, he has
found the remains of recent beavers associated grith bones of re-

cent species of wolves, foxes, bears, rabbits, muskrats, otters,

lynxes, panthers, &c, as well as with some bones, about five per
cent, of the whole, of extinct species.f I have not been able to

find any notice of remains of beavers found in the United Slates
in a fossil condition. At present, beavers are confined to the
more northern districts, extending as far as the Mackenzie river,

lat. 67° or 68°, though we have occasional notices of their exist-

ing as far south as the mountains of North Carolina, (S. B. Buck-
ley in Am. Journ. Sc., vol. iii, [2], p. 434

; ) and in several places
in Alabama, (Prof. R. T. Brumley in Am. Jour. Sc, vol. iv, [2],

p. 285.) They have been found likewise near Peter's mountain
in Virginia, near Ashville, N. C, near Milledgeville, Ga., in Dallas
county, Ala., and Flanders county, Ky. Dr. Bachman thinks
they formerly existed over the whole continent as far south as
the tropic of Cancer.%

No. L Mastodon giganteum. This was one of the earlier

teeth of a young Mastodon; the longest diameter of the crown
was 1-8 inch; its transverse diameter at the posterior edge was
16 inch, and at the anterior 12 inch, allowance being made for

the enamel which is in part deficient. The points of the crown
have been entirely worn off, the grinding surface is quite oblique,

highest on its outer edge, somewhat excavated, and very beauti-
fully polished. At the posterior inner angle the crown is worn
below the level of the enamel, but on its outer face remains of
the bases of three ridges are still visible, invested with their coat-
ing of enamel.
The remains of two roots or fangs still exist, one of which

had been almost wholly absorbed, and the other had the length
of an inch, although absorption of its extremity had obviously
taken place. The small size of this tooth, together with the ex-
istence of but three ridges on the crown, indicate that it was the
third tooth in the series.

No. 2. This is likewise a tooth of a young Mastodon, but larger
than the preceding. The crown was more worn, its surface less

°blique, and more deeply excavated. On one of its margins,
vestiges of three ridges remain, and in addition a vestige of a
rudimentary fourth ridge. The longest diameter of the grinding
surface was 2*7 inches ; its larger transverse diameter 2*1, and its

Cuvier. Oss. Foss., tome viii, p. 108, 4th edit, 1836.
t proceedings of Am. Assoc. Adv. of Science at Cambridge, 1849, p. 352.

+ Audubon and Bachman. Vivip. Quad, of North America, voL i, p. 356,
Second Series, VoL X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 8
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smaller 1-8 inch. This, from its greater size, as well tisfrom the

existence of a rudimentary fourth ridge, was probably the fourth

tooth in the series.*

The absorption of the fangs, as well as the grinding down af

the crown have 1ieen carried so far, that it seems quite probable

that it actually had been, or was just upon the point of being

shed.

No. 3. Tooth of Megalonyx laqueatus Harlan.—This tooth,

which is represented of its natural size in the adjoining figures,

(figs. 1 and 2,) has the grinding

surface perfect, but the opposite

extremity is broken off. The
form of the grinding portion is

elongated oval, has an excavation

in the middle, which is continu-

ous with a deep emargination on
one of the sides of the tooth

(fig. 1 a) ; its longest diameter is

16 inch, and its transverse 0*8

inch. On the inner face of the

tooth there exists a strongly pro-

jecting ridge, which extends from
the crown to the base. On the

ground surface, three distinct por-

tions may be discovered, viz., 1st,

a central one (fig. 2 a), consisting

of ossified pulp, osteo-dentine, 2d,

a middle portion (6) of dentine,

and 3d, an outer incrustation of

crusta petrosa, (c). The outer

of the dentinal portion

forms a sharp and prominent ridge

around the circumference of the

edge
2.

crown the osteo-dentine having
been worn away within it and
the crusta petrosa on the outside.

At the broken end, the pulp cav-

ity is quite large, having Walls Of Kip. 1, 2. Upper Tooth of Megalonyx

only about 0*2 inch in thickness, ° f^I*W« face

and is filled with a impact J^ b' Ven

earthy deposit.

nat-

* With regard to the succession of the teeth of the lower jaw of the Mastodon,

the following rule holds good : the 1st and 2d molars have each two transverse

ridges ; 3d, three ridges with an anterior and posterior basal ridge ; 4th, has three

ridges with a large posterior tuberculate talon; 5th, resembles the preceding but

larger ; 6th, supports four ridges and a small talon ; 7th, five ridges and a talon.

See Owen's Odontography, p. 620 ; also J. B. S. Jackson, M.D., Proceedings of Bost

f
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This tooth resembles that of M. Jeffersonii, figured by Cuvier in
the Ossemens Fossiles, in the existence of the lateral ridge, but in
its proportions does not materially differ from that of M. laqueatus,
Harlan, described and figured in his Med. and Phys. Researches.

yf Me This^ w ,s ini per-
fect and was from a young animal, as is indicated by the fact the
epiphysis forming the articulating surface was not coossified with
the body of the bone, and has been detached. (Fig. 3.) Its general
resemblance to the corresponding part of one of the Camivora is

sufficiently strong to render excusable the error of President Jef-

ferson, who referred some remains of Megalonyx to this gronp of
animals.

3.

• ••

*•

*

j
u

Ungueal phalanx of Megalonyx. Two-thirds natural size.

An ungueal phalanx of Megalonyx is distinguished from that

of either Mylodon or Megatherium, by its greater lateral com-
pression, by its more trenchant upper edge, as well as by the ab-

sence of a marked flattening or indentation of this last near the

point.* It does not appear that the osteology of the foot of

Megalonyx has as yet been much more definitely made out than
is its dentition.

The specimen here described differs in its proportions from
those of which I have been able to find any figures, it being
much higher in proportion to its length, allowance being made for

the absence of the articulating epiphysis. Its upper edge is quite

regularly curved, rounded near the base, but the half near the

apex is trenchant. The point of the bone is depressed, and is

separated from the tuberosity by an obtuse angular notch. The
under edge of the bone is rounded near the apex, but becomes

Soc. Nai Hist., vol. ii, pp. 60 and 140. Dr. Jackson has shown by actual examina-
tion that the molar tooth described by Prof. Owen as replacing the first and second
nulk teeth, and developed in the jaw beneath them in Mastodon angustidens, does
not exist in the Mastodon gi^anteum.

Owen's Memoir on the Mylodon, p. 106.
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flattened and is divided by a prominent ridge, which forming

the base of the tuberosity in front, becomes gradually thicker-

and stronger as it merges into the latter. Laterally near the point

and at the base are numerous vascular channels and openings;
one orifice of much greater size than the rest, exists on each side

just above the tuberosity, and from it several deeply impressed

channels extend towards the extremity of the bone. The tuber-

osity projects from each side of the bone, the upper surface of

this projection being excavated into a deep and narrow channel.

In consequence of the absence of a part of this bone, the pro-

portional measurements of the whole cannot be given. Its great-

est height from the tuberosity vertically upwards is 3 inches, its

greatest thickness is one inch ; from the apex to the middle of its

greatest vertical diameter 3*5 inches.

Bibliography of the genus Megalonyx :

Jefferson, President Memoir on the discovery of certain quad-

rupeds of the clawed kind, in the western parts of Virginia: Am.
Philosoph. Trans., 1st series, vol. iv, p. 246.

Wistar, Caspar, Dr. Description of the bones deposited by
President Jefferson in the Museum of the Society. With plates.

Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, 1st series, vol. iv, p. 526.

Cuvier. Ossemens. Fossiles. Tom. viii
; p. 304. PL 216.

Fourth edition. 1836.

Harlan, Richard. Medical and Phys. Researches, pp. 319,

271, 331.
11 American Jour. Science, vol. xliii, p. 141 ; vol. xliv, p. 69

;

xlv, p. 209.
" Journal Acad. Nat. Sciences, vol. vi, p. 269. This pa-

per contains a description of numerous parts of the

skeleton.

Troost, Remains of Megalonyx in Tennessee. Trans.

Geolog. Soc. Penn., vol. i, p. 144.

Owen, Richard. Memoir on the Mylodon. See his numerous
comparisons of Megatheroid animals. Also Conspectus
of families, genera and species of this group, p. 168.

11 Letter to the editors on Dr. Harlan's notice of new fossil

Mammalia, Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xliv, p. 341.

Odontography, p. 333, pi. 80, fig. 7.

Fossil Mammalia—Zoology of the Beagle. Pt. I. pp. 63,

99. PL xxix.

Dekay. Nat. Hist. N. Y. Pt. I. Zoology of Mammalia, p. 99.

Blainville. Recherches sur Fanciennete des Edeutes terrestres

an surface de la terre. Comptes Rendus, Jan. 21st,

u
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1839, pp. 69, 139.

Osteographie. Fascic. Gravigrades.

Lund, Dr. Extrait d'une lettre de M. Lunde ecritee a Lagoa
Santa, (Brezil. ) Comptes Rendus—Seance, Avril 15, 1839, p. 570.
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Cooper, William. Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist. N. York, vol. iii,

p. 167. This contains an enumeration of all the bones of Mega-
lonyx discovered previous to that date (1833;, with accurate ana-
tomical observations.

*

Am. Monthly Magazine, vol. i, p. 157.

Penny Cyclopedia. Article Megatheridse.

Doe/linger. Spix and Martins—Reise in Brazil, Band. II, p. 5.

Lund, Dr. Blik paa Brasilens, &c. View of the Fauna of

Brazil prior to the last geological revolution. Quarto. Kjoben-
havn, 1838, p. 21. * .
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No. 5. Lower Jaw of a Beaver.—This is the jaw of the right

side, (fig. 4j is deficient in a portion of the coronoid process which
is broken obliquely across from the condyle to near its base in
front; a large portion of the "angle" of the bone is likewise de-
stroyed, and the first and fourth molar teeth are lost. In its general
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conformation it corresponds very nearly with that of a specimen
of a common beaver (Castor fiber, americanus), from the neigh-

borhood of Moose-head Lake, except that the impressions for the

attachments of the temporal and masseter muscles are more
strongly marked in the fossil than in the recent specimen. The
form of the condyle is somewhat different in the two ; that of

the fossil specimen being longer in its antero-posterior diame-

ter and resting oft a much broader neck; the whole jaw when
viewed from above is also more curved, having the form of an

italic /more strongly marked.
The second and third molars alone exist, and on close compari-

son present some peculiarities not found in the recent jaw. The
anterior fold of enamel in each tooth which is directed across

nearly the whole breadth of the crown from the inner to the

outer edge, is slightly involuted (fig. 4 a,) at the point where it

approaches the outer surface, while that of the recent specimen
forms a simple rounded termination. i

The comparative dimensions of the fossil and recent specimens

are as follows :

Length from tip of incisor to middle of condyle, 3*9 inches.

The same in the recent specimen,
Length of the alveolar process for the molars,

The same in the recent specimen,

3-5

15
1-3

u

u

a

No. 5. This is an alveolar portion only, of a left lower jaw,

and contains the 2d, 3d and 4th molars, which gradually become
smaller from the second to the fourth. The teeth of this speci-

men present the same complication of the folds of enamel as in

the preceding one.

No. 7. Is a fragment of the left incisor tooth of a beaver, but

both extremities are broken off. In its dimensions it corresponds

with the same tooth in No. 5, but is of much darker color and

appears to have come from a different locality.

Remarks.—The differences between the teeth of the fossil

and recent specimens above referred to, would, in the minds of

many naturalists, be sufficient

an additional species. I have made comparisons with only two

recent specimens, and do not consider myself justifiable in form-

ing a new species, until by a careful examination of several jaws,

the limit of natural variations be determined. It is not improba-*

ble that the above differences come within that natural limit, or

may be a sexual pecul It is certainly a matter of some

interest and importance to determine if the fossil and recent spe-

Foster.—The most interesting

cies are identical.

No. 8. Castoroides

specimen from the Memphis collection is a large fragment of the

right half of the lower jaw of this recently discovered species, a

species not only interesting for some of its osteological peculiar!-
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ties, but for the fact of its being the most gigantic member of the
order of Rodents hitherto discovered, whether recent or fossil.*

The present fragment is 7-3 inches in length, though the con-
dyle, coronoid process, " angle" and the whole of the under por-

tion of the jaw have been broken off—a portion of the notch (sig-

moid) between the condyle and coronoid process remains. The
four molar teeth with their alveolar dependencies are entire, and a
large fragment of an incisor tooth is still preserved lodged in its

partly destroyed alveolus. The jaw is larger and somewhat more
massive that the one described by Mr. Foster, but in other re-

spects does not appear to differ materially from it. An approxima-
tion to the proportional dimensions of the three jaws which have
been noticed may be deduced from the following measurements.
Length of the grinding surface of the molars in

The specimen from New York,
Ohio,

Memphis,

a

u

u

a

it

a

27£ inches.

2-8

31 a

5.In some other measurements the Memphis specimen
exceeds the preceding ones in the same proportion.

"

t_ w surface of the molar teeth taken
together is somewhat concave in the direction
of its length. The anterior tooth rises nearly

three-fourths of an inch above the alveolus, the
second and third sink nearly to its level, but the
fourth is a little more elevated. Each tooth con-
sists of a series of elongated elliptical plates or

laminae of enamel which include the dentinal
portion ; they are directed obliquely across the
crown, and cemented together by a layer of crusta
petrosa. The front tooth (fig. 5a) which is the
largest, has four laminae, the first quite small and
the third the longest and the most oblique. On
the outer face there is a deep groove between the
third and fourth plates, and on the inside one be-
tween the first and second, another between the
second and third, and a very indistinct one between
the third and fourth. The second and third grinders
have but three laminae, and their grinding surface
has the outline of an hour glass or a figure 8, in

consequence of the existence of but a single groove
on the outer and on the inner face. In both of
these teeth the first and third laminae are parallel to

each other, but the second makes an angle with them, so as to
touch the first on the outside, and the third on the inside of the

Molar teeth of Cas-
toroides Ohioensis,
right side of lower
jaw,— natural size.

This species was first recognized and described by Mr. J. W. Foster in Am. Jour.
«cif vol xxxi, p. 80, also in the second Report of the" Geological Survey of Ohio, p.

• A cranium nearly entire was subsequently discovered in Clyde, N". Y., and was
described and figured in the Boston Journal Nat History, vcvol v, p. 385.
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tooth. The outer groove is situated between the second and
third plates and the inner between the second and first, but in

consequence of the obliquity of the third plate, are nearly oppo-

site. The fourih tooth is the smallest, the laminae are all nearly

parallel to each other and the Tateral grooves are much less deep

than in the preceding teeth.

It does not appear from any examination which I have made
of the fractured teeth, that the different laminae are united togeth-

er at their bases by a continuous layer of enamel passing from

one plate to the other, as is the case in the teeth of the elephant.

Each tooth appears to be made up of a series of flattened denti-

nal columns invested with enamel and simply cemented together

by crusta petrosa.

The incisor tooth in a transverse section is of a triangular form,

with rounded angles ; its inner face smooth and concave, its an-

terior convex and fluted with well marked parallel grooves, and its

i

t

posterior The double curvature of this tooth

is quite remarkable; when viewed laterally its curve is that of

the segment of a qircle ; when viewed from below it has a curv-

ature in a plane at right angles to the preceding, which curve as

is shown very distinctly in the cast of Mr. Foster's specimen is

Rodents. If

L

produce a spiral. It is well known that the incisor teeth of

Rodents are constantly wearing away at the apex, and are as

constantly replaced at the base, so that if we would suppose the

growth continued through life, and that no abrasion took place,

there would be eventually produced a spiral of several revolutions

in the form of a cork-screw. We have an approximation to this

in Rodents which have lost one of their incisors, and in whom
the opposite one no longer worn off, has continued to increase in

length sometimes forming more than one revolution.#

The remains of the Castoroides though they have seldom been

found, have nevertheless as already stated, a wide geographical

distribution, having been discovered in New York, Ohio, Tennes-

see and Louisiana, and in all these localities except New York,

have been associated with the remains of the Mastodon ; and Mr.

Hall refers the deposit in which the New York specimen was

found to the same period as the deposits in which the Mastodon

has been discovered in the neighboring portions of that state.

f

It is also interesting to notice the existence of the remains of

Castor and Castoroides in the same localities, one of which con-

tinues to the present period, and the other, the gigantic representa-

tive of the Rodents, has disappeared with the corresponding one

of the Pachyderms.

* See Catalogue of Cabinet #f Bost. Soc. Med. Improvement, specimens 537 and 538.

f Notice of the Geological position, and an anatomical description of the cranium

of Castoroides Ohioensis.—By James Hall, Esq., and Dr. J. Wyman. Boston Jour-

nal of Nat Hist, vol v, p. 88§. ,

•
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Art. IX.—On the if Keweenaw
by Dr. C. T. Jackson, U. S. Geologist.

(From the Proceedings of the American Association, 2nd meeting, held at Cambridge,
1849, p. 288.)

This remarkable promontory extends from the south side of

k Lake Superior nearly into the middle of the Lake, from 46° 40'

to 47° 29' north latitude, and is comprised between 87° 55' and
89° 30' west longitude. Its general direction is to the E N.E.,
in the line of the trend of the great dikes or masses of Trap
rocks which form its central ridges.

The surface of the country is broken and rolling, and some of

|

the hills attain an elevation of nearly 900 feet above the lake

I level. Although but few species of rocks exist on this promon-

i

toy, they present phenomena of remarkable scientific and practi-

cal interest. On the immediate coast, excepting at a few points,

the first rocks that meet the eye of the geologist are a coarse con-
glomerate, made up of large rounded and smobth pebbles of red

porphyry quartz, altered slate and sandstone, masses of epidote

[

rock, syenite and hard greenstone trap, mostly of the porphyritic

variety, and regular strata of fine grained red arid grey or mottled
sandstone, devoid of any fossil contents.

The direction of the strata of sandstone and conglomerate is

parallel to the line of uplift of the trap rocks, or E.N.E., W.S.W.
Its dip is toward the W.N.W., at various angles, being greatest

near the trap rocks, which come between their strata and divide

the great masses of sandstone throughout the whole length of the

promontory. The strata remote from the trap on Keweenaw
Bay, and the opposite side of the point, at the portage, are hori-

zontal or but slightly waving, while near the trap rocks the dip
of the strata is generally as high as 30°, and sometimes more.
The conglomerate rock is limited to the borders of the trap range,

and is of the same geological age as the finer grained sandstones,

and alternates with them.
At the line of junction of the trap rocks and sandstones, the

sandstone and trap are interfused, producing that singular and
very important metamorphic rock amygdaloid, a rock closely re-

sembling the vesicular lava of volcanoes, but having its cavities

filled with a great variety of curious and interesting minerals.

In the memoir published by Mr. Alger and myself on the min-
eralogy and geology of Nova Scotia, in the American Journal of
Science, vols, xiv, xv, 1828, will be found an account of the ori-

gin of amygdaloidal rocks, like those of Keweenaw Point, and
it may not be uninteresting to compare the trappean ranges on
Lake Superior with those of Nova Scotia-* On inspection of the
map it will be seen that the great trappean band on Keweenaw
Second Series, VoL X, No. 28.^July, 1850.

,
»
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Point is parallel with that on the borders of the Bay of Fundy
in Nova Scotia, and it will be further noticed on examination of

the geology of these distant regions, the conditions of the rocks

are similar, if not identical. The trap of Nova Scotia, like that

on Lake Superior, protrudes from below the red sandstone, sup-

posed to be the new red, and passes between the strata in the line

of least resistance. Amygdaloid, with species of minerals simi-

lar to those of Lake Superior, excepting Prehnite, which is rarely

found in Nova Scotia, exist also at the line of junction of the

trap rocks and sandstones of Nova Scotia. Native copper occurs

in the amygdaloid of both places, but is more commonly found
in the trap tuft* of Nova Scotia, while it occurs more abundantly
in the amygdaloid of Lake Superior. Heulandite is rare in the

Lake Superior trap rocks, while it is extremely abundant in Nova
Scotia, but the other minerals are of the same species in both

places.

It will be observed on examination of the geological maps, that

the same gentle crescentic curving of the trap bands towards the

northwest was noticed in both countries, a fact also recorded by
Dr. Percival and Prof. Rogers, in their reports on the geology of

Connecticut and New Jersey.

General geological laws seem to have prevailed in all the re-

gions where trap rocks have burst through sandstone, the effects

of heat being recognizable, and proportional to the relative mass-

es of intruded rocks.

It cannot fail to strike every geologist familiar with rocks of

igneous origin, and their effects on sedimentary strata, that the

history of the origin of trap rocks is indelibly recorded, and that

they are really lavas that have risen from the interior of the srlobe

through fractures in its crust, taking the line of least resistance

by passing between the strata.

By the influence of heat the sedimentary strata were interfused

with the igneous rocks, and it is a singular fact that amygdaloid
is most abundantly produced by the action of trap rocks on sand-

stone, and that copper is the most usual metal found in the fis-

sures, amygdules, and pockets of the resulting amygdaloid.
True workable veins of native copper in this class of rocks had

not been described, so far as I know, anterior to my researches on

Lake Superior, and it was regarded as contrary to all experience

that this metal should thus occur in quantities sufficient for prof-

itable mining. The only locality where native copper has been

mined to any extent, is in Siberia, but the metal is not in trap.

Having satisfied myself of the fact that adequate quantities of

the metal did exist in veins in the amygdaloid trap of Lake Su-

perior, I ventured to recommend the opening of mines on Ke-

weenaw Point, on and near Eagle River, and the result has proved

I mentioncan wrought.
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this fact now in order to recall to your minds the objections that

were made to my views on this subject at our meeting in New
Haven, in 1845. The predictions I then made are now fully

verified.

Nature of the Veins in the Trap rocks.—There are two class-

es of veins known to miners on Lake Superior, viz. : 1st. Those
running with the " country," or parallel to the course of stratified

rocks through which the trap rocks pass—veins that are sometimes
called beds, or interstratified masses. And 2nd. Those which cross

the " country," or cut transversely at various angles the line of di-

rection of the strata.

These last are called true veins, and are the only ones on which
miners have thus far placed reliance as to their continuing rich to

any considerable depth. 1 do not regard the question as fully set-

tled by experience in this district, that mining should be confined
to the transverse veins, for there is reason to believe that both
classes of veins are of the same origin, and no facts have yet
been adduced to prove that veins running with the " country"
cannot be advantageously wrought. On the contrary, it is known
that large quantities of native copper are raised from this class of
veins on the Ontonagon River, and it is probable that some on
Isle Royale will ultimately prove valuable. A few good practi-

cal experiments in mining will settle this mooted point in practi-

cal geology. It is obvious, since the trap rocks are not really

stratified, that this class of veins cannot be correctly denominated
interstratified, though they may be imbedded.
The first class of veins run, as will be understood by what I

have previously said, nearly E.N.E., W.S.W., varying with the

flexures of the line of junction of the trap and sandstone, and are

included between the two rocks in amygdaloid or in epidote, this

mineral being the most usual gangue or matrix of the copper.

Regular walls of solid copper of some inches in thickness, have
been observed in one of the new mines opened in the Ontonagon
River, and sheets of considerable size have been found in the
east and west veins on Isle Royale.

Mining operations are now in progress to test the permanency
ofth

The second class or tranverse veins run generally in a course
N. 26° to 30 D W\, S. 26° to 30° E , and consequently cut across
the line of direction of the trap rocks and adjacent strata. They
are especially rich in the amygdaloidal trap, and thus far have not
been profitably worked beyond its limits. In the hard trap rock
they are pinched or become narrow, thin plates of metallic cop-
per filling these seams in the trap. The " veinstone" contains
the following species of minerals : prehnite, calc spar, laumonite,
leonhardite, quartz, datholite, chabasite, mesotype, apophyllite,
feldspar, analcime, and wollastonite.

ese veins; we shall know in a year or two the results.
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The most common veinstone is prehnite, which occurs in reg-

ular symmetrical veins, the prehnite encrusting the sides of the

fissures and closing in the middle of it by crystallized botryoidai

surfaces. At the surface these veins are rarely more than six

inches in width and containing only minute scales of metallic

copper, the presence of which in decomposed veins is most read-

ily detected by spots of green carbonate of copper, derived from
exposure of the metal to the air and water. These narrow and
poor veins of prehnite enrich in copper as they descend into the

rock, until at last the prehnite gives way to copper and its space

is entirely occupied by it, a thick vein of solid copper filling the

fissure, while the prehnite was either absorbed by the rock, or the

condition of the rock was such that it could not be formed.
At the Cliff Mine of the Boston and Pittsburg Mining Compa-

ny, the vein at the top of the cliff consisted of prehnite, contain-

ing only minute scales of copper, and was only six inches wide,

but it was found on descending that this vein widened, about two
hundred feet lower down, to eighteen inches, and lower still it

had widened to two feet, and was charged with from five to thirty

per cent, of metallic copper, and some particles of silver. The
average yield of a large sample of the vein at the surface was
found to be 5T

*
9th per cent, of copper, and it was estimated that

the ore could be practically " bucked" or picked up to 15 per cent.

The width of the vein was estimated to be three feet at the

base of the hill, where it was still concealed from view by the

soil. On driving a level into the cliff and one at the base of the

hill, the vein was proved to be much richer than at the surface,

and on sinking a shaft to the depth of 226 feet below the base

of the hill, it exposed sheets of copper varying in thickness from
a few inches to three feet. These masses of copper filled the

vein, and the prehnite and other zeolitic minerals disappeared. By
carrying forward levels at the proper points, sixty feet below each

other, and by stoping out the backs of the levels, large flattened

ellipsoidal masses of copper were exposed, and removed by heavy
blasts of gunpowder. These masses were then cut up by mor-

tising out channels through them by means of steel chisels, driven

by a heavy sledge hammer.
Some idea may be formed of the rapid increase in richness of

this lode by comparing the poor prehnite vein at the top of the

hill with the ponderous masses of pure copper that are now cut

up in the mine below. One mass of pure copper extracted while

I was on the survey, weighed eighty tons, and other masses prob-

ably of equal magnitude were in process of being uncovered.

Taking into account the height of the cliff in which the vein

is seen, and the depth of the shafts at its base, we have the vein

proved 526 feet deep, and thus far it has been steadily enriching,

and has surpassed the most sanguine expectations of all the miners

and geologists who had examined it.
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: Already this mine sends to market nearly a thousand tons of
copper ore per annum, the ore being estimated to contain sixty
per cent, of pure copper after it is cleansed of the adhering rock.

This mine, it is understood, has paid for itself and made a divi-

dend of ten dollars per share to its owners.
It is highly probable that other mines on Keweenaw Point, if

wrought with the same energy and skill, would prove equally
valuable, but thus far no mining equivalent to that of the Boston
and Pittsburg Mining Company has been attempted, and it is dif-

ficult to find a miner so competent to the task as Capt. Jennings,
the Cornish miner, who has had charge of this remarkable mine.
I exhibit to you a profile and plan of the mine, in which all the
excavations are fully delineated.

Among other promising mines are the North American, the
Copper Falls, the Northwest, and the Phenix, all of which have
been sufficiently proved to warrant the belief that they can be
advantageously wrought, but still it must be remembered that
even in the best known mineral districts, mines frequently fail

to prove profitable from causes that are not at once foreseen. The
North American Company's mines are situated very near the Cliff

mine, on the west branch of Eagle River, and are now wrought
with energy, and give promise of success nearly equal to that of
the Cliff mine before described. The veins are similar in their

nature and in their con ten ts, so that I need not describe them.
The Copper Falls mines have been opened to a considerable

extent, and from one of the veins a single mass of copper was
taken that weighed eight tons. It was sawed into pieces and sent
to market. I exhibit to the section a specimen sawed from this

mass. It is perfectly pure copper, and as dense as the puresl ham-
mered copper of commerce, showing its perfect fineness. There
is a considerable proportion of native silver mixed with the cop-
per of this mine, and in the green veinstone, a specimen of which
I (ay before you. Silver is found also in most of the copper
mines of the lake, and frequently in sufficient quantities to be of
commercial value. It is most curiously united with the copper,
and in some of the pieces I lay before you, the metallic copper is

actually porphyritic with masses of silver, and yet the silver is

absolutely pure, and the copper is also pure, there being no alloy-

ing or chemical union, but a mere metallic cementation at the
line of contact. This phenomenon is seen in all the localities on
the lake where native copper and silver occur together, and this
state of the metals must have arisen from a common cause acting
in every one of the veins. It is not capable of being explained
W the present state of chemical and geological knowledge, and is
a subject for experimental research. The solution of this ques-
tion will lead to an explanation of the origin of the native cop-
per and silver veins, the rationale of which we have not yet
reached.
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All the experiments I have devised and executed, to discover •

the cause of the separation of the copper and silver, as seen in

these specimens, have given negative results. The experiments

were made on fused alloys of silver and copper. The metals did

not separate by galvanic agency. Little has yet been done to-

wards extensive working of the Northwest Company's copper

mine. It is situated a few miles from Eagle Harbor, and several

rich veins of native copper, with some native silver, have been

discovered and wrought to a small depth. The want of confi-

dence in this new kind of mining prevents the investment of

sufficient capital and the employment of a sufficient mining force

to work the mines. I am confident, that, with capital and skill,

this company's mine might soon be rendered profitable.

ing

The old Lake Superior Company, the first organized for min-

on Lake Superior, was unsuccessful in its first operations

from several causes, among which the want of miners capable of

carrying on the work in a proper manner was the chief; and it

should be remembered that mining for native copper was, at that

time, a new business to both English and American miners.

Numerous changes were made and many new shafts were sunk,

but no regular preconceived plan was ever carried out, and hence

the mines are in a neglected state. Much allowance should be

made for the newness of the enterprise, the wilderness state of

the country, and want of skill in the miners hastily collected

from districts wholly unlike the one they were sent to explore.

There was also an erroneous opinion prevalent among many of

the original stockholders that mining could be made profitable

from the outset,—a most fallacious idea. The company soon

closed up its mining operations, and I have heard that a new or-

ganization has been since adopted, and it is hoped, if mining op-

erations are again begun, a regular system will be pursued, mod-
elled after the plan of the Boston and Pittsburg Company's work-

ings. The Lake Superior or Phenix Company's veins are rich in

native copper and silver, and although the leader or prehnite vein

is but a (e\v inches wide, it will doubtless lead to a solid copper

vein, like those heretofore described. Masses of pure copper, of

large size, weighing some thousands of pounds, were obtained

from an ancient ravine or excavation that had been worn out by

the river running over the vein, and large pieces of silver were

also found. These show the contents of the lode in the true

vein. Most of the work heretofore executed at this mine has

been done in the western wall of the vein and not in the vein

itself. To the company owning the Lake Superior mine is due

the credit of the earliest mining enterprise on the Lake, and those

who have followed after them should remember that they opened

the way and introduced the business of mining into the then un-

broken wilderness of Lake Superior.
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It is still a question among geologists and miners whether veins

were filled by igneous injection or sublimation, or by aqueous
and galvanic deposition. This question is one of very great sci-

entific and practical interest, and is exceedingly difficult to an-
swer so far as relates to the native copper and native silver of
Lake Superior.

The objections to the igneous origin of native copper are, 1st,

that the metal bears the imprint of crystals of prehnite, as seen
in the specimen I lay before the section, and we cannot account
for the fact that I his zeolite was not rendered anhydrous by the
molten copper. 2dly, that if the copper was melted, sine© its

fusing point is much higher than that of silver, that the silver is

not alloyed with the copper, but is separate from even a trace of
it in chemical combination, though small particles and large lumps
of silver are mixed and united with the metallic copper.

These objections are equally strong against the theory of sub-
limation of the copper, and since silver is not volatile at the

highest temperature of our furnaces, we could not account for the

presence of that metal by a simultaneous sublimation of the

metals.

Against the theory of its aqueous deposition, or its origin from
any solution of copper, it may be urged that if the metal was in

chemical solution, no material capable of causing its decomposi-
tion with the deposition of the copper in a metallic state exists in

the vein, and no salt, if any supposed acid solvent, which would
result from the decomposition of its combination, exists in the

vein. Again, it would be impossible for the chasm to contain a

sufficiency of any copper solution, however concentrated, to pro-

duce the solid metallic copper filling the fissure, for, as before

observed, the masses of copper are from a foot to three feet in

thickness, and occupy the whole space of the sundered rock.

Galvanic segregation it has been supposed would explain the
origin of these copper veins. But we may ask, from what was
the copper segregated ? It is impossible for galvanism to create

the metal from the ingredients of trap rocks, or sandstone ; and
we can hardly imagine any arrangement of the rocks that would
produce a galvanic battery with its poles so arranged as to effect

the deposition of a vein of solid copper two or three feet in

thickness.

It is well known that the trap rocks are magnetic, and that
they possess polarity at the surfaces of disjunction. This has
been fully substantiated by the researches of Dr. Locke and oth-
e rs on the Lake Superior mineral lands, but this magnetism is

obviously the effect of the earth's inductive magnetism exerted
°n the very large proportion of magnetic iron ore entering into
the composition of the trap rocks, a quantity so large that I have
seen pig jron made directly from those rocks by fusion in a blast

*
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furnace, about twelve per cent, of iron being reduced from it

;

and we know, from the experiments of Dr. Locke, that even
fragments of the trap rock are both magnetic and polar. It re-

mains to be proved that there are any electric currents in the native

copper veins, for such currents are by no means proved by devia-

tions of the magnetic needle, which are doubtless produced by
the magnetic polarity of the trap rock itself.

The occurrence of bright scales and perfect crystals of native,

copper in perfect crystals of prehnite, datholite, calc spar, and
quartz, would seem to indicate a simultaneous deposition of the

copper and those crystallized minerals including it, or that they

w%re impregnated with native copper by sublimation immediately
before the injection of the principal copper vein took place. If

we could admit the igneous formation of zeolites, and of calc

spar, there would be less difficulty in accounting for the veins by
sublimation or injection, or by both methods, but this chemists

will not readily admit, for the zeolitic minerals are generally

hydrous.

It is also a question whether the native copper in the amygda-
loid was derived from the interfused sandstone, or was mechanic-
ically brought up with the trap rock. It has been imagined, that

since the sandstone is made up of the detritus of more ancient

rocks which might have contained copper ores, that the copper

ore being deposited with the sand was reduced by the action of

the trap. This idea would be plausible, if it could be shown
that the sandstone in the vicinity of the trap contained copper in

a sufficiency to account for that in the amygdaloid; but such is

not the case. It has been said that local deposits of the ore might
have taken place in portions of the sandstone strata, and that the

trap rocks came up and reduced it. This would be imputing a

most remarkable degree of intelligence to the trap rocks, that

they should know exactly where the copper ore was deposited,

and come up at those places expressly to smelt it ! I must con-

fess that I cannot attribute the origin of the copper to any other

causes than those which produced the trap rocks themselves, and

that the copper came from the molten interior of the earth seems,

at least from what we know of igneous agencies, to be most prob-

able. There are veins in the conglomerate rocks which are filled

with calcareous spar, containing crystals of copper, some of which
will weigh half a pound, and are generally in the rhombic dode-

cahedral form. One of the calc spar veins at Agate Harbor has

yielded masses of copper weighing several hundred pounds.

At Copper Harbor, a large vein of solid black oxyd of copper

was found in the conglomerate rock. This ore is not known to

exist in any considerable quantity elsewhere. The ore in the

vein was fourteen inches wide, and for a short time the mine fur-

nished a good supply of copper ore, yielding about sixty or sev-
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enty percent, of metallic copper. It was soon exhausted, a bed .

of fine grained sandstone cutting off the copper vein, the calc

spar only continuing in the sandstone below. Among the masses
of black oxyd of copper brought from the mine at Copper Har-
bor, Mr. J. E. Teschemacher discovered regular cubic crystals of

the ore, crystals which show that the ore is not a mere mechan-
ical mixture of copper smut with earthy matters for a cement, as

some have supposed. A pure specimen analyzed in my labora-

tory yielded 79*86 per cent, of copper.

There are also found at the Copper Harbor mine, chrysocolla, •

or hydrous green silicate of copper, and the black silicate, whi^h
contains a less proportion of water. These ores, we can easily

conceive, might be produced by the decomposition of a solution

of copper by the action of a hot solution of lime. The black
oxyd may have been derived either from a solution, or from igne-

ous sublimation. We know that black oxyd of copper is sub-

limed from the crater of Vesuvius, and is deposited in fine splend-

ent scales like specular iron ore in the lavas.

Chlorid of copper is very volatile, and is sublimed in the crater

of Vesuvius. It is also known to be volatilized in the blast fur-

nace. Mr
Shirley copper works, have fully demonstrated the fact that a

considerable proportion of copper is lost by sublimation from cop-
per ore, eontainh w
These facts may at some future day serve to explain some of

the phenomena relating to the formation of metallic veins. At
present there is no part of geological science so little understood
as the theory of veins, and on this account I am desirous of call-

ing the attention of the Section to this subject.

With respect to the age of the red sandstone of Lake Superior,

I would remark that there have been and still are differences of
opinion. No distinct fossils having been found in it, the usual
index for fixing the geological age of stratified rocks is wanting.

From the mineralogical character and the geological associa-

tions of the rocks, their parallelism to those of Nova Scotia, and
their mineral contents, I was led in 1844, to suggest the identity

of the two formations, as contemporaneous, and regarded the
Lake Superior sandstone as the new red, or at least as of the same
age with that of Nova Scotia, New Jersey and Connecticut. This
idea I still favor.

During the last year the linear surveyors, who were engaged
in subdividing townships on the southern portion of Keweenaw
Point, discovered a large protruding mass of Silurian limestone,
around which the sandstone strata are horizontal. My assist-

ant was sent to examine this limestone, and states that its

strata lines dip about 30°. . A fragment of a fossil, probably a
Pentamerus, was also found in the limestone. * These facts would

i—July 10
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seem to prove that the sandstone is above the Silurian limestone,
' and consequently that it is either the old or the new red. The
absence of fossil shells in the sandstone would lead us to con-

clude that it does not belong to the old red, and consequently we
are led back to my original opinion, as published in the American
Journal of Science, in 1845, that the Lake Superior sandstone is

of a later date, and is probably the new red.

This opinion was also expressed by Monsieur De Verneuil, dur-

ing his visit to the Lake in 1846, but I do not know from what
data his opinion was formed. It has been asserted that the Lake
Superior sandstones pass beneath the Silurian rocks, but I do not

think the fact has ever been observed.

extending out into the lake to a considerable distance.

Isle Royale.—This island is situated on the north side of Lake
Superior, in latitude 48° North, longitude 89° West. It is about

forty miles in length, and five or six miles wide. It presents a

broken and rugged outline on its coast and is deeply indented by
long and narrow inlets and bays, all of which are parallel to the

ranges of the trap rocks which constitute the ridges traversing

the island throughout its length. Several small lakes are also

seen lying between the trappean hills and coinciding with their

line of bearing.

The general direction of this island is parallel to that of Ke-
weenaw Point, and the trap rocks are of the same geological age

and have uplifted the sandstones of the same epoch.

On the southwestern end of the island the fine red sandstone

strata are seen near Card's Point, and they extend along the coast

of Siskawit Bay to Epidote Cove, forming gently sloping sheets

Conglom-
erate rocks border the coast nearly to Rock Harbor and lie next

to the trap. The inland boundary of the sandstone was ascer-

tained by my sub-agents to be parallel to the coast line where it

is exposed. About one-fourth the area of the island is sandstone

and conglomerate rock. All the rest of it consists of trap, which
forms ridges attaining an elevation of from three hundred to five

hundred feet above the lake, and extending in a broken line

throughout the whole extent of the island. In some places iso-

lated masses of trap rocks form tall towers standing like high

chimneys on the hill sides; in others, picturesque islands covered

with dark spruce trees are seen jutting out on the coast, or stand-

ing like watch towers at the entrance of the harbors.

Isle Royale was better known to the Indians as a good place

for catching Siskawit than as a mining region ; and it is probable

that the name Mennng, signifying a good place, refers to the

fisheries, but it is certain from the "Relacions" of the Jesuit fath-

ers, that they were aware of the existence of an abundance of

copper boulders upon its shores.

*
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Numerous explorers had visited Isle Royale anterior to my sur-

vey, but mining operations had not been entered upon to any ex- .

tent on account of the difficulties arising from some official mis-
understanding as to permits for leases. Dr. Locke had selected

some veins and beds of copper for the Ohio and Isle Royale Com-
pany, and explorations were going on to determine the probable
value of several veins.

There are two kinds of veins on this island, as before men-
tioned. The widest are those near Rock Harbor. They are

thick beds of solid epidote rock filled with small spiculae of cop-

gangue. These beds dip but slightly from the horizon, rarely

more than 15 or 20°, and crop out on the south side of the island

a few feet above the surface of the Lake. Beneath the copper-
bearing bed of epidote, which is a foot in thickness, is a large bed
of harren epidote rock, six feet thick, and very hard. Trap rocks

overlie the whole, forming bold precipitous shores. No mining
operations have yet proved the extent of these cupriferous epi-

dote rocks, but they are exposed to a sufficient extent to render it

probable that they will prove of value.

Another set of true veins occur, cutting the trap rocks nearly
at right angles, and traversing the country. These veins are gen-
erally narrow, and are filled with datholite, prehnite, and native

copper. The datholite is very abundant, and may prove of eco-

nomical importance either as a flux for copper ores, or as a material

suitable for the manufacture of borax. One of the locations

of the Ohio and Isle Royale Company was named, by Mr. J. H.
Blake, Datholite, on account of the abundance of that mineral in

the veins of copper.

At Todd's Harbor, mines have been opened, and a considera-
ble quantity of native copper has been obtained by Mr. McCul-
loch. Other veins have been opened at ScovilTs Point, but as

yet none of the veins on the island have been sufficiently proved
to authorize the erection of permanent works for mining and
smelting. One vein of each kind, opened to a considerable depth,

would give much valuable information concerning the perma-
nency of the veins, and determine whether they widen and en-
rich or not.

It is extremely difficult for any one to decide absolutely on the
value of a metalliferous vein, and it is only possible to form an
approximate estimate where all the conditions of the problem are

capable of being determined, and it is rarely the case that we
have any thing more than a superficial view of the contents of a
vehi. It has been proved by a writer it] the French Annales des
Mines, that in Germany and France only one-twentieth of the
mines surveyed and recommended by the Royal Engineers of
names have paid a profit to the stockholders, hence we should re-
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. mind persons about to engage in mining adventures that their

chances of success are only about five per cent
When a mine is well proved it generally holds good veins,

rarely running out in depth unless the rock changes, and then the

vein alsorgenerally alters.

How far the native copper of the Lake Superior mines con*

tinues in depth is yet unknown, but the veins if they traverse sand-

stone strata will certainly change in that rock, and experience has

thus far shown that the copper diminishes in that portion of the

vein which traverses the sandstone. This has been fully proved
at the Copper Falls mines, where a bed of sandstone, seventy-two
feet in thickness, has changed the character of the lode where
the vein passed through it, calc spar filling the chasm and the

copper nearly disappearing in the veinstone.

It was hoped that the vein would enrich after it had passed

through the sandstone into the nether bed of trap rock, but it was
found to be diffused into string veins of little practical impor-

tance. Owing to the limited extent of the amygdaloidal trap,

the true or transverse veins are not of great length, two thousand
feet being perhaps an approximation to their linear extent, though
it is possible that some may be longer. The idea of tracing a

vein by its course over an extensive tract of country has proved

fallacious on Lake Superior, and only the geological character of

the country can be relied upon as a tolerably correct guide. The
river beds, depressions in the soil, corresponding to the usual di-

rection of the veins, afford the best facilities for finding veins,

and by means of the solar compass and magnetic needle, lines of

contact of the sandstone and trap may be readily found, and the

amygdaloid is formed at those junctions. It was observed in my
first visit to the Lake, that the productive copper veins occur

where there are the greatest number of alternations of sandstone

and trap rocks, as shown by the diagram exhibited to the Section.

No less than six alternations of these rocks were observed near

Copper Falls and Lake Superior mine in my surveys during the

summers of 1844 and 1845. Subsequent researches have con-

firmed this observation.

From these data we should expect copper veins at the line of

contact of the sandstone and trap on Isle Royale, but thus far in

only a few places have the rocks been uncovered in the vicinity

of the junction—some loose masses of native copper found on
the shore of Siskawit Lake and the veins at Datholite Cove being

the only facts obtained in confirmation of this opinion.

In the hard columnar and compact trap there is little hope of

finding valuable veins, for only narrow and tightly pinched seams

of copper have thus far been found iji these rocks.

On the Ontonagon river there are several veins of copper that

run with the "country." They are now in course of trial, and

* *
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it will soon be ascertained whether they can be profitably worked
or not. The opinion of a practical miner, on whom I place reli-

ance, is favorable to some of these mines. It was my intention

to have examined them myself, this summer, before drawing up
my report, but it has been ordered otherwise.

Rich ores of iron have been found in inexhaustible quantities

in the district of country extending from the Menomonee River
• to Dead River. I have not had an opportunity of examining the
• localities myself, but I had obtained rich specimens of the ore

from the Menomonee river, in 1844, through the agency of M.
Barbeau, who obtained them from the Indians, and in 1845, the In-

dian chief who furnished those specimens, guided Mr. Pray to the

Iron Mountain near the Menomonee River. During the past sum-
mer this locality has been also examined by one of my assistants.

• t

Art. X.

—

Analysis of Algerite; by Richard Crossley.

Read before the Bost. Soc. Xatural History, by C. T. Jackson, April 11, 1850.

This mineral having been already described in this Journal for

July, 1849, vol. viii, No. 22, renders it unnecessary to say much
more on this head. I have in addition, however, to remark that

many of the crystals are encrusted with idocrase, and in some
instances are penetrated, so much so that it required great caution
to secure such portions as were free from that mineral. The
crystals being cleared of decomposed parts were broken to coarse

fragments, and the honey-yellow pieces reserved for examination.

Before the blowpipe, alone, it readily fuses with intumescence
to a white blebby glass : with soda it gives a dirty-white slag :

with borax and phosphorus salt it gives a clear bead faintly tinged
by iron and leaves a siliceous skeleton. Heated in a closed tube
it gives off water which reacts feebly alkaline, and the powder, at

first of a light buff color, darkens and assumes a brownish tinge.

About 1 gramme of the coarse fragments gave a spec. grav. of
2*78. It is a little harder than calc spar, from 3 to 3*5.

Nearly 2 grammes of the mineral were very finely powdered,
intimately mixed and divided into two portions. One was ap-

propriated to the determination of the water and the other for the

estimation of the carbonic acid. This latter portion was then
attacked by a mixture of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids. The
usual mode of analysis was afterwards pursued, and there re-

sulted :

Silica,

Alumina,
Peroxyd of iron,

Magnesia,

5127
2310
1-48

5-18

Carbonate of lime, . . . 4*2

1

Potash, . . . . 9-97
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To ascertain the purity of the silica it was fused with carbon-

ate of soda and was found to contain 1-31 per cent of alumina. A
second attack by acids would doubtless effectually decompose
this mineral. Correcting the silica and alumina and adding the

water determined on the first portion, the composition of the se-

lection made will be thus:

Silica,

Alumina,
Peroxyd of iron,

Magnesia,

49%
24 41
1-48

518
Carbonate of lime, . . 4 21
Potash,

Water,
997
506

ioc^t
The amount of carbonic acid directly estimated agreeing so

nearly with that in the carbonate of lime obtained, evidently

shews that the lime is not a constituent of the mineral. Deduct-

ing, therefore, the carbonate of lime and reducing the remaining

members to per-centage proportions, they will stand thus :

Oxygen, Ratio.

Silica, . . 52 00 27*01 7

Alumina, . . 2542 11-88 >
3

Peroxyd of iron, 1-54 -47

Magnesia, . . 5-39 2 08 > .

Potash, . . 1038 175
Water, . . 5-27 4-68 1 or 1£

l6(M)0

The above composition is very well represented by the formula,

Boston, April 18, 1850.

(Mg, K)3 gi+ 3*1 Si2 + 3ft.

Art. XL

—

On the Telluric Bismuth of Virginia ; by Dr.

C T. Jackson.

I discovered this ore in May, 1848, among some specimens of

native gold given me by Mr. Knowles Taylor. At that time I

had not a sufficient quantity of the mineral to enable me to make

a complete analysis of it, but having made a blowpipe assay and

satisfied myself that it was an ore of Tellurium, I communicated

my results to the American Journal of Science and Arts, and my
note was published in vol. vi, No. 17, 1848, p. 188.

My only object then was to announce the discovery of Tellu-

rium, and I intended at the earliest moment iu my power to pro-

cure a larger supply of the ore and to complete my analysis.

Subsequently, Mr. Fisher* of Philadelphia made an analysis of

* This Journal, [2] vii, 282.

*
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a specimen which he obtained from the mint, and discovered
that the metal which I had supposed to be lead in my cupel-

" lation process was bismuth. This fact I am enabled to con-
firm by my own analysis. Mr. Fisher states that selenium
takes the place of sulphur. This is not the case in my speci-

mens, all of which yield sulphur when treated by nitric acid or
by the blowpipe, and selenium exists only in minute traces.

•
* Last spring I made a hasty visit to the gold mines of Spottsyl-

vania County, Va.
5
and obtained at Whitehall a few pieces of

the tellurium ore. These specimens were in mica slate in nod-
dles, and were incrusted with yellow oxyd of bismuth. The
gold found in these specimens is not chemically united with the
tellurium ore, but exists in small scales between the folia in its

metallic state and varies in proportions from 2 to 5 per cent. The
tellurium ore is found incrusting masses of native gold, and the
edges of the laminae of tellurium ore impress the metallic gold with
well marked striae and indentations indicating that the tellurium ore
was deposited first in the cavities or veins, and the gold was then
deposited upon it. This is the order of deposition in many spe-

cimens I have seen.

The tellurium ore is found both in the quartz beds or veins
and in the mica slate, and is always mixed with native gold.

Form, thin scales frequently intersecting each other; no regu-
lar crystals observed. Occurs in lamellar masses readily cleava-
We, the laminae splitting like sulphuret of molybdena, which it

nuich resembles in appearance. It is flexible and not elastic.

Sectile and not brittle. Color and lustre like flexible foliated

graphite. Its hardness =1. Lustre splendent metallic. Color
of streak like that of lead.

Analysis on one gramme of the picked scales

:

Bismuth, 58*80

Tellurium, ...... 3505
Gold, ox. iron and earthy matter, . . 2*70

Sulphur, ...... 365

100 20

This gives the formula of Tetrad ymite, 2BiTe 3 +Bi S 3 = Bis-
muth 69*6, sulphur 4-5, tellurium 359.
The tellurium after it was reduced by sulphurous acid, was

attacked by means of carbonate and nitrate of potash by fusion,
and the contents of the crucible being dissolved and acidulated
by means of nitric acid and treated with nitrate of baryta, did not
give a weighable quantity of seleniate of baryta. The selenium
therefore exists only in minute proportions and is a mere trace.

In addition to the above, I would observe that the yellow
oxyd of bismuth occurring investing the nodules of tellurium
°re, is not carbonate of bismuth, for it does not effervesce with
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gold rock of South Carolina, some time before I found this, and
sent me a specimen of it. This ore, (bismutite,) from the gold

district of Chesterfield, S. C, has been analyzed by Rammels-
berg, (Pogg. Ann., lxxvi, 569, 1849,) who obtained Bi90-oo, 6 56,

fi3-44, whence he has deduced the formula 3(Bi c+fi)+Bi % equiv-

alent to 4Bi, 3C, 4H.

Art. XII. mpposed Neiv Mineral
Wurtz, of New York.

This mineral was found near Cambridge, Mass., at "Milk Row
Quarry," the well-known locality of prehnite. It occurs as an

incrustation upon the surface of the syenitic rock, coating the

sides of fissures, and presenting the appearance of brilliant plates

overlying one another like the scales of a fish.

Its color is black ; lustre, resinous ; streak, dark olive green

;

structure, distinctly fibrous, somewhat like that of tremolite ;
feel,

soapy. Hardness, about 2; slightly translucent in thin laminae.

The fibres are brittle. No cleavage was found. Under the lens

it exhibits white crystalline specks, which the analysis proved

to be calcareous spar.

It is easily decomposed with effervescence by hydrochloric acid,

which is thereby colored deep green, silica being left behind as a

white powder. Its fusibility is about that of natrolite, or 2 on

Kobell's scale. It fuses to a dull black opaque globule which is

slightly magnetic.

Two determinations of the specific gravity, made upon two
different specimens, gave the same number, 269, which being

about the specific gravity of calcareous spar, no correction due to

the 12 to 23 per cent, of this mineral which the analyses indicate,

need be made.
Qualitative analysis indicated the presence of carbonic acid,

water, lime, soda, silica, oxyd of iron and alumina.

For the quantitative analysis, a portion of the mineral was finely

elutriated, and then dried at 212° in a steam-bath until it lost no

more weight. Attempts to separate the calc spar by means of

very dilute acetic acid were unsuccessful. The acid became im-

mediately colored red by dissolving some of the iron.

When the dark-green powder of this mineral is heated to red-

ness in the air, it assumes upon cooling a red color, indicating

peroxydation of the iron. The water determinations were there-

fore made in small bent tubes, which were sealed up immediately

after the expulsion of the water, and the mass thus cooled out of

contact with the air. The residue, after the expulsion of the HO,
had, in this case, a black color.
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The carbonic acid was determined by the well known method
of the weighed flask and Ca CI tube.

v_

The other constituents were determined in the usual manner,
by dissolving the mineral in HCl, etc. In making the two fol-

lowing analyses, the most extreme precautions were used to en-
sure accuracy. Every product of the analysis was reanalyzed
after being weighed. Thus, the silica, after being weighed, was
fused with carbonate of soda and the £l and Fe which had been
left in it by the HCl separated, weighed, and added to the HCl
solution, their weight being deducted from that of the silica. In

one case, this weight amounted to half a per cent, of the sub-

stance used. Difficulty being found in separating the 2d and Fe,

by means of KO, in one experiment the 3Pe and £1 were weighed
together, and the Xl calculated by deducting the amount of $e af-

terwards found in the mass.

MM

.Si

I.

27-70

£1 10-30

Fe 27*99
•

Na 1-23

II.

27-32

1017

2755

Moan. Oxjgen.
27-51 14-29

10-23 4-78

27*77 617

1-23 •82

It

Ca

C

8*69

1225

1082

8-73

1298

10-09

8-71

12-61

10*29

-.h-
~cu

9

98*35

The first thing to be observed here is that the quantity of C
found is just sufficient to form CaC with the Ca found, 1261 Ca re-

quiring 9-91 C, so that, in all probability, the lime present is all in

the form of calc spar.

So far, I had proceeded upon the hypothesis that this mineral

contained no Fe, judging from its deep color and the color of its

solution in HCl ; knowing also that the best analysts have gene-

rally supposed that all the iron contained in minerals which give

deep green powders is in the form of Fe O. This error of which
so many examples may be found in mineralogical works, has
its origin in the great difficulties always met with in the separa-

tion of the two oxyds of iron from one another, and also in the

small difference between the equivalents of the two oxyds,—9 per
cent, of protoxyd making only 10 per cent, of peroxyd.

The suggestion of a scientific friend that the mineral might
still contain both oxyds, led to a renewal of my research.

The stock of elutriated material, originally prepared, being

exhausted, it was necessary to repeat the analysis from the be-

ginning on another specimen, which was accordingly done, in

the same manner as previously, with the exception that the Fe
was determined according to the method of Fuchs, that is, by
weighing a piece of bright copper before and after its immersion in
the HCl solution of a weighed quantity of the mineral, contained

Second Sseito, Vol X, Uo. 28.—July, 1850. 11
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in a stoppered bottle, which was kept, during the operation, in

boiling water. The ratio of the loss sustained by the copper to

the Pe present, is that of their equivalents.

Si

te

Na
CaC
II

I.

30-86

392
2025

2197
1*62

12-77

8*94

10033

II.

30-93
Oxygen.
16*05 16-05

2017

1-83 )

6-06
)

h*7*89

4
5*30

7-95 7-95

The ratio for the oxygen of the protoxyds, peroxyds, silica

and water, 530 : 789 : 1605 : 7-95 = 1 : I 49 : 303 : 150 or quite

closely 1 : 1£ : 3 : H. This gives the general formula

or the special formula,
fi 2 §i+B Si+SH

(1.) (*e -111 +^^)2 gi+ (SI i* + 3Pee)Si+ 3fi.

An attempt to bring the first two analyses under this formula
gave the following result. -If we suppose that a portion of the

iron, whose oxygen, when in the form of £e, is equal to one-half

of the oxygen of the £i present, was actually present in the form
of 3Pe, the following numbers present themselves:

Si

Fe
Xa
s
CaC

Mean.
2751 14-89

1023
7-97

4-78 )

2*39 )

Oxygen
1429

7-17

20-60

1-23

8-71

22-90

4-58

•32

774

490

774

9915

The ratio 490 : 717 : 14-29 : 774=1 : 1-46 : 292 : 158 or

nearly 1 : 1 \ : 3 : 1£, as before.

Thus, upon this hypothesis, the general formula £2 si + fiSi+sli

represents these analyses also very well. The special formula for

this variety would be

(2.) (FeiffSaxV) 2 Si + (£lf+Pei)Si+ 3!l (or *|fi>

The composition is near that of groppite, for which Rammels-
berg writes the formula ft 2 gi-f£ §i-f-2fl. But groppite is a rose-

red species, containing little iron and lime and much magnesia
with potash, and moreover Svanberg's formula for it is very dif-

ferent. There is sufficient reason therefore, for believing the spe-

cies here described as distinct, and I therefore propose for it the

name Melanolite.

As the recent investigations of Mr. J. D. Dana, published in the

American Journal of Science for March, 1850, have given increased

'
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interest to the subject of atomic volume among minerals, I have
here calculated the atomic volume of these varieties.

Si 2

fl3

(1.)

115462

149*26

767-45

828-68

6136

337-50

3298-87

Si2
(2.)

115462

427-87

333*33

840-00

51-63

365-62

317307

These two numbers, which are the atomic weights of the two
varieties, divided by the specific gravity 2*69, give for (1), the
atomic volume 122635, and for (2), 1 ISO-, the difference be-
tween which is about ^th. If we go farther, and divide these
numbers by the number of atoms of the elements in each variety,

we shall obtain the C atomic volume, as this term is used by Mr,
Dana. In one case we get 53-32, and in the other 5021. If ref-

erence is now made to the tables of atomic volumes given by-

Mr. Dana in the American Journal for March, 1850, p. 242, it

will be seen that these numbers are nearly identical with those

given by him for three varieties of talc, a mineral which the one
now under consideration resembles in many important characters.

On the contrary, chlorite, a mineral to which this one is so inti-

mately connected as to have been mistaken for it by an eminent
mineralogist, gives altogether a different number. I have calcu-

lated the C atomic volume of chlorite from one of Kobeil's anal-

yses which gives the formula

Si2+Sl+Mg4LfFe*+]j4
and obtained 43*6. The hisingerite from Ridderhyttan also re-

sembles this mineral very closely. Its formula, according to Hisin-
ger and Kobell, is te Bi+lfe Bi-f«# ; and specific gravity 3-045.

Its ordinary atomic volume is 1077-05, and its C atomic volume
39*9, thus approaching that of chlorite, instead of that of this

mineral.

Laboratory of the ColL of Phys., Crosby st., New York, April 1, 1850.

Art. XIII.—The Erratic Phenomena about Lake Superior

;

by Prof Agassiz.

[We cannot better notice the very valuable and interesting

work of Prof. Agassiz and his associates upon the Lake Superior
Region,* than by citing one of its chapters. The following ob-
servations on the Erratic Phenomena of the region constitute
Chapter X, of the work, pages 395-416.]

The title of the volum lastnum
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So much has been said and written within the last fifteen years,

upon the dispersion of erratic boulders and drift, both in Europe

and America, that I should not venture to introduce this subject

again, if I were not conscious of having essential additions to

present to those interested in the investigation of these subjects.

It will be remarked by all who have followed the discussions

respecting the transportation of loose materials over great distan-

ces from the spot where they occurred primitively, that the most

minute and the most careful investigations have been made by
those geologists who have attempted to establish a new theory of

their transportation by the agency of ice.

The part of those who claim currents as the cause of this

transportation has been more generally negative, inasmuch as,

satisfied with their views, they have generally been contented

simply to deny the new theory and its consequences, rather than

investigate anew the field upon which they had founded their

opinions Witho taxed with partiality, I may, at the

outset, insist upon this difference in the part taken by the two

contending parties. For since the publication of Sefstroem's

paper upon the drift of Sweden, in which very valuable inform-

ation is given respecting the phenomena observed in that penin-

sula, and the additional data furnished by de Verneuil and Mur-
chison upon the same country and the plains of Russia, the clas-

sical ground for erratic phenomena has been left almost untouched
by all except the advocates of the glacial theory. I need only

refer to the investigations of M. de Charpentier, Escher, Von
Deri in th and Studer, and more particularly to those extensive and

most minute researches of Prof. Guyot in Switzerland, without

speaking of my own and some contributions from visitors, as the

Martins, James Forbes and others, to justify my assertion that no

important fact respecting the loose materials spread all over Swit-

zerland has been added by the advocates of currents since the

days of Saussure, de Liic, Escher and Von Buch ; whilst Prof.

Guyot has most conclusively shown that the different erratic ba-

sins in Switzerland are not only distinct from each other, as was
already known before, but that in each the loose materials are

arranged in well-determined regular order, showing precise rela-

tions to the centres of distribution, from which these materials

originated ; an arrangement which agrees in every particular

with the arrangement of loose fragments upon the surface of any
glacier, but which no cause acting convulsively could have

produced.*

A comparison of the maps showing the arrangement of the moraines upon the

glacier of the Aar in my S//sfr,ne G/aciaire, with the map which Prof. Guyot is

about to publish of the distribution of the erratic boulders in Switzerland, will show
more fully the identity of the two phenomena.
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The results of these investigations are plainly that the bould-
ers found at a distance from the central Alps, originated from their

higher summits and valleys, and were carried down at different

successive periods in a regular manner, forming uninterrupted
walls and ridges, which can be traced from their starting point to

their extreme peripheric distribution.

I have myself shown that there are such centres of distribution

And these facts have

The origin of these boulders is far north

in Scotland and England and Ireland.

been since traced in detail in various parts of the British Islands"

by Dr. Buckland, Sir Ch. Lyell, Mr. Darwin, Mr. McLachlan and
Professor James D. Forbes, pointing clearly to the main mountain
groups as to so many distinct centres of dispersion of these loose

materials.

Similar phenomena have been shown in the Pyrenees, in the

Black Forest, and in the Vosges, showing beyond question, that

whatever might have been the cause of the dispersion of erratic

boulders, there are several separate centres of their distribution-to

be distinguished in Europe. But there is another question con-

nected with this local distribution of boulders which requires par-

ticular investigation, the confusion of which with the former has

no doubt greatly contributed to retard our real progress in under-

standing the general question of the distribution of erratics.

It is well known that Northern Europe is strewed with bould-

ers, extending over European Russia, Poland, Northern Germany,
Holland and Belgium.
in Norway, Sweden, Lapland and Liefland, but they are now dif-

fused over the extensive plains west of the Ural Mountains.

Their arrangement, however, is such that they cannot be referred

to one single point of origin, but only in a general way to the

northern tracts of land which rise above the level of the sea in

the Arctic regions. Whether these boulders were transported by
the same agency as those arising from distinct centres, on the

main continent of Europe, has been the chief point of discussion.

For my own part, I have indeed no doubt that the extreme con-

sequences to which we are naturally carried by admitting that ice

was also the agent in transporting the northern erratics to their

present positions, has been the chief objection to the view that

the Alpine boulders have been distributed by glaciers.

It seemed easier to account for the distribution of the northern

erratics by currents, and this view appearing satisfactory to those

who supported it, they at once went further, and opposed the

glacial theory even in those districts where the glaciers seemed
to give a more natural and more satisfactory explanation of the

phenomena. To embrace the whole question it should be as-

certained,

First, Whether the northern erratics were transported at the
same time as the local Alpine boulders, and if not, which of the
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- phenomena preceded the other; and again, if the same cause.

• acted in both cases, or if one of the causes can be applied to one'

series of these phenomena, and the other cause to the other series.

of the erratic phenomena in North AmericaAn investigation

seems to me likely to settle this question, as the northern erratics

occur here in an undisturbed continuation over tracts of land far

more extensive than those in which they have been observed in

f
Europe. For my own part, I have already traced them from the

eastern shores of Nova Scotia through New England and the

North Western States of North America and the Canadas as far

as the western extremity of Lake Superior, a region embracing
about thirty degrees of longitude. Here, as in Northern Europe,

the boulders evidently originated farther north than their present

location, and have been moved universally in a main direction

from north to south.

From data which are, however, rather incomplete, it can be

further admitted that similar phenomena occur further west across

the whole continent, everywhere presenting the same relations.

That is to say, everywhere pointing to the north as to the region

of the boulders, which generally disappear about latitude 38°.

Without entering at present into a full discussion of any theo-

retical views of the subject, it is plain that any theory, to be sat-

isfactory, should embrace both the extensive northern phenomena
in Europe and North America, and settle the relation of these

phenomena to the well-authenticated local phenomena of Central

Europe.

Whether America itself has its special local circumscribed cen-

tres of distribution or not, remains to be seen. It seems, how-
ever, from a few facts observed in the White Mountains, that this

chain, as well as the mountains of northeastern New York, has

not been exclusively—and for the whole duration of the trans-

portation of these materials—under the influence of the cause

which has distributed the erratics through such wide space over

the continent of North America. But whether this be the case

or not, (and I trust local investigations will soon settle the ques-

tion,) I maintain that the cause which has transported these

boulders in the American continent must have acted simultane-

ously over the whole ground which these boulders cover, as they

present throughout the continent an uninterrupted sheet of loose

materials, of the same general nature, connected in the same gen-

eral manner, and evidently dispersed at the same time.

Moreover, there is no ground, at present, to doubt the simul-

taneous dispersion of the erratics over Northern Europe and

Northern America. So that the cause which transported them,

whatever it may be, must have acted simultaneously over the

whole tract of land west of the Ural Mountains, and east of the

Rocky Mountains, without assuming any thing respecting North-
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ern Asia, which has not yet been studied in this respect; that is -

to say, at the same time, over a space embracing two hundred
degrees of longitude.

Again, the action of this cause must have been such, and I

insist strongly upon this as a fundamental point, the momentum
with which it acted must have been such, that after being set in

motion in the north, with a power sufficient to carry the large

boulders which are found everywhere over this vast extent of.
land, it vanished or was stopped after reaching the thirty-fifth

degree of northern latitude.

Now it is my deliberate opinion that natural philosophy and
mathematics may settle the question, whether a body of water
of sufficient extent to produce such phenomena can be set in mo-
tion with sufficient velocity to move all these boulders, and nev- *

ertheless stop before having swept over the whole surface of the

globe. Hydrographers are familiar with the action of currents,

with their speed, and the power with which they can act. They
know also how they are distributed over our globe. And, if we
institute a comparison, it will be seen that there is nowhere a

current running from the poles towards the lower latitudes, either

in the northern or southern hemisphere, covering a space equal to

one-tenth of the currents which should have existed to carry the

erratics into their present position. The widest current is west
of the Pacific, which runs parallel to the equator, across the

whole extent of that sea from east to west, and the greatest width
of which is scarcely fifty degrees. This current, as a matter of

course, establishes a regular rotation between the waters flowing
from the polar regions towards lower latitudes.

The Gulf Stream on the contrary runs from west to east, and
dies out towards Europe and Africa, and is compensated by the

currents from Baffin's Bay and Spitsbergen emptying into the

Atlantic, while the current of the Pacific, moving towards Asia
and carrying floods of water in that direction, is maintained
chiefly by antarctic currents, and those which follow the western
shore of America from Behring's Straits. Wherever they are

limited by continents, we see that the waters of these currents,

even when they extend over hundreds of degrees of latitude, as
the Gulf Stream does in its whole course, are deflected where
they cannot follow a straight course.

Now without appealing with more detail to the mechanical
conditions involved in this inquiry, I ask every unprejudiced mind
acquainted with the distribution of the northern boulders, whether
there was any geographical limitation to the supposed northern
current to cause it to leave the northern erratics of Europe in
such regular order, with a constant bearing from north to south,
and to form, on its southern termination, a wide, regular zone
from Asia to the western shores of Europe, north of the fiftieth
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degree of latitude, before it had reached the great barrier of the

I ask whether there was such a barrier in the unlimited

owing to the action of water currents?

Al ps ?

plains which stretch from the Arctic seas uninterrupted over the

whole northern continent of America as far down as the Gulf of

Mexico ?

I ask, again, why the erratics are circumscribed within the

northern limits of the temperate zone, if their transportation is

Does not, on the con-

trary, this fnost surprising limit within the arctic and northern

temperate zones, and in the same manner within the antarctic

and southern temperate zones, distinctly show that the cause of

transportation is connected with the temperature or climate of

the countries over which the phenomena were produced. If it

were otherwise, why are there no systems of erratics with an

east and west bearing, or in the main direction of the most ex-

tensive currents flowing at present over the surface of our globe?

It is a matter of fact, of undeniable fact, for which the theory

has to account, that in the two hemispheres the erratics have di-

rect reference to the polar regions, and are circumscribed within

the arctics and the colder part of the temperate zone. This fact

is as plain as the other tact, that the local distribution of boulders

has reference to high mountain ranges, to groups of land raised

above the level of the sea into heights, the temperature of which
is lower than the surrounding plains. And what is still more as-

tonishing, the extent of the local boulders, from their centre of

distribution reaches levels, the mean annual temperature of which
corresponds in a surprising manner with the mean annual temper-

ature of the southern limit of the northern erratics.

We have, therefore, in this agreement a strong evidence in fa-

vor of the view that both the phenomena of local mountain er-

ratics in Europe and of northern erratics in Europe and America
have probably been produced by the same cause.

The chief difficulty is in conceiving the possibility of the

formation of a sheet of ice sufficiently large to carry the northern

erratics into their present limits of distribution ; but this difficulty

is greatly removed when we can trace, as in the Alps, the pro-

gress of the boulders under the same aspect from the glaciers

now existing, down into regions where they no longer exist, but

where the boulders and other phenomena attending their trans-

portation show distinctly that they once existed.

Without extending further this argumentation, I would call the

attention of the unprejudiced observer to the fact, that those who
advocate currents as the cause of the transportation of erratics,

have, up to this day, failed to show, in a single instance, that cur-

rents can produce all the different phenomena connected with the

transportation of the boulders which are observed everywhere in

the Alps, and which are still daily produced there by the small
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glaciers yet in existence. Never do we find that water leaves"

the boulders which it carries along in regular walls of mixed ma-
terials; nor do currents any where produce upon the hard rocks
in situ the peculiar grooves and scratches which we see every-
where under the glacier and within the limits of their ordinary
oscillations.

Water may polish the rocks, but it nowhere leaves straight

scratches upon their surface ; it may furrow them, but these fur- .

'ows are sinuous, acting more powerfully upon the soft parts of
the rocks or fissures already existing ; whilst glaciers smooth and
level uniformly, the hardest parts equally with the softest, and,
like a hard file, rub to uniform continuous surfaces the rocks upon
which they move.

But now let us return to our special subject, the erratics of •

North America.
The phenomena of drift are more complicated about Lake Su-

perior than I have seen them any where else ; for, besides the
general phenomena which occur everywhere, there are some pe-
culiarities noticed which are to be ascribed to the lake as such,
and which we do not find in places where no large sheet of wa-
ter has been brought into contact with the erratic phenomena.
In the first place, we notice about Lake Superior an extensive
tract of polished, grooved and scratched rocks, which present
here the same uniform character which they have everywhere.
As there is so little disposition, among so many otherwise intelli-

gent geologists, to perceive the facts as they are, whenever they
bear upon the question of drift, I cannot but repeat, what I have
already mentioned more than once, but what I have observed
again here over a tract of some fifteen hundred miles, that the
rocks are everywhere smoothed, rounded, grooved and furrowed
m a uniform direction. The heterogeneous materials of which
the rocks consist are cut to one continuous uniform level, show-
*ng plainly that no difference in the polish and abrasion can be
attributed to the greater or less resistance on the part of the rocks,

out that a continuous rasp cut down every thing, adapting itself,

however, to the general undulatious of the country, but never-
theless showing, in this close adaptation, a most remarkable con-
tinuity in its action.

That the power which produced these phenomena moved in

the main from north to south, is distinctly shown by the form of
the hills, which present abrupt slopes, rough and sharp corners

towards the south, while they are all smoothed off towards the
north.

Indeed, here, as in Norway and Sweden, there is on all the
hills a lee-side and a strike-side. As has been observed in Nor-
way and Sweden, the polishing is very perfect in many places,

sometimes strictly as brilliant as a polished metallic surface, and
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 12
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everywhere these surfaces are more or less scratched and furrow-

ed, and both scratches and furrows are rectilinear, crossing each

. other under various angles: however, never varying many points
*

of the compass on the same spot, but in general showing that

where there are deviations from the most prominent direction,

they are influenced by the undulations of the soil. It has been

said, that the main direction of these striae was from northwest
/to southeast, but I have found it as often strictly from north to

south, or even from northeast to southwest; and if we are to

express a general result, we should say that the direction, assigned

by all our observations to the various scratches, tends to show
that they have been formed under the influence of a movement

.

. from north to south, varying more or less to the east and west,

according to local, influences in the undulations of the soil. It

is, indeed, a very important fact, that scratches which seem to

have been produced at no great intervals from each other, are not

absolutely parallel, but may diverge for ten, fifteen, or more
degrees.

There is one feature in these phenomena, however, in which
we never observe any variation. The continuity of these lines

is absolutely the same everywhere. They are rectilinear and
continuous, and cannot be better compared than with the effects

of stones or other hard materials dragged in the same direction

upon flat or rolling surfaces; they form simple scratches extend-

ing for yards in straight lines, or breaking off for a short space to

continue again in a straight line in the same direction, just as if

interrupted by a jerk. There are also deeper scratches of the

same kind, presenting the same phenomena, only, perhaps, trace-

able for a greater distance than the finer ones. These scratches,

instead of appearing like the tracing of diamonds upon glass, as

the former do, would rather assume the appearance of a deeper

groove, made by the point of a graver, or perhaps still more
closely resemble the scratches which a cart-wheel would produce
upon polished marble, if the wheel were chained, and coarse sand

spread over the floor, the wheel continuing to move onward but

without revolving. The appearance of the surface, crushed by the

moving mass, is especially distinct in limestone rocks, where
grooves are seldom nicely cut, but present the appearance of a

violent pressure combined with the grooving power, thus giving .

to the groove a character which is quite peculiar, and which at

once strikes an observer who has been familiar with its charac-

teristic aspect. Now, I do not know upon what the assertions of

some geologists rest, that gravel moved by water under stron

heavy currents will produce similar effects. Wherever I have

gone since studying these phenomena, I have looked for such

cases, and have never yet found modern gravel currents produce

any thing more than a smooth surface with undulating furrows

»
*
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following the cracks in the rocks, or hollowing their softer parts;

but continuous straight lines, especially such crushed lines and
straight furrows, I have never seen.

When we know how extensive the action of water carryin cr
B

urretot

when we can trace this action almost everywhere, and no where
find it similar to the phenomena just described, I cannot imagine
upon what ground these phenomena are still attributed to the*
agency of currents. This is the less rational as we have at pres-

ent, in all high mountain chains of the temperate zone, other

agents, the glaciers, producing these very same phenomena, with
precisely the same characters, to which, therefore, a sound phi-

losophy should ascribe, at least conditionally, the northern and
Alpine polished surfaces, and scratched and gipo^ed rocks, or at

least acknowledge that the effect produced by the action of gla-

ciers more nearly resembles these erratic phenomena than does
that which results from the action of currents. But such is the

prejudice of many geologists, that those keen faculties of distinc-

tion and generalization, that power of superior perception and
discrimination which have led them to make such brilliant dis-

coveries in geology in general, seem to abandon them at once as

soon as they look at the erratics. The objection made by a ven-

erable geologist, that the cold required to form and preserve such
glaciers, for any length of time, would freeze him to death, is as

childish as the apprehension that the heavy ocean currents, the

action of which he sees everywhere, might have swept him
away.*

Now that these phenomena have been observed extensively,

we may derive also some instruction from the limits of their geo-

graphical extent. Let us see, therefore, where these polished,

scratched and furrowed rocks have been observed.

In the first place they occur everywhere in the north within

certain limits of the arctics, and through the colder parts of the

temperate zone. They occur also in the southern hemisphere,

within parallel limits, but in the plains of the tropics, and even in

the warmer parts of the temperate zone we find no trace of these

phenomena, and nevertheless the action of currents could not be

less there, and could not at any time have been less than in the

colder climates. It is true, similar phenomena occur in Central

Europe and have been noticed in Central Asia, and even in the

Andes of South America, but these always in higher regions, at

definite levels above the surface of the sea, everywhere indicating

the places over which they are traced.

temperature

Berlin Academy, 1846
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More recently, a step towards the views I entertain of this sub-

ject, has been made by those geologists who would ascribe them
to the agency of icebergs. Here, as in my glacial theory, ice is

* made the agent ; floating ice is supposed to have ground and pol-

• ished the surfaces of rocks, while I consider them to have been

acted upon by terrestrial glaciers. To settle this difference we
have a test which is as irresistible as the other arguments already

introduced.

Let us investigate the mode of action, the mode of transport-

ation of icebergs, and let us examine whether this cause is ade-

quate to produce phenomena for which it is made to account.

As mentioned above, the polished surfaces are continuous over

hills, and in depressions of the soil, and the scratches which run

over such undulating surfaces are nevertheless continuous in

straight lines. If we imagine icebergs moving upon shoals, no

doubt they would scratch and polish the rocks in a way similar

to moving glaciers. But upon such localities they would sooner

or later be stranded, and if they remained loose enough to move,

they would, in their gyratory movements, produce curved lines,

and mark the spots where they had been stranded with particular

indications of their prolonged action. But nowhere upon arctic

ground do we find such indications. Everywhere the polished

and scratched surfaces are continuous in straight juxtaposition.

Phenomena analogous to those produced by icebergs would
only be seen along the sea-shores ; and if the theory of drifted

icebergs were correct, we should have, all over those continents

where erratic phenomena occur, indications of retreating shores

as far as the erratic phenomena are found. But there is no such

thing to be observed over the whole extent of the North Ameri-

can continent, nor over Northern Europe and Asia, as far as the

northern erratics extend. From the arctics to the southernmost

limit of the erratic distribution, we find nowhere the indications

of the action of the sea as directly connected with the production

of the erratic phenomena. And wherever the marine deposits

rest upon the polished surfaces of ground and scratched rocks,

they can be shown to be deposits formed since the grooving and

polishing of the rocks, in consequence of the subsidence of those

tracts of land upon which such deposits occur.

Again, if we take for a moment into consideration the immense
extent of land covered by erratic phenomena, and view them as

produced by drifted icebergs, we must acknowledge that the ice-

bergs of the present period at least, are insufficient to account for

them, as they are limited to a narrower zone. And to bring ice-

bergs in any way within the extent which would answer for the

extent of the distribution of erratics, we must assume that the

northern ice fields, from which these icebergs could be detached

and float southwards, were much larger at the time they produced

t •
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such extensive phenomena than they are now. That is to say,
we must assume an ice period; and if We look into the circum-
stances we shall find that this ice period, to answer to the phe-
nomena, should be nothing less than an extensive cap of ice upon •

both poles. This is the very theory which I advocate; and un-
"

less the advocates of an iceberg theory go to that length in their

premises, I venture to say, without fear of contradiction, that

they will find the source of their icebergs fall short of the requi-

site conditions which they must assume, upon due consideration,

to account for the whole phenomena as they have really been
observed.

But without discussing any farther the theoretical views of the
question, let me describe more minutely the facts as observed on
the northern shores of Lake Superior. The polished surfaces,

as such, are even, undulating, and terminate always above the
rough lee-side turned to the south, unless upon gentle declivities,

where the polished surfaces extend in unbroken continuity upon
the southern surfaces of the hills, as well as upon their northern
slopes. On their eastern and western flanks, shallow valleys run-
ning east and west are as uniformly polished as those which run
north and south ; and this fact is more and more evident, wher-
ever scratches and furrows are also well preserved and distinctly

seen, and by their bearings we can ascertain most minutely, the

direction of the onward movement which produced the whole
phenomena. Nothing is more striking: in this respect than
the valleys or depressions of the soil running east and west,
where we see the scratches crossing such undulations at right an-
gles, descending along the southern gentle slope of a hill, trav-

ersing the flat bottom below, arid rising again up the next hill

south, in unbroken continuity. Examples of the kind can be
seen everywhere in those narrow inlets, with shallow waters in-

tersecting the innumerable highlands along the northern shores
of Lake Superior, where the scratches and furrows can be traced

under water from one shore to the other, and where they at times
ascend steep hills, which they cross at right angles along their

northern slope, even when the southern slope, not steeper in it-

self, faces the south with rough escarpments.
The scratches and furrows, though generally running north

and south, and deviating slightly to the east and west, present in

various places remarkable anomalies, even in their general course
a'ong the eastern shore of the lake. Between Michipicotin and
Sault St. Marie we more frequently see a deflection to the west
than a due north and south course, which is rather normal along
the northern shore proper, between Michipicotin and other isl-

ands, and from the Pic to Fort William ; the deep depression of
the lake being no doubt the cause of such a deviation, as large
masses of ice could accumulate in this extensive hollow cavity
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before spreading again more. uniformly beyond its limits. To the

oscillations of the whole mass in its southerly movement, ac-

cording to the inequalities of the surfaces, we must ascribe the

crossing of the straight lines at acute angles, as we observe also

at the present day under the glaciers, as they swell and subside,

and hence meet with higher and lower obstacles in their irregular

course between the Alpine valleys.

deep*

frOm
siderable massqj of ice could accumulate, and move between steep

walls under a lateral pressure of the masses moving onwards from

the north. Such a chasm is seen between Spar Island and the

main land opposite Prince's Location, south of Fort William,

where the furrows and scratches run nearly east and west. But
here also, there is no tumultuous disturbance in the continuation

of the phenomena, such as would occur if icebergs were floated

and stranded against the southern barrier. The same continuity

of even, polished surfaces, with their scratches and furrows, pre-

vails here as elsewhere. The angles which these scratches form
with each other are very acute, generally not exceeding 10°

;
but

at times they diverge more, forming angles of 15°, 20° and 25°.

In a few instances, I have even found localities where they cross-

ed each other at angles of no less than 30° ; but these are rare

exceptions. It may sometimes be noticed that the lines running
in one direction form a system by themselves, varying very little

from strict parallelism with each other, but crossing another sys-

tem, more or less strongly marked, of other lines equally parallel

with each other. At other times, a system of lines, strongly

marked and diverging very slightly, seem to pass over another

system, in which the lines form various angles with each other.

Again, there are places,—and this is the most common case.

where the lines diverge slightly, following, however, generally

one main direction, which is crossed by fewer lines, forming more
open angles. These differences, no doubt, indicate various oscil-

lations in the movement of the mass which produced the lines,

and show probably its successive action, with more or less in-

tensity, upon the same point at successive periods, in accordance

with the direction of the moving force at each interval. The
same variations within precisely the same limits may be noticed

in our day on the margin of the glaciers produced by the increase

or diminution of the bulk of their mass, and the changes in the

rate of their movement.
The loose materials which produced, in their onward move-

ment under the pressure force, such polishing and grooving, con-

sisted of various sized boulders, pebbles and gravels, down to the

most minute sand and loamy powder. Accumulations of such

materials are found everywhere upon these smooth surfaces, and
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in their arrangement they present everywhere the most striking
contrast when compared with deposits accumulated "under the
agency of water. Indeed, we nowhere find this glacial drift reg-

accumulatiofts of

tides, but regularly scratched, as fragments of hard materials

ularly stratified, being everywhere irregular

loose materials, scattered at random without selection, the coars-
est and most minute particles being piled irregularly in larger or
smaller heaps, the greatest boulders standing sometimes upper-
most, or in the centre, or in any position among smallftr pebbles
and impalpable powder.
And these materials themselves are scratched, polished and fur-

rowed, and the scratches and furrows are rectilinear as upon the
rocks in situ underneath, not bruised simply, as the loose materi-
als carried onward by currents or driven against the shores by
the ;:: _ .^.._, __, _ _b
would be if they had been fastened during their friction against

each other, just as we observe them upon the lower surface of
glaciers where all the loose materials set in ice, as stones in their

setting, are pressed and rubbed against underlying rocks. But
the setting here being simply ice, these loose materials, fast at one
time and movable another, and fixed and loosened again, have
rubbed against the rock below in all possible positions ; and hence
not only their rounded form, but also their rectilinear grooving.

How such grooves could be produced under the action of cur-

rents, I leave to the advocates of such a theory to show, as soon
as they shall be prepared for it.

I should not omit here to mention a fact which, in my opinion,

has a great theoretical importance, namely, that in the northern

erratics, even the largest boulders, as far as I know, are rounded,
and scratched and polished, at least, all those which are found
beyond the immediate vicinity of the higher mountain ranges;

showing that the accumulations of ice which moved the northern

erratics covered the whole country ; and this view is sustained

by another set of facts equally important, namely, that the high-

est ridges, the highest rugged mountains, at least, in this conti-

nent and north of the Alps in Europe, are as completely polished

and smoothed as the lower lands, and only a very few peaks seem
to have risen above the sheet of ice ; whilst, in the Alps, the

summits of the mountains stand generally above these accumula-
tions of ice, and have supplied the surface of the glaciers with
targe numbers of angular boulders, which have been carried upon
the back of glaciers to the lower valleys and adjacent plains with-
out losing their angular forms.

With respect to the irregular accumulation of drift-materials in
the north, I may add that there is not only no indication of strati-

fication among them, such unquestionably as water would have
'e ft, but that the very nature of these materials shows plainly
that they are of terrestrial origin : for the mud which sticks be-

-

-
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tween then* adheres to all the little roughnesses of the pebbl

fills thern jjut, and has the peculiar adhesive character of the m
'ground under the glaciers, and differing entirely in that respe(5

* from the gravels amd pebbles and sands washed by water currents,

which leave each pebble clean, and never form adhering masses,

unless penetrated by an infiltration of limestone.

Another important fact respecting this glacial drift consists in

the universal absence of marine as well as freshwater fossils it] its

interior, a fact which strengthens the view that they have been

accumulated by the agency of strictly terrestrial glaciers ;
such is,

at least, the case everywhere far from the sea-shore. But we
may conclude that these ancient glaciers reached, upon various

points, ^ie sea-shqi^.at the time of their greatest extension, just

as they do at 'Wes$i}t in ^pitzbergen and other arctic shores ; and
that thereforelpin such proximity, phenomena of contact should

be observed, indicating tne onward movement of glacial material

into the ocean, such as the accumulation within these materials

of marine fossil remains, and ateo the influence of the tidal move-
ments upon them. And now stoch is really the case. Nearer the

sea-shores we observe distinctly, in some accumulations of the

drift, faint indications of the action of the tide reaching the lower

surface of glaciers, and the remodeling, to some extent, of the

materials which there poured into the sea. A beautiful example
of the kind may be observed near Cambridge, along Charles

River, not far from Mount Auburn, where the unstratified glacial

drift (a) presents in its upper masses strictly the characters of true

terrestrial glacial accumulation, but shows underneath faint indi-

cations (6) of the action of tides. Above, regular tidal strata (c)

are observed, formed probably after the masses below had sub-

sided. The surface of this accumulation is covered with soil (d).

The period at which these phenomena took place cannot be

fully determined, nor is it easy to ascertain whether all glacial

drift is contemporaneous. It would seem, however, as if the ex-

tensive accumulation of drift all around the northern pole in Eu-
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i.pe, Asia and America was of the same age as the tfratics of the .

lps. The climatic circumstances capable of accumulating such
arge masses of ice around the north pole, having, no doubt, extend-
ed their influence over the temperate zone, and probably produced,

kXh high mountain chains, as the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Black
Forest, gnd the Vosges, such accumulations of snow and ice, as
may have produced the erratic phenomena of those districts. But
extensive changes must have taken place in the appearance of
the continents over which we trace erratic phenomena, since we

* observe in the Old World, as well as in North America, extensive
stratified deposits containing fossils which rest upon the erratics;

and as we have all possible good reasons and satisfactory evidence
for admitting that the erratics were transported by 'the agency of
terrestrial glaciers, and that therefore the tracts of land over which
they occur, stood at that time above th£ level of tne sea, we are

led to the conclusion that these continents have subsided since that

period below the level of the sea^ and that over their inundated

portions animal life has spread, i^mains of organized beings have
been accumulated, which are flow found in a fossil state in the

deposits formed under those sheets of water.

Such deposits occur at various levels in different parts of North
America. They have been noticed about Montreal, on the shores

of Lake Champlain, in Maine and also in Sweden and Russia;
and, what is most important, they are not everywhere at the

same absolute level above the surface of the ocean, showing that

both the subsidence, and the subsequent upheaval which has
again brought them above the level of the sea, have been unequal

;

and that we should therefore be very cautious in our inferences

respecting both the continental circumstances under which the

ancient glaciers were formed, and also the extent of the sea after-

ward, as compared with its present limits.

The contrast between the unstratified drift and the subsequently

stratified deposits is so great, that they rest everywhere uncon-

formably upon each other, showing distinctly the difference of the

agency under which they were accumulated. This unconform-
able superposition of marine drift upon glacial drift is also beau-

tifully shown at the above mentioned locality near Cambridge.
(See Diagram.) In this case the action of tides in the accumu-
lation of the stratified materials is plainly seen.

The various heights at which these stratified deposits occur,

above the level of the sea, show plainly, that since their accumu-
lation, the main land has been lifted above the ocean at different

rates in different parts of the country ; and it would be a most im-
portant investigation to have their absolute level, in order more fully
to ascertain the last changes which our continents have undergone.
From the above mentioned facts, it must be at once obvious

that the various kinds of loose materials, all over the northern
Second •July, 1850. 13
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hemisphere, have been accumulated, not only under different cir-

cumstances, but during long-continued subsequent distinct peri-

ods, and that great changes have taken place since their deposi-

tion, before the present state of things was fully established.

To the first period,—the ice period, as I have called it,—belong

all the phenomena connected with the transportation of erratic

boulders, the polishing, scratching and furrowing of the rocks

and the accumulation of unstratified, scratched, and loamy drift.

During that period, the main land seems to have been, to some
" extent at least, higher above the level of the sea than now ; as

we observe, on the shores of Great Britain, Norway and Sweden,
' as well as the eastern shores of North America, the polished sur-

faces dipping aider the level of the ocean, which encroaches

everywhere upon the erratics proper, effaces the polished surfaces

and remodels the glacial drift. During these periods, large ter-

restrial animals lived uporl'both continents, the fossil remains of

which are found in the drift of Siberia, as well as of this conti-

nent. A fossil elephant recently discovered in Vermont* adds to

the resemblance, already pointed out, between the northern drift

of Europe and that of North America ; for fossils of that genus

are now known to occur upon the northernmost point of the west-

ern extremity of North America, in New England, in Northern

Europe, as well as alt over Siberia.

To the second period we would refer the stratified deposits

resting upon drift, which indicate that during their deposition the

northern continent had again extensively subsided under the sur-

face of the ocean.

During this period, animals, identical with those which occur

in the northern seas, spread widely over parts of the globe which
are now again above the level of the ocean. But, as this last

elevation seems to have been gradual, and is even still going on

in our day, there is no possibility of tracing more precisely, at

least for the present, the limit between that epoch and the present

state of things. Their continuity seems almost demonstrated by

the identity of fossil shells found in these stratified deposits, with

those now living along the present shores of the same continent,

and by the fact that changes in the relative level between sea

and main land are still going on in our day.

Indications of such relative changes between the level of the

waters and the land are also observed about Lake Superior. And
here they assume a very peculiar character, as the level of the

lake itself, in its relation to its shores, is extensively changed.

All around Lake Superior we observe terraces at different lev-

els ; and these terraces vary in height, from a few feet above the

present level of the lake, to several hundred feet above its surface,

l

* See this Journal, rol. ix, p. 256.
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presenting everywhere undoubted evidence, that they were formed
by the waters of the lake itself.

As everywhere the lake shores are strewed with sand and peb-
bles stranded within certain limits by the waves, the lowest
"accumulations of loose materials remain within the action of
heavy storms, and within such limit they are entirely deprived of
vegetation.

Next, another set of beaches is observed, consisting generally
of coarser materials, forming shelves above the reach of even the

severest storms, as shown by the scanty cryptogamus vegetation,*
and a few small herbaceous plants which have grown upon them.

Next, other beaches, retreating more and more from the shores,

are observed, upon which an older vegetation istSfaced, consisting
of shrubs, small trees, and a larger number of-different plants

among which extensive carpets of wonderful lichens sometimes
spread over large surfaces of greater extent. And the gentle slope
oi some of the terraces shows that the lake must have stood at

this level for a longer time, as higher banks rise precipitously

above them, consisting also of loose materials, which must have
been worn out and washed away, for a considerable time, by the

action of the waves from the lake. In such a manner, terrace above
terrace may be observed, in retreating sheltered bays or along pro-

• tected shores, over extensive tracts ; sometimes two or three in

close proximity, perhaps within twenty to fifty feet of each other
;

and again, extensive flat shores, spreading above to another abrupt
bank, making the former shore, above which other and other ter-

races are seen ; six, ten, even fifteen such terraces may be distin-

guished on one spot, forming, as it were, the steps of a gigantic

amphitheatre. The most remarkable of all the amphitheatres
has been sketched by Mr. Cabot, and forms the frontispiece to

this volume. Its height has been determined by Mr. Logan, in

his Geographical Report of Canada, page 10, where it is minutely
described. I therefore refer to this account for further details. I

would only mention here, that the first shelf, within the reach of
the lake, consists of minute sand, and forms a narrow strip of

sterile ground along the water-edge ; next, we have a slope of
about 10°, followed by a flat terrace, extending for nearly fifty

paces to a second very steep slope, about 26° and 30° inclination
;

then a sloping terrace with an inclination of near 16°, stretching
for eighty to a hundred paces, above which rises another steep
slope of 20°, beyond which an extensive flat, slightly sloping,

extends for several hundred paces, crowned by some irregular
ridges at its summit, and along the rocky ledges which form the
bay at the bottom of which this high gravel bank rises.

In connection with these lake terraces, we must consider also
the river terraces which present similar phenomena along their
banks all around the lake, with the difference that they slope

v
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gradually along the vyater courses, otherwise resembling in their

composition the lake terraces; \which are altogether composed of

remodeled glacial drift, which, from the influence of the water

•

and their having been rolled on the shores, have lost, more or

less, their scratches and polished appearance, and have assumed
the dead smoothness of water pebbles. Such terraces occur fre-

quently between the islands, or cover low necks connecting prom-
. ontories with the main land, thus showing, on a small scale, how
by the accumulation of loose materials, isolated islands may be

combined to form larger ones, and how, in the course of time, by
the same process, islands may be connected with the main land.

The lake shores present another series of interesting phenom-
ena, especially near theftiouth of larger rivers emptying into the

lake over flats, where jjamllel walls of loose materials, driven by
the actional the lake fcgainst the mouth of the river, have suc-

cessively stepped its course atnd caused it to wind its way between
the repeated accumulations of such obstacles.

The lower course of Micfcipicotin River is for several miles

dammed up in that way by^concentric walls, across which the

river has cut its bed, and winning between them, has repeatedly

changed its direction, breaking through the successive walls in

different places. The largest and lowest of these walls, a kind

of river terrace near the margin of the lake, shuts at present the

factory from the immediate lake shore, and the river, which has

cut its way between the rocks to the right and the walls, has left

a bold bank in this dam on its left shore.

An important question now arises, after considering these facts,

how these successive changes in the relative level of the lake and
its shores have been introduced. Has the water been gradually

subsiding, or has the shore been repeatedly lifted up? Merely
from the general inferences of the more extensive phenomena
described above, respecting the relative changes between land

and sea, I should be inclined to admit that the land has risen,

rather than to suppose that the waters have gradually flowed out.

But there are about the lake itself sufficient proofs, which leave

in my mind not the slightest doubt that it is the land which has

changed its level, and not the lake which has subsided.

In the first place, to suppose that the lake had once stood as

high as the highest terraces, it would be necessary to admit that

its banks were, all round its shores, sufficiently high to keep the

water at that highest level, or, at least, that there were, at the

lower outlets, bars to that height, which have been gradually re-

moved since. But neither is the main laud sufficiently high, at

the western extremity and along the southern shores, to admit of

such a supposition, nor is there about the outlet of the lake, be-

tween Gros Cap and Cap Iroquois, an indication of a barrier

which has been gradually removed. There, as everywhere alon

t.

or
O
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the lake shores, the loose movable materials consist of the same
drift, the accumulation of which, at various levels, we are aiming
to account for. If, therefore, we consider this same drift as the
barrier under whose protection the lake modeled other parts of its

.mass, we should be compelled to admit another cause to remove
the barrier, a supposition for which there is not the slightest indi-

..•cation in the geological structure of the country. But if, on the
•" contrary, we suppose the lake to have removed the barrier, there

is no cause left for its accumulation, and the changes in the com-
parative level of the main land and the terraces remain equally
unaccounted for.

Indeed, the terraces are so unequal in their absolute level when
compared to each other, thai a gradual *ubsidence ctf the lake

removing a barrier of loose materials at ifacutlet couli^ever ex-
plait; their irregularity. But if we suppos^that the idfttimerable

dykes which cross, in all direction^ the rocks whicn form the

shores of the lake, have at various intervals lifted up these shores,

we have at the same time a cause for. the change of the relative

level between the terraces and the Jake, and also for the change
of its absolute level, as it removed larger and larger portions of

materials accumulated at its eastern extremity.

That these dikes have produced such changes will not be
doubted by any one who may study the phenomena described in

the following chapter respecting the origin of the present outlines

of the lakes, as produced by the intersection of all the dikes

traversing the metamorphic and plutonic rocks of the northern

shores.

We should therefore conclude that, as there has been a general

gradual change between the relative level of the main land and
sea, so there has also been a gradual local change in the relative

level of the lake and its shores; and hence the local phenomena
would only corroborate the induction derived from more general

geological facts.

Art. XIV.

—

Crystallized Gold from California; by

Francis Alger, Boston.#

I have lately had an opportunity of examining some parcels of

California gold, which have atforled specimens worthy of espe-

cial notice. Those which I purpose to describe in this paper. I

obtained from the collections brought home by Mr. George E.
T yler, of this city, and Mr. H. B. Piatt, of New York. They
consist of well characterized octahedral crystals, simple and modi-
fied, the surfaces of which have been but slightly disfigured by

Dart, before the Boston Society of Natui
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attrition, or the effects of transported action usually observed in flfh-

er specimens. I cannot say that I have ever before seen what was
unquestionably a genuine crystal from this new land of gold-j^an

irregular crystalline plane could only occasionally be traced ourin

former specimens; but here we have examples of crystallizatiflVi, .

as perfect among the small ones especially, as are to be seen in mag- •

netic iron ore or in spinelle. The most striking examples on a" .

large scale, are three octahedrons of the dimensions of the accom-

panying figures. They are isolated crystals, and the smallest one,

which is the most perfect, is so entirely free from any adhering por-

tion of the matrix to which it must have been attached, as to lead

me to believe that this matrix was a much softer material than the

quartz in connection with which the gold is usually found. Al-

though its exact locality is not known, it is probable, as indicated

by its slightly worn appearance, that it has been but recently dis-

lodged from its original resting place. This crystal presents four

pretty regular faces, and has three of its solid angles perfectly form-

ed to a point. It exhibits no modifications ; but two of its faces

are depressed—one of them by a very deep cavity which extends

not quite to the edges of the plane, but so near to them as to leave

a narrow ridge, or border, all around the cavity and parallel with

the edges, thus giving the same triangular outline to each. It

appears as if the crystal had been in a liquid state, and that soon

after the outside had congealed, the inner portion, or a part of it,

had run out, leaving the surrounding consolidated edge just re-

ferred to. I have seen something similar to this formed among
artificial crystals, as for instance, metallic lead (which takes the

form of an octahedron) and lead ore partially desulphurized, when
the metal was allowed to how off slowly, just as the outer crust

had formed over the surface of the crystals.

The large crystal presents only one half of the octahedron, its

base blending with the massive gold, or only indicating the in-

cipient planes of the lower pyramid. Three of its planes are

perfectly smooth surfaces, excepting along their edges, which are

prominently marked by the same projecting border or ridge al-

ready described on the smaller crystal. This border may have

been produced in the same manner by the shrinking away of the
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nHrtal, or it may be the result of that kind of crystallization which
is dependent on a greater intensity of molecular attraction in one
direction, or axis, than another. It would seem in this case, as
it flie molecules arrived at the points of contact along the edges
d& the crystal, faster than they could be appropriated, and thus
they have accumulated in these little ridges. This peculiarity is

not confined to the large crystals, for it is observed even among
the smallest ; but it is confined to the unmodified octahedrons.

^ In a tew crystals, there is a double series of these ridges, the
inner one representing, apparently, the commencement of another
crystalline face within the cavity of the larger one. This is

.

beautifully shown in the third figure on the last page, also an-
swering to the natural size of the crystal .*

The great size of these crystals, and the fact that some of the
cavities contained portions of oxyd of iron probably produced by
the decomposition of pyrites, have led some to regard them as

Lph I am not disposed to ascribe

any such forced and unnatural origin to these beautiful produc-
tions. I believe them to have been formed under the ordinary

circumstances of crystallization, either in an open space, or while
surrounded by a matrix so soft and accommodating, as to allow
them full freedom to take the form it was intended they should
take. Were the crystals cubes, there might be some reason for

regarding them in the light of pseudomorphs of iron pyrites, be-

cause this is the most common form of pyrites, and, moreover, all

the pyrites that I have seen from California, has been in that

form. But, we may well ask, who has ever seen even a cubic

pseudomorph of gold ? Crystals of gold are rare, cubes particu-

larly so, and yet this form, on account of its simplicity, is made
the primary form ; whereas it would seem as reasonable in cases

of the regular system, to select that form as the primary which
is most commonly and perfectly presented by the mineral, pro-

vided there is no cleavage to guide us in the determination ; and
there does not appear to be any, well made out, among most
of the native metals. By assuming those which most commonly
occur in nature, we seem to recognize a sort of inherent disposi-

tion, a preference, as it were, which is shown by the mineral it-

self; and we avoid what seems to be a palpable inconsistency,

The two large crystals above described were obtained from the very choice and
beautiful collection of specimens, made with great care, and at no small expense, by
Mr. Piatt. This gentleman, during a most prosperous residence of two years in San
Francisco, and while occupying a situation which brought him into daily and almost
hourly contact with persons returning from the mines, has evinced his good taste by
purchasing the most interesting specimens obtained by them. He has consequently
been rewarded by the finest amateur collection hitherto brought from California. It
comprises a great variety of ramified, arborescent, dendritic and other imitative forms,
here and there showing crystalline faces, all of them being sometimes most fantas-
tically joined together in the same specimen. He informs me that in obtaining this
collection, he had examined arold to the amount of more than four millions of dollars.

•
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viz., the establishing of a cube as the primary form of minerals.^

which have never been known to occur under such form^^d^r
which even present adistinct octahedral cleavage. This is ftta

case with two at least. If we take the simplest form, the cube

should be made the primary of native iron, copper, lead, silver,
'

and mercury; and so of some others, which occur in octahe-,^

drons and are not determined by any certain cleavage.

•-

4T,
In the,^

case of copper, some authors have made the cube its primary.*-* -

Haiiy (Traite, 1808) even expressed his doubts as to the existence

of cubic gold, while he cites examples of the octahedron; and^.
Beudant, (Min., 1832,) says they are very rare.f Mohs implie

the contrary, for he says (Min. Ed. by Haidinger) they are often

hollow, while the octahedrons are smooth. Cleaveland describes

the crystals in general as small and imperfect, and Nicol, in his

late work, in the like manner, observes, " they are small and very '

small/' I hope we may yet say of our California gold crystals,

they are large and very large, as much for the benefit of miner-

alogists, as a reward to the industry and hard toil of the diggers.

Crystals of rare modifications.—Among the specimens col-

lected by Mr. Tyler, I have found several rare modifications of

this metal, such as come to us in their most perfect forms from

Brazil. I here give figures of two of them. One, fig. 1, (a, b
}
c

} )

l.

X
2.

e

v
represents a compound form produced by the union of two op-

posite sections, or segments, of an emarginated octahedron ;
a

form not unfrequently presented by octahedral spinel le. The
other fig. 2, has the apparent form of irregular six-sided tables,

with truncated edges, and is a modification of the same form.

They are tolerably well represented by the figures referred to,

but the planes of the dodecahedron (e) are less conspicuously de-

fined on the real crystals, owing to their extreme thinness, and

their edges being rounded off, or otherwise disfigured. For this

reason, we can distinguish but two of the primary octahedral

planes on any of these crystals. Crystals somewhat resembling

They
*

octahedron, as the primary.

f Cronstedt, in his Mineralogy, says, " I have procured in Transylvania a specimen
of cubic native gold, but I have never seen it any where else;* In Levy's enumer-
ation of .the splendid Turner collection formed by Henry Heuland, eight example
are given of the regular octahedron, and only two of the cube, one of these being

from the very locality Cronstedt speaks of.
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"*%
fi§-2, have beetf brought from Brazil and Siberia; they had the
•same flattened form of six-sided tables, but they are the result of

different kind of modification, and are Hot macles. Dufrenoy
•and Levy,* have each given a figure of a very perfect example
of the modification here referred to (triforme of Haiiy) derived
from the cube, octahedron and dodecahedron ; and I was at first,

inclined to regard my crystals as the same, only more deeply trun-
cated on the solid angles a, as lettered by Dufrenoy. Further ex-
amination however, proved them to be the same macled combina-
tion as fig. 1, with the additional replacements indicated by the let-

ters 6, which have changed the triangular faces P, and the whole
^crystal, into a hexagonal figure as above represented. These
new planes are sometimes unequally extended, and roughened
by inequalities, while the primary faces P, are perfectly smooth
and brilliant.f

Some of the uncodified macles, as shown in different positions

by fig. 1, a, 6, c, are very distinctly formed, the edges between ee,

uniting the two segments of the octahedron, being well defined.

This is the most strikingly shown
on the largest of these crystals, the
lowest one of the group represented
•by fig. 3.J Owing to its position, it is

only partially visible in the group as

here drawn, and fig. 4 is intended to

show it as it appears on the opposite
side of the specimen in juxtaposition

with two other crystals, one a very
beautiful and smooth planed octahe-
dron with emarginated edges. Dufrenoy has described a made
of gold quite similar to fig. 1, and it may be seen figured in the

volume of elegant and copious crystallographic illustrations which
accompany his treatise.§ It came from Matto-Grosso, in Brazil,

and is in the collection of the School of Mines, Paris. It differs

from the example here described, in exhib-
iting more of the planes of the octahedron
and dodecahedron.
figure, but regarding the octahedron as the

primary form of gold, I have, besides con-
forming his lettering to the notation of Phil-

lips, made primary planes of those which
he gives only as secondaries of the cube.

It s^uld be observed that as nearly all of these crystals show
the effects of more or less abraded action, it is often difficult to

5.

Fig. 5 is a copy of his

* Kg. 576, plate 144, of Dufn'noy's, and fig. 3, plate 17, of Levy's Atlas of Plates,

t In the Turner collection there is a single made crystal answering almost exactly
to fig. e, and Levy has figured it in Ins Atlas, plate 47, fig. 4.

t This group represents the figures as magnified to about twice their natural size.

' Atli plate 145, fig. 581.
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distinguish planes confined within such narrow limits, and whi'ch / .

are too small or too rough to admit of accurate measurement
We can hardly expect to see many perfect crystals from Cali-

fornia, until the rocks themselves are systematically explored,,

from whence have proceeded the millions of fragments that are

now scattered over the plains and valleys. We may then, from

the indications already afforded, look for crystals of gigantic di-

mensions, and possessing all their native unaltered beauty.
. 4

Boston, May 17, 1850.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. ••

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Diffusion of Liquids ; by Professor Graham, F.R.S.,

(Proc. Roy. Soc, Phil. Mag., Feb., 1850, vol. xxxvi, p. 139.)-—The ap-

paratus used in studying the diffusion of sails and other substances into,

water was very simple. It consisted of an open phial to contain the

solution of the salt to be diffused, which was entirely immersed in a

large jar of pure water, so that the solution in the phial communicated
freely with the latter. Phials cast in a mould of the capacity of four

ounces of water, or more nearly 2000 grains, were generally employed,
which were ground down to a uniform height of 38 inches. The neck

was 0-5 inch in depth, and the aperture or mouth of the phial 1*25 inch

in diameter. The phial was filled up with the solution to be diffused

till it reached the point of a pin dipping exactly 0-5 inch into the mouth
of the bottle. This being the solution cell or bottle, and the external

jar the " water-jar," the pair together form a " diffusion cell." The
diffusion was stopped, generally after seven or eight days, by closing

the mouth of the phial with a plate of glass, and then raising it out of

the water-jar. The quantity of salt which had found its way into the

water-jar—the diffusion product as it was called—was then determined
by evaporating to dryness.

The characters of liquid diffusion were first examined in detail with

reference to common salt.

It was found, first, that with solutions containing 1, 2, 3 and 4 per

cent, of salt, the quantities which diffused out of the phials into the wa-

ter of the jars, and were obtained by evaporating the latter, in a con-

stant period of eight days, were as nearly in proportion to these num-
bers, as 1, 1-99, 3*01 and 4-00; and that in repetitions of the experi-

ments, the results did not vary more than ^th part. The proportion

of salt which diffused out in such experiments amounted to about ^th

of the whole.

Secondly, that the proportion of salt diffused increases with the tem-

perature ; an elevation of 80° F. doubling the quantity of chlorid of so-

dium diffused in the same time.

The diffusibility of a variety of substances was next compared, a

solution of 20 parts of the substance in 100 water being always used.
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< Some of the results are as follows, the quantities diffused being ex-
pressed in grains : chlorid of sodium 58*68, sulphate of magnesia 27-42,
sulphate of water 69*32, crystallized cane-sugar 26-74, starch-sugar
26-94, gum-arabic 13-24, albumen 3*03. The low diffusibility of albu-
men is very remarkable, and the value of this property in retaining the
serous fluids within the blood-vessels at once suggests itself. It was
further observed, that common salt, sugar and urea, added to the albu-
men under diffusion, diffused away from the latter as readily as from
their aqueous solutions. Urea itself is as highly diffusible as chlorid
.of sodium.

In comparing the diffusion of salts dissolved in 10 times their weight
of water, it was found that isomorphous compounds generally had an
equal diffusibility, chlorid of potassium corresponding with chlorid of
ammonium, nitrate of potash with nitrate of ammonia, and sulphate of
magnesia with sulphate of zinc. The most remarkable circumstance
is that these pairs are " equi-diffusive," not for chemically equivalent
quantities, but for equal weights simply. The acids differed greatly in

diffusibility, nitric acid being nearly four times more diffusive than phos-
phoric acid ; but these substances also fell into groups, nitric and hy-
drochloric acids appearing to be equally diffusive; so also acetic and
sulphuric acids. Soluble sub-salts and the ammoniated salts of the

metals present a surprisingly low diffusibility; the quantities diffused in

similar circumstances of the three salts, sulphate of ammonia, sulphate
of copper, and the blue ammonio-sulphate of copper being very nearly
as 8, 4 and 1.

When two salts are mixed in the solution-cell, they diffuse out into

the water atmosphere separately and independently of each other, ac-

cording to their individual diffusibilities. This is quite analogous to what
happens when mixed gases are diffused into air. An important con-

sequence is, that in liquid diffusion we have a new method of separation

or analysis for many soluble bodies, quite analogous in principle to the

separation of unequally volatile substances in the process of distillation.

Thus, it was shown that chlorids diffuse out from sulphates and carbon-

ates, and salts of potash from salts of soda ; and that from sea-water

the salts of soda diffuse out into pure water foster than the salts of mag-
nesia. The latter circumstance was applied to explain the discordant

results which have been obtained by different chemists in the analyses

of the water of the Dead Sea, taken near the surface ; the different

salts diffusing up into the sheet of fresh water, with which the lake is

periodically covered, with unequal velocity.

It was further shown that chemical decompositions may be produced
by liquid diffusion ; the constituents of a double salt of so much sta-

bility as common alum being separated, and the sulphate of potash

diffusing in the largest proportion. In fact the diffusive force is one of

great energy, and quite as capable of breaking up compounds as the

unequal volatility of their constituents. Many empirical operations in the

chemical arts, it was said, have their foundation in such decompositions.

Again, one salt, such as nitrate of potash, will diffuse into a solution
of another salt, such- as nitrate of ammonia, as rapidly as into pure wa-
ter; the salts appearing mutually diffusible, as gases are known to be.

Lastly, the diffusibilities of the salts into water, like those of the
gases into air, appear to be connected by simple numerical relations.

.
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These relations are best obseryed when dilute solutions of the salts are

diffused from the solution-cell, such as 4, 2 or even 1 per cent, of salt..

The quantities diffused in the same time from 4 per cent, solutions of

the three salts, carbonate of potash, sulphate of potash, and sulphate of

ammonia, were 10*25, 10*57, and 10*51 grains respectively ; and a sim-

ilar approach to equality was observed in the 1, 2, and 6§ per cent, so-

lutions of the same salts. It also held at different temperatures. The
acetate of potash appeared to coincide in diffusibility with the same

and so did the ferrocyanid of potassium. The nitrate of pot-

chlorid

group,

ash, chlorate of potash, nitrate of ammonia,
and chlorid of ammonium formed another equi-diffusive group.

of potassium'

The.

*

times in which an equal amount of diffusion took place in these two

groups appear to be as 1 for the second to 14142 for the first, or as 1

to the square root of 2. Now in gases, the squares of the times of

equal diffusion are the densities of the gases. The relation between

the sulphate of potash and nitrate of potash groups would therefore fall,

to be referred to the diffusion molecule or diffusion vapor of the first

group having a density represented by 2, while that of the second group

is represented by 1.

The corresponding salts of soda appeared to fall into a nitrate and

sulphate group also, which have the same relation to each other as the

potash salts.

The relation of the salts of potash to those of soda, in times of equal

diffusibility, appeared to be as the square root of 2 to the square root

of 3 ; which gives the relation in density of their diffusion molecules,

as 2 to 3. Hydrate of potash and sulphate of magnesia were less fully

examined, but the first presented sensibly double the diffusibility of sul-

phate of potash, and four times the diffusibility of the sulphate of mag-

nesia. If these times are all squared, the following remarkable ratios

are obtained for the densities of the diffusion molecules of these differ-

ent salts, each of which is the type of a class of salts, hydrate of pot-

ash 1, nitrate of potash 2, sulphate of potash 4, sulphate of magnesia 16,

with nitrate of soda 3, and sulphate of soda 6.

In conclusion, it was observed, that it is these diffusion molecules of

the salts which are concerned in solubility, and not the Daltonian atoms

or equivalents of chemical combination; and the application was indi-

cated of the knowledge of the diffusibilities of different substances to a

proper study of endosmose.
2. On the Occurrence of Formic Acid in Stinging Nettles ; by Dr.

Gorup-Besanez, (Journ. fur Prakt. Chem., xlviii, p. 191 ; Chem. Gaz.,

Jan. 1, 1850, p. 8.—Some time ago, F. Will showed, by microchemi-

cal and microscopical experiments, that the fluid in the hairs of the so-

called procession-caterpillar (Bomhyx processionaria), which causes an

inflammation of the skin, as well as the liquid in the poisonous or-

gans of some insects, is nothing else than formic acid. It became
highly probable therefore that formic acid would also occur in the veg-

etable kingdom already formed ; and the first class of plants which

was thought of was that which, by means of stinging hairs of similar

organs, produces an analogous effect to the sting of certain insects.

About a pound of the collected plants Urtica urens and dioica, was

cut small and pressed, and submitted to distillation with about four times

the quantity of water and a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid.

• .
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The distillate was opalescent; a few oil-drops floated on its surface;
it had a Very offensive odor and a scarcely perceptible acid reaction.

Mixed with carbonate of soda and evaporated to dryness in the water-
bath, it furnished a brownish mass, a very small portion of which was
deliquescent, the greater part consisting of the excess of carbonate
of soda.

This mass was now very cautiously decomposed in a glass retort by
the gradual addition of dilute sulphuric acid, when a distinctly acid dis-

tillate was obtained in the well-cooled receiver, which, neutralized with
ammonia, gave all the reactions characteristic of formic acid. This ex-

periment however did not appear to me to furnish a satisfactory proof
of the presence of ready-formed formic acid in the plant, as formic
acid can be produced from the most different organic substances by con-
centrated sulphuric acid ; and it was possible that in the present case
the formic acid might have been produced by decomposition towards
the end of the operation.

Five pounds of stinging nettles were therefore distilled with acorres
ponding quantity of water without any addition of sulphuric acid, and
a product obtained perfectly similar to the one above mentioned. It

wa& neutralized with carbonate of soda, evaporated to dryness, the res-

idue-decomposed with dilute sulphuric acid, and the acid distillate di-

gested with carbonate of lime, in order to avoid the excess of carbonic

acid and excess of alkali, which rendered the reactions very indistinct,

and filtered. The yellowish solution, concentrated in the water-bath,

proved to be formiate of lime. It reduced salts of silver and mercury,
gave with sulphuric acid the characteristic odor of formic acid, and
with sulphuric acid and alcohol the still more characteristic smell of for-

mic ether; oxalate of ammonia showed the presence of lime.

The amount of formic acid present in stinging nettles is certainly

small ; but this will not appear surprising, if we suppose that this acid

is contained only in the stinging hairs, an assumption which is confirm-

ed by the microscopic observations of Will and Lucas. When, for in-

stance, solution of silver is added to the plant under the microscope,

and a gentle heat applied, reduction always first occurs at the extremity

of the stinging hair.

3. Method of Preparing Theine; by H. Heinsius, (Scheidk. On-
derzoek., part v, p. 318; Chem. Gaz., March 15, 1850, p. 119.)—Sten-
house has recommended the preparation of theine from the extract

of tea according to Mohr's method. The following is still more sim-

ple :—Old spoiled tea is placed in an iron pot, which is covered with

filtering-paper, and the whole then covered with a cylindrical paper

cap. The temperature is now cautiously and gradually raised, when a

sufficient quantity of pure theine will be found to have collected on the

paper.

M. Mau-4. Test of the Presence of Sugar; (L'Institut, No. 846.)

mene has mentioned a new reagent for ascertaining the presence of

sugar in certain liquids. It is the bichlorid of tin. He announces his

having observed, contrary to the statement of Liebig, that the chlorid

acts on sugar even in the dry state. A temperature of only 100° C, is

necessary for determining the reaction ; and even in the cold it is pro-

duced after some time. In either case it forms a brown matter partly
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soluble in water—caramel—which is brilliant black when dried. If

the solution of sugar and bichlorid of tin are left to spontaneous evap-

oration at the ordinary temperature, the color soon becomes brown, and

gradually deepens ; and at the end of a year or eighteen months, it is

changed to a uniform jelly of a lustrous black color. The same result

takes place more rapidly on evaporating the solution by heat.

A test cloth of some woollen fabric, such as white merino, is to be

applied for three or four minutes in a solution of one pint bichlorid of

tin and two pints of water, the liquid allowed to drain off and the merino

dried in a water-bath. For testing urine, a drop of the urine is to be

put on a strip of the stuff, and held over a red hot charcoal or a candle,

the presence of sugar is detected by a black stain.

Such is the delicacy of this test that ten drops of diabetic urine in

about six cubic inches of water are capable of staining the merino a

brownish black. Paper, linen, etc., being darkened by the chlorid can-

not be used in place of wool. Ordinary urine and its constituents are

not darkened by this test.

Bichlorid of mercury, chlorid of antimony, and other chlorids may
be used in place of bichlorid of tin. They act by depriving the sugar

of water and forming a caramel containing more carbon than ordinary

caramel. Different sugars act in the same manner, and other anal6gous

compounds, as ligneous fibre, cotton, paper, starch.

The author also suggests that the reaction of sugar and oxymuriate

of tin may produce a brown paint that will become very important In

the arts.

5. On Iodine in fresh water Plants ; by Ad. Chatin, (L'Institut,

847.)—It is known that iodine has been detected by Miiller in the cress,

44 Nasturtium officinale" a fresh water plant. But it does not appear

to be understood that it occurs also in other plants growing in fresh wa-

ters. M. Chatin has examined numerous species, growing apart from

any saline waters or sources, and has ascertained that it is of frequent

occurrence. He examined with success the cress about Paris, and on

extending his researches, found it in the following species.

Potamogcton crispum, stagnant waters of Gentilly,
66 pectinatum, the Seine, near St. Cloud,

Arundo phragmites, marshes near Meudon,
" " marshes of St Quentin,

Scirpus lacustris, Meudon,
(6 66 St. Quentin,

Typha latifolia^ St. Quentin, .....
Littorella lacustris, St Quentin, ....
Ranunculus aquatilis var. heterophyllus, pools of water

of Satory, . . . . .

Sagittaria sagittifolia, the Seine, near Neuilly,

Chara fcetida, turfy waters, Gentilly,

Conferva crispata, Seine, near St. Cloud,
Pontinalis antipyretica, pond near Charenton,
Nasturtium amphibium, Meudon,
Gratiola officinalis of commerce, ....
Menyanthes trifoliata, Meudon, .

Iodine reaction.

traces.

strong,

traces.

strong.

traces,

strong.
66

66

traces,

strong,

traces,

strong.
66

traces.
66

66
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Olisma plantago, Meudon, . . .

Stratiotes aloides, pond, Marly, . . . .

Ac'orus calamus of commerce, ....
Veronica beccabunga of commerce,
Phellandrium aquaticum of commerce, the fruit,

Inula helenium of commerce, . .

Symphytum officinale of commerce,
Rumex nemorosus^ swamp on the Seine, near Neuilly,

Potentilla anserina, "

Potentilla supina, marsh, St. Quentin,
Polygonum hydropiper of commerce,

- Mr. Chatin concludes :

(1.) That those plants growing in running waters, or on the borders

of large bodies of water which may be strongly agitated by the winds,

contain more iodine than those of stagnant waters.

(2.) That the proportion is very small in species that are imperfectly

submerged or only at intervals.

(3.) That the proportion of iodine appears to be independent of the

nature of the plant or its place in the natural system.

The anti-scrofulous effects of the cress, Veronica, Phellandrium, &c,
are explained by the presence of iodine.

6. Analysis of certain gold-colored Bronze Antiquities found at

Dowris, near Parsonstown, in the King^s County, Ireland ; by Thos. L.

Cooke, (Royal Irish Acad. ; Chem. Gaz., No. 181, p. 176.)—The arti-

cles were part of a celt and a portion of a horn. The golden hue of

these ancient bronzes suggested to some the idea of an admixture of

zinc, an ingredient never yet observed in ancient bronzes. Such was
not the fact, as may be seen from the analysis. The specific gravity

of the celt was 8*767. The author details his process for separating

copper, tin and lead, which it is unnecessary to repeat at present.

Copper,
Tin, .

Lead,

Sulphur and carbon,

Loss

The celt consisted of

85-232

13112
1-142

0150
0364=100.

The horn consisted of

79345
10-873

9115

0-667=100.

The author notices the loss of copper in the vapor of nitrous acid,

which he endeavored to avoid by passing the gas evolved in the action

of the nitric acid on the alloy (contained in a small tubulated retort)

through ammonia solution in small Woulf's bottles. He also notices

the very fine qualities of toughness and of hardening acquired by this

alloy when hammered, enabling it to cut not only flesh but even bone.

It also takes a fine polish.

7- Mannite, its atomic Weight and Compounds ; by Dr. W. Knof,

(Pharm-Cent. Blatt., Nov., 1849, and Jan., 1850 ; Chem. Gaz., Mar. 1st,

and April 15th, 1850.)—The author shows that the lead compounds of

Favre are mere mixtures of basic lead salts with uncombined mannite,

and therefore give no aid in determining the atomic weight. No combi-

nations with acids seem to give a favorable result—but at last a com-
pound of formic acid was obtained, curious for the manner of its for-

mation. Crystallized oxalic acid and mannite fused together at 230°,

•
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and then allowed 'fb remain for several hours at about 212°, gave off

large quantities of formic and carbonic acids. The nearly colorless

syrup cooled to a transparent mass, soluble in alcohol of 0*83, in which

mannite is nearly insoluble. The solution soon decomposes into formic

acid and mannite. No true salts would be formed, but the compound
was found to be one equiv. of formic acid and one of mannite estima-

ted at C 6 H 7 6 .

The author in his first paper points out the nitric mannite as most

suitable for determining the atomic weight. In his second paper he dis-

cusses the analysis of Strecker, and agrees with him that it is sex-ni-

trated, its formula will then be C 12 H 8 12-f-6N0 4 . The reduction

by metals and by sulphuret of ammonium is so unlike that of ordinary

nitric compounds, that Dr. Knop brings it as a proof, that nitric acid is

contained as such, and not as hyponitric acid. It must be remembered
however, that chemists do not generally consider that hyponitric acid

as such, is contained in these compounds.

For the preparation of explosive mannite the process of Stenhouse

is said to be the best. Mannite is to be dissolved in very cold fu-

ming nitric acid in the proportion of half an ounce to 2 ounces of acid-

cold sulphuric acid is then added, until white grains cease to deposite.

The mixture to be poured into a large quantity of water—the crude

product dissolved in boiling alcohol and again poured into a quantity of

cold water—after some time the mannite cakes and may be filtered and

washed. G. C. ScHAEFFER.
8. On Dulcose, a Homologue of Grape Sugar; by A. Laurent,

(Comptes Rendus, Jan., 1850.)—This is a new sugar from Madagascar,

of uncertain origin. After fusion its formula is C28 H 28 24 , differing

from grape sugar by C4 H 4 . When dissolved, it takes up 3 equiva-

lents of water. A crystallized compound has been obtained with 4

equiv. of water.

By the action of nitric acid on dulcose, mucic acid is formed. This

sugar, which has but a slightly sweetish taste, is said to be without ac-

tion on polarized light and to be incapable of alcoholic fermentation.

According to Gerhardt, the erythro-mannite obtained by Dr. Sten-

house, from certain lichen, may, on the supposition of a slight error in

the analysis, be considered as a homologue of mannite, which it re-

sembles in its properties. This view however, would make the com-
pounds with nitric acid, sex-nitric instead of quinqui-nitric, as stated by

Dr. Stenhouse. Since the discovery of Strecker that nitric mannite is

in fact, sex-nitric, this supposition becomes highly probable.

The discovery of a homologue of sugar opens a new field of enqui-

ry, while it gives additional confirmation, if any were needed, to the

views of MM. Gerhardt and Laurent on this subject. It is possible that

some of the known varieties of sugar, may, on more careful examina-

tion, prove additional examples of homologues. g. c. s.

Among other recent investigations in connection with the subject of

sugar we may mention the following:

9. Sugar in the Liver.—Bequard and Barreswill have demonstra-

ted the presence of sugar in the liver of animals, even where saccharine

or amylaceous food forms no part of their diet. It is found in no other

organ Gr. C. 5*
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10. Sugars of Honey.—M. Soubeiran has demonstrated the presence
of three sugars in honey. 1st, ordinary glucose. 2nd, a sugar with right-

handed rotation, and alterable by acids. 3d, a sugar with left handed
rotation to an amount nearly double that of the last. This is called

liquid sugar of honey ; it is uncrystallizable, may be converted into

transparent solid sugar which melts with great ease ; it is easily act-

ed upon and destroyed by alkalies. This sugar has' been kept for years
without change or crystallization. <r. c. s.

the flowers of Dr.B.SuiAMER
has proved that this is pure cane sugar. The honey collected by bees
from these flowers is said by Tournefort to possess narcotic properties.

No such substance however could be obtained by the author, and not a
trace of nitrogen could be detected. g. c. s.

12. Sugar of milk in the Cotyledons of seeds.—H. Braconnot states

that he has determined the presence of sugar in the cotyledons of

t"he acorn and other seeds, and also of the other constituents of milk.

These substances being found in the egg, we have a remarkable analogy
in the instrument provided for the infant animal and plant. g. c. s.

.

f
13. Production of Sugar in the urine by wounding the brain.—M. Ber-

nard has found that by wounding a certain portion of the floor of the

fourth ventricle, the urine in an hour and a half or two hours, resem-

bles-that of diabetes, becoming clear and abundant with a very large

quantity of sugar in solution. The blood also contains a large quantity

of sugar. The portion of the fourth ventricle in which a wound produces

this effect, is confined to a small space a little above the origin of the

8th pair of nerves.

The results of this curious discovery promise to throw new light upon
the process of digestion. G. C. S.

II. Mineralogy and Geology,

1. Notice of Trilobit.es in the Cabinet of Dr. Julius S. Taylor, (in

a letter addressed by Dr. Taylor to the Editors.)—Believing that any
information upon the subject of trilobites is at all times acceptable to the

scientific world, I venture to tell you of a remarkable portion of one

found a few days past by me. It is an u Isotelus megistos," and I think

presents the most remarkable evidence of their gigantic size, of any
specimen now extant. It was found in our blue limestone strata, and

presents the tail or " post-abdomen," and seven of the segments across

the back, nearly entire. Its width is 9:| inches, and its length a little ex-

ceeds this. Thus you perceive, that if we had the other segment and the

head, we should have one entire that would measure at least 18A inches

H 1

I see that Mr. Barrande of Prague is of the opinion that trilobites

change greatly according to age. Of the correctness of that opinion

I should have some doubts, as I have a variety of the Isotelus megistos

from half an inch, up to the gigantic one above mentioned, and 1 find

no difference in them either in proportions or segments, each having
eight, and each portion being equal in length. I have also numerous
specimens of the Calymene senaria, from the size of the smallest pea up
to the size of one inch in width, and in them I find no difference. And

Seco>-t> Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 15
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of several other varieties, I havejflany portions of different ages, all of •

-which have exact resemblance. Of the Calymene Blumenbachii, I

have them from one inch to three and a half in length, more or less

perfect, and in them I find no change in appearance. Thus it would

appear that in our varieties, at least, we have no metamorphosis of the

earliest of the moving animals. However, I have not seen his work,

and the notice of it may be too short to give a correct idea of what

he means.
• Carrolton, Montgomery Co., Ohio, April 18, 1850.

2. Observatio?is on the Mica Family ; by J. D. Dana.—The Mica fam-

ily includes many distinct compounds formerly confounded, and the old

names have on this account become inapplicable. The species Oblique

or Potash mica is not the only oblique or potash mica, and some other

appellation for this species has become necessary ; and the writer has

therefore adopted in his system of Mineralogy the name Muscovite from

its common appellation, Muscovy glass. The other species have simi-

lar distinctive appellations, as Biotite, for hexagonal mica, Phlogopite

for a trimetric mica, Margarodite for a second potash or oblique mica,

etc. ; and it is probable that several other species besides those now
known, are yet to be distinguished.

The following observations on the different kinds of mica are.main-

]y from the volume just referred to.

Rammelsberg in his 4th Supplement (p. 76) has calculated anew the

several analyses of muscovite, and lays down the formulas of the va-

rieties. But by some oversight, he makes the ratio for the oxygen of the

protoxyds, peroxyds and silica, I : 12 : 15 equal to § : 9 : 12, as if 4 :

5 equals 3:4; and the formula deduced is that based on the former

ratio. As the point is of some importance, we give here the ratios from

his calculations, making the oxygen of the alumina 12, for better com-

parison with that of the silica as well as the protoxyds. A slight va-

riation in the protoxyds, whether from impurity or not, varies largely

the ratio to the other ingredients : while the ratio between the perox-

yds and silica, since it is much nearer equality, is not liable to such

fluctuations. The results are as follows :

ft fi Si

Uto, Rose, 163 : 18-62*: 2468 = 105 : 12 : 15-91.

Broddbo, Rose, 1-42 : 17-76 : 23-95 = 0-96 : 12 : 1618.
Fahlun, Rose, 1-39 : 1856 : 2401 = 090 : 12 : 15-52.

Kimito, Rose, 1-56 : 18-54 : 24-09 = 1-01 : 12 : 1559.
Ochotsk, Rose, 144 : 1789 : 2452 = 097 : 12 : 1645.
Zsidovacz, Kussin, 171 : 17 93 : 2497 = 114 : 12 : 16-71.

Mean, excluding the last, 098 : 12 : 15*93

Mean, including the last, 1-005: 12 : 16*06

a Corrected.

The mean therefore of the five analyses from which Rammelsberg
deduces his ratio is very closely 1 : 12 : 16, and if Kussin's analysis be

added, it gives still more nearly this ratio ; moreover, the separate anal-

yses correspond more nearly with 1 : 12 : 16 than 1 : 12 : 15. Rose's

formula KSi-f-4&lSi, adopted by this author, is not therefore sustained

by the analyses.
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Neither does Kussin's analysis correspond to the ratio 1J : 12 : 15,
wheucje Rammelsberg derives incorrectly (but correctly from 1:9: 12)
the formula KSi-f3-Xl§i, but more nearly to 1£ : 12 : 16£, though prob-
ably essentially 1 : 12 : 16, like the preceding.

A mica from Unionville, Pa., occurring in scaly granular masses, af-

forded J. D. Darrack, in the Laboratory of J. C. Booth, (Min., 1850, p.

357,)

46-75, Xl 39*20, -Fe trace, Stg 1-02, Iv 6-56, Ca 039, 54*90 = 98*82.

This gives for the ratio 1-61 : 18*32 : 24*29 = 105 : 12 : 15*91 or
nearly 1 : 12 : 16.

The Abborforss mica (Svanberg) and Fuchsite (Schafhautl) afford,

Abborforss, 3*27 : 1506 : 20*61 *= 260 : 12 : 1642 = 22 : 12 : 16.

Fuchsite, 2*33 : 17*88 : 24*91 = 1-53 : 12 : 16*32 = \l : 12 : 16.

H
+3*1

*

Margarodite, Schafhautl—This pearly white biaxial mica and others

allied have afforded the following analytical results.

'Analyses : 1, Schafhautl ; 2, Delesse, (Ann. d. Mines, [4],xvi,202,

1849); 3, 4, Brewer, of the Yale Laboratory, (Min., 1850,359); 5,

Rammelsberg, (4th Supp., 75)

:

Si XI Pe £tn Mg Na K fi
1. Zillerthal, 47*05 34*90 1-50 — 195 4*07 7*96 1-45=98-88, Schafhautl.
2. St. Etienne, 46*23 33*08 3*48 trace 2*10 1*45 8*87 4*12, F trace=$93%, D.
3. Monroe, Ct., 49*96 32*85 trace — 1-08 2*89 7*91 4-46*, CI 0*14=99*29, B.
4

- " " 49*97 32*60 — — 1-41 undetermined 446% Brewer.
5. Loc. doubtful, 47*84 3236 306 — 1*28 1-55 10*25 2'43,Ca 0-29=99*06, R.

inn;

The ratios are as follows,

1, 317 : 16*35 : 2445 = 233 : 12 : 17*95 = 116 : 6 : 897
2, 2-65 : 1646 : 2402 = 1-98 : 12 : 17*51 s= 0*99 : 6 : 8*76

3, 4, 2*63 : 1535 : 25*96 = 205 : 12 : 20*29 = 1*02 : 6 : 10*14

5, 2*71 : 1603 : 2486 =a 203 : 12 : 18*61 = 101 : 6 : 9*30

Rammelsberg and Delesse agree nearly in giving the ratio 1:6:9.
Schafhautl's has the protoxyds a little in excess, and Brewer obtained
an excess of silica. But it is probable thai all come under the same
formula, ft Si+2B Si. The mica of Monroe, Ct., occurs with fluor spar
and topaz in large scales, aggregated into wedge shapes. Gz=2*79
2-81. The St. Etienne mica has G=2'817; Rammelsberg's 2-831

;

Schafhautl's 2-872. In this species the oxygen ratio of the peroxyds
and silica is 2:8, while it is 3 : 4 in muscovite. The Gilbertite of

Thomson appears to be altered muscovite, or margarodite.*

* The mineral Gilbertite bus the aspect of a pearly white mica, occurring in scales

often radiately aggregated The following are the analyses given ; 1, Lehunt, of true

gilbertite from Cornwall, (Thorn. Mux, i, 235) ; 2, Thomson, Cornwall, different local-

Si XI Mg Ca Fe ]S
Ta 3

1- 45*15 4011 1*90 4*17 2*43 4*25=98*01, Lehunt.
2 - 47*80 32*62 1*60 5*18 9*23 4*00=1 00*43, Thomson.

The first analysis gives for the oxygen of the protoxyds, peroxyds and silica, 2*48 :

18*75
: 23-46, whence the ratio 159: 12 : 15*01. Dufrenoy deduces 2 : 12 : 16. Like

•

*
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Phlogopite, (or Rhombic Mica) according to MeitzendorfTs analyses

has the ratio 1 : § : 1§ and formula 3fts Si+2fi Si, which is the formula

of idocrase. Rammelsberg places here a mica from Sala analyzed by
Svanberg. The species includes brown or yellowish coppery mica from

Natural Bridge, Pope's Mills, Gouverneur, and Vrooman's Lake in

northern New York ; a black mica from Moriah, Essex Co. ; a silvery

mica from Edwards, N. Y. ; a transparent mica from Pope's Mills, a

variety of the brown. The optical character of these micas has been

observed by the writer in connection with B. Silliman, Jr.

Biotite (Hexagonal or Magnesia Mica) has the ratio 1:1:2, and

formula ftaSi+(3S, &&) Si, which is essentially the formula of garnet.

A chrome magnesia mica gives the ratio £ : 1 : 2, but whether uniaxial

or not is not certain. A Pargas biotite gives, § : 1 : 2, and the formu-

la $2 gi-j-figi (Rammelsberg) ; and a Rosendal, 1 : 1 : 2£, or the for-

mula 3&2Si+2fiSi.
*

Lepidolite or Lithia mica,—The Lithia micas hav^ been the subject

of study by Rammelsberg, and he concludes that in them as well as

topaz, the fluorine replaces oxygen, or is in the same state of composi-

tion as the oxygen. There are several distinct chemical compounds
included, and it is not definitely known that they are all biaxial.

Brewster observes that in one lithia mica part of the specimen was bi-

*

xial and part uniaxial. The ratios given by Rammelsberg are,

a. 1:3 : 6=S Si-ffi Si—mica of Ural, Chursdorf, Utd, Rozena, Altenberg (Stein);

6. 2:9: 15=2Ji gi-fsSSi—mica of Zinmrald.

c. 1:2 : 5=3ft Si+2K Si—mica of Juschakowa.

d 1:6: 7==B 3 Si-j-6fi Si—mica of Altenberg according to Turner.

In the Ural, Chursdorf, Uto, and Rozena micas, the fluorine is to the

% oxygen as 1 : 20 ; in the Altenberg, (Stein), I : 60 ; in the Zinnwald,

1 : 14, or i : 11 ; in the Juschakowa, 1:8; in the Altenberg, (Turner),

1 : 25.

The Ural mica (Turner) affords then the formula,—writing for ft Si

+fiSi, (RO+Si0 3 )4-(R 2 3+Si0 3
),

20[(RO+Si 3 )+(R2 3+Si 03)]-f-[(RF+Si F 3 )+(R 2 F 3+SiF 3
)] ;

and in the same way the other formulas may be written out. Making
O and F isomorphous, this formula becomes,

[R (0, F)+Si (O, F)3]+[R 2 (0, F)3+Si(0, F)»J.

Emerylite and Euphyllite.—These species have undergone recent

re-examinations, and the species now stand as follows.

Emerylite, J. Lawrence Smith. Corundellite and Clingmanite, Sil-

liman, Jr.—Foliated like mica ; folia easily separable. Either in coarse

plates or in masses consisting of aggregated spangles.

H.zn3-5—45. G.—2-995, Silliman, Jr. Lustre pearly. Color white.

Translucent, to nearly opaque. Folia brittle or slightly flexible.

muscovite the protoxyds bear a small proportion to the peroxyds, and the ratio is

very near that derived from some analyses of this species. The specimens look like

a Blight altered mica. Including the water, the oxv^en ratio is 159 : 1*2 : 1501 :

2"41. The oxygen ratio for the second analysis is 4*16 : 15*24 : 24*84=1-64 : 6 : 9*78,

approaching caargarodite, excepting in the larger amount of protoxyds.
The relation of the snecies to the. mica * is evident. • vet other analvses are desirable-
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Comp^ion.—63 Si+3Sl2Si[+3]l]=SiIica 30*58, alumina 5Q-99,

Analyses : 1, J. Lawrence Smith, (Am. J. Soi.96
Wm

Jr., Am. J. Sci. [2], viii, 379) ; 5, 6, ibid, (private communication)
;

7, C. Hartshorne, in Laboratory of J. C. Booth, (private communication
from Prof. J. C. Booth) ; 8, Silliman, Jr., (private communication)

:

Si
1. Asia Minor, 30*

2. Village Green, 32*31
H3. '

4.

5.

6. Unionville,

7.

a

31-06

31-26

30-18

29-99

3215
8. North Carolina, 2917

£1
50-

49-24

51*50

51-60

5140
50-57

54*28

48-40

Ca
13-

10-66 0*30

9*24 028
10-15 050
10-87 0-92

11-31 062
11-36 0-05

Mg Xa K ft

44

..

2-21 (loss)

2-97

1-22

223 0-51

1-62 0-85

widetermined
9-87 1-24 6-15

£ Ntn,lv3,2r4=100,S
loo. Cm*.
100, Craw.

100, Craw,
100, Craw.

100, Craw.
I 5o,£e trace, Hartshorne.

3-99,HF 203=100-80, S. Jr.

5-2,

527
427
4-52

514

Analyses 6, 7^are of the Corundellite, and 8, of the Clinginanite.

The following are the

silica :

oxygen ratios for the protoxyds, peroxyds, an

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

4-20

3-87

3-43

3*40

403
4-01

3-65«

399

24 42
23-01

2393
2412
24-02

23-64

25-37

23-92

Si

15-59 -- 108 :: 6-26 : 4

1679 -- 0-99 : ; 548 : 4
1614 == 0*5 :! 5-93 : 4

1624 == 0-85 :: 5-94 : 4

1568 -- 1-03 : : 613 : 4

1553 -= 1-17 ::
6-08 : 4

16-71 =- 0-92 ; 1
6-08 : 4

15*84 -= 1-08 ;: 6-04 : 4

Mean 1-00 5-99 4

a Supposing the alkalies equivalent to the loss.

The mean result is quite closely 1:6:4, and the same is afforded

by several of the particular results. As Dr. Smith found no water, and

Hartshorne only 0-5 per cent., the species is primarily anhydrous. In-

cluding the water found by Craw in his specimens, the ratio is 1 : 6 : 4 : 1.

Commonly yields water in a matrass, with sometimes a trace of flu-

orine, B.B. exfoliates and emits a bright light and finally fuses on the

edges.

Detected by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, with the corundum of Magnesia,

Asia Minor, and also at Naxia and Niconia. Also found with corun-

dum at Village Green, Delaware Co., Pa. ; at Unionville, Chester Co.,

Pa., (Corundellite) ; at the Corundum locality in Buncombe Co., North

Carolina, (Clingmanite).

Euphyllite, Silliman, Jr.—Structure as in common mica, but lami-

nae not as easily separable.

71£% Silliman, Jr.

H.z=3-5-4-5. G.

Biaxial ; angle between the optical axes

2-963—3-008. Lustre of cleavage surface bright

pearly, inclining to adamantine. Color white to colorless ; sides faint

grayish sea-green or whitish. Transparent to translucent; at times

opaque or nearly so. Laminae rather brittle.

Composition.—Analyses: 1,2, H. Erni, in the Yale Laboratory,

(private communication) ; 3, 4, T. Garrett, in J. C. Booth's Laboratory,

Philadelphia, (private communication)

:
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1. Unionville,

2.'

3.

4.

Si £ Pe
43-69 44*69

4345 44-98

45-93 48-23 0"60

" (dif. loc.) 45-33 4647

Ca
398
4-34

353
2-36

Mg JSa K: fl
6-75 0*98 0*82 5'60=100*41, Erni.

069 undetermined 4"97, Enii.
2-44

trace

trace

undet.

100-73, Garrett.

Garrett,

The following are the oxygen ratios for the analyses

:

1.

2.

3.

4.

1-80

1-88

1:96

20-88

21-02

22-82

21*72

22-65

2257
23-87

2355

Mean,

0-95

1-00

0-98

0-98

11-06

11-18

11-47

11-07

11-19

12

12

12

12

12

The ratio 1 : 11 : 12 appears therefore to be that authorized by the

analyses, As no water was found in the 3d and 4th analyses, the spe-

cies is essentially anhydrous. Including the water found by Erni, the

ratio becomes 1 : 11 : 12 : 3, and the formula fi3 Si+llSl Si+yfl.

It is still possible that 1 : 12 : 12 will prove to be the true ratio ; and

in that case the ratios for margarite, emerylite, euphyllite, and musco-

vite, have an obvious simple relation, they being respectively 1:12:8:
2 : 12 : 8 ; 1 : 12 : 12 ; 1 : 12 : 16.

In a matrass, often yields water. B.B. exfoliates, emits a strong light,

and in the forceps fuses on the edges. Gives traces of fluorine, but

none of lithia.

Occurs associated with tourmaline and corundum at Unionville, Del-

aware Co., Pennsylvania. The impression of the crystals of tourma-

line on the lateral surface of the mica, leaves a very smooth, hard

Also in the same vicinity in aggregated laminae, or

scales ; this variety afforded the analysis No. 4 above.

Recapitulation.—The following are the oxygen ratios observed

among the micas, and the formulas corresponding

:

(1.) Micas having atomically as much alumina as silica, or a larger amount.

These micas are harder than those of the following division, and brittle or but slightly

elastic.

looking surface.

Maraarite 1

2. Emerylite, 2

3. Euphyllite, 1

12

12

12(? 11)

8

8

12

1

1

12

6

8

4

£3 §i2+6£l2 Si

R3gi+33tl2Si.

?R3Si+llfiSi.

(2.) Micas having atomically less alumina than silica

1. Muscovite, a. 1 12 : 16

b. Fuchsite, H : 12 : 16

1 : 12 : 16 Sfc,12£l,16SL

c. Abborforss, 2| : 12 : 1*.

2. Margarodite,

3. Lepidolite, a.

b.

2

4

12 : 18

12 : 24

c.

d
4. Phlogopite,

5. Biotite, a,

b, Pargas,

c, Chrome,

d Rosendal,

6. Chamouni, Delesse,

7. Lemd'Yinelane*

6

2

18

12

8

6

(All

2f : 12 : 20

: 12 : 30

12 : 14

12 : 30

12 : 24

12 : 24

12 : 24

12 : 30

(0

4

12 »i
12 : 16

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

44

6

3

2

6

i
1

10?

6 ftSft-ftSlBi

9 ft Si+2*1 Si.

6 SSi+fiSL
: 1i 2ftSi+3K3L

5 Sfcgi+SBSL
; 7 ftsgi+eKSi.

: 1| 3fi3gi+2KSi.

: 2 fcsgi+HSi.

H: 3 £2Si+£Si.
2 :

1 :

4 B*Bi*-MSBL
2j 3ft2§i+28Si.

2h : 4 3fc2Si+5£Si.

3 : 4 *3gi+3flSL

•

- #
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The mineral Diphanite, resembles margarite and euphyllite, according
to Breithaupt. It has the ratio 1 : 4£ : 3f or 2§ : 12 : 10. ^
We have not written a formula for the muscovite. It is evident from

a Survey of the compounds, that there must be some more satisfactory

mode of exhibiting the relations of substances, than by the formulas
often made out. They frequently make seeming diversity instead of
showing relationships, and tend to mislead the eye not thoroughly ac-

quainted with the wide variation of formula consequent on a slight

change of ratio.

The amount of water which analyses afford varies frorr to 5 per
cent. ; and as it exists variously or not at all, in micas in which the oxy-
gen ratio is the same, there is reason for believing it the result of a par-
tial alteration of the mica, like that which takes place in iolite.

The hydrous varieties are commonly more or less wanting in trans-

parency.

3. Spodumene, (Dana's Min., 1850, p. 693.)

I

'

The annexed figure of
a crystal of Spodumene, from Norwich, Mass., has been made by the

author from a specimen belonging to Mr. Charles Hartwell. Mr. Hart-
well had measured the angles, and presented a notice of the crystal to

the meeting of the American Scientific Association at Cambridge, in

1849. On examination, the author finds that the crystal is monoclinic,

and further that Spodumene is actually iso-

morphous with Pyroxene. The annexed
figure represents the crystal as it is, with a
vertical plane b 3 on the right and the cor-

responding one on the left wanting, and also

1.

with the two planes o" and o' unmated

;

moreover the back planes of the summit are
absent, as the crystal is not entire or is bro-
ken on that part,

of o' and o"

The edse of intersection

i u
x N b

I

1
M

is uncertain, as the surface has
been abraded. But the rest of the faces
figured are smooth, though not bright. The
direction of the intersections as seen in a
vertical view are shown in figure 2 ; the edge
between o' and a 2 has a parallel direction

with that between a and t
2

, but that between
o' and o" is doubtful. The crystal is 2|
inches long, 1|- inches wide, and 1 inch thick.

The color is grayish, with a tinge of green.
Besides the usual cleavages—the orthodiag-
onal perfect^ and the prismatic scarcely less

so—there are distinct traces of cleavage
parallel to each orthodiagonal edge of the

pyramid a—a direction pointed out on the

figure by the dotted line on plane M. The
surface of plane M moreover is very finely crossed by lines correspond-

ing to this cleavage direction. The crystal is bisected along its ortho-

diagonal section, and on holding one of the halves up to the light it is

seen to be translucent, and marked throughout with the same lines as
on the surface.

b

M
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The following are the angles,., as observed with the common goni-

ometer by Mr. Hartwell and by the author.

;

"
\ Hartwell. Author.

N : N .

.- 8-7° - 87°

N : N (lateral angle) 93° 93°

N : M
'

133° 133° 30'

/ *.

.•

N : b 137° 136° 30
153° 154?

1Of
106°— 107°

69°.40'

N : b 3

M : b 3

M : t
2

M : P
M : a

M : a2

M : o'

M : o"

t
2

: t
2 (over P)

t
2

: b

a 2 : t
2

100° 30
116°

/

140

100° 30'
• ^

116° *
127° *

140°
•

79° 30'

139° 45'
-

140° 30' *

'

a : a (front) 117° 117°

The crystallographic expressions for the planes are indicated in the

lettering, except for the planes o', o", which are not determinable with

certainty. In Naumann's system of notation they are :

OP ao P oo Poo qo Poo aoP'3 P 2P 2Poo 3P3? mPn
P N M b b 3 a a2 t

2 o' o"

Other crystals have since been obtained by Mr. Hartwell, one of

which is six inches long and nearly half this in breadth. The planes

P, o' and of* are wanting, and the back edge of the plane t
2

is straight,

there being no plane —m P. The complete description of the crystal

is hence oc P, oo Poo , oo Poo , oo P3, P, 2P, 2P'oo . The plane oo P'3

is seen only on the left side of plane M, as in the figure.

The specimens afforded B. Siiliman, Jr., a strong lithia reaction.

These facts set aside an idea adopted by Dufrenoy and Pelouze, and

becoming somewhat prevalent, that spodumene is a lithia feldspar; and

at the same time they fail to sustain the suggestion of the writer, that

spodumene is related to andalusite. The formula of spodumene best

expressing its composition as ascertained by analysis, is ft 3 Siz+^SlSi2

(Kobell). And if we consider the protoxyds and peroxydsas replacing

one another, we find 15 of oxygen in the oxyds to 30 in the silica,

which is the relation in pyroxene. With the above formula, and 3*17

for the specific gravity, the A atomic volume is 2852 ; the B, 168 ;
the

C, 43*2. It will be observed that 43*2 is only as much smaller than the

number for pyroxenet as it is larger than that for andalusite. More-

over 2852 is about three times the corresponding number for horn-

blende, four to four and a half times that of pyroxene and its varieties,

and twice that of borax.

* The spodumene of Conway, Mass., in the same range, was tested tor lithia suc-

cessfully by G. T. Bowen, in 1824, and analyzed so far as to obtain Si 653, &! 24*5,

which agrees with the usual analyses of the species.

—

litis Journal, 1824, vi ,

120,

121.—The specific gravity of the ^Norwich spodumene according to a recent deter-

mination bv G. J. Brush, is 3-18.

f See this Journal, last volume, pp. 241, and 429.
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4. Anhydrous Prehnite.—The Anhydrous Prehnite of J. D. Whitney,
(Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist., v, 487,) has beeti examined by Dr. C. T. Jackson,
and found, to contain the same per-eentage of water as prehnite. In

his trials he found 4*7 and 4*15 per cent, of water, and subsequently,
4-18, 4-45, 4-50, 4-41 per cent. Other specimens examined by
Mr. 6. J. Brush in the Yale Laboratory, afforded 4*913, 4*817, 4*864 per
cent. This mineral appears therefore to be identical with ordinary
prehnite. The existence of water in this variety was first ascertained
in a blowpipe experiment by Mr. J. E. Teschemacher of Boston.

5. On 'a new crystalline form of Staurotide,

and Isomorphism of Staurotide with Andalusite
and Topaz-, by J. D. Dana.—The accompa-
nying figure, represents crystals of staurotide

from the spoJumene locality, Norwich, Mass.,
which were obtained by Mr. C. Hartwell. The
faces are smooth excepting sometimes t and P.

The angles obtained with the common goniome-
ter are as follows

:

N
b 2

N

N
b2

b 2

129° 20
(over N)

162°

/

93

b
1

N R

P :t 131° (129°- 132°)

1>
Z

b

The crystals are black and semi-metallic in lustre. The largest are

1£ inches in breadth.

The isomorphism of this species and andalusite is sufficiently close

to merit attention.

Calculating from N : N=129° 20', the prism b2=93° 8'. In Andal-

usite, the prism corresponding to the latter is 91° 20', and this gives for

the former 127° 57'. P : t in Staurotide z=131°, in andalusite 144° 50'

;

and the planes have therefore the axial relation of 3 : 2.

For the relation of topaz and andalusite, see last volume of this Jour-

nal, p. 407.

The atomic volume of the St. Gothard staurotide, calculated from

one of Jacobson's analyses corresponding to (f£l-f-iFe)
2 Si, and specific

gravity 3*74, gives for the A atomic volume 536, and for the C atomic

volume 38*3 : for a St. Airolo staurotide, with the formula (faB-J-

|Fe) 3 Si 2 , and specific gravity 3*7, we obtain the A atomic volume

890-5, the C value 38*7. Andalusite afforded (last volume of this Jour-

nal, p. 235) A= 962-5, C= 41-85; and topaz (loc. cit., p. 240) A
2344: B= 42*6.

In letter from J. E. Teschemacher,6. Platinum of California.—in a
we are informed that he has detected a proportion of platinum among
the grain gold of California, that will render it an important object of

search in that region. In an ounce of the fine grains, he found about

50 granules which proved to be this metal. He observes that the pro-

portion obtained is about as large as from the South American mi

7. Fowlerite.—This name, applied to a variety of manganese spar

or rhodonite, was not originally proposed by Prof. Shepard, as stated

on p. 410 of last volume of this Journal.

Second Series, Vol. X, No. 28.—July, 1850. 16
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III. Zoology.

1. Remark on the Genus Nocti'cula of J. V. Thompson ; by J. D. Dana.

The genus Noetioula established by Thompson in his Zoological Re-

searches, No. 2, p. 52 and plate 5, (Cork, 1829,) is closely related to

the Euphausidae.* The general form of the animal, its thoracic and

abdominal appendages, and the antenna), eyes, and short beak, are as in

Thysanopoda and Euphausia ; and the last abdominal segment has the

acuminate character with the naked barb either side near apex, which

occurs in this family. f The legs are not however represented as bifid,

the outer branch and branchial appendages having been overlooked, (and

in the suggestion of this error we make the " due alloicance for draw-
ee)

ings made at sea of such minute objects" which Thompson asks of

his readers.) The number of thoracic legs is stated at sixteen, but this

includes, as the drawing shows, a pair of maxillipeds. Excluding these,

there will then be 7 pairs, which is the number in Thysanopoda ; and

it seems probable that Nocticula and Thysanopoda are identical, and

if so, the former name has the precedence.

The species described and figured by Thompson, was taken in the

Atlantic, between latitudes 5° 25' S., and 29° 30' N., and longitude

17° 18' W., and 32° 55' W., on the 6th, 12th, and 25th of September.

It was brilliantly phosphorescent. It is called the Nocticula Banksii,

as it is supposed by Thompson, and with apparent good reason, to be

identical with the Cancer fulgens of Sir Joseph Banks, a species ob-

served between Madeira and Brazil, and published with a drawing by

Macartney in the Philosophical Transactions for 1810. This drawing,

Thompson has copied, and in it 7 pairs of thoracic legs are represented.

2. Observations on some Crustacea, in the collections of the Academy
ofNatural Sciences at Philadelphia; by Prof. L. R. Gibbes of Charles-

ton, S. C, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., March, 1850, v, 25.)—The
Chorinus armatus of Randall (Memoir in Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci. Philad., viii,

106,) is a Pericera, and agrees with Pericera cornuta of Edwards,
(Crust., i, 335.)

The Cancer mercenaria of Say, is a Pseudocarcinus. It is referred

by Edwards with some doubt to the genus Xantho of Leach (M. Edw.,
Crust., i, 399) ; but his description of Pseud, ocellatus applies in every

particular to the mercenaria.

Grapsus longipes, Randall, is Grapsus cruentatus, according to

-

<

Gibbes, and the statement that Surinam is its locality, is considered a

mistake.

Grapsus hirtus, Randall, is G. rudis, M. Edw., the latter name
having the priority.

Guaia ornata, Randall, is an Ilia, and a distinct species.

To the above, the Committee of the Society add—that MacrophthaU
mus compressives, Randall, (published in 1840,) is Gelasimus tefescopi-

cus, Owen, Voyage of Blossom (1839), and M. podophthalmus, Voyage
of Bonite, (1841.)

Pachitgrapsus parallelus, Randall, is Grapsus Thukujar, Owen,
loc. cit. ; and Pagurus decorus, Randall, is P. pictus, Owen.

* See this Journal, [2], ix, p. 130.

t Milne Edwards allude- to this character in the name of his Thysanopoda, T. tri

cuspidata. Ann. des Sci. Nat., xix. :ula

Crustace
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In most of these cases in which Dr. Kandall has been forestalled,
it has been by publications that were not through the press when his
memoir was in course of preparation.

errarum
tione, Carolo Wilkes e Classe Reipublicce Fcederata Duce, lexit et de-
scripsit J. D. Dana. AMPHIPODA, No, I. (Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts
and Sciences, ii, 201).—The following are the names of the sixty-two
new species described in this paper.

Familia 1. Orchestidce

:

Genus I. Taliteus : species, novi-zelandise, gracilis, ornatus.

Genus II. Talitronus, (Dana) : species, insculptus.

Genus III. Orchestia : species, sylvicola, tenuis, rectimanus, spi-

nipalma, scutigerula, nitida, dispar, quadrimanus, serrulata.

•

(D species, compressa, verticillata,

hirtipalma, gracilis, peruviana, humilis, australis, brevicornis, novi-

zelandiae, intrepida, orientalis, graminea.

Familia 2, Gammaridce, Sub-familia 1, Lyssianassiruz

:

—
Genus I. Lysianassa: species, brasiliensis

Genus II. Uristes, (Dana) : species, gigas.

Genus III. Stenia, (Dana) : species, magellanica.

Familia 2. Gammaridce, Sub-familia 2, Gamniarince :

Genus I. Gammarus : species, asper, suluensis, albidus, hirsuticornis,

emissitius, tenuis, furcicornis, tenellus, orientalis, quadrimanus, validus,

setipes, pilosus.

Genus II. Amphitoe : species, peculans, fissicauda, pubescens, in-

sequistylis, peruviana, tenuicornis, indica, rubella, fucorum, tongensis,

peregrina, brevipes, simplex, nodosa.

Genus III. (Edicerus : species, novi-zelandias.

Genus IV. Erichthonius : species, macrodactylus, pugnax.

Familia 3. Corophidce :

Genus I. Corophium : species, quadriceps.

Genus II. Clydonia, (Dana) : species, gracilis, longipes.

Familia 4, Icilidce :

Genus Icilius, (Dana) : species, ovalis.

ifera of W —The genus Scribella described

in this Journal, 2nd ser., i, 227, 1846, and also viii, 279, is identical

with Oithona of Baird, published in 1843 in the Zoologist, and the

Scribella scriba appears to be the same species with the Oithona plu-

mifera. J. d. d.

5. On the circulation and digestion in the lower Animals ; Prof.

Agassiz, (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist, 1850, p. 206.)—Prof. Agassiz

read a paper on the circulation and digestion in the lower animals,

showing that the circulation in the Invertebrata cannot be compared to

that of the Vertebrata.

^
Instead of the three conditions of chyme, chyle, and blood, which the

circulating fluid of the Vertebrata undergoes, the blood of that class of the

Invertebrata, which he had particularly studied, the Annelida, is, accord-
ing to Wagner, simple chyle, colored chyle; the receptacles of chyle in

different parts of the body are true lymphatic hearts like those found in

the Vertebrata
; this kind of circulation is found in the Articulata and
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Mollusks with few exceptions, some Echinoderms, &c. In the Medusae

and Polyps, instead of chyle, chyme mixed with water is circulated :-

this circulation is found in some Mollusks and intestinal worms ; it may
be seen plainly in Beroe. Prof. Agassiz thinks that the embryological

development of the higher animals shows a similar succession in the

circulating function. He also examined the connection of respiration

with the circulation : in Vertebrata, the gills are found between branches

of the blood system; in Invertebrata, the chyliferous system is acted

on by the respiration ; the gills of fishes, then, cannot be compared to

the gills of Crustacea, Articulata and Mollusks. No gills are connected

with the chymiferous circulation ; animals having this circulation have

no true respiration ; they have only tubes to distribute freely aerated

water to the different parts of the body.

6. Low State of Development of Mammals and Birds in Australia

and New Zealand, (Gould's Birds of Australia ; Jameson's Jour., xlviii,

362.)—Geological researches into the structure of the globe, shew that

a succession of physical changes have modified its surface from the

earliest period up to the present time, and that these changes have been .

accompanied with variations not only in the phases of animal and veg-

etable life, but often in the development also of organization : and as

these changes cannot be supposed to have been operating uniformly

over the entire surface of the globe in the same periods of time, we
should naturally be prepared for finding the now existing fauna of some
regions exhibiting a higher state of development than that of others;

accordingly, if we contrast the fauna of the old continents of geogra-

phers with the zoology of Australia and New Zealand, we find a wide

difference in the degree of organization which creation has reached in

these respective regions. In New Zealand, with the exception of a

Vespertilio and a Mas which latter is said to exist there, but which has

not yet been sent to this country, the most highly organized animal

hitherto discovered, either fossil or recent, is a bird ; in Australia, if

compared with New Zealand, creation appears to have considerably ad-

vanced, but even here the order Rodentia is the highest in the scale of

its indigenous animal productions; the great majority of its quadru-

peds being the Marsupiata (kangaroos, &c.) and the Monotremata,
(Echidna, and Ornithorhynchus), which are the very lowest of the Mam-
malia; and its ornithology being characterized by the presence of cer-

tain peculiar genera, Talegalla, Leipoa, and Megapodius ; birds which
do not incubate their own eggs, and which are perhaps the lowest rep-

resentations of their class,* while the low organization of its botany is

indicated by the remarkable absence of fruit bearing trees, the Ce-

realia, &c.

* The genera, Talegalla
y
Leipoa, and Megapodius, form part of a great family of

birds inhabiting Australia, New Guinea, Celebes, and the Philiippine Islands, whose
habits and economy are most singular, and differ from those of every other group

of birds which now exist upon the surface of the earth. In their structure they are

most nearly allied to the Gallinacece, while in some of their actions, and in their

mode of flight, they much resemble the Rallidaz ; the small size of their brain,

coupled with the extraordinary means employed for the incubation of their eggs, in-

dicates an extremely low degree of organization.

The three species of the family inhabiting Australia, although referable to three

distinct genera, have many habits in common, particularly in their mode of nidifica-

•
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7. New Species from Lake Superior described by M. Agassiz.
The interesting and valuable volume lately issued by Prof. Agassiz
and his associates, contains descriptions of numerous new forms of.
animals. We now enumerate the following species of fish described
for the first time by Prof. Agassiz in this volume.

Acipenser Icevis, Agass., p. 267.
u

carbonarius, Agass., p. 271, (Plate 5, fig. 1,)
u rhynchceus, Agass., p. 276.

Pimelodusfelis, Agass., p. 281.
Percopsis, Agass., new genus. We quote the remarks of Prof.

Agassiz in full respecting the very remarkable new genus of fish to

tion, each and all depositing their eggs in mound- of earth and
coming heated either by the fermentation of the vegetable matte

rays, form a kind of natural hatching apparatus, from which the

emerge fullv feathprpd ami ramble of sustaining life bv their own

which he has assigned the name Percopsis.
" In order fully to understand and perfectly to appreciate the charac-

ters of this genus, and the interest involved in its discovery, it is neces-
sary to remember various relations of the different types of the whole
class, which however do not constitute generic distinctions, although
they bear upon the peculiarities of this new type.

" In the first place, it is a matter of no little importance that, among
the fishes of former ages, we find everywhere types which differ widely
from the forms of our time, and that those forms are the more differ-

ent, as they belong to older geological deposits. The differences are

even so great, that out of the four orders of this class, there are only
two which constitute the fauna of fishes in the older formations; two
orders, which in our day are comparatively reduced, I mean the Pla-

coids and Ganoids. Moreover, the types are peculiar in all epochs.

For instance, the sharks of former days, especially those of older epochs,

resemble solely that curious genus of Port Jackson, New Holland, the

Cestracion, which is so remarkable among the living fishes as to form a
group by itself. The Ganoids, of which there are so remarkably few ^
in the present creation, such as the gar-pike (Lepidosteus) of this con-

tinent, are not less peculiar, and in connection with those ancient Pla-

coids, constitute the only representatives of the class of fishes through-

out the earliest geological ages down to the deposits of the chalk, when
new families of other orders, the Ctenoids and Cycloids, begin to make
their appearance, preparatory as it were to the present development of

that class, and are successively diversified with the modified adapta-

tions of the whole class. Now the genus Percopsis is as important to

the understanding of the modern types of fishes as Lepidosteus and

Cestracion are to the understanding of the ancient ones, as it combines

characters which in our day are never found together in the same fam-

ily of fishes, but which in more recent geological ages constituted a

striking peculiarity of the whole class. My Percopsis is really such an

old-fashioned fish, as it shows peculiarities which occur simultaneously

in the fossil fishes of the chalk epoch, which however soon diverge into

distinct families in the tertiary period, never to be combined again.
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u This ancient character of some of the American fishes agrees most

/remarkably with the peculiarity of the vegetation of this continent,

which, as I have shown on former occasions, resembles also the fossil

plants of prior ages.
-" The geographical range of these peculiar, old-fashioned beings is

also very remarkable, they living in temperate, or rather cold climates,

when their earlier representatives lived in warmer epochs.

"The most striking features of the fishes of the tertiary period and

those of our time consist in their belonging to two groups of the class

only ; one, the Ctenoids, with rough, combed scales, in which the re-

spective representatives have also prominent serratures on prominent

spines upon the head, in the operculum in particular, and in the fins;

the other, the Cycloids, smooth, with simple scales with an entire mar-

gin, in which some few types however have also spinous fins.

" Now my new genus, Percopsis, is just intermediate between Cte-

noids and Cycloids ; it is, what an ichthyologist, at present, would

scarcely think possible, a true intermediate type between Percoids and

Salmonidae,
" The general form of this genus reminds us of the common perches,

but it is easily distinguished from them, by the fact that its head and

the opercular apparatus are smooth and unprovided with denticulations,

as also by the presence of a small adipose fin, as in the salmons. The

anterior dorsal is also a small fin, composed of soft branched articula-

ted rays, as in the salmons. The ventral fins are placed at the middle

of the abdominal cavity, as in the Abdominales in general. The

scales, however, are truly serrated as in the Percoids, a structure which,

as far as I know, does not occur in any of the Abdominales. The

conformation of the mouth is also as in the Perches, that is to say, the

intermaxillaries form alone the upper margin of the mouth, and the

maxillaries stand behind as a second arch, but the vomer and palate are

entirely destitute of teeth.

" This fish, of which I shall publish a full anatomy, should be

considered as th* type of a distinct family, under the name of Per-

copsides"

Species Percopsis guttatus.

The other new species described are :

Grystes fasciatus, p. 295.

Coitus Richardsoni, p. 300.

Coitus Franklini, p. 303.

Boleosoma maculatum, p. 305, plate iv, fig. 3.

Pileoma zebra, p. 308.

Gasterosteas nebulosus, p. 310, pi. iv, fig. 4.

Gasterosteus pigments
, p. 314, pi. iv, fig. 1.

Esox Borens, p. 317.

Lota maculosa, p. 325.

Salmo Siscowet, p. 333, pi. i, fig. 3.

Coregonus sapidissimus, p. 344.

Coregonus lalior, p. 348.

Rhinichthys, Agass., new genus. This new genus contains small

Catostomi whose essential character is as the name indicates, to have a

conical prolongation of the rostrum.

¥
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Jbsetvations on the Contrast in the Physical \4?ea-

Resoitrces between the Old World and thi New
World

raphy has been briefly announced in this Journal.

afford

its views, the high intellectual and moral tone that pervades it^il^

impel us to give it a fuller notj.ce. The subject is geography

.

not the dry anatomy of the earth's surface, of which our common!
school-books treat ;—but 'geography as taught by Humboldt antf*.

Karl Ritter, and interpreted anew with fresh vigor and mi.tch orig-

inality by our author. The work treats of the physical features

of tlie globe with reference to tjje history *of
#

man.- TJie*Wring,
of its peculiarities of outline, of surface, of climate, and of pre

ductions, on^he&fstribution of%\aputmd the progress of civilnti*

tion, is the grsrifljwbjeet in hand a 1 it isjabl di )ussed>uth a

mmaind'gf a wide,range of ^fafcts,- and grfiat beauty ar\d fertility-

I
•

«*

thought*, Geography is raised to a levej __

—

'

Jectuat seienc^ «and,th% iehristian spirit -infused int'g it arveV it. a

still more exalted charqptej^gTJie various <abts and delations

brghght forv ird" one a£t|r an«mer, are finally iadj fo^one'entrate

tpoh. the me "gre at ifeaNbJtonan's moral tl ti

;—*

—

*i

; Tfie Earth4$ Mop 'La Ires c '%&> >

. „™.™.™ „f _ r ._ > the. Histoty of Ml kind, by Arvql

Phv Mid Hfet* uchatel itz«ncl: trailed. frumtfkt

"hv-C fit. «Prnt' in Harvard U-rXv^ v~Bost&v lm$ xviiiWnd

•

1 2mo.

Bo^t&K I**?- xviiiWnd Z1&
•

.
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162 Guyot on the Contrast in the Physical Features

Prof. Guyot commences by explaining Physical Geography as

a description of the earth and of its relation to the life upon it. He
says, in the course of his illustrations of the subject, "If the

Rocky Mountains bordered the eastern coast of North America,

and closed against the nations of the East and of Europe the

entrance to the rich valley of the Mississippi
j or if this immense

chain extended from east to west across the northern part of this

continent and barred the passage of the polar winds which now
rush unobstructed over these vast plains ; let us say even less

if, preserving all the great present features of this continent, we
suppose only that the interior plains were more slightly inclined

towards the north, and that the Mississippi emptied into the Fro-

zen Ocean ;—who does not see that in these various cases, the re-

lations of warmth and moisture, the climate in a word, and with

it, the vegetation and the animal world would undergo the most

important modifications, and that these changes of form and of

relative position would have an influence greater still upon the

destinies of human societies, both in the present and in the fu-

ture ?" This paragraph exhibits the aim of the work, which the

author afterwards more explicitly states as follows—after men-
tioning the great problems which physical geography offers for

' investigation : He says, " We shall endeavor to solve these prob-

lems by studying, first, the characteristic forms of the continents,

the .influence of these forms on the physical life of the globe;
r-then the historical development of humanity. We

succeeded, if, we may have shown to you

"1; That the forms, the arrangement, and the distribution of

the terrestrial masses on the surface of the globe, accidental in

« an
A

***

by the evolutions- of history.

2. That* the continents are made for human societies, as the
1

•'.bodv is- made for

That each of the north

ly aSapted by its natun

pe

of. its history. . *- ..-.. •

special part

2&% £reat

Thus nature: and history,- the. earth and* man, JMpnd in .tfff

r\ ; ithony." :\..
'••.*

_ >M-_\ ->-4lk;"'*

rffWone graud -half

' - *t

9

In carrying out this plan, the author is^orne itp"byfy- $§&
f works*o"f vc^loi to the Sup?emrf[|telfigence tvh behefi-

tit designs •strflfcgly- marled aAi'iidWdvSvithr
The faeks Mice are not yet sufifciejft to sustain ixn'on&

aJ-Uthe'Tonclusidits arrival at: stilt the tendency is appa

reritfirii&he direction. in which-Prof. Guvot wpuld .lead us ;
and

• ^fir-verme-re^d may di «ie minor ppjnt

* V
€

-

...-*
* s *4- ...
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of the Old World and the New World. 163
*

from the work with enlarged views of the earth and its fitness

for man's mental and moral development. There are many por-

tions of the volume which we should be glad to transfer to our
pages. The chapter on the Relief of the Continents contains
views of high importance, which show that the author has studied
the world, and not merely a ledge of rocks or an isolated terri-

tory. He does not, with the prevalent geological school, regard
the elevation of mountain chains as the great events in the phys-
ical history of our globe, and the rising of the vast plateaus and
plains of the continents as a mere accompaniment ; but considers,

in view of the amount of evidence in physical geography, the

change of level in entire continents as the essential fact, and
mountains but the accidents attending the vast changes that

have been in progress.

Passing by this and other chapters (or lectures) we cite a por-

tion of Professor Guyot's observations on the Contrast in Physi-
cal Features and Resources of the Old World and the New
World* referring to the work for the continuation of the subject

and the many conclusions deduced.

" The most prominent feature of the arrangement of the conti- ..

nents is the grouping of the two Americas in one hemisphere, and
that of the four others in another hemisphere*. This division of

the continents into two worlds is so evident from the first glance, *

and is at the same time so convenient in practice, that it has

passed into common speech as one of those observations admit-,

ting no contradiction.

But to bring out prominently the contrast of these two worl{J;

they must be studied more in detail than we have thus far- done.;

we must compare them, in order to deduce, by the comparison'

itself, the special character of each. This is what we are going,

to attempt. We have already seen that they differ in tlj€ forms

of their relief and in their climate -
; we shall further see that-

these fundamental differences produce analogous effects in the or- >

ganized brings, and in the entire ;nh"y.sical life of each of .the two
worlds. Finally, ;we, shall speaWpf-ljhe manriei; $in which tljey .'

#ct-upoij ach othej-'and seem,, by, their very nature, destined, not

to'live solated bftt to forfti together a single organism, a grand

.'

-During the /vtfhQle of this study, please, to- remember, gentle-

n*fen-,#hat we are in the, realm of nature, and not in that of his-"*

;*ory% The*Amei^ca wc re Seeking to understand is that which
" Aoiutobiis and his successors discovered, still .entirely a virgin

... m^

*
The?5*Leiitures were delivered by Prof. G-uvot in FrencB at the. EowflT InHi

tute, iffJam^fV" and . Februar 1849.
l

Thfi 'vigorous6 ^nd eloquent thpught?.uf jh<^
author are welLfixprfesaedV the elegant"translation- of Pro£ J^ltoh."-' '

'. • A

» 9
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164 Guyot on the Contrast in the Physical Features

world, centuries ago ; and not the New World of history, of

which we shall have to speak later, that has come to plant itself

on that soil.

A general comparison of the two groups of continents, will

call to mind some of the leading features we have already become
acquainted with, and add still others.

The Old World and the New World differ in the groupings,

and in the number and extent of the continents composing them

;

in their astronomical situation, with respect to the climatic zones;

in the general direction of their lands ; in their interior structure.

This assemblage of opposite characters secures to. each of them
a climate, a vegetation, and an animal kingdom, peculiarly their

own.
I say first, in their groupings :

—

The Old World is composed of four continents. Setting aside

Australia, which is only an island in the midst of the oceanic

hemisphere, it numbers three, all very near each other, aggrega-

ted and forming an oval compact mass, whose extent far sur-

passes that of every other terrestrial space. It presents a solid

extent of land, the most vast, the most unbroken, the least ac-

cessible in its centre to the influences of the ocean. The Old
* World is preeminently the continental world.

** The New World has only two continents, North America and

* South America, America and Columbia, as I should like to call

J.
. th£m—to render justice where right belongs—if it were not for-

bidden to change names consecrated by long usage. These two
1

continents are not grouped in one mass, nor placed side by side,

ftnit separated from each other, not touching upon their long sides,

tnit bjf. their exterior angles, standing in line, rather than grouped.

. They 'are situated in two opposite hemispheres, and thus more

distant fnopi each other, apparently, and less neighboring.

The-: result of this remarkable disposition is that narrow,
' lengthened, slender form we see in the New World. No portion

of the interior is very remote from the sea-coasts; everywhere it

gives access to the influenced of/the ocean, in the midst of which

. it is placed, like a long island*. This form already < ntrasted

with that >f the Old World, gives to it its'character. *The Nev

. World is essentiallv oceanic. - V** ' %% %

**

*
M V

ially

**T The astronomical position, relative^ to the climatic jzone, is

-*
-

ralso not the same io the two worlds. - - • V- *

The Old World is, as it were, cftnvded back* upon the idrth of

the equator ; it belongs for the moit part, to tHteliorM >rn hemis-

phere and to the tefttpefate 'zone. Of the three principal conti-

•».

nents eomjj in&it, th^uvo whose imp^tance is»bylar the great-

est, Buropaafta^^a, are.temperate. Asjai penetrates,, thfe_ torrid

P •
rejfens only by. the southern peninsulas : Europe at ho "point;

• Au 'alia is sub-tropical; Africa only is truly tropical/ Even if

M

* . -

-
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of the Old World and the New World. 165

we take in the last two continents, more than two-thirds of the
lands are situated in the temperate regions, one-third only in the
equatorial regions. The Old World is then essentially temperate.

In the New World the lands are distributed in a manner nearly
equal in the two zones and in the two hemispheres. We find

that of the countries it includes, those which are the most richly

endowed, are situated under the sun of the tropics. Compared
with the Old World, the New World is thus essentially tropical.

The general direction of the lands, or the direction in which
their length extends, is the inverse in the two worlds. The Old
World has its greatest prolongation from east to west, in the line

of the parallels; the New World from north to south, in the di-

rection of the meridians. Both have a length of about 7,500
miles, but the breadth of the Old World is nearly double that of
the New. This disposition is of the greater consequence for the

distribution of the climates in each of them, since this configura-

tion coincides, as we have seen, with the interior structure, with
the direction of the principal mountain chains and of the table

lands. From one end to the other of the Old World, over a space

of several thousand miles, the migratory tribes are able to pursue

their adventurous roaming course, by following, according to their

custom, the great features of relief of the soil, without witness-

ing any change in the vegetation or the animals that surround
them. They change place, but not climate, nor ways of \ife.

This similarity of climates over long spaces is, then, a propertjjjf
%

of the Old World, and must have singularly favored- the disper-

sion of the primitive tribes. • *
*

In the New World, on the contrary, the zones of similar cU-

mates are short and numerous: and if we travel over the. whore.,

length of the two Americas, we pass twice in succession, through
all the temperatures, from the frozen climate of the poto to that,

of the equator, and from the burning climate of the ^equator to

that of the poles. ' This diversity of climate gives their character
'

n

to the Americas.

Meantime, ^the interior structure* modifies in the two worlds
tnese climatic, relations, in such a manner as to correct the uni-

formity of climate in the 014 by morfe marked contrasts, and the

*oo gre?St diversity- of *the
#

New, tiy gentler and better graduated

transitions. We shall see
#
.tlm as we proceed to a closer exariiina^

~

"tion f the structure of the two Americas, 'whiph nil particularly,,

occupy hs this evening k

What -hap.ctefizes the interior structure of the New World'*
is its- simplicity. *Jn*pki of the variety of the Old World,
where, in spite q£ a few3e era! ^features ..conimpn to. both, each *

continent- is/ as it" were/ewt in a separate* mould, the*£w'o Ameri^ k

*

This plan may
be sketched out in "a few lines. ' Two. triangles, tfoeit vertices*

.
-:- >

I

* -

i

*
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166 Guyof on the Contrast in the Physical Features

turned to the south, one situated northwest of the other; the

long cord of the Rocky Mountains and of the Andes, running

the length of the extreme western coast, and binding the two
continents together

;
great plains on the east, forming the larger

part of their surface ; a slight elevated chain along the Atlantic

coast of both, the Alleghanies in North America, the Serra do

Espinha^o and the Serra do Mar of Brazil, in South America;
finally, in the centre, three short, transverse chains, that of Parime,

in the Guyanas, that of Venezuela, and that of the great Antilles,

broken into a number of islands ;—these, in a few words, are all

the essential features of this vast division of the world.

That which constitutes the richness of organization in the con-

tinents, is the number and abundance of internal contrasts calling

out at once the activity of nature and that of man. The Old

World is full of them ; America has only a small number, all

tending to disappear by reason of the structure itself.

Thus in Asia and Europe, the line of the highest lands, the

continental axis, extending from the Himalaya to the Alps and the

Pyrenees, divides these two continents into two unequal parts,

one north and one south, opposite in climate, in vegetation, and

even in races. Scarcely anywhere is the transition from one to

the other gradual ; almost everywhere it is abrupt and sudden.

The table lands of Tubet and frigid Mongolia touch the tropical

North,
plains of China and of the Indies; the traveller who passes the

.li^lps, abandons the severe landscapes and the firs of the

* tqr descend,- by a single day's journey, into the ever verdant gar-

dens and the orange groves of fair Italy; he exchanges the cold

mists of the North for the sun of the South, and often leaves on

©Tie side, the Snows and frosts of winter, to find on the other, the

warm breath ol spring, its verdure and its flowers.
*

, }
This striking contrast between the North and the South re-

*'
' fleeted in"' the character and history of all the nations of Asia

and Europe, is doubtless found in America; nowhere 1^ it

* j better known than in this country. But in nature it is almost

effaced, it is softened down.** It does notjform a' barrier; it no-

* ^where presents an abrupt change; nowhere ^breaks the unity.

On account of the. continued plains.of the continent, w see the

t

, natural character jpf the
!

J\
T
orth gradual ly'melt into that of the

South. Between the 'shores .of the, Frozen Ocean and the Gulf

of Mexico there "lies the whole distance from the icy regions to

the tropics;" But -it^s only'sloW|l$ and o er long space that we
.
r \

-

pass through. the transition. From thf treeless pola**pk where

flows the Mapkenzie River; whose only Soaring M the mosses

and the lichens: we pass only by degrees to the coniferous forests

t t

of Lake Siipetior ; then JoYhe oaklanjfe.Qf Wisconsin : the" wal-

nuts, hickories, and the- chestnuts of OFfio an4..'Kentucky next

}

^afpear^: farther south, the magnolia and the inept) already

t

^

4
?
•it;
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of the Old World and. the New World. 107

herald the air of the tropics and the neighborhood of the Gulf of
Mexico. Two thousand four hundred miles separate the extremes
of this scale of vegetation which almost touch each other in the
Himalaya.

It is, moreover, to these vast plains, which offer no obstacles

to the dissemination of the species, and to the absence of great

chains from east to west, that we undoubtedly owe the appear-

ance at the North, of plants and animals that seem to belong only
to the tropical regions. It is not without surprise that the Euro-
pean landing on these shores sees the humming bird, that diamond

1

of the tropics, glancing in the sun in a country which winter
clothes, during long months, in a thick mantle of snow and ice.

It is the same towards the South, where we see the palm trees

and the parrots of the tropics, here and there, as far as the Pampas
of Buenos Ayres, much beyond their natural limits.

Thus the contrast between the North and the South is soften-

ed, reduced
; but it is not annihilated ; it exists on a great scale

from one of the continents to the other : for North America is

temperate, and South America is tropical.

America is cut by the Andes into two parts, east and west, as

Asia and Europe are cut into two parts, north and south. But
this contrast also is almost neutralized, as we shall soon under-

stand.

The inequality is here carried to the extreme, to such a reduc-

tion of one of the parts, that it loses its importance, and, so to

speak, its power of reaction. The western coast, dry and barren,

has not extent and influence enough to enter upon an effective*

rivalry with the vast countries of the East. Moreover, the diffi-

culty of communication renders the mutual action^and the inter-

course between the countries situated at the foot fcf- the two in-

clinatiojis, still more rare. Finally, the two sides T>f the Ahdes,

being'under the same latitudes, have the same, or nearly the same- '
'

climate, and only differ in the degree of moisture or dryness fall'-X -

ing to their portion. The West of the two AmericaS is only* a "

; %

I

4*
nawoW; strip, ••*ot to*f>e compared With the great pl|ins of the

1'Pt Qccupyiij^hear] the entire continent, and giving j£;-its
#
char-*

aeter. *
m

Amevlca'is then* less rich in infernal contrasts than the' ©Id4

World, but it has mpre'tff uri/ty, because it i^fficftefsimple.g Un-
doub dh iii ttasniniforiftity of structure, in^his ibsence of ob-

stacle to a free circulatfon^from end to and orthis* wpVld, we are
'to ldpl^for tong£o& the^rim pal causesf of that QpmmQn character}
of that Amejicaq physfbgnoi y which strikes us- in an (he organ-
ized beings of Uiis..CQ»ti«ent, and tvhicFi tve find again in man
himself, in the Indian- he tribes^ \vhom/'fro£i {h banks of;

the Mackenzie jliver to Patagonia^ave*the same^o^pery. tint

and a familyjflreiiess'in features, mipcfssible to mistake/ * *
...

* ' .V
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168 Guyot on the Contrast in the Physical Features

The climate of the New World, compared with that of the

Old, is distinguished by the abundance of pluvial waters, in gen-
eral, by a greater humidity. We have seen in what manner this

phenomenon is the consequence of its narrow and lengthened
form ; of the opening of the great plains—that is, of the two
continents almost entire—to the winds of the sea ; of the absence

of high mountains in the East ; in a word, of the configuration

and general 1 exposure of this part of the globe. While the Old

World, with its compact figure, its vast plateaus, its high lands

in the East, receives only an average of 77 inches of water by
the year under the tropics, America receives 115 inches. The
temperate regions of Europe have 34 inches ; North America, 39
inches.

Add to this abundance of water, the extent of plains which
permit the development of vast systems of water courses, and
you will understand the existence of that innumerable multitude

of rivers and lakes, which are one of the most characteristic fea-

tures of the two Americas. Notwithstanding a much smaller ex-

tent than that of the Old World, the New possesses the largest

rivers 'on the earth ; the richest in waters, those whose basins

occupy the vastest spaces. Where can we find, on the surface of

the globe, a river equal to the mighty Mararion, that giant among
the rivers of the earth, gathering its waters from a surface of a mill-

ion and a half square mile^, and bearing them to the ocean, after

akourse^of 3,000 miles? This mighty monarch receives in his

rogress tjjfe homage of tributaries, each of which, by its great-

ness and the abundance of its waters, would suffice for the wants

of a whole vast country. Such are the Ucayale, the Rio Funis,

•me Rio Negrdt above all, the Madera, rivalling in importance the

-
* river to which*it yields the honor of giving a name to their united

.waters. The farther it advances in its majestic course, the more

its pr£porti6ys increase ; and before arriving at the ocean, its
*1 -a * .»* /** \ * 1 ^ * y« * » * A A m —

abroad sheet from the middle of which the eye cannot reach the
'

_
bSnkSjvseems rather to be a fresh-water^ sea, fl wing sluggishly

r towards,jt^ ocean basin, than a river of Yl^fjcoiitme^L* Fay from

4 ••its mow^i, the fresh and muddy waters ctf the Amazon are stjll

A
distingijis!ie€ f a.glance #f the eye from *the. saline afrd- limpid

waters of- the ocean ; and their slime, "borne Slong by their cur-

%

rents, •goes to form farther north,;ajiew*^spiLoii the shore

i 'r.onfinpnt j ^continent. . _, __ _ r

i f the-

* . In the other contirjent,- the 1 tther of Voters, the m .hty Mis-

sissippi, th^secoud of the jive] f the trth/ .
p^iuti in length

the Maraiibft itself: for its windir course Is 3J)d{)«,miles. But
- *_ „ _- _ _* _ ft

ts basin covers -only fron\ 8'to 900J >»)» ^uare miles. Who does

*.."

thajlissoliri
i

bngly "^ 8s 'up its ndmefar that of"its less prayerful brother;

e"theaDhicyihe"Bea&tiful River, ,the §jtream witji .transparent

. *

tvjver

* »
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waters ; like the Arkansas, and so many others composing that

vast system of arteries that vivify the whole West, and that are

destined to assume daily a greater and greater importance ? And
these immense rivers are not isolated. At the side of the Ma-
ranon, the La Plata has a course of not less than 1

;
900 miles, and

more than a million of square miles send it their waters. At the
side of the Mississippi, the St. Lawrence has a course of 1,800
miles and a basin of nearly a million of square miles.

The Old World offers nothing similar. The greatest of its

rivers, the Yan-tse-Kiang in China, has a course of only 2,500
miles. The Ganges and the Nile are far from equalling it. The
Volga, the greatest of the rivers of Europe, exhibits a course of

only 1,700 miles : and if it were necessary to enumerate in Amer-
ica rivers like the Rhine, so celebrated, it would be almost by
hundreds that we should have to cite them.
And what shall we say of the abundance of its lakes ? The

group of the great lakes of Canada, so characteristic of North
America, finds nowhere a parallel. It contains at once the largest

lakes in the world, and the greatest mass of fresh water united *

on the surface of the continents. These vast seas of fresh water,

together with the St. Lawrence, cover a surface of nearly

100,000 square miles, and it has been calculated that they contain

almost one-half of all the fresh waters on the -surface of our planet.

They, too, are not alone, and a glance of the eye at the map,
enables us to perceive in the North a multitude of lakes but little,

inferior in extent: the lake Athapescow, Winnipeg, Slave Lrfl^
the Great Bear, are worthy to figure side by side with the lakes

of Canada and of the St. Lawrence. A >M
The rivers and the lakes are the wealth, and Justly form the.

boast of America. No continent possesses so gre$t n numbcr.'or
those of so large extent, so well provided with ;vvater. sg navi-

gable. Not only do they fertilize the rich countries hey

i

but they are now and will become still more so, th
:

gyeat

ways of commgrce
;
J)etween all the parts of this is^yorld

-li^ady se^ei u^V^Jiope everything of the future' ;

Thus, gentlemen^e *vatery element reigns in the World,:. •

add to this, that* although half of its lands are exposed the ray$.. m
of the tropical sun, yet, ajr the conditions being equal. Vtnqtica*

is, on the whole, a little less warm than th^Qkl ,Worfd, and w.e

shall have the^entialfe^
*

mate. This is jwhat America *owes Jo $he*fup*damental fopfijs

and the relative disposition of 4ts lands; vhrfe the t)ld World:

*

(

•

is indebted to "the preponderance of land-' for its dty* and conti-

nental climate.* •

^
. !

'

* * \
Let us now' follow out the consequence of thosejjtfjysical cir-

cumstances* uptin. the ...development, of organic *being&- and-the"*

World will c&me out in aUJ
0.2-9.—Sertr 850. 31

clearness

*
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The warm and the moist—these are the most favorable condi-

tions for the production of an exuberant vegetation. Now, the

vegetable covering is nowhere so general, the vegetation so pre-

dominant, as in the two Americas. Behold, under the same par-

allel where Africa presents only parched table lands, those bound-

less virgin forests of the basin of the Amazon, those selvas, al-

most unbroken over a length of more than 1,500 miles, forming

the most gigantic wilderness of this kind that exists in any con-

tinent. And what vigor, what luxuriance of vegetation ! The
palm trees, with their slender forms, calling to mind that of Amer-
ica itself, boldly uplift their heads 150 or 200 feet above the

ground, and domineer over all the other trees of these wilds, by
their height, by their number, and by the majesty of their foliage.

Innumerable shrubs and trees of smaller height fill up the space

that separates their trunks; climbing plants, woody-stemmed
climbing lianos, infinitely varied, surround them both with their

flexible branches, display their own flowers upon the foliage, and

combine them in a solid mass of vegetation, impenetrable to man,

which the axe alone can break through with success. On the

bosom of their peaceful waters swims the Victoria, the elegant

rival of the Rafllesia, that odorous and gigantic water lily, whose

white and rosy corolla, fifteen inches in diameter, rises with daz-

• zling brilliancy from the midst of a train of immense leaves,

• softly spread upon the waves, a single one covering a space of

.- . six feet in width. The rivers rolling. their tranquil waters under

'verdurous domes, in the bosom of these vast wilds, are the only

paths that nature has opened to the scattered inhabitants of these

> rich solitudes. Elsewhere, in Mexico and Yucatan, an invading

vegetation permits not even the works of man to^exist; and the

» monuments of a civilization comparatively ancient, which the

antiquary goes to investigate with care, are soon changed into a

* . mountain of verdure, or demolished, stone after stone, by the ,

; plants piercipg into their chinks, pushing aside with vigor, and
; breaking \wth irresistible force, all the obstacles thatropdose their

^g-apid grpwth. —>£; * V
"South America, and particularly the # b sin of the Amazon, is

he true kingdom of the palm trees; nowhere does this noble'

forrii of vegetatfon show itself ifhder*a greater ntrmber of species.

•This is a sigff.pi thp preponderating development of leaves over

every t>ther part, of the vegetable^ growtji ; of
! expansion of

. toliage, o

•climates,

shrunken^
heatfter,*so comuVm, so* varied, ^o/dfcmefenstic • the'florft of the

• Uape of &ogd
fHope/ is ar forin mikfipfor to the New World.

8
.

k

Thgre is irorain^ which resembles those. Metrdsideri of Africa,

;

# those dty* Myrtles- (Eucalyptuf) of New HollandJ^nd willow-

#

•

r*
• *

•

-
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leaved acacias, the flowers of which shine with the liveliest colors,

but whose narrow foliage, turned edgewise to the vertical sun,
casts no shadow. Everywhere, long and abundant leaves, an
intense verdure, a strong and well-nurtured vegetation, these are
what we find in tropical America.
North America, in spite of its more continental climate, shares

no less in this character of the New World. The beauty and
extent of the vast forests that cover its soil, the variety of the
arborescent species composing them, the strong and lofty size of
the trees which grow there, all these are too well known for me
to stop to describe them. It is because this continent adds to

a more abundant irrigation, a soil slightly mountainous, almost
everywhere fertile, securing to it always an equal moisture, a
more abundant harvest of all the vegetables useful to man.

Not only is the vegetation abundant in the New World, but it

is universal, and this is a farther characteristic distinguishing it

from the Old. We do not see there those vast deserts, so com-
mon in the other continents, and occupying a considerable pdr- *

tion of their surface. The Deserts of California and that of Ata- '

cama are exceptions, and, compared with those of Africa and
Asia, scarcely seem made for anything except to serve as speci-

mens. The llanos of Orinoco, which their geological nature

dooms apparently to the fate of Sahara, are. copiously watered "

during the rainy season, and are covered then with an admirable

vegetation. Life, which seemed almost to slumber, almost ex-

tinguished, springs up a;gain more beautiful and more vigorous^ •

To the powdered sand swept along by the winds, succeed rich'

pastures, where range a multitude of indigenous animals, mingjed
with herds of horses, and wild asses, coming from Europe ; and
thousands of reptiles buried in the watery slime during the dly

j

season, reappear, and fill again with life the temporary rivers and
lakes with which these valleys are then overflowed. The pampas
themselves are not without vegetation, and suppprt at all times

numer©us.hei"d^' And who is ignorant that the vast prairies of

the Mississippi and the Missouri produce every.war ftn abundant

• r'sr.
yegetationi^'on mf^ hffcfed the bisons and the other yjikl tenants

*>"f the nil try.
t g

But hat bee rnes offtlflTfaniinal. in- the peculiar kingdom of

vegetation ? B)essJh*gs. are.ghared : all treasure^ ctcPno't belong to

.one country- al
r T

n
*h*is uiant vegetation, it flight be said,

' seems to-sfifle'rtie Higher lite, in the 'animal woddy- ^Animal life- ••

is, as* werev overrule' bled ; at- does not.occupy here the

firsts which. is *s

;

that whicli' favors it is' dry heat,

the coritlnental element, , • .
* *'

From'niip'onil tn "tllA*From'one end tlie-c ler'or the animal scale^he families

that seem tp; give to' ih'ele
* unities their character, by the num-

ber of their >pecies and' by ttaif relative abuij^ilce, are those
*

*
.* >

*

» •
t * * *»
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which connect themselves, by their mode of life, with the aque-
ous, or with the vegetative element.

Hence, nothing is more splendid, more sparkling, than the in-

sect world in South America. The inexhaustible variety of their

species, the brilliancy of their colors, the size of their bodies,

make them one of the most beaut "fill ornaments of these regions.

Here live the Hercules beetle, the largest of the Coleoptera; and
those brilliant butterflies with broad wings, the Menelaus, the

Adonis, the Achilles, whose varying colors glitter in the sun like

diamonds. But why be astonished? The existence of this

little animal world is almost altogether dependent on the vegeta-

tion
; the wealth of the one must create the wealth of the other.

Among the vertebrates, no family is so largely represented as

that of the reptiles, for moisture is their element, and the rivers

and temporary lagoons of the rainy season are peopled with Cai-

mans, the crocodiles of the New World ; the Iguanas, the most

gigantic of the lizards; the Basilisks and other species, which
multiply in the warm and still waters. The forests harbor in

reat numbers serpents of every form and figure, even to those

.monstrous boas, that are the terror of the natives themselves.

They seem to be at home in this country.

But among the superior animals, development seems to be ar-

rested; it is incomplete. The prevailing types are at the same
.time the inferior types. Among the birds, the stilt-plovers, in-

habitants of the-marshes and the shores, of which the number
%pf 'species surpasses far, in America, that of any other continent.

'In the mammifera, the order of Edentata, the Armadillos, the

^BaQgolins, the Ant-eaters, the Sloths, which characterize, more
than any other family, the fauna of South America, not only in

g> the present epoch, but also in the geological aires. And if we

f seek representatives of the higher orders, we find them less nu-
• merous in species, smaller in size ; in a word, far inferior to the

' ^-corresponding ariimals of the Old World. In the order of the

I

Pachyderms, instead of the elephant, the rh dferos
>
"ihe- hippo-

pofearri is, those giants of the Old World, the.-jfeebLe and harmless

•

r

tapir and J&e pecari. In the Ruminant stead of the camel
'. * and the dromedary, the lruna-pf the Andes,, which* reaches only

half their size. Instead of the Uffcjlyjipn: of A Viea, and the

<'• - ferocious tigetf bf the islands of* the firang tbjj^Oiince ancj the

^ Jaguar of thd forests of Brazil, which %

are % *ly moraphan
l^rge cats. ^Lfi the 'moukeys. finally, ifciose Vfti at prehens; tail,

. which are jtecyfiar to j^tnerica, afo rcjcRrfnfdaiftpifkithe least per-*

B feet, the- lb v i*f their order m -t' ;. o% organization.

*; Not only are We; superior an i«jalsjll. presented on- this tjonti-

ient, but tfar have. not the&refigffi, j the indomitable courage,

riot the ferfety, lior the inteliigencex)f*t'he similar creature§
4of

£he Old World.* **In all. tropical America'espfccially;' as we see, the
* *

. -
- s -

:
•

*»

ft

***£
a

*.
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whole animal kingdom remains in an inferior condition. It is

subjected to the watery element, and to the vegetable world ; for

in those regions where vegetable life is the superior, animal life

stands but in the second degree.

North America, however, in consequence of her more conti-

nental character, possesses some superior types, which recall to

mind, and perhaps equal, those of the Old World. The majestic

bison, the deer, the elk, and the bear, give evidence of that same
vigorous northern nature which predominates in the temperate

continents, and of which, as we shall see, North America pos-

sesses her share.

Man himself, the indigenous man I mean, bears in his whole
character the ineffaceable stamp of this peculiarly vegetative na-

ture. Living continually in the shadow of those virgin forests

which overspread the earth that he inhabits, his whole nature has
been modified thereby. The very copper hue of his complexion

indicates that he lives not, like the negro, beneath the scorching

sunbeams. His lymphatic temperament betrays the preponder-"

ance in his nature of the vegetative element. The Indian is of
a melancholy, cold and insensible race. " Foreign to our hopes,

our joys, our griefs," says a traveller, " it is rarely that a tear

moistens his eyes, or that a smile lights up his features." The
most barbarous tortures cannot extort from him a single com-

'

plaint, and his stoical indifference is disturbed only by vengeance
or jealousy. If he sometimes exhibits a display of prodigious

muscular force, he is yet without endurance. Who knows not

that when the first invaders of the New World endeavored to

compel the inoffensive Indians, who had received them as gcjdk

to the rude labors of the mines and the cultivation of the s*i

these men of the woods, incapable of enduring fatigue, perish!

in agony by thousands ? And it Was thereupon that the EurcT-

peans substituted for the Indian the robust and vigorous native *oj

the Old World, 4he. negro, who. still to this day?, used as the in-

strumerifs-of the .white man's labor, endures, I had almost said.

*

* -

daily, a degree of toil ec^ual to that which {Jestroyed

the couriiry.; ' r*^r
Hh The cial^cqfiditibn of the Indian tribes js tincfured, in an
equal degr^ by the^mverfuL influence of his'ye|etative charac-

ter. Tiie4ncfiaiiJ^s continued the man of the forest. He \\:\<

seldom elevated! :#s&£ above the -condition if "thjg, hunter, the

lowei *rade in t+i<3 scale of civilization. The exutjerance of the

% »

his nourishment. Hejias
\

fof tl

I

hfaiL Wkh" Ifirn no domestic atrimars Ire maintained to

ieea mm with their milk or clothe hi'm \yith their fl^pces. as they
are by the ri&madic races *of the Old World..

;
From "one ex-

tremity of America to theother, we findi^esam
v % *

* *

to

*; "I • M *

% J, *

* £
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tacle
;
the people of the elevated table lands of Mexico and Peru,

are the only exception to this picture, and this exception goes far

to establish the influence of the vegetative and humid nature of

the lower plains of America. For if these nations do not exhibit

the same character of inferiority, if they have raised themselves
a little higher in the sphere of humanity, by the aid, perchance,

of elements foreign to their own continent, it cannot be for other

cause than that, living in those heights, those aerial islands,

above the influence of the hot and humid atmosphere, they have

been removed from the potency of its action.

Such, gentlemen, is the order, the admirable connection of the

phenomena of nature with each other. The conformation and

position of the New World give to it a hot and watery climate;

-

r'*

this impresses its own character on all the organized creation.

.Man himself, the one being preeminently free, is liable to its in-

fluence, in proportion as he neglects the exertion of those supe-

rior faculties with which he is endowed for the conquest and

subjugation of that nature which was intended, not to govern,

but to serve him.
-

We may rest, then, in this conclusion, that, as compared with

the Old World, the Xew World is the humid side of our planet,

the oceanic, vegetative world, the passive element that awaits

...

* the excitement. of a livelier impulse ,from without. Such is the

Arjierica of Nature', such was it before the arrival of the man of

the Old World. We know already, and we shall see better yet

. hereafter, all that his superior intelligence has been enabled to

• enect in the way of improving upon nature."

Art.rx. XVI.-

—

On the relation of the Laws of Mechanics to Per-

Jpehfcl Motion;* by Jeremiah Day, late President of Yale

. l/ollege. •
•

i

I (an not engage to furnish' any infallible remedy, for the mor-

tfifyiri'j disappointments which abound 'in th fascyliaLmfe field of

investigation; yet it may not be altogc a w of time, to*

pay sotne. irttlegattention to a subject wft h has levied such
; idhry contributions, on Hhe inventive facftLtii rf ghodevn raP

chanrcians ahcFptfi jsophers: The hfnts wHTefrJ propose. to sug-

gest will be^jprtoicjpaily
r
on the n/itun oft] rodtdal motion, the

:pectecl from 'it. the 'tjfjt \lliy$ ibejl* benefits to be n filtered

m.

I * Messrs.*Ed ^#Hfit fre*con-i^fi|£ wit r in .urnal,

to admit upon its pr^l p^'puvliic ;it|fnti*..»i r.ty rti* i* .Tiling"

. original. iKMiewly < iovjpreci principles .of > miprtffep <v>mI>inauon^ -of ma-

hvr v n th rnts on' tKomJSltf i "f' : ^ lied laws ofchinerv; J * following p
+1 j

mechanics4o tni Bubieci'of *p uai bti&% af^fat ybm»disposal.-

* • * • Very, respectfiJly. youra; Ac., V
New Haveii, Jul*. 1.850. . .

"
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by the inventors, and the methods by which we may form an
opinion whether it has been actually attained*

Perpetual motion is a motion continued without ceasing, and
without any renewed application of force. A machine may be
said to possess a principle of perpetual motion, if it continues to

move, as long as it is kept in repair; and if it requires no new
force to be applied to it from without. It is no part of the requi-

sition concerning perpetual motion, that the machinery should
never be out of repair. If it goes when it is in order, that is all

that is demanded. What is looked for, is not perfection in the

construction of the apparatus, but an unfailing moving force.

On the other hand, it is required, that this force belong to the

machine itself; that it be not an application from without. A
stream of water may run continually. It may be applied to turn

the wheel of a mill. It may in this way, become a never failing

moving force. If the mill could be kept always in repair, the

stream might be sufficient to turn it, as long as the world stands.

But this is not what is meant by the perpetual motion of a ma-
chine, as the expression is commonly used. The moving force

is here no part of the mill ; it is applied from without. What is
'

wanted is a principle of motion within the machine itself; or at <?

least, so connected with it, as to accompany it wherever it may

*

be removed.
It is farther expected that the moving force, should require no

new supply of materials to keep it in action. In the steam en-

gine, the moving force is within the machine ;
and its agency 5

may be continued without interruption. But a constant supply

of fuel is necessary, to keep it in operation ; arid there is a con-

tinual demand for labor, to furnish the fuel. To save this ex-

pense of materials and labor, is the very purpose for^which pVr* *

petual motion is wanted.
It is this which renders the proposed invention so highly im-

portant. Extravagant as the expectations of mkfry'ardent inven^
tors may appear," there is reasonto believe, that in this case, they

would be more than; realized, if the long sought for principle?

could oh^e be laid hdid*ot and brought into general operation', i

It would be o£ nt) great use perhaps, .to produce atv instrument

which would merely t a \vljeel, for mstfftict which would*^-
volve continually it$>i\j;' having force nough". tc? result irf any

valu^le product; $ A sawmill which wfcufA nui*ofJ tself would
be an object of^wyosky ; but i would be opveyy little practical

use, if the saw merely played d-and-down, without-cutting the

timber. Tkt^foree wtjieh*i necessary t<t^ut a*niachine in mo-
tiorf is generally rhuch less than thk/whfell fi«^requisite to ac-

complish the obj*ec\*for wlucffthe. machine is" constructed But
#

there is reason' to 'befieve*
#

rtiaH if a perpetual fno.ving force^ could

desirable e*xtent

:

»

otice be discovered, it misht be increased, to "any desir

% i*

£* Jm
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1^6 Relation of the Laws of Mechanics to Perpetual Mbtion;

that if a power could be found which would continually over-

balance the resistance of the air, and the friction of the parts of

the apparatus, it might be so multiplied, as to produce any of the

effects for which force is required in the arts. If for instance the

moving principle were a weight, and ten pounds could be so ap-1

plied as to preserve an uninterrupted motion of the machine, a

hundred pounds would accomplish much more. As the weight

.
might be easily enlarged, to almost any extent whatever, there

would scarcely be any bounds to the effects to be produced.

The vast expense now incurred, in providing reservoirs of water,

in producing steam, in procuring labor, &c, as moving forces,

might be wholly dispensed with. In the various manufacturing

establishments, in this country, and in Europe, millions of dollars

might be saved, in a single year. The invention might be con-

sidered a mine of wealth, even to a nation. It would not, per-

haps, necessarily follow, that a power which would put in opera-

tion a standing machine, as a mill or manufacturing establish-

ment, would be adapted to the progressive motion of a plow or

a coach. But it would seem less difficult to make such an ap-

}\ plication of a moving force, than to originate the force itself. If

.this additional improvement could be effected, our oxen and our

\ draft horses might be relieved from their labors ; our carriages

: would be seen ro.lling through the streets of themselves; and we

should be brought near to the state of perfectibility predicted by

Godwin, when a plow need only to be let loose into afield, to ac-

complish the work of tillage.

Mankind have not been insensible to the immense advantages

i to be derived from perpetual motion. There is perhaps, no one

subject on which the inventive faculties have more frequently

"Been callechinto exercise. It is doubtful whether a single year, or

evgn'a single week has passed, for centuries, in which it has not

occupied the earnest attention. of some one. Many are probably

employed in the Search, who ' *'
'

'*
• ^- *~ »w*

'public. They have a double motive for keeping

the' one hand, to secure to themselves the rewards of their suc-

cess*; on thd other, to conceal their disappointment, in,case of*

a

failure. Persons' of Very various descript »ns and occupations

have .been engaged in\ffe pursuit. ^.£The.muii ofsciejice.and the

initiate mechanic, have botheagwly-^
generally wj£h equaf .success. .

*•*£"** :

• It is natural to iffuuire. what t u be the-eaflte hich t&s pro-

duced suchuMiiversal failure, w-nsap the-zejd for attaining the ob-

ject has been "jlrdcyit, and so [l i^jpontinryed. *V are trie

difficulties whi'oi ith so.prav kii ,a perl,in1ftity, unceasingly

throw themselves in the way of the sanguine inventor ? It would

be in vain to attempt to enitme*mte'a//lhe obstacles which a sub-

• * ject so fruit&Lin disappointments presents. They will vary ac-

*

i

• • w •
-

•

•

4

never disclose thejr attempts to, the

motive for keeping the "secret ;
on

I
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cording to the means which are used to effect the object, and ac-

cording to the characters of the different projectors. The man
of science will be liable to embarrassments of one kind ; the mere
mechanician, to those of another. The chief impediments in the
way of the man of science are certain general principles, denom-
inated laws of nature. His ingenuity is exercised in endeavoring
to evade these; but they obstinately meet him at every turn;
and in spite of all his windings, he finds himself brought back to

the same ground from which he started.

Nothing but what is capable of producing motion, can be the

cause of perpetual motion. The moving forces which are com-
monly applied to machines are weights, springs, running water,

steam, wind, and the strength of animals. Of these, water,

wind, and animal strength can not produce what is commonly
meant by perpetual motion, because they are not constituent

parts of the machine. They are forces applied from without. ,

But steam, springs, and weights may belong to the machine itself.

Of these, the weight of a heavy body is that which is generally

made use of, to produce perpetual motion. A weight is a very
simple moving force, and may be made very powerful. The only

difficulty with respect to it is, that it produces its effect ooly
by descending ; and that when it reaches the ground, its ope-

ration ceases. If it could be made to descend and then as- . .

•

action.

•petuai

»r *

as

weight can move a body in one direction only. It can produce
motion in any direction ;

not indeed by mere pressure, but by the

aid of some very simple apparatus, for instance, a cord passir

over a pulley. Nothing is easier than to change the direction n
which a given power is to act upon the object to be moyed. A
weight may make a body either ascend, or descend, or move
horizontally. T3ut the real difficulty is, that the power will not

afW it ha£ reached the ground. Its operation then

7 ^
ceases entirely

direction, but a continuance of the motion*.

Neither dogs e obstacle to perpetual /notion consist in the

w, that matter is incapatile jjf originating'motionjn itself, or«pf

effecting any' chai in its own motions;^ The '.difficulty lies

not in beginning' the motionj but in rendering it perpetual. The
labor and expense of merely putting a machine- in .operation

would* be of no account, ii the movement would only continue.

•

I

I

first la\<Pof moftKHij instead of ob£tru<?t_ w
.

•" ance of tHe.action, is the very principle on/tt
;hieh that continu-

ance depends, unless there/is a renewed application of external ,

force. There is one known instance of actual perpetual motion, %
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 29—Sept., 1850. 2£

• *

.

* -. v- P ; *i
'

•
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the revolution of the heavenly bodies. This is owing to the fact,

that they are incapable of putting a stop to their own motion,

and that there is nothing else to stop them. But if matter were
endowed, like animals, with a principle of voluntary motion, it

would be as easy for it to cease to move, at pleasure, as to begin

to move. It would then be as difficult to produce perpetual mo-
tion in a machine, as in a horse or an elephant.

Some of the principles which really stand in the way of the

inventors of perpetual motion are the following.

1. In every machine, there is some loss of motion, from fric-

tion and the resistance of the air; and commonly a much greater

loss, from the expenditure of force, in producing the effect for

which the machine is designed. When a certain momentum is

given to a body, it will continue the same, till there is some
cause to vary it. A wheel suspended freely on an axis would
revolve with a uniform velocity, if friction and the resistance

of the air could be entirely removed. Perpetual motion would
then be a thing of course. But these obstructions it is impos-

sible to avoid; and they necessarily occasion a continual loss

y£ motion.

In addition to this, a machine, to answer any practical purpose,

must not only go, but it must also be capable of a constant ex-

penditure of force upon the effect to be produced. A slitting mill,

'•"for instance, must not only be kept in motion, but must furnish

a continual supply of force, to separate the iron. The loss of mo-

i on this account is far -greater than that occasioned by friction

resistance of the air. Both must be compensated by a re-

newal of force from some quarter or other. It is the aim of the

inventor of perpetual motion, so to arrange his apparatus, that

"this new -supply shall be. furnished from the machine itself;

. that it shall not be dependent on any application from without.

•But^h attempting to accomplish this object, he finds himself

uiider the necessity of encountering a second unaccommodating
principle. *^ l

« (

•

* 2. EveFjr body which communicates motion to another, loses

an^quaUportaon of its\>wh motion. In other u >rds, action and

reaction**are equal. iPfollowsTrom this, thatnc rtion of ma|^

•

tef can communicate fa another por|jj#rTa gtt t n ntum than

it possesses itself. If that part .ofc^ maj^hipe^n 'wlfich the %
mov-

lng force fcegjns to'act could prdfcfiift in atibttar part, a motion

reater than its own/ we mi?ht obtain a multi ition of iorce

;

or

and in this way, we might secure* a^urph ., to su^Iy thp den

ciency occasioned ^>y 'friction; &e. Jiuiaafflr alf tuft trials which

have been made upon bodies in ever conceivrffne variety' of pon-

clition, they obstinately! refuse. to
;
J£oniratoicate

t

what they do riot

themselves possess/ ' On this facV is fdtnicled d third important

* principle. Vfc

I *

»

a
*• , . *
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3. No combination of machinery produces any real increase of
force. This is the fact with respect to each of the instruments
called mechanical powers taken singly; and it is equally true, iti

whatever way they may be combined with each other. The use
of all apparatus of this kind is not to create force, nor to increase

it, but merely to apply it. It is true, indeed, that a mechanical
power may be so contrived, that a small weight may raise a very
great one. But it will raise it a very short distance only. If one
is a thousand times as large as the other, the latter must descend
a thousand feet to raise the former one foot. So that the mo-
mentum of the large body is no greater than that of the smaller

one. There is, therefore, no increase of force obtained.

One or two cautions are necessary, however, in estimating the

velocities of the power and the weight. In the first place, the

velocity is to be reckoned in that direction in which the moving
force of the body acts. Thus if a body moves down an inclined

|

plane, the moving force is gravitation, which acts towards the

center of the earth. The velocity, when we are calculating the

equilibrium, must be estimated in this direction. In the second

place, there must be brought into the account, that part only of >

the power which is concerned in producing the effect. If a weight

act obliquely on the arm of a lever, a part of its force will be

lost. This must be thrown out of the estimate. *

With these qualifications, we shall find, that however compli-

cated may be the apparatus, the power will be to the weight in

I
equilibrio, as the velocity of the weight to the velocity of the

power. As their momenta are equal, there is no increase offeree

produced by the machinery. This is a proposition, however
which one who is in pursuit of perpetual motion cqn fiat \jk

brought fully to believe, till he has learned it by mortifying e3»

. perience. He expects, by some peculiar arrangement of his lev-

ers,* and wheels, and inclined planes, to make it appear that thiar

t *

specul^tive philosophy.' He seeks after mocfes .'of combination

which ma ary, as, much as possible, Jrqm those already in use,

that he may fall upo4tke grand secret, m some mysterious (Jis-

ipsition of parts, which has hitherto escaped obseiyati f ' Bi^

the effect of ^alf this is cpmgjpnly to" di'rriimsh the .power which

he wishes to increase tfor although, acceding to. the received

laws of mechq cs, no" combination of machinery will create}

force- et it is very easy, by an unskillful arrangement, to de-

*
t

*,

/

|

the o-H'qi a fftavj b ly. Though he. may acknowledge,

perhaps, that machinery tl u >t.of-.itself produce force, yet he

considers that gravitation \s a power whidh-is. perpetually opera-

ting, and that, if he can only arrange his apparatus so as to catch

•

•

*

4 k
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this force, and apply it to his use, he has all that he wants. He
here finds a very important exception to the general law, that a

body is incapable of putting itself in motion. Matter has a con-

tinual and powerful tendency to move towards the earth. A
body needs only to be left to itself, to descend with a force pro-

portioned to its waight. But he is driven even from this refuge,

by a fourth general principle.

4. A body, by its weight, communicates motion in no other

way than by descending ; and when it has once reached the

earth, its operation ceases, till it is raised up again, with a force

equal to that with which it descended. This does not mean that

a body can, in no case, communicate motion except by descend-

ing itself. A heavy body moving in any direction may impel

another in the same direction. A cannon ball may drive before

it the object which it strikes. This is not done, however, by the

weight of the ball, but by the momentum which it has received

l%m
from a foreign force. What we are now considering is the mo-
tion produced by the gravity of the body, not that which is oc-

casioned by the application of mechanical force from without.

Neither does the principle just stated imply, that a body may not,

by its weight, cause another body to move in any direction

'\
.
except towards the earth. The weight in one scale of a bal-

. aiicamay cause those in the other side to rise. But to do this

:
it must itself descend. Nor in the third place, is it to be under-

stood; that a body can not by its .Weight, have an effect of any
.kmd^vithout descending. It may, even in a state of rest, have

'great influence in preventing motion. It may be a powerful re-

igting force, but it is not then a moving force. In preserving

the equilibrium of bodies at rest, very great advantage may be

W (reHved from the application of the instruments called mechanical
.powers. By means of a lever or an inclined plane, one pound

\. may- bo made to balance a thousand. Archimedes might have
* held a world in equilibrio. But the moment the lever, is pat

' in motion, the Comparative importance of the smaller bddy is lost.

Wr
haUis* gained in weight is lost in velocity.

• Wifh thesff explanatfbns* we may consider the principle a iini-

, versftl^that no body produces motion by , is weight, except" by
descending. If, for instance/ a heavy dpi$«lakhup©n an in?

elineel plane, Jliis plane may move, liQri& ntatly But i less fhi

;j weight descends, the"motion of the pi is.ov 5 to s oe, other

t
cause than the "pfessurwof this weight. *

** •

.
Now^thgg&kt difficulty; hi making thV^ittri body a

source of perpetuaA motion is ': t hat. the bodv must ^n reach the-

ground, that in descending it acquureg oyh cerjfam leg re of-

_

*, momentum, tliafrt *czin communicate no gfeateV momentum to

. ;
the machine, and that, m order to repeat ttib operation, there must™ Be a force at. teastwrfml tn> th\c tr> K, ^ ft"ka**1r t^ th*» tiPi'phta force at as t equal to this, to bring it "back to the heigh

%
1

1
• •

*

•

^ * t
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1

from which it has descended. There is, therefore, no force at all

derived from the weight, except during the period of a single de-

scent, and that only equal to the power which Ju.d been applied

to raise it up to the point of starting. It will "be said, perhaps,

that the weight may be made to restore itself, that it may acquire

a velocity in falling, sufficient to raise it to the same height again.

So it may. The ball of a pendulum may raise itself to the same
point from which it started, or nearly so. But it can do nothing
more. The force acquired in the descent will be all expended
in the ascent. There will be nothing left to be applied to

machinery.

There is no avoiding of this result, unless some way can be

contrived to make the body either acquire a greater force by fal-

ling, or expend less in rising. No method has yet been devised,

to bring a body to the ground by its weight, with a greater force

than that which it acquires by falling perpendicularly. It may
be made to roll down an inclined plane, to descend on the arc of

a circle, on the arm of a lever, or along a series of lines differ-

ently inclined to the horizon. But in every such case, though it

is easy to diminish the force of the descent
;
yet there is no way

of increasing it, but by the application of a foreign impulse. On
the other hand, a body can, by no device, be raised up to its orig-

inal height, but by a power equivalent to that which it acquires, i

in descending. There is, according to the received laws of me-

ht back againi with- a *

s expenditure of force than that which is necessary to rajseot

perpendicularly. It may be carried round in such a manrfer ;

to employ a greater power : but nothing less than this tf ill po

But may not advantage be taken of some of the mechanical

powers, to effect the object with more economy of force* Sup-

pose the weight be made to descend on the longer arm of a \ev$r,
v

.* ,

•* and to a&cend on the shorter arm. If one.be twice as long as the

other, may It may*

*

But it will raise .them only half las far as if moves itself, ?o-,th*at

nothing is gained by this expedient. Such is the tfrii'formJfesult «
'

*

of the projector's devices to bring up his weight with a less'f<5ree /•
.,

than that which it icquires.in falling perpendicularly. Lite the,,

•stone of Sisyphi in spited all his" efforts,, it is *foje\ r rolling

back upon him.
We sr be br ht to the same conclusion, by atfbmer view

of the sti r. No b®dy of machinery has any. tendency to move
by its w< }ht riy.lpngftr than this mption^will cause the center

ofgravity tol|scend Thi» a principle' ofjery convenient ap-

plication, 'because it b'rttigs us atonce to the^esuTt.
,
We are un-

der no necessity of intuiting into the -peculjar structure of the

machine. Whatever be the arrangement, of the. parts, as soon as
* *T • m #
M -

" • *
mm

*
i

;

-
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182 Relation of the Laws of Mechanics to Perpetual Motion.

the center of gravity of the whole has reached the lowest point,

the motion will cease, except that it may continue a while, from

the momentum already acquired.

We may, upon this principle, easily perceive the defect of those

numerous perpendicular wheels, which have been formed with

cavities in the radii or other parts, so as to contain fluids or balls

rolling alternately to and from the center. The object here is to

have the weights near the axis, while they are ascending, and

near the periphery when descending, so as to act upon the prin-

ciple of the wheel and axis. The fallacy is the same here, as in

the longer and shorter arms of the lever. But to detect this,

there is no necessity of examining the particular structure. What-
ever be the disposition of the parts, when the center of gravity

of the wheel and its contents has reached the lowest point, the

tendency to move, from the weight, is at an end. The defect of

the contrivance is also evident from the consideration, that as the

wheel revolves, each of the balls must rise to a certain height,

. . and it is immaterial by what route it arrives there, whether by

going rqund on the periphery, or taking a shorter cqurse near the

-axis.

I

^Similar difficulties will be presented, if instead of the weight

of. a solid bddy
;
we substitute the pressure of a, fluid. Accord-

\ ing to what is called the hydrostatic paradox, a pound of water

may^baiance and set in motion a quantity ever so great. But the

'motion will not, perhaps, be more than a thousandth part of an

* inch, beftfre the effect will cease.

'Alter duelling so long upon the weight, as a moving force, it

* wifl hot "be necessary to enter into a particular consideration of the

action of springs. The difficulty, iirthe two cases, is nearly the

/ same. ,A spring which is coiled up, as in a watch, produces its

, effect by expanding. When it is unbent, its action ceases till it is

, . AVQiind up again ; and to wind it up requires a force equal to that

with which it expands. There is, therefore, no balance left, for

the purposes of machinery. .

m
# *"-?

w

• Invtlie casq.of stepmu the continuance o£the motion is to be

*66iiglit for," not upon .mechanical but up 1 cbeiriicul ^>rinpiple||

Hefe perhap^. there is*piore reason to hope* because the ground

has rfot tjpen go.long,arid so thoroughly explored. Rut it is n*t

-improbable, 4-hat the^balance of ajfintfy; m el mistry. wiji prove
-.• *1 1M
tQ*l)fS aMntractable^ as the balance erf jriftmen in phanics.

A similar >ertiark may be applicable* to the .imponderable agents

electricity, galvanism, and magnetism. *** F
Some of the difficulties whiclmig in the,way WP thft man of

science, in tys nurguit; after ..petpSar.iriot'iX.jiav* iow been

- *

*

stated. But. pemaps'this ilTnot. thp clat of. persons which are

most likely tbifnccejed,.in this field of investigation. The inven-

tion, if it should ever be made, may: proceed from some one who

:

*-

*
«• JL
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has little or no knowledge of the laws of mechanics. Xhe phi-
losopher commences the inquiry with ardor ; but soon stumbles
upon one of his unyielding general principles, and then abandons
the pursuit as hopeless. The uninformed mechanic is not so
easily disheartened. If he fails in one attempt, he sees no reason
why he should not succeed in the next. Perseverance supplies
the want of skill. His very blunders may turn to his advantage,
by leading to combinations of machinery which a person of more
scientific views would have rejected without trial. He however
is not exempt from embarrassments. They are mostly of a na-
ture not to be particularly described. But they all terminate in
one

; his machine won't £*o.

It must be acknowledged, however, that although this is the
general result, it is not universal. There is, here and there, a
solitary exception. A man, after years of thought, and toil, and
disappointment, finds at length the object of all his wishes attain-

ed. His machine goes. His labors are at an end. His fortune
and his fame are secured. He has shown himself superior to all

the pretenders to science and mechanical skill. His nayie is to .

go down to posterity, in the same rank with llacon and NewtonC
But in the intoxication of success, one thing seems to have es--
caped him. He has forgotten that all motion is not* perpetutil

motion. His machine stops. His dream is ended : and he awalM .

to the realities oF the life of a sober mechanic.
Must we then be driven to the conclusion, that perpetual mo-

tion is absolutely and forever impossible? Shall we obstinatejy-

close our eyes and ears against ail proof which may be offend bf
its actual existence ? Shall we reject the testimony <jf our spfis<

when we see the machine really in motion? When a man prd*-

fesses to have made the great discovery, and calls upon us to ac-
*

cede to his pretensions, we have a right to suspend our "opinion;
till he has made good his claim, either by shewing the frinciph

'

• oti which it denends. or bv furnishing the nroof hv 9

actual trial

IF a new principle is ai

ceived, wehnaf safety
thorough an investiga
>t lTiephnrwir'c lintro hot*

(Id laws*.' •
•

I turned in almost every, concfei\

purpose of eliciting from them

^M —J

-matician and the mostfckillft

gl i a thousand djfft

fi^e been

nerv. Al-

mechanical
-

due'ss. - When any new p
plead" as much in its foror. it may fairly §e putrin ^competition-"

yith the old ones. «L
T
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But the inventor, though he may not boast of theory on his

side, has that which is of far greater importance, the support of

fact. .His machine goes So does a time piece go. It may be

made to go, for a whole year together, without being wound up.

But this is not perpetual motion. In a clock, a force is wanted

to supply the loss from friction. If the instrument is nicely con-

structed, this loss may be very small. A large weight may fur-

nish the requisite supply, for a long time, without coming to the

ground. , But when it has descended as far as it can, its power is

exhausted, and the motion ceases. To determine from trial

whether any particular machine has an unfailing principle of ac-

tion, we must wait till the force first applied has had time to

spend itself. If we are impatient to come to a more speedy de-

cision, there is a way in which the point may be soon settled.

> The apparatus may be so well adjusted, that it may take weeks

or months, perhaps, to exhaust the moving force, in merely over-

coming the friction. But let it be required to do something

more. Instead of merely going, let it be applied to some practi-

cal purpose. Let it be employed, for instance, in the grinding of

grain, or the sawing of timber. In proportion as the resistance

is increased, the time of its action will be shortened, if, like other

machines, it is dependent on a renewed application of force from

\tfthout. But if it possesses a perpetuating principle, this may

>
be

;
rtiade..to supply that part of the loss of momentum which pro-

' ceeds from. the resistance of the 2:rain or the timber: as well as

tb

h
th

In this manner, the

:w
# M1

instrument for perpetual motion ; we have only to inquire,

^ whether it is now in operation, in our manufacturing establish-

ments of- every description; whether our mills, and forges, our

Jteteafriboats. &nd our' railroad cars are actually moved" by it. An
*fn^royement whicH^is to produce so complete* a revolution

prattjcal mechanics," could not long be cotoerih|ed,
#
or Ifonfined to

(Intor.^ It would* be coveted and circulated, a- eagerly as

in

a bank of guineas. discovered
bl^treasure., He has unfoldeji , a secreTL which thousands

£t .
have sou jht^for in vain. He has opened arnnx f gold/;.which

is qfccessfole to everyone. Its value is be] all computation.

*strange to tell, it lies neglected otten, neither

JJ wrought by himself, *r Qiie

* *

., t

- - *
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Art. X.YH.-~-Contributions to the Mycology, of North Ametica ;

by Rev. M. J. Berkeley, of England^ ana Rev. M. A. Curtis,
of South Carolina. . .

101. Polyporus rhipidius, Berk.—Ad truncos putridos. Sept.
Ohio (Lea); Santee Canal, S. C. (Ravenel.)

102. P. valenzuelianus, Mont.—-Ad truncos emortuos. Santee
Canal ;—Ravenel.

103. P. epileucus, Fr.—Ad truncos Pini. Autumno. Society
Hill and Santee Canal.

104. P. rigidus, Berk.—Ad lignum cariosutn. Hieme. Mr.
Ravenel.

105. P. (Anodermei) fissiles, Berk, and Curt. ;—albus
;

pileo

dimidiato vertice elongato rugoso hie illic aculeato-setoso ; intus

fibroso-fissili insigniter zonato; poris mediis subrotuudis acie ob-

tusiuscula.—Autumno. On old stumps. Society Hill, S. Car.

Cap 6 in. broad, 2 long, or, with the vertex, 3^, undulated,

with numerous raised lines which are sparingly aculeato- setose j

v

substance splitting into fibres, zoned throughout: pores about ^
in. broad.—A fine species belonging to the same section as*P. •

spumeus, remarkable for its strongly zoned highly fibrous sub-

stance
; allied to P. borealis, but with larger pores, firmer dissep-

iments, and a more fibrous texture. • •

106. P. senex, Mont.—Ad truncum. Autumno. " Santee Ca-
nal, Mr. Ravenel.

107. P. vellereus, Berk.—Oregon. U. S. Exploring .Ex-,

pedition. .

108. P. Lindbladii, Berk.—Ad truncos dejectos. Autumno.
Ravenel.

<-• ,

•

•

4

109. P. laceratlts, Berk.—Ad truncos emortuos /prsesertim
Quercuum. Hieme. Yere. N. and S. Car.^

*

%^
110. P.^Kloridanus, Berk.—Ad truncos emefrtuos Myricfp Sec.

ieme. Kaveneh *
111. P. ARCTicrs Klotseh.-^-rAd truncos emortuos. Autumno.

Hieme. +%. and £ r. etJV. York. Div§artwell. ^%.

.

112. P. ([node nei) chartaceus, J3erk. and Ciyt. ;-*-rigido-

membranaceoi bi- e resupinato utritique refle.\ife: •pjleo

,

leviter ito albino- sericeo poris. sistotrematoideok' pallidis.
'*

Subter tic. dejSctiJ Liriodeh'dri.
v Vere. Hillsborough.

N. Car - "•" *

•

m

pores about ^ in. broad,- breaking into obtuse Ia$i|llar processes,
extending to the- margin where, they are shallow and more dis-

Second Series; Vol. X, No. 29.—Sept., 1850: U
m

1

V".
*
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186 Contributions to the Mycology of North America.

tant.—Allied to P. pinsitus, of which we at first thought it was
a variety, but differing in its nearly smooth pileus and the singu-

larly decomposed pores. '

«

113. P. niger, Berk.—Ad trunc. Qucrc. deject, cariosum.

Hieme. S. Car. (Ravenel.) Ohio, (Lea.)

114. P. Cremor, Berk, and Curt. ; resupinatus albus ; margine

obsoleto, poris parvis subrotundis, dissepimentis crassis, acie ob-

tusissima.—Ad ram. querc. dejectos. Vere. Society Hill.

Allied to P. vulgaris, but differing in its thick dissepiments

and the obtuse edge of the pores.

115. P. salmonicolor, Berk, and Curt. ;—resupinatus crassus,

mycelio mucedineo albo, poris rotundis nibellis demum elongatis

purpureo-fuscis.—Ad lignum pineum adnstum. Aestate. Santee

Canal. Ravenel.

Effused, several inches broad, margin thin, centre thick, of a

rich salmon color, at length brown. Pores small, at length torn

and angular. Whe be

. easily injured, in which state it becomes dark purple brown, with

*a resinous aspect. Not closely allied to any descrihed species.

Its^ nearest affinities are with P. purpureas, Fr. and P. rhodellus
j

Fr., or better with P. carneofusms, P.

116. Daedalea cinerea, Fr.—Ad trunc. dejectum. Autumno.
R. Island : Mr. Bennett.

* 117. D. siEPiuM, Berk.—Ad lignum Quercus, Taxodii, &c.

Autumno. Hieme.
S. Carolina.

(M

jam
,118. Lenzites cratjegi, Berk.—Ad Liquidambar. Society

F
forpii/carrioso-rigido

pileo tenui reni-

pori

girfriatis plicatis.—Ad trunc. mort. Autumno. Ravenel.

CapJ2 in. broad, H long, very smooth, rigid, and tawny when
" ~

' broad, pale, undulated and-*cri$ped ; edge

white.

• v Mont. ;.buf the pores.are less rlgi^ and Smaller, thdjjsubs"

more fleshy.

120.^OicEOPcmfrs conchoides, Mont.-**-Acl tfnncx'j istratu

Society Hill. S. Gar,

?

-

i

•

':

1^1i*Mekixius CtfRiuM, Fr.— Icon. Q' siau e, &c-.

Autumnfii^iV'ere. S-. Car.

122. M.<L\CRASSATU?
7
BejJv.^n<l titt —giiiisu; ipinatus,

' \d lign-
v

».• WO

dirt\^

t£. &i& tha-margiii shortly
'

Substance thick, fleshy/

m

*

Folds forming' small brownish pores. Allied, to ~M. iremello

% *

4

•
*
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123. Porothelium Friesii, Mont.—Ad corticem • Juniperi.
Hieme. Santee Canal ; Ravenel.

ARRHYTID1A, nov. gen.—Hymenophorum a mycelio mil-
cedineo contexto formatum, marginatum, tectum hymenio ceraceo

1 * * ft * m ... l _

molli lam sine plicis. Sporse oblongse.

124. Arrhytidia flava, Berk, and Curt.—Ad ramos dejectos
Pini. Society Hill, S. Car.

Forming little scattered, 4
broad, consisting of a white mycelium which forms a distinct

border to the smooth orange yellow hymenium; sometimes the
border is double. Spores oblong, fixed obliquely at the base.

This has just the habit of Psilopezia, but is without Asci. It

is a distinctly bordered, mostly pezizaeform Merulius, destitute

of folds.

125. Hydnum velutinum, Fr.—Ad terram in sylvis. Hills-

borough, N. Car.

12G. H. graveolens, Delastre.—Ad basin caudicum in sylvis.

Aestate. Society Hill, S. Car.

127. H. pulcherrimum, Berk, and Curt. ;—dimidiatum crassum
lobatum spongiosum carnoso-fibrosum hirsutum tutus zonatum,
margine tenui ; aculeis breviusculis subulatis. Ad truncos pros-

tratos in paludosis. Aestate, Autumno. Santee Canal, (Mr.

Ravenel,) and Society Hill, S. Car.
,

*
-

:

Pilei very white becoming pale tawny, subimbricated,- 3-6 iii.

broad, 2-3 long, 1-2 thick, of a soft spongy consistence, clothed

with copious stiff down which is more or less matted witt\ age,

sometimes as if gummed together. Substance slightly -zone^.''

Teeth 1-2 lines long, tawiiy.—This splendid species fs .eloscffy*

allied to H. septentrionale, but is smaller, far less imbricate^anij*'

clothed with much stiffer hairs. The general texture i& precisely

that of Pol. hispidus.
*'

128. H./MTHYft^HiLi;>f, Berk, and Curt. :—resnpinatum.1 effu-

sum, subkjfevtefiAisskiio farinaceo-t>yssoide6 ; abul£is"ochraceis

compressiCapici ito-lacerifi.—-Ad ram. -dejectos ^(lign.iet cort.

)

pineos, Autumno.;Hu*he. Society-Hill, S. C.
%

• %

Forming confluent patches several inches «iri leng'tK. Subi-

culum _extr rn f tWn; sbmetirnes. farinaceous,* sometimes finely.
,

byssoid,. w^j Teeth* pjrle. o^hraceous 1 Jfne-lon^-more.or less •

toothed \tr*< at the apex.—Resembling* resupiyat^ states of

//. ochrof flpf 3ri both inffthe s'ufciculumiand teeth.

129. H ftLi -vj B BRu Curt, r-^resupinatum orbiculare-

.

*

t§nue vix a matrice^phibil aculeis brevibus cqmpressis floccoso-'

ciliolatis.—-AcPraftios dej^t (lign. et cor£)ifp,uercus et Lirio-

dendri(?). AutUmuo. Society' Hill. % /, .

> -•*

.
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Pormirg small orbicular patches, an inch or two in diameter,

nearly white with a pale ochraceous tint, thin, margin minutely

byssoid, sometimes slightly raise! Teeth short, minutely cilia-

ted with fine flocci, extending to the very margin where they are

merely little downy fascicles.—Resembling resupinate forms of

H. ochraceum, but differing widely in the nature of the teeth.

130. H. plumosum, Duby.—In rimis cort. crassse Pini. Hieme.

Society Hill.

Art. XVIII.

—

Experimental Researches in Electricity.— Twenty-

third Series ; by Michael Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., etc.*

* »/

2640. Four years ago I suggested that all the phenomena pre-

sented by diamagnetic bodies, when subjected to the forces in the

magnetic field, might be accounted for by assuming that they

then possessed a polarity the same in kind as, but the reverse in

'direction of, that acquired by iron, nickel and ordinary magnetic

. bodies under the same circumstances (2429. 2430.). This view

was received so favorably by Pliicker, Reich and others, and above

all by W. Weber,f that*I.had great hopes it would be confirm-

.
ed

; #and though certain experiments of my own (2497.) did not

] increase that hope, still my desire and expectation were in that

direction.

2641. Whether bismuth, copper, phosphorus, &c.
?
when in the

: magnetic fidd, are polar or not, is however an exceedingly im-

^rtalit question ; and very essential and great differences in the

mode of action of these bodies under the one view or the other,

J^ •' ••to iist be conceived to exist. 1 found that in every endeavor to

I

"
: "proc^pd by induction of experiment from that which is known

irrtHis department of science to the unknown, so much uncer-

tainty, hesitation and discomfort arose from the unsettled state of

my iriirfd.pq; this ppint, that. I determined, ii^pssi^, to arrive

at some^expenmorital proof either one walT j^ihe <3jer. /This

was the rfrore needful, because of the coiietusioy%»iu the affirma-

• tive.to wftich W^eber had come in his veuy pi ^pphical* paper

;

and so importantVJo I think it fop the pn of seiei :e,' that

iri th< imperfectly developed^ Iflsol avl =i§»fwhich form

its boundaries* our c ncffisions an^l deduction; i'not- go far

beyond, or*af* all eveilt*|n;ot -e^df oriytk W eriment

^except as fbpj ^tipns^th^l^Biwa -heeital^ t<
present

Lbors, though tfte^ j- Viv at S e rest :

;
. th Royal

4 -^Dciety.
•%

• *<Frorn theJra£#lfc , London, Part I, for i 8|0.—R Marcn*! an- 114,1 ^0.

t P^ggeodorflfs ^oaieSy tuarj 184b, *r -Taylors'Sciemifi^Iemoirs, v, p. 47 <

.

••^ - . *

f
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Supposed Polarity of Diamagnetic Bodies. 189

2642. It appeared to me that many of the results which had
been supposed to indicate a polar* condition, were only conse-

quences of the law that diamagnetic bodies tend to go from
stronger to weaker places of action (2418.) ; others again appear-

ed to have their origin in induced currents (26. 2338.) ; and fur-

ther consideration seemed to indicate that the differences between
these modes of action and that of a real polarity, whether mag-
netic or diamagnetic, might serve as a foundation on which to

base a mode of investigation, and also to construct an apparatus

that might give useful conclusions and results in respect of this

inquiry. For, if the polarity exists it must be in the particles

and for the time permanent, and therefore distinguishable from

the momentary polarity of the mass due to induced temporary

currents ; and it must also be distinguishable from ordinary mag-
netic polarity by its contrary direction.

2643. A straight wooden lever, 2 feet in length, was fixed by.

an axis at one end, and by means of a crank and wheel made to

vibrate in a horizontal plane, so that its free extremity passed to

and fro through about 2 inches. Cylinders or cores of metal or

other substances, 5£ inches long and three-quarters of an inch di-

ameter, were fixed in succession to the end of a brass rod 2 feet

long, which itself was attached at the other end to the moving

extremity of the lever, so that the -cylinders could be moved to

and fro in the direction of their length through the space tif %
inches. A large cylinder electro-magnet was^also prepared ("2191.),

the iron core of which was 21 inches long and 17 inch in diapi-

eter ; but one end of this core was made smaller for the length

of 1 inch, being in that part only 1 inch in diamet<?r.*

•r

o %

2644. On to this reduced part was fixed a holl'ow helU/on/ "*

sisting of 516 feet of fine covered copper wire: it was^3*fnal:fe&£ • ^
long, 2 inches external diameter, and 1 inch internal diarrt^ter

when in its place, 1 inch of the central space was*occupie.u By *
- " ^

the reduced end of the electro-magnet core which carried! aitd

the magnet and helix were both placed concentric With the metal

cylinder abote mentioned, and at such a distance that the* latter,

in its moticna; th&ymove within the helix in the 'din ti.on of.its

axis, approaching ; *and receding: from the electro-magnet m
rapid or &pw sin n. 1 he least- and great^ distances ot- the

-

I
•»

"."

movin-
l^Jjjj

rot e mrfgnet during the jo'urney were^one- ^^
eighth^ m*S i ina^2*2 ii ies. - Tfie. object of course was to

observe ; iigfli nee u] n tfie xperifi ntatf helix of fine wire '
-

which tl nrettd U*jiU*s - filler whil&*hioving to -:

or from" the mainfe?. or sit diffi ' distances froaf it '

*

lar

lix

'

-

•
*

9

i
*
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190 Dr. Faraday *s Experimental Researches in Electricity.

2645. The extremities of the experimental helix wire were

connected witfr a very delicate galvanometer, placed 18 or 20 feet

from the machine, so as to be unaffected directly by the electro-

magnet ; but a commutator was interposed between them. This

commutator was moved by the wooden lever (2643.), and as the

electric currents which would arrive at it from the experimental

helix, in a complete cycle of motion or to and fro action of the

metal cylinder (2643.), would consist of two contrary portions,

so the office of this commutator was, sometimes to take up these

portions in succession and send them on in one consistent current

to the galvanometer, and at other times to oppose them and to

neutralize their result; and therefore it was made adjustiblc, so

as to change at any period of the time or part of the motion.

W &
however powerful the magnet, and however delicate the other

parts of the apparatus, no effect will be produced at the galvan-

ometer as long as the magnet does not change in force, or in its

action upon neighboring bod or re I a-

tion to, the experimental helix; but the introduction of a piece

of iron into the helix, or anything else that can influence or be

influenced by the magnet, can, or ought to, show a correspond-

- itfg influence upon, the helix and galvanometer. My apparatus I

should imagine, indeed, to be almost the same in principle and

M
ntrary

1

results.

2647. But id

that extreme pjUcaution should be taken in relation to many points

which at first.may seem unimportant. All parts of the apparatus

shell Id
'

^if^to/^h astronomical instrument; for any motion of ai

tioihdf it, is, from the construction, sure to synchronize with the

not ivably
" «A * • 7 I

~-
7

,
"

srtiaH, Are then gathered up and made manifest as a whole at the

galvaftometef : and thus, without care, errors mighfr be taken for

real and .correct results. Therefore, in mv :&rrau££ments, the
#iV .T»i

(2£43, &c), the magnet and hel uid*%£gakanome-
iparate tables, .and .these as >q.£ tone floor

th
;
Vnd th table carrying the macnin vas care-

vVork.J- £
26

'

4V ~

should be Employed iijj&nynf jji iiovnii Th^ spring!

to receive Ifod convert a portibnloi th torn m of the whole

s-vVork

aid itselr b^perfe?tl

i yet "easy and *f$g£-

m v SSenfial that these

%

jiiwuiu uc ui naminerea orass or copper. *

2649. It is absolutely necessary, that *th cyjin3er*br core in its

notion should not iffthe least degree "distdpb or shake the exper-

\ \ it *
-
^^

• ^ * A'

M
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imental helix and the magnet. Such a shake may easily take
place, and yet (without much experience) not be' perceived. It

is important to have the cores of such bodies as bismuth, phos-

phorus, copper, &c, as large as may be, but I have not found it

safe to have less than one-eighth of an inch of space between
them and the interior of the experimental helix. In order to

float, as it were, the core in the air, it is convenient to suspend it

in the bight or turn of a fine copper wire passing once round it,

the ends of which rise up, and are made fast to two fixed points

at equal heights but wide apart, so that the wire has a V form.

This suspension keeps the core parallel to itself in every part

of its motion.

2650. The magnet, when excited, is urged by an electric cur-

rent from five pairs of Grove's plates, and is then very powerful.

When the battery is not connected with it, it still remains a mag*
net of feeble power, and when thus employed may be referred to

as in the residual state. If employed in the residual state, its

power may for the time be considered constant, and the experi-

mental helix may at any moment be connected with the galvan-

ometer without any current appearing there. But if the magnet
be employed in the excited state, certain important precautions •

are necessary; for upon connecting the magnet with the battery

and then connecting the experimental helix with the galvanorae-"

ter, a current will appear at the latter, which will, in certain cases,

continue for a minute or more, and which has ^the appearance of

being derived at once from that of the battery. It is not so pro-

duced, however, but is due to the time occupied by the ir6n core

in attaining its maximum magnetic condition (21.70. 2332.), dur-

ing the whole of which it continues to act upon the experimen-
tal helix, producing a current in it. This time varies with sft^e^L

ral circumstances, and in the same electro-magnet varies especially

"with the period during which the magnet has been out of' use.

When first employed, after two or three days' rest, it,will ajcnoimj;-

to eighty or .ninety seconds, or more. On breaking, batterftcon-'

tact and immediately renewing it, the effect wilj be repeated, buff %

occupy Qply ntittitff or thirty seconds. On a third intermission

and renetfatof tl urrent, it will appear for^ still shorter period

;

• k

when the rgagnet has been usedat
4
shoH intervals for some

time, ft seems )able of re- iving its maximum potyer alniost

at once. #* In every exr&rinient it is n'ecessary to wait until the ef-

tect is shur teethe galvanometer -to be otfer ; otherwise the last

remains of *si h an effilc Jit be mistaken for a result of polar-

ity, or some peculiawgiction of the bismuth or other »fcody under
"

investigation.
.

*

.

** ^ %

t \

-.2651. The galvanometer ,employed was made by Ruhmkorff
and was very sensible*^he needles were.strengthened in their '

action and rendered §o nearly equal, that a gitrgle vibration to the

-

•

M

I
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right or the left occupied from sixteen to twenty seconds. When
experimenting with such bodies as bismuth or phosphorus, the

place of the needle was observed through a lens. The perfect

communication in all parts of the circuit was continually ascer-

tained by a feeble thermo-electric pair, warmed by the fingers.

This was done also for every position of the commutator, where
the film of oxyd formed on any part by two or three days' rest

was quite sufficient to intercept a feeble current.

2652. In order to bring the phenomena afforded by magnetic

and diamagnetic bodies into direct relation, I have not so much
noted the currents produced in the experimental helix, as the ef-

fects obtained at the galvanometer. It is to be understood, that

the standard of deviation, as to direction, has always been that

produced by an iron wire moving in the same direction at the ex-

perimental helix, and with the same condition of the commuta-
tor and connecting wires, as the piece of bismuth or other body
whose effects were to be observed and compared.

2653. A thin glass tube, of the given size (2643.), 5J by f
•' inches, was filled with a saturated solution of protosulphate of

' i iron, and employed as the experimental core : the velocity given

to the machine at this and all average times of experiment was

#
such as to cause five or six approaches and withdrawals of the

core in one second ; yet the solution produced no sensible indica-

. lion at, the galvanometer. A piece of magnetic glass tube (2354.),

ML^ and a core of foolscap paper, magnetic between the poles of the

•electron-magnet, were equally inefficient. A tube filled with small

\??ystals
r
of protosulphate of iron caused the needle to move about

29, and cores -formed out of single large crystals, or symmetric

groups of crystals of sulphate of iron, produced the same effect.

fted oxyd of iron (colcothar) produced the least possible effect,

[ton- scales' and metallic iron (the latter as a thin wire) produced

i£ge effect

2§54. Whenever the needle moved, it was consistent in its di-

:tioji.w4th the effect of a magnetic bodv r.bnt in 'many cases,

ione. This

*

;

. proves that such an arrangement is by no mea; §a good a test ot

magnetic polarity as the jlse of.a.simple ot; ai l)e. This

v deficiency* of. power in flint respect docs not interfere with its

• ability to search --^« %- ^^^.ISL^J^^r
in the experiments' of Weber, Uc-ich l others*

f 2(355. Other metals than- iron wpi-p .ot jnp] th

j • perfect success. If they'wen ulgnet l^nicjvel and cobalt, the

1n the^ame direction o- r iron. When the met-
i

* als were diamagnetic, "the deflection y s in th'e'cohtrary direction ;

. and for some of the metals, as copi r/silvjer and gold, it amount-
ed to 60° or 70°,c which was permanently sustained as long as

** 7

4 *
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the machine continued to work. But the deflection was not the

greatest for the most diamagnetic substances, as bismuth, or anti-

mony, or phosphorus ; on the contrary, I have not been able to

assure myself, up to this time, that these three bodies can pro-

duce any eifect. Thus far the effect has been proportionate to

the conducting power of the substance for electricity. Gold, sil-

ver and copper have produced large deflections, lead and tiu less.

Platina very little. Bismuth and antimony none.

265G. Hence there was every reason to believe that the effects

were produced by the currents induced in the mass of the mov-
ing metals, and not by any polarity of their particles. I proceeded

therefore to test this idea by different conditions of the cores and
the apparatus.

2657. In the first place, if produced by induced currents, the

great proportion of these would exist in the part of the core near

to the dominant magnet, and but little in the more distant parts
J

whereas in a substance like iron, the polarity which the whole
assumes makes length a more important element. I therefore

shortened the core of copper from 54 inches (2643.) to 2 inches,

and found the effect not sensibly diminished ; even when 1 inch *

long it was little less than before. On the contrary, when a fine

iron wire, 5£ inches in length, was used as core, its effects were
strong ; when the length was reduced to 2 inches, thgy were

greatlv diminished; and again, wirh a length of 1 inch,*still fur-

ther greatly reduced. It is not difficult to construct a eore».ot cop-*

per, with a fine iron wire in its axis, so that when above a cer- ,

tain length it should produce the effects of iron, and beneath that •

length the effects of copper.
$

1 .
*

' '•

2658. In the next place, if the effect were produced By induced /
currents in the mass (2642.), division of the mass , would' stop ;.

these currents and so alter the effect ; whereas if produced byr *a

true diamagnetic polarity, division of the mass would not 'affect,
!
-

the polarity seriously, or in its essential nature (2480.). Sojrra

copper filings were therefore digested for a few days'in dilute sul-
,

i • » ft <« a • * II 111

I

•
*

-
•

phuric acid to remove any adhering iron, then well washed and
dried, and &ftt vva • warmed and stirred in the air, until it was
seen by tjte£o i|g )lor*that a very thin filrfc'of oxyd h§d formed
upon SharifMl ere finally introduced jnto a g; ss tube (2653.)

and employee's a core. It produced no .effect whatever, but

was flow as lnatft'ivt: as Bismuth'.
m . £>- v

2659. TFieTeopper may however be divided. so as either, to in-

terfere with the assumed cur nts or neh aPpleasure. Fine cop-

per wVe was cut up into leiigths of 5i inches, . and as many of

these associated together as would form a compact cylinder three-

quarters of'an inch.irrdiameter {2643.) ; it produced no effect at

the galvanometer. Another copper core wa§ prepared by asso-

ciating together many discs of thin copper plate, three-quarters of f

Second Series TO1. X
3
No. ^.—So&, l850,

*

r

A. a.
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an inch in diameter, and this affected the galvanometer, holding

its needle 25° or 30° from zero.

2660. I made a solid helix cylinder, three-quarters of an inch

in diameter and 2 inches long, of covered copper wire, one-six-

teenth of an inch thick, and employed this as the experimental

core. When the two ends of its wire were unconnected, there

was no effect upon the experimental helix, and consequently none

at the galvanometer ; but when the ends were soldered together,

the needle was well affected. In the first condition, the currents,

which tended to be formed in the mass of moving metal, could

not exist because the metal circuit was interrupted ; in the second

they could, because the circuit was not interrupted ; and such di-

vision as remained did not interfere to prevent the currents.

2661. The same results were obtained with other metals. A
core cylinder of gold, made of half-sovereigns, was very power-

ful in its effect on the galvanometer. A cylinder of silver, made
of sixpenny pieces, was very effectual ; but a cylinder made of

precipitated silver, pressed into a glass tube as closely as possible,

gave no indications of action whatever. The same results were

obtained with disc cylinders of tin and lead, the effects being

'proportionate to the condition of tin and lead as bad conductors.

.(2655.)

,2662. When iron was divided, the effects were exactly the re-

verse in "kind. It was necessary to use a much coarser gal van-

ometer'and apparatus for the purpose; but that being done, the

r m
employment of a solid iron core, and of another of the same size

I or weight* formed of lengths of fine iron wire (2659.), showed
i- i that the division had occasioned no inferiority in the latter. The

' excellent experimental researches of Dove* on the electricity of

(
.> ind'tfction,*will show that this ought to be the case.

* 2663. Hence the result of division in the diamagnetic metals
? is altogether of a nature to confirm the conclusion, that the effects

4 produced by them are due to induced currents moving through

v their masses, and not to any polarity correspondent in it

. nature^(though opposed in its direction) to that of iron.

.2664/. In the third place (2656.), another and^vejy*
f distinction* m the actions'of a diamagnetic metal* n&tv t

. ' *

i

i

«
mportant

mentally established according as they may^be eil

true polarity, or merely" to- the presenceof terhporlB^iii^ucedciir-

.
*

die nomt iriav best

\ * at present, in relation to-irdn. «

I | * " 2665. If "a core of any kind be

^ nant magnet anci withdrawn from* it bj
• \ locity, then a complete journey or to.

a

.

ve

:/'

* Taylors Scientific Memoirs, v, p. 129. 1 <l<» not see a date tp the paper.

* * . i : - V
;
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divided into four parts ; the to, the stop after it ; the from, and
the stop succeeding that. If a core of iron make this journey,
its end towards the dominant magnet becomes a pole, rising in

force until at the nearest distance, and falling in force until at the
greatest distance. Both this effect and its progression inwards
and outwards, cause currents to be induced in the surrounding
helix, and these currents are in one direction as the core advances,
and in the contrary direction as it recedes. In reality, however,
the iron does not travel with a constant velocity : for, because of
the communication of motion from a revolving crank at the ma-
chine (2643.), it, in the to part of the journey, gradually rises

from a state of rest to a maximum velocity, which is half-way,
and then as gradually sinks to rest again near the magnet :—and
the from part of the journey undergoes the same variations. Now
as the maximum effect upon the surrounding experimental helix

depends upon the velocity conjointly with the intensity of the

magnetic force in the end of the core, it is evident that it will

not occur with the maximum velocity, which is in the middle of
the to or from motion

; nor at the stop nearest to the dominant
magnet, where the core end has greatest magnetic force, but some- •

where between the two. Nevertheless, during the whole of the
.

advance, the core will cause a current in the experimental helix

in one direction, and during the whole of the recession it> will

cause a current in the other direction. * /
2666. If diamagnetic bodies, under the influence of th0/domi-

nant magnet, assume also a polar state, the difference between
them and iron being only that the poles of like names -or forces •

are changed in place (2429. 2430.), then the same Jrind'ofaction .

as that described for iron would occur with them : the only dif- t

ference being, that the two currents produced would be in the re-

verse direction to those produced by iron.
( . ,

2667. If a commutator, therefore, were to be arranged tcngather

up these currents, either in the one case or the other, and send

them on to the galvanometer in one consistent current,, it should

change at the moments of the two stops (2665. ),• and then^would
perform. such inty perfectly. If, on the other hand,/the commu7

tator sho[U^| at the time's of maximum velocity or maxi-
mum in at two other times- equidretant either from the

one stop or ll a the other, then the' parfs' <^f the;o.pposite currents

intercepted het\Vfet*n the cha s would exactly neutralj^e each
;

other, and nc ihal currt? wq£riti be sent on to the. gal variometer.

2668. Now "the 'c tibn oi iron /is, b£ experiment, of this 9

nature. If an in wii m-ply introduced or 'taken out 6f- .

the 'experimental helix \vifh < fererit conditions ?Tf the commuta-;
• tor, the TeSBfts are exactly.those which have been stated. If the

machine be worked with an iron wire core, the commutator chang- *«*

ing at the stops (2665.),' then the current gathered up and sent ^
• *:*• ••

% •

i

I
*
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on to the galvanometer is a maximum ; if the commutator change

at the moments of maximum velocity, or at any other pair of

moments equidistant from the one stop or the other, then the cur-

rent at the commutator is a minimum, or 0.

2669. There are two or three precautions which are necessary

to the production of a pure result of this kind. In the first place,

the iron ought to be soft and not previously in a magnetic state.

In the next, an effect of the following kind has to be guarded

against. If the iron core be away from the dominant magnet at

the beginning of an experiment, then, on working the machine,

the galvanometer wilt be seen to move in one direction for a few

moments, and afterwards, notwithstanding the continued action

of the machine, will return and gradually take up its place at 0°,

If the iron core be at its shortest distance from the dominant

magnet at the beginning of the experiment, then the galvanom-

eter needle will move in the contrary direction to that which it

took before, but will again settle at 0°. These effects are due to

the circumstance, that, when the iron is away from the dominant

magnet, it is not in so strong a magnetic state, and when at the

nearest to it is in a stronger state, than the mean or average state,

which it acquires during the continuance of an experiment; and

that in rising or falling to this average state, it produces two cur-

rents in contrary directions, which are made manifest in the ex-

?pertinents described. These existing only for the first moments
do, in their'effects at the galvanometer, then appear, producing a

vibration which gradually passes away
2670. One other precaution I ought to specify. Unless the

\ .
commutator changes accurately at the given points of the jour-

; ney, a little effect is gathered up at each change, and may give

$ permanent deflection of the needle in one direction or the other*

.

•.*' -The tongues of my commutator, being at right angles to the di-

rection, ftf motion and somewhat flexible, dragged a little in the

to audfram parts of the journey : in doing this they approximated,

"though only in a small degree, to that which is the best condi-

tion of, the^ommutator for gathering, up (and not opposing) the

currents; and a detLection to the right'or left apt»aced (2677.).

- * Upon discovering tfi cause and stjfiferyng t&> fonHi'& so as to

vent their flexure/ the>fiect disappeared, itfMK' n\Vas per-

fectly inactive.
*

/ \\***
, 2671 .^S uc h therefore are tin rWlfUi within ii cote, and

* *

9

*£\ h wgufd he the effects' with o
:

r InsmlfH* i if they

\ acted by a dlamagnofic polarity, Let n hpw^conTOor'what the

fy e$nsequancd£wirnld ne if a < ;> ithcorejvei to act

y currents, induced for the lime. i^ojji ss and of the
' '"***

*
*~

I&heVoppercyliiider movedJ^ature of those suspected (-2642.).* If.theVo

_
with uniform velocity (2665.), then-currcnnts would exist in it,

parallel to its circumference, during the whole time of its motion
# m f ' -A C ...#

' *>

-
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and these would be at their maximum force just before and just

after the to or inner stop, for then the copper would be in the

most intense parts of the magnetic field. The rising current of

the copper core for the in portion of the journey would produce
a current in one direction in the experimental helix, the stopping
of the copper and consequent falling of its current would pro-

duce in the experimental helix a current contrary to the former;
the first instant of motion outwards in the core would produce a
maximum current in it contrary to its former current, and produc-
ing in the experimental helix its inductive result, being a current

the same as the last there produced; and then, as the core re-

treated, its current would fall, and in so doing and by its final

stop, would produce a fourth current in the experimental helix, in

the same direction as the first.

2672. The four currents produced in the experimental helix

alternate by twos, i. e. those produced by the falling of the first

current in the core and the rising of the second and contrary cur-

rent, are in one direction. They occur at the instant before and
after the stop at the magnet, i. e. from the moment of maximum
current (in the core) before, to the moment of maximum current •

after, the stop ; and if that stop is momentary, they exist only for

that moment/ and should during that brief time be gathered up by
the commutator. Those produced in the experimental helix dur-

ing the falling of the second current in the core and the rising of -

a third current (identical with the first) in the return of the core'

to the magnet, are also the same in direction, and continue from
the beginning of the retreat to the end .of the advance (or from > «

maximum to maximum) of the core currents, L e, for almost the,

whole of the core journey ; and these, by its change at the maxi-
mum moments, the commutator should take up and 'send .on to*. ' -' •-

the galvanometer.

•

•

2673. The motion however of the core is not uniform in ve- •

locity, and so, sudden in its change of direction, but, as before^

said (2665.), is at a maximum as respects velocity in .the. middle
of its approach to and retreat from the doming, mjgnet : and '

hence a veiyjbmnmlai\£ advantage. For its stop may fce'sakfto

comrnentte^fitimeG ly after, the* occurrence *Sf the ma^rauni ve-

locity r'afl the lipes magnetic forcfe yvlre equal' in positidVi

and pbtfe?|hefe t hat t: iy are nearer" to therpagnetf the con-

trary etfrrai in th&expcriuiferital helix would comrtfencfigt those

points of tli jortVpey; J as h^ core is enterjjig info a tore^in-

tense part of the i l.yie c|ge(i[ in it stillAises though the ve- I
locity diminishes, am th< j^i q'lience is*thaf*the maximur^
current in it fie i the

r

5 at the place of greatest velocity, nor v *

of .greatest force, but'at i- jpA.int between the two. This is true,. * -

both as regards the approach and the recession of the core, the
two maxima of the currents occurring at points

t
equidistant from

the place of rest near the dormant magnet* . ft

I

a

«.'
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2674. It is therefore at these two points that the commutator
should change, if adjusted to produce the greatest effect at the

galvanometer by the currents excited in the experimental helix,

through the influence of, or in connection with, currents of in-

duction produced in the core; and experiment fully justifies this

conclusion. If the length of the journey from the stop out to

the stop in, which is 2 inches (2643. 2644.), be divided in 100

parts, and the dominant magnet be supposed to be on the right

hand, then such an expression as the following, 50j50, may rep-

resent the place where the commutator changes, which in this

illustration would be midway in the to and from motion, or at

the places of greatest velocity.

2675. Upon trial of various adjustments of the commutator, I

have found that from 77j23 to 88jl2, gave the best result with a

copper core. On the whole, and after many experiments, I con-

;

.elude that with the given strength of electro-magnet, distance

of the experimental core when at the nearest from the magnet,

. length of the whole journey, and average velocity of the ma-

chine, 86|14 may represent the points where the induced currents
'' in the core are at a maximum and where the commutator ought

:
*to change.

i 2676. From what has been said before (2667.), it will be seen

that both. in theory and experiment these are the points in which
the effect of any polarity, magnetic or diamagnetic, would be ab-

solutely nothing. Hence the power of submitting by this ma-
chine metals and other bodies to experiment, and of eliminating

the effects *of magnetic polarity, of diamagnetic polarity, and of

inductive action, the one from the others: for either by the com-
mutator or by the direction of the polarity, they can be separated;

further.

^purpose of 'elucidating their joint and separate action.

> 2677. 'For let the arrows a c

• in the diagram represent the \ !

?

to and fron; journey, and the

iff

q$ of.tfie lilies, a, f \ >, : , ^ a
„

-w

•••the jqilc.i y* when .ffie com-..

m
f .nfutatqr changes (iir \thicU' "

case r. d*w.ilf correspond to

• *

• - 'l
-til.

i

£U|50, M&f to 80,14), then a, h will repr% if UtecoW
of^lhe^ommutator for the maximum pflT*rr nf iron nr nnv (iron or any other

-

%

^htp^ommutatgi
polar body. *

If tlVc jfoe a, bK h p$\ ilJf'reypivj d ftntil parallel

to c, d, it will'in eflry posftip? ..poihts of commutator

J change, whiclf will give the iron t a't Me ,gaIVanomefer by'

I

tl
a deflection

only when the ends a and b have' pas d the points.cand d, either

above or below, that the direction of the deflection will change

*
1 9k.

* "

» *

*.
t
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for iron. But the line a, b indicates those points for the commu-
tator with which no effect will be produced on the galvanometer
by the induction of currents in the mass of the core. If the
line be inclined in one direction, as i, k, then these currents will

produce a deflection at the galvanometer on one side
; if it be in-

clined in the other direction, as /, m, then the defection will be
on the other side. Therefore the effects of these induced cur-
rents may be either combined with, or opposed to, the effects of
a polarity, whether it be magnetic or diamagnetic.

2678. All the metals before mentioned (2655.), namely, gold,

silver, copper, tin, lead, platina, antimony and bismuth, were sub-
mitted to the power of the electro-magnet under the best adjust-

ment (2675.) of the commutator. The effects were stronger

than before, being now at a maximum, but in the same order; as

regarded antimony and bismuth, they were very small, amount-
ing to not more than half a degree, and may very probably have

.

been due to a remainder of irregular action in some port of the .

apparatus.- All the experiments with the divided cores (2658, <fcc.)

were repeated with the same results as before. Phosphorus, sul-*

phur and gutta percha did not, either in this or in the former state.; '

of the commutator, give any indication of effect at the galvan-

ometer.

2679. As an illustration of the manner in which this position

of the commutator caused a separation of the effects oT copper

and iron, I had prepared a copper cylinder core 2 inches in length

having an iron wire in its axis, and this being employed in the

apparatus gave the pure effect of the copper with its induced cur-

rents. Yet this core, as a whole, was highly magnetic to an or

dinary test-needle; and when the two changes of the commute
tor were not equidistant from the one stop or the other (2670/

2677.), the iron effect came out powerfully, overruling the former^
and producing very strong contrary deflections at the neectte. The
platinum core which I have used is an imperfect cylinder, finches

I

*,

a horseshoe electro-magnet. (238 1.)^ /naking a Vibra-'<

than # second, 'but with the above "condition of £M

long and 0-6.2 of an inch thick: it points magnetically -Ijetweeri?

the poles of
tion in less than-^' second, 'but with the above conditioned ui<«|

commutator 26ljjk - es 4° of deflecfjotf cfue ro- tl^n^ucQcF
currents thf magn effect-. being annulled-or. thrown out.

# t

m

2680/ S&me of fh combined feffects -produced by qbfique 'posi^

tion of.thp-commutator points were worked out in "coifficmation

'f the 'former conclusions* 2677.).. -When. th$
t
commtU^r \mp

Ci ftHincto^ «« *a «^.^K;Slrt imr nlar ' r\r\rir&r ~vh ir»h thp hicm 11 tilso adjusted as to combijk my polar *pow< which the

as a diamagnetic body, mjgjft possess, with my cdhdncti

^lich the bismuth. *
ing power

which would permit the formation of currents by induction in

its mass (2676.), still- the effects were so minute and uncertain as

to oblige me tg say that," experimentally, it is without either po-
. \, v

lar or inductive action.

*

•

• .<••
*

J
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2681. There is another distinction which may usefully be es-

tablished between the effects of a true sustainable polarity, either

magnetic or diamagnetic, and those of the transient induced cur-

rents dependent upon time. If we consider the resistance in the

circuit, which includes the experimental helix and the galvanom-

eter coil, as nothing, then a magnetic pole of constant strength

passed a certain distance into the helix, would produce the same

amount of current electricity in it, whether the pole were moved
into its place by a quick or slow motion. Or if the iron core be

used (2668.) the same result is produced, provided, in any alter-

nating action, the core is left long enough at the extremities of

its journey to acquire, either in its quick or slow alternation, the

same state. This I found to be the fact when no commutator
nor dominant magnet was used; a single insertion of a weak

magnetic pole gave the same deflection, whether introduced

, quickly or slowly; and when the residual dominant magnet, an

iron wire core, and the commutator in its position, a, 6 were (2677.)

used, four journeys to and from produced the same effect at the gal-

'••vanometer when the velocities were as 1 : 5 or even as I : 10.

. . 2682. Whei* a copper, silver, or gold core is employed in place

pf the iron, the effect is very different. There is no reason to

.doubt, that'as regards the core itself the same amount of elec-

tricity is thrown into the form of induced circulating currents

withiri it, by a johrney to or from, whether that journey is per-

formed "quickly or slowly: the above experiment (2681.) in fact

, confirms such a conclusion. But the effect which is produced

upon the experimental helix is not proportionate to the whole

amount, of these currents, but to the maximum intensities to

• which they rise. When the core moves slowly, this intensity is

small ; when it moves rapidly, it is great, and necessarily so, for

\the same cu/tent of electricity has to travel in the two differing

peric>ds of time occupied by the journeys. Hence the quickly

moving core should produce a far higher effect on the experimen-

*be the fact. ,

\ >! J. The'sh
ayd thejzvchme

j

_
f :

. __„o^ ^ ^ _

ney£.t£ and from had been completed*; thdjfavanorr^etjBr needle
* passed J3

CJ° west. XT^Hhe machine was worked .#i a greater

mpidiq**also for forty jo itrrieys, md Uje needle 1 tfirough

^ ^jpiiore west : finally, *b"eing walked at* a slow rate 'for the
*
4

*, same, number of jodrneys^ the iv Movent .through only 21°

^velocities in tliif^X])eriment were probably

..as 1:6; the time in the longest case a is considerably less than

•s »

"ial helix tfi and this also I found to

dj

f the force in th

/265l.)/so that I believe all

i

t kittle influenced by the s\ving.or momentum of its parts, because •

M * * K
*

4
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of the deadening effect of the copper plate beneath it, and, ex-
cept to return to zero, moves very little after the motion of the
apparatus ceases. A silver core produced the same results.

2684. These effects of induced currents have relation to the
phenomena of revulsion which I formerly described (2310. 2315.
2338.), being the same in their exciting cause and principles of
action, and so the two sets of phenomena confirm and illus-

trate each other. That the revulsive phenomena are produced
by induced currents, has been shown before (2327. 2329. 2336.
2339.) ; the only difference is, that with them the induced cur-
rents were produced by exalting the force of a magnet placed at
a fixed distance from the affected metal ; whilst in the present
phenomena, the force of the magnet does not change, but its dis-

tance from the piece of metal does. '

2685. So also the same circumstances which affect the phe-
nomena here affect the revulsive phenomena. A plate of metal .

will, as a whole, be well-revulsed ; but if it be divided across
v
the

course of the induced currents it is not then affected (2529.). A
ring helix of copper wire, if the extremities be unconnected, will

not exhibit the phenomena, but if they be connected then it pre-

sents them (2660.).

<•

2686. On the whole, the revulsive phenomena are a far better

test and indication of these currents than the present effects : es"-/

j

pecially if advantage be taken of the division- of the mass into.

|
plates, so as to be analogous, or rather superior, in their action to

the disc cylinder cores (2659. 2661.). Platinum, palladium and
lead in leaf or foil, if cut or folded into squares half an inch in

"

I the side, and then packed regularly together, will show.the phe-

nomena of revulsion very well ; and that according to the direc

tion of the leaves, and not of the external form. Gold, silver,

tin and copper have the revulsive effects thus greatly exalted.*

Antimony, as I have already shown, exhibits the effect well (2514.*

2519.). Both it and bismuth can be made to give evidence of
the induced currents produced in them when they are used 'in i)

«

ilher single or associated, altho

m
required* to *

ei^the^ol- ' •

hen thus divided into plates, had its'revuHve

phenomena rais fj6 a degreethat Iliad n#t b

piece of "copper foil was j£§fiealed

folded up into
"

a quarter of an

folded up into a small'sq block, half ar^Tnch in the sfcfe and m
a quarter of an inch -thic containing se\^nty-two folds of the

metal* This block was suspended by a silk film as before (2248.),;
**

and whilst at an angle of 30° or thereabouts with' the equatorial*'
j

line (2252.), the electro-lnagnet'was excited; it immediately ad-

vanced or turned until the angle -w^s about 45° or 50°, and then
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 29.—Sept., 1850. . 26 \\ * .

i
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stood still. Upon the interruption of the electric current at the

magnet ttts revulsion came on very strongly, and the block turned

back again, passed .the equatorial line, and proceeded on until it

formed an angle of 50° or 60° on the other side ; but instead of

continuing to revolve in that direction as before (2315.), it then

returned on its course, again passed the equatorial line, and almost

reached the axial position before it stood still. In fact, as a mass,

it vibrated to and fro about the equatorial line.

2688. This however is a simple result of the principles of ac-

tion formerly developed (2329. 2336.). The revulsion is due to

the production of induced currents in the suspended mass during

the falling of the magnetism of the electro-magnet ; and the ef-

fect of the action is to bring the axis of these induced currents

parallel to the axis of force in the magnetic field. Consequently,

if the time of the fall of magnetic force, and therefore, of the

(

currents dependent thereon, be greater than the time occupied by

the revulsion of the copper block as far as the equatorial line, any

further motion of it by momentum will be counteracted by acon-

• trary force ; and if this force be strong enough the block will re-

turn. The conducting povver of the copper and its division into

laminae, tend to set up these currents very readily and with extra

• power ; and the very power which they possess tends to make
the- time of a vibration so short, that two or even three vibrations

»•* m

N

- •

*

"

-

can occur before the force of the electro-magnet has ceased to tall

any further. The effect of time, both in the rising and falling

of power, has been referred to on many former occasions (2170.
" 2650.), and is very beautifully seen here.

r
*26S9.. Returning to the subject of the assumed polarity of bis-

muth, I may and ought to refer to an experiment made by Reich,

hich,

aright, is qs follows: a strong horseshoe magnet is laid upon a

'table in such a position that the line joining its two poles is per-

pendicular to the magnetic meridian and to be considered as

.prolonged^on oi^e side.; in that line, and near the magnet, is to

¥ \ t>e*J)laced.a- small powerful magnetic needle, suspended by cocoon

%
.

sillf, an^on the otheVside of it, the pole of a bar magnet, in such

** a.posftion.an.d.so nea$ as "exactly to counter^cWthe jeffc t of the

hprsesfioe magnet,,and leave the needle to poinftex&clly a| if both

*
*

*

magnets were a^vay. ^Then a mass oC.bismh^h beitff

tween'th'e poles of the horseshoe inagpet is said'to'rfSfcfapon tne

• small magnet needle'J'eausing its deflection in a particular direc-

f

* .under the circumstances, as It has*no such

^ nets are away. A piece of iron in place oi' the bismuth produces

the contrary deflection of the needle.
;

"

%
• ' * M a * Taylors Scien ie. Memoirs, v, p. 480.

.'
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2690. I have repeated this experiment most anxiously vnd care-
fully, but have never obtained the slightest trace of rfttion with
the bismuth. I have obtained action with the iron ; but in those
cases the action was far less than if the iron were applied outside
between the horseshoe magnet and the needle, or to the needle
alone, the magnets being entirely away. On using a garnet, or
a weak magnetic substance of any kind, I cannot find that the
arrangement is at all comparable for readiness of indication or

delicacy, with the use of a common or an astatic needle, and
therefore I do not understand how it could become a test of the
polarity of bismuth when these fail to show it. Still I may have
made some mistake ; but neither by close reference to the de-

scription, nor to the principles of polar action, can I discover
< where.

2691. There is an experiment which Plucker described to me,
I and which at first seems to indicate strongly the polarity of bis- v
} muth. If a bar of bismuth (or phosphorus) be suspended hori-

zontally between the poles of the electro-magnet, it will go to

the equatorial position with a certain force, passing, as I have said,

from stronger to weaker places of action (2267.), If a bar o{
'

iron of the same size be fixed in the equatorial position a little

below the plane in which the diamagnetic bar is moving, the lat-

ter will proceed to the equatorial position with much greater force

than before, and this is considered as due to the circumstance,-

that, on the side where the iron has N polarity, the diamagnetic

body has S polarity, and that on the other side the S polarity of

the iron and the N polarity of the bismuth also coincide. .

2692. It is however very evident that the lines of magnetic

,

force have been altered sufficiently in their intensity of direction*

by the presence of the iron, to account fully for the increased ef-

fect. For, consider the bar as just leaving the ax&l position and#
#

going to the equatorial position; at the moment of starting its

)elore

deter

mines more force from pole to pole of the electro-magnet than if

it were away. On the other hand, when it has attained the equa-

torial position, the extremities are under a much \yeaker giagnetic

force than th

m If much* of that*

by the bismuth. Henc^ya -passing .thro ^h 90°, the dtfim|g-

netic is urged by a much greater difference of intensity oC/prce

when the iron is present than wjienjt is away ; and hence, prob-

ably, the whole additionarresuit. The effect is like many others^ *

which I have referred to in-magnecrystallic action (2487-2497.),

and does not, I think, add anything to the experimental proof of

diam
* * •

#

.

•

m
>•

i

«£•
7

«
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2693. Finally, I am obliged to say that I can find no experi-

mental evidence to support the hypothetical view of diamag-

netic polarity (2640.), either in my own experiments, or in the~
I do not say

w

Web
that such a polarity does not exist ; and I should think it possi-

ble that Weber, by far more delicate apparatus than mine, had

obtained a trace of it, were it not that then also he would have

certainly met with the far more powerful effects produced by
copper, gold, silver, and the better conducting diamagnetics. If

bismuth should be found to give any effect, it must be checked
and distinguished by reference to the position of the commutator,

division of the mass by pulverization, influence of time, &c. It

appears to me also, that, as the magnetic polarity conferred by
iron or nickel in very small quantity, and in unfavorable states, is

far more readily indicated by its effect on an astatic needle, or by
pointing between the poles of a strong horseshoe magnet, than

by any such arrangement as mine or Weber's or Reich's, so dia-

raagnetic polarity would be much more easily distinguished in the

same way, and that no indication of that polarity has as yet

reached to the force and value of those already given by Brug-

mann and myself.

2694. So, at present, the actions represented or typified by
iron, by copper and by bismuth, remain distinct ; and their rela-

tions are only in part made known to us. It cannot be doubted

that a larger and simpler law of action than any we are yet ac-

quainted with, will hereafter be discovered, which shall include

all these actions at once ; and the beauty of Weber's suggestion

in this respect was the chief inducement to me to endeavor to

- -establish it.

2695. Though from the considerations above expressed (2693.)

- I had little hopes of any useful results, yet I thought it right to

submit certain *magrieerystallic cores to the action of the appa-

i
rajus. One core was a large group of symmetrically disposed

crystals of bismuth (2457.) ; another a very large crystal of red
' ferroprussiate'of potassa; a third a crystal of calcareous spar;

and a .fpurth and fifth large crystals of protosulphate of iron.

These were formed into cylinders of which the* first and fourth

* had the magnecrysfallic axes (2479.) parallel lifthe axis of the

c

*•

. tion <

iHder

le»,'and th,e second, third and fifth, had the^
f force"; (2594. 2595. -2M6".) parallel 'to" the. a

>

:

•

None of. them gave any effect at the galvanometer, ex-

ceptjtbfe fourth ant?fiffh, and these were alike in their results,

and were dependent for them o their ordinary magnetic property.

,.2696. Some of the expressions' I have used may seem to im-

ply, that, when employing the copper and olher cores, I imagine

thfct currents are first induced in them by the dominant magnet,
and that these induce the currents which are observed in the ex-

4 *

#

Jf ,

%
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*
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perimental helix. Whether the cores act directly on the experi-

mental helix or indirectly through their influence on the domi-
nant magnet, is a very interesting question, and I have found it

difficult to select expressions, though I wished to do so, which
should not in some degree prejudge that question. It seems to

me probable, that the cores act indirectly on the helix, and that

their immediate action is altogether directed towards the domi-
nant magnet, which, whether they consist of magnetic or dia-

magnetic metals, raises them into power either permanently or
transiently, and has their power for that time directed towards it.

Before the core moves to approach the magnet, the magnet and
experimental helix are in close relation ; and the latter is situated

in the intense field of magnetic force which belongs to the pole

of the former. If the core be iron, as it approaches the magnet
it causes a strong convergence and concentration of the lines of
magnetic force upon itself; and these, as they so converge, pass-

ing through the helix and across its convolutions, are competent
to produce the currents in it which are obtained (2653. 2668.).
As the iron retreats these lines of force diverge, and again cross-

ing the line of the wire in the helix in a contrary direction to/

their former course, produce a contrary current. It does not seem
necessary, in viewing the action of the iron core, to suppose any
direct action of it on the helix, or any other action than this

*

which it exerts upon the lines of force of the magnet. In such
a case its action upon the helix would be indirect.

2697. Then, by all parity of reasoning, when a copper core

enters the helix its action upon it should be indirect also. For
the currents which are produced in it are caused by the direct in-

fluence of the magnet, and must react equivalently upon it. This* •

they do, and because of their direction and known action, they *

will cause the lines of force of the magnet to diverge. As the « '

core diminishes in its velocity of motion, or comes to rest, the

currents in.it will cease, and then the lines of force will converge
;

and this divergence and convergence, or passage in two direc-

tions across the wire of the experimental helix, is sufficient to

produce the t$o currents which are obtained" fit the a^ance of
the core towAds th dominant magnet (267L*2673.); A corres-

ponding effect id the contrary direction is produced by the retreat

of the core. * '

2698/^n tl idea that A(Kaction$.of the corewgre
#
ribt*of this.

kind, bufrnore^ directly |i )ff "the helix, ^interposed sub%i^es
between the core and the jrelix during (heftimes of the ejeperi-t *•

ft tip «*

I

meiit. ' A thick copper -cylinder 2*2 inches long, 07 .of an inch
"*

'"
*'"

* lWah inch internal diameter, and coii-

1 hick. in the sides, was placed in the ex-

perimental helix, and an iron wire core (2668.) used in the appa-
• ratus. Still, whatever the form of the experiment.Hhe kind- aridJh/ <

.

4r • * *
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amount of effect produced were the same as if the copper were

away, and either glass or air in its place. When the dominant

magnet was removed and the wire core made a magnet, the same
fesults were produced.

2699. Another copper lining, being a cylinder 2*5 inches long,

1 inch in external diameter, and one-eighth of an inch in thick-

ness, was placed in the experimental helix, and cores of silver

and copper five-eighths of an inch in thickness, employed as be-

fore, with the best condition of the commutator (2675.): the ef-

fects, with and without the copper, or with and without the glass,

were absolutely the same (2698.).

2700. There can be no doubt that the copper linings, when in

place, were full of currents at the time of action, and that when
away no such currents would exist in the air or glass replacing

them. There is also full reason to admit, that the divergence

'and convergence of the magnetic lines of force supposed above

(2697.) would satisfactorily account for such currents in them,

supposing the indirect action of the cores were assumed. If that

supposition be rejected, then it seems to me that the whole of the

bodies present, the magnet, the helix, the core, the copper lining,

or the air or glass which replaces it, must all be in a state of ten-

sion, each part acting on every other part, being in what I have

occasionally elsewhere imagined as the electro-tonic state (1729.).

2701. The advance of the copper makes the lines of magnetic

force diverge, or, so to say, drives them before it (2697.). No
doubt there is a reaction upon the advancing copper, and the pro-

duction .of currents in it in such a direction as makes them com-

petent, jf continued, to continue the divergence. But it does not

seem logical to say, that the currents which the lines of force

cause in the copper, are the, cause of the divergence of the lines

of force. It seems to me, rather, that the lines of force are, so

to say, diverged, or bent outward by the advancing copper (or by

a^cennected \yire moving across lines of force in any other form

of the experiments), and that the reaction of the lines of force

upon the forces in the particles of the copper causes them to be

resolve^ jpto a current, by which the resistance isMischarged and

Removed, arid the* line of force "returns to it's place! I attach no

other meaning' to the words" line of force than that which I have

given oh a^former occasion (2149.). . .

*
*
#

-

•

•<^4*V'* *••
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Art. XIX.

—

Notices regarding the plants yielding the fibre
from which the Grass-cloth of China is ma inifact. in td. Com-
municated by Dr. D. J. Macgowan * in a letter to Sir James
Hume, Hon. Sec. of the Agric. Society of India.

[In consequence of communications received last year from
Dr. Campbell, Superintendent oi Darjeeling, and Mr. T. F. Henly,
(Journal, vol. vi, part 1, p. 30,) respecting the superior charac-
ter of the fibre of the Kunchoora of Rungpore,

(
Urtica tenaris-

sima, Roxb.,) in which some observations were made regard-
ing its probable identity with the plant yielding the material for
the well known and valuable " grass-cloth" of China,—the So-
ciety was induced to refer the matter to Dr. Macgowan, at pres-
ent stationed at Ningpo, to whose obliging kindness it is indebted
for the following interesting particulars, which have been obtain-
ed partly by correspondence with scientific friends in other parts
of the empire, partly by consulting botanical works and enquir-
mg among the natives, and also from personal observations. It

is worthy of remark, that the Society's museum contains several

specimens of the fibre of Urtica tenacissima, in various stages
of manufacture, received from Assam and Cachar, where it is

known by the name " Rheea ;" from the Shan country, where it

is called " Pan ;" and from Ava and the Tenasserim provinces.
The plant is commonly met with in those countries; antl it is

also found in the Straits' Settlements, where it is called
4i Ramce."

(See Low's work on Penang and Province Wellesley.) All* the

correspondents of the Society, from whom specimens have tfeen

received at various intervals during the last ten years*

Jenkins, Mr. Landers, Colonel Burney and Major Macfarquhar,
speak in the same terms respecting the great strength, durability

.

and fineness of this fibre. The Shans are stated to use it for

every kind of cordage, but the Assamese and natives of Rung-
pore and Dinagepore, employ it merely for manufacturing in to

'

towing lines and fishing nets. The success which has attended
the experiments made in Leeds and other towns* in Great Britain

to manufacture cloth from -a mixture,' in about -equal* proportions,

of Chinese arass and sheep's" wool, having led to a great demand
for the former article in a raw state, it becomes a -useful subject <

•

of enquirjf whether the *Kiini hobra oi Rungporfc and* Rheea of

Assam, c6uld Tf&t be made a profitable article of e^oft^in com-

petition with the China material—Eds. ofVour. of Agric. and % »
Hor. Society.T * ? T

4

#

&*>,—The inquirfes-you have.doneme the honor to propose jtv ,

behalf of the Agricultural Society of Bengal, respecting the plant v

Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society oT India, for 18^

c
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from which " grass-cloth" is manufactured, embrace more than

can be satisfactorily answered at the present time. The subjoin-

ed account, though meagre, and in several particulars incomplete,

will be found to contain much of the information you seek. It

is cultivated in this vicinity, but as it is of an inferior quality,

and does not flower until autumn, my description is less complete

than if written in a more favored locality, or at a more advanced

season of the year.

Description and History.—Grass-cloth is manufactured from

the fibres of a plant, called by the Chinese Ala ; it is a generic

term, under which several varieties, if not species, are included,

amongst these the Tung Ma, Pi Ma, Sing Ma, Tien Ala, and

others are used only as therapeutic agents. Cloth is manufactur-

ed from the CM Ala, Ta Ma, Kin Ma, Luh Ala, fyc. There

is also a species of grass-cloth made from the Koh: all these

have likewise a place in the pharmacopoeia of China. In imita-

tion of the native botanists from whose works this account has

been mainly derived, I shall principally limit my remarks to a de-

scription of the CM Ma, which belongs to the natural order of

Urticece—it is a Cannabis or hemp, but differing from Cannabis

".saliva, sufficiently to warrant another designation. Perhaps un-

til it becomes better known, it may be called Cannabis sinensis.
'

It has an irregular cellular root, of a yellowish white color, which
•• sends up annually ten to fifteen, or more sterns, to the height of

from. 7 to 10 feet. The stems are upright, slightly fluted, pilous,

and^herbaceous: its leaves are on long petioles, alternate, ovate,

. roundish, serrate, simple ; the upper surface pilous and dark green,

. the lower -of a silvery-grey. The flowers are described as minute,

numerous, of a light green color, on a catkin-like receptacle or

.spike. . It is found at the base of hills and on dry soils, from Co-

chin China to the Yellow river, and from Chusan to the farthest

west tfyat-researches can for the present extend, and abounds chiefly

in Kiang&u, Sy, Chuen, Kongnain, Chikiang, Fuchkien, and Can-

ton provinces. Native writers do not include the latter prov-

ince as*its region. It is certainly remarkable, that there is no no-

tice of the Ma in,the work to which you refer, [F^tune's Wan-
derings in China,]" as it fe cultiv^tec^ extensively in •many places

visited by the author, and grows ven on the walls of Ningpoi

The plant is m^ntionefl.in the Chinese classics, and was undoubt-

edly cufti^at£U*and employed by them a thousand years, prior to

•onf qra. • It is mentioned inihe
s SJi^ King&san art le of tribute

fronvthe central part of China in the lane of Yu, B. C 2205:
j i i * *•-.»• .»* ., v * < *

. .* T'he^doubtless it came into ttse it\ far mprew.remote antiquity^

*.
' Qhinese Herbal says, " its'origin is unknown."

n Medical properties.—The root is -.described by writers on ma-

teria medietas innocuous, sweet to" the taste, of a cold nature

m<i possessed of cathartic properties. The root, seeds, and leaves

+* I

+*

4 ft' ,*

*
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are all officinal. A long list of diseases are enumerated in which
the plant is efficacious, but these throw no other light on its prop-

erties than to suggest it is comparatively inert. It is partly be-

cause of its not possessing the narcotic properties of the Canna-
bis sativa, that a difference is presumed to exist between them. In
this connection I may remark, that grass-cloth is superior to linen

for garments in hot climates, the latter being a rapid conductor of

caloric is often unsafe, the former is not so good a conductor, and
therefore more suitable. This may be owing either to the fact

of the former being hot-pressed in a calender, (by which it is ren-

dered compact and smooth, whilst the process to which the other
is subjected for the same purpose, but partially affects it,) or to

original differences in the fibres of European and Chinese linen.

Planting the seeds.—This takes place in May. Great care is

first taken in the selection of seeds, and in the preparation of the

soil. The seed should be gathered on the appearance of frost,

those produced from a recent root are the best. After being dried

they are stowed away in a basket or jar mixed with sand, or dry
earth, others say moist earth. The jar is then covered with straw
to protect the seeds from the cold, as if exposed to its influence

they yield an imperfect plant. Before planting, the seeds are-

tested by immersion in water, those which float are to be reject-

ed, those at the bottom planted. A loose dry soil is to be select-
.

ed, if near a canal or rivulet it is preferable. The ground is to be .\"

well ploughed, and broken finely, manured, and then divided in-

to beds about eight yards long, and one wide ; the beds are to be.

raked, and afterwards made compact with a hoe. After this it is
•

watered and left for a night : on the following day raking up and*
pressing down is repeated. The beds being smooth, two or three

table spdonsful of seed are mixed with a bowl of earth, atfd sown '

broad-cast over half a dozen beds, then they are* swept with a

broom to cover the seeds. In some places the seeds £re first

made to sprout, and then planted in drills, which are, carefully

filled up. Just before the blades appear, a framework is to be

constructed over the beds, on which mats shoufd be spread to

protect them .from the* heat of June and July.' The matting *
»>-»., ~* l i it. , -. i -

-i . « , '.r. , j ill

-
'

• i

*

• •

*

must be keptW>ist b^T day and reniovediat night, 'that the blades
may receive the dew :of. heaven. -The beds are to be constantly'

weeded. When tl\e plant is about tWo in* res hfgh. the. frame;

j?
work and matting may be . aoyed." When.thre§ inches high, it

should be transplanted, havii been Welfwateretl theftiigbt before
;

the blades should be taken U separately with abortion of'earth

.

and planted in a fierdYa?rqjgwed from mulberry trees, arjout four
.'• inches apart. It rftay orm.a-'fcorderto the ceraliaand vegetables, -

protecting them 'from the" depredations of domestic animals, all.of
Wmch avoid the Ma. In dry weather, the field is to be watered

#*

J

a|ery three or four days, until the second decade, when it may p^
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 21^-Sepi, 1850. 21 £ .

V
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be watered every tenth day. In November and December ma-

nure it with horse or buffaloe dung, earth, straw or any rubbish,

a foot or more thick, to protect it from cold. In March rake it

away and expose the plant, watering it in dry weather, and using

rubbish of any kind for manure. A caution is given never to use

swines
1

dung, as it is "saltish" and hurtful to the Ma. In the

third or fourth year, some say in the second, the plant may be

cut and used.

Planting the roots.—The roots are to be cut into pieces of

three or four fingers' length, and are to be planted in May, half a

yard apart, and watered every three or four days. On the ap-

pearance of the blades use the hoe and water them ; they will be

mature for cutting in the second year. In the course of ten years

the roots become unfruitful, the shoots may then be cut off, and

if enveloped in earth, and covered with matting, can be trans-

planted in places 30 or 40 inches distant. The ground should

be first well prepared with manure, and freely manured after-

wards : the manure being half water. Here, as before, the plants

should be hoed from time to time. In many cases fresh earth,

pulverized bricks, ashes, &c, are used for manure. Some years

the husbandman has his crop injured by worms, he needs there-

<fore to seek for and destroy them as they appear by picking them
off. It not unfrequently happens, that the crop is in some places

.

' remarkably small, and sometimes the produce is very great with-
' out assignable cause.

Cutting the Ma.—It yields three crops every year. The first

.cutting takes place in June. Care is to be taken not to cut the

young shoots, keep therefore an inch from the ground. In a month
or two, thp*shoots are seven or eight feet high, when the second

' cutting takes place : do not cut the original stem. During the

latter part of September, or in October, the last cutting is per-

formed, from .which the finest cloth is made : the first being infe-

rior, coarse, and hard. After each cutting, the plant is to be cov-

ered with manure, and watered ; but not day by day unless it be

cloudy. At Canton the plant is pulled up by the roots every

year, from which- it is evident that it differs widely from the Ma
just described. Perhaps that which is. produced %t Canton is

"Cannabis, saliva. . *

* Peeling the Ma.—Oil being cut, the leaver are carefully taken

off. with a bamboo knifej bjr w<vnej£fLnd 'childrenj
generally on

the spot. . inS thSm taken to jthe house,' and. soakecl in water for

an h<5ur
v
unless it is already wet1),y recent showers. In cold

weather the water should be tepid.'? U'ter this the plant is. broken.

4
inth'e middle., by which the nbrousYortioii js I JSened" and raised

• from the stalk ; into the interstice thus made, the' operator, gene-

rally a woman or a child, thrusts the finger nails, and separates

4"tjie£bre from the centre to one extremjly, and then to the other-

! «t fc
&L
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1

The striping process is very easy. It appears to be difficult to re-

move the fibres from the Canton Ma, as it is soaked in water for

more than 48 hours before peeling, which is done by men. They
first cut off the roots, and then separating the fibre from the stalk,

strip it off by drawing it over a pin, fixed in a plank. In either
process half of the fibre is taken off at one stroke. The next
process is scraping the hemp, to facilitate which the fibre is first

soaked in water. The knife or scraper is about two inches long
;

its back inserted in a handle of twice the length. This rude
plement is held in the left hand, its edge which is dull, is raised

Strips of hemp are then drawn
over the blade from within outwards, and being pressed upon by
the thumb, the pilous portions of one surface, and the mucilagi-
nous part of the other are thus taken off. The hemp then " rolls

up like boiled tendon :" after being wiped dry, it is exposed to

sorted, the whitest being: selected

im-

a line above the index finger.

',

for fine cloth.

Bleaching and dividing A partial bleaching is effected on the
fibres, before they undergo further division, sometimes by boilin g>
and at others by pounding on a plank with a mallet. These op-
erations are in some places repeated. After being dried in the"

sun, an important operation then succeeds by women and children,

to whom is entrusted the tedious process of splitting the fibres,

which they do with their finger nails. Expert hands are able to

carry this division very far. When this process has been preced-

'

ed by hatcheling, the shreds are finer and softer. The threads
are formed into balls, and subjected to frequent soaking and'wash^
ings. The ashes of the mulberry leaf are recommended to be-

put in the water with the hemp, others use lime, for a ^yhole night/

"

Some simply expose it to dew and sun. <*

weather, it should be exposed to a current of air in'the house:
moisture darkens it. The threads are now ready, for splicing, the

work of women and children, the labors of the agriculturist being

concluded when the threads are rolled into balls/after being sized

or stiffened with rice-water. Before the thread .is ready for the

weaver, the balls are steamed over the vapor of boiling water in

a closed qve
#
n.

# They are then spread out to dry/ The subse-

quent stages, until the cloth is removjed from the loom, include
nothing- \Y|iich interests, or at least instructs, artizans in the West.

Varieties ofjty Ma:—The Chu Ma is foundVifd. but in this

state attains* only three or four feet, ancl is sel(fomtfSed.except
;

for

twine. B3n& A/a trows ikmiv as. high as the ChuMv. the

tpednore is segarated'only by letting in water.

Its flowers are yellow,

from its. fibre. Theits fibre.

•
% w sulphur and employ for matches
Very 'coarse' cloth and sandals are. made

Ma made in 26
temp, is UkeT<

— — * . i a /

Han ( dvnastv) Ma, and also called fine

%

to

* -

I
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wise employed for making cloth and for ropes ; its fibre is used

as a support to the pith employed as candle wicks. Lnh Ma pro-

duces the hemp of which rice bags are manufactured, and also

ropes. The Tang Ma and the Pi Ma are used for making pig-

ments, one serving for cakes, the other for paper. The only oth-

er Ma that need be named in this list is the Chi Ma, Sesamum
indicum. It was brought from India in the reign of Kingti, B.

C. 156. It is now found in all parts of the empire. Its seeds are

used in cakes, and like almost every kind of Ma, it yields oil.

Flax.—It would seem from various English and Chinese Diction-

aries, that flax is found in China, but of the existence of Liniim

usitatissimum, I cannot discover the slightest evidence. It seems

to have been confounded with the last named plant. The above

are all the facts respecting the Ma which I have been able to

glean from native authors ; the deficiency can only be supplied by

personal observation. The Chu Ma of this place can be inspect-

ed and described when in flower. This imperfect account of the

plants producing the fibre from which the grass-cloth of corn-

merce is manufactured (evidently a misnomer), would be yet

#
more defective were the Kbh plant to be wholly omitted. It is

described' as a creeper, which every year springs from an im-

mense root, and grows from ten to thirty feet in length, clinging

to trees when within reach. The root is purple on the outside,

and white within; it is made into flour like arrow-root. I have

found it an useful substitute for the Maranta arundinacea. Its

leaves have three points, they are long, green on the face, and

^brighf below. In August it has blended purple flowers. The
fibre is strongly adherent to the stalk, and is only loosened by
boiling it in water. It is then taken off with the finger nails, ex-

posed for a long time to running water, and beaten with mallets.

It undergoes the same processes as the Ma, but seems to require

'more beatirig aad boiling: wooden utensils make it dark. The
Kbh, hk?

e the Ma, has been manufactured from high antiquity,

and is fouqd throughout the same extensive region in which the

latter abounds, f The cloth made from it is yelloio, and as fine as

summer it isordinary grass-oloth; itpannot be bleached.white ; in s

^ much worn l5y respectable Chinese. The best
%
bVbugbVbught to INing-

.

po, is called Hainan Kofi cloth, and is perhaps manufactured on

itfie island of high) an.
*'

If "by me.'Kqnkhura you me
%
a.'n-the Ur-

tica tenacissiMa' tff.Jtoxburgh, it is probable that,it is* a^ different

plant .from eTmer*variety'of the* Ma. "As the 'hindrance, to the

manufacture of the 'former is owing to the difficulty attending the

peeling 8f the fibre, would it not be*^tll to treat it',' as. the Chi-

nese "do * the Kdh, viz. by boiling? if'the"Kunkhura should

.prove useles^ may not the catalogue of Dr.. Wallich, which con-

tains forty-seven species of UrticecB', include the Ma, the Koh, or

%
am available Substitute ? The observations of Dr. Roxburgh, ou

#

/*

.

%'

.
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the various specimens of fibrous vegetables, the produce of India,
may perhaps be consulted with advantage in connection with the
Chinese account of the Ma. Besides the enclosed, 1 shall only
be able to send you some seeds of the Chu Ma. There can be
no doubt that if the seeds of the proper kind be procured from
China, the plant may be introduced into India if it be not indig-
enous to her soil. To secure success it would perhaps be well
to procure them from each of the open ports of China. From
Canton is exported the finest cloth manufactured in the empire.
This superiority the Chinese attribute to the greater skill of the
Canton workmen. Foreigners have referred that fibre to two
plants, Cannabis sativa, and Sida tilcefolia (Dr. Abel).* From
Shanghai is exported the fine strong fibre you have referred to,

the Urtica nivea. It was through the efforts of the H. E. I.

Company of Canton, that seeds were procured and forwarded to

England. By referring to the 47th page of the 72nd Vol. of the

Philosophical Transactions, there will be found a paper on Chi-
nese Hemp by Mr. Furgusson, and a notice of the experiments
tried with the seeds in England, (vid. Encyc. Britannica.)

+
ffad

they possessed the hints here extracted from Chinese writer? on
this plant, the experiments of the gentlemen named in the above
paper would probably have been more successful. Should the

Society wish to pursue the subject further, some useful informa-
tion may be obtained from a series of sketches, 120 in number,
illustrating the culture and manufacture of grass-cloth, by Tinqua,"
12 New China st., Canton, a translation of the text accompany-
ing the drawings may be. found in the Chinese Repository for^
May, 1847. It was the special province of Monsieur Hedde,of

#
the late embassy from France to China, to collect facts and
specimens illustrative of the agriculture and manufactures of Chi-;"

na.^ The result of his observations have, I believe,t)^en published

•

m Paris, containing a notice of one variety of the Met. Osbeck
a pupil an
Lord Amh

d countryman of Linnaeus, and Dr. Abel, iNal

lerst's embassy, have noticed the Ma. *Th<M
Nat'uralist

ral Society of Bengal, aiming to develope the industrial

°f a great empire, and thereby to imprpv'e its' inhabitants,

claim upon the services of all who..can :ontribute"in any m
to its objects;* Allow me to a ure the Society,' that I'shal

great pleasure* in responding* to any further cal » you may

Aaricultu- #*

Note by Dr. Falconer^A

*±
*

-

Dr. MacgowaVs caper on the^rass-cloth of China, it 1$ I

iei
.
* It has also been referred ta Corchorus capsularis. Vide Bennett's Wandering

m 'N. S. Wales and China.—Edstof Jour, of Agric. and Hori. Society. ft A
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214 Dr. John Gorrie on the

possible to decide as to the accuracy of his statement that the

fibre is produced by a species of Cannabis, which he provisionally

calls Cannabis sinensis. /This point cannot be determined with-

out an examination of the flowers ;* and Dr. Macgowan does not

appear to have seen them. But the description given by him is

entirely that of the species of Bcehmeria (formerly Urtica), call-

ed B. nivea or tenacissima by botanists, or of a nearly allied spe-

cies ; and I am not aware of any evidence to support the idea

that the China grass-cloth (Chii Ma) is derived from a species of

Cannabis. One of the other kinds mentioned by Dr. Macgowan,
King Ma, was forwarded to Mr, Roxburgh, from Canton, by Mr.

Kerr, in 1812.

Art. XX.—On the Quantity of Heat evolvedfrom Atmospheric

Air by Mechanical Compression ; by John Gorrie, M.D.

(Concluded from p. 49.)

The arrangement of the following tables is deemed sufficiently

clear to render their object intelligible ; the first column represents

the date of the experiments, and the second the hours at which ob-

servations were made and the duration of the experiment. The
next three columns represent a series of observed temperatures : the

first gives the temperature of the atmosphere ; the second shows

the temperature of the water used for absorbing the heat of the con-

densed air, before injection ; the third shows the temperature of the

„same water after the process of injection has enabled it to absorb

• .all the heat it can take, up from the condensed air; it also repre-

sents the sensible temperature of the air after admixture with the

water of injection. Following these, are two columns ; the first

showing jthe apparent tension of the air in the reservoir, in at-

jnospherfes. as indicated by the gauge; the second the number

of revolutions of the engine per minute. The three next col-

umns represent certain quantities of air: the first gives the quan-

tity in .cubic inches condensed at each stroke of the ptomp; the

; ^second the quantity in .-cubic feet condensed per minute; the

third, the^quantity in pounds avoirdupois, condense^ per minute.

In cklculaling^tHis last' cblumn I have taken* 52o£gfains as the

weight of/ac Abie.foot of air, -at a temperature <5f 6Q°F. and

mean baroiii*jppressure ;. and applied Dalton ancTGay Lussac's

3
* *

*.lavv, th «Rtates and contracts o£ its vohfme'for every in-

' creasej id" dimitATtiogr^f its temf)entiide of 1° F. from the fixed

* pouat of '32° F. Of trie'two remamingxolumns. ttie.first shows the

,
* m .

i

--— —

A second reference has been made to Dr. Mi ^owail on tliis point, and speci-

"mens will no cW&ibt be shortly received.—iftfo. of Jour, of Aqric. and Hot. Society

, '£ Dr. Macgowan writes that he has forwarded seeds to the Patent Office, "Washing

% *JpUj and to the American Institute. f
. * HI

| m
-

-

• >
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quantity of water in pounds, injected into the condensing pumps,

at each stroke of the piston ; and the last the quantity of the same

water injected per minute.

TABLE I.

Experiment made at Cincinnati.

Date. Hour.

1848.

Nov. 21

A. M.

11.

11.30

12.

P. M.

12.30

1.

1.30

2.

2.30

3.

3.30

4.

1 .30

5.

Temperature of the '3
Quantities of the

Average and difference,

o o

§8

c
per

rids. ^2

t3 O

3 c 8 =

C-1 "^ a O &* a
0Q-£ C C & ~ C B
c s a •— —s £ ^^^

GJ O ^ 03 C •-* *c a,

Aircond ute

in

Air

con

in

Unit

Water

i

stroke

Water

i

in

unit

3144 41-305 3627
« 54-583 4 210

u

M

M

u

a

2
a

«

«
4210
M

4*35056-400

54-5831 4*210
4-

M

U

M

a

«

*<

a

..

a

a

a

52

60

3144.1 54-58:}

u

a

a

«

u

a

a

a

u

60

.

62

60

4*210 2

a

a

u

<(

..

a

60

sed.Remarks.—In this experiment orilv the larger condensing pump was us

The pump being near the steam a me furnace, the air entermg it was consiciereu

4° above the open air, (or at 60 F.) :
• *

. #
•

The difference at 2 p. m., of 11° between the water before and after mjAtion, vrm

supposed to be owing to the imperfect working of the jet pump.
5. minutes each^

From the data presented by the table, it would -seem' to be an

easy matter to form a quantitative determination flf the -*neat

evolved by the condensation of atmospheric air.VWie ditfchslce-

of temperature in the water of injection/ beforehand aftet-injec-

•

Hon tV,o onnntit,; nf oir onndpiisfid. and theNfuautity of water

-

I

%

**
#
*

• <

tuy
per minute, are all the elements necessary

£<
£the

anVdiveh tension. By reference' to ctflumfi
*

• #

mA

djng'expefinjfcnt/ is found'

sed per tmi1hi£.$>, accordW

.12 s!iows't hat«fcn , aver-

age of p0 pounds, of injection water is-hr-ated per mmiTte. A
#

simple- mult i pi Icatioh , ,f the first and last numbers, would, If they ?

were correct, show th tual quantity of heat evolved ner mm- -

Ute, bv the hftforementioned quantity of air subjected!

*.

sation of six .atmospheres* Thus, 8° X 60= 480 o
3

1

.

*

the number
%

«>

A
*

4
" I

1
4-

M

<*

* <*.

•-

••»"
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of degrees one pound of water is heated in a minute. If we di-

vide this amount by 140° F., for the latent heat of water, and

the standard measure of heat I have adopted, it will give (480

140 =s ) 3-429, for the number of pounds of ice that the heat would

melt per minute. This product being again multiplied by 360',

for the duration of the experiment in minutes, gives (3*429 X
360= ) 1234, or, multiplied by 1440, for the number of minutes

in a day, gives (3*429 x 1440 = ) 4938, for the number of pounds

of ice which the heat evolved in the preceding experiment, would

melt in a day.

But there are several circumstances which interfere with this

simple calculation, and which require to be considered, and their

distinct effects computed before we can arrive at a just conclusion

as to the value of the experiment.

1. From the construction of the perforated plates, or " roses,"

through which the water of injection was delivered to the air in

the act of condensation, as well as from the arrangement of the

pipes which transmitted the mixture of air and water to the res-

TTvoir, I can have no doubt that the latter performed its duty of

absorbing as much of the heat set free by the condensation, as

, possible ; but'still it could only be a mixture, and the air had, at

least, the same temperature as the water. The air was thus pos-

| . sessed of 8° F. more of sensible temperature than when it entered

the .pump. This additional heat forms an uncompensated equa-

tion of temperature of appreciable magnitude requiring an indis-

pensable allowance for its effects. That these were very consid-

erable Vas rendered evident in the subsequent expansion of the

air*; for, \vhile besides a. diminution of the calculated cooling ef-

fects, ^various parts of the engine, in which the expansion took

place,.- equally exposed to the atmosphere and less favorably influ-

•

• »

*kT

m

hcefl forlhe' convection of cold, were covered with ice, produced

;om the Knderrsation of atmospheric vapor, the air-pipe, com-

Jhunicating. between the reservoir and the engine, was free from
•

%

•frost or. 'moisture during the continuation of the experiment

v though, upon it ^easing, it became speedily covered with frost.

£m forming an estimate* btjhe proportion which the operation of

* ^ stnisfreeheat beatVto the whole of .the heat evolved, it seems to

be necessary to Jake into cbngjdefatfon. the different specific heats

* of aifruncjer the- ordinary atmospheric pressure and*the various

•states of condonation at. which experiments may be made.

This is(8uidi.Hicijlt tsubject of investigation, and one on which

* m^$hq& haVe not led iyie to satisfactory results, or to an arrange

£*, merit <5) fU'em sufficient fy clear and accurate, to .justify uiy Vre
~

7 * senting them.to the public. 6ut as it i&rrot' my present object to
.*;

^

solve all the .delicate- questions which this subject, presents, but
% "simply to pttto such approximations to tacts, as may enable prac-

tieaj men to Render them subservient to their purposes, I shall not

'*«#& A*

•
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enter into the minute examination of this subject. A few exper-
iments are recorded in scientific works which show thai the spe-

cific heat <>f air, at different densities, diminishes at a much slower
rate than its specific gravity: thus, according to the observations
of Clement and Desormes, the specific heat for air far equal vol-

umes, at temperatures from 32° to 140°, and barometric pressure
from 3 74 to 39 G, increased in a ratio as follows, viz.

Barometric pr ure. Sj> ciflr heat

tt

at 39-6

29-84
" 1492

7-44

3-74

1-215

1-000

•693

•540

•30S

From this table it is apparent that the specific heat of atmos-
pheric air, considered in the ratio of its weight or mass, diminishes
as the density increases; and it may be calculated, that when air

in the same volume is condensed to double its density, its specific,

heat is increased from 1*000 to 1*467; when its density is quad-
rupled it becomes 1883; and when its density is eight times in-

creased its specific heat is 2'7i7. The densities increasing in the
*

geometrical progression 1, 2, 4, 8, correspond nearly to the spe- /"*

cific heats in the arithmetical series, 5, 4, 3, 2.

If the view I have taken of this law be correct, and it be appli- .

-%

con
dition referred to, we are prepared to examine the extent of its

influence. Before, however, this can be determined, We must
form an estimate of the whole amount of heat evolved by and at

the specific heat of air, under a given degree of condensation,

in order to assign the proportion that belongs to that in the^res- ,/ .

ervoir. By referring to the 10th column of the
#
pfec$ding table,.*'

'

we find that an average of 4210 pounds of air comteffsed with ^
a force of six atmospheres, heats 60 pounds of wa r 'S° b .,«^

'

or, that one pound of air heats 14-250 pounds of water 8° F., t
'

" oFVater 114° F.-* :W

'.

or, that one

pe ftm and pressur^ *,

is 2669, one pound of it. inj evolving heat enough to war^i an

'

equal quantity ii water,- Hi* F.. most set ",__. _ \ , ,

itself, 427° P., besides the 86 F.,^vhich, m rli|j3Jperinlent% it

retained above ^thft atmosnheric temner^ture.'

"

*

ieinpeY

tearing ef^ct. \ . ,

rtie free* heat* f

v

*

in* the reservoir) to 427* the remainder of the hea^evlMved
>ecoxd Series, Vol. X, No. 2d*—Sept., 1 850. 28

*

J* ., . . - *<L* . t %-»
ri

If

4

* - %

• 1

i

*'
*

1

<* . *

m

" *
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condensation) is, nearly, as 1 to 21 ; and, therefore, the relation

of the heat retained by the air, after admixture with the water of

injection, is equal to about one twenty-first part of the 8° F.,

which the water of injection absorbs, or is about the T\% of a

degree of Fahrenheit at the specific heat of water.

2. Another correction of the table is necessary on account of

the heat of condensation, which the water of injection is unable

to absorb, imparting an increased elasticity to the air in the reser-

voir. This air being confined within fixed bounds, the effect of

the heat is to increase its pressure on the surface by which it is

confined, instead of the natural one of enlarging its dimensions.

The consequence is that the gauge of the reservoir marks a

higher tension than it would have if all the free heat of the air

were absorbed. The actual changes of elasticity which are pro-

duced by mechanical condensation, without allowing the com-

pressed air to lose any heat after compression, and for all propor-

tions in«which that heat is retained, have been mathematically in-

vestigated. They are expressed, however, by theorems too ab-

struse, in comparison with the importance of the object to be at

present attained, to find a place in this communication. Posses-

sing a more important bearing upon the quantity of cooling effect

produced by the expansion of condensed air, and still more in a

relation with the quantity of mechanical power consumed in the

condensation of air, they will be examined more minutely when

I come to consider these portions of my subject. At present I

deem it sufficient. to say that, from the partial calculation I have

ma'de, I feel authorized to. consider that 8° F. of unabsorbed heat

add to- the elasticity of air, under a tension of six atmospheres,

1 about one-third of an atmosphere of pressure.
a a a w _ ^h. ai tf^ saV Bra W a m I

3. Rad
effect from the condensation of air, requiring a correction for

>* perfect Accuracy. The loss of heat from this cause is depend-

>me\vhjat upon the nature of the material and extent of

5-

•

L •.surface," but n^yre upon. the difference between the- temperature

jof the hot bodv, and that pf\the surrounding medium. As this

* ^igference, ir^thc ;ase before 'us,, is but'SPF., the rate at which

heji^ is lost»mu^t be vepy small,. and scarcely^ appreciable by

jpptyitae/Us. ...
.

••
'

J.. A correct >ii f
k
an opposite character must be made for the

jheat genOBJ gy^he.fnction of the piston and prtston rod of the

:*ljump, JA^teffi jf*\Vero mdde, iii. the cburse of this and other ex-

"*tpenitsj t£ ascertain the precis quantity of heat generated by

means, but they WereT not ^uccessfqj.* 'Up'qa-propp^ig open

p y
jnductiqn valy s of the pump, so as'to allow free ingress and

V*^ fegress to th£air, while the piston work laud the water of injec-
Wf\$

tio.u'flow'edp's usual, I could not perceive by the thermometer,
-•«- • * ' ' »

fer ; Yet all experience
t t

auj- chang

».

- s '.

•'» bS

*
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proves that heat is generated by friction
; and Rumford has shown

that the quantity is very considerable. According to an experi-
ment directed towards attaining the maximum heating effect from
this cause, he found that a mechanical force of one horse power

•2i

26*

sufficient to melt 6| pounds of ice per hour. I consider that upon
the principle on which the friction of the steam engine and simi-
lar machines is usually calculated, the condensing pump, used in
this experiment, consumed nearly one-half of a horse power. If
this assumption be correct, and Rumford's experiment be consid-
ered a standard formula for such calculations, the heat generated
by the piston and piston rod must have been equivalent to the
fusion of about eighty pounds of ice per day ; or was equal to an
increase of temperature of (8CM-5000= 8°-±625) 125 of a degree.

Applied to the data of the preceding table, these* corrections
will make the whole amount of heat evolved by air, compressed
with a force of six atmospheres, as follows:

Heat as shown by the water of injection, . . .8°
added, for correction 1,

a u tt u o
" a u tc o

u
8°-500

deducted, for correction 4, . . . .
H125

• 80,375
»

oiples* concerned ifi

•-

375

estimated at . . '125 v
.*

•

r
Now, as 60 pounds of water were heated 8°.375 per minute,. ."'

neat enough must have been disengaged, by the machine; to: #.

melt (60 x8°-375-f240 = )3-575 pounds of ice per minute or

(3575 x 144=) 5660 pounds per day.
Having explained in a ger

correcting the data, furnished
termining the heat evolved
Prepared both to exhibit "and

^

[ by experiment on* oiifqiode of de-^ .
'

by the condeusatwi of air, we are^'4
r.nrrpot anv number ofLeXDerimentS^ m

The principles are

proximations.only to the position in which truth!]

mg modifications before they can be'.cons"ide"rffl. 'presentations of

actual facts. They are therefore o*f vame,*ehiSfc£as guide? in.
future experimenjs, -by which they iria; b&c6.un«eu e if erro-
neous,- rendered accurate. Such as they are,- J have^plfed Jheta^r

, „
to the correction of the following tables. . *W ±

'

m "i 'J

/
i

i

Jt*
f

*

•*
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TABLE II.

Experiments made in New Orleans.

Ik

. _

•

i
*

Date.

Temperatures of the! g 6

Hour

1849.

June 23

29
14

it

July
u

it

ii

25
44

U

26

A. M.

10

P.M.

1.

1.30

2

A. M.

7.30

8.

9.

8.

O
6

5

0)

a

s

82

83

79

82

84

79

79

79

79

76

79
79

77

* c

rt

*

M
a; ix

c 2

b * sr
IS

o
en

||
3 '3d

-

I

Quantities of the

c

v.

X

84

82

84
84

2

ii

ii

ii

80
84

84
82

OO

3

18
it

c o 0>

3144)
206

J

i3 c
c —
% -c
- r -

§9.2
I- ^

S-. O 3

-a a
a..
—

C
a

c
c
G

<

9

- S

c c

I 13 C

O O)

" i- Gfc

-=3 £
a.
—

•

AS
S5 «5

o

QJ

cd

& s

ii

u

a

u

u

2

17

^

18

U

a

u

85-300

69-791
ii

(4

6-093

4 985
ii

2

ii

65-914 4708
ii

ii

ii

ii

ii

2
ii

ii

88

2
ii

a

ii

72
ii

ii

68

3350 69*791 4985 2

i<

ii

ii

72
Average and difference, 5°

Remarks.—In these experiments both pumps were used. The observation on the

experiment of June 23, was made while the reservoir was being rapidly charged to

8 atmospheres. In the other experiments the tension in the reservoir was steadily

maintained at 2 atmospheres.

This table is drawn up from experiments made on four different

days, and under some variations of circumstances, in regard to

the temperatures of the atmosphere and water of injection, as

well as the manner in which they were performed. The result-

ing, difference between the temperatures of the water before and

after 'injection, after the pump and its appendages were raised to

a temperature common with the latter, was so nearly uniform, for

all* the experiments, that it may be considered identical. It

show!?*
4 according to the thermometers used, that two pounds

'of waterywere heated 5° F. at every stroke of the pump
;

or,

.that 3850 cubic 'inches of air, compressed till its density was

1 doubled, he'erte'a 1\to pounds of. water 5° F. This is a little above

'*

t of heat 4° -7 5;

Til -this must beVfdei

den
* <.* # • * U + '

2 50

l< <:

* 1
.

*

m

v
*!

ii

a

2; u w of over-.

estimate of pressure of air,

*'«I6 Q it* r\f rnrlintinn.

175

3,
* -

* 5175

• •• *

From this rcrosf be deducte

frDmSfriction,' • i

m

*

'

#

5"he <^iJs" interfering with the accuracy of operations of the

chamcter are so delicate and intricate in their nature that

•

v
m

*
m

4 *

4

i
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it cannot be expected a few experiments should be deemed suffi-

cient to settle them with mathematical precision
;

yet, we cannot
err on the side of too great a quantity in assuming that fully 5£°
is the action of the aforementioned quantity of air, condensed to

double its density, from its atmospheric condition, upon the speci-
fied quantity of water.

TABLE III.

Experiment* inade in New Orleans,

Date. Hour

Temperatures ol tiie

—

CO

1

-
o
o

c
c

a

* a
U O
* —

c 2

F *

^ U w

t|uuniiti<

z

0/ n

1849.

June 23

H

if

'25

29
<i

July 25

« a

a

a

26

27

« ..

A. M.

10.10

P. M.

12.30

4.1

A. M.

11.30

12.

P. M.

1 2.45

A.M.

8.

8.

9.30

10.30

M.

1 °I mm.

82

84
80
79

84
«

a

a
<

S3 -.

J..

c bC

25

79

78
80-

79

79
79

79

85

84

86

86

85+
86

86

Average and difference,

82 77 84
U 77 83
86 78 84+
84 78 84+

86 78 85

4

U

it

U

a

u

a

a

u

18

15

17

15

18

16

15

17

16

15

^ * a.

C U ^
a c —
^- WW-

as c

3144
206

"3350
U

u

u

T3 a

g o
I = 7

u Z zz

a a
c —

C .= CO

c z~
e ° e
- - o

— c

Is
= ? i- ~ r.

l. *
—

Ss »- =
7 c

69-791 4-985

58-015

5-914
*.

58015
69-791

4144
4708

U

4144
4-98

tl
• 62-037 4-431

2

u

a

a

5 2.C

72

60
68
U

u

u 16

U

60

7

64

U

68:015

65914
62037
58-015

02037

4144
4-708

4-431

4-144

4431

a

7° 4 j 16 I 3350 62-037 i
4431

a

60

68

64

60

l
64

o 64 •

Remarks.—The tension in the reservoir, as marked by the gauge, was seldom at *
exactly 4 atmospheres; it was sometimes a .little above and >metimes a little be-

low the mark. #
The difference of temperature between the water before and after -injectipn I con*,

sider as full 7° P.

From tfiis table it may be deduced
.
that ttie Condensation of!

3350 cubic inches of air, at the ordinary pr sure,, and a mean
temperature of 84°, to one :fourthof ^ts voluml, *4j?engages h£at

enough to raise the temperature of twojpouh^s of water 7^F.

Applying the principles of correction here! .estahii
'

i

i

4

*

J

*

*"

m

densed air
?

I

. •i
1^*'

the con-
* ;333

%

•

Add for- correction number 2
_ M

ft

*.

u a a

: Deduct for "

•

.

*ii

*a

3
estimated at,

*.

* 4'

*
P

'

4 heat from friction,*

T.-333 ,

* - -• m
, '110

?
-

7 •443.V1
•83*

•

,%

T°-360
-*

«;- ' % •

*
*

'

'- *

-

•
fc

•

ft
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TABLE IV.

i

*

I

\

m

Exper

Date.

1849.

June 18

.. «

July 26
u

U

u

a

u

tl

ft

M

u

44

-

a

«i

2

[four.

Temperatures of the

P.M.

1.15

o
a

-

s

« o
0)

ca

*•=

2 o

80 79

* Q
^

m c
cd

o

GO

£.!s8
m « *-

="3 C

3g
I 'I

:3
§

87

*

CI

28

2.

1.

2.80

4.30

5.30

12.30

1.30

1.40

3.15

5.30

7.45

U

u
18
82
u

a

a

84

82
it

86
82

19

17
u

u

18
81

18
a

79
78

88

86
88

86

85

85

86+
89

86+
86

87+
86+

6

u

it

it

it

tt

a

a

u

tt

a

u

20

it

15

16

15
it

|

16

15
it

16*
16
it

"IF

Quantities ot

i2 «

OQ—

Q
c o <x>

g * °

3144
206

3350
it

a

u

a

a

«

a

it

u

a

a

a

T3
c

C
0)

B
O
o

<

0)c

So

a,

c

c
c
o
Km

s
.5 ^

c o

^3 G

QJ ^

— '- i£

Si* fl
cd o C
> O.Q.

77-542

u

58-015

62037
58*015

62.037

58015
44

63975
62*037

5538

4-154

4-431

4-144
ft

4-431

4-144

4569
4-431

2

«

44

44

44

<(

44

44

44

44

44

a

a

T3 C
O —
t «

«- E c

rt co 3

80

62037 l 4-431

44

60
a

64

60
44

64

60
44

66

61

64
Difference and average, 8j° F

.

81

Remarks.—On July 26, at 1°.30' it will be observed the difference of tempera-

ture of the water of injection, before and after injection, was 11° F. This unu^iai

quantity of heat, as in the first experiment, was supposed to be owing to ^periec

working of the jet pump, thereby causing a leas than the regular qnantity ot water

to be injected.

•.As in the former tables, the data for table IV. are taken from

experiments made on different days. It appears from a compan-

sbn'of the fourth and fifth columns, that the difference in tem-

.•perature of the water, before and after injection, several times

• indicates 9° F., but as it was oftener simply a full 8° F., 1

* have not thought advisable to take 8° 5 for the mean of °bser^"
tion, thougb.il feel as

sidering it ' .
•'

t
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'

. Add for correction number 1
'
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s»pj 1 that the al%an6es for the real, over the apparent

\pressure-6XJi^&i?*m the reservoir, and.' far-radiation, are. about

1 e^ual to the*j5posing effect from friction. 'Accordif~'- tUa rnnde

; of proceeding we shall have 8°'-660 as tho-qp^ntity of neat evoivs

^.from 33^0 yib'i^j inches, of air as subjected • to a compressi

"power pf. eight atmospheres at a temperature of about 84° I
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I have deemed it necessary, for a full elucidation of the subject
before us, to append a table of deductions, drawn up from some of
the data furnished by the preceding tables. In explanation of
this table it may be stated that the first column is intended to
represent the mean temperature of the atmosphere during the
time of the experiment. Column 2 gives the mean difference
between the water of injection before and after injection ; and
the 3d is designed to show the difference, in the same water,
under the various corrections which must be made upon the sim-
ple thermometrical observations. The 4th column represents
the tension of the air in the reservoir, according to observation

;

and the 5th the same tension as corrected for excess of temper-
ature.

To enable us to compute the effects without great and undue
labor, it is necessary to reduce both the air and the water, used
in the experiments, to some common measure or weight. The
pound weight as the most convenient standard, has been adopted.
By reducing columns ten and twelve, of the preceding tables, to

the common rate, we have obtained column 6 of the following
table.

The 7th column shows the quantity of heat set free by the
condensation of one pound of air at the specific heat of air. The
figures in the column are ascertained by assuming that the specific

heat of air—assigned by Delaroche and Berard, viz., -2669
water being T0000—is correct, and then multiplying the quantity
by the number of degrees, F., one pound of air heats one pound
of water, under a given degree of compression, as shown in col-

umn six. It is in truth a mere representation of the intensity of
• heat evolved by the simple condensation of air.

*"
*

'

|j

Columns 8 and 9 show the quantity of heat—expressed in
the number of pounds of ice it would melt—which the. engine is

certain states of condensation disengages.
As my object, in conducting the 1 re^oing^xperinierUs, has

been to furnish practical rather th;in*scie^ugic^ta }
;r^ve not,,

thought it appropriate to introduce -the calculajigi sof the fallow-
ing table in full. oj5f have I attempts* their, pe?ffe#t # accur^py.
The results set fojfa. for the tension 'of 3; £ ?nf atmospheres
Must be considered a&jatHer. the -"deductions of Careful conjee

t

inan tne nrftn^P nnsvr<v«s to pither nbservatic
IS "u.aoupt practicable t£ make^oDservations
a Very close approximation to the actual temperaUu'e*<&plyed from \

a^, for all tensions : hut it would reouire thewno]* "'
*

*

t fs
i m

m
-

V>

.•

v

&
revolutions per minute ; and are introduced jas sykge^ve of pecu-
niary considerations. '

-! /
;

jL
The 10th and 11th columns show the difference hflhe degrees

d ai^ which the ahTin

* *
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\

greater delicacy and accuracy than I could obtain, and some mod-

ifications of the mode of experimenting pursued. It is, there-

fore, desirable on both scientific and practical grounds, that a

more extended series of experiments on air, similar to those

above detailed, should be made, with such improved and superior

apparatus, as experience has demonstrated is necessary, and with

the care and skill which none but those practised in such matters

are competent to exercise Tn the mean time, the following table

may be regarded as sufficiently near to truth to present a plain

view of the objects for which it was drawn up; and any one

who is so disposed may test its general correctness by particular

examples.

i

V

/ TABLE V.

**

.•

« V

83

84

46

83

Deductions from Tables 1, 2, 3, 4.
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74. 277 By observation.
" calculation.
" observation.
" calculation.
" observation.
" calculation.
" observation.2< 80
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^ K\pm
the quantity. <>f heal evolved by air, under a tension of eight at-

Ynospheres/vvas subjected to "another and very simple test, which

Confirmed tffie ac<5tracy of the deductions comprised in the last
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In corroboration of the general accuracy of the experiments
it may be farther mentioned, that the converse of the result here
sought, viz., the quantity of heat which the condensed air in its v

expansion is capable of absorbing, or, in other words, the quantity
of ice it is capable of producing, was, after making due allow-
ances, sufficiently nearly equal to the quantities as set down in

columns eight and nine, to prove that there has been no material
error of observation or calculation.

The chief object of Table V. is to present in a form obvious at

a glance, the changes of temperature which correspond to propor-

tional changes in the density of air. Philosophers have so often

found the phenomena of nature conforming, in all their circum-
stances, to uniform laws, that they seem to have supposed the

evolution of heat, from the mechanical condensation of air, must
follow some course of regular progression. The convenience to

experimenters which has resulted from the establishment of that

law by which aerial bodies adjust their volume and pressure ex-
actly to each other, has induced them to hope that one equally

simple would be discovered for measuring the proportion of heat

set free from air by condensation. And, under the impression

that such a law must exist, equal proportions of heat have been •

considered to be set free, under regular diminutions of volume,
or increase in density of air. Thus, Dalton, finding, on experi-

|
meriting with a small quantity of air, that when it was doubled
in density it evolved 5(P F. assumed this as the measure for every

m
subsequent doubling of its density. Leslie, observing a similar

result, from restoring dilated air to its natural density, assigned a

similar quantity of heat to a similar reduction of volume; but as

a law founded on such a result was incompatible with' the phe-

nomena presented by a greater increase of density, he'^educed \
the following rule for determining the change of temperature

produced by any degree of rarefaction or condensation of air,

viz.: "Multiply 25 by the difference between tl "density of air .

and its reciprocal, the product will be the clitference dft
4empera-

ture on the Centigrade scale." Thus, if '.the .JensitY-be doubled

or the rarefaction reduced to one half, 25 x(2V i')-3T^° C«flti- -

grade (^67£ F.) indicates the ctiahge of temperature by doub-

ling the'density or rarity of air. By this formul' rtie'quantiiy of

heat evdlved by the higher degrees Of eondens ion is enormously

increased
; for if the air were condensed 30 f\ igwe 'should have

/^V ft / ft ftV ft* •% *

25 x (30 ----)= 749° Centigrade (1*412° F.)JojJfie, elevation^ of

temperature. It /tray be remarked of this redtoQ-ing t*h£t it fep-

l%e^ t tjifti ih«conformij:y

.*

resents an hypothesis niore nearly the reverse^i^i iJ*contorm
• with any natural. tow, Of an increase* one i^ction oY•Jemperanire, .%
deducible from expeiihfent.-* Mr, Ivory, actiilg

f up6a a similar"

.view of natural .progression, expresses a rule for the. changes'oT-^*
temperature, corresponding to given changes oT density, by asJF

^eco.nd Seeies, Vol. X, X 29.—Sept., 1850» 29 i *
>
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signing 1° F. as the quantity of heat evolved from air, under a

reduction of T }^ of a volume, no matter of what density. The
preceding tables of experiments, however inexact they may be,

are sufficiently extended and precise to prove that all the above

formulas are erroneous.

But so probable, at the outset of my experiments, did it appear

that the relation between the condensation of air and the disen-

gagement of heat, followed some law of arithmetical or geomet-

rical proportion, and so firmly was the probability impressed on

my mind, that observations of a different tendency produced only

doubts of their accuracy. The quantity of heat obtained by re-

ducing air from its atmospheric state to half its volume, I as-

sumed as the basis of a calculation for every subsequent similar

reduction, until frequent repetition of the experiment taught me
the error and the necessity of a different conclusion.

An inspection of columns 0, 7, 10, 11, of Table V, will

prove that all previous estimates of the heat set free by a

change in the density of air, as well as all supposed natural laws

of regular progression, adopted in connection with them,. must

be inaccurate. This apparent deviation from the general practice

of nature admits of an explanation. Variations of pressure, and

variations of heat evolved in consequence, follow each other as

i* cause and effect; yet, there is an interference, particularly in re-

spect to aerial bodies, arising from their property of elasticity,

which prevents these variations from being equal in different

cases. -The cause of volume and the cause of elasticity are the

same, and this is undoubtedly caloric
; and the difference between

them is dependent upon a modified affinity for this principle, which

appears to increase, in proportion as the pressure the elastic body

is subjected to is greater. In consequence of this growing affin-

ity, the tension of air must increase in a much greater ratio than

•

•
•

V
the quantity oi heat set tree during the redaction ot volume.

Jn the experiments, as recorded, all preconceived notions of

a uniform law of progression of any kind were set aside, and

nothing were regarded bat the quantity and tension of the mate-

rials employed, arid the indications of the thermometer. The

show that if there is any precise law of pro-

• • ,

amou

s, iuclefed, s

yfixe^elat

latent .hfipt

**

verse and rapicjlv jminishirig ratio. Thus, the quantity of heat

t

rated b¥
columns J3tuicI

Wi ght of.'cvaj

Jpytf it \va%r
heat hpp.amp f

lent 10 eievaie ine lejirpuraiuic w»w ^^
F. and of its own body 277 degrees t.

increase of

and when

Condensed to one-eighth of its original vofumer
the heat was, *or

Water,a25^ and.for air 472° F.
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According to these observations and deductions, while the

densities of air increased in the geometrical progression 2, 4, 8,

the heats evolved corresponded, nearly, to the arithmetical series

3, 4, 5. Bat the ratio in the differences of temperature between
the assigned densities followed a very different rate of progression

from either; thus for the densities 2, 4, 8 atmospheric pressures,

the corresponding differences of heat evolved were in the de-

creasing numbers, nearly, (277, 118, 80) 3-5, 1*5, 1.

I deem it highly probable that the foregoing deductions are

very near to true expositions of the relations between the con-

densation of atmospheric air, and the evolution of its latent heat.

The discrepancies between the actual observations and the num-
bers which should belong to a law of progression, are more rea-

sonably to be referred to error in the former than in the latter.

A slight examination of the tables will shew how very important

it is in such experiments, that the instruments for making obser-

vations should be both delicate and accurate. It has been men-
tioned that the thermometers used could not be relied upon within

half a degree of their indications; while an error to this extent

would produce a difference in the deductions of the first line of

Table V, of one-tenth part and, of course, materially affect the .

value of the experiment. Besides the necessity of proper philo-

sophical instruments, the series of observations on both densities ^
and temperature ought to have been more extended to justify the

attempt to establish a natural law from their deductions.
^

So
well aware was I of the importance of an extended succession of

observations, that in drawing up the design of the machine, 1

endeavored to adjust its proportions so that it should be capable

of working to a tension of sixteen atmospheres ; but on trial,

many portions of it were found too weak to sustain such a pres-

sure. I will, however, repeat that such experiments as Ithe ma-

chine admitted of being made, have been made under feftill con-

viction of their importance, and with a determinttticm that noth-

ing should be noted which my own senses'did riot perteive, nor

set down but as the result of repeated and confirmed observation

;

and, notwithstanding the imperfection of instruments and ma-

chinery, I am of opinion" that they cannot be in error to any con-

siderable" extent, nor can I hesitate to recommend hejn.to public

confidence. **

Apalachicola, March 7, 1850.
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Art. XXI.

—

Notice of Remains of Vertebrated Animals ft

at Rir.h/mnnd. Virginia : bv Jeffries Wyman, M. D.

The remains which are the subject of this notice were dis-

covered in the tertiary beds which form the foundation of the city

of Richmond, and which extend beyond its limits over a vast

area. Mr. Conrad regarded these beds as identical with the Eng-

lish crag under the name of " medial pliocene," and Professors

W. B. and H. D. Rogers describe them under the name of Mio-

cene.* The opinion of these last geologists is confirmed by the

observations of Sir Charles Lyell.f Prof W. B. Re
me in addition that in the bottom of some of the ravines, a stratum

exists containing Eocene fossils.

A large proportion of the bones and teeth here described were

discovered and exhumed by Dr. Martin Burton of Richmond, in

the various ravines which intersect this city and its vicinity, but

more especially those at its eastern and western extremity. The ,

T
largest* ravine, the one through which Shockoe creek makes its

way into the James River, is about one hundred feet ill depth and

. many hundreds in breadth. From this there branch oft' on either
|

side many smaller ravines with nearly vertical walls. The most

£ remarkable of these are on the western side. On the eastern slope

thece are none so deeply cut, but on the bottom of them may be

seen a layer of silicious animalcular deposit which was noticed by

Profs. Rogers. Prof. J. W. Bailey of West
that X- tnat it contains many species 01 miusoriai lorms in vasi aumuoi *»..§.

This stratum, according to Prof. W. B. Rogers, is near the lower

M
In thV Miocene deposits are found the remains of Vertebrata in

great numbers, especially of Sharks and of a small species of My-

liobatis. * The infusorial stratum and the strata immediately

above it contain stones of very small size only, and give no evi-

dence of rapid currents of ,water or of heavy waves ;
every thing

seems sedimentary in'its, character. More superficially is a deposit

of clay containing casts of Pecten in great abundance, and above

this, rounded ^stones become quite numerous, and arejusea tor

the purpc^e^pf 'paving. On' the recent removal of a portion or

ilffa stT^tun

were discove

xkdecav*

though

ht pfessure from the

Ifnig^is; ^st lacity^was <so slight .that it>ttecam< difficult .to re:

# movjpithe^piects without breaking. In some instances they, were

\, * Trans \li.'PhiIo>. Soc., Philad., 1836.

4 f Proceedings Geolog. Soc, LoncL, Feb. 26, "184

X See*| 'f- Bailey's several articles in Am. Join*.'i
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*

4

perforated with canals similar to those made by the Teredo. If

the wood thus discovered were allowed to dry in the open air, as

its moisture evaporated, it became more and more solid, and soon
assumed the constitution of lignite, having the density, brittle

fracture and shining surface of coal. The progress of this change
I had an opportunity of noticing in a piece of wood which lay on
my table from the time it was exhumed until it was completely

converted into lignite. Fruits well preserved were occasionally

found, and in one instance a nut which was recognized by Prof.

Agassiz as belonging to the genus Carya or hickory. I have as

yet seen but very few unequivocal remains of reptiles. These
consist of a few teeth which will be noticed in a subsequent por-

tion of this paper. Coprolites have also been found in great num-
bers some of them of unusual large size.

Remains of Mammals.—Seals. Among the most interesting

of the relics discovered by Dr. Burton were parts of the cranium
of an animal belonging to the natural family of Phocidae, a family

of which but few remains had been previously detected,^nd in

so far as I have been able to find any record, only in one other lo-

cality in the United States. The bones were fragile, and had ev-

idently been crushed previous to exhumation. The pieces in my
possession consist of two temporal bones nearly entire, a fragment

including a portion of the parietal and occipital bones, and in ad-

dition a part of the base of the skull. The reentering angle of

the occiput, the well marked depressions corresponding with the

cerebral convolutions on the parietal bones, the form of the£ranial

cavity, the deep fossa above the internal auditory foramen, the

vascular canals opening on the occiput, and the inflated tympanic

bones, all indicated an affinity to the Phocidae. The size^ varied

but little from that of the common Harp seal, (P. Groenlandica.)

The presence of an interparietal crest indicating a large develop-

ment of the temporal muscles, offers a diagnostic sign by which it

may be distinguished from P. barbata, P. Groenlandica, P. hispida, .

P. mitrata, and P. vitulina. From those species of seals which

are provided with a crest the fossil presents a welt marked differ-

ence in having the mastoid process much larger, morf rounded,

and prominent, nearly equalling the tyjnpanie boue.jn size. .
Tta

entrance to the carotid canal is in full view when the base of the

skull is turned upwards.- The imperfectly 4i^«ed caifal which

lodges the Eustachian tube and the tensor t^pajn^muscle is ot.

remarkable dimensions, especially when compared with thatot P.

Groenlandica. '"The interparietal crest exteiidirtgtfrom the.Acci- J
P"t to the anterior edge pf the.'frontals/ is'piost narrow posteriorly

where.it is' birt slightly elevated above the surrounding bones.-;

The fragments of cranium above described, were found in the

Shockoe creek ravine near the base of Church Hill. In the rawne;

at the eastern extremity of the city and in the, neighborhood of

m

4
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the penitentiary, Dr. Burton obtained several other portions of the

skeleton of another seal. These consisted of an imperfect cervical

vertebra, a lumbar vertebra nearly entire, a fragment of the sacrum,

coccygeal vertebra, fragments of ribs and the lower extremity of a

fibula. Their generic characters have been satisfactorily made out

by comparisons with recent bones.*

In figure 1, page 232, I have represented the coccygeal ver-

tebra which corresponds in its general characters very accu-

rately with recent bones of P. Groenlandica from the same

region of the vertebral column. The small size of the vertebral

canal and the imperfect transverse process, the wide spread ar-

ticulating processes and the blunted spinous process indicate its

affinity to the seals.

The fragment of a left fibula (figs. 2 and 3) presents at its lower

extremity (fig. 3), an oblique regularly concave articulating

surface, on its inner face, and on its outer (figs. 2 and 3,) an

elevated ridge or crest on either side of which is a groove for the

passage of a tendon.

Phocodon^ Agassiz.—Of this interesting genus, (which is so

nearly allied with Squalodon of Grateioup, Basilosaurus of

Harlan, JZeuglodo?i of Owen and J. Muller, Dorudon of Gibbes,

. and the remains from which the empirical Hydrarchos of Koch

was made, I have received from Dr. Burton only a single tooth,

which was identified by Prof. Agassiz.f

%
-

*

.

V

*

* The only other locality for fossil bones of seals which I have seen noticed as

•occurring in the U. States* is the one mentioned by Dr. C. T. Jackson (in his final

•Report on the Geology of New Hampshire) at South Berwick, Maine, in marine

mud, about thirty feet below the surface, and which were brought to light on dig-

•ging'Ja well. These were sent to me for description and proved to be an ulna ami

a radius
, .

Cuvk? in the last edition of the Ossemens Fossiles (t, viii, p. 454) after havinf

e des osm, set aside many pretended discoveries, savs: "en effet rien nVst plus rare qu

dePhoqut^ et u# Lunantins parmis les fo^iles." "Je n'ai pu obtenir d'ossemens

fossiles de pho'que- bien' constates que des seuls environs d'Anders."

• The fragments described by Cuvier as belonging to two individuals, were subse-

quently a erted bv Blainville to belong to one and the same bone, and were shown

to be th« ise of a Manatee instead ofn Seal, a discoverv on which M. de. B. dwells with

peculiar satisfaction, ^sieographie, Genus Phoca, p. 40.)

Xmong tljl veritable Tfiscoveries of the remains of fossil seals, Blainville cites the

following, (Osteography Gen. PhoCa, p' 41.) ,

V 1. Teeth from^iaestricht, accompanied with those of sharks. Boue\;JouriL de

Geol., t. iii, p. 34
;
* -^ ... •,•

2 Teeth, a vertebrland a cranium, found in Westphalia. Hermann von Meyer,

Paleologica, p. 1 3 1 . -

*

, f
• 3. £iso froni *th6> simri authority, teeth very similar to those of seals, and ot

» sharks~from L;vvhflcgri) r Aix la* Chapelle. . ,,

4. 'A fragment Sfan £ium is referred to, described bv lgene Robert, .found in the

f ?hell fufaV T^lftnd with Cypfina Islandica and other recent shells. This is probably

- - - « -"-• '"the
:

.

,

a um an existing specie^.

5. In the Museum of Perth," Hungary, exists a hinol toot, found netf Vienna m
v41ey of the Danube. *P ,

f.Prof. A. will soon- publish a complete memoir, on this srerlifs found in the Unitea

$ta|es, in which will be given the result of his personal observations drawn from

large collectiou^pf rejmaini
__ w

% t ,
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This tooth (fig. 4,) is l T% inch in length, having a small portion

broken from the end of its root. The crown is conical, com-
pressed on its inner face, with slightly trenchant edges, the pos-

terior of which is provided with a slightly projecting tubercle.

The enamel over its whole surface is roughened by small irregu-

lar ridges, the general direction of which is from the base towards
the apex of the crown, those at the apex being the most minute.
This tooth must have been placed at the anterior part of the
jaw; all those of the posterior lateral portions being deeply in-

dented.

Dr. Burton has also found a petrous bone with its convoluted
appendage, which has all the Cetacean characteristics and which
Prof. Agassiz likewise refers to the genus Phocodon.

Delphinvs.—From the same locality and in the immediate
neighborhood of the spot in which the vertebrae and other bones
of the seal were found, Dr. Burton obtained four vertebrae all

belonging apparently to one individual and nearly of the size of
those of the common porpoise, (D. del phis.)

The fragment of a lower jaw represented in figures 5 and 6, if

the indications of the teeth are followed, is Cetacean, though the

jaw itself is somewhat unusual. The crowns project but slightly

above their alveoli, and are small when compared with the roots

which are long, bulging near the middle and deeply imbedded in

their sockets. The extent to which they penetrate into the jaw
is made obvious by three fractures, which intersect the alveoli

near their termination. A reptilian feature in the jaw rriay be
recognized in the depressions or grooves which exist on its sides in '

the intervals between the teeth, as if for the receptor* of .the

teeth of the upper maxillary bone, a condition which Dr. R. \V.

Gibbes has shown to exist in the Basilosaurus. Each tooth is sur-

rounded by a distinct circular ridge. The teeth are solid, the .
*

pulp cavity being wholly filled up. By reference f> ngure 5 it will

be seen that the two halves of the lower jaw aqs united through •

the whole extent of this fragment (the symphysis) by a flat sur-

face as is ihe case in the sperm whales find injthe Gavials among'
Crocodiles. It differs however from the latte'r in. l\ .'bsenceof
an enlargement of the jaw at its extremity, (gradually diminish-
ing to a point as in Cetaceans,) as well as in thevjeficiency of

*

teeth of larger dimensions- which in Gavials correspond to caniqrs.

Were it not for the prolonged symphysis thijaw- wight be re-

garded as belonging to the genus Phocodon^ Jntt*s.§ymph^~
closely resembles thatof some species of Delpbrnitg.

The teeth represented in figure 7, are

animal of the same specks -as the jaw

V

the same form the

The^e
Phis jaw.resemBpfs

any* other Cetacean.

-r
«.* .
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This fragment I found in one of the small ravines on the

western side of the Shockoe Creek Ravine.

In one of the species of Zeuglodon figured by Miiller, there

exists a lower jaw with a prolonged symphysis as in the above

specimen, though the teeth of the first are less numerous. He
also figures a portion of an upper jaw which is turned up, pre-

senting a convexity corresponding with the concavity of the

outline of the lower fragment here described. Fig. 6.

In addition to the above, there have been found from time to

time for many years, fragments of bones of the larger Cetaceans

of which I have numerous specimens, but have seen none of the

dimensions of those of the largest existing whales. Their spe-

cific characters have not been recognized. I have a single im-

perfect tooth nearly five inches in length, the crown of which is

quite small compared with the root, and its surface is irregularly

striated or reticulated as in the figures of the teeth of Zeuglodon,

given by Johannes Miiller in his memoir on this last animal.

Reptiles.—The only remains which represent this order are

teeth, one of which is represented in figure 8 a of its natural size

and which is obviously that of some species of Crocodile. Its

form is blunt conical, with a transverse section nearly circular,

and having on each side a small and well defined ridge largest at

its upper extremity and terminating below in a delicate point.

The surface of the tooth is marked with minute longitudinal

striae. The lateral ridges divide the- tooth into two unequal por-

tions as shown in the section, figure 8 b.

Some of the teeth of one other species of reptile allied to the

Crocodiles was found in company with the preceding, but which
differ from the described forms in having the whole surface

covered with well defined longitudinal flutings extending f&>m

the base to the apex—similar to those of Mosasaurus ; but 'the

tooth is without an enlarged base.
•> f

The precise locality from which these Reptilian teeth were ob-

tained, I am unable to state ; they were from the tertiary deposits^

Fishes.—Of all the remains found in this locality, those of

fishes are by far the most numerous, and of these the largest por-

tion belong to the Plagiostome group, and will iherefore be almost

necessarily represented by the teeth alone. *As-. nearly all ,the1 '

genera' dud species have been previously descfibed] a catalogue

of them wiFl be all that is necessary. J

«

•

Lamna compressor Agass. **Q[
•

«

L. acuminata, Agass.
L. crassidens, *Agass.

.
L. elegans, A'ga^5.

All of these. have been found in the Eocene beds of S. Carolina-,
by Dr. R. VV\ Gftb'bes!" ' The specimens above enftmerated'were

Second SnDn.-l&L Xu. 29.—Sept., 50/ 39 V
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*

'
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found in dialing wells in Richmond, but whether from Eocene

or Miocene beds I am unable to state.

Otodus uppendiculatus, Agass.

O. lineatus.

O. obliqvus, Agass.

O. lanceolatus.

Oxyrhina hastalis, Agass.

Ox. xiphodon, Agass.

Hemipristis serra, Agass.

Carrharodon angustidens, Agass.

Galeocerdo contortus, Gibbes.

G. Egertonii, Agass.

Sphyrna lata, Agass.

Glyphis sitbulatajG'ibbes.

Notidanus primigevhis. This species is quite rare. The spe-

cimen here referred to is the only one which I have seen men-

tioned as coming from the U. States. - This was described by Dr.

R. W. Gibbes in his memoir on the fossil Squalidac *

Genus Myliobatis.—After the genus Lamna, Myliobatis may
be mentioned as the one which furnishes the largest number of

remains.

GemtsPhyflodus.—The "paint ine or pharyngeal plates, fig. 9 a

and 6, were found by Dr. Biirtpil> and as I believe as far as any

record appears to the contrary for Jfhe first time in the U. States.

Of this remarkable genus first described by Agassiz, nothing has

yet 'beeYi discovered but the plates similar to those represented by

the figures. Each of the central plates consists of a series of super-

imposed layers. Agassizf and OwenJ have given the details of

7their microscopic structure. All the species enumerated by Agassiz

•
* six!in number, were found in the London clay of Sheppey. Fig.

9 a resembles P. toliapicus. Fig. 9 6 does not resemble any of

the species figured in the Poissons Fossiles, but is imperfect.
1

#
* Owen regard- Phyllodns as allied to Scarus, but Agassiz does

not admit the correctness of this opinion.

.Grenusr Fogoniqs.—The peculiar pharyngeal teeth of these fish-

. es have been several'times discovered, and I have recently received

from Dr. jBurtori broken specimens of large size.

^ Jjfcrtebrte offishes •—These exist in great numbers, but almost

invariably disjn \ed. I have no means of determining them.

Some few have the elongated bodies of the Scomberoids.

Jk
r*

.

*jyearli» alUh^haiues dvVn above were fun ie«by Dr. Gibbes. For a full

^criptumtff Jg&iersi aiuhspecies here <
' lerateif, his valuable memoir can be

of the fossil

. t 1 oi - ms Fossiles, t. ii, ru238.
•
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Coprolites.—Of numerous specimens of these remains, there

is one of unusual dimensions. It is six and a half inches in length

and three inches in diameter. It presents indications of having
been moulded upon a spiral membrane; its fractured surface ex-

hibits fragments of bone and something resemhliug the scales of

fishes. The color of the fractured surface is of a reddish brown.

Art. XXII.

—

On the Volcanic Eruptions of Hawaii; by James
D. Dana—.Continued from vol. ix, p. 304.

In a former article, a historical account was given of the erup-

tions of Kilanea, the great pit-crater on the flanks of Mount Loa,

situated at a height of about 4000 feet above the sea. The fol-

lowing pages contain what information we have collected respect-

ing the summit eruptions of Mount Loa.# The crater is a deep
pit in the very summit of the mountain dome, and is called by
the natives Mokua-weo-weo.f It has nearly an elliptical figure,

as shown in the annexed cut, with
its diameters 13,001) and 8000
feet respectively, the longer lying

in a north-by- west and south-

by-east direction. But the deep-
part of the crater is nearly ctrcu-

lar, and has the breadth of the
•

smaller diameter, the northern
and southern portions being shal-

low. The walls, through a con- _
siderable portion of their circuit, >^-"~

are abrupt or even vertical, and are

stratified in structure like the sides

of Kilanea; on the west side the

height was found by Henry Eld,
Jr.. to be seven hundred and eigh-

ty-four feet, and on the east four

hundred and seventy feet.

The bottom of the pit when
examined* by Captain Wilkes and

.

the officers of the Yincennes, consisted of solidffied lava* through

which there were several fissures and fumaroi .emitting sream
a^d sulphur vapors in large volumes. Some- pacts vtei^reugh

The.summit or; r was examined" and 'thoroughly explored egr Captain "\Vilkes
,

a&d the officers of the'Vin ennes, and a detailed ount of it i iven in the fourth
volume of the Narrative ' the Expedition. . I ab^ve*s£ jj is a^educ^d'eopj of

^

.

that in, the Narrative, p. 1 1 Hie author's t xmpratioris Ujd.not reach aooTe Kilauea,
his time having h n'^mited by orders to'-other groups, of Islands.

'**

F * M
. 4" " HPl» « •% _i» ,1 .1^! ^ iX *TtA"~.U~*^smm\ mmsrn-. 11 mm^mm^ ' ^ ^ Jafl

i
•

• • •..
"

"

-

t The name of tn crater, is pronounced Mokooah-wayo-watgo.
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236 Volcanic Eruptions of Hawaii.

with clinkers, while in others, smoother tracts of solid lava

constituted the surface. The fissures had in general a norih-

northwesl and south-southeast direction, and one near ihe west

bank had ejected lavas at no distant period. Two cinder cones

at the bottom, consisting of light scoria, were remarkably per-

fect in form, and one was two hundred feet high. About many
of the fumaroles there were the same salts that occur at the sul-

phur banks of Kilauea.

Besides the large pit there were two others, one on the north,

and another (called Pohakuo-hanalei) on the south, both of which

may be looked upon as subordinate to the central crater, as they

are enclosed within the same general rim or outline. There is also

another small pit, distinct from these, a short distance to the south.

Into Pohakuo-hanalei, a stream of lava had run from Mokua-

weo-weo, and Capt. Wilkes remarks that it looked like a cascade of

iron which had become solid before reaching the bottom. There

were several deep fissures in the vicinity of this pit, and every

appearance of recent eruptions. " The lava at the mouth of some

of the chasms appeared as though it had been thrown up and

plastered on the edges in clots, which seemed of the consistency

x)f tar or melted sealing-wax of various colors, the most predomi-

nant a dark brown."

There were several small cones about the summit, both to the

north and south of Mokua-weo-weo.
The rocks of the summit, where there was evidence in their

appearance of recent origin, resembled those of modern ejections

below. But the walls of the crater are described as consisting of

a compact grayish rock without cellules and often breaking in

.plates. The specimens obtained were a grayish clinkstone

speckled with a white feldspar, with no trace of a cellule, and no

resemblance to ordinary lavas. They consisted mostly of the

feldspar.

/J3Ut little is Known witu regard to ine eruptions oi me buiuum

»crateV VqJ there is abundant evidence that, even at the present

timer it$ fires.are not entirely inactive.

*Xireny)tion is stated to have taken olace on the 20th of June,

_
%
_ _', and the" mountain continued burning for two o

#
r three

weeks':' fhe lava# broke out, in different places, and were dis-

man
W# side o^Ui£ dome.<i

one* hundred njHes.*
J

firs't as.cenjfto t£e. summit of Molirit Loa: by a foreigner

Y is made by Dr. DousdaSs. . This author describes it as far sur-
* • m »

— 1— *
!

' . *i'
.

- !_i t-£

^*
s this Jcuirpal, volume xxv, 201, ma communication &Qi

*
•v.

•

>drich,

#
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passing Kilauea in sublimity and violent activity. Mr. Douglass's
observations are, however, received with incredulity by the resi-

dents. The crater, if thus active, would, like Kilauea, have
shown evidence of it in an illuminated cloud at night. But
neither this nor any other proofs of its action were noticed at the
time by the Hawaiians or by the whites residing among them.*
An eruption took place in January, 1843, which is described by

Messrs. Andrews and Coan.f Jt broke out at the summit, on
the 10th of January, and continued down the slopes of Mount
Loa in two streams

; one flowed to the westward towards Kona
;

the other flowed northward to the foot of Mount Kea, and then di-

viding, one part continued on towards Waimea northeastward,
and the other towards Hilo, eastward.

We cite here the account given by the Rev. Mr. Coan of the
American Mission at Hilo on the eastern shore, who has spent
much time in his many explorations of Mount Loa.
"On the morning of January 10th, before day, we discovered

a small beacon fire near the summit of Mauna Loa, directly in
the rear of our station, about thirty miles distant. This was soon
found to be a new volcano, bursting out on the northeastern
slope of the mountain, at an elevation of near 13,000 feet. From
this time, the eruption increased in magnitude and intensity, from
day to day, till it presented a scene of sublime splendor, disgorg-
ing vast columns of fiery fluid which rolled in a broad, burning
river down the side of the mountain. Subsequently the lava ap- •

peared to burst out at several different points lower down the
mountain, from whence it flowed off in the direction of Mauna
^ea, filling the great valley between the mountains with a sea .

of fire, and throwing a broad sheen of light upon the heavens.
Some of our nights have presented scenes sublimely . grand'.
and fearfully magnificent. The position of the eruption is

such that it can be distinctly seen from the whitlow- of our

•

.

V'
• •

i

.

A comparison of the statements in the following paragraph by Mr. Dotigfa witlfl*
the observations by the officers of the Vincennes, will -how that this ^credulity is • •
probably not misplaced. u The mountain (Mount Loa), with an elevation*of- l£ol7
teet, is one of the most interesting in the world. The journey to the top todk rffY

seventeen days. On the- summit is a volcano, nearly twenty-four (j) m,ilesin vjrcum-*^
terence, and at present in terrific activity. You must not confound thrs witiyftie
situated on the flanks of Mauna Roa, and spoken of by the mlmonarics an 1 L- I

Byron, and which I visited also. . It is difficult to attempt descriprng such an immense
place. The spectator is lost in terror and admiration at beJ|oI(fing^ai nomiou^unk-*
en

.
Prt, (for it differs from all our notions of volcanoes as ppsst MOne-snaped sum-

Etuts with terminal -openings,} five miles square of which is a lake-df liquid fire, in a
state of ebullition, sometimes tr&nquil, at other times rolling-itebhmn^ waves with
unous agitation, and r tifcg them upwards in columns from tliirtj%o one hundred' *

and seventy feet. Thi jlcano is 1272 feet deep; I mean down' to tlje sutfa^ oil *

he fare; its chasms and cavern- can never be measured." Extracts from trie 3o'urW*J

4 it?
1*; Douglas*. MagazineV Zoology and Bqtany, 1837, i, 582. '

t -Missionary Herald* xxxix, 381„463 ; and xl, £4. The course o^Jie stream,*aii<t

-

I

*

nal
I

or Mr. Douglass, Magazii W Zoology and Bqtany, 1837, i, 582. * . -

its origm were"pariicuJ^y^Mamined by the Rev. T. Coan.
r

"
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dormitory, so that we can lie on our couch and watch the

fantastic and ever varying action of the fires from evening to

morning. The rapid disgorgement of the gory flood, the lofty

rising of brilliant pillars—like burning brass—the irregular shoot-

ing of coruscations, and the fearful flow of the molten sea—all

tend to excite a wakeful spirit, and incline us sometimes to keep

vigils for most of the night. For about four weeks, this scene

continued without much abatement. At the present time, after

six weeks, the action of the fire is greatly diminished, though it

is still somewhat vehement at one or two points along the line of

eruption. The flow of the lava has probably extended twenty

miles. As to its breadth and depth, we can form no opinion at

this distance. We apprehend that the fires have nearly spent

their force, though in this we may be mistaken.''

[On Monday the 6th of March, Mr. Coan, in company with Mr.

Paris and seven natives, left Hilo on their tour of exploration.]

u We did not take the usual route—that pursued by Captain

Wilkes and others, via Kilauea—but directed our course at once

for the stream of lava, as it was seen flowing on the high plains

Mauna Our general course was

west-south-west, through a vast forest, so interwoven with jungle

as to render it in most places impenetrable. As the season was

peculiarly dry, we chose for our path the rocky bed of a river

called the River of Destruction, from the quantity and rusn 01

its waters during the rainy seasons. The stream was now so low

. that we could pass up its bed and under its banks by leaping from

rock to rock, and frequently crossing from side to side, now ana

m * then ateo ascending its banks and beating our way for a short dis-

tance through the brushwood, to avoid deep water, perpendicular

precipices, or the accumulated masses of drift-wood. These

drift wood accumulations consisted often of majestic trees which

had been .torn violently from their places, and, with roots, trunk,

|and branches, carried down the stream to some narrow pass,

"where their progress was arrested by the approaching banks, by

* vast rocks, or by a sudden bend in the stream, so as to form an

i m"niwr > 1 n h

I

p rhpvail Y-Hp-frisp "ncrninst thp traveller.

^

pregriablp chevaux-de-irise against

JTliQ; night was spent by Mr. Coan and

lrf|
#
of the forest already mentioned.]

On the" seed! ;

uid pursue^ or the serpentine and rocky

between its precipitous and often overhanging

banks, which: •sometimes presented frowning ."battlements of darK

-f .
.naked laca^m!

WL «,
* C.an t*sail, adornee

*

m

did carpet of soft vel^pt

^ndPtieep forest, and amid, these, everlasting solitudes—uriDiotv

^jcept by fife gurgling" of the wasted stream, the dashing oi trie-
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cascade, or the mighty rush and the deep thunder tones of the
mountain torrent, and, I should add, by the enchanting strains of
the ten thousand songsters whose notes seemed to fill every leaf and
shrub and tree with animated joy—we pursued our quiet way till

the outstretching shades of evening admonished us to prepare for

repose.

[The night was passed in a booth of boughs and ferns, erected
for the emergency on the bank of the river.]

Early the next morning, we pursued our way up the stream,
and at noon found ourselves fairlv out of the forest with the lofty

summit of Manna Kea rising in hoary grandeur before us. We
were now at its base, and in the high, open country occupied
by herds of wild cattle. We bent our course south-south-west,
over a beautiful rolling country, sprinkled here and there with
clumps of low, spreading trees, which looked like orchards in the
distance. Our way was along the upper skirts of the forest, hav-
ing Mauna Kea with its numerous peaks and lateral craters on
our right. At evening we came in full view of Mauna Loa,
bearing south by west from us. We pitched our tent under an an-
cient crater, four hundred feet high, now covered with trees and
grass.

Here we had a splendid view of the great terminal crater on
the summit of the mountain, about twenty-five miles distant, and .

also ot the vast flood of lava which had flowed down the north-
em side of the mountain to the plains below, some part of which
lay burning at our feet, at the distance of four or five miles. We
were now seven or eight thousand feet above the level of the sea

;

and we could see the dark clouds gather, and the lightnings blaze
below us, while ihe deep toned thunder rolled at our feet. At the i

same time, a storm of hail spread along the shore and fell uppji
the station at Hilo. This was the first hail seen at our station

*

since our arrival at the Islands. At twilight a smart slyck of an

1
the vaulted*

1 O C7
,

sKy. As darkness gathered around us, the lurid fires of .theur£l-

cano began to glow with fervid heat, and to gleam upon ilk rr

the foot ofjMauna Kea, over all the plain between the two moiui-l
tains, and up the side of Mauna Loa to its snow-crowned £myrmt,
exhibiting the appearance of vast and innumerabl&furuaces, D/un-;
lng with intense vehemence, and throwing out aUerrible radiance
ln all directions. During the night we ha<f thunder mid Tight-

fe

*

tied in snow.
i wete bepiUitu

*

eet high and one mfle-in circumference, and covered* with tree?

^9 *
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and shrubbery to its summit. It was surrounded at its base, how*

ever, by a vast field of naked scoria of the most jagged character,

the deposit of some former eruption which had flowed around the

little fertile hill, and left it like an island in the ocean, or like an

oasis in the desert. Leaving our natives to prepare our encamp-

ment and collect fuel, water, etc., we set off for the nearest stream

of active lava, distant about two miles. Our road was over sharp

jagged lava, thrown up in tumultuous confusion ;
but we soon

made our way to the molten stream, and, thrusting our staffs into

the viscid mass, took out and cooled specimens which we carried

home with us. You will understand that we were now on the

great plain between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea, about 7.000 feet

above the level of the sea, not having as yet commenced the di-

rect ascent of the mountain. On this plain, between the bases

of the two mountains, we spent the day in traversing and sur-

veying the immense streams of fresh scoria and slag, which lay

smouldering in wild confusion farther than the eye could reach,

some cooled f some half-cooled, and some still in a state of igne-

ous fusion. \ The scoriform masses which formed the larger por-

tion of the flo.wings, lay piled in mounds and extended in high

. „ ridges of from thirty to sixty feet elevation above the substratum

on which it rested, and forming a barrier so indescribably jagged

and rough as to be nearly impassable. It seemed as if this vast

sea of earthy and rocky fusion had been suddenly solidified,

\Vhile in a state of the most tumultuous action. Besides these

high and broad ridges of scoria, there were parallel streams of
v
slag, solidified on the top, like ice on a river. This was smooth,

of lustrous black, and in a vitrescent state, forming the superin-

cumbent crust of a deep molten river which rolled beneath, and

which betrayed its burning course at innumerable cracks and

seatps" and blow-holes, in which the fiery fluid was seen, or

through^which it was expelled in gory jets.

« We spen^the whole day in exploring this vast sea of lava, and

4were astpnished at its immense area. In rolling down the side ot

,thejrcouatain, one broad stream had shot off in a westerly direc-

Another mighty river had flowed northward

by the base of Mauna Kea, when it divided

3 flowing in a north-west direction towards

i tion. towards Kona.
bill 11 \V U»J IIIIVIV^

in to'two branch
thffv^aux/qr \V

d

ftvins towalSstlilo. These th

i
m #

.prctoably a river five or six miles broad : and the longest ol

them cannot l u
miles.,

#
Xhey le^iirflDwing, but then" progress .at present is siow,

as they aje4)rr*a vast* plain, and their celerity is also retarded by

•fissure* ancl caverns, ahjd', by fields of
:

old scoria which covers those

'
'

higMffegions. . Should the eruption continu and^sh.ould the quan-

tity ©f fusnfti be sufiicient to overcome theotelacles and reach tne

tt£*

r * .*
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regions where the face of the country declines rapidly towards the

sea, the descent will then be quick and easy to the coast, both on
the eastern and western shores. This may take place though I

am rather of the opinion that the fires will have spent their force

before they reach the sea.

Besides the three great branches described, there are numerous
smaller ones, shooting out laterally and irregularly from the main
streams, both on the side and at the base of the mountain. These
form together an indescribable labyrinth.

-After travelling hard all day, without being able to reach the

extreme ends of the two great western branches of the eruption,

we returned at evening to our tent, weary, but gratified nearly to

oppression by the vastness and the terribleness of the scenes we
had witnessed.

[During the night, a dense, dark cloud invested the eminence
on which the travellers had encamped ; this was charged with

electric fluid, which soon began to blaze around them with terrific

splendor, accompanied, at the same time, with startling peals *of

thunder. They felt that they were "in a sea of electricity
;"

and realized the sublimity of the expression, "The God of

Glory thundereth." At length the storm passed away, and the

volcanic fires which had been concealed by the tempest, " resumed
their merry dance, spouting forth their gory masses in fantastic

and ever varying forms, at different points, from mountain to

mountain, along the whole line of eruption.'
7

]

Ascent to the Crater.—The next morning we rose early,- and

made our preparations for visiting the summit of the mountain,

distant about twenty miles. As we did not suppose it possible to

reach the summit and return to our camp the same day, we pro-

vided ourselves with caps, flannels, mittens, cloaks, comfortables,

where we had encamped during the night. Thus prepared* we

A

etc., for sleeping upon the lava on the side of the mountain ; and
taking a little food and a calabash of water, we committed our ,.'

luggage to two strong natives, leaving the rest of our company

setoff, expecting to spend two days upon the mount-Sin.
:,
Our w

way at first lay over a field of scoria of an indescribably. shSrp' *.

and jagged character ; and we had not proceeded more* than half.-

a mile before we found that the two natives who carried onr *1
(

I
clothing fell in the' rear, and followed us at the rate .of k^ tflan-

a mile an hour'-^-the road being so inconcei\:aMf*rt ;etFlhat

they could /hot quicken their pace without beiti!* in^dang^r of

stumbling at every step, and breaking their cafirashes, artTtear-
*ng \heir flesh. We halted suddenly, helci'a sh&t consultation,
set down our calabashes" oh the lava,- took a; Irttle" Tyscirir in cur
pockets, laid our cloaksiand umbrellas on our guides, #nd leaving /%M

'..

everything- else behind, set out again for
1

the sumnfii of the moun-
tam.

; Afte

^Ec ^R
p passine this tract of scortaf we -came to a field of

n. /No. 29.—Sept, I860. ,-31 V
$ t

*
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more compact and smooth lava, lying along the borders of the

new stream. Here we moved on rapidly, at the rate of three and

a half or four miles an hour. As we had left most of our cloth-

ing and food, with all our water, behind, and as we clung to the

hope of reaching the original point of eruption—a vast, active

crater, within a few hundred feet of the highest part of the

mountain—we felt it necessary to press hard and improve every

moment, as we must return the same day, or probably perish with

cold amid those high regions of snow and tempests.

To describe our road would be tedious, if not impossible.

Sometimes we were on ancient deposits and sometimes on the

new ; sometimes on broad fields of smooth, shining lava, and

sometimes crossing extended tracts of the sharp, spurry kind be-

fore mentioned ; now we were climbing a high ridge of loose

scoria and slag, and then feeling our way down a ravine amidst

poised and pendant masses that seemed to say, " Touch us not

lest we bury you from the light of day."

At ten o'clock we were fairly at the foot of the mountain prop-

er, and began a more regular and rapid ascent, though we had

been gradually rising for an hour or two before. The new streams

of lava, spread, to the breadth of several miles over the side of

the mountain, for the most part were nearly cooled ;
in many

places, however, they were burning hot, and emitting smoke,

steam, and pungent gases.

At noon we lost sight of our native attendants, who wereuna-

able to keep up with us in our rapid and forced march, and we

saw them no more during the day. We were now on the new

eruption, and our ascent became more and more steep; while the

rarity of the atmosphere affected our respiration, so that it was

difficult fo proceed many rods without stopping to pant and recover

breath. The lava on which we were treading gave indubitable

evidence of powerful igneous action below, as it was hot and full

of seams, from which smoke and gas were escaping. But we

hich we
f -stratum, oj* twenty yards long and ten wide, through v

. -looked, and at the depth of fifty feet, we saw a vast tunnel or

*
ilib

fa »
tfwd—fi^ed^wiu

>*La river of fire, which swept down the steep side

jjftuwith amazing velocity. The sight of this cov-

ELtfrif.I may be allowed to coin a word, -this pyro-m
- * -

• under our feet at the

One. glance at

that

rate^f .twenty

. thelfearfuly^pe
""*, ••*'. We* gazed 'itp^v - ...

we had Been, travelling.'for. Hours over this river pf .fijey. and cro
f~-

: * ^numerous points. As we passed up «|
e

« *

_
m% ^ * *'*
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mountain, we found several similar openings into this canal,

through which we cast large stones ; these instead of sinking into

the viscid mass, were home instantly out of our sight upon its

burning bosom. Mounds, ridges, and cones were also thrown up
along the line of the lava stream, from the latter of which, steam,

gases, and hot stones, were ejected into the air with terrible hiss-

ings and belchings.

We had proposed to commence our return at one o'clock in the

afternoon ; but the hour came and we were still far from the sum-
mit. We then added half an hour to the ascent. This passed,

but we had not reached the end of our journey. We went on
adding half hour to half hour till three o'clock, at which time

we reached the verge of the great crater where the eruption first

took place, near the highest point of the mountain. This was in

the region of perpetual snow ; and to reach it we had passed through
snow for the last three miles. Here we found two immense cra-

ters close to each other, of vast depth and in terrific action ; but
we had not a moment left to stay and survey them minutely.

Kneeling, therefore, among these awful scenes to bless the Hand
which had led us thus far, and to ask protection on our return,

we turned our faces down the mountain.

Though weary and way-worn, almost to the last degree, we
felt that we must regain our tent, long lost in the distance, or run

the hazard of perishing upon the mountain. We ran, walked, clam-

bered, descended, stumbled, feeling unable at every step to drag

one foot after the other, and yet necessity impelled us to proceed.

At length night came on ; we were still in a trackless waste of

frowning lava, not less than eight or ten miles from our camp. But
by the cheering aid of a moon in her first quarter, we could still

trace the distant outlines of the green hill on which our cottage of

branches stood. We plodded on, alternately walking andnesting,

at rapid intervals, until a fog came on us shutting out at -once thd >

hill, the heavens, and even the volcanic fire from our sight". * We
.

••*

could not now keep our course, as we could not see our compass
;

We wandered some, but not far from the track. Still thei| was

i

t

little hope that we should reach our camp. •

'

'*- '
. t

In about an hour, however, the fog dispersed, the 'moon and
stars looked benignantly upon us, and the volcanic fires began •",'

again to play on our left ; and after persevering tori: wjth*"ui^?s-

cribable' weariness, we reached our tent a few^jtoth &if$before
eleven at night. I need not say that our thirst 1 Srtraustedi and

.

lacerated frames welcomed rest and refreshn^Ji nor.'that our

thankful spirits felt untold satisfaction in^tew-ot thV wondrous .

.

scenes we had witnessed during this labonou> W intftl cf|gy.
-'

[On the following morning, Messrs. L Jfn amfllftty <with.:fche ^J
natives whp -accompanied them, set opt upon their return to

"A .* » * * *

Hilo.].
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\

*

In a letter subsequently received by the author from Mr. Coan

he states:—"The angle of descent down which the lavas flowed

from the summit to the northern base of Mauna Loa is 6° ; but

there are many places on the side of the mountain where the in-

clination is 10°, 15°, or 25°, and even down these local declivi-

ties of half a mile to two miles in extent, the lava flowed in a

continuous stream. This was the fact not only during the flow

of several weeks upon the surface, but also in that wonderful flow

in the subterranean duct, described in the Missionary Herald.

There was no insurmountable barrier in the way of the flow

from the summit of Mauna Loa to the base of Mauna Kea. a dis-

tance of twenty-five or thirty miles. The stream sometimes

struck mounds or hillocks, which changed its course for a little

space, or around which it flowed in two channels, reuniting on

the lower side of the obstacle, and thus surrounding and leaving

it an island in the fiery stream. Ravines, caves, valleys, and de-

pressions were filled up by the lava as it passed down the slope

of the mountain, and between the two mountains. In conclu-

sion, I remark, that the stream was continuous for more than

twenty-five miles, with an average breadth of one and a half

miles, and flowed down a declivity varying from 25° to 1°."

The quiet character of the eruptions of Kilauea was remarked
*"

upon in a former article. It is still more surprising that an out-

break of such maguitude as that just described should have taken

place, without warning to the islanders.—From a height of 14,000

feet, lavas break out, in a copious flow, and for 25 miles there is a

' rending of the mountain, and continued ejections ; and yet there

•are none of the terrible convulsions and heavings and darkening

showers of ashes or cinders that accompany the eruptions of many

^mallgr volcanoes: there is not even a grumbling beneath to sug-

gest, alarm; the first indication was the discovery of what ap-

'r peared to be a small " beacon fire" near the summit of the dome.

During all this time, Kilauea, on the flanks of the mountain at

. a lev,elUo,000 feet below, was in its usual active condition, and

r ; Wan* observer says, it showed not the least signs of sympathy.

* The crater is an opening 3£ miles in length; and within it, an

^
%

*

;

area 1^00 aud
sta^^di^m*

3mc<Jst;>
and 'we^looiv

was at the time in con-

M

#" .

It.raok jplaae the past year, and was as remarkable as

fbjed.i"or
:
its Quietness of progress, and its extent.

<

*

/
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Art. XXIII.

—

Mineralogical Notices.*

I. New Species.

1. Tritomite, (S. H. Weibye and N. J. Berlin, Pogg., lxxix,

299, 1850.)—Crystals tetrahedral ; surfaces smooth and having a

reddish crust ; cleavage indistinct. Lustre submetallic vitreous.

Color dull brown ;
streak dirty yellowish-gray. Translucent only

on the edges. H. between feldspar and apatite. G. =4*16—4*66.

B.B. becomes white, intumesces somewhat*, and sometimes de-

crepitates. In a matrass yields water and gives a weak fluorine

reaction. With borax dissolves to a reddish yellow glass, which
is colorless on cooling. With muriatic acid, when pulverized,

yields chlorine and gelatinizes. Composition according to N. J.

*> •

%

Berlin, (specific gravity of specimen, 4*24.)

Si £l £e £a Y Ca Mg Pe Na Mn, Cu, Sn, W,
20*13 224 4036 1511 046 5*15 022 183 146 462

loss by ignition 7-86=99-44.

The production of chlorine on heating with muriatic acid

shows that the mineral contains the cerium either wholly or in

part, as peroxyd. The mineral appears therefore to be a hydrous
silicate of the peroxyds of cerium and lanthanum and of lime.

This mineral is from the island of Lamo near Brevig in Nor-
way, and occurs with leucophane and mosandrite in a coarse

syenite.

2. Catapleiite, (Weibye and Sjogren, ibid.)—Probably mono- •

:

%

clinic ; found only in imperfect prismatic crystals of 120° nearly,

showing sometimes traces of other vertical faces. Cleavage basal,

perfect. Surfaces smooth, with little lustre; on fracture, weak
vitreous. Color light yellowish brown. Streak isabella^yellow.

°paque. H. near that of feldspar ; G. =2*8. B.B. in the platinum*

forceps fuses easily to a white enamel ; with borax dissolves with
difficulty to a clear colorless glass ; cobalt solution colored* blue.

Dissolves easily in muriatic acid, when pulverized, withoift gela-

tinizing. Composition according to Sjogren :

*

*

4i
i

*

a

§i . Zr Si Sa Ca . Fe. ,3 *J
1 46-83 • 29-81 045 10-83 3'61 £$.: -;><>

*

2 46-52 " 29-33 140 1006 -466
,

*

•'

0xygen, 24-15 112 065 358 ' * 133 • Qtt ' JM
**K £*»' «•

•

In the writer's treatise on Mineralogy (third editi<v b left the pr&e in

May last, the science t* Minerals is posted up, a , as 'could beMqp in thi> goun»
try, to the tinae»of its publication. The author prppeses to (^iKeAi^agpeqdix;
to that work in this Journal, giving in each volume an abstra< of "all the nltneral

.information .which has been received through the different foreiga andt "America*

Publication - " •
. \ ^ ' * u. d. d. I

*

*
*
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Whence for the protoxyds, peroxyds, silica and water, 4*02 :
8*37

24-15 : 8 04= 1 : 2 : 6 : 2, giving the formula

• 3(Xa,Ca)Si+Zr2 Si3 +^fi.

The earth called zirconia was proved to be identical with the

zirconia of the Fredericksvarn zircon. Whether it may not be

the allied earth Noria, it is at present difficult to determine.

This mineral is associated with the Tritomite.

3. Atheriastite, (Weibye and Berlin, ibid.)—Dimetric. In

square or eight sided prisms terminating in a pyramid having the

terminal angle L35°. Cleavage lateral, perfect, surfaces even and

smooth, but not shining. Color verdigris-green, commonly some-

what dirty ; streak greenish-gray. Opaque. Fracture uneven

and splintery. B.B. in the forceps intumesces, and fuses easily to

a dull brown glass. In fine powder slightly decomposed in mu-

riatic acid. Composition according to Berlin :

Si

38-00

Oxygen, 19-73

24-10

11-25

Ca
2264

6-47

fig
2-80

110

482

1-07

Mn
0-78

017

ft

6-95

6-22

-.

This gives for the oxygen of the protoxyds, peroxyds, silica and

water. 881 : 11-25 : 1973 : 6*22, whence the author deduces the

formula 4ft 3 Si+5£i Si+ 9fl, or, as more probable, 2&s si+3*iSi + 4lt.

From an iron mine near Arendal, in granite with black garnet

and Keilhauite. It had been taken for scapolite. [Is it not still

possible that the mineral may be an altered scapolite ? The an-

gle of the pyramid of scapolite is 136°, which is very near that

given for the Atheriastite.]

4. Eudnophite, (Weibye, von Borck, and Berlin,

ibid.)

130°
-V

Trimetric. Crystals rhombic prisms of about

o : d- 130° * Cleavage, basal perfect ; diag-

I onals.less perfect. Cleavage face somewhat pearly.

and sometimes having aAlso granular massive,

feathery arrangement. Color white, to °ray
t

"

• bro\*ifL Subtranslucent to translucent. H.
or

55.

G. — £ 27. B.B. fuses to a clear colorless glass. Pul-

;

verized forms# jelly with muriatic acid,

nion according to von Borck and Berlin :

' 54-93 25 59 14-06

*V2^ 5506 23*12 14*06

Composi-

4
ft

8-29

8-16

100-87

100-41

* This 0&s\ the.. formula of analcime, Sassia+sXi^+eft, and

ti_ _•» . % u- *i . r t i -n j —;#k l^npnnhane
'

\ the "comfp^undjs *{lie?6fore dimorphous Found with leucophane

t>n the islan^oi Uxmo} Norway, in syenite

< *

*'The nrAe between d and s is given at 120° ; and if tliis be right the ver

*B/ri>;m (>i Tf mji|tjLl-V, have aufingb ot 120°.—D.

•tical

*

m

* * *#*
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5. Dillnite, associated with Diaspore, (A. Hutzelmann, cited
in Pogg., lxxviii, 575, from the Bulletin of the Freunden der
Naturwiss. in Vienna.)—There are three substances forming to-

gether the gangue of the diaspore of Schemnitz :—One (A) is

gray, slightly greenish, with a weak greasy lustre and faint trans-

lucence; H. =2-5-3 0; G. =2 735. A second (B) is white,
opaque, with an even and flat conchoidal fracture, and firm;
H. = 3*5; G. =2*835. Adheres a little to the tongue. A third

(C) is white, opaque, earthy; H. = 1-8—2-0; G.«2-574 Ad-
heres strongly to the tongue. The first and third have been an-
alyzed by Karafiat, the second by Hutzelmann, as follows:

' Si il Ca Mg Fe fin lU Xa 6
A. 49-50 2745 5'56 0*72 1*03 trace 10*20 5*10= 9956
B. 2240 5640 trace 044 trace trace trace 21'13=100-37
C. 2353 5300 0*88 1*76 20-05= 99*22

Excluding the magnesia and reducing to a per-centage, B and
C become

Si »l ft

B. 2241 5645 21*14

C. 24-36 54-88 20'76

The first (A) is near agalmatolite,' whose formula is

K §1+2*12 Si3+3ft.

The other two are probably identical, and to these the name
Dillnite is applied. Haidinger deduces the formula £12 gi+4ft=
Silica 24-97, alumina 5556, water 19*47; and this he observes
may be resolved into £1814-26, the formula of nacrite and much
kaolin, and S1H2, a hydrated alumina. [The formula £12 Si+4|tf

is still nearer C, giving silica 24*39, alumina 54*23, water 21*38.]

The diaspore of this locality has the specific gravity 3340. %

6. Brongniardite, (M. A. Damour, Ann. des Mines, [4], xvi,
i

227.)—Brongniardite is an ore of antimony, lead and silver, from
the mines of Mexico, whence it was brought by M. de Castelnau.
The specimen was a compact mass weighing about 15£ pounds*;

and having one surface sprinkled with pyrites. The following^
are its characters:—Massive, without cleavage. Lustre metallic,'-,

resembling that of polybasite or bournonite. Streak-powder
grayish-black. Hardness above that of calcite, but scratched byk
a point of iron. Specific gravity at 18° C, 5*950.

.. , }
B.B. on charcoal, decrepitates, fuses easily at a.teBi-perature.be- ,

low red heat,, giving off an odor of sulphur and whjte?¥apors. .

After roasting, it yields a globule of silver, • surroiuijieti with a
yellow areola of oxyd of lead. In a closedvfube, decrepitates,
fuses and affords a feeble sublimate of a reddish^ orange,, color,

surmounted by a white sublimate. In an/opeijjubdfdecrepltates,
fuses, and. affords an odor of sulphur, Jarid a wlfite strt)limate of
peroxyd of antimony covers the walls of the- tube.' Rapjdljr at-

tacked, bv concentric nitric acid, disengaging

•

h

•
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depositing sulphur, oxyd of antimony and sulphate of lead.

With dilute acid there is a slow action yielding vapors of sulphu-

retted hydrogen ; the silver and lead are partially dissolved, and

there is a gray deposit in small needles of sulphuret and oxyd of

antimony retaining a notable proportion of lead and silver. At-

tacked also by chlorohydric acid, and when pulverized by a boil-

ing lye of caustic potash. Composition :

S Sb Ag Pb Cn Fe Zn

1 19-38 29-95 25-03 2174 0-54 0-30 040= 100-34

2 19-<>1 2960 24-46 2505 061 0-26 0-32= 9951

3
'. 19-14 29-75 24-81 2494 070 0"22 0"37= 9993

The result gives the formula Pb S+Ag S+ Sb S 3 [equivalent

to2(Pb, Ag;S+ Sb S 3

,]
= Sulphur 19 08, antimony 3066, silver

25-65, lead 24 61 = 100.

M. Damour observes that the composition approaches most

nearly that of the Schilfglaserz (Freislebenite), the mean of two

Wohler
i

*
Pb 30-27 = 99-32.

• *

\

[The formula is identical in general character with that of

feather ore (heteromorphite of Rammelsberg), it differing only in

Wohler

A

. Freislebenite corresponds to 7(Pb, Ag) S +3Sb S 3 or 2J(Pb, Ag)S

-f Sb S 3
,
the silver and lead being in the proportions of 3 to 4. J

II. Described Species.

- Dolomite from the Muschelkalk near Saarbrucketi, (R. Wl("

denstein, J. fur prakt. Chem., xlix, 154, 1850.)—This dolomite is

crystalline granular, and yellowish gray in color. G.— i'7o6.

I

W
C 46-30 Ca 30-50 $Ig 20*13 Fe 117 K trace, Clay and sand 1*88

i-

,

at Ca 0,5447, &gC41-62, #e C T88, & trace, Clay and sand 1-88— 99-85

• Dolomitefrom the zinc mines of Altenberg near Air la Chap-

ette, (K. Monheim, cited by J. f. pr. Chem., xlix, 318, from Ver-

-handl. des nat. Vereines der preuss. Rheinlande, v., 41.)—Com-

position :%

CaC 54-31, MgC 43-26, 2nC 1-38, JeC 0-99, SinC 056, Si 0-48=100-98,

^corresponding to equal equivalents of carbonate of lime and car

, bonate of the other bases.

£•>

i

i

«,oc„. ^F,dhic Iron from near the zinc mines of Altenbe

(K. Monheim, ibid, x-lix, 318, from the same.)—The crystals have

thcspecffic gravity 3-60. Composition according to Monheim .

"
* ' "1 it.^ 16-56 Ca G 20-22 Si 1-10=101-92, I

1

9(Pb, A^ S-f^Sb

- •

us of

- *± fc

SuIpfaSjr 18Q5; antmioiiv 2S-65r?il^er 23'13, load 29'57=100
;
—D.

m

M

* » -

.

. t %

99*98 [
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This corresponds to 8FeC+2MnC+3CaC. The mineral resembles
the kapnite, a calamine containing over 15 percent, of carbonate
of iron (zinkeisenspath, of the Germans).

Electric Calamine from Altenberg, and from Retzbanya,
Hungary.—Analyses by K. Monheim, (ibid, xlix, 319, from the

same.

)

Si 2n £e c ft
r

1. Altenberg, milky cryst, 24*31 6574 0*43 0*81 • 1*51= 08-30

2. " limpid " 25-40 67*05 031 7-47=100-23
3. Retzbanya, 2534 67*02 0*68 v 0*35 7*58=100-97

The results sustain the formula deduced by Berzelius, 22n* Si-f3ft.

Specific gravity of the Altenberg mineral, 3*43, 3*45, 347, 3*49.

Manganesian Calamine.—Analyses by K. Monheim, (ibid,

xlix, 382, from the same) ; 1, from Herrenberge nearRiom, in pale

green rhombohedrons; G.=4-03. 2, ibid, dull green, G. = 2-98.

3, from Altenberg, G. = 4-20.

2nC SlnC FeC tilgQ Ca C
1. 85*78 7*62 2*24 4*44 0*98, Si 0*09, ft traee=\0l'l5
2. 74*42 14-98 3*20 3*38 1*68, Si 0*20, ft 056 *= 9812
3. 84*92 6-80 1*58 2*84 1*58, Electric calamine, 1*85= 99*57 *

Nonironitefrom Andreasberg.—Composition according to Me fi-

ner, (J. I pr . Ch., xlix, 382, from Trommsdorff 's J., xii, 27, 1826):

Si Pe XI Ca te ft
40-495 33705 1*095 1*112 2259 21*81 6=100'482. G.—2337

Pyrophyllitefrom Western a, (N. J. Berlin, Pogg., lxxviii, 414.)

This pyrophyllite occurs in a quartzose gangue along with mi-
caceous iron ore. G. =2-78—2*79. Analyses by Berlin :

Mg Mn ft

0*26 0-50 5-82==101-00
Si SI 3?e Ca

1. 6777 25*17 0*82 0*66

65*61 26-09 0-70 0*69

••
*

09 0*09 7*08=100-35
•

Oxygen, 34-09 12*42
. 629

»

In three other trials, the water came out 5-62, 577, 7-29. Ber-
#

*f
Kn deduces the formula £12 *Si5+2ft^Silica 65-66, alumina 2928,
water 5*12. The result is very near Rammelsberg's, who^ sug-
gested the same formula, and also as equally probable, Xl 5^4-11= '<

ilica 69 65, alumina 25-73, water 4 62. The composition, as
stated by Berlin, is the same with that of an agalniatolite analyzed
by VValmstedt ; and Rammelsberg remarks upon "its approximation
to cimolite.

Stilbite of Gnstafsberg, Sweden, and Barbro Mihe, Norway
,

(ibid, 415). Analyses by Sjogren :

Ji Si. J?e Ca ft . fJ| |*'
5?"41, 1614 0*25 8*75 16*60 = 99* Ijfc.

. v/
58'41 ' 16-56 7*89 16*53, 3lg,-M5 ilkali* '54=OT;93

*

*he mineral was dried in powder at 100 C over sulphuric acidr.-
and :- -- ' • --*.*. * w .r, ,. 4 , m

;

m *

i

M

1

and m this! way, he founcl the water to cqrre§po$fwrfth the feualf
tormula, instead of 18 to 19 p. c, as in n^ny other analyst. '

'

fccoxb Series, Vol. X, No. 29.—Sept., 18 501
J
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fi
Norw

"• •••

(Pogg. Ann., Ixxviii, 413.) This lavender blue mineral has been

mistaken for glaucolite. It occurs in nodular masses in elreolite,

and sometimes has a crust of the latter mineral. Composition

according to von Bore

:

Si il Na K Ca Mg
38-86 30-82 2203 0*51 121 044, with trace of Sn, Mn, W, Mo, and chlorine

undetermined =93*87.

A Red Zeolitefrom near Upsala, Sweden, (N. J. Berlin, Pogg.,

Ixxviii, 415.)—The red zeolite of Upsala resembles that of iEdel-

fors. The following are analyses; 1, of the Upsala mineral by

Sjogren ; 2, of that of ^delfors by Retzius

;

3, the same by Hisin-

ger; 4, a similar mineral from Fahhm by Hisinger; and 5, an-

other from Martenberg by the same.

Si *1 3?e Ca £
1. 51-61 1906 2-96 12'53 1402=100*18

2. 60-28 15-42 4*16 8-18 1107= 9911

K 53-76 18-17 ' 4*02 10'90 11*23= 98*38

4. tfu-00 15-6 1-8 8-0 116 = 97'0

i. 5337 1^-50 2-36 13'00 1067= 95'90

Berlin deduces for the Upsala mineral, the formula
• / Ca3gi2-}-.;}XlSi2+i2ft

«\

cr

4

I-

* *

* ^TV
tical in cleav! 5, hardness and physical characters, corresponding

i^ . to their close a

F
approximation

* lift expr 'an. in this and other Maces, stands for " lo by igiiiti

'"%(Dt * '

• * *
•

Silica 51-53, alumina 21-49, lime 11-92, water 1506 = 100.

This is Gerhardt's formula for laumonite.

Berlin suggests that the other minerals may be the same spe-

cies and that the difference is due to an excess of silica from

mixed quartz.

Ifyposclerite, (C. Rammelsberg, Pogg., lxxix, 305.)—This

*rmineral from Arendal was named and described by Breithaupt

and" analyzed by Hermann ; the latter obtained the oxygen ratio
J

1:2:6 and formula fcs gi2+2£l gia. Rammelsberg has arrived

*at a very different result, and for comparison Hermann's analysis
j

is also inserted in this place. G. = 2-61, Breithaupt; 2*66, Her-
J

•^ m&nn *2 63—2*66, Rammelsber

J * *>* Si SI £e Ca &g Mn Xa & ^

lrHeim, 56*43 2170 0'75 4*83 8*30 039 579 265, Ce<fcLa2jga*l*7=W>Su

2. Rumm., 67*62 16*59 2*30 0'85 1'46 1024 051, ign. 69=100*26.

*»- Rammelsberg thus shows that the species is nothing but albite,

giving .the ratio 1:3: 12, or more exactly 1-25 : 3 : 12*5. Allow-

ing jfbr*a small admixture with pyroxene the slight discrepancy

that exists is removed.

Castor nnd'Petfdite identical, (G. Rose, Pogg., lxxix, 162y~~

O Rose in th >ir shows that castor and petalite are lden-

.
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specimen in the Berlin Royal Museum he obtained the angle
129°, near that given by Breithaupt ; but one of the planes (P)
was not a cleavage plane. The other plane (M) was transversely
striated and a second cleavage was found parallel to the striations,

which gave with M the angle 141° 32 /-141° 35'. This angle is

the same observed in petalite, and this was confirmed from speci-

mens by Prof. Rose, who obtained 141° 35 to 142°. Petalite

affords in the same zone on the other side of M still a third cleav-
age (imperfect, however,) which according to Breithaupt forms
with M the angle 1 17°

; but this was not delected with certainty in
the mineral castor ; the largest specimen in hand was but five lines

long. The following results show the similarity in composition.

i XI Li Na
1. Petalite, 77-067 18*000 2*660 2*273=100. Hagen.
2. Castor, 78*012 18*856 Li and trace of K,Na 2*7 60,Pe 0*613=1 00*24 1, Piattner.

The characters with the blowpipe and acids are also similar.

Manganesian Idocrase, (M. Websky, Pogg., lxxix, 166.

This idocrase is associated with a mangan-epidote, heteroclin
and a fusible mica in quartz, at St. Marcel in Piedmont. The
crystals are like those of ordinary idocrase. Color sulphur to

honey yellow ; streak white. Glass of borax with a small por-
tion of the mineral becomes readily in the oxydation flame of an
amethystine color; and in the reduction flame with tin there is a
weak iron reaction.

Thulitefrom the Iron Mine Klodeberg near Arendal, Norway,
(N. J. Berlin, Pogg., lxxviii, 414.)—The thulite of this locality

resembles rhodonite; it occurs massive, with a splintery fracture
^

and fine rose-red color. G.= 334. Composition according to

Berlin :—

ign.

1-32 =98*23; • ,

the alkali was undetermined. The constitution is that of epidote.

Allanite from Krux near Schmiedefeld in Thuringer- Wald
%

(H. Credner, of Gotha, Pogg., lxxix, 144.)—The allaniteoccurs .

u* a coarse granite, and also along with crystals of specular,

iron, overlaid by calcite and fluor spar, in a bed of magnetic -

iron ore. It is either massive or crystallized. H.= 5£ to 6.

G. -3*790, mean of four determinations. Not magnetic. Color
jet black, with a faint greenish tinge. Streak and powder fereen-

ish-gray, inclining somewhat to brownish yellow.. B.B. on char-
coal fuses with little intumescence to a black shining globule;
with borax, and more distinctly still with sajt^^p.b^horus, gives
Jn either flame a brownish yellow glass w eh is Colorless.when "

!

co|d, and with the latter reagent leaves "a "silica skeleton/ In afL
matrass yields sofne water, without dhanginfe colpfc .Not decom-

Si £ Fe Ca Mg Mn V
40*28 31*84 1-54 21*42 0-66 0*95 0*22

posed by- muriatic acid. Composition Recording to Creduft

:

# * * *
.

*

% * » *#

•

;*

A
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>»

Si Xl £a Ce Y Fe ]VLn Ca Stg fi

1 36-82 16-94 13-32 17-11 0"56 14-84 0"86 0-28=100-73

2. 37-55 1599 9"30 3-19 0-56 16"83 0"23 1360 022 1-80= 9927

The proportion of silica is larger than in other allanites, and

that of oxyds of cerium and lanthanum less. Credner observes

that Scheerer obtained the oxygen ratio for protoxyds, peroxyds

and silica 2:3:5, but that his result agrees more nearly with

2:3:6. [Scheerer's formula for his allanite was 3fis si+2fi Si,

corresponding to the ratio 3:2:5. Rammelsberg has since ex-

amined the orthite of Hitteroe and obtained the ratio 1:1:2,

by special investigation with respect to the state of oxydation of

the bases. If so much of the iron in the first of the preceding

analyses be considered peroxyd as will give the ratio 1 : 2 between

the oxygen of the alumina and silica, the other bases in the analy-

sis being taken as protoxyd, make very nearly the amount neces-

sary to afford the ratio 1:1:2; calculation giving for the oxygen

930 : 956 : 1913.]

On the Mineralogical and Chemical composition of some

Rocks; by M. Delesse, (Ann. des Mines, [4] xvi, 233, 323.)

1. Quartziferous porphyry ; a, a variety from MoiitreuilloJi, dis-

trict of Chateau- Chinon, containing quartz in small dodecahedral

crystals, and lamellar macles of white orthoclase, a little red

andesite and a greeu mica, disseminated through a whitish or

greenish white feldspathic paste.—b, a variety from near Sau-

Ueu {Cote-oVOr,) containing grains of hyaline quartz, some

orthoclase in reddish lamellar crystals, in a brownish red tela-

spathic base.

Si £l Fe &n Ca £,#a,% ign.

*
t a. * 71-7 150 2-9 0'4 (ditf.) 8-8 It

j=}J0
b.

'

775 12-9 2-5 traces 0'4 " 6-7 — —lw

fa Euphotide; a, from Mount Gcnevre; b,/>

*
Odern in the Vosges.—The feldspar in each case is in lamuuu

•macted crystals of the triclinic system, and has a white or green-

. jsh color. ....
< '

Si il »n Fe 6a Mg Na K ign.

a. (mean) 49-73 2965 trace 085 1118 056 404 024 37a —^
b.

» 5523 2424 . Fe 111 686 1*48 4-83 303 3"05 = 99»*

Mi

The specimens were not wholly free from talc and minute veins

of seroentine matters. The latter had a neater cleavage than is

usualXvuth .the feldspar of euphotide, yet was impure also wua

some carbonate, probably a carbonate of iron, lime and magnesi

.

Delesse Hede
».

t

l&ss'of alumjha, and'" lime explains the neater cleavage.

duces for the* ft and si of No. b, the oxygen ratio 1 : * • '
•

*lt is evident that the feldspar of euphotide 'differs in species, an
y

. . . * l ^ ,
r ua, ; o«n<ptimes

V .approaches
1 abrador.it

varieties of feldspar.

r .

4
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3. Diallage of the Euphotide of Odern.—The diallage is in

olive green crystalline lamellae. It fuses before the blowpipe
with very great difficulty, much greater than the feldspar associ-

ated with it. It afforded

Si £l £r Fe Mn Ca Si% ien

.

49-30 5-50 0-30 943 0*51 15*48 .
17-01 0'85=98'93

Delesse observes that it approaches hornblende, especially that

from Nordmark analyzed by Bonsdorff. The chromic acid he
believes to be chemically combined in the mineral. He deduces
the formula fts *si2

?
which is the formula of the species pyrox-

ene. The oxygen for the protoxyds, peroxyds and silica equals
13*51 : 266 : 25*61; and supposing the alumina to replace the

silica, the ratio 1:2, characteristic of pyroxene, is given. This
ratio is more exact when silica and alumina replace one another
in the ratio of 3*1 : 2§i

4. Talc of the Odern Euphotide.—This talc is in imperfectly

radiated translucent lamellae, often more than a centimetre in

length, and constitutes compact masses which cut like a soap-

stone. Composition :

—

Si SI Pe Mn Ca ; M^ (diff.) iga
59-61 0*81 3-95 0-56 2-88 2841 3-7J 100

This result shows, Delesse observes, that it is near that from
Little St. Bernard, analyzed by Berthier, and may be represented

by the pyroxene formula £s Si2 .

[The oxygen of the protoxyds and silica equals 1299 : 30-97

( — 1 : 2-38) with 0-38 for that of the alumina. The ratio cor-

responding is 3 : 7, (the alumina being excluded,) which is equiv-

alent to Mg 9 sit. The ratio 4 : 9 ( = 1 : 2*25) which differs but lit-

*

tie from the result, affords the formula Mg4 Sis, which has been' •*

found for other varieties of talc] .-*

5. Serpentine of the Euphotide of Odern.—The serpentine is

sometimes in veins as if subsequently filled into fissures,' and
sometimes in nodules within feldspar, or so graduates into feld-^ »«
spar that it seems to have been formed at the expense of this

•mineral or of the euphotide as a whole, by a species*of*meta-

morphism. * 'jftk ,

6. Hornblende of the Diorite of Pont Jean, valley of the Mo-^ *

selle, near St. Maurice in the Vosses.—Thi's hornblende is fibrous ;

and of a fine green color and forms lamellar masses. G. =^3:059.

Composition :— *

Si Si 6r
:

|e Mn Ca Jig (diff) Xa ' K' ign.

5004 ;8-95 0*24* 959 U 20 1148 18-02 &tf$ JM»I 059=100

The soda is attributed to feldspar which wasdetec d in the min-
eral with a lens. "

,,/ .f
7. Feldspar of the Diorite ofPonVJmn—The hornblende isV

associated with tr greenish feldspathic paste r containing striated,

crystallinfe tables of £ triclinic feldspar, which sometimes haver a _.

radiated arrangement. B.B. more fusible than* the hornblende/ as*

* *

*
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usual with the feldspar of thorites ; attacked by sulphuric acid

Composition

:

•

Si *l #e Mn Ca 3f<r Na £ ign.

53-05 28-66 0*90 trace 637 151 412 2*80 2-40=99-81

It is a variety of labradorite. Delesse concludes that the radiated

structure is found more especially in feldspars containing the

smaller proportions of silica.

8. Apkaiiite of Saint-Bresson {Haute-Saone.)—-The color is

deep green, verging towards grayish black. It is very tough and

compact. It fuses easily in a glass furnace and affords an obsid-

ian about as hard as that of feldspar. G. =2*968. Composition :

gi &\,¥e Mn Ca Mg (cliff.) Na K ign.

46-83 30-33 trace 955 6"S6 357 0*8 j
1-99=100

The small proportion of silica is worthy of note. The main in-

gredient is a feldspathic paste, which it is difficult to assign to

any species.

9. Andesite of the Diorite of Faymont—Lustre a little greasy

and with the other characters of andesite. Composition

:

gj £1 $e
'

Ca Na, £, (diff.) ign.

59*38 25-57 trace 6'50 7'30 1-25=100

The crystals are often penetrated or enclosed by quartz, showing

that they were formed amid an excess of silica.

10. Hornblende of the Diorite of Faymont—Occurs in black

lustrous laminae and in crystals. Composition :

Si ' Si Fe Ca Mg(diff.) Alkalies ign.

41-99 11-86 22*22 955 1259 1-32 0'47=100

.Associated with the hornblende, there is sometimes black mica

% v pyrites, a little magnetic iron, and sphene.

• *
- «

b.

>/ the porphyry of Schirmeek.—This feldspar is

in tables, oblong and striated, and pertains to the triclinic system.

v < It is'slightly greenish and a little pearly in lustre. G.=2-6S6.

Composition :

—

gi XI, Fe Ca tfa, £,Mg (diff.) ign.

... 65 74 18-49 417 1060 1-00=100

, Deles^' considers it an oligoclase, judging from the proportion ot

"ca and amount of lime.*

, . Wolfram.—Analyses by Robert Schneider of Halle, (J. f- Pr-

-Chem., xlix, 322.)

. 4,

' ' W Fc Sin Ca Mg
:4

7601 981 1390 M9 =100-91=2FeW+32Ln\v.
* • «

- 2. Hartz, Mine Gla..-bach, 76-04 19-61 498 0-28 trace =100-92=4FeW+iInW-

3. Hart z, Mine-] ;. A2I 18-54 5-23 040 036 =100-74=4* \V+Mn^ •

4, 4. Har Mine ]\fij& \< .*E0-27 396 028 015 =100"91=5FeW+Mn^ •

* M * *

•

# ^f ' ^ducteur des p^its-et-c

'ttfi tne -pecimei and

collections of the rocks of

by a. remng M. Wnrein.

. / xj m ii cr'^a full labels

...
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This last result is the mean of three analyses; the per-cent-
t • *

age relation for the formula is, W 7636, Fe 19*74, Mn 390- 100.

Schneider concludes from his investigations that the true view
of the composition of Wolfram is expressed by the genera form-

ula R W, making wolframic or tungstic acid to contain three
atoms of oxygen.

Native Copper containing Silver from Chili, (M. F. Field,
Quart. J. Chem. Soc, No. ix, iii, 29.)—A native copper from a
mine about twenty leagues east of Coquimbo and six from the
Cordillera of the Andes, afforded Mr. Field for one specimen,
Copper 98*91, silver 1*09 — 100; for a second, of a whitish color,

Copper 92-4, silver 7*6 -=100.

Native Gold,—Analyses by A. Levol, (Ann. Ch. Phys., [3]
xxvii, 310.)

Gold. Silver. Copper. Ratio of Au to Ag.

1. Senegal, grains, 84*50 15*30 020 6 : I=Au 84*6

2. " large scales, 86*80 11-30 0*90 8:1= 88*0
3. N. America, grains, 91'00 8*70 0*30 12 : 1= 91*6

4. California, a piece, 92*70 ,6*90 0*40 14:1= 9*2*7

5. Senegal, irregular grains, 94-00 5*8T> Plat. 0*15 18:1= 942
6. A piece, loc. not given. 9830 1 70

'

58:1= 98*1

On the Meteoric Iron of Zacatecas; by Dr. C. Bergemann of
Bonn., (Pogg. Ann., lxxviii, 406.)—The Zacatecas meteorite, •

which has been described by S.onneschmidt, Humboldt, and oth-
ers, has been recently analyzed by Dr. Bergemann. The mass
weighs over 20 cwt. It has a light steel gray color within, a .

hackley fracture, and the crystalline figures are small and irregu-
f t t

lar. Specific gravity according to Bergemann 7*4891, at 9°JC.,- 2

which agrees with the determinations by Burkart and Rubier.
Analysis gave for its composition :

'*"•"*
jl

**

Fe Ni Co Cu Mg Mn C S CAalittleFe Fe,Ki. P Fe€r
«o094 9*895 0*668 0*630 0*187 trace 0*164 0*845 0*M4 1649 1-482

•

Dr. Bergemann thence deduces for its actual constitution

Nrckeliferous iron, .
93*77

Magnetic pyrites, 2*27

Chromic iron, . . .
'. .. ..1-48

Phosphuret of nickel and iron, . .
*

. 1 65 *

•

Carbon, e-49.

9966
-

i * _

* *\

»*

-

m
. » i

- *

| (*' » I..** t *

t 4
*

-

..- .

m
* ' * y * *
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SCI EN TIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.
#

i

" *0

4

1. On the Preparation of Metacetonic Acid ; by Dr. F. Keller,

(Chem. Gazette, May 1st, from Liebig's Annalen, Feb., 1850.)—

A

quantity of wheat paste is mixed with ten parts of water at 122°- 140°

F. ; one fourth its weight of scraps of leather is then added with a

quantity of chalk and the whole left in a warm place to ferment. At

the end of a few days in summer, the process is complete and a light

spongy mass subsides. The lime salt is converted into a soda salt, and

the acid separated by sulphuric acid, is found to be a mixture of meta-

cetonic with acetic acid. These are separated by saturating a portion

with carbonate of soda, adding the remainder and distilling off the me-

tacetonic acid, which by this process is readily obtained in large quan-

titles. T. S. Hunt.

2. On the Amid Compounds of Tungsten ; by Prof. Wohler, (Chem.

Gazette, May 1st, from Gottingen Nachrichten, 1850.)--When dry am-

monia is passed over protochlorid of tungsten, a reaction takes place

at first spontaneous which is completed by the aid of a gentle heat, sal-

-ammoniac and hydrogen gafe being evolved. The product is a black

partially fused mass, which evolves ammonia when heated in the open

air and finally burns, yielding yellow tungstic acid. Heated to white-

ness in a charcoal lined crucible, it leaves metallic tungsten, and a simi-

lar result is obtained in a current of hydrogen gas at a low red heat,

ammonia being disengaged. Fused with hydriodate of potash, a tungs-

tate is formed with the evolution of hydrogen and ammonia. From the

results of analysis, M. Wohler concludes, that there are two very sirai-

"
lar compounds, a nitruret and amidid of tungsten, the second being

* a product of the decomposition of the first by the action of hydrogen,

m
i •

•

hat the two are generally obtained in a state of admixiu

Septs the one as 2W N+WNH 2 and the other as W 2N+
. » Theraction of ammonia upon tungstic acid at a low red heat yields

I > a substance resembling the latter in its properties, of which the composi-

• - tion is represented by 3WN+W 2NH 2
+2W02 . Identical with or very

similaitto»!his is the product obtained by igniting out of contact of air

|g<mi ure of tungstate of potash with chlorid of ammonium, which was

-p ong time since described by the author as the black oxyd of
^
nSs

"

#tfen.. It however evolves hydrogen and ammonia by the action of hy-

drate of potash, and even when healed alone. When heated to white-

ness i*aclose<'vessel, it leaves metallic tungsten.

Wohler finds, that contrary to the statement of Berzelius, tungstic

acid is not reduced to the metallic state by the action of hydrogen
;

a

atemperatur S}ov.e the. melting point of silver an oxyd is oblal "e

hich js uot1^her
y
.4hanged. It is of a violet brown color, and unde

a magnifier ar r>eate crv-staHine with a metallic lustre.

.*

[These^lifFergr^f comb

*

with'
to correspond ta difie

m, nitrogen anu »y""»_ ;

a, will probably be found

•*k* r

m - *•

.
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of tungstic acid as yet imperfectly known. The different amids of
phosphoric acid already described by M. Gerhardt are analogous
compounds.] T . s . H>

3. On the Decomposition of Iodid of Potassium ; by Prof. Schonbein,
(Chem. Gazette, May 1st, 1850, from Pogg. Annal., Ixxviii, p. 513.)
The anhydrous metallic acids, arsenic, molvbdic, tungstic, antimonic and
chromic, when triturated with iodid of potassium, separate iodine even in

the cold, and abundantly by the aid of Heat ; artificial stannic acid as
well as the native tin-stone effect a similar decomposition by heat.
W.Uh bichromate of potash the whole of the iodine may be expelled,
while neutral chromate of potash and oxyd of chromium remain be-
hind

; three parts of the bichromate suffice to decompose two of the
iodid, the reaction being

5(KO,2Cr
3
)+3KI=8(KO Cr

3 )-fCr2 3
+3I.

Anhydrous perchlorid of iron liberates iodine from the iodid of po-
tassium at the ordinary temperature, and a highly concentrated solution
of the perchlorid of iron, mixed with an equally concentrated solution
of the iodid, precipitates a large portion of the iodine in a crystalline

form; Fe 2 Cl
3-fKI=2Fe Cl+K Cl+L

*

The persulphate and all the persalis of iron act in a similar manner,,
so that the peroxyd of iron piay be used instead of the peroxyd of
manganese to separate iodine from alkalir* iodids.

The dry persalts of copper, even tbe carbonate, liberate iodine from I

the iodid on the application of he^t.
.

The bromid of potassium in the dr*y way is affected by most of these

reagents, but with less ease than the iodid. Bichromate of potash
and persalts of iron are most efficient; the latter may also be em-
ployed in the moist way to obtain bromine by distillation.

The chlorids of K and Na are not decomposed by any of the above
agents, even at a strong heat ; but a partial decomposition is effected %&> .-*

pecially with bichromate of potash and the chlorids of Ba, Sn, Ca and* *

Mg, attended with the evolution of chlorine and the formation of^neu- :

tral chromates and oxyd of chromium. t. s! ft. y ^
4. On Furfurol ; "by A. Cahours, (Ann. de Chim. et deVPhys., .

xxvi, 277).—The author has reexamined this substance which he pre-

pared by the action of sulphuric acid upon bran as recommended by %

Ur. Fownes ;* by employing a little less sulphuric acid he obtained a *

much larger portion of the oil, 100 parts of bran yielding 275 parts
of furfurol. The distillation of bran with water alone, does not yield
any, nor can it be obtained from lignine, starch or gluten, even by the.

aid of sulphuric acid. . 1 '

The analyses of M. Cahours confirm the exactness of the composi-
tion given by Fownes to furfurol. The specific gravity of its vapor is

3-342-3-346, corresponding for two volumes to the formula C
5#
H 4 2 ,

Jhe equivalent which had already been adopted, by Laurent ancLGefr*

Chlorine and bromine give with furfurol only VelMoi'd^ro^ucts ; ni-

tric acid, whether concentrated or diluted, acts energetically itpon k, and*
1 "*—•

JL

n
»

-

.—g, -
;

v - -•.''
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gives as the final product oxalic acid. M. Cahours has also confirmed

the results of Fownes as to furfuramid and furfurine. The action of

sulphuretted hydrogen upon an alcoholic solution of furfuramid or of

hydrosulphuret of ammonia on furfurol produces a sulphuretted com-

pound thiofurfurol, C 5
H 4

(OS). Seleniuretted hydrogen gives an

analogous compound. By dry distillation thiofurfurol is transformed

into a°substance crystallizing in colorless needles, very soluble in alco-

hol and slightly soluble in boiling water. It contains C 9H 8 2
and is

formed from two equivalents of furfurol; 2C 5
H 4

(OS)=C 9
H 8 2

+Ob 2 .

t. s. H.

5. On the action of Chlorine upon Lactic Acid ; by G. Staedeler,

(Ann. der Chem. und Pharm., lxix, 333.)—The author has recog-

nized the production of aldehyde and chloral by the distillation of lac-

tic acid with a mixture of sea-salt, peroxyd of manganese, and sulphu-

ric acid. When the quantity of chlorine is small the aldehyde pre-

i • . T. S. H.
dominates.

6. Preparation of Oxychlorid of Carbon ; by A. W. Hofmann,

(Ann. der Chem. und Pharm., Ixx, 129.)—A convenient and rapid

mode of preparing this compound of oxyd of carbon and chlorine is to

pass a stream of carbonic oxvd gas through perchlond of antimony in

ebullition ; the salt is reduced to a protochlorid. This reaction may

serve to detect oxyd of carbon in a gaseous mixture, for the odorot trie

oxychlorid is very characteristic. T - s< H *

7. On the Preparation of pure oxyd of Cobalt; by P. Louyet,

(Comptes Rendes des Trav. de Chim., Oct., 1849.)—The ordinary pro-

cess for purifying oxyd of cobalt from the oxyds of nickel and iron

with which it is almost always associated, is that of M. Liebig, vvnicn

consists in converting them into sulphates and exposing the dried sa s

to a red heat. By this means the sulphates of iron and nickel are de-

composed with the escape of their acid, while the sulphate ot conau

is unchanged. The author has however found that when mixed win.

a large amount of sulphate of cobalt, a portion of the iron salt es-

""
" decomposition even after a long continued red heat, tie r

,
*' .. :£._,: c .u ,l.,„i f^„ c r.Kt»inpd the follOW-

«• gripes
comni
ing process

v

t process.
. . e „pu.

The. calcined sulphate is dissolved in water, and a portion ot geia

tinous hvdrated oxyd of cobalt is added, or what is the same thing,

. quantitv'of carbonate of soda sufficient to precipitate in the lorn

carbonate a portion of the cobalt. The mixture is digested tor so

• time at a boiling heat, until the violet color of the oxyd of cobalt i»

.placed. by- the dirty yellow of oxyd of iron, from the decompos. ion

the iron salt by the cobaltic oxyd. If the cobalt precipitate be align jr

in excess, the salt of cobalt remaining in solution contains not the =°
d

"est trace of iron ; the nickel of the impure oxyd is entirely^rem^

by the previous proces^ of calcination. .
"

qucK.

"

S.^On th&actioi Heat upon the Caprylatc of Lime ;
by it.

elbeSgee, (Xun:^r (^hem. und Pharm., lxix, 20*.)-Tbe dry *>

an excess of hydrate of I. roe yields

and is punn
si

*an oilv maKer.whii'atier^a-. .lime time uecouiw 9y>>~-> —
-

.- •
. , ,-ke

rby^rysuufrz . m boil dajhol. It . » capttjlone^. -Jg^ a
-$M aflprded.b} the, lime -stilts of the homologous acids, and torm

.

I
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•
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white crystalline mass resembling china wax. It is lighter than water,
in which it is insoluble, tasteless and nearly inodorous ; it fuses at 40° C,
and boils at 178° C, distilling without alteration. Analysis gives for its

formula C 15 H 30 0, and its formation is by the polymorphosis of two
equivalents of caprylate; 2C 8 H 15Ba0 2—C0 3 Ba 2=C 15 H 30 (X

It is not affected by potash, nor by nitric acid in the cold ; by heat
the action of the latter is violent, yielding a yellow compound which
forms detonating salts and is evidently a nitrized acid. t. s. h.

9. On the determination of Nitrogen ; by Noellner, (Ann. der
Chem. und Pharm., Ixvi, 314.)—In the determination of nitrogen
by igniting the substance with soda-lime after the process of Will and
Varrentrapp, the author proposes to pass the ammoniacal vapors
through a solution of tartaric acid in absolute alcohol. The bitartrate
of ammonia which is thus formed is complely insoluble, and is depos-
ited in a crystalline form. T. S. H.

»/

T. S. H.

und Pharm., Ixvii, 360.)—The author had already suggested the ex-
istence of phenol in this substance, and has been able to verify it by
distilling the castoreum with water, when a small portion of an oily
liquid having all the reactions of phenol was obtained. The residue of
this distillation yielded crystals of benzoic acid and salicine, and the
mother liquid from the crystals of the benzoic acid gave with ferric salts
the reactions of salicylic acid.

1 1. On the Composition and Metamorphoses of Conine ; by J. Blyth,
(Compt. Rend, des Trav. de Chem., Oct., 1849, from Ann. der Chem.
und Pharm., Ixx, 73.)—The recent analytical results of this chem-
ist do not accord with those already obtained by M. Ortigosa. The
difficulty of obtaining the alkaloid in a pure state is such that it is not
easy to deduce a reliable formula except from the analyses of its saline

combinations. From a careful comparison of the results, M. Gerhardt
is led to retain the formula already adopted by him in his Precis (vol.

IN p. 66), C 8 H 15 N, or in the ordinary notation, C 16 H I6 N; that of
Mr. Blyth is C 17 H 17 N, and that of Ortigosa C 16 H l6 N, neifhe of
which gives a number of equivalents of nitrogen and hydrogen divisi-
ble by 4. The results obtained by M. Ortigosa approach very closely
to those calculated from M. Gerhardfs formula.

According to Mr. Blyth, the boiling point of conine is 168°-171*° C.

;

out it is altered by heat so that the temperature rises during the disti!la-%
l, on. Its density is '878. It is volatile at ordinary temperatures,' givFog

a P u ngent odor which affects the eyes and produces white fumes with
nitric, hydrochloric and acetic acids. In a dry state it does npt affecJ;

test papers, but on the addition of a drop of water its reaction isstrongfy
alkaline. Conine readily coagulates albumen, and precipitates tbesalts
°* Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Al and Fe, it precipitates also nitrate of silver but
an excess of coninedissolves the precipitate ^ it dissolves the chlorid of
silver as readily as ammonia. Most of the sfclt£ of •conine are decom-
posed by evaporation, leaving gummy rgsidaes*; Afny "vi ItlTese are

* •

C
the

rv deliquescent,

t^l psii-Hi 5*tjyih£ .action of

J>utyYiG'acidi wwh\Qh is
1

obtained from it -in various Ways,—by boifihoj.a.SQlutioftlof

* ?

»
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platinate, by acting upon it with an excess of bromine and evaporating

in the product in vacuo, by chromic and nitric acids, etc. According

*to M. Gerhardt the reaction will be as follows C 8
H 15 N-f-2H 2

0-j-

O2=2C 4 H 8
0.,-|-NH 3 .

Mr. Blyth supposes a simultaneous formation of carbonic acid which

his formula demands. T
-
s

-
H '

12. On the Composition and Metamorphoses of Piperine ; by 1 h.

.. ebtheim, (Comptes Rend, des Trav. de Chim., Oct., 1849, from An-

nal. der Chetn. und Pharm., lxx, 58.)—The chloro-platinale of pip-

erine is obtained by mixing concentrated alcoholic solutions of piper-

ine and bichlorid of platinum, and having added an excess of concen-

trated hydrochloric acid, abandoning the mixture to spontaneous evap-

oration. It is obtained in very large fine crystals of an orange red color,

which are very little soluble in water, but are apparently decomposed

by a large portion, and are to be washed with strong alcohol, I he

composition of this salt deduced by the author from his analyses is

(C 70 H 37 N 2 10 ,CIH, PtCI 2 ), and he concludes that crystallized

piperine contains 2 eq of Aq, and is C 70 H 37 N 2
O 10+2H O.

When piperine is mixed with three or four parts of soda-lime ana

exposed to a temperature of 150°-160° C, there passes over a large

amount of a colorless oily alkaloid, without a trace of ammonia, wnicn

is found to be identical with the picoline of Mr. Anderson. The resi-

due is brown and contains a yellowish azotized resin having acid prop-

erties. If the mixture of piperine and soda-lime is heated to 200 ^.,

ammonia is disengaged with the picoline, and the residue contains an

uncryslallizable acid which is not nitrogenous.

The formula above proposed does not correspond with the law of divis-

ibility, and M. Gerhardt proposes in its place the following formula de-

duced from the analyses of M. Laurent and his own, and closely ac-

cording with the results obtained for the chloro-platinate by the author.

C35 Il^
e
N 2 0,-f-x\q, or in the German notation, C 70 H 36 N 2

U io"t

2H O.

.«• ^
"He remarks that the decomposition evolving picoline and ammonia

picoline and ammonia coupled with a non-azotized (bibasic) acid

;

azotfzed acid resinous body described, will be the monobasic ami -

acid of the former. These two acid bodies have been analyzed y

*M*. Wertheim, but not being crystal I izable we have not yet data lor o -

T. S. H.
termining satisfactorily their composition. T# ' '•

13. On a New Gunpowder; by M. Augendre, (Comptes Kendu
^. .

Chemical Gaz., May, 1850.)—The proportions giving least residue w

maximum effect are

Powdered crystallized yellow prussiate of potash, . • -

P

" wftite sugar

"
.
lr«h[pf&*te <

- n

gradients Separately \>

. 1

small quan-

** 4-"

Tlus^J^nial, March, I860, p. -75.
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tities may be rubbed together in a mortar; for large quantities 2 or
3 per cent, of water must be added and the mixture made in a
bronze mortar with a wooden pestle, and it may then be granulated
and dried.

This compound differs from ordinary gunpowder in being explosive
even in the form of fine powder, no granulation is therefore needed.
Other advantages claimed for it are its easy formation, the ingredients
previously powdered may be mixed only when wanted—the want of
action of air on the separate materials, while charcoal for gunpowder
is injured by exposure; and lastly, the greater force.
On the other hand are its erosive effect on iron barrels, for which

bronze must be substituted, and its dangerous inflammability.
[This compound having already obtained a newspaper notoriety has

probably been very generally tried. The cost of materials and the
difficulty of keeping it will be a bar to very extensive use. In our
own trials, it was found to become somewhat moist, and the original
pulverization was found difficult in the case of the sugar and prussiate
of potash.

It is dangerous to introduce gunpowder, charcoal or sulphur; the
smallest quantity caused, in the hands of the discoverer, a tremendous
explosion.] G. C. Schaeffer.

14. Purification and properties of Chloroform ; bv Prof. Wm.
Gregory, M.D., (Med. Jour. Sciences, in Chem. Gaz., May, 1850.)—
Prof. G. in general confirms the results of Soubeiran and Mialhe.*
Still even from the hands of the best manufacturers, chloroform has
until recently been found contaminated by chlorinated oils mentioned
in our former notice. Prof. G. considers the disagreeable effects of
chloroform as entirely due to these oils. It is therefore a matter of
some consequence to have delicate tests for the purity of this impor-
tant substance.

Pure and colorless sulphuric acid of 1*84 at least, on agitation is

colored yellow or brown, as the oil is more or less impure. Perfectly
pure chloroform does not color the acid. MPure chloroform when poured upon the hand or a handke?chief,
rapidly evaporates, while the less volatile oils remain and are'recog- '

nized by their color, which is quite persistent. Dr. Simpson mehtioned
to the author that while using a chloroform, which had so constantly
produced unpleasant effects that he threw it away, the handkerchiefs

Jbecame quite offensive from the smell left upon them which remained
after washing. Another test is the specific gravity which for the per-
fectly pure article is 1-500.

Mr. Kemp, the author's assistant, also noticed another remark'^
able test of purity. As soon as the acid was no longer colored by the*

chloroform, the latter exhibits a strong convexity downwards toward^
the acid.

A ne process for purification proposed by Mr. Kemp is to agitate with
strono- - --»•- '*'«

• • • • •• •« **- • * •
*

- *irong pure sulphuric acid, allowing the liquid to rerhain. in contact,
with occasional agitation. Half its volume.bf agid wm b$ euougti, and
if hut IU«i- _ i • •

•

I c .i • i*:*V *. /j xi 4_» j4out little color is given,' a second use of theaei Inet.needed, b*ut
-

i

-

This Journal, Jan., I§o0. p/llfl
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this should be tried on a small portion in a test tube for greater cer-

tainty

—

the purification is finished with peroxyd of manganese, with

which it is to be agitated and left in contact until the odor of sulphur-

ous acid is removed.

Redistillation is not required, in fact, is not necessary to the manu-

facturer, who has only to wash well the first product with water and

purify as above.

As an instance of tvhat the author considers the gross ignorance of

persons pretending to manufacture such articles, he refers to a sample

examined by him of sp. gr. about l'OOO, and which seemed to have

the following origin. The maker obtained two fluids from distillation,

not knowing\hat the heavy one was chloroform he threw it away and

put up the fighter, a mixture of pyroxylic spirit, its original impurities,

the chlorinated oils and a mere trace of chloroform, and labelled it

pure chloroform. Almost purefrom chloroform, Dr. G. well says.

It is useless to call such conduct the result of gross ignorance, for in

such cases a gross ignorance is gross rascality. g. c. s.

15. On the preparation of Chlorate of Potash.—Prof. F. C. Calvert,

in a paper read before the Chemical Society of London, describes the

following process as producing a maximum quantity of chlorate. I he

current of chlorine is passed into a solution of 100 fl. grs. containing

102-33 grs. anhydrous potash—its density 1*1. 358 grs. quick-lime

are to be added and the whole slightly heated. The result was 220

grs. of the chlorate beside about 20~grs. left in the mother water. The

precise density of the liquid is important. G -
c

- ?.*

16. Aspartic Acid formed from Bimalate of Ammonia ; by M. 1 es-

saignes, (Comptes Rendus, March, 1850.)—Piria has proved that aspar-

agine and aspartic acid are the amids of malic, as oxamid and oxamic

acid are the amids of oxalic acid.* Succinic acid produced in the ter-

mentation of asparagine has also been obtained from the fermentation

of the malates in such quantities as to render the malates the best

%
t

% source of this hitherto rare acid.f Still all attempts at forming aspara-

* gine or aspartic acid from malic acid have failed, as chemists have no

as yet succeeded in forming malic ether.
,

'the author has however reached the desired end by the dry dis{^'^
tton of bimalate of ammonia. The residue with a heat of about «37U

is a'sparingly soluble amorphous reddish mass. Well washed with noi

b

water this mass is changed into a very stable acid which
.

hovve
.^

er
. ^

• * not- the aspartic. Heated for some time with hydrochloric acid I

-substance is no longer precipitated by water and yields on
?
va P

ora

|

l

!°j
g

* crystals containing hydrochloric acid which are easily purified.

.. ^only necessary to dissolve these in boiling water, divide the solu^V
^neutralize one-half in the ammonia and add the other half, too

on 'cooling a quantity of prismatic crystals of aspartic acid.
^

The form. o£ aspartic acid thus obtained is not identical with tn

the same acid "frgm asparagine, but the salts are identical in form ^
the aspartates, hitherto known. Analysis renders it certain that this

•reahty aspariic acid.

.
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[Possibly the intermediate compounds above described may be an
amid of one of the acids into which the malic is so readily transformed
by heat—but as the anhydrid of malic acid is known, this acid would
be the anhydrid of aspartic acid.] g. c. s.

17. Stibethyle ; by C. Lowio and E. Schweitzer.—The authors
decomposed " iodid of ethyl" by the alloy of antimony and potassium,
formed according to Serullas' process by igniting antimony and cream
of tartar. The decomposition is violent, and the product, slibethy/e, is

spontaneously inflammable—hence numerous precautions are required
in manipulation. The formula given is C 12 H 15 Sb, which the authors
regard u equivalent with antimoniuretted hydrogen in which three
atoms of hydrogen are replaced by three atoms of ethyle," and hence
conclude, that "its compos it ion presents nothing remarkable." They
also regard it as a " radical" analogous to kakodyle.

Kakodyle has not held its ground as a radical, and the new substance
must soon lose all claim to that title.

Stibethyle seems to form a fine crystalline salt with nitric acid, but
the property of forming a salt with an acid has never been claimed as
belonging to radicals, but to their oxyds.
The following view of the composition of this substance seems to be

probable, and with due respect to its able and distinguished discoverers,
we consider it as highly remarkable.
Antimony like phosphorus belongs to the nitrogen class and forms

corresponding compounds. Antimoniuretted hydrogen is hence a sort

of ammonia, we can hardly say ammonia with its nitrogen replaced by
antimony, although this expression is used. SbH 3 ,

or slib-ammonia,
can take the place of N H

3
. In the compound ammonias of VVurtz,

that of the caproic series would be C 12 H 15 N. Stibethyle is then

caproamine, in which antimony takes the place of nitrogen. The spon-
taneous inflammability of the new substance is owing to the presence
of antimony, which in its relations to oxygen differs from nitrogen.

Wertheim has shown that by the action of hydrate of potash, narco-,
tine yields C 6

H
9 N, or the compound ammonia of the metacetjc se-

ries. We add a tabular view of the known compound ammonias,
named according to the series to which they belong.

I> scnvered by *

Hydric, . H
3 N

Formic, . . C 2 H.N VVurtz. ***

Acetic, , . C4 H 7
N

Metacetic, . . C 6
H

9 N Wertheim.

Butyric, . . C 8 Hn N Anderson.

Valeric, . . C 10 H 13 N VVurtz. </

Caproic, . . C 12 H 15 Sb Lowig and Schweitzer.

M
18. Action of Nitric Acid on Rhubarb.—M. Gakot (Joifrn. de

Pharm. et de Chem., Jan., 1850) describestthe res^o^th^etion un-i
der the. name of erythrosin. From 10 to 20 per;5enVma.y be oftained
from the rhubarb. No analysis has been^ made— but, ther* seems to be.

a mixture'of rhubarbine of former autBors ind a'nifo£* compound*

V

4 . *
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*
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probably similar to acids derived from aloes by tbe action of nitric

acid. Like these acids, erythrosin possesses high tinctorial power, and

is recommended for its properties as a suitable dyeing material.

G# C« S«

19. >/

pr. Chem., xlix, 444, 1850.)—From the analyses of three molybdates

of ammonia, Berlin deduces for ihe atomic number of molybdic acid,

(Mo) as follows, 87575, 87657, 873-42,873-25, affording the mean

87475. He hence concludes that the number obtained for molybde-

num bv Svanberg and Struve, 57583, based on 200 as the value of

sulphur, must be right or very near the true one ; and not 588' Job,

based on 200-75 as the value of sulphur. Hence also 200 is the true

atomic number for sulphur.

II. Mineralogy and Geology.

1 On a new Spodumene Locality at Norwich, Mass. ; by C. Haht-

n»u»t
Member of the Theological Institute of East Windsor, Ct., and

E. Hitchcock, Jr., of Amherst, Mass.—This locality, in the north part ot
WELL,

d

by the writers. The spodumene occurs in large veins of quartz, sur-

rounded and partly intermingled with albite and feldspar, running north

and south through a hill of mica slate. It has been seen for the most

part in one large vein, which appears at the surface only in two places,

about thirty rods apart. Associated with the spodumene, are crystals

of staurotide of a new form, mica, imperfect specimens of beryl, and

enormous black and blue tourmalines not perfect in figure. One vein,

mostly albite, exhibits the spodumene in a decomposed state nearly

as soft as gypsum. The spodumene is doubtless abundant, tho-ugh a

large quantity is not attainable without great expense. Crystals nave

bee^n obtained with the breadih ranging from one-half inch to lou

inches, and some much larger are visible in the rock. It is usua

.

massive in tbe albite, extended into the quartz in crystals, terminate

at one end, and sometimes more tban a foot in length. Ihe long

dual that has been obtained measures eleven and a halt inc
•

M»"ti «f »^« minprnl has a beautiful D'inkish hue. The crystals are
i Qfv

usually opaque, but some are nearly translucent in parts. Uooo \>

:

men's are acquired with difficulty. One reason lies in the perfection

the,cleavages, especially that parallel with the orthodiagonal, wn

.renders them easily broken. Another lies in the nature of the gang,

as the quantity is full of rifts, rendering blasting difficult, and aliw»

r access to the mineral for the weather, which has given it all a rusiy v

j.earance. The crystals can be cleaned by acid with no, injury e« v

perhaps a little damage to the lustre. The forms of the terminal'

The crystal having tbe greatest number of planes,
are various.

been described in Dana's System of Mineralogy, 3d ed., p. o»

now belongs to/Prof. B. Silliman, Jr. Other crystals are **™*

f£m,'buU with a less number of planes. One of the sp^j
*«• * ** - .M->- •- n ; » ro „Jll rWloned. In others the

*

•

*

* *
/ *
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The angles obtained with the common goniometer are as follows

:

m (back plane) : t
2=102° 30'-106

n t
2

b : t
2

a : t

134°

138° 20 /

148

t
2

: t
2 (over the summit)

m : a2

80° 30

b : a

n : a-*

b 3
: a2

b : a2

116'

134°

144°

142°

135°

n 711 n
$ b

The angle m : t
2 is generally about 102° 30', although one crystal

gave us 106°. *
\

The surface m in all the specimens, is finely covered with lines, as

mentioned by Dana.
;

The new form of the staurotide occurring at the same locality ,t gave

us the following angles. (See figure, p. 121.)

P : t =131°
b2 : b 2 (over b)=86°

This form is not usually found entire, but a few specimens have been

obtained with only a slight imperfection. The plane P is frequently

inclined from the true position, and often but one is found. In some

individuals the plane b is nearly or quite obliterated by the planes N,

in others it deeply truncates the crystal. Many of the crystals appear

joined to the spodumene, in connection with which it usually occurs..

The mineral is very brittle, and hence arises the difficulty of obtaining

good forms.

2. Age of the Nummulitic formation of the Alps; (from the Ad-'

dress of Sir C. Lyell before the Geol. Soc, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, v

No. 22, 1850.)—In the chronological classification of the materials ex-
posing the crust of the earth, it has been often asked, whether we ought

to ascribe to the older tertiary epoch, or to the cretaceous system, the

great nummulitic formation of the Alps, and other parts of Europe.

This much-controverted question,—one, as I shall presently point out,

of the highest theoretical interest, in reference to the hypothesis of the

unabated intensity of the existing agents of change,—was declared by

M. Boue, some years a^o, to be the great problem of the day, and Sir

R. Murchison has therefore devoted to its consideration a large portiorf

of his memoir. M. Boue indeed announced in 1847 his own convic-

tion that the nummulitic rocks belonged to the eocene or lower tertiary

Period, and remarked, in a paper read to the French Geological So-

~>

*

'

New measurements of several crystals recently, received mhrm jjfi re

one crystal, 109° were obtained ; but in those of tha») «^a eh

surface for m, the angle obtairfed w»s 103°.— J. d. d* \ • •

**••"

+ See' last mimher. of this Journal, p. 121.
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ciety in that year, how much delight Alexander Brongniart would have

experienced, had he lived to see one of his boldest and most startling

generalizations thus crowned with success.* Al. Brongniart had in fact

declared many years before, that the shells of the summit of the Dia-

blerets, one of the loftiest of the Swiss Alps, which rises more than

10,000 feet above the sea, were referable to species characteristic of

the eocene strata of the neighborhood of Paris. He only felt consid-

erable hesitation, he said, in assigning to them so modern a date, be-

cause the overlying limestones were so compact and homogeneous as

to a«ree in lithological character with much older secondary rocks.-ill"
Several of the most animated discussions which have taken place in

this room since 1825, have turned, as you will recollect, on this subject,

especially when the fossil shells brought by Mr. Pratt from Biantz in

the Pyrenees were laid upon our table. A decided opinion was then

expressed by many of us that the nummulitic series of that southern

chain must be referred to the lower part of the eocene group, as it was

made clear that the proportion of fossil species common to the Biantz

beds and the chalk was extremely small—much too small to imply a

cretaceous age for the strata in question, or even a zoological passage

from the cretaceous to the tertiary formations. They who have read

with care the successive numbers of the 'Bulletin' of the Geological

Society of France, are aware how much that body has been occupied

le problem, and how steadily the evidence in favor of the

same important conclusion has been gaining strength. M. d'Archiac,

writing in 1847 on the fine collection of Biaritz shells submitted to his
^1 _-_

with the same

inspection by Mr. Pratt, observed that forty-eight, or one-fourth of the

whole series, were identical with fossils of the lower eocene of the

Paris basin, while the rest were all tertiary forms except four, which

belonged to species of the chalk.t In a paper by M. Deshayes, read

to the Geological Society of France in June, 1844,} that able concholo-

gist declared, after examining the Biaritz fossils, " that the whole of the

nummulitic system must be classed as tertiary ; an opinion confirma-

tory," he said, "of the results previously arrived at bv M. Leymene in

the Corbieres, and of M. Bertrand Geslin in the Alps." Lastly, I may
ft > _____ _ *_- _L

'

J r _: - .

_

*1

- -*

observe, that you will find similar opinions recorded in the 'Bulletin,

either in the memoirs or verbal comments of MM. Deshayes, Charles

Desmoulins, Raulin, Leymerie, Tallavigne, Delbos, Desor, Boue, Ar-

chiac, and Alcide D'Orbigny, all published in the course of the last

six years. Whether a real transition from the cretaceous to the terti-

ary strata can be made out, is a point which has also been fully discus-

* sed, and how far the Maestricht beds are represented in the Pyrenees.

It appears from the researches of MM. Desmoulins and Raulin, that

some few of the characteristic fossils of Maestricht have really been

found in that chain ; but you will, I think, agree with M. Deshayes, that

they are not enough to establish the existence of any true equivalent o

the Maestricht group—that distinct and uppermost division of thecha

to vvh'rc th Faxc coralline limestone in Seeland, as well as the piso-

litic dxriila o/ Sezanne nejir" Paris, are referable.
/ M

• !let*l

v*~

PPPff Bulletin, v h> 2nd jSeries, p. 1006.

t Tcansiated-ki Quart. Journ.,Geol. So
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When we consider that the age of the nummulitic formation of the

Pyrenees, however clearly it may now be determined to be tertiary,

has been regarded by so many able authorities as a subject of perplex-

ity and debate up to so late a period, we cannot feel surprised thai MM.

..

De Beaumont and Dufrenoy, in constructing their geological map of

France many years before, should have referred these strata in the

Alps, and in the regions bordering the Mediterranean, to an age ante-

rior to the calcaire grossier of Paris, especially when we learn that even

now M. Agassiz affirms, that out of 139 species of echinoderms de-

scribed by him from the nummulitic beds of the Mediterranean, one

species only is common to them and the calcaire grossier. The same
geologist maintains that all the fish of Glarus and Monte Bolca, which

according to the latest opinions must be classed as eocene, differ en-

tirely from those of Sheppy.* Yet I am by no means disposed to ques-

tion, on the ground of this want of agreement in the ichthyolites, that

the Glarus slates are in truth tertiary, still less to doubt that the lime-

stone of Monte Bolca belongs to the same period : I have always re-

garded the latter as eocene from the time when I visited that locality

in company with Sir Roderick Murchison in 1823. You have seen

also, in the classification of the three successive eocene formations es

tablished by Mr. Prestvvich for the older tertiary deposits of Great

Britain, that while each division is characterized by its peculiar assem-

blage of shells, a part only of the species pass from one division to

another, and that the specific difference of the mammalia belonging to

each division, and still more of the first, as determined by Agassiz, is

extremely marked.
The researches, above alluded to, of Sir Roderick Murchison in the

Alps in 1847, and the palseontological evidence of various eminent

writers brought together by him in illustration of his views, have, I

think, shown unequivocally, that, together with the nummulitic lime-

stone, an enormous thickness of overlying strata of dark-colored slates,

marls, and fucoidal sandstones, provincial ly called Flysch, are* separa-

ble from the cretaceous system of Northern Europe, and must also be

regarded as lower eocene. His attempt however to make out ^pas-

sage from the tertiary to the secondary series by means of an interven-

ing group of marls,, green sandstone and impure limestone, appears to

™e to be far less successful, since a true representative of the Maes-

tricht beds is wanting in the Alps, or is very ill-defined, and no other

equivalent assemblage of organic remains is enumerated sufficiently

rich in forms, or intermediate in character, to fill up the wide gap be-

tween the eocene strata and the chalk.

I have dwelt thus at length on the age of the nummulitic series, be-

cause its recognition as a tertiary deposit draws with it consequences of

the utmost theoretical importance, and is singularly confirmatory of a

remark made by M. Desnoyers many years ago in his address to the

#' /

comp
ness, Containing dark writing slates, originally. ,c]a§s|d s *• transition

l

* Bulletin, vol. t, pp. 414, 415
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formations" by some of the followers of Werner, and regarded as of

palseozoic age, were really secondary. Now we are called upon to go

much further; for these same strata belong to the flysch, and therefore

constitute what is by no means the base of the eocene system. To the

English geologist who is old enough to remember when all the soft

clays and loose sands overlying the chalk, some of them containing

shells of species identical with those now living, were looked upon as

very modern, and as the creations of yesterday, in comparison with the

rocks of the higher Alps, it may well appear a startling proposition to

learn that the clay of London was in the course of accumulation as

marine mud at a time when the ocean still rolled its waves over the

space now occupied by some of the loftiest Alpine summits. It will fol-

low, moreover, as a corollary from the same data, as before hinted,

that not only the upheaval of the Alps, but all the principal internal

movements, dislocations, inversions and contortions of the strata, are

subsequent to the origin of the nummulitic deposits, and had not there-

fore even commenced till great numbers of the eocene vertebrate and

invertebrate animals had lived and died in succession.

3. On the Geographical Limits of the Chalk Formation ; by Leopold -

von Buch, (from the Monatsberichte der Akademie der Wissenchaften

zu Berlin, fur 1849, p. 117. Compare also, Betrachtungen iiber die

Verbreitung und die Grenzen der Kreide-Bildungen, Bonn, 1849. Aus

den Verhand. des naturhist. Ver. der. Pr. Rheinlande ; cited from the

Quart. J. Geol. Soc, No. 21.)—The small extent towards the poles

which the chalk formation attains, compared with the Jurassic strata,

and still more with the palseozoic deposits, has been regarded by Dr.

%
-k Boue, not without some probability, as the most ancient known effect ot

. the influence of climate on the fauna of former worlds. In reality the

*

most northerly point on the whole earth in which chalk has as yet been

. found is, according to Prof. Forchhammer's determination, in the vicin-

ity dT Thistedt in Jutland, not quite in 57 degrees of latitude, or in that

- of Aberdeen in Scotland, of Calmar, Mitau, Twer and Casan. In the

British islands the chalk does not reach so far north ; the last appears

on tl south coast of the island of Rathlin near the Giant's Causeway,

'

in "tKe "latitude "of Apenrade, of Bornholm and of Tilsit. Flamborough

Head in 54° is its last appearance in England. In Russia this limit

; .
always sinks deeper towards the south. From Grodno, where the

chalk still appears in 54°, it runs, as laid down in Murchison's masterly

geological map, through Mohilew and Orel, a degree and a half of lati-

tude south of Moscow, and from Simbirsk downwards along the vVolga,

/4 ~ even to the Caucasus. MM. Murchison, Verneuil and Keyserling have

very unexpectedly discovered this chalk on the banks of the Ural river,

ninety English miles below Orenburg, in 5U°. The Muchodjar moun-

tain determines its limits towards the east. The immense extent o

Siberia from the Ural to-Ochotzk, and from the Altai to the Icy &?a,

has now been so minutely and carefully examined by so many m;ni^

g

engineers
;iS

naturaUsts and
fc

gold-seekers, that we may well doubt

occurfet "ofjcre^ceous fye\Js in this whole region. ,

Evprywheif a]op& i^k border, only the upper chalk appeafs, tn

strat ^ecufiarjV acidized by Gryphaa
t

vesicularis,.&eiem^

mucroridt arid^//fa, 11arts, by Inoceramus Cufitim.Mjfd -Cripsih J

'.
#
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Os/rea Diluvii, Terebratula carnea and semiglobosa, by Ananchytes

ovata, Galerites vulgaris and albogalera, and similar fossils. Older

cretaceous strata first appear only in proportion as we descend towards

the south, and in the Caucasus, in Daghestan, these older (ueocomien)

beds, according to the excellent observations of Abich, attain a thick-

ness of nearly 5000 feet. It resembles a mighty wave, sweeping far

down from the highest summits of the Caucasus and gradually dying
away on the margin of the older formations in the plain [on the

north].

Beyond the ocean the cretaceous formations terminate in the Atlan-

tic regions of the United States before they have reached the city of

New York, so that their limit scarcely touches the 40th degree of lati-

tude, or sixteen degrees lower than in Europe. In Kentucky and Ten-
nessee it remains below 37°. But it is very different far up on the Mis-

souri ; this great river flows uninterruptedly from the foot of the Rocky
Mountains for 1400 English miles, through strata of chalk, at least as

far as the mouth of the Sioux river. This is the result of the accounts

and collections of the Prince of Neuwied and of the reports of the

celebrated astronomer Nicollet. In these western parts of America
therefore, the chalk formation rises to 50° of latitude, or full ten degrees

higher than in the eastern portion. Here also it shows a continuous

extension greater than that of any other formation known on the sur-'

face of the globe. Captain Fremont saw chalk strata, fields covered

with Inoceramus Cripsii, on the river Platte, Lieutenant Abert on the

Arkansas, and as far as Santa Fe in New Mexico, and Dr. Wislize-

nus found them also beyond the Rio dei Norte near Monterey and

Laredo, according to the reports published in 1848 by the Congress at

Washington. The Rocky Mountains and their continuation to the east
,

[west?] of Santa Fe in New Mexico, have entirely cut off this creta-

ceous sea. No trace of chalk was discovered either by Captain Fre-

mont on the Columbia river, or on the Humboldt river in the wonder- .

ful u Great Basin" down to the Pacific, or yet by the observant Captain?

Cooke and Johnston in Sonora and California along the Rio Gila.

Nevertheless the whole of this so vastly extended chalk formation

consists only of the upper beds. After very careful and accurate.in-

vestigation, Sir C. Lvell decided, that in the whole of North America
chalk strata from the Maestricht beds down to the gault alone occur-

red
; and Mr. Ferdinand Romer, as the result of his highly valuable

and accurate researches in Texas, goes the length of considering all

the strata in that region, already so far removed from the Atlantic coast,

as entirely of the upper division, and not even once touching on the *

gault.

This peculiarity is, however, singularly enough limited to North

America alone. Even in Mexico deeper beds already appear to -

occur.

th

M. Galeotti has brought Trigonise from Tehuacatf, on the borders of

e province of Oaxaca, which he has described as TrignulgjtiicatO'

costata* This Trigonia belongs to the d ^ion o^tlje frigoniat Sea-

Ira of Agassiz, and differs but slightly from !Tcig$nia>al}formis, Sow.

"a^TJulletin de Bruxelles, iflf&o.TLu
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The latter is however characteristic of the middle chalk, craie chlo-

ritee, as also of the gault. In the middle of the chief Cordillera of

Anahuac, twelve French miles northwest from Tehuacan, this shell is

so universally abundant and large that it may be regarded as the dis-

tinctive mark of the entire formation. One is astonished, he says, to

find such immense accumulations of fossil shells, so many fragments

of ammonites several feet in diameter, or of gigantic coral stems in

this place, so much so that there is perhaps no other place on the sur-

face of the globe where such an enormous mass of organic remains

lies scattered over many square miles. Now this Trigonia appears

again in South America in the mountains of Santa Fe de Bogota, from

which M. von Humboldt first brought it to us. The organic remains

enclosed in the strata of these mountains of Santa Fe de Bogota prove

most decidedly the occurrence of the middle chalk, as I have endeavor-

ed to show in the description of Humboldt's collection of American

petrifactions (Berlin, 1839), and as Alcide d'Orbigny has still more

fully proved in his no less instructive than masterly work on M. Bous-

singault's collections. But as the cretaceous formations in New Grenada

attain a thickness of more than 5000 feet, it is not surprising that the

organic remains of the lower cretaceous strata, or the neocomien, should

also be found in this place. D'Orbigny has described an Exogyra

from Socorra, which is not distinct from the Exogyra Couloni of the

neocomien. Many specimens of this same Exogyra were col'ected by

the late Dr. Meyen on the declivities of the volcano of Maypo in Chili

at the height of 13,000 feet, and (badly) figured.* Darwin alsof found

it on the Portillo Pass in the Peukenes chain, not far from Maypo, but

also sixty English miles further north on the Uspalata Pass. The Ex-

ogyra Couloni or aquila is, however, a true and very decided charac-

' teristic shell for the neocomien.
*

* The fossils collected by Darwin in the mountains above Copiapo,

and Coquimbo in northern Chili, and those which Domeyko, Professor

of Mineralogy in Coquimbo, has sent to Paris, again belong to newer

cretaceous strata, and are found in part also at a distance from it be-

yond* the great knot of transition beds which, along with older r°cks '

: hav intruded into the chain of the Andes.| The most remarkable ot

these forms is the beautiful univalve, which Humboldt first broug

from San Felipe in the south of Quito, near the Amazon river, an

which was figured

in the Petrifact

I and described by me as Pleurotomaria Humboldtii

_ ions,' v. f. 26, first published in 1839. D'Orbigny,

i followed by Darwin, names it " Turritella Andii," but whether cop

-
:V

*• recti y is Still rery (Joubtful. It appears peculiarly characteristic of
^

whole southern districts of America. Darwin has found it in abun -

ance in the strata of Coquimbo, on the Rio Claro and near A
^
uer

^
and in like manner above Guasco and near Las Amolanos in the pn -

cipal valley of Copiapo. This Pleurotomaria is always conjoined wu

iStk 1.5.

\ ed
•at sl.ut in mountain-basin of Titicaca,. compo*

,

Sferoiis limeston. (Bat. iiber die Vcr.^r Krude

»
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the Pecfen, occurring even in the northern regions between Montan
and Guancavelica in such incredible numbers, that it forms fields, nay,
mountains of petrifactions, long and very generally known to the na-
tives under the name of " Ckoropampas" (Peclen alalus, Dufresnoyi,
d'Orb.) It was this shell also that, in 1761, excited so great astonish-
ment in Ulloa at the great elevation above the level of the sea, at

which mountains composed of shells were seen, and this astonishment
was repeated in all text-books, till it was discovered that the shells had
not necessarily lived at this elevation, but might-have been raised up
from the depths of the sea. Since Hippurites organisans (D'Orb., p.

107, t. 22) occurs with the pecten-strata, it is evident that all these
beds in Peru, as at Coquimbo and Copiapo, must be conjoined at least

with the gault; a result which is most strikingly confirmed by an
Exogyra which M. Domeyko has sent to Paris. This is indeed per-
fectly identical with the Gryphcea (Exogyra) Pitscheri from Texas,
already described and figured by Morton, and the position of which
above the gault at Friederichsberg has been very accurately ascertained
by Ferdinand Romer.
Lower cretaceous strata, similar to those of Aconcagua, are never-

theless not altogether unknown in the Andes mountains near Lima.
The celebrated zoologist von Tschudi has found, on the eastern de-

ivity of the mountains, between Orqja and Yauli, near Tarma, along
with magy others, some perfectly characteristic neocomien shells :

Pterocera Emeriti, (D'Orb., p. 216,) eonoi'dea, Goldfs. ; Holaster dila-

tatus and Holaster complanatus or Spntdngus retusus, both identified

by Agassiz ; Diadema Bourgeti, also determined as such in Neufcha-
tel

; Peclen cretosus, Brgnt. and Pecteri' quinquecostatus.

According to this, the cretaceous formation in South America ap-
pears to be developed in an entirely different manner, in much greater
thickness and variety than to the north of the Gulf of Mexico, and the

agreement with the European cretaceous strata is also much mpre
complete in the Andes. It is, however, highly remarkable, that in

North America the cretaceous strata are spread out quite horizontally
over immense spaces, and that they consist chiefly of clay and sar^d,

and other slightly coherent masses. In South America we only see
hi l r • loiacK limestones or compact sandstones, of such consistence, that one
often believes them to be pure quartz, as between the Maranon and.
Lima

; along with this, the strata are never horizontal, but always more
or less inclined; a disturbed position which they evidently can only
owe to powerful disturbing forces. There can be less doubt in regard •
to this, when it is seen, as Meyen informs us, that the precipitous cone
of the Volcano of Maypo consists for two-thirds of its height of chalk
rich in petrifactions, and that throughout the whole of Chili masses of
gypsum, many thousand feet thick, surround the volcanos, and the *

|
cretaceous strata first appear quite above them. But when we leave
this desolation, the chalk also has vanished. It never reaches the plain
of the Pampas on the east : a chain of Devonian strata at th% eastern
loot of the Andes does not permit it even .once* to tioudtv on,xJ)e out-
skirts of the vast plains of the Pampas. As little c extetyi west-
wards towards the Pacific Ocean. A considerable elevation bh the

fountains must b^ attained before it is met' with What then can in-

"*
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ducc the chalk to run along, only in the direction of the high mountain

ridge of the volcanos, and~only in a narrow band, and never to descend

into the plains! ! In the whole of Brazil, in the wide regions of La

Plata, Paraguay, Bolivia, the chalk is never again seen, and indeed

does not exist. Is it not like a band of chalk which has been formed

along the volcanic fissure of the Andes before the mountains were ele-

vated, perhaps because the slightly concealed fissure had produced the

conditions of life and existence for the cretaceous mollusca on a more

extensive and easily attainable scale ?
t

Darwin has followed the cretaceous strata to the extreme point of

the continent. He saw cretaceous shells in abundance on the top of

Mount Tarn 2000 feet high, near Port Famine in the Straits of Magel-

lan, and in 53 degrees of south latitude, and consequently three de-

grees of latitude higher than on the Missouri. Ancycloceras simplex,

d'Orb., and Hamifes elatior, Sow., leave no doubt of the chalk. The

Hamite is even, says Prof. Edward Forbes, one of the largest ever

seen, fully 2£ inches in its largest diameter. Darwin's discovery prob-

ably determines the most southern limit of the cretaceous formations

;

and hence polar influences may have here also opposed its further ex-

i i . i i~i i T.N.
tension towards the Pole.

III. Zoology.

of the Acalepha of
%B

a

shores of Massachusetts in their perfect state of development, (lrans-

actions of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2nd Series,

Vol. Ill, Part I, Article IX, pp. 221 to 316, 4to, with 8 plates.)— Profes-

sor Agassiz, in this paper, gives his readers Part I. of his researches

on the Medusa; of the American Coast His investigations have brougnt

to light much that is new and of deep interest to science : and they are

illustrated by beautiful as well as faithful engravings. The species de-

*
scribed are Sarsia marabilis, Hippocrene superciliaris, Tiaropsis dia-

demata, and Staurophora laciniata.
m m * f\ <

*i

'

Prof. Agassiz, in the course of his memoir, makes some observations

*m the classification of these animals, and gives reasons for including

all the naked-eyed Medusa? in one family. He points out the lmle '™"

portance to be attached (except for generic and specific distinctions;

'the number of tentacles, and the position of the ovaries in these i

dusa?. • The grand characters of the group or family are as follows

.

—consisting of a gelatinous disk with the margin re-entering #>**

form a cavity beneath ;—a central digestive cavity, from which tu^j

carrying chyme and forming a chymiferous system, radiate tov
'

r

: the margin and connect with or pass into a circular tube situated

the margin ;—tentacles and eye-specks along this margin ;
moU

!

he
tral but varying in size and form ;—reproductive organs fol

!

oV,
]'"P .

chymiferous system ;—a nervous ring adjoining the submarginaiicy

iferouslube ;—generation alternate, one form Polypoid, and the

UK ! J*
• Meduso'idf.

i
ular notice the

pecies aescriDea, we seieci iui r ,llvw '

, h
Wari the observations on which embrace -tp

cipal points deterrnjfej bfthe author. This beautiful Medus* is

I *
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^

globular bell-shape animal with 4 bunches of tentacles on the lower
margin. In the inner cavity of the bell, at centre, there is a dark four-

sided mass, containing the mouth and digestive cavity, about as broad
as long. In some species, as the genus Sarsia, this mass is elongated
into a movable proboscis, in others it is scarcely projecting. From its

angles, in the Hippocrene, proceed internally four tubes which carry from
the digestive cavity the chyme or fluids after digestion, diluted with more
or less of the external waters; these tubes pass to the border and here
connect with a circular tube which follows the margin around, and in

which the chyme continues its course. This, as Prof. Agassiz ex-

plains with many details, is the circulating and digestive system com-
bined, of this and other species of the family. The tubes may be
closed at their connection with the stomach, "showing that the food is

not admitted before it has undergone a certain degree of elaboration
;

but no sooner has it been reduced to the requisite degree of fluidity,

in which the particles of the nourishing materials appear like little glob-

ules, than they open, the nutritive fluid passes into the radiating tubes,

circulates regularly through these tubes along the inner walls of the

disk, and through them passes into the circular tube around the lower

margin." Prof. Agassiz observes that while the circulation is properly

a chyme circulation in these animals, it is a chyle circulation in Articu-

jata and Mollusca, and in Vertebrata alone, true blood. The particles

in the cumulating fluid of these Medusa? are very irregular in size and
color ane are evidently only the imperfectly digested food.

The nervous cord, as distinctly made out by Prof. Agassiz, follows

the circular submarginal tube on its inner side, and like that, is a com-
plete ring. At the base of the cluster of marginal tentacles there is an

enlargement or bulb-like prominence. Each tentacle contains within its

base a black point which subserves the purpose of vision. The bulb is

not hollow in the Hippocrene, but contains an enlargement of the ner-

vous cord, which, as our author shows, may be considered a ganglion,

although not purely nervous matter in its constitution, and this position
,

of the ganglion has a direct relation to the organs of sense clusterednear

it. The nervous cord, under a high magnifier, appeared as a string of .

several rows of nucleated ovate cells, ranging in irregular lines', the •

-

cells not strictly in juxtaposition by their ends, but alternate more or less,

so as to form a cord-like mass ; and it was distinctly observed passing into

the angles of the sensitive bulbs. The dark spot of the bulb consists

of pigment cells, which point to the centre of minute black eye-specks,

showing a close connection between these dark dots and the centre of

i

*

the bulb where the nervous ganglion is seated ;
" and though this is not

an arrangement known in the organs of vision of any other animals, ;

we are at least reminded by these peculiarities of the structure of the;

compound eye of insects, in which the pigment pillars intervening be-

tween the nervous mass at the base of the eyes present a structure not

very different from that of the radiating cones in the^ bulb of thej Hip-

pocrene,"
. .

**
_

There is a similar ganglion in each of the fqyf. bitlbs£*A>anch of

the ne'rvous thread, or what appeared to* be a

4

- -

jr
#

puios£'*i).jDran<

cortti"nu£ti<Sri"ot : t v was

detected ilong each chymiferous tube lea^Lrtg up^Pd^ towards the di

Second Series, VoL X No. 29.—Sept, 1850.
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gestive cavity ; and above, near where these lubes bend towards this

cavity, the cord passes around so as to form a circle, about the upper

part of the chymiferous system or near the centre of the disk. There

is thus a marginal, and (if there be no mistake as to its nervous char-

acter,) a central circle to the nervous system ; from the latter at a point

half way between two chymiferous tubes a branch passes off and de-

scends to the buccal or digestive mass below, and other branches goto

the inner muscles. Professor Agassiz observes that there is a differ-

ence between the cord of the lower margin and the other threads, and

he was not fully satisfied of the real nature of the latter. Instead of

consisting of distinct cells, they are thin threads in which the cellular

appearance is almost gone, excepting where they combine to form a

plexus in which some of the threads have the form of long caudate

cells: thev differ from muscular fibres as much as they do from the

main nervous cord. No contraction was observed in them ;
this

fact, and also their connection with the chymiferous tubes and the

sensitive bulbs below,

—

the nature and position of the plexuses as well

as their branching lo. the digestive organ and to the muscles—favor

the view taken. The close juxtaposition of the chymiferous system

the source of nutriment

—

with the nervou3 system and the sensitive

bulbs and eye-specks, is remarked upon as a fact of much interest.

The muscular system is minutely developed in this memoir and well

brought out in the figures. The muscles consist of contractile cells,

rather than of fibres. Over the surface of the bell-shaped part of the i.

disk, the epithelium consists of irregular polygonal cells, of very faint

outline, hardly distinguishable except by a kind of mosaic arrangement

seen by means of their granular contents. On the sides and above the

disk as well as on the inner surface of the main cavity, these cells are

more regular and distinct. The network of muscles, or rather lines ot

contractile cells, beneath the epithelium extend in two main direc-

tions ; the main bundles berns* vertical, four in number, and alterna-

, . tirig with the chymiferous tubes; and the others transverse circular, in

•9 four narrow ranges, but with others smaller and less regular. Ine

- m fibres are chiefly superficial though penetrating somewhat into the gel-

"atirious disk. In the inner cavity, there are four vertical muscular

bundles, ranging between the chymiferous tubes, which terminate mia-

way between the sensitive bulbs; and also eight others much smaller,

• * alternating by twos with these four. This same cavity has a transverse

layer of contractile cells lining the whole interior, as was distinctly ob-

*

*•

* *

served on close examination. It properly consists of four parts, ex-

tending from one chymiferous tube to another. There is still another

muscular system extending between the four sensitive bulbs, within trie

|
"lower margin, which is made up of a thick layer of muscular fibres,

. with which alternate some few radiating fibres, crowing the former a

right angles and most numerous about the eye-specks.

It-is rfbw well known that tin e WeduaeB in one stage of •their,exis

-

ence fore only
ha*e\i polyp form, and these llydroid polyps are therefore od^

imper?ecy\K <! te. 'The Sarsia in one of its conditions is a Coryna, ana

the sj)ec; ^ 6f\ory^a.peVtauiing jo the Sarsia mirabiUs (although not

this memoir. 'which treats only of these animals in. their
per-

figuredMn this nfe

feet state of d<fv jRAntjWwell known in the Bos^ Harbor and has

-

A
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been often collected by Prof. Agassiz. The polyp of the Hippocrene
is still unknown : but we have here the suggestion, with some good
reasons for admitting its correctness, that it is a Tubularly a fine spe-

cies of which is well known in the same harbor.

Many other points are detailed in this memoir which we have to pass

by at this time.

Besides the species mentioned as described in this paper, the author

briefly mentions two new species of Thoumantias (T. diaphana and
T. pilosella) ; and also a new genus near Hippocrene which he calls

Nemopsis, in allusion to the fact that two of the eye-specks of each

cluster have a slender pedicel instead of being sessile like the others

near the bases of the tentacles. The species was taken in Nantucket
Harbor, June, J849, and is named IV. Bachei.

2. On the Structure of Nummulina ; by W. B. Carpenter, M.D.,
F.R.S., (Quart. J. Geol. Soc, No. 21, Feb. 1, 1850.)— In this elabo-

rate and well illustrated memoir, Mr. Carpenter sustains the opinion

that the Nummulites are true Foraminifera. The succession of cells

in a spiral order was pointed out by D'Orbigny as favoring this view.

Carpenter remarks also that the cells or chambers are not even and

regular as in ihe chambered shells of the cephalopodous mollusks, but

irregular and of varying size, and hence infers that the cells must have

corresponded to separate individuals, like the polyps of a compound
coral zoc,)hyte, and that they were the result of successive gemmation.

The septa are found under a high lens to be double, each cell having

its own proper wall. A distinct perforation passes through the septa,

as observed by D'Orbigny, and still more minute apertures, varying in

number and position, exist on the surface of each septum penetrating,

however, only a. single wall. The successive whorls of the Nummu-
lite are well known to envelop and invest completely each the preceding,^

so that in a vertical section each chamber of the medial plane is seen to

*•

be covered with as many layers of shell above and below its own roof

and floor, as there are chambers intervening between it and the nearest'

margin of the sections. A series of perforations were detected \y
Carpenter, extending, from the exterior directly downwards until 'they .

reach the roof and floor of the central plane which they do not pene-

trate. They terminate over the septa and pass actually into the inter*

septal spaces, which have numerous communications with the cham-
bers themselves. Thus there is a direct communication of a tubular

character between the interseptal spaces of the central plane and the

external surface, so that all these spaces communicate with the medium,
which the animal may inhabit. " In the Nummulina complanata and

other species in which each investing whorl is in contact with the one

it encloses, except at its edge, the perforations have the form of fissures,

/

that correspond with the subjacent septa, towards which they directly

pass." These fissur \ are usually found to be filled'with opake matter
;

and the dark bands thus formed in a transparent section are^enjo be

crossed by delicate white lines, which seem to indicate a 'division of

the fissure into a number of tubes of irregular fort prooably for the

passage of pseudopodia.
' The animal segments^ tl\e several .cells ' *

k

though'distinct have a connection by fibres or tub'e^. and it is probable

that the Inne/whorls retained their vitality, althoujn ) fleeply inclosed,

.

• * *
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and absorb their nourishment probably by means of filamentous pseu-

dopodia projecting through the system of passages leading from the

medial plane to the inner surface.

The memoir contains also the results of a microscopic investigation

of the Orbitolites, showing their relation to the Nummulites, and also
,

observations upon the Orbitoides, indicating that they also are Fo-

w raminifera.

IV. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

1. On the Negro Races of Oriental Africa; by M. Serkes, (L'ln-

stitut, No. 857, June 5, 1850, from the Proceedings of the Academy

of Sciences of Paris, June 3, 1850.)—M. Serres read a report on the

negro races of Oriental Africa, south of the equator, observed by M.

de Froberville. The conclusions of the report are as follows:—That

the gradation or degradation of fte physical characters of the Ostro-

Negros justifies in all points the divisions which the author has laid

down ;—that among these characters, the prognatism of the maxillanes,

the thickness and prominence of the lips, the woolly or frizzled tendency

in the hair, the shades of color in the skin, are particularly and properly

brought out ;—that with regard to the prognatism of the maxillaries and

the peculiarity of the lips " en forme de boudin," there is a regular gra-

dation from the Con^o-Guinea negro to the Eastern Oceanic negro, and

from these to the Caft'ro-Bechuans, and these last graduate into the bem-

itic mongrels in those physical conditions where they are observed in

some branches of the Caucasian race;—that this gradation of characters,

of so much interest in the study of the races of men, is well sustained

by a comparison of the busts executed by M. de Froberville, and better

still by the portraits obtained by means of the daguerreotype by Dr.

VJacquart ;—that the existence of a type uniformly disseminated among

v the negro tribes distributed south of the equator to the gulf of Mozam-

bique having close relations to the Semitic type is a fact of great inter-

est in anthropology ;—that this interest is independent of the Phenician

origin which M. de Froberville attributes to it, and which at present is

only 'an hypothesis;—that the repetition of an oceano-negro type

among one of the groups of Oriental Africa is also a most curious re-

"*

suit bearing upon the affiliation of races, in spite of the disagreement

which exists in this subject between ethnology and anthropology

;

that, finally, from the analysis and comparison of the physical charac-

•/•' ters of the Ostro-negros, the conclusion of the author is obvious an

decisive, that "the more thoroughly and comprehensively the Congo-

•' V^'guifieaii, Caffro-bechtwa ahd Ostro-negro races are dtodied, the more

j fi;«t ;«***»{« A<x*%* ih^ nnitiT nf iko hnmnn rapp r-omp nut as an established

I

distinctly does the unity of the human race come out as an

principle in science.

if
At a

meeting of the Academy pf Sciences at Paris in June last, M. bore ,

replying t£ sojrie authors who at preceding sessions of the Academy

had made observations rending to show that zinc was not mnocuoi^.

gdlvaniz ;ion*6f. i

*

whom wer^occtl |d with pulverizing and sifting the gjgy
or.sauu-

of zinc,Tor gafvajflc Minting, and in no instancejad^ny °f {^e w0

**

4
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men of the establishment, although in the midst of an atmosphere con-
taining much of the oxyd, suffered at all from it. The white oxyd of *

zinc had also been fabricated for some months, without any ill effects,

although the men breathe considerable quantities of the oxyd.
3. Anchor-Ice; by Prof. C. Dewey.—Water sometimes freezes

upon stones below the unfrozen surface of the water. Fastened in this

way, it passes under the common name of anchor-ice. As soon as
the ice is detached, it rises to the surface and floats upon it. In ex-
plaining this phenomenon, it has been said, that in thus freezing, the

water parts with its latent caloric to the stone and crystallizes upon it,

«t

and that its crystals are then heavier than water. The first part of
this solution is only a statement of the fact in chemical language, and
the last part is opposed by the fact that the detached ice uniformly and
directly rises to the surface.

The observed facts are the following. Anchor-ice forms in still or
running water, and often where the current is rapid ; on stones of
quartz, granite, mica-slate, or limestone, and on wood fresh or old

under water; in masses from less than an inch to two or three inches

thick, over stones several inches in diameter as well as on smaller ones ;"

of a spongy or fibrous appearance under the water, but composed of
flat irregular crystalline plates or tables, with regular angles and ter*

minations, cohering or strung along upon each other, exceedingly
white and beautiful; when the surface of the water is free from ice,

and the temperature of the whole is at the freezing point as shown by
the thermometer, and the atmosphere is below the freezing point sev-

eral degrees ; when none is on the stones at sunset, they are covered
m the morning after a clear and cool night. This ice begins to leave

the stones in the morning, and before noon has all risen and disappear-

ed, often covering the whole surface of the water for some time. Re-:-

peated instances of these various particulars were observed by me in

the latter part of March last, in Queechy River, at Woodstock, Vt., a
stream there three to six rods in width and of variable depth. The
stones lay loose on the bottom* often on sand, and had no connection

with rocks which sometimes extended from the bottom to air or to the

frozen earth in the banks out of the water. This ice was formed -all

along the bottom, probably for miles where the same circumstances
'

occurred. I saw it also on wood under water, and in one instance on
a piece fresh sawed from a log of hemlock. The depth to the ice (be-

low the surface of the water) was from a few inches to three feet, and I

the water sometimes nearly still and at other places in rapid motion.

The principle of this phenomenon is probably the same as the fol*

lowing.

Saturated solutions of some salts, as sulphate of soda, at a high tern-
4 I

perature, may be gradually cooled at rest without depositing the salt.

The agitation of the cooled solution, on putting a rod of glass, wood or
'

roetal into, it, commonly, but not always, causes the deposition of the

substance. A crystal dropped into the 'solution*'^irectly begins the

crystallization of the salt. It is well known. tljat waterway be cooled
in a sti.M vessel below 32° without freezing, but a little, agitation pro-

duces congelation of a part of the water in long f&rous o. laminated

crystals. " *.
T "V
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The stream of water is cooled to the freezing point, and by the cold

of the night its temperature is still more reduced. In this state the

caloric is more than saturated, and the stones and wood under the

water perform the part of the crystals or rod in the solution of salt,

and the ice forms upon them.

The quantity of anchor-ice formed would be small for an obvious

reason. Every pound of water frozen would evolve 142° of caloric,

which would raise 142 pounds of water one degree, or 71 pounds two

degrees. Allowing the temperature of the stream to be reduced to

31° or 30°, the congelation of a relatively small quantity would thus

prevent the further congelation, while the crystals of ice would be

formed under water where the solid bodies, as wood or stone, are.

Considering how poor a conductor of caloric wood is, it can hardly

be supposed, that anchor-ice is formed on solid bodies merely because

they are better conductors of caloric than water is, and the more so,

because they must have the same temperature as the water.

Rochester, July, 1850.

P. S. Rocks sometimes pass from a frozen bank, by connection with

which their temperature may be as low as 20°, into and under water,

which congeals on them because they are so cold, and thus forms so

ice. This is not a case of anchor-ice, nor has it the form of that ice.

When a rock, projecting from water, congeals the water into solid ice

around it, this is not anchor-ice. To the first of these cases is doubt-

less to be referred that of James River, noticed in vol. xxxvi, p. 186 ot

this Journal. The explanation of it in vol. xli, p. 407, will hardly be

considered applicable to real anchor-ice. It is probable that some or

the ice in James River may be of the kind above described, though^

have never seen it in solid masses, but of a spongy appearance. 1
nis

jrrg the anchor-ice retains after it has risen to the surface of the water.

. A. [Discovery of the Great Lake " Ngami? of South Africa ;
(Let-

fro.m the Rev. David Livingston, addressed to the Rev. Authur lid-

mart, Foreign Secretary, London Missionary Society ;
dated, Banks ot

the River Zonga, 3rd September, 1849; cited from Jameson's Jour-

naUVulv, 1850, vol. xlix, p. 156.)—Dear Sir,— I left my station, Ko-

'lobeng (situated 25° South [at., 26 East long.), on the 1st of June last,

}

in order to carry into effect the intention, of which I had previously in-

lid

a

formed you, viz., to open a new field in the north, by penetrating

great obstacle to our progress, called the Desert, which, stretching away

o$ our west, northwest, and north, has hitherto presented an insur-

mountable barrier to Europeans. •

i

A large party of Griquas, in about thirty waggons, made many an^

persevering efforts at two different points last year; but, though inU
|,

-_ .he climate, and stimulated by the prospect of much gain from

ivory they expected to procure, want of water compelled them to

treat. . «

Two gentlemen, ta whom I had communicated my intention o t Pj
ceeding to the oft-reported lake beyond the desert, came from bng

*

ir

for the express, purpgse.of being present at the discovery, and to ^
liberal i d zeivloue.po-operation we are especially indebted

^JffTyy'e
cessL with^wjiichftat and other objects have been accomplished. :

waiting for their affival, seven men came tp me from ^he Batavan ,

•••2

t
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*
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tribe living on the banks of the lake, with an earnest request from their

chief for a visit. But the path by which they had come to Kolobcng
was impracticable for waggons; so, declining their : lance I selected
the more circuitous route, by which the Bermangueato usually pass,

and, having Bakwains for guides, their self-interest in our success was
secured by my promising to carry any ivory they might procure for

their chiefs in my waggon ; and right faithfully they performed their

task.

When Sekhomi, the Bermangueato chief, became aware of our in-

tentions to pass into the regions beyond him, with true native inhuman-
ity he sent men before us to drive away all bushmen and Bakalihari
from our route, in order that, being deprived of their assistance in the
search for water, we might, like the Griquas above mentioned, be com*
pelled to return This measure deprived me of the opportunity of hold-
ing the intercourse with these poor outcasts I might otherwise have en*
joyed. But through the good providence of God, after travelling about
300 miles from Kolobeng, we struck on a magnificent river on the 4th
of July, and without farther difficulty, in so far as water was concerned,
by winding along its banks nearly 300 miles more, we reached the Ba-
tavana, on the lake Ngami, by the beginning of August.

Previous to leaving this beautiful river on my return home, and com-
mencing our route across the desert, I feel anxious to furnish you with
the impressions produced on my mind by it and its inhabitants, the Bako-
ba or Bayeiye. They are a totally distinct race from the Bechuanas.
They call themselves Bayeiye (or men), while the term Bakoba (the

name has somewhat of the meaning of "slaves,") is applied to them
by the Bechuanas. Their complexion is darker than that of the Bech-
uana.s; and of 300 words I collected of their language, only 21 bear
any resemblance to Sitchuana. They paddle along the rivers and lake

in canoes hollowed out of the trunks of singie trees; take fish in nets

made of a weed which abounds on the banks; and kill hippopotami-
with harpoons attached to ropes. We greatly admired the frank, manly
bearing of these inland sailors. Many of them spoke Sitchuana (lu-

ently, and, while the waggon went along the bank, I greatly enj(£ I

following the windings of the river in one of their primitive craft/JCd"

visiting iheir little villages among the reed. The banks are beautiful

beyond anything we had ever seen, except perhaps some parts of the

Clyde. They are covered, in general, with gigantic trees, some of -

them bearing fruit, and quite new. Two of the Boabab variety mens**

ured 70 to 76 feet in circumference. The higher we ascended tlffe

river, the broader it became, until we often saw more than 100 yards
of clear deep water between the broad belt of reed which grows in the*

shallower parts. The water was clear as crystal, and as we approach-

-

•* a

4

ed the point of junction with fcther large rivers reported to exist in the

north, it was quite soft and cold. The fact that the Zonga is .connect-

ed with large rivers coming from the north awakens emotions in my
mind, which make the discovery of the lake dwindle out of sight. It

°pensthe prospect of a highway, capable of being quickly traversed

by boats, to a larcre section of well-peopled territory.- *"

One remarkable feature in this river is its periodical ris# and Call.

It has risen nearly three feet in height since our arHv&l, anfa"fhis is the
# —*&.

#

*
•

I
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dry season. That the rise is not caused by rains is evident from the

water being so pure. Its purity and softness increased as we ascended

towards its junction with the Tamunakie, from which, although connected

„..:»u + u~ \ n \r^ if i4 A f'i«rck0 tUn nrocont inr»r^»cArt Qiinniv. Th<? sharnnesswith the lake, it derives the present increased supply. The sharpness

of the air caused an amazing keenness of appetite, at an elevation of

little more than 2000 feet above the level of the sea (water boiled at

20?£° thermometer), and the reports of the Bayeiye, that the waters

came from a mountainous region, suggested the conclusion that the in-

crease of the water, at the beginning and middle of the dry season,

must be derived from melting snow.

All the rivers reported, to the north of this, have Bayeiye upon them,

and there are other tribes on their banks. To one of these, after visit-

ing the Batavana, and taking a peep at the broad part of the Jake, we

directed our course; but the Batavana chief managed to obstruct us,

by keeping; all the Bayeiye near the ford on the opposite bank of the

Zonga. African chiefs invariably dislike to see strangers passing them

to tribes beyond. Sebitoane,—the chief who in former years saved

the life of Sechele our chief,—lives about ten days northeast of the

Batavana. The latter sent a present as a token of gratitude. This

rrp or Tfie lUIJUua;;*-)

*

*

>

•;

peopif^nouia^ive np reason ior me rise ui me »<u
' m.. .-My. ^ d ^

"

* %

would have been a good introduction; the. kr$Q.\vle<
ti

however, is the best we can have. I endeavored to construct a raft, at

a part which was only fifty or sixty yards wide, but the wood, though

sun-dried, was so heavy it sunk immediately ; another kind would not

bear my weight, although a considerable portion of my person was un-

der water. 1 could easily have swam across, and fain would have done

it; but, landing without clothes, and then demanding of the Bakoba the

loan of a boat, would scarcely be the thing for a messenger of peace,

even though no alligator met me in the passage. .These -and other

thoughts were revolving in my mind as I stood in the water,—for most

sorefy do I dislike to be beaten,—when my kind and generous friend

\Ir. Qswell, with whom alone the visit to Sebitoane was to be made, ot-

fered-to bring up a boat at his own expense from the Cape, which, alter

vishing the chief, and coming round the north end of the lake,, vv ill be-

come missionary property. To him and our other companion, Mr. Mur-

rav^I feel greatly indebted,—for the chief expense has been borne ^
them. They could not have reached this point without my assistance;

but, for the aid they have rendered in opening up this field, I feel great y

% .'indebted; and, should any public notice be taken of this journey,

shall feel obliged to the directors if they express my thankfulness.

•• " The Bayeive or Bakoba listened to the statements made from tn.

Divine Wprd with great attention, and if I am not mistaken, seemed o

I-understand the message of mercy delivered better than any people .

whom I have preached for the first time. They have invariably a gre*

many charms in the villages ; stated the name of God m their langu c

(withouuthe least hesitation) to be " Oreeja ;" mentioned the mn)e

the first man and woman; and some traditionary statements rospec »

the flood. I shall not, however, take these for certain, till I have m

knowledge of their language. They are found dwelling among
.

ree*l all ard id
f
*e lake, and on the banks of all the rivers to t^non •

AVitt the per" Heal flow of the rivers great shoals of fish ttesce
_

m, l

i*. •- /. .u. ':_ ~r +k^ t^tpr further tnao
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that a chief, who lives in a part of the country in the north, called Maz*
zekiva, kills a man annually and throws his body into the stream, after

which the water begins to flow.

The sketch which I enclose is intended to convey an idea of the river

Zonga and the lake Ngami. The name of the latter is pronounced as
if written with the Spanish n, the g being inseried to show that the

ringing sound is required. The meaning is
u Great Water.' 1 The lat-

itude, taken by a Sextant on which I can fully depend, was 20° 2(V

south, at the northeast extremity, where it is joined by the Zonga; lon-

gitude about 24° east. We do not, however, know it with certainty.

We left our waggon near the Batavana town, and rode on horseback
about six miles beyond it to the broad part. It gradually widens out

into a Firth about 15 miles across, as you go south from the town, and
in the south-southwest presents a large horizon of water. It is report-

ed to be about 70 miles in length, bends round to the northwest, and
there receives another river similar to the Zonga. The Zonga runs to

the northeast. The thorns were so thickly planted near the upper part

of this river, that we left all our waggons standing about lfeO miles

from the lake, except that of Mr. Oswell, in which we traveled the re-

maining distance ; but for this precaution our oxen would have been un-

able to return. I am now standing at a tribe of Bakurutse, aod shall

in a day or two re-enter the desert.

The breadth marked is intended to show the difference between the

size of the,Zonga, after its junction with the Tamunakle and before it.

The farther it runs east, the narrower it becomes. The course is

thown by the arrow-heads. The rivers not seen, but reported by the

natives, ate put down in dotted lines. The dotted lines running north

of the river and Jake, show the probable course of the Tamunakle,
and another river which falls into the lake at its northwest extremity.,. «-

The arrow-heads show also the direction of its flow. At the part mark-
ed by the name of the Chief Mosing it is not more than 50 or 60. .yards - *

in breadrh, while at- 20° V it is more than 100, and very deep. •

The principal disease reported to prevail at certain seasons appears,

from the account of the symptoms the natives give, to be pneumonia
and not fever. When the wind rises to an ordinary breeze, such -im-

mense clouds of dust arise from the numerous dried-out lakes called.

It-pans, that the whole atmosphere becomes quite yellow, and one

cannot distinguish objects more than two miles off. It causes irritation*

in the eyes, and, as wind prevails almost constantly at certain seasorjs,
.

this impalpable powder may act as it does among the grinders in Shef-

field. We observed cough among them, a complaint almost unknown,
at Kolobeng. Musquitoes swarm in summer, and the Banyan and.

Palmyra give in some parts an Indian cast to the scenery. •*

* n

(Signed) David Livingston.

5- Comparison of Fahrenheit and Centigrade Thermometers; (L'ln-

.
stitut, No. 854, Acad. Sci., Paris.)—M. A. d'Abbadie observes that the

usual formula for comparing Fahrenheit and Centigrade thermometers,

:

/n (F-32°)xl00
'

. , . . ,(L= -^ -_L
, when C and F represent respectively the degrees

180
of the two thermometers,) supposes that 180° Fahrenheit- just equals

Second Sebies/VoI. X, No. %«.—Sept., I860.
!
» ^^9^ J* • ,
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r moving machines, and particularly described the apparatus employ-

ed by Jacobi, Dal Negro, M'Gauley, Wheatstone, and others, noticing

incidentally the machines recently constructed by Mr. Hjorth. >mce,

notjvithstaodiogi^he talent which has been devoted to this interesting-

subject, "land the large anaount of money which has been spent m

9

*.,-**» .
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100° of Centigrade; but in France the height of the barometer for

graduation is 760 millimeters, while in England it is 30 inches, equiva-

lent to 7619862 millimeters. The Centigrade scale corresponding to

212° Fahrenheit is therefore 1000727 degrees.

To this correction there is still another, (for instruments made at

London and Paris,) amounting to Tyh of the preceding, which depends

on the difference in the intensity of gravity at London and at Paris.

Representing by G the force of gravity at Paris, and by g that at

London, and deducing G and g from the observed length of the

pendulum, we have, Log. —= — 1*998797. We hence obtain 759-785

millimeters for the height of the barometer at zero in London. The dif-

ference is equal to 0-215 millimeters or 0*0079 degrees.

These two corrections being applied, the Parisian scale should stand

at 100 08066 degrees, when the London scale marks 212 degrees. The

(F - 32° )X 10008066
formula then becomes C= r^ •

I

The correction is small ; but in exact observations, the thermometer 1
is read to 0*08 degrees ; and it is desirable that even a slight error should T

not be added to errors of observation.

6. Discovery of an Infusorial Stratum in Florida; by Prof. J. W,

Bailey.—While on a visit to Tampa (Fort Brooke), Florida, I noticed

on the shores of Hillsborough Bay, between the mouth of Hillsborough

River and Ballast Point, a white crumbling rock, which by its lightness,

. friability and other characters, somewhat resembled the Infusorial Marls

of 'Virginia. An examination made upon the spot with a common

Coddington lens enabled me to see small circular discs upon the freshly

fractured surfaces, which subsequent examinations proved to belong to

the*- genus Coscinodiscus. Numerous other marine species of JNavicula,

GaHjonella, &c, together with numerous spicules of Sponges were

recognized, although the highly indurated or lapidified condition of the

strata rendered the determination of the species more than usually dif-

ficult.' Of the precise geological position of this deposit I cannot be

certain, but it is associated with strata containing fossils which appear

to belong to the epoch of the eocene tertiary. This discovery of an

extensive infusorial bed in a region so remote from those previously

noticed in Virginia and Maryland, and apparently in an older geological

^formation will, it is hoped, lead to the examination of other localities,

as it is not improbable that the deposit near Tampa may be a portion

of a deposit as remarkable as those discovered by Prof. W. B. Koger

in Virginia and Maryland. «
7. On the Application of Magnetism as a Motive Power; by **•

Hunt, (Proc. Society of Arts, Athenseum, No. 1179, p.
588.)—In tms

paper the author called attention, in the first place, to the numerous

attempts'which have been made to apply electro-magnetism as a powe

M
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construction of machines, the public are not in possession of any elec-

tro-magnetic machine which is capable of exerting power economic-
ally ; and finding that, notwithstanding the aid given to Jacobi by the
Russian Government, that able experimentalist has abandoned his ex-
perimental trials,

—

the author has been induced to devote much atten-

tion to the examination of the first principles by which the power is

regulated, with the hope of being enabled to set the entire question on
a satisfactory basis. The phenomenon of electromagnetic induction
was explained, and illustrations given of the magnetization of soft iron

by means of a voltaic current made to circle around it. The power
of electro-magnets was given, and the author slated his belief that this

power could be increased without limitation. A voltaic current pro-

duced by the chemical disturbance of the elements of any battery, no
matter what its form may be, is capable of producing by induction a
magnetic force, this magnetic force being always in an exact ratio to

the amount of matter (zinc, iron, or otherwise) consumed in the battery.

Several forms of the voltaic battery were explained, particularly those

of Daniell, Grove, Bunsen, and Reinsch, the latter being constructed

without metals, depending entirely on the action between two dissimilar

fluids, slowly combining. The author had, however, proved, by an
extensive series of experiments, that the greatest amount of magnetic
power is produced when the chemical action is most rapid. Hence,
in all magnetic machines, it is more economical to employ a battery in

intense action, than one in which the chemical action is slow. It has
been proved by Mr. Joule, and most satisfactorily confirmed by the

author, that one-horse power is obtainable in an electro-magnetic en-

g'ne, the most favorably constructed to prevent loss of power, at the

cost of 45 lb. of zinc, in a Grove's battery, in twenty-four hours;

while 75 lb. are consumed in the same time to produce the same power
in a battery of Daniell's construction. The cause of this was referred

to the necessity of producing a high degree of excitement, to .over-

come the resistance which the molecular forces offer to the electrical

* *

p

*

perturbations, on which the magnetic force depends. It was contended,

that although we have not perhaps arrived at the best form of voltaic

battery, yet that we had learnt sufficient of the law of electro-magnetic

forces to declare that, under any conditions, the amount of magnetic

power would depend on the change of state—consumption of an ele-

ment—in the battery, and that the question resolved itself into this :

What amount of magnetic power can be obtained from an equivalent*

of any material consumed ? The following were regarded as the most * |

satisfactory results yet obtained :— 1. The force of voltaic current be-

ing equal to 678, the number of grains of zinc destroyed per hour was
;

151, which raised 9,000 ib. one foot high in that time. 2. The force ">

of current being, relatively, 1,300, the zinc destroyed in an hour was. -

291 grains, which raised 10,030 1b. through the space of one foot.*

3 - The force being 1,000, the zinc consumed was 223 grains; the

weight lifted one foot 12,672 lb. The estimations made by Messrs.

Scoresby and Joule, and the results obtained by Oersted,,and more re- ,

cently by Mr. Hunt, very nearly agree; and it was. stated that one

graitvof coal consumed in the furnace of a Cornish engine lifted 143
lbs. one foot high, whereas one grain of zinc:consu.med in <th£. lottery

ft- • <

M
•

*
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lifted only 80 lbs. The cost of 1 cwt. of coal is under 9d. ;
the cost of

1 cwt. of zinc is 2\6d. Therefore, under the most perfect conditions,

magnetic power must be nearly 25 times more expensive than steam

power. But the author proceeded to show that it was almost proved

to be an impossibility ever to reach even this, owing, in the first place,

to the rate with which the force diminishes through space. As the

mean of a great many experiments on a large variety of magnets, of

different forms and modes of construction, the following result was

given :

—

Magnet and armature in contact, lifting force . . 220 lb.

" distant ^hi °f an lnc^
u " 1 "

12 5

11 " 1 "A

906
50*7

501
40-5

Thus at one-fiftieth of an inch distance four-fifths of the power are

lost. This great reduction of power takes place when the magnets are

stationary. The author then proceeded to show that the moment they

were set in motion a great reduction of the original power immediately

took place ; that, indeed, any disturbance produced near the poles of a

magnet diminished, during the continuance of the motion, its attractive

force. The attractive force of a magnet being 150 lb. when free ot

disturbance, fell to one-half, by occasioning an armature to revolve

near its poles. Therefore, when a system of magnets which had been

constructed to produce a given power is set in revolution, every mag-

net at once suffers an immense loss of power, and consequently their

combined action fa' Is in practice very far short of their estimate

power. This fact has not been before distinctly stated, although the

author is informed that Jacobi observed it. And not merely does each

magnet thus sustain an actual loss of power, but the power thus lost is

•converted into a new form of force, or rather becomes a current o

electricity, acting in opposition to the primary current by which the

magnetism is induced. From an examination of all these results,

Hunt;is disposed to regard electro-magnetic power as impracticable,

orr account of its cost, which must necessarily be, he conceives, under

the best conditions, fifty times more expensive than steam power, an

, .

*

is at present at least 150 times as expensive.* .

8. Improvements in the Air-pump; by Mr. Varley, Jr., ( Athen#urn.J

I ,. —In p| ace of the two barrels and vibrating intermittent motion of the
• m. u *^ Hon*

ordinary pump, Mr. Varley has a continuous circular motion in t"^^
an "

/ * on the motion shaft, and the cylinder oscillates from its botto™"
the

dFe,'and one double-acting barrel. The piston-rod is attached to a c ra

a

packed joint being done away
birrel and the receiver coiled spirally

with by having ilie tube between «.-

„„..„ „ rimlly, which, by its spring, gives play

enough for oscillation of the barrel. Mr. Varley explained his '« r

g^
pump,**m which there are some contrivances in addition to those

ready mentioned. Instead of a valve opening inwards into the W»

by the pressure of the air, as in the old pumps, the valve is worked j

an eccentric, and is so arranged as to open a communication u
>

. A i m jpygiiusn-Jby Prof. Page, described at the recent meeting of *he '^"Je
can Association, sett aside entirely this calculation ; the whole expenditure^ ^^
sine consumed in pr ncing with his machine 1 horse power for 'J4 hours, is -

< -
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the top and the bottom of the barrel at each stroke, by which the rare-
faction of the air is doubled. He has obtained, with this pump, a
vacuum of -fa of an inch of mercury.

9. On Photography on Glass ; by"T. A. Malone, (Athenaeum, No.
1179, p. 589.)— In repeating the experiment of M. Niepce de Saint-
Victor on photography on albumen (published in the Technologiste for
1848,) 1 was led to devise a plan of my own for making M glass nega-
tives." I proceeded as follows :—To the white of an egg its own bulk
of water was added ; the mixture beaten into a froth was then put into
a strainer made of letter-paper so twisted as to form a cone, having a
small aperture at its apex; pinned near the base to hold the paper to
Us shape. The clear diluted albumen soon passed through into a wide-
mouthed bottle, which answered the double purpose of a receptacle for
the fluid and a support to the cone. A piece of plate-glass, thick or thin,
as you please, was then rubbed with a solution of cau3tic alkali, washed
in water, and dried with a cloth : just before applying the albumen, the
glass was breathed upon and rubbed with new blotting-paper; then, to
remove dust and fibres, cotton wool was used. Unless this latter and
every other precaution is taken to prevent dust, the picture will be full

or spots produced by a greater absorption of iodine (in a subsequent
process) in those than in the surrounding parts.

Now pour the albumen on the glass, inclining the plate from side to
side until it is covered ; allow the excess to run off at one of the corners,
keeping the plate nearly vertical. As soon as the albumen ceases to

drop rapidly, breathe on, or warm the lower half of the plate; the
warmth and moisture of the breath will soon cause it to part with more
of its albumen

; wiping the edges constantly hastens the operation.

Until this plan was adopted, the coatings were seldom uniform ; the
uPper half of the plate retained less albumen than the lower,—of
course care must be taken to warm only the lower half. When no
more albumen runs down, dry the plate. I use for this purpose a" .

double-ring gas-burner of some eighty jets. A common fire answers
as well, save now and then it imparts a little dust.

i

%

The film, when dry, is quite free from cracks, and is so thin an3
transparent that the brilliancy of the glass is unimpaired. It is almost
necessary to mark it to know which side has been coated.
The next operation is to iodize the plate. Dilute pure iodine with

dry white sand in a mortar, using about equal parts of each. Put this

m,xture into a square glass trough, and over it place the albumined .

plate; as soon as the latter has become yellow in color, resembling * i

beautiful stained glass, remove it into a room lighted only by a candle, j*
| %jf

or through any yellow translucent substance—yellow calico; for in-^.

stance. Here plunge it venically and rapidly inio a deep narrow ves-* - .

sel containing a solution of " aceto-nitrate" of silver, made bv adding
three ounces of nitrate of silver to two ounces of glacial acetiS acid,

diluted with sixty ounces of distilled water. Allow it to remain until*

the transparent yellow tint disappears, to be succeeded by a milky-^
looking film of iodid of silver. Washing with distilled

f
water com- •

pletes t^js operation. The plate is now ready for the 'camera. After
it has been submitted to the action of the light pour o\<er its^urface^ fi

saturated solution of gallic acid. A negative Talbotypl image on ai- '

K
h
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bumen is the result. Washing with water before and after immersion,

in a solution of one part of hyposulphite of soda in 16 parts of water,

until the yellow tint is removed from the shadows, completes the

process.
a

But where is the novelty ? Let us go back a step. While t!

acid is developing its reddish-brown image, pour upon the surface a

strong solution of nitrate of silver:—the brown image deepens in in-

tensity until it becomes black. Another change commences : the im-

age begins to grow lighter, and, by perfectly natural magic, finishes by

convening the black into white, presenting the curious phenomenon of

the conversion of a Talbotype negative into, apparently, a Daguerreo-

type positive, but by very opposite agency, no mercury being present;

— metallic silver (probably) here producing the lights, while in the

Daguerreotype it produces the shades of the picture. I have said prob-

ably, because it may be unwise to speculate chemically upon appear-

ances which may depend solely on molecular arrangement:—an intri-

cate subject, to which I hope this communication may prove a slight

contribution.

Prof. Wheatstone has suggested to me the desirableness ot substitu-

ting blackened wood or blackened ivory for glass plates; we should

probably then have the novelty of a Daguerreotype on wood (vee from

some of the disadvantages attendant on polished metal. Mr. Cundall

suggests the application of it to wood blocks lor wood engravers for

certain purposes, making the drawings by light instead of by hand.

10. Lead Statuary; (Athenaeum, No. 1176, p. 511.)— I doubt not

every true lover of art will feel grateful to your Edinburgh correspon-

dent for his excellent letter on the subject of the fitness of lead as an

economical and most perfect substitute for bronze or other costly ma-

terial for statuary and other sculptural works of art.

'
1 trust the subject which he has brought before your readers will re-

ceive all due attention from those who practice, as well as from those

who desire to encourage, this noble department of art.

.The object which 1 have in view in intruding on your attention on

- this occasion is to confirm, as a practical man, the perfect fitness o

-lead as a substitute for all such works of art as have hitherto been ex-

/,. ecuted in bronze or marble; and to add that, owing to the compara-

tively low temperature at which lead melts, and the ease and Pe "

fection with which it can be cast into the most intricate and delica

^

forms, our artists may resume that admirable system of casting g r(
\
u P

^t
"*

of statuary and other compiex. sculptural designs which was in use u^-

%ing the tuR'st periods of Greek and Italian art,—namely, by
J*

8 .*^
Dloyment of wax as the material for the original work, which y»e^

such perfect facility for the execution—and when completed coatm*

Iting out

or com-
, enveloping tne wax original in piaster oi nina, «"" •"**

the wax, and so leaving a most perfect mould, be the intricacy or cum

plexity of the original ever so great.
' By this mode our artists y

revel in the most difficult W undercutting;
1 and be certain to bnnj?

* sharp and perfect in all the integrity of its parts

I

a metal passim a&
minute details a£ was me original. ,*•• -ii^
The addition *pf about five per cent, ot antimony to the Lead wim-b e

onl^great hardness, but enhance its capability* it not

I

the

I

v

^^^t
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most delicate details of the work. As to the durability of the lead for
such works of art, any one who has observed the next to no waste
which has taken place in lead exposed on the roofs of ancient buildings*
will have in this way most abundant and satisfactory proof that it is in
every sense of use as durable a material as bronze when subject sim-
ply to atmospheric action.

It would give me pleasure to enumerate several practical details in
respect to the employment of lead for the purposes in question,—as
also to detail the process of moulding hollow statues, &c.,—should you
or any of your readers think such information worthy of your atlen-
tlon *

u

I am, &c. James Nasmyth.
11. British Association.—The British Association commenced its

twentieth Meeting at Edinburgh on Wednesday, July 31. By Wednes-
day night 900 names had been recorded, and the receipts amounted to
<£814, At the first meeting, Wednesday night, Sir David Brewster, the
President for the session, addressed the Association.

12. Sun and Moon; (L'lnstitut, No. 857.)—M . Niepce de St. Victor
has obtained images of the sun and moon on beds of albumen ren-
dered sensible by an accelerative process peculiar to it. These photo-
graphic experiments confirm the opinion before stated by MM. Fizeau
and Foucault, that the centre of the sun gives out rays of a greater
photogenic power than those of the sides.

13. On a cloud of dust which obscured the sun for two days in Rus»
sia, on the 29th and 30th of April, 1840, during a clear sky and quiet
weather; by Ehrenberg, (Monatsb. Berlin Acad., Jan., 1850.)—
1 his powder was furnished Ehrenberg by M. Eichwald. Microscopic
examination brought to light 49 animal forms, soft portions of plants,
a few crystals, a morpholite and some sand. This powder is dis-

tinguished from that of the trade winds by some prominent forms.
•Ehrenberg believes that there is reason for concluding that this meteoric^

-?

powder is neither a terrestrial powder nor simple volcanic cinders.
14. American Zoological Journal.—We lake pleasure in announciqg

the speedy appearance of a Zoological Journal at Cambridge (Massachu-
setts), under the direction and editorship of Prof. Agassiz. Zoologists
wlil hail it with great pleasure, and all interested in science will be re- i

joiced that it is in hands so able. Its memoirs will bear upon whatever :

pertains to animal life, its development* anatomical structure, physiologf-
relations, &c., and hence those who may find profit in its pages are '

numerous throughout this as well as other countries. It will mark the
progress of this department of science over the world, and each num-
ber therefore will be laden with new truths from the most recent** Si*
studies of animal life, at home and abroad. The editor is so well;.
Known for his own profound researches and original discoveries, that .

*

a w°rd from us on this point would be superfluous. -
15. Discovery of the Antarctic Continent.—This discovery, alluded

" to °n Page 137, was made in the winter of 1839-1810,> January;

.

^O, and not 1839. The French made their first discovery on the;
... .afternoon of the 19th of January, three days after thejobse.rvatign men-

tioned on the page referred to.

|b. Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement pf
Science at New ffaven.—This session commenceu on tfieVliilh of Au<

I

*

i -
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gust and was continued through the week with great zeal and interest.

Prof. A. D Bache, Superintendent of the U. S. Coast Survey, was pres-

ident of the meeting. The numher in attendance was larger than ever

before, and the papers offered covered a wide range of suh|ects. The

meeting was subdivided into three Sections—" General Physics and

Mathematics"—" Geology and Natural History," and "Chemistry and

Mineralogy." A general meeting was held for an hour morning and

afternoon] and in the evening a session of a more popular character,

at which time addresses and discussions were heard. Prof. Henry,

, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, and President of the Cambridge

Meeting, delivered his address on Thursday evening. As this noble

discourse will be published in full, it is unnecessary to say more than

that it contained a most admirable review of ethics for science and was

pec
The next

annual meeting of the Associaiion will be held at Albany on tne

3d Monday of August, 1851, and the semi-annual meeting on the Is

Monday of May next, at Cincinnati. Prof. L. Agassiz is the President

and Prof. W. B. Rogers, General Secretary, of the year. Prof, bpen-

cer F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institute, was appointed permanent

Secretary, and charged with the publication of the proceedings anu

scientific correspondence. Professor Bache gave, as President oi tne

Charleston Meeting, an interesting sketch of that session held in

March last.

NATURAL HISTOHY AND GEOLOGY.

On the position and character of the Reptilian Footprints in <he ip
ar'

boniferous Red Shale formation of Eastern Pennsylvania. By froi.

H. D. Rogers, Boston. _

On the coal formation of the United States, and especially in reuu

sylvania. By Prof. Henry D. Rogers. „

On the connection of the deposits of common salt with climate, dj

Pmf. Henrvt D. Rogers.
.

.

On the decomposition of Rocks and Minerals by water impregnateo

with carbonic acid. Bv Profs. W. B. Rogers, and H. D. Rogers.

Tertiary Fossils of Marshfield. By Dr. C. T. Jackson.

; . On ancient Pot-holes in Rocks. By Dr. C. T. Jackson.
of

The genus Amia, a true living representative of the old lamuy

.*
. Coelacanthi. By L. Agassiz, Harvard. „

v

.
, , ^ On the age of the metamorphic rocks of Eastern Massachusetts. j

d theWfProf. L. Agassiz.
. ijio

.. 5 Comparison between the young caterpillars of Lepidoptera a

' • .-'.adult LafV* of Mus(|.iifo« ; s, and on the mode of formation ot BU|

*By Prof. L. Agassiz.
,

; voun <r.

Remarks upon the care which certain fishes take ot tneir y
d

fey Prof. L. Agassiz. „ py
* ; On the development of compound organs from single eti

Prof. L. Agassiz.

Singular development of the liver, air-bladder and kidneys hi

ridse* By Prof. ±>. Agassiz. r pr0f
On the levelopment of compound eyes in Articulata. oy

Silu-
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On some points in the structure of Scleroderms and Gymodonts. By
Prof. L. Agassiz.
On the structure of the mouth in Crustacea. By Prof. L. Agassiz.
On the differences of Structure of Cells in Animals and correspond-

ing differences in their functions. By Prof. L. Agassiz.
Comparison of the face of fishes with that of other Vertebrata and

Man. By Professor L. Agassiz.
On the relation between coloration and structure in the higher ani-

mals. By Prof. L. Agassiz.
On the growth of the Egg, prior to the development of the embryo.

By Prof. L. Agassiz.
On a new type of scales in Fishes. By Prof. L. Agassiz.
On a fossil species of Walrus found by Prof. Fraser on the shores of

New Jersey. By Prof. L. Agassiz.
On the probable age of the Moa Bone Beds of New Zealand. By

Reginald N. Mantell, C. E.
Notice of the discovery of a portion of the upper jaw of the Iguan-

odon with teeth in their natural position. By Reginald N. Mantell.
Relations of terrestrial Mollusca in Jamaica—gradation of species

into each other. By Prof. C. B. Adams, Amherst College.
On the nature and origin of the species of terrestrial Mollusca, in

the Island of Jamaica. By Prof. C. B. Adams.
Suggestion on changes of level in North America, during the drift

period. By Prof. C. B. Adams.
On the value of Shells of Mollusca as furnishing distinctive charac-

ters. By Prof. C. B. Adams.
Curious growth of a Potato. By S. Webber.
Essay on the classification of Nemertes and Planarize. By Charles

Girard, Cambridge.
On a new Generic Type in the class of worms. By Chas. Girard.
On a new American Saurian Reptile. By Chas. Girard.
On the early uses of the metals as a medium of exchange. By J.

H. Gibbon.
On the Volcanoes of central America, with observations on the Geo-

graphical and Topographical features of Nicaragua. By E. Geo.
Squier.

Some observations on the gold formation of Maryland, Virginia and .» *

N. Carolina. By Prof. W. R. Johnson, Washington.
On the coal formation of Central North Carolina. By Prof. W. R.

Johnson. ..,?
Researches on the origin, development, and nature of the spermatic

particles throughout the Vertebrata. By Dr. W. J. Burnett.,' Boston.

On the Vibriona of Ehrenberg, not Animals, but Plants; By Dr. Wv
• Burnett.

*On Utricles as the primordial forms of all animal tissues. By D'A
**• J. Burnett.
On ihe relation of the distribution of Lice to the different Faunae.

% Dr. W. J. Burnett.
*• Notice of the habits of Ploiaria brevipennis. By Rev, Thomas^Hill.

Notice of observations on drift Strise in New Brunswick. By Pi*of.

James RoBBV*Fre<tericton, N. B.
b

.

#
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On the Taconic system. By T. S. Hunt, Montreal.

On some localities of Mapnesite with remarks on its connection with

the origin of Serpentine. By T. S. Hunt.

On the Cylindrical Structure observed in Potsdam Sandstone. By

Franklin B. Hough, Somerville, N. Y. Read by Prof. C. U. Shepard.

Remarks on the Geology of Mackinac, Drummond of St. Joseph s

Islands and the northern shores of Lake Michigan. By Prof. James Hall.

Remarks on the seventeen vear Locust. By Miss Morris.

On the theories of the Deluge in reference to the Ethnographic dis-

tribution of the human race. By J. P. Lesley.

On the optical characters of American Micas. By Prof. B. biLLi-

man, Jr. . ,.

On the origin of a curious spheroidal structure in certain sedimen-

tary rocks. By Professor B. Silliman, Jr.

On the analogy between the mode of reproduction in plants and the

alternating generations of some Radiata. By Prof. James D. Dana,

Yale. . _ . i_

Description of the new genera of Plants found by Col. Fremont in

California. By Dr. Torrey.

Fossil Coniferous Wood from the Devonian strata of Lebanon, Ma-

rion Co., Ky. By Prof. George C. Schaeffer. Read by Dr. W. J.

Burnett.

PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS.

On the origin and classification of Mechanical Powers. By Prof.

Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Analysis of the Dynamic Phenomena of the Leyden Jar. By rror-

l —

Henry.
On the fundamental principles of Dynamics. By Prof. Benjamin

Pierce, Harvard.
, . _ p f

On the probable period of the fundamental star a Virginis. rsy rroi.

B.Teirce.

On galvanic wave time. By R. Culmann, Bavaria.

Description of an instrument for exhibiting the mode of vibration in

a molecule of unpolarized light. By Prof. E. S. Snell, A mhel
J'N

On Lunar distances. By Prof. W. M. Chauvenet, of the U. S*w
val Academv.*l* val Acaaemv. r ,if of

4 > *

-.Description of the Tidal observations at Cat Island in the UW u

• Mexico. By Prof. A. D. Bache, Superintendent U. S. Coast burvey.
* t *^~ J

, i ,_j • .i__ r%'-L o ™ r~- nuorfa nf Currents-
.-.

«
•

1r

v'.On the modes adopted in the Coast Survey, for Charts ot curreu .

By Prof.' A. D. Bache. , r^j.

On the use in the Coast Survey, of the Zenith Telescope, Dy
p

•'cott's method, and the discussion of the observations. By Pro!, a-

Bache.lCHE. p e d
On the late periodical visitation of the Aurora Borealis. tfy rru •

Olmsted.LISTED. nu mnlain
Cause of the sudden disappearance of the ice of Lake Uiany

By Prof. D. Olmsted.oy rroi. v. ulwstlu. ' a

On certain points of electrical theory. By Prof. D. °^mste d.-

^
On*so&e peculiar properties of a compound of Lard ana ._.

, By.Pfof. D. Olmsted.
_
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Notice of a powerful Magnet. By Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.

On the optical moving of figures. By Prof Elias Loomis, New
York Universily.

On electrical phenomena observed in certain houses. By Prof. Loomis.
On the continuance of the Magnetic and Meteorological Observations

at the Toronto Observatory. By Prof. Loomis.
Some remarks on the theory of the solar spots. By Prof. H. D.

Rogers, Boston.

On the theory of Storms. By Dr. Hare.
On the use of the zenith telescope in the determination of Latitude.

By Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes, Charleston, S. C.

Description of a new instrument for measuring the angle contained

between the optic axes of crystals, and for goniometrical purposes.

Accompanied by the angles contained between the optic axes of some
American Micas. By W. P. Blake, Yale Laboratory.

On the extension of Bode's Law. By Prof. Stephen Alexander,
Princeton.

On the law of the induction of an electrical current upon itself. By
Mr. J. H. Lane, Patent Office.

On a Whirlwind produced by the burning of a Cane-brake in Alaba-

ma. By Alexander Fisher Olmsted, New Haven.

On Monsoons on the shores of the North Atlantic. By Prof. J. H.

Coffin.

On the apparent necessity for revising the received systems of Dy-
namical Meteorology. By W. C. Redfield, New York.

Communications on the Solar Eclipse of July, 1851. By Lieut. C.

H. Davis, Supt. of the Nautical Almanac. *

On the numerical computation of the co-efficients of the perturbato-

ry function of Planetary motion. By Sears C. Walker.
On Barometrical measurements and the distance to which correspond-

ing observations may be used for that purpose. By Prof. Arnold
Guyot, Cambridge.
On a system of Meterological Observations established in the Stale of

New York by order of the Regents of the University, in connection

with, and according to the direction of, the Smithsonian Institute. By
Prof. Arnold Guyot.
On the velocity of the galvanic Current in the Telegraph wires. By

Dr. B. A. Gould, Jr. . •

On the Astronomical Journal. By Dr. B. A. Gould, Jr.

Method of ascertaining the velocity of the Galvanic current. By
Orange Judd, Yale Analytical Laboratory.

Scientific interest of the proposed Industrial Exhibition at London m
1851. By W. R. Johnson.
On the influence of temperature on the absorption of light. By

Prof. Wolcott Gibbs, New York.

On a mode of effecting the Achromatism of the Telescope by

Lenses of the same dispersive power. By G. P. Bond, Harvard.

Notes on the progress of the deierminations of the difference of

Longitude between Greenwich and Cambridge, % the Coast Survey,

by W. C. Bond, Director of Cambridge Observatory. By fakR Bond,

Cambridge^
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On the variation in the proper motion of the fundamental star a Vir-

ginis. By Mr. E. Schubert of Cambridge.

On a new method of observing and recording astronomical R. A. and

N. P. distances. By Prof. O. M. Mitchel, Cincinnati.

On the Laws of Perfect Musical Intonation, and their application to

the Church Organ. By H. W. Poole.

A plan for stereotyping Catalogues of Libraries by separate titles,

and for forming a general stereotype Catalogue of public Libraries of

the United States, By C. C. Jewett, Assistant Sec. and Librarian of

the Smithsonian Institute.

On the Nautical Almanac. By Charles H. Davis, Superintendent

of the Nautical Almanac.
Elliptical Tables of the Planet Neptune. By Prof. George W.

Coakley, St. James College, Maryland.

CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

Account of six new Mineral species. By Prof. Charles U.

Shepard.
Notice of Foreign Meteorites and of a large stone lately found, of

the Linn Co. fall, Missouri, Feb. 7, 1847. By Prof. C. U. Shepard.

Some notices of American Minerals. By Prof. Charles U. Shepard.

On the absorption of Carbonic Acid by acids and saline solutions.

By Profs. W. B. Rogers and R. E. Rogers.
On a new method of decomposing silicates in the process of analy-

sis, with an. analysis of the Pink Scapolite of Bolton. By F by

Wurtz, New York.

On the availability of the Green Sand of New Jersey, as a source ot

potash aqd its compounds. By Henry Wurtz.
On the Troostite of New Jersey. By Henry Wurtz.
On Canadian localities of Ilmenite and Chromic Iron, with remarks

•

'

upon the association of these minerals with the Gold of Canada and

California. By T. S. Hunt, Canada Geol. Commission.
On the analysis of Soils and the ashes of Peat. By T. S. Hunt.

On the determination of Phosphoric Acid. By T. S. Hunt.
On a locality of Asphaltum and its origin. By T. S. Hunt.

On artificial Crystals of Sesquioxvd of Chromium (€r,) with some

observations on their formation. By W. P. Blake, Yale Laboratory.

On a new test for the nitrates. By G. C. Schaeffer, Prof, of Chem-
1

. istry*in Center College, Ky. Read, with comments, by T. S. Hunt.

* * 'On the assumed existence of Ammonia in the general atmosphere

f
.

By Aug. A. Hayes, M.D., Asssayer to the State of Massachusetts

»

•-'

Presented *by Dr. C. T. Jackson.

**%i
fc

Allanite of Franklin, N. J. By Dr. C. T. Jackson.
Telluret of Bismuth and Gold. By Dr. C. T. Jackson.
On the manufacture of Zinc and Zinc white. By Dr. C. T. Jack

son.

Analysis of red marl of Springfield, Mass. By Dr. C T. Jackson.

Zircon, Sodalite, Cancrinite, &c, Litchfield, Me. By Dr. C. 1-

SOM.Jack

% Anises relative to the economical value of Anthracite Coal Ashes

By JonIthan B. Bunce, Yale Laboratory. '#

1
m
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On the relation of the chemical constitution of bodies to taste. By
Prof. E. N. Horsford, Harvard.

'

On the connection between the chemical constitution of bodies and
color. By Prof. E. N. Horsford.
On the Spheroidal State. By Prof. Horsford.
On the adulteration of Vermilion. By Henry Brown, Cambridge

Laboratory. °

Ammonia in Atmospheric Air. By Prof. E. N. Horsford.
Analysis of Phlogopite from St. Lawrence Co., New York. By Wai.

J. Craw, lale Laboratory.
Determinations of Nitrogen in two varieties of Indian Corn. By

Vvm. H. Brewer, Yale Laboratory.
Analysis of the ash of Sweet Corn. By Wm. H. Brewer.
An account of some experiments upon the cause of fermentation.

By Dr. Henry Erni,
On American Spodumene. By George J. Brush.
On some peculiar properties of a compound of Lard and Eosin.

By Prof. D. Olmsted, Yale College.
Notice of two American Meteoric Irons. By Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.
Proper height of Lightning Rods. By Prof. Elias Loomis, New

i-ork University.

On Rutile in Quartz and other Minerals. By Prof. O. P. Hubbard,
Dartmouth College. , .: .,'

1 Proceedings of the American Association fc
V Science: Third Mef.ttxo. hpM nt nharl^ct™ «

D PP« 8vo -—This volume made its appearance in time to greet the
' members of the Association at their recent meeting in August ; and,
considering the short interval since the adjournment at Charleston, the

.

vote of thanks from the Association to the Secretary, Prof. Lewis R.
^ibbes, for his superintendence of the work, was doubly due him. At

s ! 'me *• can mention only a list of the papers brought before that
meeting*

Catalogue of Plants inhabiting the vicinity of the Santee Canal, S. C.% H. VV. Ravenel, Esq.
On the influence arising from the discovery of the Gulf Stream upon

the Commerce of Charleston. By Lieut. M. P. Maury.
On the exudation of ice from the stems of Vegetables. By Prof.

JohnLeConte.
*

Characteristics of the Hindoo Skull. By S. Kneeland, Jr.
On Meat Biscuit. By G. Borden, Jr.

>

f

i

.

1T7- ^ort °^ Committee on the communication of Lieut. Maury,' upon:
Winds and Currents.
The Manatus not a Cetacean but a Pachyderm. By S. Kneeland, Jr.**

A simple demonstration of the theorem, that the attraction of a
sphere upon an exterior particle is the same as if the sphere were con-
centrated at its centre. By Prof. JA3rEs H. Coffin.
On some of the applications of Natural Science to the moral laws of

ancient nations. By Dr. J. H. Gibbon. * , ?•

: _ . .

i j |

as*er " ^here used below, signifies that an abstract of the memoir was not
•

Secr&ary •1.
?

% '
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Results of observations on the direction and force of Wind at the

Coast Survey Stations. By Prof. A. D. Bache.

On the application of the Electro-Chronograph in determining the

figure and density of the earth. By Lieut. M. F. Maury.

Remarks on preceding paper by Prof. L. R. Gibbes ;
fitness of Stone

Mountain, Ga., for such observations ; smallest interval appreciable by

the ear between the beats of two chronometers.

On the existence in some individuals of two Insensible spots on the

Retina. By Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes.

Researches on the generation and development of the Opossum. By

Dr. Myddelton Michel.

Remarks of Prof. L. Agassiz on preceding paper; necessity of fur-

ther details.

Remarks of Rev. Dr. Bachman on the same paper; vigor and power

of suction of young opossum, just taken from the uterus.

On the Palceozoic Rocks of Alabama. By Prof. M. Tuomey.*

On the peculiar sensations produced by a damp atmosphere. By

W
WOn the Fossil Equus. ^ — - —

Remarks on the preceding paper. By F. S. Holmes. No fossil

mammalian remains except cetacean, in the Eocene marl of So. Ca.

On the Northern Elephas, and on Mastodon angustidens. By Dr. K.

W. Gibbes.

On FosskIs common to several Formations. By Dr. R. W. G 7 bbes.

Remarks on- the preceding paper by. Prof. Agassiz and Prof. Tuo-

mey ; the species common to two or more strata are very few.

On the 'air bladder of the Drum-fish, Pogonias fasciatus, and the

mechanism by which the sound is produced. By Dr. J. E. Holbrook.

Remarks on the preceding paper by Prof. Agassiz; development ot

air bladders. u n F
Remarks on the paper of Prof. Tuomey, of yesterday, by Dr. ^

Ravenel and Lieut. Maury; importance of the coal fields of Alabama

•to the navigation and commerce of the Pacific.
f

Remarks on the paper of Dr. R. W. Gibbes, of yesterday, by Prof.

Agassiz ; the species common to different formations are very lew,

mistakes in this respect are attributable to geological error.

. Exhibition of a fossil reptile belonging to the genus Leiodon. VJ

. Prof. Tuomey.
Ocean. By Lieut. M. F. Mauby,

• * Pourta'les.

% V
* *%

Zoology. By Prof. Agassiz.

MM " ' * j\
•

• •

1

\t\\ lilt; Vj,UIICIM3 UI U1C iJ-UUUllU VA^cau. xjy u^ u " **-" -- . j

Remarks on the preceding paper by Prof. Agassiz; or the fancied

* importance of the name of the first describer of a species.

Orf thi Marine Flora of the Atlantic. By Prof. W. H. HARV
f

Y '

iter t

On the comparative reflecting power of the Planets, Mars, JU P

f and. Saturn. By Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes. r
Distribution of the Foraminifera on the Coast of New Jersey. ^

F. de Pourtales. ^ t

Remarks on this paper, by Prof. Agassiz ; the aid rendered to w •

ralists, by the Coast Survey. *

-

^ ,F
-

*Qnrthe ordei of Succession of parts in Foraminifera. Vy * <:
-

'ourjales. • •
'

i • *\
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On the American species of the genus Putorius. By the Rev. Dr.
Bachman.*
On the alleged subsidence of the Coast of South Carolina. By Prof.

TUOMEY.*
Examination of the Physical History of the Jews, in its bearin

the question of the Unity of the Races. By Dr. J. C. Nott.
Remarks of Prof. Agassiz, after the reading of this paper ; zoolog-

ical evidence for the diversity of the Races.
Microscopic examination of the Pile of the Head of Albinos. By

P. A. Browne, Esq.
On an easy mode of illustrating the difference in the Velocity of

Sound in Gases. By Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes.
On the Morphology of the Medusae. By Prof. Agassiz.
Recent Progress of the Telegraph Operations of the United Stat

Coast Survey. By Prof. A. D. Bache.
On the General Circulation of the Atmosphere. By Lieut. M. F.

Maury.

es

Measurement of the Base Line on Edisto Island, S. C. By Prof. A.
D. Bache.

Account of three new American Meteorites, and geographical distri-

bution of such bodies generally. By Prof. C. U. Shepard.
On the Structure of the Bones of Siren lacertina. By Dr. St. Julien

Ravenel.**

Oa*a new species of Menobranchus, from South Carolina, By Prof.
Lewi^ R. Gibbes.
On the recent Squalidae of the Coast of South Carolina, and Cata-

logue of the Recent and Fossil Echinoderms of South Carolina. By
Dr. EdmUxNd Ravenel.

n

On the Cretaceous Formation of Alabama, and the Artesian Wells
in that State. By Prof. Tdomey.*
On the Resistance of Timber. By H. Haupt.

9

On the Carcinological Collections of the United States, and descrip-
tions of new species. By Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes.
On the Morphological Differences of Organs. By Prof. L. Agassiz.*

'

Meteorological and Mortuary Chart of New Orleans, for 1849. By
D '- E. H. Barton.

Observations on the Geology of Ashley River, S. Carolina. By F.
S. Holmes.
Remarks on the preceding paper, by Prof. Agassiz ; the large num-

ber of Mammalia in the Fossil Beds of South Carolina. *
Proximate Composition of parts of Flowers of Plants, and. of the

Plants themselves. By Dr. J. H. Salisbury. v I

On the Structure of the Halcyonoid Polypi. By Prof. Agassiz.
18. Editorial note with reference to the article on the Electro-

Chronograph, in Volume III—The article on the " Electro-Chrono-
graph," which was published in this Journal for September of last year, *

contained allusions and imputations of an improper personal nature,

^fleeting discreditably upon the motives and veracity of some of the
^ost eminent and unimpeachable among American laborers in sej^njje.

>We regret that these justly offensive portions escaped "fed itonal* riofice
aMhe time th^ article in question passed through the press, Ohr ob-

i

t
»

V \\* #
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-
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ject in alluding to the subject at this late day, (late because our atten-

tion was only recently called to it,) is, at once, to disavow on our own

behalf all the expressions and passages of an offensive and personal

nature which that article contains—to whomsoever they may apply

and at the same time to deprecate, in the most emphatic manner, all

personalities in science, every instance of which we most earnestly

desire to exclude from our pages. This statement we esteem in entire

accordance with the limitation of editorial responsibility upon which

we have uniformly acted, and which is fully expressed on page 151 of

thjs volume.

OBITUARY.

19. M. de Blainville.—At the funeral of M. de Blainville, which

took place on Tuesday, the 7th of May last, a discourse was pronounc-

ed by M. Constant Prevost, another by M. Cbevreul, and a third by M.

Milne Edwards.—The following are some citations from the remarks

of M; Prevost.
" But eight days since, on Tuesday last, at the same hour that now as-

sembles us around this bier, I happened to be present at the last lecture

of M. de Blainville. He was animated, full of his subject, and he

entertained us for nearly an hour, exhibiting a freshness of ideas and

facility of expression which <bore no marks either of fatigue or appre-

hension. Some threatening symptoms had been experienced during

the year>^fc, but, with a force of character peculiar to him, he had

sought to conceal them from all, and even from himself. Wednesday

evening he j-^posed to visit his niece who was sick at Dieppe, intend-

ing to return in time for his lecture the following Saturday ;
but when

about to start, he wm found dead in the carriage where he had taken

his seat but a few seconds before. * * * *

Marie-Henri DucRbTAY de Blainville was born at Arques, Sep-

tember 12, 1778. A student of the military school of Beaumont near

Touques, and destined, as a cadet of a noble family, to follow the

career of arms, for some reason unknown to me he abruptly left the

school in 1792. -At the risk of his life he sought refuge on board a

vessel cruising in the British channel and took part in several serious

combats. Returning to France, M. de Blainville for some years of his

* youth, pursued with inconstant enthusiasm, an ardent imagination and

and the arts. *

idy

«

;', At the age' of twenty-seven (I believe) he was still undecided witn re-

gard to^bis future pursuits, when one day, as if by chance, or better, by

.. the gurdance of Providence, his vocation was irrevocably determined.

He entered the college of France and heard a lecture by Cuvier. Struck

at once with the interest of the subject and the eloquent words of the ce -

ebrated Professor, he left the building with the resolution to give himselt

• to natural science and become a Professor. From this time his desultory
,

- habits were changed; in three years he went through courses of hu-

man anatomy and two years afterward (in 1810) he became a doctor;

of.medicine. In 1812, having for some time assisted Cuvier at the^ol-

kt„*%Mc„... ,_5j _. .u_ »*.?_ U„ ...„o „,^r>lnt r1 tn the chair QI

Zoology: Anatomy and Physiology of the Faculty of Sconces ;
&&}*

3« •1832. -the death of Cuvier, all eyes were upon MJHe blainville as

.

•

• r r
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the only person fitted to be his successor in the department of Compar-
ative Anatomy. Thus 28 years frcm the period when his resolve was
made had sufficed to place him, through his own efforts alone, in this

supreme position in Science."
20, Christian VIII, King of Denmark, (from the Anniv. Geol. Ad-

dress of Sir C. Lyell, Quart. Jour. Geol. Assoc, No. 22, 1850.)—Christian
"VIII, King of Denmark was enrolled a Fellow of this Society in 1S22.
Two years before that time, when travelling in Italy, he had witnessed
an eruption of Vesuvius, and had read a description of it to the Acad-
emy of Sciences at Naples; a communication published in their

Transactions, and afterwards reprinted in Leonhard's Journal for 1822.
From an early age he had taken a lively interest in the progress of

natural history, and when Crown Prince, formed at Copenhagen, at his

own expense, a magnificent collection of shells, the number of species
being estimated at not less than 12,000, exclusive of fossils. When I

visited the Danish capital in 1835, he placed this museum and his

library at my disposal, and I had then an opportunity of knowing that
he kept up an acquaintance with the new species added from year
to year to his cabinet, then in charge of an able conchologist, Dr.
tfeck, and that he was very desirous of making his museum useful to

all zoologists. Nor was he inattentive to the points of controversy then
agitated respecting the geology of Denmark. He questioned me
closely as lo my opinion, whether the strata of Faxoe, containing cer-
tain species of Cyprea^ Oliva, Mitra, and other genera «< dually re-

garded as characteristic of the tertiary period, really belpjogctf to that

epoch, or to the cretaceous rocks. That the latter concU'-ion was cor-
rect I had satisfied myself, after exploring the cliffs of Moen and See-
land, as I have explained in your Transactions^ and you are aware
that the Faxoe beds, together with those of Maest^qht and Sezanne
near Paris, have been recently classed as an upper member of the

great cretaceous system.*
When Christian VIII. succeeded to the throne, the cares and duties

of an absolute monarch did not make him forgetful of his former love

for natural history. He was always accessible to scientific foreigners
and natives, and set on foot 6everal publications, among which I may
Mention the i Gaea Danica' of Professors Steenstrup and Forchhammer.
He also gave his patronage to a splendid botanical work on the palms
?f Mexico, by Professor Liebmann, and promoted liberally the geolog-

ical expedition of Baron von Waltershausen and Professor Bunsen to Ice- ,

^land. He also took care that a good naturalist should accompany the

voyage of the Galathea around the world; and when that expedition

returned, he directed that the valuable collections, made by the officers
*

^various countries, should be divided equally between the Universities
~

jrf Copenhagen and Kiel. As Crown Prince, he had been elected

Resident of the Academy of Sciences at Copenhagen, and whet he
~»

attended their meetings, after his accession to the throne, he always .

declined to be received" as king, taking his place simply as a member,
or as any other President. After a reign of nine years, he died in

January, 1848.

'?•»

4

* Geol. Tnms., 2nd series, vol v, p. 249.

ol. X, No. 29.—Sept., 1850. 3838 :' >
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21. Darius Lapham.—Mr. Lapham, at the time of his death (August

of the present year), was Canal Collector at Cincinnati, and member

of the State Board of Agriculture. He had charge of the preparation

of the grounds for the State Fair, to be held in September.

In the death of Mr. Lapham the State Board of Agriculture has lost

one of its most valuable members, and the State one of its best citizens.

His death will be deplored by a very large circle of friends, to whom

he was warmly attached for his many virtues, and modest, retiring de-

portment. It is but a few days ago that we received a letter from him,

giving quite an encouraging account of the progress he was making in

the extensive preparations for the State Agricultural Fair. To-day he

is numbered with the dead.

—

Ohio Statesman.

22. Dr. Troost.—Gerard Troost, M.D., Professor of Chemistry, Ge-

ology and Mineralogy in the University of Nashville, afier a protracted

illness, departed this life on the 14th of August, at 1 o'clock, P. M.

Born and liberally educated in Holland, he early manifested a zeal-

ous devotion to Natural History and Chemistry, and more especially to

the then infant sciences of Geology and Mineralogy. With a view to

the more successful prosecution of his favorite studies, he visited Pans,

and, for several years, was a pupil of the celebrated Haiiy. He re-

moved to the United States about forty years ago; and, in due time,

became an American citizen. His entire life was consecrated to Ge-

ology and the kindred sciences. With what ability and success, his

published writings and his well-earned reputation at home and abroad,

may eloquently testify.

As a Professor in this University, during the last twenty-two years,

and as the State Geologist of Tennessee for most part of that period,

he won the confideqce and respect of the community, by invaluable

services in both capacities, as well as by the unaffected modesty, kind-

ness, and uniform courtesy of his deportment towards all men. In the

various stations and relations of life, public and private, he was without

reproach and above suspicion. Beloved, trusted, honored, venerated,

by all those most intimately connected or associated with him, he could

not make an enemy—he had none.—(From the Proceedings of the

Board of Trustees of the University of Nhshville.)

V. Bibliography.
-

! 1. Tabula Atomicce : Chemical Tables for the Calculation of Quan-

titative Analyses of H. Rose, recalculated for the more recent deter-

minations of atomic weights, and with other alterations and additions,

'by Willu'm P. Dexter. 70 pp. 8vo. Boston: Little & Brown. 1850.

—The Tables of Atomic Weights by Rose are well known to chem-

. ists and fully appreciated. The author of this American edition

has tot simply given us a reprint of Rose. As the atomic weights

-.of several of the elements have been changed through the recent;

% investigations of chemists, a large amount of recalculations became^

necessary both in the numbers for the compounds of the element £
whose* atomic numbers have been redetermined, and for very many

ottier^eflements whose equivalents were based on those that have been^

altered To insure perfect accuracy, the calculation as
i

the' author ^

*
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and the columns of multiples were computed separately by himself
and another. From the care thus taken, and the thorough knowledge
which the author possesses, we may feel fully assured of the correct-
ness of the work. Those atomic weights have been taken that were
deemed most trustworthy, the determinations of Berzelius, being al-

lowed, as by Rose, the greatest weight ; some recent determinations
have been rejected for want of confirmation. A column of logarithms
has been added to the tables by Mr. Dexter. A large part of the com-
pounds given in Rose's work under chlorine and sulphur have been
omitted, as they were u of comparatively little practical use." The
volume commences with an introduction of a dozen pages, consisting

of observations on the numbers adopted, and their authorities. The
author has verified the calculations from the chemical data furnished
by different experimenters, and observes that in some cases he has de-

tected a small error of computation. The number determined for tita-

nium by Berzelius from Rose's analyses is 301*55, while it should be

301*304. In a similar manner the number for osmium was found to

be 1243-624, instead of 1242*624; that of tungsten should be 1183*36,

instead of 1188*36; that of phosphorus as computed by Berzelius is

392*041, while it should be 391*72. The tables are printed in a fair

open typo and are easy of reference. ,

2. First Biennial Report on the Geology of Alabama; by M. Tuo-
Mey, Gecjlogist of the State; Professor of Geology, etc., in the Uni-

versity of Alabama, 176 pp. 8vo. Tuscaloosa, 1850. M. D. J. Slade.

Prof. Tuomey presents in this Report the results of a geneted, recon-

noissance of the State, mentioning its great geological features and its

resources, in ^order to show what is required for future fexplorations

and the importance which attaches to the survey. The results ob-

tained exhibit the state as rich in various mineral products as well as

in facts of geological interest, and we shall look" for much profit and

instruction from its full survey by one so capable and so exact in ob-

servation. The following facts are from this first biennial Report.

Metamorphic Rocks enter Alabama from the upper corner of Carroll

county; their northwest boundary passes through the southeast corner

of Benton county, thence southwesterly three or four miles east of the

town of Talladega, and crossing the Coosa above Fort Williams, it
\

runs through the lower corner of Antauga county. The part of the
<

state east of this line is wholly covered by these rocks. In the bed of
<

the Coosa they are laid bare as low as Wetumpka, which, as observed

by McClure, is the most southern exposure of this important group of

rocks in the United States. The gold-bearing rocks extend from Ran-
,

dolph to Antauga. A white and gray marble is quarried near Talla-

dega creek and worked for ornamental purposes. Some of the pure.;. ;

white is of fine quality, little inferior to the Italian, aud block# thirty

inches in thickness may be procured.
**

A Silurian limestone is seen at Centreville on the Catawba, which

forms the southern extremity of the Silurian System of Alabama, and
:

probably of the United States. To the east, Silurian rocks spread out
:

towards the Coosa m Antauga and Shelby, until they cover the meta-

roorphic rocks in Talladega^ Benton and Cherokee counties. ATong
the Cgosa'tkey make their appearance on the east, coming 'oiit fronu

u^der the Carboniferous rocks of the Cahavvba Valley, and Higher up

* •

* »
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in the same manner at the Lookout Mountain, whence they extend to

Rome in Georgia. Sixteen miles southeast of Tuscaloosa they are

visible, and thence they stretch north to the head of Murphree's Valley,

separating the Warrior coal field on the west from that of the Cahavvba

on the east; and in this direction they are confined to a series of con-

tinuous valleys. They constitute a range of hills known as the "Red

Mountains," so called from the presence of a bed of red oxyd of iron.

Other small patches are mentioned, and further explorations will prob-

bly enlarge this extent of Silurian beds. The red iron ore consists of

grains mostly flattened, like the lenticular argillaceous ore of New
York. In some places it passes into a conglomerate containing siliceous

pebbles. A bed of brown hematite occurs on Shultz Creek, also near

the headwaters of Hurricane and Rockcastle Creeks twenty-four miles

from Tuscaloosa, and at Bucksville.

Heavy spar occurs in a vein a foot or two thick, near Pratt's Ferry

on the Cahawba, and in another similar above Elyton. It is ground

up for white paint.

The carboniferous rocks cover all that part of the state above the

lower falls of the rivers, not already described as belonging to the

Red Mountain group. The greatest development of the c ilcareous

beds enters Alabama as a prolongation of the Cumberland , nuntains.

Caves abound in these rocks, and the earth frequently contains nitrates,

from which nitrate of potash is obtained. The coal measures every I

where rest on millstone grit. The mountains of Madison and Jackson

counties arid .«/e hillSof Morgan and Marshall counties are often cap-

- ped with sandstones and shales containing beds of coal. The Raccoon

and Lookout Mountains have coal beds of considerable extent. Ihese

connect with the measures of the Locust Fork of Warrior creek, and

the Cahawba, while the isolated palches of the hills in Morgan and

Lawrence run into those of the Sipsey and Mulberry Forks, in such a

manner as to leave no doubt of their being parts of one continuous and

vast coal field. The St. Clair coal field on the Coosa, connected with

the Cahawba on the southwest contains about 150 square miles. The

. Cahavvba coal field is bounded on the south and east by the Little Ca-

hawba and its tributary, Shoal Creek, on the east by Shades Creek as

low as Bucksville, and reaches within two miles of Montevallo and

within three miles of the river at Lacy's Ferry, It contains ISO to

1 200 square miles. The Warrior coal field occupies the region drained

#
by the Warrior river and its tributaries, covering for the most part the

counties of Walker, Blount, Jefferson and Tuscaloosa, and having an

area of about 5000 square miles. The carboniferous rocks of DeKam,

Morgan' and Lawrence counties have not yet been explored. l*ie

* Tuscajoosa coal has been long in use in the state.

Thf .Re port continues with observations on the cretaceous and ter-

tiary rocks.

3. A Treatise of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry ; by William-

Sl- 1 Chauvenet, A.M.", Professor of Mathematics in the United States INavJ

val Academy, pp. 256, 8vo. Philadelphia : Henry Perkins. 1850.

rW * n this- treatise, the author as he states in the preface, has undertaken H

* ;
to atrange a course of trigonometrical study sufficiently extensive o

,* .

•enable the student to comprehend readily any applic^trrc > of, trigo.-; •• I

nometry he may meet with in^he works of the best moctepf mamerna-' t

V %

* # *?m
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ticians." For this purpose it was necessary to extend the treatise much
beyond the ordinary limits of the elementary text-books used in acade-
mies and colleges. But the author has sought to adapt his work for
the use of College classes, by putting the elementary matter in larger
type, so that it may easily be read independently of the other portion
of the book. A complete and well arranged treatise of trigonometry
has been greatly needed for the use of mathematical teachers, and of
practical astronomers, surveyors, engineers, &c. No work of this kind
has before been published in this country ; and we know of no Eng-
lish work in which the subject of spherical trigonometry especially, is

presented in a satisfactory manner. Many useful formulae now com-
monly employed in astronomical investigations are not to be found in

the larger and more recent treatises of trigonometry published in Eng-
land. These deficiencies are well supplied in the work of Mr. Chauve-
net

: and from the examination we have been able to make we are
satisfied that it will prove a more convenient and useful manual for

the mathematical teacher and the practical mathematician than any
similar English or American work. It would perhaps have been some-
what better for purposes of reference, if the author had added tables

in the customary way, giving a synoptical view of the more useful

trigonometric formulae.

4. A descriptive account of the Freshwater Sponges of the Island of
Bombay with observations on their structure and development ; by H.
J. Carter, Esq., Assistant Surgeon, Bombay Establishment, 22 pages,
8vo, with 3 plates, (from the Jour. Bombay Branch of l.j Roy. Asiat.

Soc, No. xii, 1849.)—The author in this paper describes 5 species of

Spongilla—the S. cinerea, alba, Meyeni, plumosa, new, and the S.

friabilis? of Lamarck. With regard to them he observes that in

each species excepting the cinerea they cannot be said to be char-

acterized by any particular form. The memoir contains interesting

details respecting the structure and development of the sponge, many
of which are exceedingly curious. The memoir is illustrated by good
engravings showing well the structure and the varying forms of the

sponge cell.

We cite the following observations on the sponge cell, which are ex-

posed on tearing a newly formed sponge, and the protean cells devel-

oped from the contents of the seed-like bodies when forcibly expelled.

The sponge-cell when in situ
%

is ever changing its form, both par-
tially and wholly ; its granules also are ever varying their position with,

or independently of the movements of the cell, and its pellucid vesicle

or vesicles, dilating and contracting themselves or remaining passively,

distended, and exhibiting in their interior molecules of extreme minute-

ness in rapid commotion. When first separated from the common
fnass, this cell for a short time assumes a globular form anJaftei|ards,

*n addition to becoming polymorphic, evinces a power of locomotion.

During its polymorphism it emits expansions of its cell-wall in the form
^of obtuse or globular projections, or digital and tentacular prolonga-

tions. If in progression it meets with another cell, both combine, and
*C more are in the immediate neighborhood, they all unite together into

°ne common globular mass. Should a spiculum chance to be in the

».

. *

•

»

>

course of^ cell, it will ascend it and traverse it from end to end, subse-

iquitting it or assuming a globulafcform, embrace some part of
-

* *%
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it and remain stationary attached to it. The changes in shape and

position of the sponge-cell and its intercellular mucilage are for the

, most part effected so imperceptibly, that they may be likened to those

which take place in a cloud. Its granules however are more active,

but there appears to be no motion in any part of the cell, excepting

among the molecules within the hyaline vesicle, which in any way ap-

proaches to that characteristic of the presence of cilia.

"
It should be understood however, that these remarks are not appli-

cable to everv sponge-cell, although fully developed, which appears in

the field of the microscope, but they are rather a statement of what a

sponge cell may evince, than of what every sponge-cell does evince.

" The polymorphic cells or proteans which appear in the watch-glass

after the contents of a seedlike body have been forcibly expelled into

it under distilled water, are much more active in their movements.

Their cell-walls frequently assume the most fantastic figures, spheroid-

al, polygonal, asteroid, dendritic, &c. Their green granules move

backwards or forwards, to this side or to that with great activity, as the

part of the cell to which they are attached is entrained in one direction

or another; while their hyaline vesicle or vesicles (in progression) ap-

pear occasionally in every part, not only of the body of the cell, hut

in its tubular prolongations. The contraction of the hyal-ne vesicle

seems to take place most frequently when it arrives at the posterior

extremity, that is according to the direction in which the c^ll is pro-

gresses; next in frequency, at the sides, seldom in the anterior or

central part of the mass^ When contraction takes place, it is enecieu

more or less completely, more or less suddenly; if complete, a ctarK

speck or opacity marks the original position of the vesicle, in the cen-

tre of which, if watched, it may be observed to re-appear, and as it is

carried forward in the movements of the cell with the portion to whicn

it is attached, it gradually regains its original size, and returning in

due course to the point from which it started, again contracts as

DPfOFG
" In progression, some of the large proteans developed in the way

just mentioned appear to be conscious of the nature of certain objects

which they encounter in their course, since they will stop and surrouna

them in their cell-wall. It is not uncommon to see a portion of aspic-

*'

ulum in the latter position, the larger germs of the sponge itselt, iw

body of a loricated animalcule the 900th part of an inch in diameter'

on which tfie .pressure exerted by the protean may be seen b> in

irregular form assumed by the animalcule the moment it has heco

i surrounded. I once saw one of these proteans approach a gelatl"°
,

body, something like a sluggish or dead one of its own kind, and equa •

to itself in size, and having lengthened itself out so as to encircle ,

send processes over and under it from both sides, whlch
,

umling
o_ 00

eacfi^ther, at last ended in a complete approximation of the twoo-PI
-.

site folds of the cell-wail, throughout their whole extent, and in
.

enclosure of the object within the duplicature. Even while the P^f^
was thus spreading out its substance into a mere film, to surrou «*

"
• large an object, a tubular prolongation was sent out by it in ar

i .

"
direction to seize and enclose in the same way, a large germ wn

was lying near it. After having secured -bo* objects, the protean p

sued its course, rather moxe-slowly than before, but still shoouna

ft

^ M

•

•
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its dentiform processes with much activity. It took about three quar-
ters of an hour to perform these two acts."

5. Recherches Anatomiques et Zoologiques faites pendant un Voy-
age sur Jes cotes de la Sicile et sur divers points du littoral de la
France; par MM. Milne Edwards, A. de Quatrefages and Emile
Blanchard. 3 volumes, 4to, with numerous plates.—These volumes
consist of a series of memoirs on the structure, development and physi-
ology of various animals in different departments of zoology. They
are the result of investigations of the most minute microscopic charac-
ter pursued by the first zoologists of France; the observations are
profound, and exact, and the illustrations unsurpassed for fullness and
beauty. The First volume, by Milne Edwards, contains memoirs on
the development of Annelids, on the classification of the Gasteropo-
dous Molluscs, and on the general subject of circulation; the Second
by M. de Quatrefages, treats of the nervous system and History of the
Amphioxus, of the Pycnogonidse, Phlebenterisma, Planarise, the Ne-
mertes, Echiurus Ga&rtnerii, with a review of the observations made
m 1844 on the Gasteropoda Phlebenterata ; the third by M. Blan-
chard, is occupied with a memoir of 336 pages on the organization of
Vermes, especially the subdivision " Entomozoaires apodes" of Blain-
vule. Mniy of these memoirs have appeared in some of the later

volumes* of the Annates des Sciences Naturelles.
6. Leg Alpes, 'Journal des Sciences Naturelles, Agricoles, Medicales,

Fnysiques et Astronomiques, contenant un resume de tous les travaux
qui concernent la Suisse et la Savoie et de tous ceux qlii sont publies
dans ces deux pays.—Issued in a sheet of 8 quarto pages, pn the 1st
and 15th of each month. This periodical made its first appearance on
the 1st of July last. It is edited by Gabriel Mortillet ingenieur civil

a Geneve, place de la Fusterie, 78 au 2me/* The subscription price
for foreigners is 12 francs a year. The object of this Journal is to

g^e a brief review of all new scientific matters relating to Switzerland
and Savoy and also of whatever may be published in these countries.

G. Heck: Iconographic Encyclopedia of Science, Literature and Art, the text
translated and edited by Prof. Spencer F. Baird, and published by R. Garrigue, New
*°rk. Part 10, the text on Botany.
Arnold Guyot: The Earth and Man, 2d edition. Boston, 1S50.
A. Dubrecil

: Cours Elementaire theorique et pratique d'Arboriculture. 2d edi-
froa. Paris. 9/r.

.
A. d'Orbigny

: Cours Elementaire de Palaeontologie et de G logie Stratigraph-

ies. 2 vols. 1 8mo, with 500 figs, in the text and 18 tables in 1 atlas Uo. Paris. 10/r.

A. d'Orbigny
: Prodromus de Palaeontologie Stratigraphique Universelle. 3 vols.

8vo. paris 24jr Volume 1 is on sal for 8 francs.
' ^ieut. M. L. Smith and Capt. E. L. F. Hard< astle : Map of tl Valjey of
Mexico with a plan of the defences of the Capital and the line of rations oi he
U

'.S - Army under Major General Scott, in August and September, 1 Sim ed
and drawn by Lt. M. L Smith and Brevt. Capt. E. L. F. Hardcastle, U. S. Top: Engl-
n*er ( Senate IT. S., Ex. Doc. No. 1 1.)

, ,
^iEiJT. Simpson-, U. S. A. : Report and Map of the route from Fort Smith, Arkansas, J,

•wto- banta Fe, New Mexico, made by Lt. Simpson. (U. S. Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 12.)

f A Map showing the operations of the Army of the 17. States in Texas and the adja-
cent Mexican States on the Rio Grande: accompanied by astronomical observations,

^d descriptive and military memoirs of the Country. From the "Topographical
,

Bureau- Washington.
British Association : Rerar for be Nineteenth Meeting, Sept., <1849. 8vo. 11

plates. i85o, .10*
'*'
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R. Deakin : Florigrapliia Brittanica, or Engravings and Descriptions of the flower-

ing plants and Ferns of Britain. 4 vols. 8vo. Vols. 1-3 each 30s. or colored 57s. 6i

vol. 4 14s., colored 16s. , .. «,./_ _fc

M. V. Rkgnault :' Element? of Chemistry, in course of translation from the French

and to be published by Hogan <fc Thompson, Philadelphia.

L. Agassiz: The Clarification of Insects from Embryological data. From Vol. 11,

Art. 6. of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.

P. Joigneaux : La Chimie du Cultivates. 1 voL 18mo. Paris. 2fr.

Liebig and Kopp: Annual Report of the Progress of Chemistry for 1847-48-

Part V, containing Chemistry applied to the Arts and Manufactures, Agricultural

Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology. London.

The Astronomical Journal, Cambridge. NO. 11, June 27, 1850.—On the 5th

Cornet of 1847 ; B. A. Gould, Jr.—1st Comet of 1850.—On the employment oi the

theorem, "small angles are proportional to their sines;" Prof. W. Chauvenet.—ncw

Planet.—From letters of Prof. Schumacher to the Editor.—Colors of Stars; 1 rof.

B. Sestini—NQ. 12, July 17. Colors of Stars ; B. SVs^z/.—Parthenope.—Elements

and observations of the 1st Comet of 1850.—From a letter of Dr. d'Arrest—Ud-

servations of Petersen's Comet of 1850 with the filar micrometer of the Washing-

ton equatorial; /. Ferguson, NO. 13, July 26.—Great Comet of 1844-45; G. r.

Bond.—From a letter of Prof. Curley.—Letter of Lieut. Maury.—Comet observa-

tions. NO. 14, Aug. 9.—Determination of the velocity of the Galvanic Current by

means of the Electro-chemical Telegraph ; S. C. Walker, Esq.—Trom letters
;

oi frot.

Schumacher.—Observations of Petersen's Comet, made at the Cambridge Observa-

tory, 1850—Occultations of Aldebaran, Jupiter and Regulus, observed at the Cam-

bridge Observatory in 1848, 1849, 1850. f

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.—Fhbruory, 1850. p. 241. Comparative value oi

American Sandstone ; Mr. Alger.—?. 242. The Walrus related to the Pachyderms

;

/. Wwmn.—?. 242. Remarks on the relation of the alluvium to the," ^ol tne

Mississippi; Sesor.—p. 243. Analysis of Vermiculite by R. Crossley and description

by a T:Jackson.—?. 247. Jacksonite identical with Prehnite ; C. T. Jackson.—?. L4S.

Origin of the green sand of New Jersey ; H. D. Rogers. March.—?, 251. New ria-

nariae of the Coast of Massachusetts; Girard.—?. 252. New Shells of the Explur-

M Expedition (1 species of Erycina, 6 of Telhna, 1 Psammobia, 3 Donax 4 ot lu-

cina); A. A. Gonld.—?. 256GOn Green Sand.—p. 257. Shark's tooth from milestone

at Keokuk, Iowa; Deso% -p. 259. Capacitv of the Cranium of the Troglodjte&

niger Kmeland.—Origin of Salt lakes; H. D. Rogers.—?. 260. Some observations

on Palms from Singapore ; Teschemacher.—?. 262. Embryology of Articulata ;
i>wr-

neit—p. 264. Two marine Planariae and several freshwater species; Gtrard.—p. -°j>-

Crystals of Gold from California; F. Alger. April.—?. 272. On an Aztec bKuii;

Dr. Kneeland. • rumi
Annalls des Sciences Naturelles, SEPTEMBER, 1849.—Re arches onlOoku

Zoophyte 4th memoir, Monograph of the Astrseida*, continued; Milne Ed wom

.and /. Maime.—Vegetable Embrogeny; M. L. R. Tut >e.—On F^irte and uni-

cellular Animals ; C. Th.de S U—On a species of Volffia ; II. A. W*M*i
^

the Composite^ of Chili ; E. J. Remy. OCTOBER. New genus of the Apocynea

,

J. Decaisne.—Mondgrapb of Mel .maceae in the Paris Museum; C. ^avdin. un

Coral Zoophyf 1th memoir, continued; Edwards and Haime.—On the ^
ec

!

u5P?

tons generation i* the Hydroid Polyj \1 Desor.—MilnL n-w genus oft m^

On

.
iofdae

Researches on

*

««„«,, /. HaimeT^Qn the Polpieroid of a teiopatl ; /. Ham*.-
the - Etui penis ' considered as affording a characteristic for species m ^leopter*,

(>. a y, ;A—0) the Acaridae of the genus Hypopus; jR Jhijardin.—mm >P

stud v* of wa.\ with reference to its nature in animals and plants; *-
"uJa

i}

N< j:Ml;l:a-~-On v s, continued; F. Dujardin.—Ad> lit ions to the memoir on

Hypopo* FjD in >.—On / Kcia pr a fossil Annelid of the Cnalkv.^;
'

Quatref -0 itidn of tho Malacnbdella; X. Blanchard—On the *
oniur

miens/" division of the lower grade of Annelids; A. de Quatref es.
_^

supp :A existence of a peritraclv n circulation in Insects; N.J* y.—On_tne

lating apparatus and organs of respiration in the Arachnids; £ Blandiara.

the Melastomsiceffl of the Paris Museum; C. Nan in.—New Plants; CMofUagn

Botanical Excursion to the French Ardennes : M. E. Jules Remy.

On the
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ANALYTICAL LABORATORY.
[Attached to the " JBejpattmeut o{ 33f)fIosopI)2 antJ tjje &rts," in Yale College.]

J. P. NORTON,
Professor of Scientific Agriculture.

\

The course of instruction in this Laboratory is now fully organized,

and all practicable facilities are afforded to the students. The Sessions

correspond with those of the College, commencing in January, May and
October, and continuing about three months each. Instruction given in

Agricultural, and in general Analytical Chemistry, both Organic and
Inorganic.

Lectures and instruction in various branches of Applied Chemistry,

are intended to be given by Mr. Henry Wurtz, first assistant, in the

temporary absence of Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., from that department.

Students allowed to work during the whole day with usfe of balances,

reagents, glass, porcelain, alcohol, fires, &c, platinum only excepted.

The only extra charge is for breakage. Terms $5 per week or $00 to

'U per term of twelve or fourteen weeks.
No - *<ous chemical study required of those who enter this depart-

ment.

Lectures on Scientific Agriculture, by Prof. Norton, during winter

term, commencing soon after the middle of January.
Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry and Natural

Philosophy, also accessible. ^
Analyses and investigations of all kinds promptly attended to on rea-

sonable terms.
lale College, New Haven, August, 1850.

To Collectors of British Shells and Fossils.

ROBERT DAMON of Weymouth, Dorset, England,

Supplies collectors of the shells of the British Isles on the follow-

tog terms

:

i

100 species averaging two or three of each, £2 12 6.

^^^fc. ^»_ a- at M B

.

200
300
400

6 6

12 12 0-
'.

R. D. has also an extensive collection of British Fossils on

equally reasonable terms.

Reference in the United States permitted to Mr. Henry VV heat-

fend, Salem, Mass.

fWeymouth, April, 1850.
[3teon] V
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JAMES GREEN,
MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER OF

Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus, Optical and

Mathematical Instruments,
No. 422 Broadway, New York.

J. G. desires to inform the public that he has removed his es-

tablishment from Baltimore to New York, where he believes that

the greater facilities afforded for manufacturing apparatus, will

enable him to fill the orders of his friends with increased satis-

faction and greater promptness.

In addition to the articles of his own make, his personal ac-

quaintance with the principal makers of Europe, enables him to

supply every description of apparatus, for demonstration or re-

search, on very favorable terms.

Special attention will still be given to making Standard Ba-
J

rometers and Thermometers, also, Portable Barometers and w"1

laston's Barometric Thermometers for measuring heights.

Green's Barometers and Thermometers, as adapted for the sys-

tem of meteorological observations conducted by the Smithsonian

Institution, put np in spring boxes for safe transportation through-

out the United States and foreign parts.

Apparatus t*oper for experimental lectures on Natural Philoso-

phy and "Chemistry may be found on hand, together with School

Apparatus, and a general assortment of Telescopes, Microscopes,

Magic Lanterns with Astronomical and other slides, Theodolites,

Levels, Surveying Compasses, Drawing Instruments, etc.

Wol

Catalogues sent to address.

May 1850.
3t

TELESCOPES.
AMASA HOLCOMB, Southioick, Massachusetts,

Continues to ifcami fact lire reflecting telescopes of sizes from

5 feet longhand I inches aperture, to 14 feet long and 10 inches

pertttr with prices from 100 to 600 dollars.

Also", achromatic telescopes from 2 to 4 inches aperture.

th'pric s from 50 to 400 dollars, all conveniently and substan-

tially mounted.

mm *—i. --
:
-—

['}

Fl'XGI AMERICANI EXSICCATT.
Botanists wishing specimens of American Fungi, can obtain

packages (of not less than ten Decades each) on application
jj

..the* subscriber, at Society Hill, South Carolina. .*
M. A. CURTIS
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FOREIGN scientific bookstore,
AND

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT DEPOT,
169 FULTON.STREET, NEW-YORK,

(A FEW DOOKS WEST OF BROADWAY).

A
^

H a.illi£ee

£3* Catalogues

+

0/219 RegmtrStreti) London, and Rite Hautcfeuilk, Paris. •

Begs to announce that he has opened an establishment at the above addres
the sale of French, German, and English works in the various departments of
Science (Anatomy, Medicine, Chemistry, Natural History, &c), a well -

lected stock of which he now offers to the scientific public.

A large assortment of Surgical Instruments, manufactured by M. Charrierz,
of Paris, now on view, at moderate pric.^

Catalogues (gratis) oi>^ application.

rospectuses, &c, of Books airi Surgical Instruments, may b

had (gratis) on application.

A liberal discount allowed to me-Trade.

Books, Instruments, &c, imported for Colleges, &c, free of duty.

Thefollowing is a list of H. BAILLIERE ?S Principal English and )Fr

Publications ; and in all cases where any have been reprinted in this country,
prices hare been reduced to the same as those of the reprints.

Cngltsl).

LIBRARY OF ILLUSTRATED STANDARD SCIENTIFIC WORKS.
t

Already Published.
'

PROFESSOR MULLER'S Principles of Physics and Meteo gy. Wl

t)B^, °dcuts and two colored Engravings. 8vo., 84- ;

^KOFESSOR WEISBACIFS 'Mechanics of Machinery and Engineers

D
Vols. I- and II. with 900 Woodcuts. Vol. I, 84 ; Vol. ft, 83 50. .

VHOB ESSOR KNAPP'S Technology ; or, Chemistry Applied to the ind
,

to Mam ictures. Edited by Dr. Ronalds, and Dr. T. Richardson. *V.ols.

L*

*r

V

r>r4rl
n(I 2 splendidly Illustrated, price, each $4

vtuiiKETT'S (JOHN) Practical Treatise on the Use of the Microscope. With

PPr^el and Wood Engravings. 8vo. $6-
J^-JtESSOB GRAHAM'S "Elements of Chemistry, with its Application in the

-rts. Second Edition, with innumerable Woodcuts, Parts 1 to 3.

FAU'S Anatomy of the External Forms of Man. For Aj^to .

-ib a. Knox, M. -D; 8vo.. and an Atlas of 28 Plates 4to., pfoii

l°K 10, to-

£,.% k f te, seve^of -which are nearly ready f 4-
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CAMPBELL.
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, MINERALOGY, &C, &c.

i^ „«*«*—-A Poetical Text-Book of Inorganic Chemistry. By Dugald

Campbell, Demonstrator of Practical Chemistry to the University College,

London. $1 50. .

CHAPMAN (E. J.)—A Brief Description of the Characters of Minerals; torm-

ing a familiar Introduction to the Science of Mineralogy. 12mo., with 3

Plates £>1 25. s

DUMAS AND BOUSSINGAULT.—The Chemical and Physiological Balance

of Organic Nature : an Essay. 12mo., $1.
.

GORDON (L.)—A Synopsis of Lectures on Civil Engineering and Mechanics,

4to. London, 1849, 82.
, m , . ... ..

KiEMTZ (L. F.)—A Complete Course of Meteorology. Translated, witn Ad-

ditions, by C. V. Walker, Editor of " The Electrical Magazine." Post 8vo.,

with 15 Plates, $3. .

' « ^
LEON (J. C.)—The Art of Manufacturing and Refining Sugar, including tne

Manufacture and Revivification of Animal Charcoal ; with an Atlas illustrative

of the Machinery andBuildings. Folio. $20 00. (Just published.)

LIEBIG (Baron).—Chemistry and Physics, in relation to Physiology and pa-

thology. 2d edition, 8vo., 75 cents.

MITCHELL (J.)—Manual of Practical Assaying, intended for the use ot Metal-

lurgists, Captains of Mines, and Assayers in general. With a copious 1 awe,

for the purpose of ascertaining in Assays of Gold and Silver the precise

amount, in Ounces, Pennyweights, and Grains, of noble Metal cortamed id

one ton of Ore from a given quantity. 1 vol. post. 8vo. $3 00.

MITCHELL (J.)—Treatise on'the Adulterations of Food, and the ^ne^ai

means employed to detect /tiem. Containing Water, Flour, Bread, Miik,

Cream, Beer, Cider, Wines, Spirituous Liquors, Coffee, Tea, Chocolate,
,

bugar,

Honey, Lozenges, Cheese, Vinegar, Pickles, Anchovy Sauce and Paste, cat-

sup, Olive (salad) Oil, Pepper, Mustard. 12mo. London, 1848. §1 to.

QUARTERLY (THE) Journal of the Chemical Society of London, 8vo. v oi. i

,

1848. 83. Vol. II. Nos. 1 to 3, each 75 cents.
.

THOMSON (Thomas Thomson, M. D., F. R. S.)-Chemistry of Organic Bodies

—Vegetables. 1 large vol. 8vo., pp. 1092, boards. ,

THOMSON.—Heat and Electricity. 2d edition, 1 vol. 8vo. illustrated witn

Woodcuts. London, 1839. S4 50.

»*

ANATOMY, MEDICINE, AND NATURAL HISTORY.

COURTENAY (P. B., M. R. C. S.)—Pathology and Rational Treatment of

-Stricture ot he Urethra in all its Varieties and Complications, wthUDserv a

' tions on the Use and Abuse of Urethral Instruments. The whole illustrated

"by numerous cases. 4th edition, 8vo., London, 1848. $1 50.

CRUVEILHIER AND BONAMY.—Atlas of the Descriptive Anatomy o tne

.Human Body. Containing 82 plates of Osteology, Syndemology, and Myology

*4to. plain, 16 00.
l- Colored. .$32 00. , . . _ »* . twMu-

DESCRIPTIVE and Illustrated Catalogue of the HistologicalSeries in tne m

_

seumof the College of Surgeons of England. Vol. 1. Elementary JW
of Vegetables and Animals. 4to, with 18 beautifully executed plates. S>i

GErSTaND GULLIVER.—Elements of the General and Minute Anatomy

: Man and the Mammalia ; chiefly after Original Researches. 1 o v

^

il
i. ,

an Appendix, comprising Researches on the Anatomy^mX%Z2
ChyW Lymph. Thvmous Fluid, Tube>a#, .

andj^dditions, >y
Jf
™^

s

F. R. S.

1642.

Text, qjod . Atlastftti
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GRANT (R., M.D., F.R.S.)—General View of the Distribution of Extinct
Animals. In the " British Annual," 1839. 18mo. London, 1839. 75 cents.— On the Principles of Classification, as applied to the Primary Divisi
'the Animal Kingdom. In the " British Annual," 1838. 18mo., illustra

of
o __

with 28 Woodcuts7 London, 1838. 75 cents.

Ollfe

ated

Outlines of Comparative Anatomy. 8vo., illustrated with 148 Wood-
cuts, boards, London, 1833-41. $8 00.

HASSAL'S Microscopic Anatomy of the Human Body, in Health and Disease.
8vo. with a volume of colored plates, containing 400 illustrations. $13 00.

MARTIN.—Natural History of Mammiferous Animals ; with a particular View
of the Physical History of Man, and the more closely allied Genera of the
Order " Quodrumana," or Monkeys. Illustrated with 296 Anatomical, Os-
teological, and other Engravings on wood, and 12 full-Plate Representation
of Animals, drawn by W. Harvey. 8vo. £4 00.

OWEN (RICHARD, F. R. S.)—Odontography ; or a Treatise of the Compara-
tive Anatomy of the Teeth, their Physiological Mode of Development, and
Microscopical Structure in the Vertebrate Animals. This splendid Work is

now completed. 2 vols, royal 8vo., containing 168 plates, half-bound Russia.
London, 1840-45. $38 00.

PRICHARD (J. C, M. D., F. R. S., &c, &c.)—The Natural History of Man

;

comprising Inquiries into the Modifying Influence of Physical and Moral
Agencies on the different Tribes of the Human Family. 3d edition, enlarged,
with 50 colored and 5 plain Illustrations, engraved on steel, and 97 engravings
°" wood. Royal 8vo. elegantly bound in cloth. London, 1848. 89 00*

PRICHARD.—Six Ethnographical Maps, as a Supplement to the Natural His-
tory of Man, and to the Researches into the Physical History of Mankind,
folio, colored, and one sheet of letter-press, in cloth boards. $6 00.

PRICHARD.—On the Different Forms of Insanity, in relation to Jurisprudence.
I2mo. $\ 50.

SHAW'S Naturalist's Miscellany, containing 1,068 accurately Colored Plates, with
Leach's Supplement to do. 26 vols in 14. Published without Leach's Supple-
ment at 8170, offered at $65 0.

vOGEL AND DAY.—The Pathological Anatomy of the Human Body. By
Julius Vogel, M. D. Translated from the German, with Additions, by Geo.
E. Day, M. D. Illustrated with upwards of 100 plain and colored Engrav-

er i
ngs? 8vo

-
cIoth

' $ 3 00 -wATERHOUSE (G. R., of the British Museum).—A Natural History of the-

Mammalia. Vol. I., Marsupiata, or Pouched Animalg. Vol. II., Rodentia,
or Gnawing Animals. Beautifully illustrated on steel and wood. Royal 8vp.

:

elegantly bound in cloth, colored Plates $10, plain $7. •„ -
WILLIS (R., M. D.)—Illustrations of-Cutaneous Disease ; \ Seri I Delifiear

• P -
tions of the Affections of the Skin, in their more interesting and freque
forms; with a Practical Summary of their Symptoms, Diagnosis, ami Treat-
ment, including appropriate formulae. The Drawings are after Natur < Com*
pnsed in 94 plates, folio, carefullv colored

t *

.»•-

BOTANY.

1

V

^OOKER (Sir W. J.)—Niger Flora ; or an Enumeration of Plants of/Trcmga]

«i-hIDEX.-_The Plant^a biography, in a Series of Popular Lecture* m
botany., ^itited aH&«^|air efrl A ik^rey, F. L. S. 8vo., with &.'

;6loi^d Pfete*/and.13 Wdodcirt/ * mm
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HOMOEOPATHIC.

rTTTUE C? F M D.)—Practice of Homoeopathy. 1 vol. 8vo. $1 76.
'

LUNSFORD "(HARRIS) .-The Pathogenetic Effects of some of the Principal

Homoeopathic Remedies. 8vo. $1 lb.
„„ ti,„ ?M«e

DUNSFORD (HARRIS).-The Practical Advantages of Homoeopathy, ihus

ttated by numerous Cases. 1 vol. 8vo boards. $1 1o.
prPcPnt

EVEREST (T. R.)-A Popular View of Homoeopathy ; exhibiting the Present

sSte of the Science. 2d" edition amended and muc i
enlarged 8 o. $W

.TAHR.-Manual of Homoeopathic Medicines. In 2 Pnrts^Part
"j^Jg*

Medica Part II —Therapeutical and Symptomatica! Repository. 1 ransiateaX the 4th edition, and edited, with Additions by P. F. Curie, M. D. 2 vols.

NEWMAN
9

(GEORGE).-Homoeopathic Family Assistant. 2d edition. $1 5 (

MESMERISM.

EARLY MAGNETISM, in its Higher Relations to Humanity ;
as veiled in the

Poets and the Prophets. By GYOS MA60S. 8yo., cloth M ».

HALL (SPENCER T.)—Mesmeric Experiences. 12mo ™ c°"*v
on the

REICHENBACH (Baftn von).—Physico : Physio ogical Researcnes^ on

Dvnamics of Mafietism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crytfalhzato **I Che

nim in their ! lations to Vital Force. With a Preface, and Critical Note,

bv John Ashburner, M. D. «8vo. Part 1. $t 50.
^Mininc ah

TESTE (A., M. D.)-A Practical Manual of Animal Magnum. «|gg*g
r-. V. ^ at__ Tur^al^J,, ^^^I^TTorl in iwvhir.incr the Magnetic 1 lieiiu" i

Translated from

5TM-aS5STi» &• Spfflan, M. D. Dedicated, with permission, to John

ElHotson, M. D., Cantab., F. R. S. Post 8vo. $1 75.
DiaDassionatc

TOWNSEND rC H.)—Facts in Mesmerism, with Reasons for a U spabsio.

Ihqufry into it. Second edition, with a New Preface, and enlarged, 8vo.

*2 5°'
77«e most PhUosoph * 1M j>««** on0**^^ Applica.

ZOTST.-A Journal of Cerebral Physiology and
i

Mesmerism and their App .

tion to Human Welfare. Pub hed Quarterly, each Number

.

7^n
^>&c -

V This Journal Contains papers by Dr. Elliotson, Engledue, Ashburner,

Tttenly-nine Numbers have already appeared. nK
tfk- , ., n i

*formin~ «««*«« «™ 'loth boards. Each vol. b*

roZ. 1, ieing neafZy owi /* Prtn& is 86.

Commenced April 1, 1843.
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\ FRENCH.
DICTIONNAIRE UNIVERSEL d'HISTOIRE NATURELLE, puhlie, son

la direction de M. Charles d'Orbigny, par une reunion de naturalistes. Thi
work is now complete in 13 vols, large 8vo, with beautifully executed Plates,

representing more than 1200 subjects in every department of the three king

doms of Nature, and forming the most perfect encyclopaedia of Natural H
torv ever published in any language ; price, text and plates, plain <55, colored

$100.

MEDICINE, ANATOMY, SURGERY, &c, &c.

ANDRAL (M. G.)—Cours de Pathologie Interne. 2nd edition. Augmented
and entirely rearranged. 3 vols. 8vo. $4 50.

ANDRY.—Manuel Pratique de Percussion et d'Auscultation. 12mo. $1.
BARTH et ROGER.—Traite Pratique d'Auscultation. 3d ed. 12mo. $1 50.

BONNET (A.).—Traite des Maladies des Articulations. 2 vols. 8vo. With an

Atlas of 16 plates. 4to. $5.
BOSSU.—Nouveau Compendium Medicale. $2.
BOUCHARDAT.-r-Manuel de Matters Medicale de Therapeutique et de Phai

macie. 2nd. eaition. Entirely rearranged. $2.
BOUCHUT (E.).—Manuel Pratique des Maladies des Nouveaux-nts et des En*

fants a la Mamelle. 12mo. $125.
BOUCffiJT (E.).—Traite des Signes de la Mort et des Moyene de Prevenir le

Enterrements Prematures. 12mo. 81 00.

BOUCHARDAT.—Formulaire VeterinairG Contenant le mode d
r

action, Temploi

et les doses des Medicamets Simples et Composes. 18mo. $1 00.

BOUCHARDAT.—Nouveau Formulaire Magistral. 18mo. $1 00.

BOUISSON (E. F.).—Traite Theorique et Pratique de la Methode Anesthesique

applique a la Chirurgit. 8vo. &1 00.

BOUILLAUD.—Traite de Nosographie Medicale. 3 vols. 8vo. 8$ 00.

BOURGERY.— Traite Complet de PAnatomie de 1'homme, Comprenant la

Medecine Operatoire Dessine d'apres Nature par H. Jacob, publishing in liv-

I raisons, at per liv. 82 plain and $4 colored. A plain copy as far as published.

I beautifully half bound in morocco, for g 7 vols, folio. This is by far ti

most complete xcork on Anatomy ever published.

I CAZENAVE and SCHEDEL.—Abrige Pratique des Unlades de laPeau. Svo/

4th edition. $3 00. *
.

CAZENAVE (P. L. ALPHEE).—Traite des Maladies da Cuir Chevelu, suivide

conseils hygieniques stir les soins a donner a la chevelure. 8vo.; v. ,H ^ •

colored plates. 82 00. (Just published.) •
*

' .

CAZENAVE. (A.)—Lecons sur 1 Maladies de la Peau. To be cpmpos«f^.^ ..

of 12 livraisons folio, each containing 5 plates beautifully colored. are n

published. Price of each, $3 00.
CIVJALE.—Traite Pratique sur les Maladies des Organes Geiii annates, vol

•. 1 and 2. Svo. Plates. 84 00. . , _

PRUVEILHIER.—Traite d'Anatomie pathologique g* rale, vol. 1, 8^-v
f -2 00. Vol. 2 is promised shortly. ^ . ,

'

CRUVEILH1ER.—Anatomie pathologique du corps humain, ou Description

- ' ivec oloriees et lithographies des diverges alterations morbides don"
1

•
m \le corps humain est susceptible. Ce be! ouvrage est complet; i! a te puM

en ra; ; corn-poster chacune de 6 feuilles de texte [ id3n;$Ji(*rai

si| tlln, avec 5 pi. c §S£vec le plus grand soin, et 6 pi. lorscf 1 uj
;
-ipkcoloi B8t^ S&G-1842. . -3 vgl% fclkr. With" 233xotej

5Q : C - • ; '. *
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CHEMISTRY.

•

FABRE.—Bibliotheque du Medecin-Praticien, ou Resume general de tous les

ouvrages de Clinique Medicale et chirurgicale. This work has been adopted

by all the leading schools of medicine in France. It will be completed in 15

vols., 11 of which are now ready, comprising the following subjects. Mala-

dies des Femmes, de PAppareil Urinaire, des Organs de la Generation.^ des

Enfants, Maladies Veneriennes, de la Peau, du Cerveau, des Yeux, de PAp-

pareil Digestif. Price per vol. $2 25.

FOY.—Formulaire de Medietas Praticiens. 18mo. $1 00,

FOY.—Manuel d'Hygicne, on Histoire des Moyens Propres a conserver la Sante

et a perfectionner le Physique et le moral de Phomme. 12mo. $1 25.

GUIBOURT (N. J. B. G.).—Histoire Naturelle des Drogues Simples. 4th ed.

greatly augmented. 3vols. 8vo. With upwards of 600 woodcuts. $7 00.

HIRSCHFELD (L.)—La Nervologie ou description, &c. du Systeme Nerveux,
j

et des organes des Sens de P homme, avec leur mode de preparation. This
j

work wifl be completed in 10 livraisons, each containing 9 plates, designed I J

after nature- Per livraison, plain plates, $1 25; colored, $2 ISO. 2 livrai-

sons are out.

JACQUEMIER (J.).—Manuel des Accouchements. 2 vpls. thick 12mo. With

woodcuts. $2 25. k
JOBERT (A. G.)-—Traite de Chirurgie Plastique. 2 vols. 8vo. With an Atlas

of 18 plates in folio, engraved and colored after nature. $12 50.

LONGET.—Traite de Physiologie. Vol. 2 8vo. With numerous woodcuts

and steel engravings,, Vol. 1 will be published in the course of the year.

. Price of the 2 vols. $5 00.

LEBERT (H.).—Traite Pratique des Maladies Scrofuleuses et Tuberculeuses.

8vo. §2 25. Ouvrage couronne par P Academie Nationale de Medicine de

LEVY (MICHEL).—Traite d' Hygiene publique et privee. 2d edition. 2 vols.

8vo. §3 75.

MALGAIGNE (J. P.).—Manuel de Medecine operatoire, fondee sur P anatomie

normale et 1' anatomie pathologique. 5th edition. 12mo. $1 50. I

MALGAIGNE (J. F.).—Traite des Fractures et des luxations. (Vol. 1. des

fractures.) 8vo. With an atlas of 1 6 plates, folio. $4 25.
j

MILNE EDWARDS, et MIALHE.—Nouveau Formulaire pratique des Hopi-
j

taux. 18mo. $1 00.

NELATON (A.).—Elemens de Pathologie Chirurgicale. Volumes 1 and 2.

PARENT-DUCHATBLET.—De la Prostitution dans la Ville de Pans, consid-

erte sous le rapport de l'hygiene pubhque, de la morale et de l'administration,

. avec cartes et tableaux. 2d edition. 2 vols. 8vo. ijj>4 00.

PARENT-DUCHATELET.—Hygiene publique, ou memoires sur les questions

'; les plus impprtaiites de l'hygiene. 2 vols. 8vo. $4 00.

RICORd.—Traite Pratique des Maladies Veneriennes. 8vo. $2 25.

RECORD,—Glinique iconographique de P hopital des Veneriens. Publishing m
4to. livxaisons, each with 2 colored plates. 20 are now out, each $1 50.

SAPPED.—Manuel d' Anatomie descriptive et de preparations anatomiques.

Vol. 1, with 175 beautifully executed woodcuts. $4 25. I

SEGUIN.—Traitement Moral des Idiots. 12mo. $1 50. .

|TARDIEU—Manuel de Pathologie et de clinique medicales. 12mo. $1 50.

#
**

BERZ1 H;s. (J. J.)—Traite de Chimie, minerale, vegetale, et animate, to 'be

complet < vols., Svo. 6 vols, are now igad per vol. $2 25. •

DUSAS, i [.)—Traite de Chimie, applique air ar & wis. 8vo, with AUasses,

•|ir4tor i2i.

I ?

t - -
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PAYEN, (A.)—Precis de Chimie Industrielle, 8vo, and Atlas of plates. Paris,

1849 ^4 00.

PELOUSE & FREMY.—Cours de Chemie Generate, 3 vols. 8vo,with an Atlas

of 46 copper plates, $1 50, (recently published).

PERSOZ.—Traite Theorique et Pratique de l'impression des Tissus, with 1 65

woodcuts, and 429 patterns of manufactured articles intermixed with the

text, 4 vols. 8vo, and atlas folio, price $17 50. This work obtained a medal,

of 3000 francs from the Socicte d'Encouragement.

REGNAULT, (M. V.)—Cours elementaire tie Chimie, 4 vols. 12mo, with

illustrations, beautifully engraved and printed, price $5 00, (recently pub-

lished).

PHYSICS.

BECQUEREL.—Elements de Physique Terrestre et de Meteorologie, 8vo.

plates, $3 00. , - , . . c , . 00
PECLET.—Traite elementaire de Physique, 2 vols. 8vo, and Atlas ot plates, b3.

POUILLET.—Elements de Physique et de Meteorologie, 2 vols. 8vo, plates,

$4 25.

MICROSCOPIC.

DONNE.—Cours de Microscopie, 8vo. $2 00.

Atlas du Cours de Microscopie, execute d'apres nature au micros-

copie daguerreotype, folio, containing 80 figures beautifully engraved j>7 ju

MANDL.—Traite Pratique du Microscope, et du son emploi dans 1 etude des

• • j _ _„i u„„ o,™. l'^rroTiicntinn Hrs animaux mm-
r —

o

7

soires, 8vo, $2 00.

MANDL.—Anatomie Microscopique. This work will lorm a vote
.

»"*»»":

Vol. 1, Histologie, published in 26 livraisons, with beautiful]
y
^thographed

plates, 839 00 Of vol. 2, Histogenese, 5 parts are published at eacta.81 00.

BIN.—Du Microscope et des injections dans leurs applications a 1 anatomie et

"t

ROBIN.
a la pathologie, 8vo* $2 00.

NATURAL HISTORY, (BOTANY, ZOOLOGY, MINERALOGY, &C)

Annales des Sciences Naturelles, comprenant la

et la physiologie comparees des deux regnes, ~ —— -

r
-\
n n-

fossiles; redi|ees pour la Zoologie, par M. Milne ^wabds -pour a ft>

tanique! par MM. Bkogniaet (Ad.) et Decaisne. Pubhshed monthh
.

*ith

AGAsIlZ^y
e

s

a

t

r

eme
10
Glaciaire, ou recherches sur les glaciers^-ecanisme,

leur ancienne extension, et le role qu'ils ont joue dans 1 bis oire de a tore

1- partie, nouvelles etudes et experiences sur les g^8..^8^
structure, leur progression et leur action sur le sol ;

par L. Agassiz, ^
royal 8vo, with an atlas partly colored, $ 12 50.

,Q r\ nwriP i thick
BEUDANT (F. S.)—Cours Elementaire de Mineralogie et de Geologie, 1 thiclt

12mo volume, beautifully illustrated, $1 50.
, . .

fi miTPS ffts

BERLESE.-Iconographie'du Genre Camellia, on JscnpUdn et^
figures **

Camellia les plus beaux et le plus rares, pemts d'apres nature
,
3 % ols. 4t0,

beautifully colored plates, $100.
. \r«,*„- noQ ftemiis leur

CUVIER, (le baron dEoKGEs).-Histoire des Sconces Naturelles depm, leur.

engine jusqu'a la fin du xvm siecle chezto».^.r«l2WTeauWgede France par Georges C^ERrcd^eet completee. par M. i.

MagdelIine be Saiet-Agy, Paris 1841-1845 5 v<^£ -, - •

DE CANDOLLE.-Prodromus Systematis Naturahs regni Vegetans vols, l to

12,-each$4. Vol. r3.-pt 2J3 00. ., d^ a*™
-=-

i PfcrtSlfer^Yeffetale, 31rote: g Vo. 85 00 • * .

*

f

-
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—Iconographie et Histoire Naturelle des

I

I

P
S 9
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DE CANDOLLE.—Organographie Ve<
DEJEAN, BOISDUVAL, et AUBE.' _r __ «««,*„
nT'SS^H^d

'Europe
'
5 lar£e voIs

' 8vo '
wi& 269 colored plates^ 884^UU lKUCHET.—Memoires pour servir a l'histoire anatomiquo et physiologique

nwowS ^^m' des Animaux
>
2 vols, Svo, with an Atlas of 30 plates, §6.UftfcMAYhb.— Traite elementaire de Conchyliologie, avec ^application de cette

science a la geognosie, 2 vols, royal 8vo, with an Atlas of plates; vol. 1,
plain 816 50, colored $39.

" 7—Mollusques de 1'Algerie, 4to, publishing fa livraisons, with plates

wttoWJ y colored
' Price Per livraison, 84. 25 have appeared.

fljiKLSSAC—Histoire naturelle, generate et partiouliere des Mollusqiies ter-
restres et fluviatiles, tant des Especes que l'on trouve aujourdhui que des
depouilles fossiles de celles qui n'existent plus ; classes d'apres les caracteres
essen: Is que presentent ses animaux et leurs coquilles, par M. de Ferussac,
continue depuis la 29e livraison, par G.-P. Deshayes. Ouvrage publie en
livraisons ckacun*de 6 planches in-fol., grave es et colorices avec le plus
grand soin. Les 34 livraisons publiees forment un ensemble de 198 planches
avec le texte: prLx reduit, au lieu de s252, 862.

PERUSSAC et D ORBIGNY—Histoire naturelle, generate et particuliere des

f
L.phalopodes acttabuliferes vivants et fossiles, comprenant la description
zoologique at anatomique de ces mollusqiies, des details sur leur organisation,
leur mcEiirs,

,

leurs habitudes, et Phistoire des observations dont ils ont etfe
I ooject depuis. les temps les plus anciens jusqu'a nos jours. Paris, 1836-

'Abi^?™ V°L in"fo1 '' dont * (,e 144
P
1
* colorites

5 cartonnts, 830.
iiKLMLR et GODRON.—Flores de France, ou description des plantes qui

cro/ssent natjirellement en France, 2 parts, each $7.
« GODART et DUPONCHEL.—Histoire 'naturelle des Lepidopteres ou Pa-

pillons de la France, 13 vols. 8vo, with 396 plates colored, a 00. Supple-

TT-^e •

t0 ditt°' 4 VoIs
"
8v°

5 with 152 Plates colored
> 857 00. •

JuSSIEU, (A. de),—Cours elementaire de Botanique, 1 thick vol. 12mo. with
736 figures printed in the text, 81 50.

LAMARCK.—Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertebres, presentant les
micteres gen£raux et particulieres de ces animaux, leur distribution, &c.

&c., 2de edition, revue et augmentee par Deshayes et Milne Edwards,
I I vols. 8vo, 822.

1

LE MAOUT. Le ns elcmentaires de Botanique, fondce sur Fanalyse de 50
plantes vtilgaires Ijbrmant un" traite complet d'organographie et de physio-
I ,ie vc gttale, 8rty$Hth an Atlas of plates and 500 figures, price 84 00.

LL-MAOUT—Atlaff elementaire de Botanique avec le texte en regard, com-
•
prenant l'organographte. l'anatomie et l'iconographie des families d'Europe,

*r#4i
U
f?S?

d( ttU(Bants et des %em dn monde, I 00.
**

iii^HARD,—Elements d'histoire naturelle medicale, contenant la description,
.vim lea proprittts de tous les aliment medicaments et poisons, tires
das

y
% et des animaux, 3 vols. 8vo, 85-

SALACf; X, (A.)—Nouveaux elements d'histoire naturelle, contenant la

^ti^mff^ Mtajlndogie, la Botanique et la Geologie, 2 vol; Svo, $4 50.
I 1MINGE.—Manuel d'Ornithologie, ou tableaux system ue des oiseaux

qui se trouverit u Europe, 2de edition, 4 vote Svo, $1 $0.
-p-— -Les Oiseaux d'Europe, decrits par C. J. T uhinck, Atlas with

o30 beautii y colored plate -1 vols. Svo, s20.
^^OUCK.—T ib^* ad illnstrandum embrioyogenesin hominis et mamma un,

folio, half- raid. Amsterdam, l^Sk > 0.
ALLICH.—PlantaB A tica3 Rj 3 : or Bescrinfions nnd Ficrnrps' of a select

•

I H " '

•olbre
ifc:

In a

3 ; or Descriptions and Figures of a s

ia Plants. 3 vols, folio, cf. 'with 300

32, 3100 00.
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Mineralogy and Geology.-On a new Spodumene Locality at Norwich, Maw., by
C. Hartwul, and E. Hitchcock, Jr., 2G4.-Age of the Nummulilic forma-
tion of the Alps, 26o.-On the Geographical Limits of the Chalk Formation, by
Leopold von Bitch, 268.

Zoology.—Contributions to the Natural History of the Acalephse of North Amer-
ica, by L. AcAssrz, 272.—On the Structure of Nummulina, by W. B. Carpen-
ter, M.D., F.R.S., 275.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.—On the Negro Races of Oriental Africa, by 31. Ser-
Rks

: Fabrication of Zinc compounds not injurious lo health, 276.—Anchor-Ice,
by Prof C. Dewey, 277.—Discovery of the Great Lake * Ngamf," of South
Africa, 278.—Comparison of Fahrenheit and Centigrade Thermometers, 281.
Discovery of<an Infusorial Stratum in Florida, by Prof. J. W. Bailey : On the
Application of Magnetism as a Motive Power, by R. Hunt, 282.—Improve-
ments in the Air-pump, by Mr. Varley, Jr., 284.—On Photography on Glass,
by T. A. Malone, 285.—Lead Statuary, 286.—British Association: Sun and
Moon

: On a cloud of dust which obscured the sun for two days in Russia, on
the 29th and 30th of April, 1840, during a clear sky and quiet weather, by Ehreiv-
berg

: American Zoological Journal : Discovery of the Antarctic Continent

:

Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at New
Waven, 287.—Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science

; third Meeting, held at Charleston, S. C., March, 1850, 2?3. Editorial

nouc. with reference to the article on the Electro-Chronograph, in Volume III,

295.—Obituary.—M. de Blainville, 296.—Christian VIII. King of Denmark, 297
I>. Lapham : Prof. Troost, 298.

Echography.—TnbuVai Atomicae: Chemical Tables for the Calculation of Quan-
titative Analyses of H. Rose, 298.— First Biennial Report on the Geology of

Alabama; by M. Tuomey, 299.—A Treatise of Plane and Spherical Trigonome-
try; by William Chauvenet, A.M., 300.—A descriptive account of the Fresh-
water Sponges of the Island of Bombay with observations on their structure

and development; by H. J. Carter. E , 301.—Recherches Anatomiques et

Zoologiques'faites pendant un Voyage sur les cotes de la >icile et sur divers
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yf Sir David Brewster befit

# * # It has been the custom of some of my predecessors in this

chair to give a brief account of the progress of the sciences durin
the preceding year; but however interesting such a narrative

plight be, it would be beyond the power of any individual to do
justice to so extensive a theme, even if your time would permit
and your patience endure it. I shall make no apology, however,
for calling your attention to a few of those topics, within my own
narrow sphere of study, which, from their prominence and gene-
fat interest, may be entitled to your attention. I begin with As-
tronomy, a study which has made great progress under the

patronage of this Association—a subject, too, possessing a charm
above all other subjects, and., more connected than any other with
the deepest interests, past, present, and to come, of every rational

being. It is upon a planet that we live and breathe. Its surface

is the arena of our contentions, our pleasures, and our sorrows.

It is to obtain a portion of its alluvial crust that .man wastes the

flower of his days, and prostrates the energies of his mind, and
risks the happiness of his soul ; and it is over or beneath its ver-

dant turf that his ashes are to be scattered or his bones to be laid.

ft is, from the interior too—from the inner life of the earth that

jnan derives the materials of civilization— his coal, his iron, and
h, s gold. And deeper still, as geologists have proved—and none

* From the Athenaeum, No. 11S8.
.

Second Sebjes, Vol X, No. 30.—Nov., 1850. 39
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with more power than the geologists around me—we find in the

bosom of the earth written on blocks of marble—the history

of primaeval times, of worlds of life created, and worlds of life

destroyed. We find there, in hieroglyphics as intelligible as

those which Major Rawlinson has deciphered on the slabs of

Nineveh, the remains of forests which waved in luxuriance over
*

its plains—the very bones of huge reptiles that took shelter un-

der their foliage, and of gigantic quadrupeds that trod uncoil-

trolled its plains, the law-givers and the executioners of that

mysterious community with which it pleased the Almighty to

people his infant world. But though man is but a recent occu-

pant of the earth, an upstart in the vast chronology of animal

life, his interest iri the Paradise so carefully prepared for him is

not less exciting and profound. For him it was made, he was
to be the lord of the new creation, and to him it especially be-

longs to investigate the wonders it displays and to learn the

lesson which it reads. But while our interests are thus closely

connected with the surface and the interior of the earth, interests

of a higher kind are associated with it as a body of the solar sys-

tem to which we belong;.

The object of Geology is to unfold the history and explain

the structure of a planet ; and that history and that structure

may, within certain limits, be the history and the structure of

all the other planets of the system—perhaps of all the other

planets of the universe. The laws of matter must be the same
wherever matter is found. The heat which warms our globe

radiates upon the most distant of the planets, and the light

which twinkles in the remotest star is, in its physical, and
doubtless in its chemical properties, the same that cheers and en-

livens our own system ; and if men of ordinary capacity possessed

that knowledge which is within their reach, and had that faith

in science which its truths inspire, they would see in every planet

around them, and in every star above them, the home of immor-
tal natures—of beings that suffer and of beings that rejoice—of

souls that are saved and of souls that are lost. Geology is, there-

fore, the first chapter of astronomy. It describes that portion of

the solar system which is nearest and dearest to us,—the cosmo-
politan observatory, so to speak, from which the astronomer is to

survey the sidereal universe, where revolving worlds and systems

of worlds summon him to investigate and adore. There, too,

-he obtains the great base lines of the earth's radius to measure

the distances and magnitudes of the starry host, and thus to pene-

trate by rhe force of reason into those infinitely distant regions

where the imagination dare not follow him. But Astronomy,
though thus sprung from the earth, seeks and finds, like As trasa,

a more congenial sphere above. Whatever cheers and enlivens

• our terrestrial paradise is derived from the orbs around us. With-
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out the light or heat of our sun, and without the uniform move-
ments of our system, we should have neither climates nor sea-
sons. Darkness would blind, and famine destroy, everything
that lives. Without influences from above, our ships would drift
upon the ocean, the sport of wind and wave, and would have less
security for reaching their destination than balloons floating in
the air and subject to the caprice of the elements. But while the
study of Astronomy is essential to the very existence of social
life, it is instinct with moral influences of the highest order, Jn
the study of our own globe we learn that it has been rent and
upheaved by tremendous forces—here sinking into ocean depths,
and there rising into gigantic elevations. Even now, geologists
are measuring the rise and fall of its elastic crust ; and men who
have no faith in science often learn the truth to their cost, when
they see the liquid fire rushing upon them from the volcano, or
stand above the yawning crevice in which the earthquake threat-
ens to overwhelm them. Who can say that there is a limit to

agencies like these? Who could dare to assert that they may
not concentrate their yet divided energies, and rend in pieces the
planet which imprisons them? Within the bounds of our own
system, and in the vicinity of our own Earth, between the orbits

of Mars and Jupiter, there is a wide space which, according to

the law of planetary distances, ought to contain a planet. Kep-
ler predicted that a planet would be found there—and strange to

say, the astronomers of our own times discovered at the begin-
ning of the present century four small planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno
and Vesta, occupying the very place in our system where the an-

ticipated planet ought to have been found. Ceres, the first of
these, was discovered by Piazzi. at Palermo, in 1801 ;

Pallas, the

second of them, by Dr. Oibers, of Bremen, in 1802; Juno, the

third, by Mr. Harding, in 1804; and Vesta, the fourth, by Dr.

Oibers, in 1807. After the discovery of the third, Dr. Oibers

suggested the idea that they were the fragments of a planet that

had been burst in pieces ; and considering that they must all have

diverged from one point in the original orbit, and ought to return

to the opposite point, he examined these parts of the heavens,

and thus discovered the planet Vesta. But though this principle

was in the possession of astronomers, nearly forty years elapsed

before any other planetarv fragment was discovered. At last, in

1845, Mr. Hencke, of Driessen, in Prussia, discovered the frag-

ment called Astraa, and, in 1847. another, called Hebe. In

the same year our countrvman, Mr. Hind, discovered other two,

Iris and Flora. In 1848 Mr. Graham, an Irish astronomer, dis-

covered a ninth fragment called Metis. In 1849 Mr. Gasparis,

°f Naples, discovered another, which he calls Hygeia
;
and

withm the last two months, the same astronomer has discovered

the eleventh fragment, to which he has given the name of Par-
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thenope.* If these eleven small planets are really the remains of a

larger one, the size of the original planet must have been consider-

able. What its size was, would seem to be a problem beyond
the grasp of reason. But human genius has been permitted to

triumph over greater difficulties. The planet Neptune was discov-

ered before a ray of its light had entered the human eye ; and by
a law of the solar system just discovered, we can determine the

original magnitude of the broken planet long after it has been

shivered into fragments,—and we might have determined it even

after a single fragment had proved its existence. This law we
owe to Mr. Daniel Kirkwood, of Pottsville, a humble American,
who, like the illustrious Kepler, struggled to find something new
among the arithmetical relations of the planetary elements. Be-

tween every two adjacent planets there is a point where their at-

tractions are equal. If we call the distance of this point on one

side of a planet to that on the other, the diameter of its sphere of

attraction, then Mr. Kirkwood's law is, that in every planet the

square of the length of its year, reckoned in days, varies as the

cube of the diameter of its sphere of attraction. This law has

been verified by more than one American astronomer, and there

can be no doubt, as one of them expresses it, that it is at least

a physical fact in the mechanism of our system. This law re-

quires the existence of a planet between Mars and Jupiter; and

it follows from the lavv that the broken planet must have been

a little larger than Mars, or about 5,000 miles in diameter, and

that the length of its day must have been about 67£ hours. The
American astronomers regard this law as amuonting to a demon-
stration of the nebular hypothesis of Laplace; but we venture

to say that this opinion will not be adopted by the astronomers

of England. Among the more recent discoveries within the

bounds of our own system, I cannot omit to mention those ot

our distinguished countryman, Mr. Lassels, of Liverpool. By
means of a fine twenty-feet reflector, constructed by himself, he

detected the satellite of Neptune, and more recently an eighth

satellite circulating round Saturn—a discovery which was made
on the very same day, by Mr. Bond, Director of the Observatory

.of Cambridge, in the United States.

* Ceres . . . . ..

,

1 801, January 1 Piazzl
j

Pallas | >, Man fi if S Oibers.

Juno 1804, ptemberl Harding.

Vesta 1807. March 2B Oibers.

A-traea 1845, December 8 Hencke.

Hebe 18!7,Julvl Hencke.

Iris 1847, August 18 Hind.

Flora ] 847, October 18 Hind.

• Metis 1848, April 25 Graham.

Hygeia ., 1849, April 12 Gaspara
Parthefcope 1850, May 11 Gaspare.
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Mr. Lassels has still more recently, and under a singularly favor-
able state- of the atmosphere, observed the very minute, but ex-
tremely black, shadow of the ring of Saturn upon the body of
the planet. He observed the line of shadow to be notched,
as it were, and almost broken up into a line of dots; thus in-

dicating mountains upon the plane of the ring—mountains doubt-
less raised by the same internal forces and answering the same
ends as those of our own globe. In passing from our solar

system to the frontier of the sidereal universe around us, we
traverse a gulf of inconceivable extent. If we represent the
radius of the solar system, or of Neptune's orbit (which is 2,900
millions of miles) by a line two miles long, the interval be-
tween our system, or the orbit of Neptune, and the nearest
fixed star will be greater than the whole circumference of our
globe—or equal to a length of 27,600 miles. The parallax of
the nearest fixed star being supposed to be one second, its dis-

tance from the sun will be nearly 412.370 times the radius of the
earth's orbit, or 13,746 times that of Neptune, which is thirty

times as far from the sun as the earth. And yet to that distant

zone has the genius of man traced the Creator's arm working the

wonders of his power, and diffusing the gifts of his love

the heat and the light of suns—the necessary elements of phy-
sical and intellectual life. It is by means of the. gigantic teles-

cope of Lord Rosse that we have become acquainted with the

form and character of those great assemblages of stars which
compose the sidereal universe. Drawings and descriptions of the

more remarkable of these nebulas, as resolved by this noble in-

strument, were communicated by Dr. Robinson to the last meet-
ing of the Association ; and it is with peculiar satisfaction that I

am able to state that many important discoveries have been made
by Lord Rosse and his assistant, Mr. Stoney, during the last year.

In many of the nebulae the peculiarities of structure are very re-

markable, and, as Lord Rosse observes, " seem even to indicate

the presence of dynamical laws almost within our grasp." The
spiral arrangement so strongly developed in some of the nebulae

is traceable more or less distinctly in many ;
but " more frequent-

ly," to use Lord Rosse's own words, u there is a nearer approach

to a kind of irregular, interrupted, annular disposition of the lu-

minous material, than to the regularity observed in others
: but

his Lordship is of opinion that those nebulae are systems of a very

similar nature, seen more or less perfectly, and variously placed

with reference to the line of sight. In re-examining the more re-

markable of these objects, Lord Rosse intends to view them with

the full light of his six feet speculum, undiminished by the second

reflexion of the small mirror. By thus adopting what is called

the front view, he will doubtless, as he himself expects, discover

many new features in those interesting objects. It is to the in-
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fluence of Lord Rosse's example that we are indebted for the fine

Reflecting Telescope of Mr. Lassels, of which I have already

spoken ; and it is to it
?
also, that we owe another telescope, which,

though yet unknown to science, I am bound in this place espe-

cially to notice. I allude to the reflector recently constructed by

Mr. James Nasmyth, a native of this city, already distinguished

by his mechanical inventions, and one of a family well known to

us all, and occupying a high place among the artists of Scotland.

This instrument has its great speculum, twenty feet in focal length,

and twenty inches in diameter; but it differs from all other teles-

copes in the remarkable facility with which it can be used. Its

tube moves vertically upon hollow trunnions, through which the

astronomer, seated in a little observatory, with only a horizontal

motion, can view at his ease every part of the heavens. Hither-

to, the astronomer has been obliged to seat himself at the upper

end of his Newtonian telescope ; and if no other observer will

acknowledge the awkwardness and insecurity of his position, I

can myself vouch for its danger, having fallen from the very top

of Mr. Ramage's twenty-feet telescope when it was directed to

a point not far from the zenith.

Though but slightly connected with astronomy, I cannot omit

Calling your attention to the great improvements— I may call them

discoveries—which have been recently made in Photography. I

need not inform I his meeting that the art of taking photographic

negative pictures upon paper was the invention of Mr. Fox Talbot,

a distinguished member of this Association. The superiority of

the Talbot ype to the Daguerreotype is well known. In the latter

the pictures are reverted, and incapable of being multiplied :
while

in the Talbotype there is no reversion, and a single negative will

supply a thousand copies, so that books may now be illustrated

with pictures drawn by the sun. The difficulty of procuring good

paper for the negative is so great, that a better material has been

eagerly sought for
; and M. Niepce, an accomplished officer in the

French service, has successfully substituted for paper a film of albu-

men, or the white of an egg, spread upon glass. This new process

has been brought to such perfection in this city by Messrs. Ross &
Thompson, that Talbotypes taken by them and lately exhibited

by myself to the National Institute of France, and to M. Niepce,

were universally regarded as the finest that had yet been execut-

ed. Another process, in which gelatine is substituted for albu-

men, has been invented, and successfully practised by M. Poite-

vin, a French officer of engineers; and by an ingenious method

which has been minutely described in the weekly proceedings ot

M
pe

all its brilliapt.colors, and also though in an inferior degree, the

colors of the landscape. These colors, however, are very fu
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ceous
: yet, though no method of fixing them has hitherto been

discovered, we cannot doubt that the difficulty will be surmount-
ed, and that we shall yet see all the colors of the natural world
transferred by their own rays to surfaces both of silver^nd paper.
But the most important fact in photography which I have now to

mention, is the singular acceleration of the process discovered by
M. Niepce, which enables him to take the picture of a landscape
illuminated by diffused light, in a single second, or at most in two
seconds. By this process he obtained a picture of the sun on al-

bumen so instantaneously, as to confirm the remarkable discovery
previously made by M. Arago, by means of a silver plate, that
the rays which proceed from the. central pans of the sun's disc
have a higher photogenic action than those which issue from its

margin. This interesting discovery of M. Arago is one of a se-

ries on photometry which that distinguished philosopher is now
occupied in publishing. Threatened with a calamity which the

civilized world will deplore—the loss of that sight which has de-
tected so many brilliant phenomena and penetrated so deeply
into the mysteries of the material world, he is now completing,
with the aid of oiher eyes than his own, those splendid research-

es which will immortalize his own name and add to the scient

glory of his country.
From these brief notices of the progress of science I must now

call your attention to two important objects with which the Brit-

ish Association has been occupied since their last meeting. It

has been long known both from theory and in practice, that the

imperfect transparency of the earth's atmosphere, and the unequal
refraction which arises from differences of temperature combine
to set a limit to the use of high magnifying powers in our tele-

scopes. Hitherto, however, the application of such high powers
was checked by the imperfections of the instruments themselves

;

and it is only since the construction of Lord Rosse's telescope that

astronomers have found that, in our damp and variable climate, it

is only during a few days of the year that telescopes of such mag-
nitude can use successful! y the high magnifying powers which they
are capable of bearing. Even in a cloudless sky, when the stars are

sparkling in the firmament, the astronomer is baffled by influences

which are invisible; and while new planets and new satellites are

being discovered by instruments comparatively small, the gigantic

Polyphemus lies slumbering in his cave, blinded by thermal cur-

rents more irresistible than the firebrand of Ulysses. As the as-

tronomer, however, cannot command a tempest to clear his atmos-

phere nor a thunder-storm to purify it, his only alternative is to

remove his telescope to some southern climate, where no clouds

disturb the serenity of the firmament, and no changes of temper-
ature distract the emanations of the stars. A fact has been re-

cently mentioned, which entitles us to anticipate great results
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from such a measure. The Marquess of Ormonde is said to have

seen from Mount Etna, with his naked eye, the satellites of Ja*

piter. If this be true, what discoveries may we not expect, even

in Europe,* from a large reflector working above the grosser strata

of our atmosphere ? This noble experiment of sending a large

reflector to a southern climate has been but once made in the

history of science. Sir John Herschel transported his telescopes

and his family to the south of Africa, and during a voluntary ex-

ile of four years' duration he enriched astronomy with many
splendid discoveries. Such a sacrifice, however, is not likely to

be made again ; and we must,* therefore, look to the aid of gov-

ernment for the realization of a project which every civilized

people will applaud, and which,* by adding to the conquests of

science, will add to the glory of our country. At the Birming-

ham meeting of the Association, their attention was called to this

subject; and being convinced that great advantages would accrue

to science from the active use of a large reflecting telescope in

the southern hemisphere, they resolved to petition government for

a grant of money for that purpose. The Royal Society readily

agreed to second this application; and as no request from this

Association has ever been refused, whatever government was in

power, we have every reason to expect a favorable answer to a
memorial from the pen of Dr. Robinson, which has just been

submitted to the Minister. A recent and noble act of liberality

to science on the part of the g vernment justifies this expecta-

tion. It is, I believe, not yet generally known that Lord John

Russell has granted 1,000/. a year to the Royal Society for pro-

moting scientific objects. The Council of that distinguished

body has been very solicitous to make this grant effective in pro-

moting scientific objects, and I am persuaded that the measures

they have adopted are well fitted to justify the liberality of the

government. One of the most important of these has been to

place 100/. at the disposal of the committee of the Kew Obser-

vatory. This establishment, which has for several years been

supported by the British Association, was given to us by the Gov-

ernment as a depository for our books and instruments and as a

locality well fitted for carrying on electrical, magnetical and me-

teorological observations. During the last six years the Observa-

tory has been under the honorary superintendence o( Mr. Ro-

nalds, who is well known to the scientific world for his ingenious

photographic methods of constructing self-re istering magnetical

and meteorological apparatus. On the joint application of the

Marquess of Northampton and Sir John Herschel, Her Majesty s

government have granted to Mr. Ronalds a pecuniary recompense

of 250/. for these inventions; and I am glad to be able to state

that Mr. Brooke has also received from them a suitable reward

for inventions of a similar kind. Under the fostering care ot the
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British Association the most valuable electrical observations have
been made at Kevv, and Mr. Ronalds has continued from year to

year to make those improvements upon his apparatus which ex-
perience never fails to suggest. But I regret to say, that in con-
sequence of our diminished resources, the Association, at its meet-
ing in 1848, came to the resolution of discontinuing the observa-
tions at Kew, appropriating at the same time an adequate sum
for completing those which were in progress, and for reducing
and discussing the five years' electrical observations which had
been published in our Annual Reports. I trust, however, that

means will yet be found to maintain the Observatory in full ac-
; tivity, and carry out the original objects contemplated by the

Committee. Having ha$ an ^opportunity of visiting this estab-

lishment this summer, after having inspected two of the best con-
ducted observatories on the Continent where the same class of
observations are made, I have no hesitation in speaking in the

highest terms of the value of Mr. Ronalds's labors, and in recom-
mending the institution which he so liberally superintends to

the continued protection of the Association and the continued
liberality of the Royal Society. From the facts which I have
already mentioned, and from many others to which I might
have referred; the members of the Association will observe,

With no common pleasure, that the Government of this coun-
try has, during the last twenty years, been extending their pat-

ronage of Science and the Arts. That this change was effect-

ed by the interference of the British Association, and by the

Writings and personal exertions of its members, could, were it

necessary, be easily proved. But though men of all shades of

political feeling have applauded the growing wisdom and liberal-

ity of the State, and though various individuals are entitled to

share in the applause, yet there is one statesman, alas! too early

and too painfully torn from the affections of his country, whom
the science of England must ever regard as its warmest friend

and its greatest benefactor. To him we owe new institutions for

advancing science, and new colleges for extending education
;

and had Providence permitted him to follow out, id the serene

evening of life and in the maturity of his powerful intellect, the

views which he had cherished amidst the distractions of political

strife, he would have rivalled the Colbert of another age, and

would have completed the systematic organization of Science

and Literature and Art which has been the pride and the glory of

Bother land. These are not the words of idle eulogy, or the ex-

pressions of a groundless expectation. Sir Robert Peel had en-

tertained the idea of attaching to the Royal Society a number of

active members, who should devote themselves wholly to scien-

tific pursuits ; and I had the satisfaction of communicating to him,

through a mutual friend, the remarkable fact, that I had found
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among the mss. of Sir Isaac Newton a written scheme of im-

proving the Royal Society precisely similar to that which he

contemplated. Had this idea been realized, it would have been

but the first installment of a debt long due to science and the na-

tion, and it would have fallen to the lot of some more fortunate

: statesman to achieve a glorious name by its complete discharge.

It has always been one of the leading objects of the British

Association, and it is now the only one of them which has not

been wholly accomplished, " to obtain a more general attention

to the objects of science, and a removal of any disadvantages of a

public kind which impede its progress." Although this object is

not very definitely expressed, "yet Mr. Harcourt, in moving its

adoption, included under it the re nsion of the law of patents and

the direct national encouragement of science, two subjects to

which I shall briefly direct your attention. In 1831, when the

Association commenced its labors, our patent laws were a blot on

the legislation of Great Britain ; and though some of their more

obnoxious provisions have since that time been modified or re-

moved, they are a blot still, less deep in its dye, but equally a stain

upon the character of the nation. The protection which is given

by statute to every other property in Literature and the fine Arts,

is not accorded to property in scientific inventions and discoveries.

A man o( genius completes an invention, and after incurring great

expense, and spending years of anxiety and labor, he is ready to

give the benefit of it to the public. Perhaps it is an invention to

save life—the life-boat ; to shorten space and lengthen time—the

railway ; to guide the commerce of the world through the track-

less ocean—the mariner's compass; to extend the industry, in-

crease the power, and fill the coffers of the State—the steam-en-

gine; to civilize our species, to raise from the depths of ignor-

ance and crime—the printing press. But whatever it may be. a

grateful country has granted to the inventor the sole benefit of its

use for fourteen years. What the statute thus freely gives, how-
ever, law and custom as freely take away, or render void. Fees,

varying from 200/. to 500/., are demanded from the inventor;

and the gift thus so highly estimated by the giver, bears the

Great Seal of England. The inventor must now describe his in-

vention with legal precision. If he errs in the slightest point

if his description is not sufficiently intelligible—if the smallest

portion of his invention has been used before—or if he has in-

cautiously allowed his secret to be made known to two, or even

to one individual,—he will lose in a court of law his money and

his privilege. Should his patent escape unscathed from the fiery

ordeal, it often happens that the patentee has not been remune-

rated during the fourteen years of his term. In this case the

State is willing to extend his right for five or seven years more;

but he can obtain this extension only by the expensive and un-

certain process of an Act of Parliament,—a boon which is seldom
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asked, and which through rival influence has often been with-
held. Such was the patent law twenty years ago. Since that
time it has received some important ameliorations; and though
the British Association did not interfere as a body, yet some of its

members applied energetically on the subject to some of the more
influential individuals in Lord Grey's government,—and the re-
sult of this was, two Acts of Parliament passed in 1835 and 1839,
entitled "Acts for amending the law touching letters patent for
inventions." Without referring to another important Act for reg-
istering designs which had the effect of withdrawing from the
grasp of the patent laws a great number of useful inventions de-
pending principally on form,—I shaft notice only the valuable
provisions of the two Aets-abo* e mentioned, Acts which we owe
solely to Lord Brougham, By the first of these Acts the paten-
tee is permitted to disclaim any part either of the tirle of his in-

vention, or of the specification of it, or to make any alteration in
the title or specification. The same Act gives the Privy Council
the power of confirming any patent, or granting a new one, when
a patent had been taken out for an invention which the patentee

believed to be new, but which was found to have been known
before, but not publicly and generally used. By the same Act,
too, the power of letters patent was taken from Parliament, and
given to the Privy Council, who have, on different occasions, ex-
ercised it with judgment and discrimination. By the second Act
of IS39 this last privilege was made more attainable by the pa-

tentee. These are doubtless valuable improvements, which in-

ventors will gratefully remember; but till the enormous fees

which are still exacted are either partly or wholly abolished, and
a real privilege given under the great seal, the genius of this coun-
try will never be able to compete with that of foreign lands,

where patents are cheaply obtained and better protected. In

proof of the justness of these views, it is gratifying to notice that,

within these few days, it has been announced in Parliament that

the new Attorney-General has accepted his office on the express

condition, that the large fees which he derives from patents shall

be subject to revision.

The other object of the British Association, mentioned by
Mr. Harcourt, the Organization of Science as a National Insti-

tution, is one of a higher order, and not limited to individual, or

even to English interests. It concerns the civilized world ;
not

confined to time, it concerns eternity. While the tongue of

the Almighty, as Kepler expresses it, is speaking to us in His

Word, II finger is writing to us in His works; and to acquire

a knowledge of these works is an essential portion of the great

dl| ty of man. Truth secular cannot be separated from truth

<^ine
; and if a priesthood has in all ages been organized to track

and exemplify the one, and to maintain, in ages of darkness and
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corruption the vestal fire upon the sacred altar, shall not an Intel-

lectual priesthood be organized to develop the glorious truths

which time and space embosom,—to cast the glance of reason

into the dark interior of our globe, teeming with what was once

life,—to make the dull eye of man sensitive to the planet which
twinkles from afar, as well as to the luminary which shines above,

and to incorporate with our inner life those wonders of the ex-

ternal world which appeal with equal power to the affections and

to the reason of immortal natures. If the God of Love is most

appropriately worshiped in the Christian temple, the God of Na-

ture may be equally honored in the Temple of Science. Even
from its lofty minarets the philosopher may summon the faithful

to prayer ; and the priest and the sage may exchange altars with-

out the compromise of faith or of knowledge. Influenced, no

doubt, by views like these, Mr. Harcourt has cited the opinions of

a philosopher whose memory is dear to Scotland, and whose judg-

ment on any great question will be everywhere received with re-

spect and attention ; I refer to Prof. Playfair, the distinguished

successor in our Metropolitan University of the Gregorys, the

Maclaurins, and Stewarts of former days, who in his able dis-

^ess of the Mathematical and Physical

Sciences/ thus speaks of the National Institute of France :

"This Institution has been considerable advantage to science.

To detach a number of ingenious men from every thing but sci-

entific pursuits—to deliver them alike from the embarrassments

of poverty and the temptations of wealth—to give them a place

and station in society the most respectable and independent, is to

remove every impediment, and to add every stimulus to exertion.

To this Institution, accordingly, operating upon a people oi great

genius and indefatigable activity of mind, we are to ascribe that

superiority in the mathematical sciences which, in the last seventy

years, has been so conspicuous."*

This just eulogy on the National Institute of France, in reference

to abstract mathematics, may be safely extended lo every branch

of theoretical and practical science ; and I have no hesitation in

(lying, after having recently seen the Academy of Sciences at its

weekly labors, that it is the noblest and most effective institution

that ever was organized for the promotion of Science. Owing to

the prevalence of scientific knowledge among all classes of the

French population, and to their admirable system of elementary

instruction, the advancement of science, the diffusion of know-

ledge, and the extension of education are objects dear to every

class of the people. The soldier as well as the citizen—the So-

cialist—the Republican and the Royalist—all look up to the

National Institute as a miprhtv obelisk p.rp.ctetd to science, to be

«

* Diss. 3rd, Sec. V, p. 500.
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respected and loved and defended by all. We have seen it stand-
ing unshaken and active amid all the revolutions and convulsions
which have so long agitated that noble but distracted country—

a

common center of affection, to which antagonist opinions and
rival interests and dissevered hearts have peacefully converged. It
thus becomes an institution of order, calculated to send back to
its contending friends a message of union and peace, and to re-
place in stable equilibrium the tottering institutions of the State.
It was doubtless with views like these that the great Colbert es-
tablished the Academy of Sciences in Paris, and that the power-
ful and sagacious monarchs on the continent of Europe have '

imitated his example. They havo, established in their respective

capitals similar institutions—they have sustained them with liberal

endowments—they have conferred rank and honors on their

more eminent members, and there are now here present distin-

guished foreigners who have well earned the rewards and distinc-

tions they have received. It is, therefore, gentlemen, no extrava-

gant opinion that institutions which have thus thriven in other

countries should thrive in ours—that insulated societies, which
elsewhere flourish in combination, should when combined flourish

among us—and that men ordained by the State to the undivided
functions of science should do more and better work than those

who snatch an hour or two from their daily toil or from their

nightly rest. In a great nation like ours, where the higher inter-

ests and objects of the State are necessarily organized, it is a sin-

gular anomaly that the intellectual interests of the country should,

in a great measure, be left to voluntary support and individual

zeal—an anomaly that could have arisen only from the supineness
of ever-chansnns; administrations, and from the intelligence and
1*1.1 OO ' - 7

iiberality of a commercial people—an anomaly, too, that could
have been continued only by the excellence of the institutions

they have established. In the history of no civilized people can
we find private establishments so generously fostered, so energeti-

cally conducted, and so successful in their objects as the Royal

Societies of London, Edinburgh and Dublin, and the Astronomi-

cal. Geological, Zoological and Linnean Societies of the metro-

polis. They are an honor to the nation, and will ever be grate-

fully remembered in the history of science. But they are neverthe-

less defective in their constitution, limited in their operation, and

incapable, from their very nature, of developing and directing and

rewarding the indigenous talent of the country. They are simply

subscription societies, which pay for the publication of their own
transactions, and adjudicate medals intrusted to them by the be-

neficence of others. They are not bound to the exercise of any
other function, and they are under no obligation to do the scien-

tific work of the State, or to promote any of those national ob-

jects which are intrusted to the organized institutions of other
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lands. Their President and Council are necessarily resident in

Loudon, and the talent and the genius of the provinces are ex-

cluded from their administration. From this remark we must
except the distinguished philosophers of Cambridge and Oxford,

who, from their proximity to the capital, have been the brightest

ornaments of our metropolitan institutions, and without whose aid

they could never have attained their present pre-eminence. It is,

therefore, in the more remote parts of the empire that the influ-

ence of a national institution wo.uld be more immediately felt,

and nowhere more powerfully. than in this its northern portion.

Our English friends are, we believe, little. aware of the obstruc-

tions which oppose the progress qf science • ir. Scotland. In our

five universities there is not a single Fellowship to stimulate the

genius and rouse the ambition of the student. The church, the

law and the medical profession hold out no rewards to the culti-

vators of mathematical and physical science; and were a youth-

ful Newton or Laplace to issue from any of our universities, his

best friends would advise him to renounce the divine gift and to

seek in professional toil the well-earned competency which can

alone secure him a just position in the social scale and an envi-

able felicity in the domestic circle. Did this truth require any
evidence in its support, we find it in the notorious fact that our

colleges cannot furnish professors to fill their own important

offices ; and the time is not distant when all our chairs in Mathe-

matics, Natural Philosophy, and even Natural History, will be oc-

cupied by professors educated in the English universities. But

were a Royal Academy or Institute, like that of France, estab-

lished on the basis of our existing institutions, and a class of resi-

dent members enabled to devote themselves wholly to science,

the youth of Scotland would instantly start for the prize, and

would speedily achieve their full share in the liberality of the

State. Our universities would then breathe a more vital air. Our
science would put forth new energies, and our literature might

rise to the high level at which it stands in our sister land. But

it is to the nation that the greatest advantages would accrue. With
gigantic manufacturing establishments, depending for their per-

fection and success on mechanics and chemistry,—with a royal

and commercial marine almost covering the ocean,—with steam

ships on every sea,—with a system of agriculture leaning upon

science as its mainstay,—with a net-work of railways demanding
for their improvement, and for the safety of the traveler, and for

the remuneration of their public-spirited projectors, the highest

efforts of mechanical skill,—the time has now arrived for sum-

moning to the service of the State all the theoretical and practi-

cal wisdom of the country,—for rousing what is dormant, com-

bining what is insulated, and uniting in one great institution the

living talent which is in active but undirected and unsupported

exercise around us.
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In thus pleading for the most important of the objects of the
British Association, I feel that I am not pleading for a cause that
is hopeless. The change has not only commenced but has made
considerable progress. Our scientific institutions have already to
a certain extent become national ones. Apartments belonging to
the nation have been liberally granted to them. Royal medals
have been founded, and large sums from the public purse devoted
to the objects which they contemplate. The Museum of Eco-
nomic Geology, indeed, is, itself a complete section of a Royal
Institute, giving a scientific position to six eminent philosophers,
all of whom are distinguished members of this Association. And
m every branch of science and literature the liberality of the
Crown has been extended to numerous individuals whose names
would have been enrolled among the members of a National In-
stitution. The cause, therefore, is far advanced ; and every act
ot liberality to eminent men, and every grant of money for sci-
entific and literary purposes, is a distinct step towards its triumph,
uur private institutions have in reality assumed the transition
phase

;
and it requires only an electric spark from a sagacious and

patriotic statesman to combine in one noble phalanx the scattered
elements of our intellectual greatness, and guide to lofty aehiev-
ments and glorious triumphs the talents and genius of the nation.
But when such an institution has been completed, the duties of
the State to science are not exhausted. It has appreciated knowl-
edge but in its abstract and utilitarian phase. It would be of
little avail to the peace and happiness of society if the great
truths of the material world were confined to the educated and
the wise. The organization of science thus limited would cease
to be a blessing. Knowledge secular and knowledge divine
the double current of the intellectual life-blood of man—must
not merely descend through the great arteries of the social frame.
It must be taken up by the minutest capillaries before it can
nourish and purify society. Knowledge is at once the maona
a'id the medicine of our moral being. When crime is the bane,

knowledge is the antidote. Society may escape from the pesti-

lence aud may survive the famine ; but the demon of Ignorance,

with its grim adjutants of vice and riot, will pursue her into her

niost peaceful haunts, destroying our institutions, and converting

into a wilderness the paradise of social and domestic life. The
State has, therefore, a great duty to perform. As it punishes
c"me, it is bound to prevent it. As it subjects us to laws, it must
teach us to read them ; and while it thus teaches, it must teach

also the ennobling truths which display the power and the wis-

dom of the great Lawgiver,—thus diffusing knowledge while it

J s extending education,—and thus making men contented and
haPPy and humble while it makes them quiet and obedient sub-

jects. It is a great problem yet to be solved, to determine what
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will be the state of society* when man's physical powers are highly

exalted, and his physical condition highly ameliorated, with-

out any corresponding change in his moral habits arid position.

There is much reason to fear that every great advance in material

civilization requires some moral and compensatory antagonism;

but however this may be, the very indeterminate character of the

problem is a warning to the rulers of nations to prepare for the

contingency by a system of national instruction which shall

either reconcile or disregard those -hostile influences under which
the people are now perishing for lack of knowledge.

f

Art. XXV.

—

On the proper Height of Lightning Rods; by

Elias Looms, Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philoso-

phy in New York University.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science at New
Haven, August, 1850.

The rule prescribed by the French Academy of Science (and

copied into almost all works on electricity,) for determining the

proper height of a lightning rod is that a rod will protect a circle

whose radius is equal to twice the height of the rod. A case re-

cently occurred in Tallmadge, Summit County, Ohio, which

appears to demonstrate that this rule is unsafe.

On the afternoon of July 27th, about six o'clock, there was a

slight shower of rain accompanied by a few flashes of lightning.

One flash was remarkably vivid, and was succeeded almost instant-

ly by a loud report. In an instant afterwards, a large pile of shav-

ings lying on the west side of a carriage shop was found in full

blaze. The shavings had recently been carried out of the shop

and were quite dry; and as no fire had been used in that vicinity

for several weeks, and no other mode is known in which the

shavings could have been ignited, it is inferred to have been

caused by the electric discharge. The carriage shop was fur-

nished with a lightning rod, and it was a matter of surprise that

the fluid should have struck the ground so near to the rod. The
top of the rod was fifty-nine feet high above the shavings; and

the shavings were one hundred feet distant from a point vertically

under the top of the rod. According to the rule above quoted,

this rod should have afforded complete protection to a distance of

one hundred and eighteen feet from its base ; whereas the shav-

ings were struck at a distance of one hundred feet, and that too

where, being elevated only a few inches above the general level of

the ground, they might be presumed to afford no peculiar attrac-

tion for the lightning.

This rod appears to have been constructed in accordance with

the usual rules. It is terminated by three points which are gilded
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appear condition. About ten feet

from the top is a break in the rod and the two portions are
looped together. From this point the rod is continuous to the
bottom and enters the ground to the depth of about three feet

where the earth at the time referred to was quite moist. The rod
is about five-eighths of an inch in diameter.

The preceding case-demonstrates to my mind that it is unsafe
to rely upon a rod to protect a circle whose radius is more than
once and a half the height of the. rod, -'-at least upon the west
side, being that from which thunder showers generally come in

this latitude.

Art. XXVI.—On the Electrical Phenomena of Certain Houses ;

by Eltas Looms, Prof, of Mathematics and Natural Philoso-

phy in New York University.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science at New
Haven, August, 1850.

Within the past few years, several houses in the city of New
York have exhibited electrical phenomena in a very remarkable

degree. For months in succession they have emitted sparks of

considerable intensity, accompanied by a loud snap. A stranger

on entering one of these electrical houses, in attempting to shake

hands with the inmates, receives a shock which is quite notice-

able and somewhat unpleasant. Ladies in attempting to kiss each

other are saluted by a spark. A spark is perceived whenever the

hand is brought near to the knob of a door—the gilded frame of

a mirror—the gas pipes—or any metallic body—especially when
this body communicates freely with the earth. In one house

which I have had an opportunity to examine, a child in taking

hold of the knob of a door received so severe a shock that it ran

off in great fright. The lady of the house in approaching the

speaking tube to give orders to the servants, received a very un-

pleasant shock in the mouth, and was very much annoyed by the

electricity until she learned first to touch the tube with her finger.

Iti passing from one parlor to the other, if she chanced to step

Upon the brass plate which served as a slide for the folding doors,

she received an unpleasant shock in the foot. When she touched

her finger to the chandelier (the room was lighted with gas by a

chandelier suspended from the ceiling) there appeared a brilliant

spark and a snap as in the discharge of a Leyden Jar of good size.

In many houses the phenomena have been so remarkable as to

occasion general surprise and almost alarm.

After a careful examination of several cases of this kind. I have

come to the conclusion that the electricity is excited by the fric-

tion of the shoes of the inmates upon the carpets of the house.
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I have proved by direct experiment that electricity is excited by
the friction of leather upon woolen cloth. For this purpose I

stood upon an insulating stool, and spreading a small piece of car-

peting upon a table before me, rubbed a piece of leather vigor-

ously upon it, and then bringing the leather near the cap of a
gold leaf electrometer, the leaves were repelled with great vio-

lence. The electricity of the leather wa^ of the resinous kind.

Electricity therefore must necessarily be excited whenever a

person walks with a shuffling motion across a carpet ; but it

maybe thought remarkable that* the electricity should be intense

enough to give a bright spark. In order to produce this effect

there must be a combination of some favorable circumstances.

1, The carpet, or at least its upper surface, must be entirely of

wool, and of a close texture, in order to furnish an abundance of
7

electricity. So far as I have had opportunity to judge. I infer

that heavy velvet carpets answer this purpose best. Two thick-

nesses of Ingrain carpeting answer very well. A drugget spread

upon an Ingrain carpet yields a good supply of the fluid. The
effect of the increased thickness is obviously to improve the insu-

lation of the carpet.

2. The carpet must be quite dry, and also the floor of the

room, so that the fluid may not be conveyed away as soon as it

is excited. This will not generally be the case except in winter,

and in rooms which are habitually kept quite warm. The most

remarkable cases which I have heard of in New York have been

of close, well-built houses, kept very warm by furnaces, and the

electricity was most abundant in very cold weather. In warm
weather, only feeble signs of electricity are obtained.

3. The rubber, that is the shoe, must also be dry, like the carpet,

and it must be rubbed upon the carpet somewhat vigorously.

By skipping once or twice across a room with a shuffling motion of

the feet, a person becomes highly charged, and then upon bringing

the knuckle near to any metallic body, particularly if it have good

communication with the earth, a bright spark passes. In almost

any room which is furnished with a woolen carpet, and is kept

tolerably warm, a spark may thus be obtained in winter—but in

some rooms, the insulation is so good and the carpets are so elec-

trical, that it is impossible to walk across the Roor
}
without excit-

ing sufficient electricity to give a spark.

It may be said that in this case there can be but very little

friction between the shoe and carpet. But it must be remembered
that the rubber is applied to the carpet with considerable force,

being aided by the whole weight of the body, so that a slight

shuffling of the feet acts with great energy.

In the London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine for Feb-

ruary, 1839, is given an account of a leather strap connecting the

drum of a Worsted Mill, which gave sparks two inches in length,
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and charged a battery in a short time. The strap was twenty-
four feet long, six inches broad, and one eighth of an inch thick.
It crossed in the middle between the two drums, the strap form-
ing a figure eight. Here then was considerable friction, since
the strap made one hundred revolutions in a minute.

In the American Journal of Science for July, 1840, is mention-
ed an instance of a lecher band in a cotton factory, which ex-
hibited strong electrical excitement.
These examples show that leather Mien subjected to consid-

able friction yieMs an abundant supply of, electricity.

In the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society for
December, 1840, are mentioned several cases of individuals who
drew sparks of electricity from a coal stove, and from a common
grate. I consider it probable that in those cases the experimen-
ter was the electrified body, and not the stove or grate. How is

it possible for a grate containing burning coals, to be insulated, so
as to retain a charge of electricity? On the other hand, it is pre-

sumed that the experimenter was insulated by standing upon a
carpet made quite dry by a winter fire.

-XXVII.

—

On a new method of decomposing Silicates in the

process of Analysis ; by Henry Wurtz, of New York.

Head before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at New
Haven, August, 1850.

Having had occasion in the course of some researches upon
the greensand of New Jersey, which will be presented to the

Association hereafter, to observe the facility with which that sub-

stance is decomposed by fusion with chlorid of calcium, it oc-

curred to me that this property of the earthy chlorids might be

applicable in the analysis of minerals.

Some experiments were accordingly made with reference to

this supposition. Feldspar and hornblende were fused with chlo-

rid of calcium, and it was found that the masses thus formed

could be entirely decomposed by hydrochloric acid. The use of

chlorid of calcium is however obviously attended with several

inconveniences, such as its deliquescent properties, and the un-

avoidable introduction of a large quantity of ammoniacal salts

into the solution, in the separation of the lime from it.

Chlorid of barium was therefore substituted, and the results of

experiments upon this reagent were completely successful.

The chlorid of barium of commerce often contains lead, re-

sulting probably from the leaden vessels in which it is crystal-

led. It is necessary in this case, to pass sulphuretted hydrogen

through its solution. This solution is then filtered, recrystallized,

and the washed rrvstals dried on the sandbath and ignited to drive
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off the water of crystallization. The pure chlorid of barium
thus obtained is pulverized and is then ready to be used for

the purpose here proposed.

Chlorid of barium may be fused in a platinum crucible by a

blast lamp, or by an alcohol blowpipe lamp. A mixture of chlo-

rid of barium and chlorid of strontium in atomic proportions

fuses however far more easily than eitfrer of its ingredients.

Such a mix! lire is fused by the heat o
f
f an ordinary Berzelius

lamp, and more easily, I think, than. carbonate of soda. This is

analogous to the well linpwr. fact that a mixture of carbonate of

soda with carbonate of potassa foses more easily than either of

the alkaline carbonates by itself. I have found moreover that

although sulphate of strontia when precipitated by itself, appears

in a form somewhat gelatinous, tedious to wash and difficult to
j

filter, yet when precipitated in the presence of sulphate of ba-

ryta, it takes on the finely granular form of the latter, and the

combined sulphates are as easily washed as the sulphate of baryta

when precipitated alone.
j

The atomic proportions of a mixture of chlorid of barium and

chlorid of strontium, suitable for the fusion of silicates, are about

four parts of the former to three of the latter.

The best mode of proceeding was found to be as follows

:

The mineral in fine powder is intimately mixed with four or

five times its weight of chlorid of barium, or of the mixture of

chlorid of barium and chlorid of strontium, in a platinum cruci-

ble, which is then covered, and exposed to a heat sufficient to

fuse the mass for twenty or thirty minutes. When cool, the mass
is loosened by bending the crucible, and allowed to fall into a

beaker glass. Water is then poured on it in sufficient quantity

to dissolve the excess of chlorid of barium, or chlorid of strontium,

and the undissolved portion allowed to subside to the bottom of

the beaker. The clear solution is then poured off into a porce-

lain dish, and concentrated hydrochloric acid is poured upon the

residue in the beaker. The precaution of removing most of the

earthy chlorids by means of water before adding the acid, is ne-

cessary on account of the difficulty of decomposing the mass by
the direct allusion of strong hydrochloric acid, owing to the in-

solubility of the chlorids of barium and strontium in this acid.

After the application of heat to the beaker until the residue

contained in it is decomposed by the acid, its contents are also

transferred to the porcelain dish, and the whole contents of the

latter evaporated to dryness in the usual manner, for the separa-

tion of the silica. The filtrate from the silica is precipitated

while hot with a slight excess of sulphuric acid, kept hot for half

an hour, and then filtered. The filtrate from the sulphate of

baryta, must contain all the constituents of the mineral except

the silica, and these may be determined by the ordinary methods.
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When the mineral thus treated contains sulphuric acid, it will

evidently remain with the silica in the form of sulphate of ba-
ryta. A difficulty would also seem to occur when the mineral
contains much lime, on account of the insolubility of its sulphate.

This last difficulty is however obviated, in same degree, by the
very considerable solubility of sulphate of lime in hydrochloric
acid, a fact which must havfe been noticed by many chemists.

The first qualitative experiment was made with a specimen of
colorless transparent orthdclase from New York island. This
feldspar was fused with chlorid of barium, according to the above
process, and the silica thus obtained was found, upon fusion with
carbonate of soda, to be perfectly pure.

The next experiment was made upon a black crystallized

hornblende, from Franconia, New Hampshire. The silica ob-

tained from this was found to contain .considerable more than a

trace of iron. I do not therefore venture to recommend this pro-

ces at present for minerals which contain a very large quantity of

oxyd of iron. Many more experiments which time has not per-

mitted me to make, will soon be made to settle this question,

which I do not consider yet determined.

To test the chlorid of barium process quantitatively, the min-

eral called pink scapolite, of Bolton, Mass., long ago analyzed by
Dr. Jackson, was selected. My results agree entirely with his,

except as regards the presence of lithia and oxyd of cerium,

which careful qualitative examination did not enable me to

detect.

This mineral was found, contrary to recorded statements, to

be not completely decomposed by concentrated acids, even when
finely elutriated. A determination of the silica, made by de-

composition with hydrochloric acid, gave the per-centage 5025;
another, made by fusion with carbonate of soda, gave 4755.

Two determinations of the specific gravity, made upon the

identical portion of mineral which was analyzed, dried at 212° in

coarse powder, gave the numbers 2-7002 and 27046.

The results of a fusion with chlorid of barium were as follows

:

Silica, . 4767 24-78 24-/

3

Alumina, . . . 25 75 12035
£ %%*t\

Peroxyd of iron, . . 2-26 "68

Lime, .
17-31 4-82

\ 7 .Q8
Soda, .... 7-76 226
Protoxyd of manganese, trace.

l00-77

Agreeing nearly with the received formula of scapolite

(Ca £a)» &*+2» Si,

which requires for the oxygen of the protoxyds, peroxyds and
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i

silica, the ratio 1:2:4, while the above analysis gives the ratio

1-14:206:4..
This method appears to possess advantages for decomposing

silicates which contain both the alkalies, over the ordinary meth-

ods of fusion with the hydrate or with the carbonate of baryta.

Hydrate of baryta generally acts lipon the crucible, causing the

mass to adhere to it • and upon the affusion of hydrochloric acid,

any potash which the mineral may contain, consequently enters

into combination as bichloridof. platiiftim and potassium, and re-

mains with the silica. "The carbonate of baryta process requires

an intense heat, and is difficult of execution.

The chlorid of barium process proposed in this paper is prob-

ably not more laborious than an ordinary carbonate of soda fu-

sion, and is applicable in c'ases in which the silicate contains both

potash and soda.

Art. XXVIII.—On the availability of the Greensand of New
Jersey as a source of Potash and its Compounds ; by Henby
Wurtz, of New York City.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at New
Haven, August, 1850.

m

The vast importance of potash and its compounds in the arts,

long ago impressed upon chemists the necessity of finding some
source of these compounds other than the ashes of the forests.

Accordingly, a great multitude of experiments have been made
upon feldspar, by various chemists, in the hope of attaining this

important end, but owing to the peculiar chemical and physical

properties of feldspar, the success of these researches has been

doubtful.

It is true that the feeble affinities exerted by mineral waters

impregnated with carbonic acid, and even those of pure water

itself, acting through hundreds of years, have been found suffi-

cient to break down the constitution of this hard silicate, thus

giving rise to vast beds of kaolin, but when it is attempted to

effect the same thing within any reasonable time, by artificial

means, it is found necessary to bring into play temperatures and

forces too enormous in amount to be economical in practice.

I have not been able to ascertain that any one has yet proposed

to use, as a means of obtaining the end under consideration, the

vast deposits of the potash mineral called Greensand, which

exist in the United States, and it is the object of the present pa-

per to show that this substance is far superior to feldspar in its

adaptation to this purpose.
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The existence and common attributes of the greensand are
generally known, but a few words on this subject will not be
amiss. It exists in greater or less quantity in several States, but
has its greatest development, I believe, in the State of New Jer-
sey, where it forms a stratum of variable thickness, covering a
great portion of the counties of Monmouth, Burlington, Glouces-
ter and Salem. Wherever.. it occurs, it is spread upon the land
in large quantities as a fertilizer, and is a source of wealth to the
farmers, to whom it is known by the narpe of Marl Its proper-
ties as a fertilizer ,-are undoubtedly owing to the ease with which
the potash which it contains is abstracted from it by atmospheric
agencies, as is suggested by Prof. Henry 1). Rogers, in his Report
upon the Geology of New Jersey, in which he has devoted about
a hundred pages to the greensand, and has given many analyses
which indicate the presence of from 10 to 13 per cent, of potash.
No analyst has, to my knowledge, found potash in the English
greensand, the fertilizing properties of which appear to be due to

the presence of phosphates.

The external appearances of the New Jersey marl are very
various. Some varieties are almost entirely composed of grains

of greensand, others contain variable proportions of a red or

brown earth and of quartz. A few contain more or less carbon-
ate of lime in such a form that it is not acted upon by dilute

acids in the cold, although upon the application of heat a violent

effervescence appears. Many contain iron pyrites and some a
trace of sulphate of iron. No variety which I have examined
has yielded any phosphoric acid.

The greensand grains themselves contain, besides potash, silica,

alumina, one or the other or both of the oxyds of iron, and water,

with sometimes a little magnesia.
The invariable development of a smell of formic acid by the

action of strong sulphuric acid upon them, seems to indicate the

presence of a little organic matter. Analyses of two varieties of

the marl from the estate of the late Alfred Bishop of Bridgeport,

at Shrewsbury, Monmouth County, yielded the following results;

Silica, 49-24 47*83

Alumina and oxyd of iron, principally peroxyd, 3289 34-98

Potash, . . . ... - 638 4-94

Magnesia,

Hydroscopic water,
Combined water,

2-60

481
569

11-50

10061 9925

It may be remarked here that Prof. Rogers's results were ob-

tained upon the greensand grains separated as much as possible

from intermixed earth and sand, while the above were made upon
the impure marl itself.
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For more detailed information I must refer to the elaborate re-

port of Prof. Rogers before mentioned. I will only state further

that the greensand grains are easily pulverized, having only about

the hardness of gypsum, and that they are decomposed by dilute

acids, and we then come to the immediate subject of this paper.

Considering that the greensand contains the constituents of

alum, with the exception pf the sulphu 4c acid, it seemed proba-

ble that by the action of sulphuric acid upon it, a solution would
be formed containing more, or -less 'alum. Many experiments

were made and much time was spent upon this point without

much success. It seemed as if the protoxyd of iron was dis-

solved by the acid much more readily than any other constituent

of the marl, and also that the organic matter interfered in some
way. The solutions obtained had generally a dark brown color

and a smell resembling that of formic acid. They contained

much sulphate of protoxyd of iron, and gave a few impure crys-

tals of alum. A portion of the greensand was next gently igni-

ted, which served the purpose of destroying the organic matteiy

if any was present, and also of peroxydizing the iron, thus ren-

dering it less soluble in acids. The pulverized and ignited marl

presented the appearance of a brownish red powder. It was
easily decomposed by dilute sulphuric acid, yielding a solution,

the contents of which, upon analysis, proved to be principally

common alum, together with small quantities of iron-alum and

of the persulphates of alumina and iron. The first crystals of

alum obtained from a considerable mass of the solution were al-

most perfectly pure, and upon the addition of a small quantity of

chlorid of potassium to the solution, it was found, as might have

been predicted, that all the iron was converted into the uncrys-

tallizable perchlorid, the sulphate of potash thus formed by

double decomposition combining with the free sulphate of alu-

mina to form common alum ; and even in the last crops of crys-

tals now obtained little or no iron could be detected. The man-

ufacture of alum, therefore, by the action of sulphuric acid upon

previously ignited greensand marl, promises to be successful be-

yond all anticipation. It is obvious that it will be necessary to

select varieties of the marl as free as possible from lime and mag-

nesia, which would cause a waste of acid.

My researches were next directed towards the production of

chlorid of potassium. Attempts to form this substance by the

direct action of hydrochloric acid upon the ignited marl were

unsuccessful. A very large quantity of perchlorid of iron was

formed, which would give rise to too great a loss of acid.

It was next found that by fusing together greensand and chlo-

rid of sodium at a red heat, a hard mass was formed, which yield-

ed with water a solution containing potash; but owing to the

difficulty of separating chlorid of potassium from chlorid of sodi-
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I

ura when the latter is present in greater quantity than the former,
this observation was considered of little value.

A widely different conclusion was arrived at, when chlorid of
calcium was substituted for chlorid of sodium. The pulverized
and ignited marl was mixed v/ith a sufficient quantity of chlorid
of calcium to form upon the fu6ionK>f the latter, a pasty mass.
The decomposition of the greensand takes place in this case at a
low temperature, and is so complete that I have founded upon
this circumstance a method of decomposing minerals in the pro-
cess of analysis, which I have had the honor of presenting to the
Association before.

It is evident that the combined water of the greensand must
be expelled by ignition previous to fusing it with chlorid of cal-

cium, otherwise a quantity of the fused chlorid of calcium will

inevitably be decomposed by the steam evolved. The fusion

may also be performed in close vessels to avoid the decomposition
which chlorid of calcium undergoes when fused in contact with
the air. The mass, after fusion, falls to pieces in water, yielding

to this solvent, in most cases, all the potash which was contained
in the greensand employed in the form of chlorid of potassium.

The separation of this from the excess of chlorid of calcium is an
easy problem, owing to the difference between their solubilities.

This application of the chlorid of calcium will open a market
for the large quantities of this substance which are thrown away
in some manufactories of soda-ash.

All attempts to procure sulphate of potash by the fusion of

various sulphates with the greensand were unsuccessful. In

fact, the greensand itself, at a temperature below the fusing points

of the sulphates of lime and magnesia, fuses to a black glass

which is no longer decomposable by acids.

A great number of other experiments were made upon the

greensand, but no results were arrived at, which promise to be of

any practical value except the above.

A very great number of experiments were also made, having

for their object to obtain sulphate of potash by fusing together

chlorid of potassium with alum and with various sulphates, such

as those of iron, magnesia and zinc, which gave results of great

practical value, but as these researches had but a fortuitous con-

nection with those upon the greensand, I shall not introduce an

account of them here.

I will merely remark that if sulphate of potash can be obtained

by fusing together alum and chlorid of potassium, both of these

being obtained economically from the greensand by the above

processes, it is evident that this sulphate of potash may be treated

in the same manner for the production of potash as sulphate of

soda is in the manufacture of soda-ash, and it seems to me that

the desideratum of another source of potash is thus supplied.
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Art. XXIX.

—

On the Diurnal and Animal Variations in the

Declination of the Magnetic Needle, and in the Horizontal

and Vertical Magnetic Intensities ; by Prof. W. A. Norton.

In ray paper on the Diurnal Variations of the Magnetic ele-

ments, published in a former No. of this Journal* I showed that

the variations of the horizontal magnetic intensity which lie

between the hours of 10 p. h. and 10 a. m. of the, following day

proceed pari passu, and are undoubtedly in some way physically

connected with the variation^ that take pl?ice during the same

interval of time in the quantity of moisture immediately at the

earth's surface:—or at all events that the deviations from the

general law of proportionality to temperature that occur during

this interval are effects, direct or indirect, of the deposition of

dew during the night, and evaporation of moisture during the

morning hours. I accounted for the connection subsisting be-

tween such dissimilar phenomena by assuming that particles ot

water in contact with the earth's surface, (and possibly in the

vaporous state.) had a direct magnetic action upon the needle, in

accordance with the general theory that 1 had advanced. This

is the simplest assumption that can be made in the case, but it

is to be observed that the connection in question may possibly be

attributable to some indirect eifect of deposition and evaporation;

as, for example, the disturbance of the electric equilibrium, which,

as is well known, is attendant upon these phenomena, or the

varying conduction of electrical currents, or some other cause.

For the present, however, it is most' philosophical to abide by

that view which gives us the highest generalization—which rep-

resents, at the same time, the normal state of the earth's mag-

netism and its periodical variations.

It is true that we have no authority, derived from experiment

for supposing water to have a magnetic action, as the term mag-

nectic is generally understood. It has only been established, by

direct experiment, that water detached from the general mass of

the earth, has what is called a diamaguetic action. But our first

aim in such inquiries should be to obtain the highest generaliza-

tion possible, from the discussion of the phenomena merely-

The reconciliation of this generalization with the results of ex-

periment is to be reserved for subsequent inquiry. Observation

and experiment are here two independent paths converging to

the same great truth. I would also remark, with regard to the

meteorological discussion, incidentally entered into in the paper

above referred to, concerning the thermal effect of dew, that this

effect may perhaps have been overrated, and that the law of the

* See this Journal, ii ser., vol. viii, p. 35.
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nocturnal diminution of temperature may be partially attributable
to the unequal cooling action of ascending currents of air, con-
tinuing during a portion of the night. Although the fact that
this law obtains in the calmest nights, and the assertion so often
repeated by meteorologists that in clear calm nights the tempera-
ture of the soil falls many degrees below that of the air a few feet

above it, would seem to render such a supposition inadmissible.
But, whatever view may be taken of the relative part performed
by the dew in determining the law of the nocturnal loss of tem-
perature, it is to be observed that it suffices for the explanation
of the connection ^subsisting between this law and that of the

nocturnal variations of the horizontal magnetic intensity; singe

it must be admitted that the tendency of the thermal influence of
dew is to produce an inequality of loss of temperature of the

same kind with that which actually obtains. However, if the

inequality in the nocturnal decrease of temperature be not entirely

attributable to the deposition of dew, it must then be admitted
that the cause which cooperates meteorologically with the dew,
may possibly also cooperate magnetically with it in determining
the law of the nocturnal variations of the horizontal force.

Having made these explanations and qualifying statements with
reference to my former memoir, I propose now to show, from
another point of view, the high probability of the truth of the

explanation which I have there given of the diurnal variations of

the horizontal force; and subsequently to discuss the annual vari-

ations of the magnetic elements.
A short time previous to the date of the publication of that

memoir, I was led, to make a comparison between the curves

showing the diurnal variations of the horizontal force, (as given
in the Report of the Meteorological and Magnet ical Observations,

made at the Girard College Observatory, 1840 to 1845,) with the

curves showing. the diurnal variations of the height of the barom-
eter; and noticed that the following remarkable relations subsist-

ed between them. They each have txco maxima and two min-
ima, and the maxima of the one set of curves occur at very nearly

the same hours as the minima of the other. The same relations

may be observed in the following tabular statement.

Hours of Daily Maxima and Minima of Horizontal Force

and Barometer, at Philadelphia, for the year 1844.

j

Horizon ml Force. Barometer.

j

Ji to 4 P. M-

10 A. M.

5 A. If.

11 p. m. to Midnight.

9 A. K.

4 p.m.

Midnight.

4 A. M.

It will be seen that the hours of maxima and minima of the

barometer differ by not more than one hour from the hours of
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minima and maxima of the horizontal force. If we make the

comparison for other years, and also for the quarters of years, we
find a similar approximate correspondence.

If we descend to a minute comparison, we find that the inter-

vals between the precise hours of maxima and minima in some
instances amount to as much as two hours; in fact that the sec-

ondary or morning minimum of the barometer sometimes pre-

cedes the secondary maximum of horizontal force by three or

four hours. If it be imagined that the existence of so large oc-

casional differences between the times of maxima and minima
renders it improbable that there is any physical connection be-

tween the diurnal variations of the barometer and the diurnal

variations of the horizontal force, it is to be observed that the

variations both of barometer and horizontal force are compara-
tively small during the night, and also in general about the times

of maxima and minima ; and therefore that such comparatively

small differences may be expected to subsist, unless the two phe-

nomena be supposed to be identical in their origin. If the times

of the maxima of the one element were always precisely the

same as the times of the minima of the other, then it would
seem highly probable that the diurnal variations of the horizontal

force are in some way directly dependent upon the diurnal varia-

tions of the pressure of the air; as it is, the more probable con-

clusion is, that these two different phenomena are two different

effects or consequences of the same meteorological phenomenon.

When I had arrived at this point in the progress of my inves-

tigations, it at once occurred to me that, as the diurnal variations

of the horizontal force had been explained by referring them to

the daily changes in the temperature and humidity of the earth's

surface, the diurnal variations of the barometer were probably at-

tributable to daily changes in the temperature and humidity of

the air. It was seen that the same evaporation by day which

tended to diminish the horizontal force, would tend, by adding

to the quantity of vapor in the air, to augment the height of the

barometer, and that the same condensation of vapor at the earth's

surface at night, which tended to increase the horizontal force,

would, by diminishing the quantity of vapor in the air, tend to

make the barometer fall : also that if these tendencies, in conjunc-

tion with those due to variations of temperature, are the actual

producing causes of the diurnal variations of the barometer and

horizontal force, there would doubtless be an approximate corres-

pondence between the maxima of the one element and the minima

of the other. It is somewhat curious that I should have been

conducted in this indirect manner, to the explanation of the daily

variations of the barometer, which, as I have since found, has

been conclusively established, to be the true explanation of this

phenomenon, by direct observation,. This is known to meteor-
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ologists as Dove's theory of the diurnal variations of the barom-
eter. This theory, as stated by Kaemtz, is that the pressure of
the atmosphere is equal to the sum of the pressures of dry air

and aqueous vapor, and thus the barometric column is composed,
so to speak, of two part. ; one of which corresponds to the air;

the other to the aqueous vapor. Now when the temperature
rises the density of the air diminishes, but the tension of the
vapor augments, and vice versa. To bring his theory to the test

of figures, " he analyzed a set of observations made by Neuber
at Apenrade with a DanielPs hygrometer. lie calculated the
tension of the vapor for each hour of the day, and subtracted it

from the barometric column ; he thus obtained the pressure of
dry air, and found that it had but one maximum and one min-
imum, each day:"—the former, (at a mean for the year,) occur-
ring at 1 a. m., and the latter at 2 p. m. Kaemtz adduces his own •

calculations, from other observations, as evidence against the
theory of Professor Dove. But the results obtained by several

other observers tend to confirm this theory. The following re-

sult was obtained from a discussion of the meteorological observ-

ations made at the Toronto Observatory, during the years 1841
and 1842. " The diurnal pressure of the gaseous atmosphere has
one maximum which occurs about the coldest hour of the day, and
one minimum which occurs about the warmest hour of the day.
The elastic force of the vapor has also one maximum which oc-

curs at 2 p. m., and one minimum at 4 a. m. The sum of these

two pressures however exhibits two daily maxima, viz., at 10
a. m. and p. m., and two daily minima, viz., about 3 or 4 a. m. and
p

- m. Thus this knotty question respecting the diurnal oscilla-

tions of the barometer has been beautifully resolved by simply

interrogating nature." A similar conclusion may be drawn
from the hourly meteorological observations made during the

year 1842 at the following places in Russia, viz., St. Petersburg,

Barraoul, Catharinenburg, and Sitka * It is true that small irreg-

ularities are noticed, but as the same general law appears to exist

everywhere, it is to be supposed that such irregularities super-

vene upon it at particular localities by reason of certain local

Peculiarities.

That the explanation of the diurnal variations of the barome-
ter, upon Dove's theory, corresponds precisely to that which I

have given of the diurnal variations of the horizontal force will

°e readily seen. In the morning, as the temperature rises the

pressure of dry air diminishes, but the tension of the vapor which
forms over-compensates this effect, and thus the barometer rises.

This continues until about 9 a. m. After this the diminution in

the pressure of dry air prevails over the increase due to the aug-

* See this Journal for January, 1846, pp. 138, 139, 140.
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mented quantity of vapor, and the barometer falls until 3 or 4
p. m. When the temperature begins to fall the barometer also

descends by reason of the increase in the density of the air : but

in the evening, when a portion of the atmospheric vapor begins

to fall in dew, a tendency to a diminution of the barometric

pressure arises, but it is not until about midnight that this ten-

dency begins to prevail over the tendency to an increase. From
that time the barometer falls, from this cause, until towards the

hour of minimum temperature.

The explanation which I have before given of the diurnal

variations of the horizontal force is, in substance, as follows. In

the morning as the temperature rises the molecular magnetic

force increases, and therefore the horizontal force tends to in-

crease, but the diminution arising from the evaporation going on

at the earth's surface over-compensates this tendency, and hence

the horizontal force, on the whole, decreases. This continues

until about 10 a.m. After this the increase, from the rise of

temperature, prevails over the diminution produced by the con-

tinued evaporation* until about 4 p. m. From that time the hori-

zontal force decreases with the temperature until about 11 p. m.
;

when* the tendency to increase resulting from the deposition of

dew begins to prevail over the opposite tendency resulting from

the falling of the temperature. This second augmentation con-

tinues until about 5 a. m,

In view of what has now been stated it willj I think, be ad-

mitted that the diurnal variations both of the horizontal magnetic

force and of the barometer are in all probability certain effects

resulting from the joint -.operation of the same two general antag-

onistic causes—viz./ variations of temperature and variations of

humidity. The theory of the variations of the horizontal force

which I have advanced is -iij accordance with/ the fact of the ap-

parent connection subsisting between these phenomena. Other

theories may perhaps be devised, equally in accordance with this

singular fact; and indeed it must be conceded that it is strongly

suggestive of the idea that the cause of the variations of the

horizontal force, like that of the variations of the- barometric

column, must subsist in the atmosphere. In fact if it be admit-

ted that the particles of the atmosphere and of the atmospheric

vapor have a magnetic action upon the needle, like those of the

solid mass of the earth, then it is a simple consequence of the

principles of the general theory under consideration that the hori-

zontal force will vary, by reason of this action, after the manner

in which it is observed to do. For, the greater portion of the

atmosphere being posited above the needle, the tendency ot its

* It is to be observed that we are here speaking of the average state of things

the course of a year, or quarters of a year.

in
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action will be to diminish the horizontal force; and therefore
when the number of particles of humid air increases immediately
above the needle and the barometer falls, the horizontal force
will diminish. Whether the atmosphere has really any effect,

and if so, what portion of the observed changes is due to it, and
what to the action of the varying temperature and humidity of
the surface of the ground, cannot, perhaps as yet be established
with certainty. The occasional occurrence in the atmosphere of
the luminous magnetic phenomenon, called the Aurora Borealis,

—

a phenomenon which, (as I think may be clearly shown,) is also

dependent upon, the same two meteorological elements, viz.,

temperature and humidity—seems to favor the idea of atmos-
pheric magnetic action : but, if it be conceded that, as is generally
supposed, electrical currents flow along the auroral columns, we
have in these currents apparently a sufficient explanation of the

magnetic action of the aurora, and have therefore no good ground
IOr

'
SUnnnsinor thnt tho nfmnonhopo hnc o masrnet

normal state. We may, however, still conjecturally connect the
aurora with the diurnal variations of the horizontal magnetic in*

tensity by imagining that the daily changes of temperature and
humidity of the atmosphere are attended With electrical currents

Which traverse the atmosphere without producing any percepti-

ble luminosity, or perhaps any other perceptible effects, except
upon the magnetic needle.
The philosophical course for the present, however, is to abide

by the theory which furnishes the most direct representation pos-
sible of the connection subsisting between the barometric and
magnetic variations, and at the same time accords with a general
theory that, satisfies the conditions imposed by the normal state

°f the earth's majdietism.

An of the Horizontal Ma
It having been established (or at least rendered in the highest

degree probable) that the diurnal variations of the horizontal

Magnetic intensity are due to changes in the temperature and
humidity of the earth's surface (or atmosphere), we naturally seek
tor the explanation of the annual variations of the horizontal

force in annual changes of. temperature and humidity. We have
moreover seen that the diurnal variations of the horizontal force

and barometer are linked together, and due to the same two gen-
eral causes. It is therefore to be inferred that a similar connec-
tion must subsist between the annual variations of the horizontal
force and barometer, and that the two phenomena must be other

parallel effects of changes of temperature and humidity. Now
u we compare the curve showing the variations of the horizontal
force from month to month with the corresponding curve for the

barometer, we in fact find an approximate correspondence be-
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tween the maxima of the one and the minima of the other.* In

the midst of irregular variations the following general law is very

manifest in the curve of the barometric variations, viz., there is

a maximum in January (or thereabouts), a minimum in the spring,

another maximum about August, and another less decided mini-

mum in the fall. This law has also been revealed by the ob-

servations made in Europe. It is stated as follows by Kaemtz,

(Cours Complet de Meteorologie, p. 282.) " Setting out from

winter the pressure" (of the air) ".diminishes until the equinox,

then it augments in summer without attaining nevertheless to the

winter mean ; we afterwards find in autumn traces of the second

minimum, then the curve rises again until winter." The same law

is also manifest in the curve for the horizontal force, substituting

maximum for minimum and minimum for maximum. Before

noticing this connection between the annual variations of the hori-

zontal force and of the height of the barometer, I inferred from

my previous investigations that the following was probably the

true explanation of the annual variations of the horizontal force.

From the winter to the summer this force tends to increase by

reason of the increase of temperature, and to diminish by reason of

the loss of moisture from the earth's surface (or increase of vapor

in the air). For a time the first cause prevails over the second and

thus the force augments. But the formation of vapor will be pro-

portionally more and more rapid for the same rise of temperature,

and thus it happens that some time during the spring the ten-

dency to a diminution of the horizontal force comes to prevail

over the tendency, to an increase. This state of things contin-

ues until the time of maximum temperature (July or August).

After this for a certain time the temperature will fall without a

proportionate diminution in the quantky of vapor in the air
;
and

thus the horizontal force will continne to decrease for a certain

time beyond the time of maximum temperature. But we may
expect that during the autumn the rapid diminution in the quan-

tity of vapor in the air will give rise to an opposite tendency;

which will continue until the effect of the average daily loss of

vapor (being proportionally less from day to day) comes to be

overbalanced by the opposite effect of the diminution of temper-

ature. Thus there may be a second maximum in the fall, follow-

ed by a minimum in the winter. While this would be the gen-

eral course of things, there would be room for material irregular-

ities in individual years.

This explanation of the annual variations of the horizontal

magnetic intensity I find to be substantially the same, inutatis

mutandis, as that given by Professor Dove of the corresponding

variations of the height of the barometer. He has established

* See Plates in Report of Observations at Girard College Observatory.
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that the pressure of dry air has but one maximum and one min-
imum during the year,—the former in the winter and the latter

in the summer. The tension of the atmospheric vapor, on the
other hand, attains its minimum in the winter and maximum in
the summer. From the combination of these two pressures there
results two maxima and two minima of actual pressure, as pre-
viously stated. There is "a minimum in the spring because that
then the pressure of dry air diminishes rapidly, while the quan-
tity of vapor is not yet very considerable. We find traces of a
second minimum in autumn because the quantity of aqueous
vapor diminishes rapidly, while the pressure of dry air increases
slowly."

It must accordingly be admitted to be highly probable that
the annual variations of horizontal magnetic intensity are attribu-

table to the combined operation of the same two general antag-
onistic causes as the diurnal variations, viz., variations of tem-
perature and variations of humidity. It must also be admitted
that the existence of such a connection between these diurnal and
annual magnetic and meteorological phenomena is a necessary
inference from the Thermal Theory of Terrestrial Magnetism;
and that this theory furnishes a rational and consistent explana-
tion of the laws of the magnetic variations.

Annual Variations of the Vertical Magnetic Intensity.

On examining the curve showing the annual variations of the
vertical magnetic intensity at Philadelphia for the years lb41 to

1845, we find that the general law is that the intensity is greatest

about June or July, and least about December or January. To
this general law an -exception occurs in the year 1841—ihe force

decreasing, instead of increasing, from the first of the year until

July, and then increasing until November, after which there is a
decrease in accordance with the general law. Now it will be

recollected that, agreeably to the theory under consideration, the

vertical magnetic force is dependent upon the differences of tem-
perature between the station of the needle and all places situated
to the north or south of this station, within the circle of sensible

Magnetic action. We have therefore to enquire whether these

differences observe the same law of variation as the vertical mag-
netic intensity; and also whether there is any exception to the

general law, corresponding with that above mentioned, during the
year 1841. The observations which I have obtained suited to

fhis inquiry, (viz., the mean monthly temperatures at Wash*
lngton, Newtown, Port Carbon, and Silver Lake, for 1841 and a
Part of 1842, and at Trenton for 1842) furnish results which ac-
cord, for the most part, with the theory. But as these results
are confined to one or two years, no certain conclusion can be
Second Series, Vol. X, Xo. 30.—Nov., 1850. 43
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drawn from them ; I shall accordingly reserve this discussion for

a future occasion.

Annual Variations of Declination.

According to the theory under consideration the annual varia-

tions of declination are attributable to the annual variations in

the position of the isothermal line—or 'rather, to be precise, of

the line of equal molecular magnetic intensity, which must ap-

proximate more or less to the isothermal line. Now the annual

movements of the isothermal line may be ascertained by discuss-

ing the annual variations that take place in the differences be-

tween the mean monthly temperature at Philadelphia and at

some place to the east or west of Philadelphia;—that is, suppos-

that the law of the variation is the same whatever place so

situated with regard to Philadelphia be taken. The following

table shows the mean monthly differences of temperature for

1841, between Philadelphia and several places to the west of

Philadelphia.

Mean Monthly Differences of Temperatarefor 1841.

iug

Jan. F»b.

Phila. and Lancaster,

and (xettysb'g,

and Carlisle,

and Harri-b^
and W.Chest i\

14

u

«

u
^_

» •

D
38

5-23

• • 49

Mar. April. May.

o
159
3 44

232
4-3

006
205
35
070
22

023
0-09

1-9

• •

1-8

June.

0°38

T89
-1-5

-2-8

JulyJA'g.j Scpi.

• •

o
091
213

• .

-11 • •

0°93

1-89-

-21

It will he observed that the mean monthly differences of tem-

perature for all these places are greater at the beginning and end

of the year than toward the middle of the year. The minus
sign indicates that the temperature at Philadelphia is less than at

the other place. .
"

It appears from these results that during the year 1S41, the

th

front b£

equal to it, or greater, toward the middle of the year, and less

again at the close of the year. The isothermal line through

Philadelphia must therefore, on the west side of Philadelphia,

have moved towards the north during the first part of the year,

and towards the south during the latter part of the year. The
tendency of these movements would be to make the declination

least toward the middle of the year and greatest at the beginning

and end of the year. Now, as a matter of fact, on examining

the curve given in the Report of the Observations at the Girard

College Ohservatory, showing the annual variations of declina-

tion at Philadelphia, we find that in 18 U the declination was

greatest in January and February, and again in November and

December, and least in April and May. On inspecting the table
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given above, it will also be seen that an irregularity occurs in the
month of October. In the curve of the declination there is a
corresponding irregularity; the declination was less in October
than in September, and much greater in November than in
October.

The curve of annual variations of declination above referred to,

shows that the same general law obtained during the entire pe-

ions comprised between June, 1S40, and the

The following table shows that the varia-

tions of the difference of temperature between Philadelphia and
Lancaster followed the same law during this period.

Mean Monthly Differences of Temperature between Philadelphia

and Lancaster, Pa.

beginning of 1844.

1840

1841

1842
1843

I Jan. I Feb.

o
l'l

March.! April. I May.

o
150

-05
006

-2*3

-0-3
j -

023
0-8

-1*6

Jun« .

o
-14
038
12

-04

July.

o
-19

Aug. I Sept.

o.
-23

0-9 1!

1-7 Uo*9
-1-3 10

• • • 0-93

-0-7

-0-6

Oct.

o
-0'8

1-5

11
0-4

Nov. 1 Dec.

-0*7 -0-3

4-16 471
1-9 i-§

00 -0-2

The temperatures at Philadelphia used in the calculations are

those given in the Report of the Girard College observations, ex-
cept in the case of the year 1841, for which the temperatures

published in the Journal of the Franklin Institute were used.

The temperatures for Lancaster were obtained from the Journal
of the Franklin Institute and from the original manuscripts of
Dr.. W. M. Atlee^s Reports to the Franklin Institute which he had
the kindness to place in my hands. The observations for Get-

tysburg, Carlisle, Harrisburg, and W. Chester were also obtained

from the published re potts to the Franklin Institute, under the

general system of meteorological observation established by this

Institute. The daily observations were made at 7 a. m.. 2 p. m.,

and 9 p. m.

It is wfce observed that the comparatively large plus differen-

ces of temperature 'that occur in the year 1841, as given in the

above table, are to be attributed to the fact that the temperatures
at Philadelphia as reported to the Franklin Institute are higher

than as given in the Girard College observations. Making use of

the latter we obtain for the

nm
>f

4

m

for 1841 •

1

Au"
1

Jan.

o
10

Feb.

o
-1-8

March. April. May.

o
-31

June.

o
-41

July.

o
-26 -3°0

o
-2 9

o
-1*3

9 pt. I Oft.

o
05 -1 3

.Nov.

o
-01

Dec.

0-6

The results which we have obtained leave little room to doubt
that the principal annual movements of the needle are connected
"with certain corresponding movements of the isothermal line

;
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and that the connection is such as our theory calls for. The
question of this connection cannot however be definitively settled

until we have obtained a longer series of observations, and at a

greater number of places.

General Results.
i

-

It may be well to recapitulate here the more important results

arrived at in this and the previous memoir.
1. The diurnal and annual variations of the horizontal mag-

netic intensity are due to the joint operation of two general an-

tagonistic causes, viz., variations of temperature and variations of

humidity.

2. The diurnal and annual variations of the height of the

barometer (or pressure of the air) are attributable to the same
general causos ;—with this probable ditferenee, that in one case

the etfects result
v
directly from changes in the temperature and

humidity of the air, and in the other from changes in the tem-

perature and humidity of the earth's surface.

3» The variations of horizontal magnetic intensity and of bar-

ometric height follow the same law; with the single exception,

that the maxima of the one element occur at the same hours as

the minima of the other.

A. The observed variations of the horizontal magnetic inten-

sity are legitimate qonsequences of the thermal theory of terres-

trial magnetism
;
granting that moisture has a magnetic action.

5. The deviations, in the variations of the horizontal force,

from the general law of proportionality to temperature, are modi-

fications produced by the deposition of vapor from the atmos-

here and the evaporation of the 'same from the earth's surface,

n the case of the diurnal variations these effects (taking the mean
of three months' variations) are confined chiefly to the interval

between sundown and the hour of 10 a.m. on the following day.^

6. Taking the mean for three months, the amount of the de-

crease of the horizontal force during the morhing hours depends

chiefly upon the quantity of rain that falls.* The explanation

of this dependence is that the diminution of this force in the

morning is owing to the evaporation which then occurs, and the

average amount of this evaporation must be mainly dependent

upon the average quantity of rain \hat falls.

7. The deposition of dew at night which has the effect to

check, and even overcome the diminution of the horizontal force

due to the fall of the temperature, exerts also an important influ-

ence in moderating the nocturnal decrease of temperature, which

does not appear hitherto to have been recognized.

f

* See this Journal, 2nd ser., vol. viii, Number for Nov., 1849, p. 353.

\ See this Journal, 2nd ser., yol. viii, Number for Sept., 1849, p. 226.
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8. The diurnal variations of the vertical magnetic intensity
are, for the most part, in accordance with the idea that they arise
from variations in the difference between the temperature at the
station of the needle and the temperature at a place to the north
or south of it.

The annual variations of vertical force and difference of tem-
perature also, appear to proceed pari passu with each other; but
the observations hitherto discussed are too limited to settle defini-
tively the question of natural dependence.

9. There is an undoubted connection between the diurnal
variations of the declination and those of the horizontal force.

This connection may be described as follows : when the curve
showing the diurnal variations of the horizontal force is concave
upward, the declination (westerly) is increasing : and when the
curve is convex upward, the declination is decreasing. As a
consequence the maxima and minima of declination must be
cotemporaneous with the points of inflexion of the curve of
horizontal force*

10. This connection accords with our theory, agreeably to

which the declination varies with the shifting position of the line

oi equal molecular magnetic intensity;—which line must be very
nearly coincident with the line of equal horizontal magnetic
force. The line in question diifers from the true isothermal line

by reason of the modifications of the horizontal force induced
by changes of humidity.

11. The annual variations of declination appear to be mainly
dependent upon an annual oscillatory movement of the isother-

mal line. ^This result accords with the theory if we grant that,

taking the monthly means, the isothermal- line will differ but
little from the line of equal molecular magnetic intensity. We
know that these lines must approximate more or less to each
other. The degree of approximation can only be directly ascer-

tained by a detailed and extended discussion.
.

*
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Read before the American A ociatioo for the leeraeut of Science at New
Haven, August, 1850.

The very remarkable fact tbnt a Polyp and a Medusa may be
in some instances different states of one and the same species,

has been well established of late by the researches of Sars,

Dalyell, Steenstrup, and others; and recent important observa-

* See this Journal, 2nd ser., viii, 360, 361.
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tions have been made on the subject by Professor Agassiz. The
alternations are as follows:

1. The Medusa produces eggs;

2. The eggs, after passing through an infusorial state, fix

themselves and become polyps, like Corynae, Tubularice, or Cam-
panulariae

;

3. The polyps produce a kind of bud that finally drops off

and becomes a Medusa. •

m

Thus the egg of a Medusa, in such casesj does not produce

a Medusa, except after going through the intermediate state of a

polyp.

Or if we commence with the polyp, the series is thus:

1. The polyp produces bulbs that become Medusae

;

2. The Medusae produce eggs;

3. The eggs produce polyps.

This is what is called by Steenstrup u Alternation of Genera-

tions ;" and he considers the earlier generation as preparing the

way for the latter. It certainly seems to be a most mysterious

process :—?a parent producing eggs which aiford a progeny of

wholly different form, (even so different that naturalists have

arranged the progeny in another grand division of the Radiata);

and this progeny, afterwards, by a species of budding or gem- I

mation repeating the form of the original parent. f

Yet although seemingly so mysterious, is not this mode of de-

velopment common in the vegetable kingdom ? Is it not the

prevalent process in the plants of our gardens and fields, with

which we are all familiar?

It is well known to us, that in most plants, our trees and^

shrubs for example, growth from the seed brings out a bud oi

leaves; from this bud after elongation^ other Jjeaf-buds are often

developed, each consisting like the first of a number of leaves.

It is an admitted fact (as may be found in Treatises on Vegetable

Physiology) that each of these buds is a proper plant-individual,

and that those constituting a tree are as -distinct and independent

as the several polyps of a compound zoophyte ; and that the tree

therefore is as much a compound group of individuals, as the

zoophyte. In some cases the plant forms but a single leaf-bud;

in others, where there is successive gemmation for a period, the

number is gradually multipled, and more or less according to the

habit of the species. So among polyps, there is the simple and

compound Tubularia, Campanularia, and the like.

After the plant has sufficiently matured by the production and

growth of its number of leaf-buds, there is a new development

a flower-bud,—consisting of the same elements as the leaf-bud,

but wholly unlike it in general appearance—as much so, as the

Medusa is unlike the polyp. The flower-individual starts as a

bulb from the leaf-individual, or the group of leaf-individuals,

and is analogous in every respect to the bulbs from the Campanu-
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lariae and allied species ; and when it has fully matured, it pro-
duces, like the Medusa, ovules or seed—these seed to begin the
round again of successive or alternating developments.
Thus among plants the seed produce leaf-individuals; these

yield bulbs or buds becoming flower-individuals ; and these pro-
duce seeds; precisely, as the egg produces polyps, the polyps,
bulbs that develop into Medusse, and the Medusas, eggs.

When we follow out this subject minutely, we find the anal-
ogy completely sustained even in minor points of structure and
growth. The leaf-bud consists of leaves developed in a spiral

order; and in the polyp, as some species show beyond doubt, the
tentacles and corresponding parts are spiral in development. The
same spiral character is found in the flower, but the volutions are
so close as not to be distinguished readily from circles. In the
Medusas referred to, the regularly circular form is far more neatly
and perfectly developed than among the polyps—as is clearly seen
in a comparison of the polyp Coryna, with the elegant Sarsia, a
species of which is described and beautifully delineated in Pro-
fessor Agassiz's recent memoir, published by the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences at 'Boston. The relations in structure

between plants and polyps might be farther dwelt upon ; but for

other observations the writer would refer to his volume on
Zoophytes.

The only point in which the analogy seems to fail, is that the

Medusa-bud falls off before its full development, while this is not
so with plants. But it is obvious that this is unimportant in its

bearing on this subject. It is a consequence of the grand differ-

ence in the mode of nutrition in the two kingdoms of nature

;

for the plant-bud oh separation loses its only means of nutriment.

The law of alternating generations is therefore no limited

principle, strange and anomalous, applying only to a few Radiata.
It embraces under its scope, the vegetable kingdom, and it is but

another* .'instance of identity in the laws of growth in the two
great departments of life.

• *

Art. XXXI— On Electro-magnetism as a Moving Power ; by

Prof. Chas. G. Pake.

Note.—Wfe are expecting from Prof. Page a description by
himself of his new electro-motive engine: and in the mean time

g've a brief explanation of its fundamental principle, with the

following Report to the Secretary of the Navy upon the progress

°f his investigations.
It is well known that when a helix of suitable power is con-

nected with the poles of a battery in action, that an iron bar

within it will remain held up by the induced magnetism al-

though the helix be put in a vertical position : and if the bar
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be partly drawn out of the helix by the hand, it goes back with

a spring when the hand lets go its hold. This power—the

action of the helix upon the metallic bar within it,—is the power

used in his engine. The power, when a single coil is used, has

its points of greatest and weakest force, and in this condition is

objectionable. But by making the coil to consist of a series of

short independent helices, which are. to be brought in action suc-

cessively, the metallic rod is made to pass through the coil and

back again with great rapidity and an equable motion. In all the

engines hitherto used, there is a loss of power at the instant of the

change of current, owing to the production of a secondary current

moving in the apposite direction, and to this loss is owing the fact

that these engines cannot be rendered available. Prof. Page had

in view the obviating of this difficulty when he commenced his

recent investigations, and has full success in his new invention.

The report belo^v is an outline only of his experiments on the

application of Electro-magnetism, and is dated, Aug. 3d, 1850.

We take the Report from the National Intelligencer of Septem-

ber 4.—Ens.

%

From the brief time allowed, it will be impossible for me to do

more in this respect than to give an outline of the experiments

which I have repeated and recorded during the past year. Their

full detail and explanation will form a volume, replete with inter-

esting scientific matter, and require much time and labor.

The first principal experiments were made with a small trial

engine, built qxpressly for the purpose, and with. the utmost care

in reference to mechanical accuracy. Attached to this was a dy-

namometer of new construction, and admirably adapted to the

purpose. This was invented by my principal engineer, and meas-

ured in a most satisfactory manner the dynamic power of the en-

gine, at any given velocity—a great desideratum in estimating

this new power. With this trial engine the following, important

questions were tested

:

1. The dynamic values of different qualities of soft iron.

2. The dynamic values of steel, hard and soft.

3. The dynamic value of cast iron.

The statical values of all these varieties were tested by a sepa-

rate apparatus, constructed for the purpose, called the axial galva-

nometer. Twelvcvarieties in all were tested, and were in bars of

uniform size, one foot in length, and one inch in diameter, and it

was found that the statical and dynamic properties corresponded.

4. The proportions of the helices were approximately tested,

though much remains unsettled yet upon this important point.

5. The advantages of keeping up the magnetism in the axial

bar was most satisfactorily tested.

6. Various modes were tried of reversing the motion of the

engine, and with success.
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7. Various kinds of cut-off (which is the most critical and im*

Jx>rtant point in the construction of the engine) were tried.

8. The operation of closed circuits and secondary currents was
tested by a number of experiments, requiring great care and ac-
curacy.

9. The best Working velocity of this engine, and its absolute
power with a given battery, was fully tested.

10. The ratio of increase of power, with an increase in the
quantity of the current.

11. The values of different kinds of metal in forming the cut-off.

12. Various mechanical points of construction, supposed to

have been incompatible with the exhibition of this power, were
put to a practical test.

Various other minor points also were the subject of experiment)
which will be communicated hereafter.

A second model, of small size and somewhat rude construe*
tion, was also made, with a view of testing a new arrangement
of the axial bars.

Experiments were then commenced upon a larger scale, with a
view to determine whether the same proportion of power could
be obtained from large as from small engines, this being the

principal question in view at the time of the grant of the appro-
priation.

With a view to facilitate the construction of helices of large

size, a machine which had long been in contemplation was made
at a considerable expense.- The work was done at the Navy
Yard in a creditable manner, and the machine performed its work
well, turning out entire helices of copper wire, of large size, from
straight bars. But before I had proceeded far, a discovery was
made in reference to the helix, which rendered the machine use-

less
; for the present at least.

A number of large helices were then constructed of various

sizes, and suitable bars of soft iron prepared, corresponding to the

helices. Hollow and solid bars were prepared, from two inches

to eight inches, in diameter, and generally three feet in length.

Some bars of four and five feet in length were also prepared. The
bars were all worked at the Navy Yard, and at a considerable ex*

pense, as they were required to be of homogeneous metal, accu*

lately turned and bored.
With these bars and helices, a multitude of experiments were

performed and recorded, and these were kept up day after day
for about two months. My official duties as Examiner in the

Patent Office left me only the evening of each day for operation
;

and, under such circumstances, you will readily appreciate the

difficulties and disadvantages under which I have labored. My
°wn zeal has led me beyond my strength ;

but I have been richly

rewarded by the most flattering results.
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The experiments here were not such as could be performed

upon the laboratory table ; but were with large masses of iron,

weighing in some cases three hundred pounds, and helices some-
times twice that weight.

Adhering to the same size of battery through a long series of

experiments, and varying the coils and bars, 1 found, to my great

gratification, that as I increased the dimensions of each, a corres-

ponding increase of power was exhibited, and the consumption
of material, or cost of the power, in some proportion diminished.

These results were encouraging and stimulating in the highest

degree, and fully justified the undertaking at once of an engine

upon a much larger scale* than any hitherto tried.

This engine, the frame-work of which was principally built

at the Navy Yard, was an upright engine of two feet stroke ; and
in order to have facilities for comparative trials and experiments,

it was necessary that a double engine should be made, the two
parts exactly corresponding. Two bars of soft iron, six inches

diameter and three feet in length, were the prime movers, and

these were balanced by means of connecting rods and cranks

upon a fly-wheel shaft. d

weighed six hundred pounds. When this engine was first tried,

with the same battery which had before given me one-fifth of a

horse power, with a smaller engine, it produced only one-third of

a horse power. By careful attention to the adjustments, and par-

ticularly to the cut-off, which was a very different thing now
from what it had been in smaller engines, the engine soon yielded

one horse power. Here was a gain of eighty per cent, as meas-

ured merely by the size of the battery. But it was much more;

for the cost was found to be less for one horse power than it had

been before for one-fifth of ahorse power, in a smaller engine;

how much less has not yet been ascertained.

A great variety of experiments were continued with this engine,

to be hereafter detailed, each having a definite object/ and, I

am happy to say, each resulting advantageously, so that finely*

by little daily increments, I obtained from this engine, by a tri-

fling addition of battery, a full two horse power.
By way of giving a practical character to the engine, it was

geared to a circular saw ten inches diameter, the turning-lathe

and grindstone of the workshop, all of which it worked simulta-

neously, as witnessed by a number of visitors, and, if I mistake

not, by your predecessor in office, in company with Lieut. Maury,

of the National Observatory.

After many satisfactory trials with this engine, it was taken

down, and all its available parts used in the construction o( the

single horizontal engine which I had the honor lately to exhibit

before the Smithsonian Institution. This change was made for

the purpose of dispensing with the dead weight of one of the

driving bars, and more particularly for introducing the important
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feature of keeping up the magnetism of the driving bar. As
soon as this new form was completed and tried, a gain of one-half
horse power was at once realized, and by the addition of a few
more feet of battery surface, the power was found to be above
four-horse. Further addition of battery would still augment the
power, and I see no reason why ten horse power might not be
obtained from this engine, by the addition of more battery; but
whether it would be economical to increase power by this means
alone, and to ascertain the point, for this and every other engine,
beyond which economy would cease by increasing the battery
alone, are matters to be determined by experiment.
The next most important point to be determined was the ex-

pense of this power," Much to my own surprise and gratification,

the expense was found to be less than the most expensive steam
engines, although recently, in Europe, it has been decided by ex-

-*

-M _ ^h -m.

penmen ters and men of science, and generally conceded, that it

was fifty times the cost of the dearest steam engines ; but this is

no obstacle to its introduction, considering its immense advanta-
ges in other respects. Moreover, if thus much has been done in
the very inception of this undertaking, what may we reasonably
expect from its further prosecution ?

#

Before it can be rendered available in practice, much remains
to be done with the galvanic battery, to render its action regular
and durable, and in other ways to establish a certainty of action,
so that the engines may be managed by persons not thoroughly
skilled in the subjects of electricity and magnetism.

It remains yet also to be proved whether the power will in-

crease in proportion to the size of the engines. This principle

seems to be strongly indicated by past experiments; but yet it

cannot be established by calculation or process of reasoning. Ex-
periment upon an extensive scale can alone determine this point.

A part of the work preparatory to building a locomotive engine
has been done; bul "

*

'

before incurring 4h

xpe

plan above mentioned. The rotary form of" the engine has not

* Prof. Page, as mentioned in our last number, stated in his remarks before the
American Association, that one horse power for twenty-four hours, would cost about
-0 cents. Prof. W. R. Johnson observed that his estimate was based upon too high
a C08t for the zinc, and that 10 cents would be a nearer estimate. In either case, a
very great advance is made upon all previous experiments.

n**. Page also observed, that the cost of electromagnetic power was not to be
reckoned in this comparison by the mere cost of zinc, nor the cost of steam by the
pounds of coal consumed. The cost of human life, the sacrifice of millions of prop-

yl and risk of many millions more, and all the contingent advantages and disad-

U-\
eS Were to taken into account.

vv ith regard to his mode of measuring the power of the engine, Prof. Page ex-
plained as follows after drawing a diagram of the fly-wheel. The brake was loaded

In ^
2° lbs

* The Power squired to barely keep the engine in motion under this
oaa was 126 lbs. The full power being on, the engine made eighty revolutions per

W
unute ^er this load. The circumference of the wheel being about four feet, it

m easy for any one to comntite the horse power from these data.
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yet been tested, although it possesses advantages not to be found
in any form of the reciprocating engine. There are some ob-

vious disadvantages attending its construction ; but it is hoped
that they will be outweighed, more especially as this form of the

reciprocating form.*
equired

It would seem very desirable that the investigation thus begun,
and so far successfully conducted, should be carried at least be-

yond an uncertain issue, and that every importa?ii point should

be settled, and particularly that of its availability on an extensive

scale. The power is peculiarly fitted for purposes of navigation,

if it can be made subservient ; and a trial upon a scale of one

* The following notice of Prof. Page's experiments is from the Daily National In-

tel" i^encer of September Il %

Since the first announcement by Prof. Page of the results of his discoveries, I

have seen in several public journals accounts of inventions for the same purpose, by
other persons, and in most of them cl. to novelty a»d great superiority. I had

Bome curiosity to refer to Professor P. an article of this kind, from a late number of

the St. Louis Republican, Id Which it was stated that Mr. Bland, of that city, had a

new invention, "far in advance," as was shown by calculation, "of that adopted by
Prof >r Page." On making the reference, my attention was called to an article in

the 36th volume of Silliman s Journal, page 352, published in 1889, in which Profes-

sor J *e had explained and figured an electro-magnetic engine, exactly like Mr.

Bland's, and which plan, I was informed, was abandoned more than ten years ag&
The fact i>. Dr. Page's method is peculiar and entirely new, and distinct from every

other hitherto tried ; and therein lie- the source of his success. Instead of going

upon beaten track-, which, though seemingly fair, he was persuaded would not reach

the de-ii ! end, he marked out an entirely new one/ One great difference between

his and other plans, as I understand it to be, is this : In all fornjer electro-magnetic

machines, the power is made up of a series of impulses while i%4his, which he styles

an axial machine, or engine, -the power is uniform and continious ; and it is just as

easy to make a reciprocating engine of twenty-four feet strjPe as one of two feet,

like th:it already constructed an I recently exhibited. Jf
*&

I saw at the laboratory of Dr. Page, a rotary axial eripi0e
y
which hefffiiuks may,

in many eases, supersede the reciprocating. It is really a purious jjjtechine; and

looking at this, and all his wonderful results, it a] \rs: as if we\ I fvjtast entered

upon a new era in science and art, promising re volutions- in social life and busim

pursuits as miraculous to the people of the day rfhaye been those effected by the

strain engine and the magnetic telegraph. * *^ * ' *
l

St
In order to show that there was something like ptxuier9 h& loaded down the engine,

laced the < ink at bail stroke, and then a hook over the end of the crank, to which

ook va< attached a long rope. Three of the strongest men of the party then took

hold of the rope, two of them having their feet braced. The three men could not

tart the engine a hairs breadth. Four of the men then took hold, and they moved

the crank two inches, where it stuck fast. The power was then let on, and the en-

gine started, and made a speed of ninety revolutions in a minute. By taking oft

fourteen pounds from the end of his friction brake the engine made one hundred

and ten revolutions per minute. Professor Page stated that this was not testing the

power of the engine, but it showed that what four men could but just move through

two inches, the engine carried thro rh one-fifth of a mile, and that, too, in one min-

ute. Understand that, from the change in the position of the crank, the power of

four men could go no further than the two inches, m , t

Profe* r Page expects to make a trial upon a railroad soon. He has sufficient

power now to make ft demonstration; but is not satisfied with it. He would be

glad to make the first trip with fifteen to twenty horse power. It is, however,

in navigation that he expects the greatest benefits from this invention, and

Would like to see the project earned out of an engine and magnetic hoat [not steam

boat] of one hundred horse power. This would settle the question, and enable the
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hundred horse power seems to be the only mode of arriving at a
definite conclusion upon this point. It is obvious that, prelimi-
nary to such an undertaking, a great many experiments will be
absolutely necessary; and such only as one quite familiar with
the difficulties of entering upon an entirely new field of opera-
tion can properly appreciate.

Art. XXXII.

—

Singular property, and extraordinary size and
length, of the Secondary Spark; by Prof. Chas. G. Page. M.D.,
Washington, D. C.

.

•

—

In experimenting with my great magnet a new property of the
secondary spark has been discovered and some very interesting
facts elicited. I will premise that the helix nearly a foot in diame-
ter each way, when charged by the battery, draws up within it

in a vertical position a huge bar of iron weighing 300 pounds,
through a distance of ten inches, presenting by far the most power-
ful magnet ever known. When the circuit with the helix is sud-
denly broken a secondary spark is produced, eight inches in length.

The most interesting feature of this spark is the modification
°f its form and sound by the action of magnetism. When the
spark is produced at a distance from the magnet, it is readily elon-
gated to six or eight inches, and I presume might be obtained a
foot or more in length if the wires were separated with the velocity
°f a cannon balsas suggested by my friend, Mr. Lane. In this case
there is little or %o noise made by the spark, but as the spark is

produce^ nearer ^ the magnetic pole the sound increases until
at last \$hen closelp the pole each spark makes a report as loud
as a pistftl The ,%*rk also diminishes in length and is spread
°ut as lar^as the palm of the hand. There is an effect here
somewhat analogous to that produced by a magnet upon the arc
of flame between eharcoafpoints. I must reserve further remarks
*°r anothernuniber of the American Journal.

^ Kington, D. C, Aug. 27, 1850.

^orld to enter upon the benefits of the discovery, or satisfy mankind that the power
annot be mad* available for "locomotion or navigation ;" and thus arrest the fur-
er ^rifioe of mind and means, in endeavors to find that which (if it cannot be

ecured by the present plan) does not probably exist, A point has been arrived
j'nthis investigation which indicates, to use the language of ftrofe or Page, in

clli
. .

rePort s<l"t to Congress, the importance of can ng the thing " beyond an un-
^rtam issue." I have no doubt of th<- applicability and economy (especially if we

teH,
1Nks and Vlilue of human Kfc) °f this P *** for tbe PlH*P ^ conterapla-

sat' £ P
u,1"res8in providing fur the experiments; but the world may not yet be

-mstied, and many experiments have still to be made, and much money expended
Wore the invention will be really available. Fulton' steamboat would bear but a

iin?7 ^
omPlirLeon with those of modern construction; yet who will say that Fulton's

"ted success should have been the signal for suspending all efforts to use steam

deht
Pf ?®11*1

*? power for ships, or that to his zeal and intelligence we are not in-

teU for the introduction of what we now enjoy in the way of steam navigation?

EL
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Art. XXXIII.

—

On Rutile and Chlorite in Quartz; by O. P.

Hubbard, M.D., Prof. Chem., Min. and Geol., Dart. Colli, N. H.

From the Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

New Haven, 1850.
I

Specimens of rutile in quartz have for twenty years past, been

found in boulders in several towns in the vicinity of Dartmouth
College, none of which have ever been traced to their sources.

Localities have been mentioned, but none have furnished spe-

cimens resembling these boulders, excepting a single one. This

locality was opened two- years since at Waterbury, Vt., on the

Central Railroad. It was described by Mr. Alger in the Proceed-

ings of the American Association for 1849, and also in the pres-

ent volume of this Journal, page 14.

In a cut of sixty feet perpendicular through solid talcose slate,

and thirty feet from the surface, a vein or pocket of quartz

was met, and a considerable number of specimens containing

rutile were obtained. The locality is now exhausted. From
its position, it never could have furnished the scattered masses

heretofore known, and we have yet to discover their origin.

Some of the specimens from this region have comparatively

but little beauty; the rutile is in very fine capillary crystals of

dark color, two or three inches in length, and the quartz is of

inferior quality. But others are exceedingly fine, both in the rich-

ness of the quartz and the abundant long needjes of the rutile.

There are three known American specimens of a remarkable

character, one of which is from this Waterbury locality. The other

two were found as boulders and are even of superior quality.

One of these has been in the Cabinet of Dr. J. R. Chilton,

New York City, for many years, and is reported to have been

found in Northern New England. It has the rutile in long acicu-

lar crystals and one series of prisms united into a crystal a quar-

ter of an inch wide.

The other is a mass in the writers cabinet, described by Mr.

Alger as M the finest specimen of this mineral found in the Uni-

ted States." It was picked up in this region nearly twenty years

ago, but in what town is not known. Specimens from Roches-

ter and Bethel, Vt„ resemble it more than any others.

It is about six inches long and three inches in its other dimen-

sions, being of irregular shape, and only a fragment of a larger

mass. Two sides have been cut and polished by the lapidary,

one retains its polished plane boulder surface, and the remaining

part of the exterior is irregular, presenting a conchoidal fractured

surface. There are indications of smooth cleavage faces in dif-

ferent parts inclined to each other.

The quartz in mass is transparent and slightly smoky—while

the slices cut off are almost colorless. It is questionable whether
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the color is proper to the quartz, or occasioned by the reflection
from the rutile crystals. Mr. Alger finds almost no rutile in the
ichite quartz crystals from Waterbury, " while the colored varieties
abound with it," and probably, he suggests, owe their color to it.

The rutile crystals are from the size of the finest hair and al-

most invisible, up to a twelfth of an inch in diameter and five
niches long: they are uniformly distributed through the quartz,
and intersect and cross each other in all directions. There is no
radiation from a centre, but in many instances the crystals have
one or more large graceful curves, and sometimes two in opposite
directions, and sonie are bent at an angle either right or oblique.
Many are broken at the surface of the quartz, while others are
wholly included in it, terminating in a single plane or tapering
to a point.

They are all of a uniform bright reddish brown color, and of
the lustre of polished copper. Where the ends are seen on the
polished faces they have the color and lustre of polished steel.

In numerous cases the surface of the crystals is covered here
and there with a brilliant, silver white mineral, sometimes limited
to the lateral edges, and again investing parts of the prism at in-

tervals, or with frequent interruptions, giving it the appearance of
being made up of numerous short white and brown prisms, the
form remaining unchanged. In some cases this mineral occurs
like a thin disk, through the centre of which the rutile appears
to penetrate. I have not been able to determine with certainty
the nature of this mineral, and can only conjecture that it is the
same with the cufved crystals described below.

(

In the writer's specimen, as in those described by Mr. Alger, there
are numerous vermiform, tortuous and convoluted crystals. By
transmitted light, they are sometimes of the color of copper, though
faintly so, or of a bronze yellow, or of greenish and yellow shades
or even very dark, and by direct light they are almost black. These
crystals are regular hexagonal prisms, transversely finely striated,

appear
giving the crystals a varying diameter. They occur either singly

°r in groups of several laterally joined, and united in all their

convolutions, and having a single terminal plane, highly lustrous,

which often presents a silver white color. The above figures, en-
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larged views of two of them, give a perfect idea of the originate,

the prismatic form of which is obvious to the eye and perfectly

distinct with a glass. If we judge from the figures in Mr. Alger's

paper in this volume, (p. 14,) the prismatic character of his crys-

tals is much less striking.

Mr. Alger has described the mineral in his specimens, as mica*

I have been able to obtain only a very small portion of the min-

eral from one or two protruding curves on my specimen. It

readily cleaves parallel to the terminal plane, is apparently softer

than mica, and is easily reduced by the pressure of a knife on

white paper, into a fine, coherent powder, of a greenish tint. It

has no elasticity, and before the blowpipe gives off an abundance

of water. From these decided characters, and the rarity of such

an association of mica, and the quite frequent one of chlorite and

quartz, it seems altogether probable that this mineral is chlorite.

If these several minerals were at one time in solution in, the

fluid quartz, they must have crystallized previous to it. The rntile

prisms are so straight or so gracefully curved and bent, that they

would seem to have experienced but slight resistance. They in-

tersect- and cross each other, and pass through the loops in the

chlorite crystals or touch them on the outside, and they probably

crystallized first. Around most of these convolutions of chlorite

there is a burr, or a minute spot of imperfectly radiating fractures,

occasionally iridescent, which suggests that they were formed

before the solidification of the quartz, and that they had occa-

sioned some pressure or disturbance and a slight fracture. But as

the chlorite uniformly, and the rutile in very many cases, must

have been without any attachment, the density of the fluid

quartz to have sustained them was probably great.

On removal of the rutile and chlorite from the gangue the

vertical striae of the former and the transverse striae of the latter

are found figured on the quartz, making it certain that the latter

was last solidified.

There must be somewhere in this region north, a rich deposit,

for which mineralogists will earnestly seek, until it is found and

its treasures are transferred to their cabinets.

Art. XXX\V.—Ocrurre?icc of Crystallized Oxyd of Chromium

in furnaces for the manufacture of Chrornate of Potash; by

W. P. Blake.

&ead before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, - e

Haven, August, 1850.

d
Crystals of the sesqnioxyd of chromium have bepn obtaine

* ii .• • i Ur-i i . .i ^r nhlnro*
Wohler

chromic acid through a tube heated to redness.
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The crystals which I have examined with the following re-
sults, were obtained from a furnace which had been long in ope-
ration for the production of chromate of potassa from the mineral
chromic iron. A portion of the furnace having been taken down
for repairs, I found small but exceedingly brilliant crystals lining
the cracks and fissures between the fire bricks and disseminated
throughout their substance. They resembled crystals of specular
iron, but a blowpipe examination and qualitative analysis proved
them to be the sesquioxyd of chromium.
The crystals are of the hexagonal system, and are flat G or

12-sided tables or scales, one of which is represented in the an-
nexed figure. The breadth of the largest is 1^ lines, but they
are seldom over a line broad, and usually much smaller. In

some of the specimens the crystals are grouped in rosettes of
great beauty. The following angles were obtained with the

reflective goniometer

;

R:a 121° 55/ (mean of 14 measurements.)

i= 96° 45' (mean of 6 measurements.)

ft* 141° 38' 24" (mean of 5 measurements.)
Calculating from a : R, the angle a : a\=^ 141° 15', and R : o\
96° 50': and-as the nlane a^ is exceedingly small, this result is

more probably correct than that given above from measurement.

The angle a : R gives for the angle of the rhombohedron 85° 22',

which is but little less than that given for specular iron. The
axis =1-39045. The crystal according to JN'aumann's notation

has the descriptive expression, OR, R,-£R, Rx .

The crystals have the hardness of sapphire, equal to 9 on the

scale of Mohs. Lustre metallic. Color black ;
opaque except in

thin plates, which are green by transmitted light. The powder
of the crystals is dark green.
The specimens were taken from and between the bricks which

had constituted the floor of the furnace. The furnace had been
in operation for more than a year, and kept at a temperature

above redness. As it needed repairs, the fires were drawn, it

was allowed to cool undisturbed for ten days, and when the

bricka were taken out they were still too hot to be taken in the

hand

.

The mass of the bricks and the portions on which the sesqui-

oxyd has crystallized, is charged with soluble yellow chromate of

potash, and in many or all of the specimens the green color of

the uncrystallized oxyd can be seen.
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My frequent daily examinations of the furnaces in operation

made me familiar with the condition in which the contents were
at different times, and considering the facts before stated, I ac-

count for the production of the crystals in the following way.
When the furnace, newly constructed or lined with fire-brick,

is fired and charged with alkali and chrome ore, much of the

fused chromate of potash formed, is absorbed by the porous bricks,

and I observed that it had penetrated through three or four

courses of bricks and mortar.

After the furnace has been long in operation the bricks become
saturated, and vitrified, to a certain depth; and the floor and

sides of the furnace become incrnsted with a vitreous coating,

which is constantly increasing. The parts more remote from the

fire are consequently better protected from changes and variations

of temperature, and are exempt from the inroads of more fused

material.

The chromate of potash is thus kept for a long time at a uni-

form high -temperature, and gradually losing its potash from vola-

tilization, the chromic acid (Or) in combination with it loses oxy-

gen, becomes sesquioxyd (£r) and crystallizes.

Art. XXXY.

—

Memoir on Emery ; by J. Lawrence Smith,

M.D.—First part

from observations made in Asia Minor
yfE J

Read before the Academy of Sciences of the trench Institute, July 15th, 1850,

and communicated by the author tor this Journal.
*

Of all the mineral substances employed in the arts, few have

offered so little opportunity for geological examination as emery,
and consequently our knowledge of it in this particular is very

limited.

Aware of the importance of the study of this substance in situ,

both in a scientific and practical point of view, I did not lose the

opportunity afforded by my late position under the Turkish gov-

ernment to develop certain facts that came under my notice the

latter part of the year 1846. Prior to that period, emery (which

term is here used as in the arts to express that mixed granular

corundum employed for abrasion) although known to exist in

many places in greater or less abundance, was supplied to the

arts almost entirely from the island of Naxos in the Grecian

Archipelago; so true is this, that the proprietors of the mines in

that island controlled completely the price of this mineral. The
emery from Naxos frequently went under the name of Smyrna
emery, from the fact of its coming to us from that port, where

it is originally carried from the island for future exportation.
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Prior to 1846, the existence of emery was not remarked in
Asia Minor or any of the contiguous islands except that of Samos,
which fact is alluded to in Tournefort's travels in the seventeenth
century. In the latter part of 1846, I arrived in Smyrna, and
was shown specimens which I recognized as emery that came
from a place ahout twenty miles north of Smyrna; they had
been first discovered through the agency of a knife grinder of the
country, who had been in the habit. of using it to charge his
wheels with. The importance of this circumstance to the Turk-
ish government as well as to the arts (emery being at that time
sold at a most exhorbitant price) induced me to return to Smyrna
10 the early part of 1847, for the purpose of examining the sup-
posed locality of this mineral. On this second visit other local-

ities were made know to me that an English merchant by the
name of Healy had succeeded in bringing to light.

The first locality towards which I directed my examination
was that of Gumuch-dagh, a mountain about twelve miles east

°t the ruins of Ephesus. Before, however, arriving there, I

discovered this mineral imbedded in a calcareous rock in a valley

twenty miles south of Smyrna, called Allahman-Bourgs ; the

position not being very favorable for the study of the geology of
this substance, my route was continued to the place originally

fixed upon. Obtaining guides at the village of Gumnch, I com-
menced the examination of the mountain, which is composed of

bluish marble resting on mica slate and gneiss. On the very

summit of the mountain, the emery was found scattered about
and projecting above the surface of the soil. After examining
the extent of the formation and satisfying myself that it was there

in situ, I returned to Constantinople, and made a report to the

Ottoman government. Although I gave no notice to the scien-

tific world of the result of my examination, the editor of the

Journal de ConsiaMinople inserted a small note in his journal in

May, 1847, to the following effect

" It is some time since M. Lawrence Smith, American Miner-

alogist, discovered at Magnesia near to Gumuch-Kuey an emery
mine, of which he brought specimens to Constantinople. The
government have sent to the place a commission composed of

M. Smith and some of the officers of the imperial powder works,

to examine thoroughly into the importance of this mine, and ac-

cording to the report that will be made the government will de-

cide on the steps to be taken with reference to it, <fcc."

This circumstance, unimportant in itself, has subsequently be-

come of great value to secure to me the priority of the discovery

and examination of emery in situ in Asia Minor ;* and also to

show that I have been instrumental in the development which has

* Sec Am. Jour. Sci., 2nd ser., vol vii, 283
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been subsequently given to this emery in a commercial point of

view. Since the first discovery other localities have been ascer-

tained by me, all of which will be alluded to in this memoir.

Localities'of Emery in Asia Minor and the neighboring islands.

Gumuch-dagh.—In goinw from Ephesus east to Gouzel-Hissar
(<h3 ancient Tralles) we pass by the ruins of the ancient city of

Magnes on the Miandre and near to this latter is a beautiful valley,

celebrated for its figs, in which is situated the village of Gumuch
at the foot of a mountain bearing the same name. It was here

that the emery formation was first examined. All the rocks of

the surrounding country appear to belong to the old series; the

limestone is entirely devoid of fossils and metamorphic in its

character; it rests on the older schists of which mica schist ap-

pears the most abundant, and this again farther to the north was
traced in contact with gneiss. The limestone is of a light blue

passing into a coarse grained marble ; and on the south side, the

rock by its decay leaves in many places precipices of considera-

ble elevation, that add much to the picturesque appearance 'of the

region.

The emery is found in different places in the Gumuch moun-
tain

; the place, however, to which it is traced in greatest abun-

dance, is on a part of the summit about three miles from the

village of Gumuch, and some fifteen hundred or two thousand

feet above the level of the valley ; it overlooks the magnificent

plain of the Miandre, whose curiously tortuous course is seen as

if traced on a map. The emery lies scattered on the surface in

the greatest profusion, in angular fragments of a dark color, and

large masses of several tons weight are seen projecting above the

surface ; in penetrating the soil, the emery is found imbedded in

it and a little farther down it is come to in the rock. In fact by

breaking the marble that projects above the surface at this spot

we are sure to find nodules of the mineral.

Sometimes the emery forms almost a solid mass several yards

in length and breadth. One of these places, opened for the pur-

pose of exploring, is about ten or twelve yards square and all the

.

rock taken out is emery ; the spaces between the blocks are filled

with an earth highly charged With oxyd of iron. In some places

by t

which must not be confounded with the emery in its original

gangue (the marble) in which it is found in nodules sometimes

round and at other times fissured so as to represent angular frag-

ments. In no place does it present anything like a vein, nor has

it signs of stratification. The largest mass at this locality that

I saw unbroken must weigh from thirty to forty tons.

Attached to this mineral, more especially in the fissures and on

the surface, are several minerals that will be alluded to hereafter.
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Kulah.—This locality of emery is the second in importance in
Asia Minor, it is a town situated about a hundred and fifty miles
from Gumuch and twenty miles from the ancient city of Phila-
delphia (one of the seven churches). It is near the river Hermes,
and on that interesting volcanic district of Asia called Catacccau-
mene or the burnt country, resembling in many respects the vol-
canic region of Auvergne. The rocks forming the base of this
region are of the older metamorphic series, covered to a greater
or less depth by lava of different volcanic periods, which has
flowed from the numerous craters that form the prominent feature
of this region. The most common rocks in the mountain ranges
about Kulah are white granular limestone, mica slate, hornblende
schist, gneiss and granite; the last four are seen more conspicu-
ously in the mountain two or three miles to the south, which
have not been subjected to volcanic action ; the limestone over-
lies these rocks.

Before arriving at the place where I examined the emery, (about
two miles to the northeast of Kulah,) an outcropping of gneiss
was seen and subjected to the closest scrutiny, without discover-
ing the slightest trace of corundum ; and I will here remark that

although I have found several thin layers of mica schist engaged in

the marble, in no instance was there any trace of corundum in it.

The marble in this region is very compact, of great hardness
and I may also add of great purity. I cannot say whether this

hardness is traceable to a greater depth than that to which it has
felt the influence of the superimposed lava. Here again the em-
ery was found on the surface, but not in such abundance as at

Gnmiich-dagh, and moreover the soil is not as deep as in the

latter place. The emery as seen in the marble at Kulah is ca-

pable of being studied with the greatest satisfaction, particularly

as two or three places in the rock have been quarried.

Adula.—Not far from this town which is about twelve or fif-
-

teen miles east of Kulah, I have also discovered emery, only,

however, in very small quantity.

Manser.—About twenty-four miles north of Smyrna, emery is

found in small quantity in the soil. In this as well as in the

former place, white granular limestone is found.

Island of Nicaria, Grecian Archipelago.—I have also been

able to examine thoroughly the emery of this island, which prom-
ises to be of importance to the arts. It is only within about

twelve months that it has been brought to light. The mineral

of this locality presents some peculiar features which will be

alluded to hereafter. The geology is the same as that of the

other localities already alluded to, namely, when found in contact

with the rock it is always with limestone.

Island of Samos.—This locality has furnished me with only

a few nodules imbedded in the soil with a little calcareous rock

attached to the surface.

i
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Island of Naxos.—This old and well known locality is here

alluded to, simply because it has furnished me with specimens,

the examination of which forms a part of this memoir. It is

found in large blocks mixed with a red soil and also imbedded in

white marble. It is taken principally from the north and east side

of the island—the best comes from Vothrie, nine miles from the

shore, and is embarked at Sulionos. Another good locality is at

Apperanthos, seven miles from the shore, and it is embarked at a

small port called Moutzona. In the south of the island it is found

near Yasso. It is in such abundance on this island, that notvvith-

standing the immense quantity carried off it is not yet found

necessary to quarry it from the rock.

t 4

g

Conclusions with reference to the Geology of Emery,

The localities at Gumuch-dagh and Kulah are those which

afforded ine the best means of studying the geology of emery,

although in every instance I have found it associated with the

old limestope overlying mica slate, gneiss, &c.
It is imbedded either in the earth that covers the limestone or

in the rock itself; and exists in masses from the size of a pea to

that of several tons weight, generally angular, sometimes round-

ed, and when in the latter form they do not appear to have be-

come so by attrition.

The masses in the soil possess but little interest for the geolo-

gist, as they may have been left there by the decomposition ot

the rock, or been transported from other positions; still, the latter

is difficult of supposition, in reference to what is found at Gu-
much-dagh. for here it is only on the summit and not on the sides

of the mountain that the emery has been traced. But having

had the means of studying the emery and rock in contact, I have

come to the firm conclusion, that the emery has beenformed and

consolidated in the limestone in which it isfound
}
and that it has

not been detached from older rocks as granite, gneiss, &c, and

lodged in the limestone at the period of its formation. My reasons

for so thinking are the following

1st. In no instance could the closest investigation of the older

rocks of these localities, that are below the limestone, furnish

the slightest indication of the existence of emery there ;
and

moreover the masses of emery in the limestone never had frag-

ments of another rock attached to them. A few thin layers of

mica slate were found in the limestone, but they were not in con-

tact with the emery, nor contained any traces of corundum. I

dwell thus much on this point, because in my specimens the cal-

careous rock in connection with the emery is under two forms;

that of the original rock, and that formed by the infiltration ot

calcareous water in the fissures which exist near the surface.
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2d. The limestone immediately in contact with the emery
differs almost invariably in color and composition from the mass
of the rock; and at Kulak, where the marble forming the rock
is remarkably pare (as evinced by analysis), the part in contact
with the emery is of a dark yellow-color resembling spathic iron,
and contains a larg-e portion of alumina and oxyd of iron. The
thickness of this interposing coat between the emery and the
marble is variable ; but what is certain, it passes gradually into
white marble, so that their crystalline structures run into each
other, showing that they are one and the same rock. Had the
masses of emery been broken from an older rock and imbedded in
the marble at its formation, there is no reason why the contact
should not always be direct and immediate without this transition
from ferro-aluminous limestone to pure marble. What we see is

just what should be expected in ferruginous and aluminous min-
erals forming and separating themselves from a limestone not yet
consolidated.

This kind of separation between the emery and the marble
has been highly useful in the facility that it has indirectly afford-

ed for exploring this mineral. It has been stated that at all

the localities under consideration, but principally at Gumuch and
Naxos, the emery exists in great abundance detached from the
rock in a red earth ; now this earth is simply the result of the

decomposition of this heterogeneous calcareous envelope, which
from its nature is easy of disaggregation by the influence of at-

mospheric agents. Had the emery been in immediate contact
with the marble we could hardly have expected this spontaneous
"separation in so great a quantity^

I have in some instances seen small nodules of emery in small

cavities in the rock but perfectly detached.
3d. The immense mass alluded to as covering several square

yards of surface is another evidence of the emery having been
formed in the limestone : for this mass does not consist of a single

piece, but of a number of different sizes, not lying together

irregularly, but with their contiguous surfaces more or less paral-

lel, although removed a little distance from each other: in fact, it

is just what we would expect in a large mass that for some cause

or other had been fissured in various directions.

4th. Yet another circumstance to be remarked in connection

with this part of the subject, is, that in the examination of the

surface of contact between the emery and the rock, we do not

always see it marked by a distinct outline; but the minerals con-

stituting the emery as well as those associated with it, are more
°r less disseminated in the limestone at the point of contact ; the

value of this argument is better understood on examining the

specimens in my possession.
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Enough having been said to prove that the emery under con-

sideration was formed within the limestone in which it is found,

I will allude to the process of segregation which has given rise

to this formation.

It would appear that the substances eliminated from the calca-

reous rock, were silica, alumina, and oxyd of iron, and that these

three in the exercise of homogeneous and chemical attractions

have given rise to the minerals which constitute and are associa-

ted with emery. In my collection, there is a specimen exhibit-

ing this fact in a remarkable manner. It is a nodule, showing

emery in the center, with two concentric layers, the inner ot

chloritoid and the outer of emerylite ; the latter was in contact

with the limestone.

Emery—mixture of corundum (alumina a little hydrated) and

oxyd of iron.

Chloritoid—silica 24, alumina 40, oxyd of iron 28, water 7.

Emerylite— " 30, « 50, lime 13, water 5.

It is seen that in commencing from the external surface, in

which direction we must regard the consolidation of the nodule,

>f silica eliminated has combined with a

large portion of alumina and some lime to form a peculiar mineral

;

next, the remainder of the silica combines with an additional

quantity of alumina and considerable oxyd of iron to form another

mineral ; and finally the remaining alumina and oxyd of iron

crystallize separately.
.
Facts of this kind in geology are not un-

frequent, but they are always highly interesting and worthy oi

remark. Jf
In concluding the geological considerations of emery with ref-

erence to the localities in Asia Minor and the neighbdtetig islands,

I would remark, that at some future time when the observations

become extended, it will doubtless be found that the emery forms

the geognostic mark of extensive calcareous, formations in that

part of the world, just as the flints do in the chalk of Europe.

Mineralogical position of Emery.

Emery has been considered by some as corundum, others sup-

pose it represented by some rock or other, not always the same,

in which corundum is disseminated in greater or less quantity;

others again consider it a mixture of corundum and oxyd of iron-

I am of opinion that the latter is the most correct manner of re-

garding this substance.

Emery properly speaking is not a simple mineral, but a me-

chanical mixture of granular corundum and oxyd of iron in which

the former usually predominates. It has not the aspect of corun-

dum disseminated in a rock, for it is found in distinct masses ot

different dimensions and of great hardness ; and when broken

giving way in the directions of fissures, which exist commonly
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in the mass. Most frequently there is no other evidence of the
presence of corundum in emery but its hardness. The oxyd of
iron present is always under the form of magnetic oxyd more or
less mixed with olisiste ; sometimes it is titaniferous. There are
other minerals associated with the emery, all of which will be
described hereafter.

a;

Until lately, the emery brought from Naxos has been the criterion

by which to judge others. The localities that I have discovered
furnish me with specimens showing considerable difference not
only as regards color but also in the structure.

The Naxos emery is of a dark grey with a mottled surface,

and with small points of a micaceous mineral disseminated in the

mass. It frequently contains bluish specks or streaks which are

easily recognized &s being pure corundum.
The Gumicch-dagh emery is commonly of a fine grain and

dark blue bordering on black, not unlike certain varieties of mag-
netic iron ores/ With this variety we frequently find pieces of

corundum of some size. The interior of the mass is tolerably

free from the micaceous specks found in that of Naxos.
The Kulah emery is usually coarse grained, and much darker

than that of Gumuch-dagh,*its external surface resembling some-
times that of chromate of iron.

The Nicaria emery in many instances presents a schistose or

lamellated structure to a very remarkable degree, so much so that

certain specimet^f might pass for gneiss. The color is dark blue

and somewhat mettled like that of Naxos. There is also much
that is quite comp&ct found in the same locality. The lamella-

ted variet|fcontains an abundance of a micaceous mineral, which
in this instance appears t6*have determined its structure.

The Samos emery, as yet found only in small quantities, and
in the form of nodules, is uniformly of a dark blue color, some-
times of a coarse grained and at other times of a fine grained

structure not unlike certain varieties of very compact blue lime-

stone.

Fracture.—The fracture of emery is tolerably regular, and the

surface exposed is granular of an adamantine aspect ; it is exceed-

ingly difficult to break when not traversed by fissures or not of a

lamellated structure as much of that from Nicaria. When re-

duced to powder it varies in color from that of a dark grey to

black. The color of its powder affords no indication of its com-
mercial value.

The powder examined under the microscope shows the distinct

existence of the two minerals, corundum and oxyd of iron,

which appear inseparable as the smallest fragment contains the

two together.

Second Series, Vol. X, No. SO.—Nov., 1850. 46
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Magnetism.—As it~is natural to suppose all specimens of em-
ery affect more or less the magnetic needle ; in some the magnet-

ism is barely perceptible, in others it amounts to strong polarity.

. Odor.—Emery when moistened always affords a very strong

argillaceous odor; even the most compact varieties.

Specific gravity.—The different varieties do not vary much in

their specific gravity, it being always in the neighborhood of 4.

The specific gravity of various specimens will be given on a

following page.

Hardness.—The hardness of emery is its most important

property, as to it is due the value of this substance in the arts. For

this reason I have devoted much time and attention to the deter-

mination of it. In a mineralogical sense its hardness is not diffi-

cult to determine; for if we try different varieties of emery by

scratching agate or other hard substance, the effect will naturally

be very nearly the same ; for in every case, it will be some point of

corundum that has produced the scratch. If, however, we hap-

pen not to rub a point of corundum against the agate no effect

will be produced on the latter, but the emery will yield. As this

method leads to no practical result, I have sought out another,

which may be properly called one for determining the effective

hardness of emery and corundum, and is as follows.

Fragments are broken from the piece to be examined, and

crushed in a diamond mortar with two or three blows of a

hammer, then thrown 'into a sieve, (the one employed had 400

holes to the square centimetre,) the portion passing through is

collected, and that remaining on the sieve is again placed in

the mortar and two or three blows given, then thrown into the

sieve; the operation is repeated until all the emery has passed

through the sieve. The object of giving but two or three blows

at a time is to avoid crushing any of the emery to too fine a

powder.

Thus pulverized it is intimately mixed and a certain portion of

it is weighed, (as I operated with a balance sensible' to a milli-

gramme, the quantity used never exceeded a gramme.) To test

the effective hardness of this, a circular piece of glass about four

inches in diameter and a small agate mortar are used. The glass

is first weighed and placed on a piece of glazed paper; the pul-

verized emery is then thrown on it little by little, at each time

rubbing it against the glass with the bottom of the agate mortar.

The emery is brushed off the glass from time to time with a

feather, and when all the emery has been made to pass once over

the glass, it is collected from the paper and made to pass through

the same operation which is repeated three or four times. The
glass is then weighed, after which it is subjected to the same op-

eration as before, the emery being by this time reduced to an im-

palpable powder. This series of operations is continued until
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by repeated weighing the loss sustained by the glass is reduced
'amines. The total loss id the glass is then noted,

and when all the specimens of emery are submitted to this opera-
tion under the same circumstances, we get an exact idea of their

relative hardness.

The blue sapphire of Ceylon was pulverized and experimented
with in this way; it furnished me with a unit of comparison by
which to compare the results obtained. This operation is long
but certain, and for the harder varieties of emery it is necessary
to repeat the rubbing six or seven times and it requires nearly two
hours for completion. •

The results that I have obtained are interesting and have fur-

nished me with the means of forming conclusions that I could
not have otherwise come at.

Glass and agate-have not been chosen for this experiment with-
out a certain object, as experiments were first made with two
pieces of agate, with two pieces of glass, and with metal and
glass. The agates were found too hard, as (hey crushed the

emery without producing hardly any abrasive effect; ihe others

were found not to crush the emery sufficiently, making the ex-

periment tedious and long. With the glass and agate we have a
hard substance which crushes the emery, and in a certain space of

time reduces it to such an impalpable state that it has no longer
any sensible effect on the glass, and on the other hand, the glass

is soft enough to lose during this time sufficient of its substance
to allow of accurate comparative results. In the employment of
this method in the arts, it would not be necessary to go to the

sapphire for a standard of comparison; any good emery would
answer the purposa quite as well.

It must be understood that this method of coming at the abra-

sive effects of emery does not furnish the mineralogical hardness
of this substance, by which we understand the hardness of any
individual particle, as evinced by its effect on a substance of less

hardness, without regard to the molecular structure of the mineral.

Two minerals possessing the same hardness but differing in struc-

ture, one being friable, and the other resisting, will be found very

different in their abrasive effects; for instance, break a piece of

quartz in two, subject one of the pieces to a white heat, and after

cooling, compare the two by rubbing the point against some hard

substance; both will be found to scratch equally well: then try

the two in a state of powder, by rubbing them between two
pieces of glass that have been weighed, and the difference of their

abrasive effects will be found very great; because, the one sub-

jected to the fire is exceedingly friable, and becomes readily

crushed to an impalpable powder. This fact is eminently true

with refereuce to emery, many specimens of which containing

the same amount of corundum differ somewhat in their effective
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hardness owing to the more or less compact structure of the co-

rundum.
By the method with the agate and glass I have found the best

emery capable of wearing away about one-half its weight of the

glass (that used was the common French window glass). The
sapphire under the same circumstances wears away more than

four-fifths of its weight. , A tabular view of the results will be

given a little farther on-

ofE
This substance consisting of a mixture of corundum aYid oxyd

of iron in various proportions, it is easy to see what its composi-

tion must be. Yet the chemical examination of this mineral

taken in connection with other properties is not devoid of interest.

For the purpose of analysis, the emery was reduced to a state

of powder, in the manner alluded to in speaking of its hardness,

with a diamond mortar and sieve. This powder was dried for

twenty-four hours over sulphuric acid ; a gramme was then weigh-

ed in a small platinum crucible of about one-fourth of a cubic inch

in capacity, fitted with a cover that adapted itself well to it ;
this

small crucible was placed in another of earth, and the space be-

tween the two filled with pulverized quartz which also covered

the smaller one to the depth of half an inch. Common sand

was not used, because during the heating some particles might ad-

here to the platinum crucible by a semifusion ; nor was powdered

charcoal employed because it protected the mineral-no better than

the pulverized quartz from contact with the air, m the same time

a little risk was run in decomposing a small ar»unt of the iron.

Thus arranged the crucibles were heated t|fa bright red for

from thirty minutes to one hour. After cooling, the- platinum

crucible was carefully withdrawn and weighed. The loss fur-

nished me with the amount of water in the emery.
It requires a continued red heat to drive out all the water, a

circumstance which is true for a number of minerals, particularly

for those containing a large amount of alumina as diaspore and

the micas which will be spoken of* in this paper.

The powder, of which the water has been estimated, was next

submitted to levigation in a large agate mortar placed on a sur-

face of glazed paper; and when completed, it was carefully de-

tached from the mortar, placed in a platinum capsule, heated gently

to drive off any hygrometric moisture and weighed; the increase

of weight furnished the amount of silica taken from the mortar.-

The levigation of one gramme was accomplished in two ope-

rations, each requiring about twenty minutes; and by using a

mortar of convenient size and the extremity of a feather or a

small brush, it is possible to lose but an insensible quantity of the
» .. - m . • * ^X Tm

silica abraded from the mortar.
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Another method by which I accomplished the levigation in

some of the analyses, was in a steel mortar of the same form as
the agate mortar* and when completed the powder was placed
in a glass with nitric acid diluted with thirty times its weight of
water and left in it for one hour agitating it occasionally. The
iron taken from the mortar was dissolved, and no part of the
mineral attached. .The next thing was to filter and continue
the analysis with the substance thus freed from the iron of the
mortar, without any second weighing.
Of these two methods I preferred to employ the first for the

emery, as it is more expeditious and almost if not quite as exact
as the second. There are, however, occasions in which the steel

mjitfar should be resorted to.
,

The substance once reduced to an impalpable powder, it was
necessary to render it completely soluble, and my researches to

arrive at this were long and tedious. In trying the various known
methods the most successful was found to be that with a mix-
ture of carbonate of soda and caustic soda heated to whiteness
for one hour; nevertheless I could not obtain a complete decom-
position. The decomposition might probably be completed if

the levigation was made more thoroughly, but it is easy to under-
stand, that with a large number of analyses of the same substance
to make, it was a desideratum on my part not to consume the
best part of a day in the levigation of a single gramme; particu-

lar, as I did not wish to confide this operation to another, as much
_ m m w * • m

od Mixed

of the mineral wa»far from being complete ; the same may be said

for the treatment »«

The bisulphate m potash decomposes it almost entirely by a
single operation, but unfortunately, a double salt of potash and
alumina is formed which is almost insoluble in water or in the

acids, and it is only by a solution of potash that it is first decom-
posed and afterwards redissolved. I will not stop to detail all

the disadvantages attending this method, but will at once speak
of the method which gave me very easily the most accurate

results.

It is by means of the bisulphate of soda that all my analyses
of emery, of corundum, and of several aluminates were made.
I believe that I am the first who has shown the great advantage
of using this double salt in the decomposition of certain substan-

ces insoluble in the acids; and very probably it will replace in

raost cases the use of the bisulphate of potash in analytical chem-

»fiy. At present, all the advantages that may arise from the sub-

stitution of the soda for the potash salt cannot be mentioned ; all

that I will say is, that the former in giving a decomposition at

least as complete as the latter, furnishes a melted mass quite solu-
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ble in water, and in the future operations of the analyses there is

no embarrassment from a deposit of alum.

The bisulphate of soda was prepared by adding an excess of

pure sulphuric acid to the pure carbonate or neutral sulphate of

soda and heating it in a capsule until all the water had been ex-

pelled and sufficient of the acid to allow of the mass becoming

solid on cooling. That obtained in commerce is not sufficiently

pure. -

The pulverized emery is placed in a large platinum crucible

with six or eight times its weight of bisulphate of soda, and the

mixture is heated over a lamp in the same manner and with the

same precautions as are employed when using the bisulphate of

potash. From fifteen to thirty minutes suffice for the operation.

The mass is allowed to cool, and water with a few drops of sul-

phuric acid are added to it and the whole heated, when it soon

dissolves with the exception of a little silica, that renders the so-

lution milky, and a small quantity of undecomposed mineral,

that is readily detected by rubbing a glass rod against the bottom

of the capsule. The liquid is now filtered, and the filter is wash-

ed once with a little water; then with its contents it is placed

in a platinum crucible, burnt completely, and the residue is healed

with a little bisulphate of soda, which completes the decomposi-

tion: and when treated with water and a drop or two of sulphu-

ric acid all except the silica is dissolved. The liquid which passes

added
ued. The silica obtained is diminished by the quantity taken up

from the mortar in order to arrive at what is actually contained

in the mineral. The filtered solution is heated with a little' nitric

acid to convert all the protoxyd of iron into peroxyd, then, treated

with an excess of caustic soda and a little carbonate of the same

alkali ; this redissolves the alumina first precipitated and thus sep-

arates it from the oxyd of iron and a trace of lime. The iron

and hme are separated in the ordinary way ; the alkaline solution

of alumina was acidulated and the alumina precipitated with car-

bonate of ammonia.
Thus analyzed, the emery from different places gave the fol-

lowing results:

No,

l

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Localities,

Kulah,

Samos,
Nicaria,

Kulah,

Gumuch,
Naxos,
Nicaria,

Xaxos,

G umuch,
Kulah,

1 Effective
I hardness.

Specific

Sapphire 100
gravity.

1-2857
56 3-98

56 375
53 4-02

47 3-82

46 3-75

46 3-74

44 3-87

42 4-31

40 3*89

Chemical composition,

Water. 'Alumina.

1-90

210
2*§3

2-36

311
4-72

310
547
5'6<2

200

68-50

Td-10

71-06

6300
77-82

68-53

7512
6946
6010
61-05

Oxyd
of iron.

3325 0*92

2221 0-62

20-32 1-40

3012 0*5* 1

8-62 1-80

2410 0-86

13-06 0-7 1

19-08 281
33*20 0-48

27-15 1-30

Lime. Silica.

Tel
4-00

4-12

2-36

8-13

3-10

688
2-41

1-80

9*63

Total.

10118
9903
9943
98-34

9948
101-31

98*88

99*23

10120
10M3
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I ought to mention that the analysis afforded other substances
in small quantities in some of the emeries j as titanic acid, oxyd of
manganese, oxyd of zirconium, and sulphur (existing in pyrites)

;

but these substances are unimportant in the composition of emery,
and are in such minute quantities, that it is necessary to operate
on a considerable quantity of the mineral to obtain satisfactory

results concerning them. ,

The analyses marked 6 and 8 were made by decomposing the
emery as it came from the sieve,

t

without pulverization in the
agate mortar. It was by accident that it occurred and I was not
aware of the neglect until it was fused with the bisulphate of
soda, but not wishing to lose the analysis, the operations were
continued as in the other cases, only using a little more of the

bisiUphate in the second decomposition ; and somewhat to my sur-

prise, the decomposition was quite as perfect as in the other cases.

I had nearly completed all my analyses in the manner detailed,

when'^his fact became known, so that I have but these two cases

to report. It will simplify the analysis of corundum if pulver-

ization in a diamond mortar be found sufficient, and I propose

examining specially into this question.

The water which was found in the emery comes from the

corundum, a fact which will be shown when the analysis of pure

corundum is given, which will be in the second part of the

memoir. A very minute quantity of what has been estimated as

water might be a little oxygen lost by the oligiste which is some-
times found in emery. Those emeries which contain the least

water, every thing else alike, are the hardest, as instanced by that

from Kulah, notwithstanding the quantity of iron it contains.

The silica existing in emery is most often in combination with
alumina or the oxyd of iron or with both, for this reason we must
not always regard the quantity of alumina as an indication of the

quantity of corundum in the emery.

Analogies.

Emery at first sight may be confounded with several ores of

iron; as magnetic iron, certain varieties of oligiste and some-
times with chromate of iron; but the fracture of emery is stony

which differs from these ores of iron, and besides the surface

exposed is of a lighter color. From the numerous observations

made, I may set it down as a general rule, that any blackish

°r dark blue rock of a strong argillaceous smell, that scratches

agate easily, with a specific gravity in the neigborhood of 4, is

sure to be emery.

The mining of Emery

The mining of this substance is of the simplest character.

The natural decomposition of the rock in which it occurs facili-

^^^^^^M
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tates its extraction. As has already been mentioned, the rock de-

composes into an earth in which the emery is found imbedded.

The quantity found under these favorable circumstances is so

great that it is rarely necessary to explore the rock. The earth

in the neighborhood of the blocks of emery is almost always

of a red color, and serves as an indication to those who are in

search of the mineral. Sometimes before beginning to excavate,

the spo$s are sounded by an iron rod with a steel point, and when
any resistance is met with, the rod is rubbed in contact with the

resisting body, and the effect produced on the point enables a

practised eye to decide whether it has been done by emery or not.

The blocks which are of a convenient size are transported in

their natural state, .but most frequently they are required # be

broken by means of large hammers ; when they resist theliam-

mer, they are subjected to the action of fire for several hours, and

on cooling they most commonly yield to blows. It, however,

happens sometimes that large masses are abandoned from the im-

possibility of breaking them into pieces of a convenient size;

as the transportation either on camels or horses requires that the

pieces do not exceed one hundred pounds.

At Kulah, the quantity of emery detached from the rock was

not very considerable, as it had been protected from decomposi-

tion by the beds of lava that cover it. Here the marble was

quarried to get at the emery which was done in the early part of

1847 with profit, although the transportation from Kulah to

Smyrna is over a distance of one hundred and ten miles on the

backs of camels. Since the diminution of the price of emery,

this mine has been abandoned, for the quarrying into the marble

is attended with the greatest difficulty as the tools used for boring,

<fcc, are thrown out of use in a very short time, by the pieces of

emery which are encountered at every instant. At present all

the emery sent from Asia Minor comes from the mine at Gamuch-
daghj twelve miles from the ri^iins of Ephesus.

Commercial consideration of Emery.

The use of emery in the arts is of very ancient date, a fact

proved by works on hard stones that could not have been execu-

ted except by emery or minerals of that nature. It is very prob-

able that emery coming from the localities which have been men-

tioned, was used in former ages by the Greeks and Romans. For

example, the locality of Chimmhrdagh is immediately by the

ancient Magnesia on the Meandre, and between Ephesus and

Tralles, twelve miles from each of these cities, and the same dis-

tance from Tyria; in all of these cities the arts flourished, and

none more than that of cutting hard stones, if we are allowed

to judge from the specimens of their skill in this art that have

come down to us.
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Nevertheless, the quantity of emery formerly employed was
insignificant in comparison to the quantity now required, more
particularly within the last twenty years, since the use of plate
glass has been extended. The annual consumption at the pres-
ent time is about fifteen hundred tons.

For various reasons, the island of Naxos furnished for several

centuries almost exclusively the emery used in the arts, as much
for the facility with which it was obtained as for the uniformity
of its quality. The emery exists in very great abundance on this

island, and notwithstanding the quantity already extracted there
still remain immense deposits of it.

The price of this substance at the end of the last century was
from 40 to 50 dollars the ton, and between 1820 and 1835 it was
at times even less. About this period, the monopoly of the Naxos
emery was purchased from the Greek government by an English
merchant, who so regulated the quantity given to commerce that

the prce gradually rose from 40 to 140 dollars the ton, a |
rice at

which it was sold in 1846 and 1847. It was at this time that I

commenced examining and developing the emery formations of
Asia Minor until then unknown. And after making a report to

the Turkish government, the monopoly of the emery of Turkey
was sold to a mercantile house in Smyrna, and since then the

price of this article has diminished to 50 and 70 dollars the ton

according to the quality. I speak of the prices in the English
market.

The different mines explored are those of Naxos of an ancient

K
Q

largely, and of Nicftria commenced in 1850. From all these

different places the emery goes to Smyrna, and from there, prin-

cipally to England, the vessels taking it at a very low price as it

serves for ballast.

The various mines belong to the Turkish and to the Greek

government. The Greek government now sells its emery m lots

of several tons. The Turkish government sells the entire monop-
oly of its mines, and consequently its operations are controlled

by a single interest; but in all probability, this monopoly will be

done away with, in virtue of a commercial treaty existing be-

tween Turkey and the other powers. If this takes place the price

of emery will be still farther diminished.
Of the different varieties of emery employed in the arts that

Naxos is still preferred, and with reason

ts anal itv than that r.nminff from Kulahquality than that comin
Nicaria

found in abundance and that only sent into market, it will prove

at least equal if not superior to that of Naxos.

Second Series, Vol. X, No. 30.—Nov., 1850. 47
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Art. XXXVI.— On American Spodvmene ; by Geo. J. Brush,

of the Yale Analytical Laboratory.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science at New
Haven, August, 1850.

Owing to the want of a complete analysis of an American Spod- %

umene, 1 was induced at the suggestion of Prof. Silliman, Jr., to

undertake this research. '
.'••

•

The Spodumene from Ulo has often been the subject of chem-

ical investigation and has been analyzed by Arfvedson* Stro-

meyer,f Regnault,^ and Hagen.§ That from the Killiney local-

ity has been analyzed by Thomson.
||

These are all the complete analyses recorded of this species.

Partial analyses, however, exist of specimens from the Tyrol

mountains, and from Sterling, Mass., the former by Hagen and

the latter by both Hagen and Bowen.1l

The constitution of this mineral was not correctly understood

prior to Hagen's analysis, until which time it had been consid-

ered as essentially a silicate of alumina and lithia. Hagen how-

ever found a portion of the so-called lithia to be soda, which dis-

covery being confirmed renders the formulas derived from former

analyses incorrect,, owing to the great difference in the atomic

weights of lithia andsoda. ' Hagen's analysis of a specimen from

the Uto locality gave,

Oxygen. Ratio.

Silica, 66136 = 34-36 3436 1226 12

Alumina, 27024 12 63 >
12 .72 4 .55 4 i

Peroxyd of iron, -321 09
V U1A *

b° *

Lithia, 3 836 211 ? o 7Q i t

Soda, 2683 -68
> *

' y

—n i M
|m

100000
...

from which he deduced the formula, Xa gi+afr §i+6Xl Si2 .

My analyses agree with Hagen's in the soda, but lead to a

different formula. The specimens selected for analysis were

from the Norwich and Sterling (Mass ) localities. A qualitative

examination of each, showed the presence of silica, alumina, per-

oxjd of iron (trace), lime, lithia, and soda.

In the quantitative examination the alkalies were obtained by

decomposition by hydrofluoric acid and determined as sulphates;

the other constituents were obtained by fusion with carbonate or

soda. That from Norwich in two analyses yielded.

- •

bcnweiggers Jour., xxn
Ann. des Mines, (III sei

Thorn. Min.. i. 302.

f rntersuchungeu, i, 426.

,
§
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* H- Mean. Oxygen. Rntio.

Sihca, 63 06 62 72 6239 32 67 3267 8 04
Alumina, 28-00 28 85 2842 13 28 13-28 3 27
Lime, -95 1-13 104 -29
Luhia, 5-67 567 567 3 12 £ 4 06 1
Soda, 2 5 L 2 51 2 51 -65

100-19 100 88

And that from the Sterling locality of which also two analy-
ses were made, gave,

* II- Mean. . Oxygen. Ratio.

Silica, 62 86 62-67 62-76 32 61 32 61 7 80
Alumina, 2883 2983 29 33 13-75 13 75 3 28
Lime, -56 -71 -63 -18

Lithia, 6-48 6-48 648 3 56 £ 4-19 1

Soda,
.

1-76 1-76 176 -45

100-49 101-45

The mean of the ratios calculated from the four analyses is

1 : 3 27 : 7"92 or quite nearly 1:3:8, which gives the geueral
formula

$3 Si2+3£i Si2
and the special formula

(•0570 Ca+-1333 Xa+*8097 Li)3 Si2+3Xl Si2

which requires,

8 atoms of silica, 4618-48 = pr. ct. 64-14

3 " alumina, 1925 40 2676
2-4291 «, lithia, 441-27 6-12

•3999 " ioda, 154 84 2-15

•171 " lime, 6010 -83

720009 10000

This formula corresponds quite well with the analyses, espec-
ially in the protoxyd bases, the mean of which is almost pre-

cisely that required by the formula.

With the specific gravity 3 18 we obtain from the above the

atomic volume 2264. The B atomic volume (see Mr. Dana's
memoir, in this Journal, ix, 220) will be 1617, and the C atomic
volume 42*7. The isomorphism of this species with pyroxene
is pointed out by Mr. Dana on page 120 of this volume.*

* The analysis by Mr. Brush corresponds in the proportion of silica with the
results of Stromeyer's investigation, who found 63*288 of silica^ and 287 76 of
alumina Tn til** r..tin aKnva ftarli^Pfl n& topII that of von Kobell's formula

ratio as in pyroxene.— j. d. d.

same
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Art. XXXVII.

—

Optical Examination of several American
Micas ; by B. Silliman, Jr., A.M., M.D.,&c.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at New
Haven, August, 1850.

Prior to the publication of the second edition of Dana's Min-
eralogy, little had been done in distinguishing the several species

among American micas, and in allotting them to the various locali-

ties. In connection with Professor Dana, the writer, during the

passage of the Mineralogy through the press, made a number of

observations respecting the optical properties of such micas as

were at that time accessible. A summary of these observations

will be found in that volume.# Since that work was published,

the writer has continued and multiplied his observations as far as

opportunity has been found for prosecuting the investigation,

while former examinations have been revised. The results of

the whole research as far as they are complete are exhibited in

the following tables.

Much yet remains to be done, not only in confirming and ex-

tending the present measurements and adding new ones from

unexamined localities, but still more in reference to the chemical

character of the several compounds, which from their great re-

semblance in leading physical properties have hitherto been gen-

erally confounded under a common designation. This branch of

the enquiry is far the most laborious, requiring a large number of

rigorous chemical analyses. A beginning in it however, has been

made by Mr. Craw of the Yale Laboratory, who has completed

three analyses of Phlogopites from New York. The results of

his research, which are particularly interesting, will be found on

a following page.

The physical questions connected with the micas embrace also

the translucency of the several varieties in different directions,

the effects of heat and magnetism in varying the angle of the

optic axes, and the value of the latter under monochromatic light

in all parts of the spectrum;—and investigations on these points

would well reward the observer.! I had proposed the subject

last-mentioned, to my friend, Mr. W. P. Blake, before my own
observations were made, and he has recently planned and con-

structed for himself an instrument for observations and measure-

ments of this sort. This instrument appears to me particularly

* Dana's Mineralogy, p. 690.

f A few experiments were made by the author, aided by Mr. W. P. Blake, with

il oai's apparatus to determine whether any relation in the transmi-ion of heat

exnte 1 between various micas corresponJing at all to the different values of the optic

axes. In these trials the mica plates were as nearly as possible of the same thick-

/less, aod they were placed so that the normal was parallel to the bundle of rays of
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well adapted for this purpose, and with its aid we may hope for
important advances in our knowledge of the physical relations
of the micas.*

The instrument which I have used for the measurements given

Mai
paper oniometer of Charles and

us. It has a horizontal circle of about eight inches diameter
reading to minutes, with a tangent screw and double readings.
To the centre of the instrument has been adapted a simple con-
trivance for holding two tourmalines, and at the same time for se-
curing the mica plate in the proper position. The tourmalines have
both a horizontal and rotary movement, and are so arranged that
the mica plate can be conveniently held between them in an unva-
rying position while the arm of the goniometer makes its revolu-
tion. The instrument is adjusted for use by bringing the specimen
into such a position that the line connecting the optic axes shall

be horizontal ; and by turning the arm of the instrument through
the requisite number of degrees, the two series of colored rings
of a common binaxial mica will come successively into view.
A vertical cord placed in an open window is required to complete
the arrangement ; the instrument is so adjusted, that the cord
accurately intersects the black dots of the inner colored circle

about one axis; a revolution is then made, till the cord intersects

heat.neat. The instrument was so adjusted that the Locatelli lamp deflected the needle
uj 10" of time 30° of the scale. Thus arranged, the following results were
obtained

:

Mica examined Optic angle,

Muscovite of Grafton, ... 69° SO
PUogopite, Pope's Mills,

.

Color.

i<

«

a a

Edwards, . .

.

Biotite(?) Topsham, Me.,

(probably Phlogopite.)
Biotite, Monroe, N. Y., .

.

Muscovite, Royalston, Ms.,

Paris, Me., . . .

Brunswick, Me.,

Jones Falls,McL,

__ Philadelphia,.

.

7° 30'

15°

13° 30'

it

«

U

4&

57° 30'

72° 30'

72° 30'

67°
60°30'-61°

light brown,
white glassy,

brownish yellow, .

.

yellow brown,

deep reddish brown,

Needle
deflected.

Per cent, of
ray.« trans-

mitted.

* #

dark screen, almost black.

dark brown,
nearly colorless clear, . .

light brown,
lark green,

banded in hexagl figures,

19°-20° 57

12°-11°30'36
60
345

15°

15°
13°-12°

45
45

39-36

33

63

11°
21°
21°-21 o30'63-64'5

21°-21°30'63~64-5
18°-19° 54-57

2 l°36'-22° 645-66

the arrangement
When the crystal was placed so that the rays of heat passed pa

axis, (thus the Grafton mica was placed at an angle of 34° 30',

remaining otherwise as before) the needle was on repeated trials, deflected 24°,

equal to 72 per cent, of all the rays passing while in the other position, (or with the

normal parallel to the rays) only 60° passed.

t

From these few trials (which are regarded as only preliminary and approxima-
tive,) it will be seen that an interesting relation apparently subsists of the sort looked
for, and this last experiment is particularly worthy of confirmation by extending it

to numerous varieties.
* Mr. Blake presented his instrument and a series of measurements made with it

to the Phvsical Section nf the Am. Assoc, at the Xew Haven meeting.
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in the same manner the other axis; the amount or angle of thia

revolution is the angle between the axes. With this arrange-

ment there is no difficulty after a little practice in obtaining a

series of measurements on the same specimen, varying from

each other but a few minutes at most, without having recourse

to lenses or other means of more accurately defining the field of

observation or reducing the area of the colored circles. Such
modes of greater accuracy are important for the more delicate

physical questions previously suggested ; but for the purpose of

mineralogical determination, the means just described are quite

sufficient; since it is shown that in a series of specimens from the

same locality there is generally & difference of angle greater than

any error of observation arising from the imperfection of the in-

strument employed.
• Additional interest is given to this enquiry from a comparison

of the chemical relations of the various species of mica and their

corresponding differences in optical characters. For this reason

we briefly recapitulate the divisions which are adopted by Prof.

Dana in the late edition of his system, and which are also given

with a recapitulation of the chemical formulas on p. 1 1 8 of this vol-

ume. The species of mica now recognized are muscovite, mar-

garodite, emerylite, euphyllite, margarite, lepidolite, phlogopite

and biotite. Of these, all but the last are binaxial. Our obser-

vations will be confined mainly to muscovite, lepidolite, phlogo-

pite, and biotite.

1. Muscovite.—This name has been proposed by Dana to em-

brace those binaxial micas whose angle of polarization is between
55° and 75°, excepting however the lithia micas which, having a

peculiar composition and a very high angle, are included under

the species lepidolite. The terms " oblique jBiica" "common mi-

ca" and "binaxial mica" formerly applied to^fhis species now fail

to be distinctive, since we have other oblique and binaxial micas

which belong to different species. The optic axes in this species

lay in the direction of the longer diagonal of the prism. It is

much the most abundant variety and is commonly found in gran-

itic rocks.

2. Lepidolite.—This species embraces all the lithia micas, a

group presenting however varied chemical characters which will

probably be subdivided by future research. They are all bin-

axial and as far as observed they yield a higher angle than any

other of the species of this family, being 755-7l5°. The blow-

pipe reaction for lithia as well as its high polarization angle, en-

able this species to be very readily distinguished. Many of the

varieties are easily recognized by their rosy or peach-blossom

color.

3. Phlogopite.—This name was first proposed by Breithaupt

for the yellowish brown mica associated with serpentine which
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is found at Natural Bridge, near Diana in Jefferson county, New
York. This species is distinguished by a polarization angle be-
tween 7° and 18°, the angle most commonly observed, being
13°- 16°

; it rarely falls below 10°
; in all cases the two axes are so

near that both can be distinctly seen in the field at one view, and if

examined in thin plates and by a casual observer, it would be es-
teemed a uniaxial mica. The crystalline form is trimetric, and it

occurs often in elongated and tapering hexagonal prisms, some-
times of enormous size as in the well known individuals from
ope s Mills—specimens of which' in the writer's possession are 5

by 8 inches in thickness and perfect in form. The color is usu-
ally yellowish brown, bronzy yellow, and deep copper red, some-
times greenish yellow and rarely white. Its cleavage resembles
that of muscovite, but the laminee are not generally so elastic. In
chemical constitution it is a distinct compound although but few
analyses have yet been made of this species. Like the biotite it

is remarkable for the amount of protoxyd bases which it contains
and the small quantity of alumina—giving for the ratio of the
oxygen of its protoxyds, alumina and silica, as deduced by Rose,
1H : 12 : 30 = 1 : § : If, (more exactly 7:4: 11, according to

Craw,) while in the muscovites it is generally 1 : 12 : 16. Its

localities are much more numerous than was at first supposed;
they abound particularly in northern New York, in Canada, and
in Morris and Sussex counties in New Jersey. One of the
most noted localities of this species is Edwards in St. Lawrence
county, N. Y., where it is found both colorless, of an eminently
silvery luster, and also of a rich brownish yellow color.

4. Biotite.—This species includes the uniaxial or hexagonal mi-
cas. Most of the vaj ieties of this species are of a dark color—often

black or greenish bflfcck and transparent only in very thin laminae.

Owing to this preval#ht dark color it is often ditficult or quite impos-
sible to obtain satisfactory evidence of the optical character, and
there is little doubt that some localities quoted in this article as fur-

nishing uniaxial micas, should be in fact classed among the phlo-

gopites. Only one American variety of this species has yet been
analyzed—viz., that from Monroe, N. Y., by von Kobell. They
are generally magnesian micas and have for the oxygen ratio of
their protoxyds, alumina, and silica, the ratio 1 : 1 : 2 = £*Si4-
**§»• This species and those anomalous specimens which are

classed under it in the present article, but which probably belong
elsewhere, offer interesting subjects for chemical examination.

Beside the phlo^opites and biotites, properly so called, there are

several micas which have fallen under my observation in this re-

search which are anomalous in character. These present under
lhe influence of polarized light an elliptical colored image, in which
however it is not possible to bring out clearly the two poles of a
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binaxial mica, nor, on the other hand, the symmetrical cross of

a uniaxial crystal. The divergence is too constant and too

regular to allow the supposition that the ellipticity is due to a

njal-position of the laminae or to a separation between the thin

plates (remarked on as a cause of irregularity in certain crystals

by Biot). The divergence of the axes in these exceptional cases

is too decided not to attract the attention of the experienced ob-

server, and still these specimens would probably, by most persons,

be set down as uniaxial, especially in thin plates. Indeed many
phlogopites when viewed in thin plates appear so nearly uniaxial

as scarcely tp excite attention to their binaxial character, while in

plates of suitable. thickness they are easily measured. Those

doubtful cases now under consideration are probably referable to

an oblique crystalline form, but even here the study of a large

number of specimens from the same locality is required before

satisfactory inferences may be drawn. To this head I refer the

deep reddish copper-colored mica from Franklin Furnace, Sussex

Co., New Jersey, which is found in white dolomite ; also a mica

of similar character from St. Jerome, Canada ; and that, well

known to collectors, from Moriah in Essex Co., N. Y., which is

more remarkable than any I have seen for its deep smoky red

color as seen by transmitted light. But the most interesting

specimens of this sort observed by me, are certain large crystals

of a deep olive green color from the Yale College Cabinet, and

which in our investigations have been referred to Monmouth,
N. J.

r
although their true locality is still doubtful. This mica is in

very large rhombic crystals oblique from an obtuse edge. P : M
1 12° - 1 15£°, M : M L 122° - 125°, the angle of the basal edges is

1 19° 30'. Plane angle of P 1 19°. It has a cleavage parallel to the

longer axis. The obliquity of the optic axes appears to be nearly

as great as that seen in some phlogopites of equal thickness, but

the dark color of the mineral prevents a satisfactory examina-

tion. Should the character of this mica be confirmed by a set of

good analyses, it must in all probability form a distinct species as

suggested by Dana * This variety is not to be confounded with

the well crystallized mica o.f Greenwood furnace which, as seen

in ordinary specimens, is oblique from the acute edge (sections of

distorted acute rhombohedrons) and which is regarded as a uni-

axial mica.

Euphyllite, margarodite and emerylite have hitherto been

found in quantities too inconsiderable and in specimens generally

too poorly crystallized to furnish many measurements.!

Mineralogvw Mineralogy, p. em , .

f For the composition of these species, see Dana's Mineralogy, and also this vo

mne. Daires 114-118.

v
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Table I.

f

American Muscovite and Lepidolite Micas. Polarization anglefrom 55° to 76°

CJQ

o
o

Locality of Mica.

W

o

©
OS

O

New York Island, 4 m. from City N. Y.
lloyalston, M;i>s.,

ib. ib

Pennslmry, Penn.,

Philadelphia, Penn.,

ib. ib. near Fairmount, . .

.

Oxford, Maine,

Monroe, Conn.,

From whom received. Color, Form and Remarks.

Royalston, Mass.,

Local. ?

Fails road, 2£ m. from Baltimore, . . .

jSVar Rllicott's Mills, Md......

" Jon f Fal " near Baltimore,

Greenfield, Conn.,

fladdam, Ooiia, (Quarry Hill,) iMr. Burr,
Grafton, New riampshure, [Bowers,
Union ville, Penn.,

Aekworth, N. H.,

Grafton, N. EL, another spei Imen, . .

.

Templeton, Ma s.,

Orai. , Mass
Willimantie falls, Conn.,

Pennsbory, Penn.,

lloyalston, Mass.,

New York Lye. Nat. Hist., . .

.

E. Hitchcock, Jr.,

ib. ib.,

T. Seale,

Lederer Cabinet, T. Conrad, .

.

T. Seale,

Dr True

Lederer Cabinet,

Ca bridge Cabinet, by Prof. )

Levering,
J

C. M. Wheatley's Cabinet, . . . .

* • ^ V'l*Vj » • • • • * • • • • • * , « , , vv

ib. ib.,

G, Gibbes and W. S. Vaux, .

.

Yale College Cabinet,

Angles of axes.

violet gray, with black grains disseminated in it,
!

56° 2()'-5G° 40'
dark brown, fine crystal; locality of the Beryls, . . .57° 30'

ib. ib. another specimen, ; . . . 58°-59°
smoky brown, striated ; color in blotches, 59°
greenish gray, banded ; alternate bars of color, '60° 80'-61°
smoky brown

; r< enables Pennsbury mica, i 62°-62 30'
light brown; perfect crystals transparent in transverse G2° 42'-63°

direction,

brown with patches, of dark brown mottled,

violet brown ; in thick plates,

64° 30'-65° 30

G5

65°
65°

greenish gray ; in perfect crystals,
,

transparent brown, with scales of green,

ib. ib. Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 66°
blackish green ; symmetrically banded, with dark grains

of chrom. iron \

30'-6G°
30'-G5° 40'
80'

6G° 15'-66° 30'

T. Seale,

Yale College Cabinet
Bowers,

B, Hi! hcock, Jr.,

ib. ib.,

T. Seale,

E. Bitchcock, Jr.,

greenish yellow, in granite boulder, 'GG° 30'-67°
clear brownish green, in granite, 67°
[light brown, transparent, !

g 7 °

white ; corundum locality, '$7°

greenish gray, in granite, 67°
light brown, with flattened quartz and tourmaline, 68°
trans parent brown, G9°

ib. ib. beautiful crystals 09°
brownish green, transparent^ in granite,

brown crystals ; another locality, 69° 27'-70°
dark brown

; 2d locality /. |c9° 40'-70°

69°
69°

V
•67° 28'

15'-67° 30'

5'-68° 20'

30'-69° 40'

80'-69° 10'

>'-G9° 50'

«

s
a

CO

3
a
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a
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Table continued.

CO

GO

Locality of Mica. From whom received. Color, Form and Remark a.

Grafton, N. &,
Middletown, Conn.,

Chester, IlampitoD Co., Mass.,

Norwich, Ma ,

Pennsbury, Penn., (3d Local.,)

Goshen, Mass.,

Creeniield, N. Y.,

HaddilHj Conn.,

ouvernetff, N. Y.,

Templeton, Ma ., (2d spec.,)

Leiperville, Del Co., Pa.,

Jen! -on Co., ^N . Y., .

Hebron, I\ ine Dr. True,

• ••••••

nvich, Mass.,

1 beldam, Conn.,

I ;. Chester, Westchester Co., N". Y., .

.

Paris, Maine,

ib. ib.,

Brunswick, Maine,

i aiverneur, N. Y. ?

Paris, Maine,

ib. ib.,

I Grange, N. H.,

Bowers,
J. D. Dana,
Yale College Cabinet,

E. Hitchcock, Jr.,

A . ioCiilt., • * • • • • • . • *• •* »• ••*

V
r

ale College Cabinet, .......
Mr. Powers,
Mr. Burr,

Dr. B. F. Hough,
E. 1 iitehcock, Jr.,

T. Seaie,

Dr. B. F. Hough,

L Hitchcock, Jr., . . .

.

M\ elf,

Yale College Cabinet,

Dr. True,

Prof. O. P. Hubbard, .

Prof. Loveringi

Cambridge Cabinet, .

.

Vale College Cabinet,

ib. ib. „

,

W. P. Blake,

Dr. TruePounai, Maine,
Goshen, M ., Yale College Cabinet,

ib. ib

light brown; 3d specimen, ...

.

brownish ; feldspar quarry,

greenish white, in granite boulder,

greenish yellow ; spodumene locality,

brownish green; in coarse granite,

greenish yellow ; with spodumene,

brownish ; chrysoberyl locality,

brownish ; in large plates,

brownish-white, in boulder,

transparent brown,

faint greenish
;

plicated plates,

greenish ; in a boulder,

light brown transparent, in thick masses, .

.

yellowish green transparent ; 2d specimen,

ib. ib. ; columbite locality,

ib. ib. ; boulder,

ib. ib

Lenox, M .jLederer Cabinet,

ib. ib. ; another s] »ecimen,

whitish brown ; silvery mica,

fair rosy color ; no lithia reaction,

whitish green; with green tourmaline,

ib. another specimen,

gray, with flattened tourmaline, quartz and feldspar, . .

.

nearly colorless ; lithia \ mica,

yellowish green ; with indicolite,

another specimen,

rose colored lithia mica ; with albite,

Angles of axes.

69°

70°
70°
70°
70°
70°
70°

70°
70°
70°
70°
71°
71°
71°
71°
71°
72°
72°
72°
73°
74°
73°
73°
74°
75°
75°
75°

-69° 30'

-70° 30'

-70° 30'

30'

-70° 30'

-70° 30'

45'-7l°

15'

30 '-71°

-71° 30'

40'-7l° 50'

45'

30'-7l° 45'

30 '-7 2°

15'-72° 30'

30'

37'-72° 50'

-7S° 5'

-74° 30'

-74°
50'-75°

30 '-7 6°

-75° 30'

$
8

Si

3
ft

1

a
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Table II.

—

American Phlogopitc Micas.

Locality of Specimen* Whence obtained.

Pope's Mills, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.,

Edwards, N. Y.,

Color, Form and Remarks.

Lederer Cabinet,

St. Lawrence Co. ? N. Y., Lye. Nat. Hist., N. Y.,

Vroom; in s Lake. N. Y.,

Edwards, N.Y
Warwick, Orange Co., N. Y.,

Falls of the Grande Calumatte, Canada,

Pope's Mills, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y..

Edwards, N. Y.; 2d specimen,
I liur .-lies Mills, Elossie, N. Y.,

Near Skinners Bridge, Etossie, N. Y.,

Carlisle, Mass.,

Rossi e, N. Y., near Mrs. Story's

a glassy transparent crystal, about £ inch thick,

C. M. Win alley's Cabinet, ... .rich reddish brown in large clear plates and very unlike

either of the Other varieties from Edwards ;
resembles the

Franklin, N. J., specimens,

yellowish
Dr. B. F. 1 lough, in long crystals of a yellow color ; resembles tlie mica of

Natural Bridge,
ib. ib., rich yellowish brown color,

C. M. Wheatley's Cabinet, . . . Jin limestone, yellowish, slightly transparent, uneven,
T. S. Hunt, .[yellowish green, in limestone with pyroxene and idocra 96*;

crystals son aes many inches long ; eminently beauti-

ful mica,

Dr. Crawe, large crystals of a fine yellowish brown ; specimen meas-
ure I 9 by 5 inches,

ib., 'yellowish brown,
Dr. Hough, resembles the Pope's Mills; yellowish brown,
b. ib I very yellow mica,

Lye. Nat, Hist., N.Y., from \ [in lime >ne vein with fibrolite, &c. ; rich yellowish brown,

10°?
10°?

109 30'-10° 50'

11°

11°?

13°-1S° 12'

ib.

., from >

like Natural Bridge,Dr. Torrey,

Dr. Hough, light yellowisli, with crystals of magnet ic iron?

Pope9
! Mills, St. Lawrence Co., [Dr. Crawe, brownish yellow hexagonal crystal 8 inch, diameter*; plat

examined \ inch thick; axis in the line of the shorter
diagonal,

Natural Brid , Jefferson Co., N. Y., .

ib.

Edwards, N. Y.,

ib.,

Lederer • ibinet and Dr.

Hough,
Dr. Hon h,

Dr. Cra> ,

^ rich yellow;

U by Meiizi

associated with rpentine ; same as analyzed

\ icintty of Itossic, N. Y., Mr. Powers, i ich yellow brown
;
probably the same as Gouv< na ur, ... 16° 7'-l

Essex, N. Y., Lye. Nat. Hist., N. V., ....... in lime (cue in beautiful crystals not over £ to \ inch in

itzendorfl,

another *\n ww\\
whi silvery, curved crystals, often opak

13° 30'

13° 30'

13° 30'-14°
11°

14°
15°

16

J diameter; hex; onal; deep rich brown color,

Upper Ottawa, Canada .|T. S. Hunt, reddish yellow transparent, in granite,

15°

16°

l.v B0M6° 30'

-16° 15'

16° 30'

17° 30^18°

§

3
©
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Table continued.

present equivoca

Locality of specimen.

Moriah ! ex Co, N. Y.,

aiYomeur, N. Y.,

Somerville, N. Y,

Burgess, Canada West,
,

Whence obtained.

Lederer Cabinet,

Dr. Hough,

Franklin, X. J.,

BurgefiS, Canada West,

Dr. Hough,

T. S. Hunt,

Fine, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y,

Amity, N.Y.,

Sterling Mine, Morris Co., N.J.,

Suckasunaj Mine, N, J.,

Newt* >u, N. J.,

Lockwood, Sussex Co., N. J.,

Dr. Hough,

ib. ib.,

Estimated 5°-1°

very dark smoky red, in thin plates by transparent light, . . Estimated 16°-17°
brownish copper red; yellowish; in hexagonal plates like

Pope's Mills,

feint brownish, with blood red spots, which magnified are

seen to be garnet,

bronzy, almost metallic luster; a very brownish yellow

semi-transparent if thin; opake in plates aline thick;

slightly elastic only; found with apatite in sandstone, . . .

Lederer Cabinet, bronzy yellow, distinct from the red mica of same place, .

.

T. S. Hunt, whitish yellow; imperfect specimen, with particles of for-

eign matter, resembling specimen from Natural Bridge,.

.

very dark olive brown
; opake in plates over a line thick

;

clearly binaxial, •.

opake silvery white; resembles in general character a mus-
covite,

• •••••••• t « • •

F. Canfield,

ib.

ib.

ib.

rich yellowish brown, inclining to red ; in limestone
,

de<p olive brown, inclining to yellow; in limestone
yellow ; imperfect and very small; in linn tone

,

deep olive brown, like the mica ol Fine, N. Y. ; in limestone.)

Angle very low.

About U°

About 10°

Estimat'd 10°-12°

10°-12°

To the foregoing may be added the anomalous micas before describe! from Monmouth (?) N. J., (Maine?), from Franklin furnace, N.J, and several
cimens which the author has found in vari cabinets, but which being without labels he has hi

realities. Another phlogopite from Oxbow, N. Y., has been received while these pages are in the press.

been unable as yet to refer to the proper

CO
CO

£
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Optical Examination of several American Micas. 3S1

In the accompanying tables we have given for each specimen-
measured, its locality, color, the source whence received, the
angle between the optic axes, and other observations bearing on
their history. It may afford a more correct impression of the pres-
ent state of this investigation to remark that specimens from over
one hundred American localities of mica have been examined be-
sides a considerable number of uncertain locality ; and from many
of these localities very numerous specimens have been measured.
Thus there have been measured of muscovite specimens from
about 50 localities; of phlogopite over 30; of euphyllite 2; of
margarodite 1 ; of biotite about 12, and of doubtful species
3 or 4.

Biotite.—The number of localities in the United States fur-

nishing uniaxial mica (biotite) has been constantly diminishing
since the commencement of these investigations, as increased
skill in observation and improved means of examination have
shown one after another of the reddish and yellow or brown
colored micas to have more or less decidedly the characters of

phlogopite,^

Thus the dark brown mica of Fine, the red micas of Moriah,
of Sterling, of Franklin, and of Gouverneur, have successively

been thrown out of the list of biotites into the binaxial species.

Others remain in doubt as those of Topsham, Me., and Easton, Pa.

Greenwood Furnace, Monroe, Orange County, N, Y., is the

|

locality of a very remarkable and perfectly crystallized biotite.

It is figured by Beck*, and fully described also by Dana,t and
it appears to have been analyzed by von Kobell,J as quoted by
both the authors just cited. The remarks made on a previous

page respecting the equivocal optical character of some of the

micas apply to this variety also. It is opake in plates over

one-twelfth of an inch thick, but of rich olive green in thin

plates.

The figure of its rings under polarized light is decidedly

elliptical, but not so much so perhaps as to require any other

explanation than the remark of Biot, before quoted, respecting

the power of thin plates to disturb the ray and produce the effect

of binaxial structure in a uniaxial crystal. The author has a

new analysis of this variety in progress the results of which he

will present on a future occasion. The chemical constitution of

very few American biotites has been examined : indeed the local-

ity just referred to is the only one cited. Von Kobell's result

corresponds with the formula given on page 375.

Mica of Monroe, N. F.—This mica from the same town as

the last is also uniaxial and gives a figure almost entirely cir-

* Min., N. Y., p. 37. t Mi»- (
1850)'

36°-

Xll,
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382 Optical Examination of several American Micas.

cular. It is distinguished by its bronzy lustre and dark greenish

olive color inclining to gray or black. It is imperfectly transpar-

ent, having by transmitted light a dusky or hazy appearance. It

occurs in plates of immense size, which are marked on the cleav-

age surfaces with rhombic and triangular figures, (no distinct lat-

eral planes have however been found,) as well as with transverse

cleavage lines. It is slightly elastic but very tough. One speci-

men which the author has seen in the cabinet of Mr. C. M.
Wheatley in New York is nearly two feet in diameter. Mr.

Horton of Monroe has also furnished the writer with numerous
very large specimens. No analysis of it has been published, but

the author hopes to present one at a future time.

The white mica of Easton, Pa., which is very silvery and

slightly elastic and opake in thick plates, is probably a biotite,

and, excepting the very similar white mica of Amity, N. Y., is

the only white uniaxial variety yet noticed in this country.

The Black micas are almost universally referable to the species

biotite, although many micas usually called black in collections

are in reality dark brown and olive green and are frequently refer-

£
to phlogopite. Unfortunately very few of the localities of

_ variety of color found in cabinets are labelled. I have one

from Moors Slide on the Ottawa in Canada, furnished me by Mr.

Hunt of the Canada Geological Commission. Another black mica

is found in St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., of which specimens were ob-

tained by the author from the cabinets of Mr. Wheatley and of

the N. Y. Lyceum in New York. Two black micas from the

Cambridge cabinet are anaxial, locality not known.
Geological relations.—It is worthy of notice that the species

muscovite is found almost entirely in granitic rocks ; in no instance

as far as I have seen, has a specimen of this species been found in

a lime rock. On the other hand, the phlogopites, with a single

exception, so far as has been ascertained, are found in limestone

and often iii dolomitic beds. The biotite is less well determined,

but, as regards the black micas, they are always, it is believed,

found in granitic rocks. Thus New England is the region of

museovites, and northern New York, New Jersey and Canada,

that of phlogopite. The few specimens of muscovite from St.

Lawrence Co. were obtained from granite boulders. The only

specimen of phlogopite yet observed in New England is from

Carlisle in Mass., where also it is found in a limestone vein with

chondrodite and fibrolite, an interesting confirmation of the sug-

gestion here put forth. Can this distribution be unconnected

with the chemical composition of the several compounds? The
magnesian character of the phlogopites would seem to indicate

the dolomitic position of the species, while the absence of this

element in the museovites is a negative fact of equal significance.

I



Analyses of Phlogopite. 383

The writer cannot close this paper without tendering his thanks
to numerous' correspondents who have in the kindest manner
responded to his persevering enquiries for specimens. It is in-
tended that the foregoing tables should embrace in all cases the
source from whence the specimens were obtained, as it is of the
greatest importance that accuracy and authenticity should be ob-
tained in this particular, for the sake of future observers. The
author retains all the localities referred to in his own collection
so labelled as to avoid. error, and they are at all times open to the
inspection of those who wish to examine them*

Art. XXXVIII.

—

Analyses of Phlogopite from St. Lawrence
County, N. Y. ; by Wm. J. Craw, of the Yale Analytical

Laboratory.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at New
Haven, August, 1850.

The mica called Phlogopite has been analyzed by Meitzen-
dorff, in Poggendorff 7

s Annalen, volume viii, page 157. -^JJLii

analysis has likewise been published by Svanberg, in the Trans-
actions of the Royal Swedish Academy for 1839, of a miija

which has been supposed to be phlogopite, but as it does not
agree in atomic proportions with that from New York, it very
probably may not come under this species.

Meitzendorff gives the following as the composition of the

specimen which he analyzed : it was from Jefferson Co., N. Y.,

and probably from Natural Bridge.

Si £l 3Pe % & Na £ some Li Fl ign.

41-30 15-35 1-77 28-79 9*70 065 3'30 0'28=10M4

Oxygen, 21*46 717 053 11-31 165 017

The specimens analyzed by me were all from Edwards, St.

Lawrence Co., N. Y. No. 1, had a deep yellowish brown color,

in broad plates.

It is worthy of remark that the species Phlogopite lias not yet been mentioned
as occurring in Europe. Dufrenoyf mentions and figures micas from Clayette in

France, another from the department of Finistere and others from Lake Baikal which
are probably to be referred to this species, but no optical examination appear? to

have ] en made of them. Sir David Brewster quotes a mica of 14° measured by
h^, but does not say from whence lie procured it. Indeed optical observers have

seemed heretofore to attach no importance to the localities of the specimens mea
^ed by them, and hence their observations are rendered nearly useless to the min-

eralogist. It cannot be doubted that the limestone rocks of Europe will supply

*nany examples of phlogopite. The author would take this opportunity to raggest

that the Uaht and dark greenish micas of Vesuvius are referable to phlogopite as
he has sat tied himself from the examination of authentic specimens m the collec-

tion of Yale College. The black Vesuvian micas are undoubtedly uniaxial.

f Traite de Mineralogie, iii, p. 647, 1847, aUo Dana, p. 359.



384 Analyses of Phlogopite.

No. 2, was a transparent and colorless crystal of a silvery lus-

tre ; and
No. 3, was a part of the same crystal rendered quite opaque

and silvery by the absorption of water. The crystal which fur-

nished Nos. 2 and 3 was originally 6 by 8 inches in surface

dimensions.

No. 1, gave reactions for silica, alumina, magnesia, potash and

fluorine, with small quantities of peroxyd of iron and soda, and
a doubtful trace of lithia.

Nos. 2 and 3 gave silica, alumina, magnesia, potash and soda,

with traces of water and fluorine.

The following are the results of analysis

:

Si

No. 1.

40-145

Si with a little Fe 17-356

&g 28-099

K 10-564

Na 0-68

Fl 4-202

100-996

No. 2.

40*358

16-450

29-554

7226
4-938

loss by ign. 0*952

99-478

No. 3.

4036
16-084

30247

6066
4-39

2-65

99-797

Oxygen Ratios.

Si

Si

Mg

Na

No. 1.

20-86

811

1104
1-79 > 12-99

0-16

f *

No. 2.

20-97

7-69

11-61

1-23 J- 14-11

1-27

No. 3.

20-97

7*52

11-89

1-03 [ 14-05

1-13 )

The ratios are respectively 1-6 : 1 : 256 ;
1*83 : 1 : 2-73 ;

1-87 : 1 : 2*78 ; the mean of these is 1-77 : 1 : 2'69, which

equals very nearly 7 : 4 : 11, and corresponds with the formula

7ft3 Si+4»l Si. The equality between the oxygen of the silica and

that of the bases will be observed ; and if £3 and Si may replace

one another, the formula becomes fft*, 3d) Si, a common type among
the silicates.

The per-centage corresponding to this formula is as follows,

excluding the fluorine, which is not found in analyses 2 and 3.

Si

41 16*82
Mg
3001

K
11-57=100-00

Si vhich in-iu i>o. i, me ai contains a small proportion or *T

e, wmcu in-

creases the amount of oxygen from the peroxyds so as to make

ppear
really are, and the determination of the silica is also, probably

somewhat too low.

Meitzendorff's analysis affords the ratio 13-13 : 7-70 :
21-46;

which equals 1*7 : 1 : 2-78, and corresponds quite closely with the

ratio 7:4: 11, the same which is afforded bv the analyses above.
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Analyses of Phlogopite. 385

The fluorine, however, comes in as an important element, and
one which it is somewhat difficult to dispose of, in a perfectly

satisfactory manner.
H. Rose considers the fluorine to exist as fluorid of potassium,

and gives the formula KFi-f(3$ 3 Si+2fi Si.) This corresponds to

the ratio 3:2: 5—the potash being removed from the other pro-

toxyds, as a fluorid.

Rammelsberg remarks that the fluorine may be considered as

silicofluorid of potassium : but Rose is opposed to this view, on
the ground that it would change the ratio of the oxygen in the

several oxyds. This it would do, if it were considered simply as

silicofluorid of potassium, but if, in accordance with the recent

views of Rammelsberg published in his last supplement, it is

taken as replacing oxygen in the several compounds, the ratio

will remain unaltered. In this view, the formula 7ft
3 Si+4ii Si,

represents correctly the constitution of the mineral, if we suppose

the oxygen partly replaced by fluorine.

The apportionment of the fluorine and oxygen to the several

compounds is as follows

:

1. Meitzendorjfs Mica.

Fluorine. Oxygen in residues. Sum.
Combined with Si 1'65 Si 2068 2233

7'45 8-05Al 0-60 £l 692

£e 053

Mg 0'90 Mg 10*94:

K 0-15 K 1*58 Y 1268 1373

Na 0-16

Ratio 1-7:1: 2-78.

2. Mica from Edwards. Analysis 1.

Fluorine. Oxygen in residues. Sura.

Combined with Si 2101 Si 19'97 22*071

Al 0-764 Al 7'79 8554

Mg 1146 iSlg 1056

K 0191 K l-7l}-12 43. 13-767

Na. 016

Ratio =1-6:1: 258.

The ratio of the silico-fluorids to the silicates is 1 : 30 in Meit-

zendorff's analysis, and about 1 : 24 in the mica of Edwards;
according to the first, the detailed formula is

30[7R3 Si+4*l Si]+1[7(3R F+Si F*)+4(A1 F*+Si F3
)]

and according to the second

-H

Analyses 2 and 3 correspond closely with MeitzendorfPs in

the ratio, if this view of the fluorine be taken, and the varieties

with fluorine and those without, which are alike in polarization,

thus come under one general formula. ;

Second Series, Vol. X, No. 30.—Nov., 1860. 49
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386 Proceedings of the British Association

Extractsfrom the Proceedings of the Twentieth Meeting of the British

Association, held at Edinburgh, July^ 1850.*

Section A.

—

Mathematical and Physical Science.
« *

On Atlantic Waves, their Magnitude, Velocity, and Phenomena ; by

Dr. Scoresby.

During two passages across the Atlantic in 1S47-8, I had opportuni-

ties for investigating certain elements respecting deep-sea waves more

. favorable than had ever before occurred within my experience in navi-

gation. These observations, it should be noted in the outset, and the

results deduced from them, were entirely uninflenced by, and separate

from theory. They form but a contribution to this interesting branch

of natural phenomena ; but I offer them the more readily from the cir-

cumstance of their entire independency and speciality. It was in our

return voyage from America that the highest seas occurred, when the

circumstances adapted for interesting observations were singularly fa-

vorable; for, whilst the magnitude and the peculiar construction of the

upper works of the ship—the Hibernia—afforded various platforms of

determinate elevation above the line of flotation for observations on the

height of the waves, the direction of the ship's course, with respect to

that of the waves, was generally so nearly similar as to yield the most

advantageous agreement or accordance for observations on their width

and velocity. These observations I shall extract, in their order, from

piy journal kept during the homeward passage. My first observation

worth reco.ding is under the date of March 5, 1848, when the ship was

in latitude about 51°, and longitude (at noon) 38° 50 ; W.

—

the wind

then being about W S.W.,and the ship's course, true, N. 52° E. At sun-

set of the 4th the wind blew a hard gale, which, with heavy squalls, had

continued during the night; so that all sail was taken in but the storm-

staysail forward. The barometer stood at 2950 at 8 p. M., but fell so

rapidly as to be at 2830 by 10 the next morning. In the afternoon of this

day 1 stood some time on the saloon deck or cuddy roof,—a height, with

the addition of that of the eye, of 23 feet 3 inches above the line of

flotation oC the ship,— watching the sublime spectacle presented by the

turbulent waters. I am not aware that I ever saw the sea more terribly

magnificent. I was anxious to ascertain the height of these mighty

waves; but found almost every wave rising so much above the level of

the eye, as indicated by the intercepting of the horizon of the sea in

the direction in which they approached us, as to yield only the mini-

mum elevation, and to show that the great majority of these rolling

masses of water possessed a height of considerably more than twenty-

four feet (including depression as well as altitude,) or, reckoning from

the me m level of the set, of more than twelve feet. Exposed as the

situation was, I then adventured lo the larboard paddle-box, which

was about seven feet higher, where the level (as ascertained afterwards

at Liverpool, allowance being made for the alteration in the draught of

water of the ship,) was twenty-four feet nine inches above the sea

* From the Athenaeum, Numbers 1189, 1190, 1191.

*

v
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This position, with five feet six inches, the height of my eye, gave an
elevation altogether of thirty feet three inches for the level of ihe view
then obtained,—a level, it should be remarked, which was very satis-

factorily maintained during the instants of observation, because of the
whole of the ship's length being occupied within the clear "trough of
the sea," and in an even and upright position, whilst the nearest ap-
proaching wave had its maximum altitude. Here, also, I found at least

one half of the waves which overtook and passed the ship were far above
the level of my eye. Frequently I observed long ranges (not acuminated
peaks) extending one hundred yards, perhaps, on one or both sides of
the ship,—the sea then coming nearly right aft,— which rose so high
above the visible horizon, as to form an angle estimated^! two to threed/egrees (say 2£°) when the distance of the wave summit was about
one hundred yards from the observer. This would add near thineen
feet to the level of the eye. And this measure of elevation was by no
means uncommon,—occurring, I should think, at least once in half a
dozen waves. Sometimes peaks of crossing or crests of breaking seas
would shoot upward at least ten or fifteen feet higher. The average
wave was, I believe, fully equal to that of my sight on the paddle-box,
or more,—that is, %$ = 15 feet, or upwards; and the mean highest

waves^ not including the broken or acuminated crests, about forty three
feet above the level of the hollow occupied at the moment by the ship,

illuminated as the general expanse not unfrequently was by the tran-

sient sunbeam breaking through the heavy masses of the storm-cloud,
and contrasting its silvery light with the prevalent gloom, yielding a

wild and partial glare, the mighty hills of waters rolling and foaming as

they pursued us, whilst the gallant and buoyant ship—a charming "sea-
boat"— rose abaft as by intelligent anticipation of their attack, as she

scudded along, so that their irresistible strength and fierce momentum
were harmlessly spent beneath her and on her outward sides,—ihe

*

storm, falling fiercely on the scanty and almost denuded spars and
steam chimney raised aloft, still indicated its vast, but as to us innoxious,

power, in deafening roarings,—altogether presented as grand a storm-

scene as I ever witnessed, and a magnificent example of '* the works of
_ * CD I

#

the Lord," specially exhibited to sea-going men, "and his wonders in

the deep." I n the afternoon of the same day the gale again increased,

blowing, especially during the continuance of a much protracted hail-

shower, terrifically,—roaring like thunder whilst we scudded before it,

causing the ship to vibrate as by a sympathetic tremor, and the lops of

rolling waves, too tardy, rapid as was their actual progress, for the

speed of the assailing influence, to be carried off and borne along on

the aerial wings in a perfect drift of spray ! But during the period of

these most vehement operations of nature, I was fortunately enabled,

from familiarity with sea enterprise, to pursue my observations with en-

tire satisfaction. The next day—March 6—added to the interest of

these investigations by developing the character of the Atlantic waves

under a long and fiercely-continued influence of a little varying wind.

It had blown a heavy gale, violent in the showers, from the north-west-

ward, from Saturday evening the fourth, to the evening of Sunday,

from twenty-six to thirty hours; during the night, too, of Sunday it had

again blown hard (abating towards the morning of Monday), and mak-

->
*

*
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ing a total continuance of the storm, in its violence, of about thirty-six

hours-* I renewed my observations on the waves at ten a. m.—the

storm having been then subdued for several hours, and the height of ihe

waves having perceptibly subsided. Soon I observed, when standing

on the saloon-deck, that ten waves, in one case, came in succession,

which all rose above the apparent horizon,—consequently they must

have been more than twenty-three feet, probably the average might be

about twenty-six from ridge to hollow. At this period I also found that

occasionally (that is, once in about four or five minutes,) three or four

waves in succession, as seen from the paddle-box, rose above the visible

horizon,—hence they must, like those of the preceding day, have been

thirty feet waves. But one important difference should be noted—viz.,

that they were of no great extent on the ridge, presenting, though more

than mere conical peaks, but a moderate elongation.

Another subject of consideration and investigation, on this occasion,

was the period of the regular waves overtaking the ship, and the de-

termination, proximately, of the actual width or intervals, and their ve-

locity. 1. The ship was then going nine knots only, the free action of

the engines being greatly interfered with by the heavy sea running, and

the lines of direction of the waves and the ship's course differed about

22?i degrees, the sea being two points on the larboard quarter,—in other

words, the true course of the ship was east ; the direction from whence

the sea came was VV.N.W. 2. The period of regular waves in inci-

. dental series, overtaking the ship, were observed as follows

:

Mean.

16"-5

.15 -5

. 17 -0

10 »
. 2 45 . . 16 5

8 *
. 2 16 . . 17

Waves. Min. Spc.

20 occupied . 5 03
10 <,t

• 2 35
10 n •

• 2 50

{General average, , 16 '5

.3. The length of the ship was stated to be two hundred and twenty feet.

The time taken by a regular wave to pass from stern to stem appeared,

on a mean of several observations, to be about six seconds. Hence
6" : 220 feet tthe width passed over in that time) : : 16*5 feet to 605 feet

(the width passed over betwixt crest and crest.) But this extent, by

reason of the obliquity of the direction of the waves to the course of

the ship, is found to be elongated about 45 feet, reducing the probable

mean distance of the waves to five hundred and fifty-nine feet. Inde-

pendently of this process, i had previously estimated the distance of the

wave crests, ahead and astern when the ship was in the hollow, as I

stood near the center of the ship's length on the paddle-box, at three

hundred feet each way, by comparing the intervals betwixt my position

and the place of the wave-crest, with the known length of the ship.

This comparison frequently re-considered and repeated, subsequently

yielded, in much accordance with the former, a total width, in the line

* The barometer on Saturday, at 8 v. it, was at 29'50 ; at 6 a. m. of Sunday it bad

fallen to 2830, ban* 12 inches in ten hours. At 6 p. m. of the latter day it had risen

to StftOO inches.

i
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of the ship's course, of about six hundred feet. 4. But the total dis-
tance betwixt the crests of two waves, then reckoned at five hundred
and fifty feet, a distance passed by the wave in 16*5 seconds of time, by
no means indicates, it is obvious, the real velocity of the wave, as the
ship meanwhile was advancing nearly in the same direction at the rate
of nine knots, that is, nine geographical miles, or (6,075*6 feet X 9 =)
54,680*4 feet per hour, or 15*2 feet per second. During the lime,
therefore, of a wave passing the ship ss 16'5", the ship would have ad-
vanced on its course 15-5 X 152 = 2506 feet. Reducing this for the
obliquity of two points we have 231*5 feet to be added to the former
measure, five hundred and fifty nine feet, which gives 790*5 feet for the
actual distance traversed by the wave in 16*5 seconds of time, being at

the rate of fiW

*

J^^)
17,251*7 feet, or 32'67 English staN

ute miles per hour. To know how far this result is but proximate, it

should be considered that, of the several elements employed in the cal-

culation, all but one might be deemed accurate. The interval of time
occupied by the transit of a wave with respect to the position of the
ship, the direction of the ship's motion with relation to that of the
waves, and the speed of the ship through the water,—may all be re-

corded as, essentially, accurate. The element in doubt is that of the

average distance from summit to summit of the waves. This distance,
tt has been seen, was, by a twofold process of observation or compari-
son accordantly assumed. The value of the judgment derived from
rapid comparison of measures by an eye accustomed to such estimations
Is

^ it should be observed, far higher than might be generally considered.
The practical military commander or engineer officer is able to make,
by mere inspection of the ground before him, remarkably close esti-

mates of spaces and distances. When engaged in the Arctic whale fish-

ery, I was enabled, from habit and comparison of unmeasured spaces with
known magnitudes, to estimate certain distances with all but perfect ac-

curacy. Thus, as to a circumstance in which we were most deeply in-

terested—the near approach of a boat to a whale— I found it quite

practicable, whenever the pursuing boat approached within twice or
thrice its length (except when the position was near end on) to estimate

the distance to less than a yard. Now, the means of comparison by
toe eye as to the estimation of the breadth of the Atlantic waves, was
that of the ship's length of 220 feel. When the ship was fairly in the

middle of the depression betwixt two waves it was assumed, with re-

ference to this known measure, that something obviously less, but not

greatly so, than the ship's length, was the distance of each of the two

waves then contemplated—giving a total width of about six hundred
feet. But the comparison of the time required by a wave to pass from

stem to stern, with the average time of transit of an entire wave,

yielded a much better result; and, on much consideration of the sub-

ject, 1 am inclined to believe that the estimate is a tolerably close ap-

proximation to the truth. It should be observed, too, that as the head-

way of the ship, in the direction of the course of the wave— being

known quantity—it was favorable to the accuracy of the estimate.

For, assuming an error in the width of the waves to have occurred, say
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to the amount of one-twelfth of the whole, or forty-nine feet—the effect

upon the calculated velocity of the wave would have been only about

a sixteenth, pr 2'16 miles per hour. The form and character of these

deep-sea waves became at the same time interesting subjects of obser-

vation and consideration. In respect to form, we have perpetual modi-

fications and varieties, from the circumstance of the inequality of op-

eration of the power by which the waves are formed. Were the wind

perfectly uniform in direction and force, and of sufficient continuance,

we might have in wide and deep seas, waves of perfectly regular form-

ation. But no such'equality in the wind ever exists. It is perpetually

changing its direction within certain limits, and its force too, both in the

same place and in proximate quarters. Innumerable disturbing influ-

ences are therefore in operation generating the varieties more or less

observable in natural sea waves. In regard to my own observations of

the actual forms of waves, nothing particularly new could be expected

from an inquiry of this kind in regard to phenomena falling within the

perpetual observation of sea-going persons; yet, at the risk of stating

what might be deemed common, 1 will venture to transcribe from my
notes made with the phenomena before me, the leading characteristics

which engaged my attention. During the height of the gale (March
' J L J

6th) the farm of the waves was less regular than after the wind had,

for some time, begun to subside. Though in many cases when the sea

was highest the succession of the primary waves was perfectly distinct,

. it was rather difficult to trace an identical ridge for more than a quarter

to a third of a mile. The grand elevation in such case sometimes ex-

tended by a straight ridge or was sometimes bent as of a crescent form,

with the central mass of water higher than the rest, and, not unfrequently,

with two or three semi-elliptical mounds in diminishing series, on either

side of the highest peak. These principal waves, too, it should be

noted, were not continuously regular, but had embodied in their general

mass many minor, secondary and inferior waves. Neither did the

great waves go very prevalently in long parallel series like those re-

tarded by shallow water on approaching the shore; but every now and

then changed into a bent cuneiform crest with breaking acuminating

peaks. On the following morning (March 7,) after a second stormy

night, wind S.S.W. (flue), we had a heavy and somewhat cross sea

(from the change of wind from W.S.W. to S.S.W.). But the almost

unabated magnitude of the more westerly waves indicated a continu-

ance of the original wind at some distance astern of us. The gale had

moderated at daylight, and the weather became fine ; but as the sea still

kept high, its undulations became more obvious and easily analyzed.

At three in the afternoon, when about a third part of the greater undu-

lations averaged about twenty-four feet from crest to hollow, in height,

these higher waves could be traced right and left as they approached

the ship to the extent of a quarter of a mile on an average, more or

less. Traced through their extent the ridge was an irregular round-

backed hill, precipitous often on the leeward side. The undula-

tions, indeed, as to primary waves, consisted mainly of these round-

backed masses, broken into or modified by innumerable secondary and

smaller waves within their general body. The time in which these

waves passed the ship was now, on an average, about fifteen seconds,
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the ship's speed being increased from nine to eleven knots, and the ob-
liquity of the ship's course to the direction pursued by the waves was
three points. On the 9th, two days after the above condition of the
waves—whilst the sea yet ran high—few waves could be traced, con-
tinuously, above three hundred or four hundred yards in extent along
the same ridge. The crests often curled over, but none so as to reach
the height of a thirty feet wave, and broke for a wide space, estimated
at fifty to one hundred yards in continuity.

Miscellaneous Notes and Suggestions.—The mode adopted in these
researches of finding the height, of waves is, I belifeve, quite satisfactory,

and, observed with care and with relation to numbers or proportion of
waves, as accurate as need be. The depression of the horizon in re-

spect to the elevation of the observer is too small to form even a cor-

reclion. As the horizon from the paddle-box ^° = 15 feet, had only a
depression of 3' 49", the distance of the visible horizon, as seen from
this elevation, would be 4-45 statute miles, and the actual depression in

feet due to the distance of the summit of the wave when the ship was
in the midst of the hollow, could only be 018 foot or 2* 16 inches.

Other modes of determining the width of a wave—or the extent betwixt
summit and summit—much preferable to that described (the only avail-

able one I could devise) might easily be adopted where the manage-
ment of the ship was in the hands of the observer. In steam ships the

simplest mode for high seas, perhaps, would be, altering the speed of
the ship when going in the direction of the wave or against the wave ;

the ratios of the time of transit of wave-crests, under different rates of
sailing of the ship might yield results very close to the truth. In mod-
erate sized waves the plan adopted by Capt. Stanley—whose observa-
tions I met with before this meeting—seem satisfactory. But in calms,
or moderate weather after a storm,—that is, for the determination of
the velocities of less elevated waves—a variety of processes might be
available.

The author referred, in conclusion, to lhefor?7is of wave crests, and
heights, modified by crossings, interferences, and reflections.

On Metallic Reflection; by Prof. G. G. Stokes.

The effect which is produced on plane-polarized light by reflex-

ion at the surface of a metal shows that if the incident light be supposed
to be decomposed into two streams, polarized in and perpendicularly to

the plane of reflexion respectively, the phases as well as the intensities

of the two streams are differently affected by the reflexion. It remains
a question whether the phase of vibration of the stream polarized in the

plane of reflexion is accelerated or retarded relative to that of the

stream polarized perpendicularly to the plane of reflexion. This ques-

tion was first decided by the Astronomer Royal, by means of a phe-

nomenon relating to Newton's rings, when formed between a speculum
and a glass plate. Mr. Airy's paper is published in the Cambridge

Philosophical Transactions. M. Jamin has since been led to the same
result, apparently by a method similar in principle to that of Mr. Airy.

In repeating Mr. Airy's experiment, the author experienced consider-

able difficulty in observing the phenomenon. The object of the present

communication was to point out an extremely easy mode of deciding
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the question experimentally. Light polarized at an azimuth of about

45° to the plane of reflection at the surface of the metal was trans-

mitted, after reflexion, through a plate of Iceland spar cut perpendicu-

lar to the axis, and analyzed by a Nicols's prism. When the angle of

incidence was the smallest with which the observation was practicable,

*0n* turning theNicols's prism properly the dark cross was formed almost

"perfeptly ^ but on increasing the angle of incidence, it passed into a

pair of hyperbolic brushes. This modification of the rings was de-

scribed and figured by Sir D. Brewster, in the Philosophical Transac-

tions for 1830/ Now, the question at issue may be immediately de-

cided by observing in which pair of opposite quadrants it is that the

brushes are formed- In this way the author was led to Mr. Airy's re-

sult, namely, that as the angle of incidence increases from zero, the

phase of vibration of light polarized in the plane of incidence is re-

tarded relatively to that polarized in a plane perpendicular to the plane
Aof incidence: '

On a Fictitious Displacement of Fringes of Interference ; by Prof. I*

* G, Stokes.

The author remarked that the mode of determining the refractive in-

dex of a plate by means of the displacement of a system of interfer-

ence fringes, is subject to a theoretical error, depending upon the

dispersive power of the plate. It is an extremely simple consequence

(as the author showed) of the circumstance that the bands are broader

for the less refangible colors, that the point of symmetry, or nearest ap-

proach to symmetry', iii the system of displaced fringes, is situated in

advance of the position calculated in the ordinary way for rays of mean

refrangibility. Since an observer has no other guide than the symme-

try of the bands in fixing on the center of the system, he would thus be

led to attribute to the plate a refractive index which is slightly too great.

The author has illustrated this subject by the following experiment:

A set of fringes produced in the ordinary way by a flat prism were

viewed through an eye-piece, and bisected by its cross wires. On

viewing the whole through a prism of moderate angle, held in front ot

the e^e-piece with its edge parallel to the fringes, an indistinct pris-

matic image of the wires was seen, together with a distinct set ot

fringes, which lay quite at one side of the cross wires, the dispersion

produced by the prism having thus occasioned an apparent displace-

ment of the fringes in the direction of the general deviation.

On the Refractive Indices of several Substances; by the Rev. Prof.

Powell. '

Having on former occasions endeavored to extend the list of observed

indices for the standard rays of the solar spectrum given by prisms o

different media, by means of an apparatus described, along with the

statement of the results, in my report to the British Association, icwj

I now beg to offer to the Association the indices in like manner obtaine

for the four following. The rare oil of spikenard I received through a

friend from the late Mr. Hatchett, by whom it was carefully prepare ,

perfectly pure ; for the other three I am indebted to iMr. N. S. Maske-

lyne. The results in each case are the mean of several repetitions,

two instances (the oils of lavender and sandal wood) the absorption o
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the violet rays (as in so many other oils) was such as to render the line
H very indiatinct; its .index is therefore marked asr-doubtful.

h"

MEDIOT.

ji for the the Standard Rays.

B

Oil of Spikenard,
Temp. 22 deg. Centig. 1-4732

C D E

Oil of Sandal Wood,
TempJ20 d

e

g. Centig.

Oil of Lavender,
Temp. 20 deg. Centig.

Benzole,
jTemp. 18 deg. Centig.

1-4746
» ...,

1-4783

F

1-5034 1*5058

1-4641

1-4829 1-4868 f-5009'

1-5091 1-5117 1 1515l1 1-5231

1-4658 1-4660 I 1-4728 1-4760 1 1-4837 1-4930!

1-4895 1-4961 1-4978

+y —

1-5041 1-5093 1-52061 1'6310

In my report (1839), I stated the impossibility of obtaining measures in

chromate of lead from the absence of all appearance of lines,-and the

entire absorption of the blue and violet portion of the spectrum. I have
since thought that in the absence of any determinations of the kind it

might not be useless to give the very rough estimates which my former
attempts enable me to obtain by means of the absorption of blue glass,

which gave a point roughly corresponding to about B, another to D, and
the extreme green space visible might be about E. The most refracted

of the two spectra (given by the double refraction of the substance)
was the worst defined, and in this the part corresponding to D is ex-

tremely uncertain. The mean of two sets of observation was as fol-

lows :—Prism of chromate of lead, axis of prism perpendicular to axis

of crystal, mean angle obtained by reflexion and by measurement
14° nearly.

Ray.

2nd Spectrum.

A

Extreme red,

about B
about D
about E

22°
23° 10'

24° 30'

253 26° 30'

2-55 29° 1

270 30° 30'

2-84

3 00 I

10

While upon the subject, I may be allowed to remark, that as attempts

are now making, with so much promise, for procuring optical glass of a

superior qualiiy, it would be highly interesting if specimens were cut

into prisms (portions of half an inch cube, or even less, will do, and
two sides only need be polished, containing an angle of about 60°), so

as to subject the glass lo the very delicate test, of the visibility of the

finer lines of the spectrum. I have reason to think that working optic-

ians are not generally aware that in many specimens, apparently very

dear, only afew of the broader lines can be seen and very often none;
in Fraunhofer's glass nearly six hundred were visible.

On the Magneto-optic Properties of Crystals, and the Relation of
Magnetism and Diamagnetism to Molecular Arrangement ; by

Messrs. J. Tyndall and Hermann Knoblauch.

During the investigation carried on more than one hundred natural

crystals had been examined. The results were thus briefly summed
Second Series, Vol. X, No. 30.—Nov., 1850. 50
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up :—We have on the one side four new forces assumed,—the optic at-

tractive force and the optic repulsive force, the magno-crystallic force and

the magneto-crystal lie force ; and on the other side no new force what-

ever, but simply that modification of existing forces which we have named
electro-polarity. By attention to the compression of amorphous bodies,

every single experiment cited in proof of these four forces can be repro-

duced. Exactly the same can be exhibited with wax, dough, artificial

layers, gutta percha and ivory. The alternative then appears to be either

to explain ihe action of these substances by the assumption of optic and

crysmllic forces, or to explain magno-crystallic action by electric polarity.

This paper gave rise to a very animated discussion.—The President

said, thil although he was ready to admit that Mr. TyndalPs theory was

most ingenionsv and the arguments and experiments by which he sus-

tained his views were apparently well conceived and sound, yet time

must he given to weigh them well before, a satisfactory conclusion

could be reached.— Prof. Thomson thought that Mr. TyndalPs views

would be found to be substantially consonant with Dr. Faraday's and the

theory of Poisson.

On the Polarizing Structure of the Eye; by Sir D. Brewster.

The author said that when he sat down to this paper he was not

aware that Prof. Stokes was intending to make the communication

which was placed next on the list—as his was an attempt to account by

the polarizing structure of the eye for the phenomena of Haidinger's

brushes, which would be referred to them immediately by Mr. Siokes.

He would, therefore, confine himself to ^howirrg, that the eye contained

within itself amply sufficient to account for the phenomenon, because

constituting the eye itself an ever ready polariscope or analyzer of po-

larized light.—He proceeded by diagrams to show that the crystalline

lens of the eye, its posterior enclosing membrane, with the concave

parallel membranes immediately in front of the retina, which together,

acted similarly to a number of water crystals placed one within the other,

constituted a polarizing apparatus, which by analyzing the polarized

light from the blue sky, would give two blue skies, bounded by hyper-

bolic curves, with an. interposed space of a yellow of the third order,

or a brownish yellow, which would constitute the brushes, or bouchals,

of Haidinger. One only difficulty still confronted him in this explana-

tion, viz., that it ought to turn round the brush 45° from the plane of

polarization,— in which plane, on the contrary, the brush was found to

arrange itself.

On Haidinger's Brushes ; by Prof. G. G. Stokes.

It is now several years since these brushes were discovered, and they

have since been observed by various philosophers; but the author has

not met with any observations made with a view of investigating the

action of different colors in producing the brushes. The authors at-

tention was first called to the subject by observing that a green tourma-

line which polarized light very imperfectly enabled him to see the

brushes distinctly, while he was unable to make them out with a brown

tourmaline which transmitted a much smaller quantity of unpolarize

light. He then tried the effect of combining various colored glasses

^
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with a Nicols's prism. A red glass gave no trace of brushes. A
brownish yellow glass, which absorbed only a small quantity of light,

rendered the brushes very indistinct. A green glass enabled the author
to see the brushes rather more distinctly than they were seen in the
light of the clouds viewed without a colored glass. A deep blue glass
gave brushes of remarkable intensity, notwithstanding the large quan-
tity of light absorbed. With the green and blue glasses the brushes
were not colored, but simply darker than the rest of the field. To ex-
amine still further the office of the different colors in producing the
brushes seen with ordinary daylight, the author used a telescope and
prism, mounted for showing the fixed lines of the spectrum. The sun's
light having been introduced into a darkened room through a narrow
slit, it was easy, by throwing the eye-piece a little out of focus, to form
a pure spectrum on a screen of white paper placed a foot or two in front
of the eye-piece. On examining this spectrum with a Nicols's prism,
which was suddenly turned round from time to time through about a
right angle, the author found that the fed and yellow did not present the

least trace of brushes. The brushes began to be visible in the green,
about the fixed line E of Fraunhofer. Thev became more distinct on
passing into the blue, and were particularly strong about the line F.
The author w is able to trace them almost as far as the line G ; and
when they were no longer visible the cause appeared to be merely the

feebleness of the light, not the incapacity of the greater part of the

violet to produce them. With homogeneous light, the brushes, when
they were formed at all, were simply darker than the rest of the field,

and as might have been expected did not appear of a different tint. In
the blue, where the brushes were most distinct, it appeared to the au-

1

thor that they were somewhat shorter tjian usual. These observations

account at once for the color of the brushes seen with ordinary day li«ht.

Inasmuch as no brushes are seen with the less refrangible colors, and
the brushes seen with the more refrangible colors consist in the with-dorawal of a certain quantity of light, the tint of the brushes ought to be

made up of red, yellow, and perhaps a little green, the yellow predom-
inating, on account of its greater brightness in the solar spectrum.

The mixture would give an impure yellow, which is the color observed.

L The bluenessof the side patches may be merely the effect of contrast,

or the cause may be more deeply seated. If the total illumination per-

ceived be independent of the brushes, the light withdrawn from the

brushes must be found at their sides, which would account, independ-

ently of contrast, both for the comparative brightness and for the blue

tint of the side patches. The observations with homogeneous liuht ac-

count likewise for a circumstance with which the author has been struck,

namely, that the brushes were not visible by candle-light, which is ex-

plained by the comparative poverty of candle-light in the more refran-

gible rays. The brushes ought to be rendered visible by absorbing a

certain quantity of the less refrangible rays, and accordingly the author

found that a blue "lass combined with a Nicols's prism enabled him to

see the brushes very distinctly when looking at the flame of a candle.

The specimen of blue glass which showed them best, which was of a

tolerably deep color, gave brushes which were decidedly red, and were
only comparatively dark, so that the difference of tint between the
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brushes and side patches was far more conspicuous than the differ-

ence of intensity. This is accounted for by the large quantity of extreme

red rays which such a glass transmits. That the same glass gave red

brushes with candle-light and dark brushes wiih daylight, is accounted

for by the circumstance that the ratio which the intensity of the trans-

mitted red rays bears to the intensity of the transmitted blue rays, is far

larger with candle-light than with daylight.

On the Six 'Climates of France ; by Dr. Martins.

Dr. Martins commenced by stating that France partook of the cli

mates both of continental and sea-girt countries. He wished at pres
: '. r *

ent to consider six climatorial subdivisions, viz.— 1. The northeast or

Vosgien.—2. The northwest or Sequanien.—3. That of the west or

Armoricain.—4. The southwest or Girondin.—5. The southeast or

Rhodanien.—6, and finally^ the Mediterranean or Provencal climate.

Upon each of these subdivisions he enlarged ; detailing the features

of the country, the rivers, mountain-ranges, sea-coasts, geological struc-

ture, differences of level, and state of cultivation in each case, with

the prevailing and most important features in the actual climate of each.

Dr. Martins exhibited a map of France with these six regions distin-

guished. He stated that hitherto the labors of the meteorologists of

France had no channel of publicity at their command, but that a jour-

nal devoted exclusively to meteorology was about to be established.

Mr. Ronalds inquired whether the state of the dew point had been

attended to in this classification, as in his opinion that was one very

important element.—Dr. Martins replied that it had been carefully attend-

ed to.—The Astronomer Royal inquired Whether the difference of cli-

mate during the day and during the night, that of the summer as distin-

guished from the winter, had been attended to, as his experience led

him to know that most important distinctions existed between these.

Mr. R. Russell added his testimony to the same effect; and said, that
" •

1 i * *m an agricultural point of view mean temperatures were not so im-

portant as was usually supposed. Along the west coast it was now
found that the maximum for the summer or ripening portion of the

year wae of much greater importance to the agriculturist than the

mean.—Sif D. Brewster said that means were not to be neglected, for

it had been.Vvell established that unless the mean rose in the season

that might be characterized as the vegetating season to at least 58°, it

was not found to be favorable; but of course he did not mean to say

that the rising of the mean of the hot season above this, or the falling

of the cold much below it, were not important and to be attended to.

On Hourly Meteorological Observations made at Thibet, at an eleva-

tion of 18,400 feetf by Lieut. Strachey, R.E.

Great interest attached to these observations from their having been

made during twenty. four hours at an elevation so seldom attained by

man, and quite above the clouds and most ordinary disturbing influen-

ces, and with a barometer pressure somewhere about fourteen inches of

mercury. The chief result was that the curves followed very nearly

the same changes as they were observed to do in the lower regions.
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Col. Sykes went somewhat into detail regarding these and other ob-
servations of Lieut. Strachey, in the course of which he staled that
the formula of Dr. Apjohn for the reduction of the wet and dry bulb
hygrometers was found to be quite inapplicable to Indian climates; the
dry bulb being lowered in its indications bv the proximity of the wet,

the wet bulb collecting and retaining a wet atmosphere of its own
whose temperature it gave,—not that which it would attain at the low-
est were this atmosphere continually removed ; one consequence of
which was great discrepancy of result according to the part of a room
in which it was placed.—-Lieut Strachey corroborated this, and said he
had found the numerical coefficients of Mr. Glaisher, which varied with
the temperature, and which that gentleman had tabulated, much more
applicable to Indian hygrometry.

Col. Sykes then gave a brief account of several storms of hail which
had occurred in India, collected from various sources by Dr. Buist.

The weight of some of these masses of ice was over fourteen pounds.
Many of them under a rough external coat contained clear ice within,

and with that peculiar radiated structure which he had elsewhere de-

scribed. Immense aggregated masses of these great hailstones were
in some places brought down from the mountain ravines by the suc-

ceeding torrents, and in one of these conglomerations a snake was
found frozen up and apparently dead, but it soon thawed and revived.

On the Causes of the Rise of the Isothermal Lines in the Winters of
the Northern Hemisphere ; by Mr. T. Hopkins.

•

Mr. Hopkins examined some of the isothermal lines exhibited in the
maps recently constructed by Prof. Dove, and objected to the theory

which is put forward to account for the irregular rise of the winter iso-

thermals in the northern Pacific, Atlantic and Arctic Oceans through
the warming influence of the water of these oceans. But if neither

the proportional extent of the surface of the sea, as compared with the

land, nor the flow of a warm current of water carries high temperature
to these northern latitudes, what is the cause of such temperature being

found there? A reply is prepared by Prof. Dove himself, where he
says,

—

M This surface," meaning the surface of the globe, "being a
highly varied one, the sun's influence on it is also constantly .varying,

for the impinging solar heat is employed in raising the temperature of

substances which do not change their condition of aggregation :—but

when engaged in causing the melting of ice or the evaporation of water
it becomes latent. When, therefore, the sun, returning from its north-

ern declination, enters the southern signs, the increasing proportions of

liquid surface upon which it shines cause a corresponding part of its

heat to become latent, and hence arises the great periodical variation

in the temperature of the globe which has been noticed above,'"

meaning the difference of temperature of the northern and southern

hemispheres. Why suppose that this effect of the evaporation of water

is experienced only in the relative temperatures of the northern and

southern hemispheres? And why not trace the effects of condensa-

Hon of vapor, as well as of the evaporation of water? It is evident

that heat is absorbed and made latent wherever vapor is produced, and

it is equally clear that this heat is given out and made active wherever
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the vapor is condensed ! It does not appear from the atmospheric cur-

rents which prevail, that any portion of the vapors of the southern hem-

isphere passes into the northern, to be condensed within or near to the

basin of the Pacific, and there is no reason to suppose that it d

but in the basin of the Atlantic it is sufficiently evident that vapor does

not so pass. The vapor which passes over the Northern Atlantic, and

is condensed beyond the British Isles and Norway, is supplied from the

tropical and other seas north of the equator. The West Indies con-

stitute the principal point of departure of this vapor, and in the month

of January it is carried by southwestern and western winds to those lo-

calities where the isothermal lines advance farthest towards the pole.

It is accordingly to the condensation of this vapor, and not to the

neighborhood of the Atlantic Ocean, in the latitude that we are to at-

tribute the high temperature
:
of this part of the world in the winter.

The Atlantic Ocean is as near to,Labrador as to Norway, but there is

little condensation on the coast- of the former, whilst there is much

about the latter. Indeed, as far feu* we know, condensation of vapor is

the only influence that operates exclusively on the eastern coasts ot the

two oceans, the Pacific and the- Atlantic, and therefore to it we may at-

tribute the warming of the localities, particularly in the Arctic Ocean,

as indicated bv the isothermal lines. Condensation, we know, furnishes
mm

a constant and abundant supply of heat, not like difFusion by contact,

nor radiation from surfaces nearly equal in temperature, but by the

energetic chemical action which converts an. aeriform substance into a

liquid, and consequently changes the heat from a latent to an active

Estate. The greatest irregular rise in the isothermal lines is found in the

"winter of the northern hemisphere, just at the time that the condensa-

tion of vapor produces the greatest effect on the temperature of the

air; and the temperature rises most along that line or stripe where

the largest amount of condensation takes place ; and in that localjt;

the same temperature reaches the highest latitude, showing that con-

densation of vapor is the cause of the rise of the isothermal lines \ft

the parts.

On the Argument for the Physical Connection of Double Stars, deduced

from the Theory of Probabilities ; by Prof. Forbes.

The author read a passage from HerschePs c Outlines of Astronomy,

where this argument is sefforth. Mitchell, in the year 1767, in a pa-

per in the Philosophical Transactions, was the first who advanced this

argument. He calculates the odds as 500,000 to 1 against the stars

which compose the group of the Pleiades being fortuitously concentra-

ted within the space they occupy, ahd thence infers the probability of

some physical connection between them. Struve has pushed this ar-

gument much further. In his classification of double stars he has ap-

plied it to estimate the improbability of the occurrence of even double

stars in close proximity. He calculates the odds as 9,570 to 1 against

any two stars from the first to the seventh magnitude falling, if fortuit-

ously scattered, within 4" of one another. The numbeV of such binary

combinations actually observed at the date of the calculations, was 91,

and more have since been added to the list. Again, he calculates the

odds against any two stars of a number fortuitously scattered, falling
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within 32" of a third, so as to form a triple star, as not less than
173,000 to 1, while four such triple stars were known to exist. The
conclusion, adds Sir John Herschel, of a physical connection of some
kind or other is, therefore, unavoidable. Against the principle of this

[
argument, Prof. Forbes, though with much diffidence, felt himself cat-
led on to protest. He owned he could not attach any idea to what
would be the distribution of stars, or of any thing else if " fortui-
tously scattered," and therefore he must regard with hesitation, if not
doubt, an attempt to assign a numerical value to the antecedent proba-
bility of any given arrangement or grouping whatever. To him it ap-
peared that an equable spacing of the stars over the sky would seem
to be far more inconsistent with a total absence of law or principle than
the existence of spaces of comparative condensation, including binary
or even more numerous groups, as well as regions of great paucity of
stars. As an illustration of this, he adduced the representation of
stars and their grouping by sprinkling viscid white paint from a coarse
brush upon a dark ground; by which, although it was impossible to
conceive a nearer approach to " random scattering," y-et he had witnes-
sed the production by it of an artificial galaxy, presenting every variety
°t grouping with double and triple points innumerable; nor could he
conceive how on any reasonable theory of chance it should be oth-

i ervvise.

On Cometary Physics ; by Prof. Smyth.

The author said that points in the Physics of Comets which he had
intended to bring in detail under the notice of the Section, might be*,

comprehended in the twelve following axioms or aphorisms—viz. 1. A '

comet consists of a nucleus and one or more gaseous envelops. 2^
Ihe nucleus if solid and material is extremely small. 3. This nucleus
fs eccentrically situated in the gaseous envelop. 4. Comets of longest
periods have the largest bodies, 5. The more excentric the orbit of a
comet the more excentric is the body of the comet. 6. A comet re-

volves round its shortest nucleoid axis in the time it revolves round the
sun. 7. This axis is not always at right angles to the plane of the orbit.

8. There is also a quicker rotation round its longer axis. 9. A comet
shines by reflected light, and shows a sensjbfe phase. 10. In propor-
tion to the excentricity of its orbit a comef increases in density, and
decreases in size in approaching perihelion, and rice versa. 11. The
longer axis of a comet is straight $t perihelion and aphelion ; but be-

tween these is concave towards the aphelion, the curvature being nearly

proportioned to the excentricity of the orbit. 12. (Sir J. Herschel.)
The component molecules of a comet are held together only by their

mutual gravitation, each constituting almost a separate projectile, and
describing its own orbit round the sun.—In consequence of ihe great
press of business before the Section the author confined himself to the

illustration of the 9th and 10th of these axioms in connection whh the

12th,—showing by diagrams, how the changing appearances both of
the head, the nucleus, and the tail, as it swept past perihelion, and par-

ticularly the forking observed in the tails of some comets, were simple
effects of phase arisinor from the changing relative position of the illu-

ttiinating sun, the comet and the observer. The 10th he illustrated by

i
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showing that towards perihelion the several parabolic paths of the parts

of the comet, by becoming crowded together, caused the condensation of

the comet, while the contrary took place by the separation of these sev-

eral orbits towards aphelion. The author exemplified these principles

by reference to the great cornet of 1845, which, though visible to the

naked eye for about three weeks, and to the telescope for more than

five, yet in the very short time of less than twenty-four hours swept

through that part of its perihelion path cut off by a plane through the

sun parallel to the ecliptic, having approached within about 60,000

miles of the sun :—the nearest approach to that luminary ever actually

observed,
mi

Mr. Rankine' observed, that if the 12th axiom (attributed to Sir J.

Herschel) were a correct representation of facts, he conceived that it

would follow that the tail of a comet, which was known to be turned

straight from the sun at perihelion, must be turned straight towards the

sun at aphelion ; and at other parts of the orbit must have intermediate

positions. This he proceeded to illustrate by a diagram, in which a

number of ellipses with the same major axis were so arranged, respect-

ing the sun occupying a focus common to all, as that their perihelia

might all be ranged in one line, embracing the sun also.—Prof. Smyth
did not concur in Mr. Rankine's argument; though time would not

now admit of his going farther into it than to remark, that in the his-

tory of comets no fact was better established than that their tails were

always turned, though with a slight curvature, directly from the sun;

that this fact was well known to Sir J. Herschel, and was one basis of

-«

his induction.
a

On a new Membrane investing the Crystalline Lens ; by Sir D.

Brewster.

The author drew a diagram representing the crystalline lens of an ox

with its inverted capsule ; and said that having lately had occasion to

examine the crystalline lens of an ox, which had been killed the day

before, he had put it into water,—by imbibing which it had soon svvell-

ed,
#
and at length the capsule burst. Before it had burst, however, he

had observed distinctly a membrane not before recognized by anato-

mists, which had at one part detached itself from the body of the lens

which it manifestly invested, and risen up within and towards the cap-

sule at one spot.

f the Polarization of
D. Brewster.

The author stated that by the aid of a polariscope, which he had

formerly described, formed with two wedges of rock crystal cut in a

peculiar way, he was enabled to determine, by an examination of the

parallel bands, the neutral points of the sky, and the plane of polariza-

tion. This he illustrated by a diagram; and added, that he had now

convinced himself that not only was the light from the blue sky polarized

by reflection in one plane, but under certain circumstances the refrac-

t inn «o ,ic£iA kir ert r« rt «*• .u~ ~i~..j i. • j «u~ i:«l» :« nnito n differ-d by some of the clouds polarized the light in quite a differ-

v.... K,«w ; and he had actually in this instrument observed clouds by

the action they exerted on the light, which were quite imperceptible to

the eye unassisted by it.

tion caused

ent plane
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Prof. Stokes observed that heretofore it had been universally sup-
posed that the clouds always exerted a depolarizing action on the light
which they reflected or transmitted to the eye.

On the Dynactinometer ; by Mr. Claudet,

In the introductory portion, the author insisted on the very great im-
portance of distinguishing between the optical foci of the lenses used
in photographic cameras and the foci of the photogenic rays. He
said that ignorance of this distinction, or inattention to it, was* the
source of one of the greatest defects in photographic pictures. He
had invented a simple instrument, which was exhibited and expfain-
ed, for accurately distancing the object to be depicted and determining
the corresponding foci of the photogenic rays in any given camera. It

consisted of a number of marked sectors arranged in a spiral order at

several equal distances along a cylinder supported in a frame. By
placing this before a photographic camera, the sector of which the
image was most distinct could be at once seen, and this determined the

distance at which the object should be placed in front of the camera.
Since he had invented this, he had found that there was a proper time
for exposing an object on a given day, and under given circumstances,
before the camera ; and that a longer or shorter time than this was
injurious to the effect. To ascertain readily this proper time, he had
invented' the dynactinometer, which he now exhibited. It consisted of
a square frame of card, with a circle of card capable of being turned
round either by hand or by clock-work ; in one position of this circle, the,

whole surface of the frame exposed to the camera at the proper photo-

genic distance was black; but as the circle turned, a neatly divided

sector of white card was exposed, and by causing the circle to turn so
as to expose a given number of divisions each successive equal num-
ber of seconds, the part of the sector whose image was most clearly

defined on examination of the photogenic drawing, gave the number of
seconds best for exposing the object to the camera. But as the several

photogenic plates were not equally sensitive, the sensitiveness of the plates

was determined by placing them in a small frame, and allowing them to

descend along an inclined plane, during a certain part of which descent

small circular spots were exposed to the action 8f light, the rest being

quite protected. The action of the light on these spots g^ve a ready and
exact means of comparing the sensitiveness of the several plates.

Attempt to explain the occasional distinct vision of rapidly revolving

colored sectors ; by Prof. Stevelly.

He exhibited an instrument for whirling cards with colored sectors

on them, devised by Mr. Grattan, of Belfast, to teach his children the

effect of combining colors. He had shown this at the Natural History

Society with an application for enabling painters to determine, experi-

mentally, the exact mixture of any number of colors, and their relative

proportion to produce the exact effect which they required. This

apparatus he had lent to Prof. Stevelly to show his class; and while

doing so, he was surprised to observe that while the cards were revolving

rapidly, if he suddenly turned away his head he caught a distinct view
of the individual colored sectors at the instant he was losing sight of
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them by a side view. A few weeks before this, he had attended the

lectures of Prof. Carlile, of the Queen's College, Belfast, on the anat-

omy of the eye and of the ear; and had then become acquainted

with a fact connected with the arrangement of the optic nerves and

their relation to the retina, wjiich seemed to him to afford an explana-

tion of this curious fact. The optic nerve which originated in the right

side of the brain, crossed over to the left eye, but on entering that eye-

ball only spread out into that part of the retina which spread over the

portion of the eyeball next the nose, and the similar portion of the re-

tina of the right eye was supplied by the optic nerve which sprang

from the left side of the brain. These nerves, however, were united

in their action by a commissure nerve, which stretched in an arch

from one to the other. The other and larger portion of the retina of

each eye, and that on which the images of objects as usually seen were

depicted, was formed by nerves which sprang from the brain in each

case on the side next the eye to which they went ; these, after accom-

panying the optic nerve of the other eye to the place where it crossed

the optic nerve going to its own eye, turned round with a bend and ac-

companied it in its passage into the eyeball. These portions of the re-

tina of the different eyfs were also united into one nervous action by

the " commissure of the retina." So that, the retina of each eye was

divided into two portions,—the portion next the nose, and the outer

and larger portion ; and these two portions of each eye were supplied

by nerves springing from opposite sides of the brain, and not united in

their action by any commissure or connecting nerve. Now, the con-

sequence of the sudden turn of the head was, to throw the image from

its usual place on to the portion of the retina next the nose, affecting a

• new and fresh part of the retina for an instant only,—for the motion

of the head instantly interposed the socket of the eye and shut off the

object. The sectors therefore became distinct at that instant, for a sim-

ilar reason that in the beautiful experiment of Prof. Wheatstone the

electric spark showed them distinct,—namely, the instantaneousness of

the impression.

The following are the titles of other memoirs presented to the Sec-

tion of Mathematical and Physical Science.

Report on the observations and experiments at the Kew Observatory ;
by F.

Ronalds.

Report on. Luminous Meteors ; by the Rev. B. Powell.
On the'Laws of Elasticity of Solids; by W. J. Macquoen Rankine.
Notice of the working of the new Integrating Anemometer during the past year;

by Mr. Follet Osler.
On Magnetic Forces ; by Mr. J. A. Broun.
On the construction of the Silk Suspension Tlireads for tib© Declination Magne-

tometer; by Mr. .). A. Broun.
On the Mechanical Compensations far the effect of Temperature on the Bituar

and Balance Magnets ; by Mr. J. A. Broun. p FOn some Phenomena of Mirage on the east Coast of Forfarshire; by ReT. O. *•

Lyon.
,

Experiments on the Expansion of Glass, Woods, and .Metals from changes of Tem-

perature ; by Mr. Roberts. , ue
Report of the committee on the Instruments for the measurement of eartnquaK

waves ; by Mr. Mallet.
Report on the Meteorology of the Azores ; by Mr. J. C. Hunt.

/
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Report on the effect of a stroke of lightning on a tree near Edinburgh ; by Prof.
Phillips.

On the climate of the yalley of the Nile ; by >Mr. T. S. Wells.
On the means of computing the quantities of Aqueous vapor in the Atmosphere

at various places and heights; by Mr. T. Hopkins.
On the daily formation of Clouds at Mak<r>toun; by Mr. T. Hopkins.
On the passage of Storms acros- the British Islands ; by Mr. R. Russell. - *

On remarkable Thermometrical Maxima at or near the Moons first quarter, from
1889 to 1850 ; by Mr. R. Edmonds.
On some extraordinary electrical appearances observed at Manchester on the 16th

of July, 1850 ; by Mr. P. Clarke.
On Meteorological Phenomena at Huggate, Yorkshire; by Rev. T. Rankinem
On Isoclinal Magnetic Lines in Yorkshire ; by Prof. Phillips.
On a question of Probabilities which occur in the use of a fix \ collimator for

the verification of the constancy of Position of an Azimuth Circle; by Prof. Airy.
On the Lunar Surface, and its relation to that of the Earth ; by Mr. Nasmyth.
On a Tissue woven by Caterpillars ; by J. Dennistoun.
On a new solid Eye-piece ; by the Rev. J. Bj Keape.
On Polygons inscribed on a Surface of the Second order ; by Sir W. R. Hamilton.
On the Theory of Magnetic Induction; by Prof. Thomson.
On the reduced observations for six years of the Winds in the regions of Glasgow

;

by Prof. Nicol.
On some powerful Magnets made by a proce-s devis&f byM. Elias, and manufac-

tured by M. Logeman, optician, at Haerlem; by Sir D.~Brewster.
On tlie Optical Properties of Cyanuret of Magnesia and Platina; by Sir D.

Brewster.
On a Geometrical Rotation between Ten Points, on a surface of the second order

;

by Sir W. R. Hamilton.
On the mode of Disappearance of Newton's Rings in passing the Angle of total

internal Reflexion ; by Prof G. G. Stokes.
On tho Distribution of Shooting Stars in the Interplanetary Spaces; by Mr. PL

Hexessy.
On Electrical Figures of Dust on Plate Glass ; by Mr. J. A. Bitoux.

Magnetic Chart, exhibited by Mr. Beswick.

Section B.

—

Chemistry, including its Applications to Agricul-

ture and the Arts.

On the per-centage of Nitrogen as an Index to the nutritive Value of
Food ; by Dr. A. Voelcker.

The object of this paper was to show, that the usual estimation of
the nutritive qualities of an article of food is frequently attended with

inaccuracies, which renders it desirable to modify our present methods
in this respect in many cases. A circumstance which leads to con-

siderable error is, the presence of ammoniacal salts in the juices of

plants. In order to prove experimentally the presence of ammoniacal
salts in larger quantities than hitherto suspected, and to avoid the objec-

tion that they might result from a partial decomposition of albuminous

substances during the analysis, the author chose fungi for his experi-

ments, which are rich in nitrogen and known as being highly nutritious.

The species used was Agaricus prunellus, a species which is edible,

and remarkable for forming most beautiful fairy rings. After having

separated all soluble proteine compounds by means of basic acetate of

lead, which re-agent throws down these completely, the amount of ni-

trogen still present in the juice of these agarics, in the form of ammo-
niacal salts, was found to be 0-204 per cent, for the fresh fungi, or

1'82 per cent, for the dry fungi. The whole amount of nitrogen in
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the same agarics, collected at the same time, determined by combustion,

was found to be 0*74 percent, for the fresh fungi, or 6*61 per cent, for

the fungi dried at 212° F. Deducting from the last stated numbers the

quantity of nitrogen found to exist in the juice in the form of ammonia, we

find that only 0*536 per cent, of nitrogen in the fresh, or 4*799 per cent,

of nitrogen in the dry fungi, exists in the state of proteine compounds,

and that nearly one third of the nitrogen obtained by direct combustion

exists in the form of ammonia in the juice, or at all events in a form in

which the nitrogen adds nothing to the nutritive value of the fungi.

The nutritive value of the fungi has thus been overrated considerably;

and there can be little doubt that the same is the case of many vegeta-

bles, which according to the author's experiments contain sometimes

considerable quantities of ammonia* in the form of ammoniacal salts.

Dr. Christison remarked that he had long been convinced that there

was a considerable fallacy in the methods of determining the value of

nitrogen, and he hoped Dr. Voelcker's communication would give in-

quiry a more satisfactory direction.—Dr. Daubeny made some ob-

servations on this paper; and particularly noticed the researches of

Prof. Hoffman on the substitution of ammonia, or of its elements, for

carbon, which it appeared to him pointed to some laws in connection

with the process of assimilation of nitrogenous materials by growing

vegetables.—Dr. R. D. Thomson offered some objections to the recep-

tion of the doctrine that nitrogen was the principal source of nutrition,

since it is found that blood and the other animal constituents contain

many other substances.—Dr. L. Playfair was pleased that Dr. Voelcker

, -had pointed out a source of error in the determination of nitrogen.

' Having been engaged in examining the dietaries of a large number of

extensive establishments, he should lay the results before the Meeting.

On a peculiarform produced in a Diamond when under the influence oj

the Voltaic Arc ; by J. P. Gassiot.

M. Jaquelin was the first to show that when the diamond is submitted

to the high temperature and influence of the voltaic arc, it quickly be-

comes converted into a black carbonaceous matter having all the ap-

pearance of coke :—the diamond when in a native state is an insulator

or non-conductor of electricity, but when thus changed into coke it be-

comes an excellent conductor. At the Chemical Section of the British

• Association, held at Oxford, in 1847, Dr. Faraday exhibited some speci-

mens of the diamond coke which had been forwarded to him by M.

Jaquelin, and subsequently, on the 16th of June, 1848, he publicly

showed the experiment in London, in the theatre of the Royal Institu*

tion. On repeating the experiment a short time since before a few

friends, I obtained a product so totally different from that of M. Jaquelin,

that I am induced to bring the subject before this Section, in the an-

ticipation that it may tend to elicit some observations on a phenome-

non which at the time attracted the attention of many electricians.

The apparatus I used in the experiment consisted of forty series oi the

usual size of Grove's nitric acid battery ; the terminals were made

from two pieces of well burnt box-wood charcoal, that attached to the

positive or platinum end of the battery being formed in the shape or a

small cup or crucible, in which the diamond was placed ;
to the nega-
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tive or zinc end of the battery, a piece of the same charcoal (but point-
ed) was attached. The experiment was then made ib the same form
as described by M. Ja^uelin, by first making contact with the two char-
coal terminals, then bringing the flame in such a position as to cause it

to surround the diamond ;~in less than one minute, the diamond as
well as the electrode became in a state of intense ignition. The dia-
mond gradually increased in size, rolling about in the heated crucible;
when it suddenly expanded, forcing itself upwards on the negative ter-

minal, at which moment I separated the electrodes. The diamond,
which was in a state of intense ignition, remained attached to the neg-
ative terminal. When cool it exhibited the same state as it now pre-
sents. It was expanded to eight or ten times its original bulk. Instead
of becoming a black carbonaceous substance, and a good conductor, it

has a vitreous white opaque appearance, and remains a non-conductor.
It has also a deep circular cavity on thaj portion which was opposite and
nearest to the positive electrode; that part which was in contact with
the negative electfode being clearly discernible by a small portion of the

box- wood charcoal remaining attached to it. The centre of the cavity
appears to be still brilliant, as if that portion of the diamond had not
been in a complete state of fusion. In one or two other experiments
the diamonds disintegrated, the fragments remaining in a carbonaceous
state. Since which I have not had an opportunity of repeating the ex-

periment.

Report on the present State of our Knowledge of the Chemical Action

of the Solar Radiations; by Mr. R. Hunt.

In this report the author gave an historical sketch of the progress oT
inquiry on this subject, from the period when Scheele first observed
that the chlorid of silver was blackened much more speedily by the

rays at the blue end of the spectrum than by those at the least refran-

gible, or red end, to the announcement of the discovery of the sensi-

bility of the iodized tablets to the solar influences by Daguerre and the

discovery of the action of gallic acid in the Calotype process by Mr.

Fox Talbot. He then proceeded to show the extent of knowledge we
had obtained as to the peculiarities of the phenomena, which may be

summed up as follows. The chemical action of the sun's rays is proved,

by its influence on organic and inorganic bodies, to extend over all the

luminous rays of the prismatic spectrum—and slightly beyond them at

the least refrangible end, and considerably beyond them at the most re-

frangible extremity. Living organisms and the products of organic life

appear to be influenced by light—the luminous power—as distinguished

from the purely chemical or calorific powers. The vitality of plants

is stimulated by light ; and althpugh many functions are performed in

the absence of luminous radiations, they all appear to be quickened by
its exciting powers; at the same time we have evidence to show that

the chemical principle is necessary to the processes of assimilation, and

consequently to the production of many of the proximate constituents

of plants. The author is of opinion—though he regards the subject as

open to serious inquiry—that the processes of germination and budding

are essentially influenced by the chemical principle, Actinism

:

—that

the decomposition of carbon is peculiarly due to the luminous principle
;
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and hence that the formation of wood in plants is a function of their

vitality excited by Light :—that the development of the flower is due

to a delicate balance of the forces, Actinism and Light, since we find

that both the luminous and chemical agencies are very active during

the process, and that the ripening of fruit and the perfecting of the

healthful conditions of the seed are due to a combination of the calorific

and chemical forces—as evidenced in the so-called parathermic rays,

—many of the properties of which have been examined by Sir John

Herschel and Mrs. Somerville. Returning to the consideration of the

influence of the solar rays upon inorganic bodies, the author thought it

established beyond a doubt— 1st. That the maximum of chemical

(actinic) phenomena was to be found where there was the least quan-

tity of light and heat.—2. That as the luminous power increased

either in the spectrum or in natural phenomena—the chemical (actinic

power) diminished, until it came to its minimum, where light—luminous

power—existed at its maximum,—3d. That although the chemical influ-

ence extended to the red or heat-giving rays, its operations were mate-

rially modified, and to all appearance changed, by the combined opera-

tion of the calorific power, and that results standing in direct opposi-

tion to those obtained by the pure chemical rays were given by the

chemico-calorific rays. In conclusion, the author pointed out the wide

field for investigation which was opening to the experimentalist, and

he showed that, although much had been achieved; by the experi-

ments already undertaken, there yet remained an extensive ground

for inquiry which may be considered as absolutely unbroken :—chemi-

cal action, vital power, electrical phenomena and phosphorescence
were proved to be directly dependent on the solar influences; but we
yet want the researches which shall satisfactorily show whether these

phenomena are due to one great principle modified by the matter on

which it acts, or whether they result from the operation of forces com-
bined in action, although very different in their resulting effects.

New Researches on the Condnctibility of the Earth ; by Prof.

Matteucci.

Although the good conducting power of the earth is at present gen-

erally admitted and is advantageously applied to the construction of elec-

tric telegraphs, it must be confessed that nothing has been hitherto known
of the laws and theory of this singular phenomenon. In England,
Germany, and Russia, it has been found advisable, for several years

past, to form the telegraphic circuit partly with the earth and partly

with the metallic wire, instead of forming the whole circuit with me-
tallic wire only. I was, I believe, the first to show, by exact experi-

ments made in 1844 at Pisa, and by others performed according to my

m ess of Milan, that the resistance of
the earth to the passage of the electrical current, which is sensible in

short distances, ceases to increase and remains constant when the dis-

tance between the electrodes plunged in the earth has attained a certain

length. Having laterally renewed my studies on this subject, I have

confirmed and extended in a complete and general manner the conclu-

sions drawn from my former researches; I have also demonstrated the

principal result, given above, by different experimental processes. I

V !

«
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have compared the resistance of a mixed telegraphic circuit with that
of an entirely metallic circuit, containing a length of wire twice as
great as that employed in a mixed circuit. I have also formed metallic
circuits of very fine brass wires, having.- the same resistance as the
metallic portion of the very long mixed telegraphic circuit; and finally,

by making use of long metal wires covered with gulta percha, I have
been able to compare the resistance of an entirely metallic circuit with
that of a mixed circuit, in which the metallic portion remained" con-
stantly the same, and to which were added different lengths of earth.

The following are the principal conclusions drawn from experiments
which have occupied me for about a year.—The resistance of a layer
of earth to the passage of the electrical current varies according to

the quantity of water contained in the earth of which it is composed,
--according to the specific gravity of that earth,—according to its depth
beneath the surface,—according to the nature of the electrodes and ex-
tent of their surface. This resistance does not increase with the in*

creased length of the layer of earth ; on the contrary, beyond a cer-
tain limit of length, which varies according to the different circum-
stances just indicated, but which in all cases is of little extent, the re-

sistance of a layer of earth remains constant whatever be its length.

It is unnecessary to say that I could not prove this fact by experiment
on circuits exceeding eighty miles in length, such being the average
of the telegraphic circuits in Tuscany. In making the experiment
near the surface of the soil, it is difficult to plunge the electrodes in

earth of exactly the same conducting power; different portions of the

surface of soil possessing either better or worse conductibility than that

on which I began to operate, it follows that in increasing the distance

between the electrodes we may find either an increase or diminution in

the resistance of the earth. Likewise, in operating on a long mixed
telegraphic circuit, which is not perfectly isolated, owing to the effect

of the different derived circuits formed between the posts and the earth,

the electric current is stronger near the piles than at a distance, and
stronger than in a circuit which is formed only of metal wire equal in

length to that which enters into the mixed circuit. This explains the

results which I had obtained from my former uncompleted experiments.

The resistance of a layer of earth appears to diminish as its* length in-

creases only in cases where we meet with other layers of better conduct-

ing power. In every layer of earth of a certain constant conducting

power, the resistance which at first increases very feebly with the in-

creased length of the layer, becomes very soon constant, and continues the

same for all the subsequent lengths, however great, on which experiments

have been made. Now, it is evident that as the increase of resistance

in a long metallic circuit is scarcely perceptible when we add to the

circuit, by means of two large electrodes, a thin stratum of water ; so

we ought to find in the long mixed telegraphic circuits that the resist-

ance of the earth is null or nearly so, since it is equal to that of a thin,

stratum of water of a very large section. The law of the conducting

power of the earth being established, it remains to give the theory of

this phenomenon. The opinion of the scientific world is divided on
this point. Some explain the good conducting power of the earth by
the almost infinite section of the earth compared with the distance of
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the electrodes ; others, again suppose that the electricities at the ex-

tremities of the pile are dissipated in the earth, in the same manner as

the. electricity of the conductor of an electrical machine. This second

explanation, will not bear the slightest examination, nor can it be made to

tally with the results of the most elementary experiments relative to the

conducting power of the earth. In fact, we cannot on this supposition ex-

plain why the resistance of the earth increases at first with the length of

the layer; why it varies with the depth and the degree of moisture of that

layer; why it changes if the mass of earth interposed between the two

electrodes happen to decrease or to be wanting, as I have proved by ex-

periments made in mountainous districts ; why the interposition of a por-

tion of earth of a different conducting power produces a variation in the

resistance of the entire mass ; why this resistance becomes infinitely

greater when we keep this layer in a wooden trough separate from the

earth, but in communication with it by means of large metallic plates.

Finally, according to this explanation, the resistance of the metallic part

of a mixed circuit ought to disappear,—a thing which never happens. I

think that I may be able to give a satisfactory explanation of the good con-

ducting power of the earth, founding my assertions on very simple ex-

periments and on theoretical views already known. As long ago as 1837,

I proved in a memoir published in the Annates de Physique et de Chimie,

that in operating on a certain liquid mass, very considerable compared
' with the distance of the electrodes plunged in it, the length of the inter-

mediate liquid stratum has no sensible influence on the intensity of the

current. I have recently verified this result on a very large scale. I

had a wooden case made seven metres in the side. I keep this case

isolated from the earth, and filled with water. Operating on this mass
of water, we find that the resistance of a certain stratum of water,

variable within certain limits, is independent of its length. In like

manner, in studying the conducting power of spherical masses of water

varying in diameter from 2r,rn to 30 or 40c "m
, I have found that the

resistance of these spherical masses of water was the same, and inde-

pendent of their diameter. I have already said that this result may be

deduced from the theory, and this is done as follows:—From the same
differential equations given first of all by Fourier in his celebrated

theory of heat, and which Ohm has applied to electricity, suppressing

in the latter case the terms which expressed the dispersion of heat in

the air, are deduced in the case of the sphere the results which I have

obtained by experiments on the propagation of electricity in the earth.

Although we are as yet ignorant of the physical value of that variable U
which figures in the fundamental equation of Ohm at three partial differ-

entials, which is the same as that of Fourier in the propagation of heat,

and although that equation would really be more applicable to the case of

the metallic wire which communicates at one extremity with the con-

ductor of an electrical machine in action, and at the other extremity with

the earth, than to the case of the electrical current defined by its electro-

chemical, and electro-magnetical action ; it is no less true that a certain

number of the phenomena of the electrical circuit are explained by

representing the propagation of the electrical current by the same equa-

tion given by Fourier in his theory of heat. Among these phenomena?
may be placed the fundamental law of the propagation of electricity
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in metallic wires according to their section and length, and the other
more general cases of the propagation of the electrical current, and
of derivation, in large metallic plates, or in spherical masses and in

the earth, such as they have been found by MM. Kirchhoffand Smaaeen
in Germany, and in Italy by my friends Ridolfi and Felici.

The reading of the communication from Prof. Matteucci led to a con-
versation on the various methods employed by the Electric Telegraph
Company and others, and on the question of the investigations of Messrs.
Bain and Wheatstone in England, and several experimentalists on the
continent prior to these investigations of M. Matteucci as to the power
of the earth to conduct electricity.—Mr. It, Hunt explained that in

speaking of the conductibility of the earth it should be distinctly un-
derstood that the water contained in the superficial stratum is the con-
ducting medium; since he has proved that non-metalliferous rocks and
dry earth will not conduct an electric current.

On the Sugar Produce of the South of Spain, chiefly in connection with
the employment of the Acetate of Lead and Sulphurous Acid as pu~
rifying agents ; by Dr. Scoffern.

On the southern coast of Spain, in a region limited by Almeria on
the east and Malaga on the west, bounded on the north by mountain
ranges and on the south by the Mediterranean, is a tract of land which,
so far as its climate and productions are concerned, may be aptly de-

nominated tropical. In it, the date, palm, indigo, cotton, and sugar-cane
flourish with vigor, yielding products equal both in quantity and quality

to those of the tropics themselves. The sugar-cane, first introduced by
the Arab conquerors, is not only consumed in large quantities as a des-

sert, but also gives rise to a considerable manufacture of raw and re-

fined sugar, a circumstance which beyond Spain itself seems to be very
little known. There is perhaps no example on record of any operation

involving a commercial result attended with such an enormous destruc-

tion of materials as the operation of extracting sugar from the cane.

One portion of this loss is due to mechanical, another to chemical
causes. The sugar-cane has been stated by most writers who have
found opportunities of practically examining the subject to contain no
more than 10 per cent, of solid non-saccharine matter, leaving 90 per

cent, of juice to be extracted. Of this 90 per cent., most writers con-

cur in testifying that in practice scarcely 50 per cent, are actually ob-

tained ; at least in the British West India possessions. Cane juice itself

has usually been stated to contain from 17 to 23 per cent, of crystalline

sugar, of which scarcely 7 per cent, in practice is actually extracted.

Considerable doubts having been expressed as to these statements of

the amount of juice in the cane, and sugar in the juice, I have lately

gone through a series of experiments having for their object the settle-

ment of the doubt, and with the result of amply confirming the testimo-

ny of other experimenters. Having operated on canes from various

parts of this district, by slicing them, exhausting first by hot water

and then by hot alcohol, and finally drying, I obtained as my mean re-

sult about 10 per cent, of woody or insoluble matter; whilst the sugar

extracted and crystallized ranged from 17 to 23 per cent., as had previ-

Se( ond Series, Vol. X, No. 30.—Nov., 1850. 52
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oiisly been stated. It would consequently appear that 40 per cent, of

juice is actually lost in the practice of our West India workings ; and

now arises, as a most important consideration, the question as to what

extent this loss is inevitable, and to what extent it might have been ob-

viated by altered machinery or improved manipulation. Instead of 50

per cent, of juice extracted, 70 percent, is much nearer the average

amount yielded by the sugar-mills of this coast, although occasionally

the result is as high as 75 per cent., and this, in some cases, with mills

of very inferior construction. The cane, however, is passed between

the rollers of the mill four times, until the refuse or megass, as the

pressed cane is called, has been reduced to a state of disaggregation

resembling ground tan, whereas the West India cane refuse is repre-

sented to be in the form of long strings, a sufficient proof that the pres-

sure applied has been very inadequate. After the cane has finally left

the mill, it is immediately, in the Spanish sugar regions, subjected to the

operation of pressing, sometimes by the agency of a screw, but in

many cases by hydrostatic force. By the latter method, I have seen 13

per cent, of juice extracted from megass which had already yielded up

73 per cent, of juice to t> r jmill, thus elevating the total quantity extracted

to 86 per cent, out of .ie original 90, and consequently as a manufac-

turing operation leaving very little more to be desired. The hydrostatic

press I consider to be an apparatus which is indispensable to the econo-

my of every sugar estate :—not only does it largely contribute to the

amount of juice extracted,—but what is most remarkable, the juice

resulting from hydrostatic pressure of megass is invariably, so far as

my observations have gone, richer in sugar than juice yielded by the

mill,—a fact which seems to be only explicable on the supposition that

the hydrostatic press in virtue of its great power is enabled to extrude

those particles of sugar which microscopic examination demonstrates to

exist in the cane in the solid and crystalline form. The subsequent

stages of the sugar manufacture as carried on in Spain do not materi-

ally differ from those in operation in Cuba, and many other tropical

countries. The juice is defecated or purified by lime, skimmed, evap-

orated to the requisite degree, and poured into earthen ware moulds, the

contents of which are finally exposed to the operation of claying. In

one manufactory, however, witnessed by me at Almunecar, lime is no

longer used on account of its well-known injurious effects on sugar:

no other agent having been substituted in its stead, but sole reliance

being placed on the coagulation by heat of albuminous matters present

in the juice, and their final removal by skimming. Under this system

of manufacture, the sugar produced is light colored, but badly grained,

and the unseparated albuminous matters are present in such quantity

that every 100 parts of the concentrated saccharine juice as it comes

from the teache, or last evaporating pan, yield only 40 parts of crystal-

lized sugar on cooling, the other 60 percent, remaining in the condition

of molasses perfectly uncrystallizable until some adequate means for

defecation be had recourse to. The chief object of my residence

in this sugar district was to superintend the erection of machinery for

manufacturing sugar by means of my own process. The site of our

operations is Montril, about forty-five miles south of Granada, in a

manufactory furnished with apparatus of the rudest character. Up t0
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this period (July 9) our own vacuum apparatus has not been sufficient-

ly advanced to enable us to pursue our operations by its aid ; neverthe-
less, owing to the superior defecating power of the subacetate of lead,

we have, even with the old and rude machinery, obtained a result of
more than 16 instead of 7 per cent, of sugar. Our striking teaches, or
final evaporating pans, we were under the necessity of removing in

order to afford the requisite space for our own machinery ; hence we
were reduced to the necessity of concluding our process of concentra-
tion in a brass pan of conical form and holding about 600 imperial
gallons, thus materially increasing the difficulty of the evaporative pro-
cess. Hitherto only one-sixth per cent, on the juice of sub-acetate has
been used,—but I imagine the quantity may be advantageously increas-

ed. As filtration is indispensable for the conducting of this process,

considerable fear was entertained lest fermentation might supervene.
This fear, however, practice has demonstrated to be groundless, inas-

much as we possess in sulphurous acid an agent most antagonistic to

fermentation. Another speculative fear was lest danger might arise

from the lead employed : this fear, too, practice demonstrates to be en-
tirely without foundation, for not only is the s 'phite of lead most easily

removed,—but even were it to remain no injui could supervene, inas-

much as this agent is as harmless as chalk.

In continuation :—Observations on the Sulphite of Lead were made
by Dr. Gregory,—who stated that he had made experiments on the

sulphite of lead formed in this process. He admitted that an infinitely

small portion might still remain in the sugar, but that he considered it

quite innocuous. He had indeed fed rabbits and dogs with food which
had been united with this sulphite of lead, and the result was that they

thrived amazingly, showing no symptom of any of the known effects

of lead. Dr. Gregory also remarked that in testing sugar for lead

with the hydro-sulphuret of ammonia, iron was often mistaken for the

former metal.

Dr. Christison contended that we had no evidence that the sulphite

of lead was innocuous. It was true that in case of poisoning by car-

bonate of lead sulphuric acid was administered to convert it into the

comparatively insoluble sulphate; but this was a case widely different

from the slow accumulation of lead upon the system. Dr. Christison

adduced some examples of exceedingly small doses of lead being taken

in water for more than twelve months before its evil effects became ap-

parent. He, therefore, thought it yet remained to be proved that the

sulphite of lead was without action on the system, since we know
nothing of the influences of the solvents it would meet with in the system,

or of the influences of vital action. Rabbits, he was prepared to say,

should be entirely rejected in these inquiries, since he had found that

they were not affected by many poisons. Dogs and cats were the only

animals which could, from their internal structure, be regarded as the

representatives of the human system in these investigations.

On the Air and Water in Towns, and the action of Porous Strata on

Water and Organic Matter ; by Dr. R. A. Smith.

It is a matter of great importance to find from what source it is best

to obtain water for large towns, and how it is to be collected. To these
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points Dr. Smith particularly directs attention. Regarding the condi-

tions of many springs, which never become muddy, but possess a con-

stant brilliancy and a very equal temperature at all seasons of the year,

the author thinks that there is a purifying and cooling action going on

beneath. The surface water from the same place, even if filtered, has

not the same brilliancy ; it has not the same freedom from organic mat-

ter, neither is it equally charged with carbonic acid or oxygen gas,

there are other influences therefore at work. The rain which falls has

not the purity, although it comes directly from the clouds ; it may even

be wanting in cleanness, as is often the case. Springs rise through a

great extent of soil, and collect a considerable amount of inorganic

salts; and it is shown by Dr. Smith that their purity is due entirely to

the power of the soil to separate all organic matter, and at the same
time to compel the mixture of carbonic acid and oxygen. The amount
of organic matter removed in this way is surprising, and it is a most

important and valuable property of the soil.. The change even takes

place close to cess-pools and sewers; at a very short distance from

the most offensive organic matter there may be*t&.und water having

little or none in it. As an agent for purifying towns, this oxydation

of organic matter is the most extraordinary, and we find the soil of

towns which have been inhabited for centuries still possessing this re-

markable power. St. Paul's churchyard may be looked upon as one

of the oldest parts of London, and the water from tfie wells around it

is remarkably pure, and the drainage of the soil is such that there is

very little of any salts of nitric acid in it. If the soil, says Dr. Smith,

has such a power to decompose by oxydation, we want to know how it

gets so much of its oxygen. We must, however, look to the air as the

only source, and see how it can come from it. When water becomes
deprived of oxygen, it very soon takes it up again,—as may be proved

by experiment. This shows us that as fast as the oxygen is consumed
by the organic matter, it receives a fresh portion, conveyed to it by the

porous soil. Several experiments of the following character were giv-

en, to show the filtering power of the soil. A solution of peaty matter

was made in ammonia; the solution was very dark, so that some color

was perceived through a film of only the twentieth of an inch in thick-

ness. This was filtered through sand, and came out perfectly clear

and colorless. Organic matter dissolved in oil of vitriol was separated

from it by a thickness of stratum of only four inches. A bottle of por-

ter was by the same process deprived of nearly all its color. The
material of which this filter is made is of little importance. One of

the best, according to Dr. Smith, as far as clearing the water is con-

cerned, being of steel filings,—oxyd of iron, oxyd of manganese, and

powdered bricks all answering equally well. This shows that the sep-

aration of the organic matter is due to some peculiar attraction of the

surfaces of the porous mass presented to the fluid. This paper was a

continuation of Dr. Smith's Report published last year,—and he pro-

poses continuing the inquiry.

>/

Prof. VOELCKER.rror. voelcker.
The object of this paper was to draw attention to a natural source

from which many of our fields may be economically supplied with
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phosphoric acid. Prof. Fownes has shown that traces of phosphoric
acid are met with in many rocks of igneous origin, but also in stratified

rocks, particularly in limestone rocks, the presence of phosphoric acid

has been indicated by several chemists. The author found the propor-

tion of phosphoric acid in graptolite, from the neighborhood of Ciren-

cester, amounting to 0-124 per cent., equal to 0*260 of bone-earth, and
in Stonesfield slate from the same locality amounting to 0*117, equal to

0*244 per cent, of bone-earth. As water, charged with carbonic acid, is

capable of dissolving bone-earth, this important fertilizing substance is

found in many natural waters, percolating rocks which contain phosphoric
,

acid. Such waters, therefore, may be applied with advantage for irriga-

tion. The advantages derived from this too often neglected natural source,

are strikingly exhibited in the irrigated meadows in the neighborhood
of Cirencester ; and it is the opinion of the author that one of the chief

causes of the beneficial effects which follow the application of the water
for irrigation in this locality, is to be found in the phosphate of lime

it contains. In a tea-kettle incrustation formed in a short period by
this water, the proportion of phosphoric acid was found to amount to

1*25 per cent., showing a considerable quantity of this acid present in

the water. A very hard water from Edinburgh likewise proved to con-

tain phosphoric acid, but its proportion was not so large as that in the

Cirencester water, the quantity of phosphoric acid in a boiler incrusta-

tion formed by this Edinburgh water being only 0*427 per cent. Sea-

water also contains phosphoric acid, but the proportion amounts to

mere traces. A quantitative determination of phosphoric acid in the .

boiler deposit of a Canada steamer gave only 00306 per cent., and
that in a boiler incrustation of a steamer plying between Dublin and

Liverpool 0*0424 as the per-centage of phosphoric acid. In conclu-

sion the author recommended Svanberg's test, molybdate of ammonia,
as a ready means for deducing the presence of phosphoric acids in

natural waters.

The Phosphorescence of Potassium ; by Mr. W. Petrie.

While speculating on the consequences of the dynamical theory of

heat, I was led to the conclusion that cold potassium ought to be found

luminous ; and farther, that it ought to be only about a tenth part as lu-

minous as phosphorus. On testing this experimentally, with the precau-

tions for sensitive vision which the anticipated feebleness of the light

indicated to be necessary, the result was, that on dividing a bit of po-

tassium, (which was quite dry, being protected only by a coating of

bees' wax,) the halves showed two distinctly luminous sections ; the

light being about a tenth of that from a similar surface of phosphorus,

as far as the eye could make the comparison. The light diminished,

naturally, as a protecting coating of oxyd was formed, but remained

just perceptible to the most sensitive sight, as long as half an hour.

On the presence of Fluorine in Blood and Milk; by Dr. G. Wilson.

In 1846 I announced to the Royal Society of Edinburgh that after

finding that fluor spar was soluble in water, and occurred in many nat-

ural waters, I thought it well to seek for it in milk and blood, and found

distinct evidence of its presence in both. The proofs however were

not so decisive as I could have wished. This summer, however, I have
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employed the fresh drawn blood of the ox. About 26 imperial pints

or 3 gallons of blood were made use of. From the large scale on

which the experiment was conducted, and the simplicity of the process

followed, the evidence in favor of the presence of fluorine in the blood

of the ox seems unexceptionable ; and it cannot be doubted that the

blood of other animals will be found to contain the same element. I

presume it to be present in the state of fluoride of calcium, and that its

amount is very small ; but I have not attempted its quantitative deter-

mination. Milk was examined in a similar way, with nine imperial

pints of rich milk from a country farm. The vapor which they evolved

etched glass distinctly. The ashes of twelve pound of new skim-milk

cheese made this spring treated in the same way occasioned deep etch-

ing of glass. The ashes of four imperial pints of whey treated in the

same way have barely marked glass so as to show the faintest outlines

when breathed upon. In all probability the fluorid of calcium is asso-

ciated with the phosphate of lime, and when milk is coagulated sep-

arates along with the caseine. Dr. Wilson^'also stated that he had re-

peated the inquiry into the solubility of fluorid of calcium in water, re-

ported to the Association at its Southampton meeting, and with the same

result, viz., that 16 fluid ounces, or 7,000 gr. of water, at 60°, dissolve

0-26 gr. of fluor spar.

Another Neiv Planet.—On the 13th of Sept, 1850, another new

. planet was discovered by Mr. J. B,. Hind, of London. Its place, Sept.

.; 13, lib 29 jn 3 s Gr. m. t. was U. A. 23 h 44m 45^-QS, and N. decl.

14° 6 lU 42 s, 9. It is probably one of the Asteroidal group.

Supposed Staurotide of Noricich, Mass.—Notwithstanding the re-

semblance to Staurotide in these crystals, and the identity with that

species in the prismatic angles, they are found by Mr. W. J. Craw, on

chemical examination, to be a phosphate of manganese, iron and lithra.

Mr. Craw has them under investigation, but has not yet completed his

analyses. Several of the crystals appear to have a slight obliquity be-

tween the terminal and lateral planes.— J. d. d.

General Index.—We close this volume with a general Index to the

first ten volumes of this series Gf the Journal, intending to continue the

plan with every succeeding tenth volume, believing that the value of

the Journal will be thus enhanced, as well as its convenience to our

readers. Some articles now on hand, are consequently deferred to

another volume.

—

Eds.

Errata.—The Errata of the ten volumes of this series are to be found on pas

viii of each volume, also in volume iii, p. 464; also for additional errata of vol i, see

vols ii. and iii, p. viii ; of vol. iii, see vol. iv, p. viii ; of vol. v, see vol. vi, p. via
;
™

vol. vi, see vol. vii, p. viii ; of vol. viii, see vol. ix, p. viii.

Other Errata not mentioned, are as follows :

—

Vol. iv, p. 278, for Tautolite, read TaehyUte,
p. 356, in note, for vol. i, read vol. ii.

Vol. v, p. 337, 8 L from top, for Ca C, read Ca g.
Vol. vii, p. 114, 2 1. from top, for Marbury, read Marburg.

20 1. from top, for 4£l Si, read o3cl Si. pVJ
Vol. viii, p. 428, 7 L from top, for Ephipphora, read Ephippiphora ; and for rm<

Mag., read Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist,

Vol. ix, p. 399, last line, for Journal, read Proceedings.
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LYNCH'S DEAD SEA.
CONDENSED AND CHEAPER EDITION.—Now Ready.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR BY MAIL, FREE OF POSTAGE.

NARRATIVE OF THE UNITED STATES' EXPEDITION
TH E

DEAD SEA AAD RIVER JORDAN.
BY W. F. LYNCH, U. S. N.,

Commander of the Expedition.

New and condensed edition* with a Map, from actnal Surveys.

IN ONE NEAT ROYAL 12MO. VOLUME; EXTRA CLOTH.

The universal curiosity excited by the interesting narrative of this remarkable

expedition, has induced the author to prepare a condensed edition for popular use,

which is now furnished at a very low price. In preparing the former editions the

object was to produce a work worthy in every respect of the national character which
mm

great
•/ O VAX «•<-? 7

which has rapidly exhausted many large impressions of this edition, notwithstanding

its price, is a sufficient proof of the intrinsic value and interest of the work, and in

presenting this new and cheaper edition, the publishers would merely state that it

contains all the substance of the former volume, from the time the expedition reached
Lake Tiberias till its departure from Jerusulem, embracing all the explorations upon
the river Jordan and the Dead Sea. Some matter in the preliminary and concluding

chapters has been omitted or condensed, and the two maps of the former edition

have been reduced in one, preserving however, all the more important features of the

country described. In its present form, therefore, afforded at about one-third the
price of the more costly issue, in a neat and handsome volume, admirably adapted
for parlor or fireside reading, or for district schools, sabbath schools, and other libra-

ries, it should find a place in every house and cottage in the land where there is a
copy of the Bible, or where there is any interest felt for the sacred regions now first

accurately surveyed and described.

To facilitate its acquisition by those who live at a distance from bookstores, or from
the larger towns, the publishers have prepared an edition in paper covers, suitable

Post-office

ONE dollar, bv mail
This is a condensed and cheap, yet very handsome edition of Lieut. Lynch5! admirable Narrative of the

Expedition to the Dead Sea. The interest which was excited and gratified by the first publication of this
wock, demanded that n should be placed in a form for more general circulation, and this demand is met in the
edition we have before us. Of the work itselfnothing need be said in its praise, the judgment of the publichaving confirmed its excellence. It is a narrative that must have an abiding interest for all lime, and thai
library that is without it is imperfect; as is the knowledge imperfect of the man who, however otherwise
versed in the subject it treats of, should be ignorant of the facts it details. We cannot dismiss the work with*
>ut saying that, apart from the absorbing interest which belongs to the subject, the author has given it a charmin the easy, flowing, and correct style in which the narrative is written, that makes the reader reluctant^nen he has taken up the volume, to lay it down before it is finished, and which will cause him to return k>it again and again, with renewed interest and pleasure.

—

Baltimore Patriot.

Cop

*

may still be had of the FINE EDITION
In one very large and handsome octavo volume,

ith Twenty-eight beautiful Plates, and Two Maps.
Tiiis book, so long and anxiously expected, fully sustains the hopes of the most sanguine and fastidious"is truly a magnificent work. The type, paper, binding, style, and execution, are all of the best and hiirh<.«»

Y J iimuoriauiy at once, n must oe reau to dc
*«i«ed, both in this and other countries.—Lady's Book,

onai
>opu-

. arod



LEA & BLANCHARD'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

JOHNSTON'S PHYSICAL ATLAS. <*

THE PHYSICAL ATLAS
OF NATURAL PHENOMENA.

FOR THE BSE OF COLLEGES, ACADEMIES, AND FAMILIES.

BY ALEXANDER KEITH JOHNSTON, F. R. G. S., F. G. S.

In one large volume, imperial quarto, handsomely bound,

With Twenty-six Plates, Engraved and Colored in the best style.

Together v/Uh 112 pages of Descriptive Letterpress, and a very copious Index.

This splendid volume will fill a void long felt in this country, where no work has

"been attainable presenting the results of the important science of Physical Geography
in a distinct and tangible form. The list of plates subjoined will show both the design

of the work and the manner in which its carrying out has been attempted. The repu-
• 1 • " 1 i» • , * 1 • ^ 1 « 111 1_ "L.rt.^v*

£

tation of the author, and the universal" approbation with which his Atlas has been

received, are sufficient guarantees that no care has been spared to render the book

complete and trustworthy. The engraving, printing, and coloring will all be found

of the best and most accurate description.

£ As but a small edition has been prepared, the publishers request all who may desire

to procure copies of the work to send orders through their booksellers without delay.

LIST OF PLATES.
GEOLOGY.

1. Geological Structure of the Globe.
2. Mountain Chains of EuTope and Asia.
3. Mountain Chains of America.
4. Illustration of the Glacier System of the Alps,

(Mont Blanc.)
5. Phenomena of Volcanic Action.

Palaeontological and Geological Map of the
British Islands. (A double sheet.)

HYDROGRAPHY.
1. Physical Chart of the Atlantic Ocean.
2. Physical Chart of the Indian Ocean.
3. Physical Chart of the Pacific Ocean or Great Sea.
4. Tidal Chart of the British Seas.
5. The River Systems of Europe and Asia.
6. The River Systems of America.

Tidal Chart of the World.

The intention of this work is to exhibit, in a popular and attractive form, the re<V^
of the researches of naturalists and philosophers in all the most important branches

of Natural Science. Its study requires no previous training ; for while facts and

duetions are stated according to the strictest rules of scientific inquiry, they are t>y

con-

an ingenious application of colors, signs, and diagrams, communicated in a manne

so simple and striking as to render them at once intelligible and easily retained.

For the first time, in this country, the principles of graphic representation are ner^

applied to the delineation of the most important facts of external phenomena. ^ ll~P*
but significant symbolical signs have been introduced to an extent, and with an eJJe^
hitherto never contemplated. The contents of the many volumes, formerly the

depositories of information regarding the different kingdoms of nature, nave

condensed and reproduced with a conciseness, precision, completeness, and promp

itude of application altogether unattainable by any other agency. ,

m ^s
The elegant substitute of linear delineation registers tta most complicated resu

in the most perspicuous form, affords inexhaustible facilities for recording t e

tinued advance of science, and "renders its progress visible/' .
j

The Physical Atlas is the result of many years' labor, and in its constructjon^
only have the writings and researches of the philosophers and travellers ot au n

^
been made use of, but many of the most eminent men of the age, in the dineren P*

on-
ments of science, have contributed directly to its pages. The letterpress ^T^j^jon
densed description of each subject treated of, with constant reference to" the em ^ ^
of the maps, and the colors and signs employed are uniformly explained by

j*
g f

the plates. But while endeavoring to make available to every one t
.

he
|

3"
}

e
.

-

lJX gUeh
knowledge otherwise nearly inaccessible, it has ever been borne in^mind^ > ^ t^e
a work, accuracy and truth are the first requisites, in order that it may be a ga ^ ^e

naturalist in investigating the more philosophical departments otscience, *
jjghed,

inquirer in showing what has already been done, and what remain9poT><3 a.cc^ ^e<jge .

in perhaps the most universally interesting and attractive branch of human &**

METEOROLOGY.
1. Humboldt's System of Isothermal Lines.

,

2. Geographical Distribution of the Currents of Air.

3. Hyetographic or Rain Map of the World.
4. Hyetographic or Rain Map ofEurope.

NATURAL HISTORY.
1. Geographical Distribution of Plants.

2. Geographical Distribution of the Cultivated Flants

used as Food. ._,

3. Geographical Distribution of Quadrumana, Eden-

tata, Marsupialia. and Pachydermata.
4. Geographical Distribution of Carnivora.

5. Geographical Distribution of Rodeutia and Kumi-

nanlia. i

6. Geographical Distribution of Birds.

7. Geographical Distribution of Reptiles. ]

8. Ethnographic Map of the world.
9. Ethnographic Map of Great Britain and Ireland.
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*
JOHNSTON'S PHYSICAL ATLAS.- (Continued.)

From among a vast number of commendatory notices the publishers submit the following

:

We have thus rapidly run through the contents of the Atlas to show its comprehensiveness and
philosophic arrangement. Of its execution no praise would be in excess. The maps are from
the original plates, and these are beautifully finished, and the coloring has been laid on with th

utmost nicety and care. The size is an imperial quarto, and the accompanying text embraces a
vast amount of details that the imagination is called on to fasten and associate with the maps. The
enterprise and fine taste of the American publishers will, we hope, be rewarded by an extensive
sale of this most admirable work. No school-room and no family should be without the Physical
Atlas.

In the hands of a judicious teacher, or head of a family, information of the most varied nature
in all departments of science and natural history can be introduced and commented on, in refer-
ence to its geographical bearing, while the materials of the text and the Atlas may be commented
on to any desired extent. Such works give attractiveness to knowledge, and stimulate to energy
the mind of the young; while in the beauty, harmony, and intermediate reactions of nature thus
exhibited, the faculties of imagination and judgment find room for equal exercise and renewed
delight. It is the lively picture and representatipn of our planet.

—

N. Y. Lit. World, March 9, 1850.

The book before us is, in short, a graphic encyclopaedia of the sciences—an atlas of human
knowledge done into maps. It exemplifies the truth which it expresses—that he who runs may
read. The Thermal Laws of Leslie it enunciates by a bent line running across a map of Europe;
the abstract researches of Gauss it embodies in a few parallel curves winding over a section of the
globe; a formula of Laplace it melts down to a little path of mezzotint shadow ; a problem of the
transcendental analysis, which covers pages with definite integrals, it makes plain to the eye by a
little stippling and hatching on a given degree of longitude! All possible relations of time and
space, heat and cold, wet and dry, frost and snow, volcano and storm, current and tide, plant and
beast, race and religion, attraction and repulsion, glacier and avalanche, fossil and mammoth, river
and mountain, mine and forest, air and cloud, and sea and sky—all in the earth, and under the
earth, and on the earth, and above the earth, that the heart of man .has conceived or his head un-
derstood—are brought together by a marvellous microcosm, and planted on these little sheet- of
paper, thus making themselves clear to every eye. In short, we have a summary of all the cross-
questions of Nature for twenty centuries—and all the answers of Nature herself set down and
speaking to us voluminous system dans un mot Mr. Johnston is well known as a geo-
grapher of great accuracy and research ; and it is certain that this work will add to his reputation

;

for it is beautifully engraved, and accompanied with explanatory and tabular letterpress of great
value.

—

London Athenaum*
To the scholar, to the student, and to the already large yet daily increasing multitude of inqui-

rers who cultivate natural science, the Physical Atlas is a treasure of incalculable value. It brings
before the mind's eye, in one grand panoramic view, and in a form clear, definite, and easily com-
prehensible, all the facts at present known relative to the great subjects of which it treats, and
may be regarded as a lucid epitome of a thousand scattered volumes, more or less intrinsically

* valuable, of which it contains the heart and substance.

—

Blackwood- s Magazine.
We possess, indeed, the valuable Physical Atlas of Mr. Keith Johnston, which may well be asso-

ciated with Mrs. Somerville's book, for their mutual illustration. But this Atlas is itself a recent
undertaking, and by no means yet known or studied commensurately with its merits. . . . Such
*vr>rks are as essential to the study of Physical Geography as are experiments to the chemical stu-
dent, or models and diagrams to instruction in the mechanical sciences—or, what is more pertinent
in this case, as common maps to common geography. Their linear delineations to the eye are an

I admirable short-hand writing, conveying impressions to the mind far more explicit and forcible than
any mere descriptions can afford—suggesting comparisons and relations, and giving facilities of
reference which can in no other way be equally attained. The Atlas ought to have a place in

every good library.—We know no work containing such copious and exact information as to all

the physical circumstances of the earth on which we live, nor any of which the methods are so
well fitted for the instruction of those who come fjnorantly to the subject.

—

Quarterly Review.
Although we have thus endeavored to give our readers an idea of the valuable contents of the

Physical Atlas, yet we are persuaded that it is only by an examination and study of the work itself,

that they can form anything like an accurate estimate'df the amount of instruction and even amuse-
ment which it affords. In public libraries and reading-rooms the work will be of inestimable value;

| and in our public, and even private schools, the teacher can scarcely perform his duties to the
youth under his charge, unless he gives them the advantage of studying the phenomena of the
material universe through the medium of its graphic representations.

—

Xorth British Review.

From a work so rich in information, and so varied in its materials, it is almost impossible to
select and compress into moderate compass anything which will give the general reader a satisfac-
tory idea of its character and contents. It is a merit which may justly be conceded to these maps,
that almost every one of them embodies the materials of many volumes—the results of long years
of research—and exhibits the most valuable thoughts of the most distinguished men of the age,
pictured visibly to the eye.

—

Edinburgh Review.

1 LETCHER'S MSEVEH. (Wow Ready.)

NOTES FROM NINEVE
And Travels in Mesopotamia, Assyria, and Syria,

f BY THE REV. J. P. FLETCHER.
%

.
* W"' In one neat royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth.

Well written, and deeply interesting.— North American.
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.VJSU^ AJYI? CHEAPER, EBITIOJY.—JVow Ready. *
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*

KENNEDY ;S LIFE OP WIRT.

MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF WILLIAM WIRT
BY JOHN P. KENNEDY.

a

NEW EDITION, REVISED.

In two large vols., royal 12mo., with a Portrait and fac-simile letter from John Adams.

The whole ofMr. Wirt's Papers, Correspondence, Diaries, &c, having been placed in the hands
of Mr. Kennedy, to be used in this work, it will be found to contain much that is new and inter-

esting relating to the political history of the times, as well as to the private life ofMr. Wirt.

The exceedingly favorable manner in which this work has been everywhere received, having

rapidly exhausted the first edition, the publishers have pleasure in presenting a second, revised, in

a smaller form and at a lower price. In so doing, they have been desirous to meet the wishes of

many with whom its former cost was an objection. In its present neat and convenient form, the

work is eminently fitted to assume the position vhich it merits as a book for every parlor-table and

for every fire-side where there is an appreciation of the kindliness and manliness, the intellect and

the affection, the wit and liveliness which rendered William Wirt at once so eminent in the world,

so brilliant in society, and so loving and loved in the retirement of his domestic circle. Uniting

all these attractions, it cannot fail to find a place in every private and public library, and in all col-

lections of books for the use tff schools and colleges, for the young can have before them no bright-

er example of what can be accomplished by industry and resolution, than the life of William Wirt,

as unconsciously related by himself in these volumes. To lawyers especially this work will pre-

sent peculiar attraction, as embodying the life of one who rose from obscurity to the head of his

profession, and as embracing sketches and observations on all the most distinguished members of

the bar of that brilliant period, as well as notices of the many important cases in which Mr. Wirt

was engaged.

A very finished and deeply interesting piece of biography. Much as we had admired Mr. Wirt, we did

not knowr how much he deserved admiration, and how worthy he was of imitation, until wTe read these pages.

To a young lawyer, we could hardly suggest more useful reading. No American has pursued the law\ through

a long and illustrious career, with more single hearted devotion than William Wirt. His letters, which form

the staple of this book, are all redolent of this fervent spirit. To his family and familiar friends, they tell ot

his toils, his anxieties, his conflicts, and his triumphs To young men, they describe the way to eminence,

and allure them on by high motives and bright examples. When space permits, we intend to enrich our

pages with extracts from these delightful letters.— Western Law Journal, March. 1850. ,

We do not remember to have read any work, certainly none of biography, with more pleasure than tne

_ _ now before us; the style is finished, and the matter instructive; to the lawyer especially, we commend
the book as (we quote the language of the introduction) tracing the career of one who, springing from an

humble origin, was enabled to attain to high distinction amongst his countrymen. No class of men are so

soon forgotten as lawyers; they die and make no sign. The thanks of the profession at large are due 10 Mr.

Kennedy for reviving so much for us to respect and admire in the character of the subject of his labors lj

is need ess for us to speak of the style in which the book is got up; the reputation of the publishers is sufficient

guarantee for that.

—

Legal Intelligencer. ,

This book is for the most part, as all life-like u Lives*' are, autobiographic Wirt stands before Y0}\°*.
picied by his own pen, either in extracts from his own personal memoirs, or from his public addresses-^
the frank and careless self exposure of his private letters. His life in all its moods passes before yo«

living portraiture. His struggles and apprehensions, his trials, hopes, successes and sorrows; his del

and mistakes, his amiable weaknesses and his innocent vanity, all commit themselves so naivety am*
"

tn mgly to you, that you sympathize with all. The book thus fascinating your interest and sY raP a „>-;'„-AT
you on with its rapid and picturesque sketch, through the scenery of his entire life.—<S*. Louts Inteuigen •

One of the most valuable books of the season, and certainly one of the most entertaining works ever p*

Iished in this country. Mr. Kennedy is admirably qualified for the preparation of such a work, and Basevi-

dently had access to a great variety of useful material. The work is one which should be in
"^"^rou-every young man ta the country. Its intrinsic interest will secure it a very general popularity.—i>- * ^

tier and Enquirer. _ ,

The fascinating letters of Mr. Wirt, one of the most brilliant and agreeable men of the day, in themseive-

furnish a rich fund of instruction and enjoyment.—Richmond Inquirer. . vs * _nprta-
This work has been looked for with much interest by the public, and will not disappoint the nigu ex

J.j.
:

ttons justly based upon the well-known talents of the author, and the abundant materials left D> uit ui»

guished orator and jurist, to which he has had free access.—Baltimore American.
vhiladel-The style is at once vigorous and fascinating, and the interest of the most absorbing character.—ra

phia Inquirer. , '

flt
Mr. Kennedy is one of the very finest of American writers. He never touches a subject that he

:

aoe.

adorn—and it is fortunate for the memory of Mr. Wirt that the history of his life has fallen into sucniiw -

The publishers have performed their task in excellent style. The paper and the type are good, ana urn

W
one

getting up is admirable.—Richmond Whig. stations of
Mr. Kennedy has made a couple of very interesting volumes. He has not disappointed the expecia ^

those who know his powers, and had enjoyed the spirit, grace, and humor of his previous writing^

properly adopted the plan of making Mr. Wirt speak for himself, whenever this was possible, vv

e

have,
iod

accordingly, a large body of his letters, showing him in every possible attitude, during almost eve
>. P

gof
of his life, and always in a manner to satisfy us of the equal goodness of his heart and the clear mai ^
his intellect. The lawyer, in particular, will be apt to peruse these pa^es with a sensible sympain

> •
-

'

illustrate the progress of thousands, through along and painful struggle—from poverty, tnrougn .*"'
sling

and, finally, into renown and excellence. They furnish many admirable examples, as well as

kistory.

—

Charleston Mercury.

DAVID COPPERFIELD, by Dickens. Cheap edition. Now ready, Part I., conta
j?
*""'*&

first half, with plates. Price 25 cents. To be complete in two parts. JJmforna witn
h^

Blanchard's complete edition of Dickens' Novels and Tales. Also, publishing m Twenty

ly Numbers, with plates, price five cents each.
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i—JurAGET'S TRAVELS I

HUNGARY AND TRANSYLVANIA.
WITH REMARKS ON THEIR CONDITION, SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONOMICAL.

BY JOHN PAGET, ESQ.
In two neat volumes, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

We must now turn aside to make a short excursion into Hungary, with Mr. Paget for our guide. It would
not be well possible to choose a better, for he never.suders our interest to flag, and appears to have made
mmself accurately acquainted, not only with the localities and traditions of the country, but with its whole
history and institutions, which presents so many points of analogy to those of England," as really to invest the
subject with a new and peculiar interest for an Englishman.—Quarter/i/ Review.

MACPARLANE'S TURKEY.—Just Ready.
#

TURKEY AND ITS DESTINY;
THE RESULT OF JOURNEYS MADE IN 1S47' AND 184S TO EXAMINE INTO THE

STATE OF THAT COUNTRY.

BY CHARLES MACFARLANE, ESQ.,
Author of ia Constantinople in 1628."

f
In two neat volumes, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

Mr. Macfarlane was altogether eleven month? in Turkey during 'his last visit; remaining first for a brief
period at Constantinople, then performing a country excursion principally tg the great Pashalik of Brusa,
and, after another residence in Constantinople, visiting Nicomedia and Adrinnople. His accounts ofthe pro-
vincial pashaliks appear to us to posse.-- the greatest interest, and his occasional notices of agricultural or
manufacturing operations in places removed from ihe capital are weJ3 worth reading. These he varies by
cleverly-drawn portraits of people with whom his travel brought him in contact, by remarkable statistical
detail not seldom telling against bis own views, and by notices ofthe public departments of stale, and of the
leading Ministers, which we are not at all disposed to think inaccurate or overcharged. The abuses of the
Harem are described generally as in no respeel reformed, melancholy descriptions are given of the manners
and morals of women of station, and Mr. Macfarlane speaks with ill-disguised contempt and sarcasm of the
private character and pursuits of the Suits n.—Examiner.

E RJftAJY'S SIBERIA.— Just Ready.

TRAVELS IN SIBERIA.
INCLUDING EXCURSIONS NORTHWARD,

Down the Obi to the Polar Circle, and Southward to the Chinese Frontier.

BY ADOLPH ERMAX.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN,

BY WILLIAM DESBOROUGII COOLEY.
In two large volumes, royal !2mo., extra cloth.

Much interest attaches to this work as the only complete and authentic account which we pos-
sess of the vast territories extending from the Ural Mountains to Behring's Straits, of which less
18 known, than perhaps of any other densely inhabited portion of the globe. Dr. Erman devoted
several years to these researches, and has embodied in these volur es a large amount of curious
and novel information.

THE WESTERN WORLD ; OR, TRAVELS IW THE UNITED STATES.
Exhibiting them in their latest development, Social, Political, and Industrial.

INCLUDING A CHAPTER ON CALIFORNIA.
BY ALEXANDER MACKAY, Esq.

From the Second and Enlarged London Edition*

In two very neat volumes, royal l~mo. (Just Issued.)

This is not the work of a six months' traveller in this country, who adopts all his ideas of the ;i .Model Re-
public" from the life he sees in steamhoats. railroad cars, and hotel*. Mr. Maekay spent some years in the
United States, made himself thoroughly conversant with our national genius and character, and with our
peculiarities, political, social, moral, and religious These he describe with the spirit and vivacity of a
Keenly observant man- but with the kindness of a friend; and while he does not hesitate to expr 1 disap-
probation where he coneiders it deserved, he is totally free from the sweeping and iudiscnminating censure
of the Trollopes and Basil Hails.

JUST fSSUED.

IRISH MELODIES
BY THOMAS MOORE, Esq.

With Notes and Autobiographical Prefaces.

3

ILLUSTRATED WITH BEAUTIFUL STEEL. PLATES,
Engraved under the immediate superintendence of MR. EDWARD FINDEN.

*fl one large imperial 4to. volume of 174 pages, handsomely bound in extra cloth, with gilt edg
BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED ON SUPERIOR PAPER.
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ASPECTS OF NATURE,
1\ 4

IN DIFFERENT LANDS AND DIFFERENT CLIMATES,
WITH SCIENTIFIC ELUCIDATIONS.

BY ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
TRANSLATED BY MRS. SABINE.

SECOND AMERICAN EDITION.
In one very neat volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

A remarkable work; combining in a rare manner the lofty and all -comprehensive imagination of the poet
witli the precise knowledge and minute accuracy of the man of science.—London Spectator.

The intrinsic interest of this publication must secure for it a wide and Tapid popularity. It is at once
learned and fascinating, decking the most wonderful features of natural history in the charms of a simple,

clear, and picturesque style.

—

Bentley^s Miscellany. I

The whole book contains the most striking evidence of genius. Every page teems with information, and
that of the most curious kind —Sunday Times.

* .1

SOMERVILLE'S PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
New Edition, much Improved—Now Ready.

HTSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
BY MARY SOMERVILLE,

AUTHOR OF " THE CONNECTION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES," ETC. ETC.

SECOND AMERICAN EDITION,
From the Second and Revised London JEdition.

WITH AMERICAN NOTES, GLOSSARY, &c.

In one neat royal 12mo. vol., extra cloth, of over 550 pages.

The great success of this work, and its introduction into many of the higher schools and academies, have
induced the publishers to prepare a new and much improved edition. In addition to the corrections and
improvements of the author bestowed on the work in its passage through the press a second time in London,
notes have been introduced to adapt it more fully to the physical geography ofthis country; and a comprehensive
glossary has been added, rendering the volume more particularly suited to educational purposes, lne
amount of these additions may be understood from the fact that not only has the size of the page been increased,

but the volume itself enlarged by over one hundred and fifty page3. At the same lime, the price has not been

Our praise comes lagging in the rear, and is well-nigh superfluous. But we are anxious to recommend to

ir youth the enlarged method of studying geography which her present work demonstrates to be as capti-
:.•__ . M . on o_t j .i . — - _ . ^ lhe physical

ou
vating as it is instructive.. „ ... /e. Nowhere, except in her own previous work, The Connection o
Sciences, is there to be found so large a store of well-selected information so lucidly set forth. In surveying

captivating in ner subject. Therefore it is we are for the book ; and we hold such preset* as ivirs o*"£\
ville has bestowed upon the public to be of incalculable value, disseminating more sound information man
all the literary and scientific institutions will accomplish in a whole cycle of their existence.—Blackwooa s

iVFj-r art -v 1 n a * *Magazine.

HERSCHEL'S OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY.—Now Ready.

OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY.
BY SIR JOHN F. W. HERSCHEL, F. R. S., &c.

In one neat volume, crown 8vo., with six plates and numerous wood-cuts.

With this, we take leave of this remarkable work ; which we hold to be, beyond a doubt, the greatest and

most remarkable of the works in which the laws of astronomy and the appearance of the heavens ar®
"jf,

scribed to those who are not mathematicians nor observers, and recalled to those who are. It is the r
^
wa *_

of men who can descend from the advancement of knowledge to care for its diffusion, that their worf* -If
essential to al I, that they become the manuals of the proficient as well as the text- books ofUhe learner.— Atne m.

Probably no book ever written upon any science, has been found to embrace within so small a compass «^
entire epitome of everything known within all its various departments ; practical, theoretical, and pny=icai.

Examiner. *

A text-book of astronomy from one of the highest names in the science.—Sillimanh Journal. y

I

NEW AMERICAN "WORK ON SHOOTING.—Nearly Ready.

NOTES ON SHOOTING ; OR HINTS TO SPORTSMEN
COMPRISING

THE HABITS OF THE GAME BIRDS AND WILD FOWL OF NORTH AMERICA;

The Dog, the Gun, the Field, and the Kitchen.
BY E. J. LEWIS, M.D.,

Editor of u Youatt on the Bog," &c.
In one handsome volume, royal 12mo.

ii

•
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* LEA & BLANCHARD'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. ' ^

THE WAR IN HUNGARY'. Now Ready.

MEMOIRS OF AN~HUNGARIAN LADY.
BY THERESA PULSZKY.

WITH AN HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
BY FRANCIS PULSZKY.

In one neat royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth.

We need hardly inform our readers that the authoress of this work is the accomplished wife of the gentle-
man who was originally accredited to the English Cabinet by the Provisional Government of Hungary. The
private interest attaching to the recital of events which have become so famous would insure a wide popu-
larity for Madame Pulszky's book. But we should very much underestimate its value if we so limited our
praise. The Memoirs, indeed, contain sketches of social Jife which are worthy of a place by tht ide of
Madame de Stael De Launay, and Madame Campan. But they are also rich in political and topographical
information of the first character. Madame Pulszky wafc in the habit of direct intercourse with the ibremost
and most distinguished of the Hungarian generals and statesmen, and has given a complete summary 01
political events in Hungary, from the arrival of the Hungarian Deputation in 1648. to the treason of Ger
Georgey on 13th of August, 1849. M. Pulszky has also prefixed a valuable introduction, which givet
most complete History of Hungary that has ever issued from the English press.— Globe.

MISS KAVANAGH'S WOMAN IN FRANCE.-NOW READY.

WOMAN IN FRANCE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
BY JULIA KAVANAGH,

Author of " Madeleine, a Tale of Auvergne," &c.

In one very neat volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

In treating other subjects of her gallery— as for instance those widely different personages, Mdlle Aisse"
Madame Roland—Miss Kavanagh puts forth a pathetic power which gives depth and repose to a book
in other hands might have become wearying from its unmitigated sparkle.
The critic, dealing with such an encyclopaedia of coquetries, amours, vicissitudes, sufferings, and repent-

ances as the history of " Woman in France" must necessarily be, is fain to content himself with offering
merely a general character like the above Such is the fascination of the subject—such is the fullness of mat-
ter— such is the affluence of suggestion—that every page tempts him to stop for a gossip or for speculation oa
modes and morals.

f Which among us will ever be tired of reading about the Women of France ? especially when they are mar-
I shalled so agreeably and discreetly as in the pages before us.— The Athenaum.

JPJLRBO&S FRAJYCI8 THE FIRST.—JTu*t Issued.

THE COURT AND REIGN OF FRANGIS THE FIRST, KING OF FRANCE.
BY MISS PAEDOE,

I AUTHOR OF 6C LOUIS THE FOURTEENTH," " CITY OF THE SULTAN," &C. &C.

_^ In two very neat volumes, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

These admirable historical works are those on which Miss Pardoe's fame will chiefly rest—her " Louis the
fourteenth." and ''Francis the First.

1
' The extremely interesting character of their times admirably suited Mi*s

rardoe^ powers as a writer, and she has in both cases executed her task with great spirit and equal accu-
racy. The amount of information displayed in these volumes is really stupendous, and the depth of research
necessary to produce it fully entitles Miss Pardoe to take a very high rank among the writers of history.—
hentkys Miscellany.

FOSTER'S EUROPEAN LITERATURE.—Now Ready.

HANDBOOK OF MOBERnTuROPEAN LITERATURE:
British, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, and Russian,

Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish.

With a full Biographical and Chronological Index.

BY MRS. FOSTER.
'In one large royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth. '

(UNIFORM WITH SHAW'S OUTLINES OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.)

This compilation wjll prove of great utility to all young persons who have just completed their academical
studies. The volume gives both a general and particular view of the literature of Europe from the revival of
letters to the present day. It is compiled with care and judgment, and is, in all respects, one of the most in-

structive works that could be placed in the hands of young persons.—Morning Herald.

STRICKLAND'S QUEENS OF ENGLAND.
- - - - - —

A Iffew and Elegant Edition of

QF THE QUEENS OF ENGLA
BY AGNES STRICKLAND.

forming a handsome series in crown octavo, beautifully printed with large type on fine paper,
done up in rich extra crimson cloth, and sold at a cheaper rate than former editions.



8 • LEA & BLANCHARD'3 NEW PUBLICATIONS. *
y

LIBRARY OF ILLUSTRATED SCIENTIFIC WORKS,
UNDER THIS TITLE LEA & BLANCHARD ARE PUBLISHING 75

A SERIES OF BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WORKS,
ON VARIOUS BRANCHES OF SCIENCE,

BY THE MOST DISTINGUISHED MEN IN THEIR RESPECTIVE DEPARTMENTS,
Printed in the handsomest style, and embellished in the most efficient manner.

IC/^No expense has been or will be spared to render this series worthy of the support of the scientific pub-
lic, while at the same time it is one of the handsomest specimens of typographical and artistic execution

which have appeared in this country. *

Specimens of the Engravings and style of the volumes may be had on application to the publishers.

MULLER'S PHYSICS-LATELY ISSUED.

PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS AND METEOROLOGY. By Professor J. Mtjixeb, M. D.

Edited, with Additions, by R. Eglesfeld Griffith, M. D. In one large and handsome octavo

volume, with 550 wood-cuts, and two colored plates.

KNAPP'S CHEMICAL TECHNOLOG-Y.

TECHNOLOGY; or, Chemistry Applied to the Arts akd to Manufactures. By Dr. F.

Kxapp, Professor at the University of Giessen. Edited, with numerous Notes and Additions, by

. Dr. Edmund Ronalds and Dr. Thomas Richardson. First American Edition, with Notes and

Additions by Prof. Walter R. Johnson. In two handsome octavo volumes, printed and illus-

trated in the highest style of art.

Volume One. lately published, with two hundred and fourteen large wood engravings.
Volume Two, just ready, with two hundred and fifty wood engravings.

WEISBACH'S MECHANICS.

PRINCIPLES OF THE MECHANICS OF MACHINERY AND ENGINEERING. By Pro-

fessor Julius Weisbach. Translated and Edited by Prof. Gordon, of Glasgow. First Ame-
rican edition, with Additions by Prof. Walter R. Johnson. In two octavo volumes, beautifully

printed.

Volume One, with 550 illustrations, just issued.

Volume Two, with 350 illustrations, now ready.

The second volume of this work embraces the application of the Principles of Mechanics to

Roofs, Bridges, Platform Scales, Water Powers, Dams, Water Wheels, Turbines, Water Engines,

&c. &c.

MOHR, REDWOOD, AND PROCTER'S PHARMACY.

PRACTICAL PHARMACY: Comprising the Arrangements, Apparatus, and Manipulations of

the Pharmaceutical Shop and Laboratory. By Francis Mohr. Ph. D., Assessor Pharmacia^o^
the Royal Prussian College of Medicine, Coblentz; and Theophiltjs Redwood, Profess^ °|

Pharmacy in the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. Edited, with extensive Additions, bv

Prof. William Procter, of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. In one handsomely printed

octavo volume, of 570 pages, with over 500 engravings on wood.

Machines* AstrontmV

Rural Economy
9
&'c.

SIX MONTHS IN THE GOLD MINES. Just Ready.

SIX MONTHS IN THE GOLD MINES.
FROM A JOURNAL OF A THREE YEARS' RESIDENCE FN UPPER AND LOWER CALIFOR-

NIA DURING 1847. 1-18, AND 1841)

BY E. GOULD BUFFUM, ESQ.,
Lieut. First Regiment New York Volunteers.

In one well printed vol., royal 12mo.

CARPENTER ON ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS. Just Ready.

A PRIZE ESSAY ON THE USE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.

BY W. B. CARPENTER, M. D., F. R. S.,:

Author of" Principles of Human Physiology," &c.

V In one neat volume, royal 12mo.
A prize of one hundred guineas having been offered in London for the best essa* on the above ^jec^,

that sum has been awarded to Dr. Carpenter for the present work, by the adjudicators, Dr. John rw i

Dr G. L. RouRelL and Dr. W. A. Guy. A treatise on a subject of such universal interest' by so <""

goished a physiologist and teacher as Dr. Carpenter, cannot fail to attract general attention, ana ue *

ductive of much benefit.
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SPENCE'S EQUITY JURISDICTION—Now Complete
VOLUME II. JUST ISSUED.

THE
EQUITABLE JURISDICTION OF THE COURT OF CHANCERY.

BY GEORGE SPENCE, Esq., Queen's Counsel.

VOLUME I.

COMPRISING ITS RISE, PROGRESS, AND FINAL ESTABLISHMENT.
To which is prefixed, with a view to the elucidation of the main subject, a concise account of the

;' Leading Doctrines of the Common Law, and of the Course of Procedure in the Courts of

Common Law, with regard to Civil Rights; with an attempt to trace them to

their sources; and in which the various Alterations made by the Legis-

lature down to the present day are noticed.

VOLUME II.

COMPRISING EQUITABLE ESTATES AND INTERESTS; THEIR NATURES,
QUALITIES AND INCIDENTS.

In which is incorporated, so far as relates to these subjects, the substance of" Maddock's Treatise

on the Principles and Practice of the High Court of Chancery.

The whole forming two very large octavo volumes, of over Sixteen Hundred large pages, strongly

hound in the best law sheep.

In the first volume, the History of the Court of Chancery has been brought down to the time

when its modern jurisdiction was established, and the various heads under which its jurisdiction

may be classed, were there stated. The object of the second volume is to illustrate the principles

upon which the jurisdiction of the Courts of Chancery is now exercised, in regard to what are, for

the purposes of this work, designated as cc Equitable Estates and Interests."

The appearance of this work has been delayed beyond the period originally anticipated, by the

care which the author has exercised in collecting materials from every side, and treating thoroughly
every ramification of his subjects. Those who possess the first volume should lose no time in

completing their sets while the second volume is to be had separate.

Some three years ago, we had occasion to notice the first volume of this work. (4 West. Law. Jour. 96.)

We then said, "The second volume will treat the subject of Chancery jurisdiction practically as it is now
exercised; and judging from what we have now seen, we should think the whole work would prove to he
by far the most learned and elaborate work yet written upon the subject" This prediction has been folly

realized
"

subjects
analyze
Thus he has given us the most perfect and" faithful history of the" English Law, especially in TemoTe n<re*.

which has ever been offered to the legal profession. Reeves is undoubtedly more full and particular in minute
details, but the present is the only work to which we can have recourse for a satisfactory and philosophical

acquaintance with the growth of English jurisprudence. To the prof rstonal lawyer, no recommendation
necessary to gain favor for a production which will elucidate much that is dark in the history and practice
of the law, and furnish- him with the history and growth of the courts in which he practices, and the princi-

ples which it is his duty to expound. We will now leave this inestimable work, with a neral commenda-
tion and a hearty concurrence with the eulogy pronounced by the London Jurists trusting, less on account
of its own ni^rirs, than for the credit of the profession in Virginia, that lawyers at least will not neglect to

study its pages most diligently.—Richmond Whig. .

li\Mx. ^pence's professional engagements should admit of his completing with due accuracy a work ot th>-

elaborate and comprehensive character, he will have conferred a lasting service on his profess on The sren-

tleman's qualifications for the task are undoubtedly great. To say nothing of his great practical experience,
he is the author of the valuable u Inquiry into the Origin ofthe Laws of Modern Europe," &c— Wnrrtn s Law
Studies, p, 241.
Mr. Spence has entitled himself to these thanks by the production of the volume now before us. in which

we find, as the result of inquiries that must have been painfully laborious, adeeply interesting account of the
origin and gradual growth of the Court of Chancery, and of its equitable principles.—London Jurist.

From Prof. Simon Greenleaf.
It is one of the most valuable works on English Law issued from the American press, and I earnestly hope

that your enterprise will be liberally rewarded by the patronage of the profession.

MILLIARD OIV REAL ESTATE, Lately Issued.

THE AMERICAN LATUM) F REAL PROPERTY.
and

BY FRANCIS HILLI
Counsellor at Law.

In two large octavo volumes, beautifully printed, and bound in best law sheep.

This book is designed as a substitute for Cruise's Digest, occupying the same ground in American
law which that work ^ias long covered in English law. It embraces all that portion of the English

Law of Real Estate which has any applicability in this country ; and at the same time it embodies
the statutory provisions and adjudged cases of all the States upon the same subject ; thereby con-
stituting a complete elementary treatise for American students and practitioners. The plan of the
work is such as to render it equally valuable in all the States, embracing, as it does, the peculiar

modifications of the law in each of them. In this edition, the statutes and decisions subsequent to

tke former one,vwhi%h are very numerous, have all been incorporated, thus making it one-third

larger than the original work, and bringing the view of the law upon the subject treated quite
down to the present time. The book is recommended in the highest terms by distinguished jurists

of different States.
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10 LEA & BLANCHARD'S PUBLICATIONS —{Law Books! '

EAST'S REPORTS. *§

REPORTS OF CASES ADJUDGED AND DETERMINED IN THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH.
With tables of the names of the cases and principal matters. By Edward Hyde East, Esq., of the Inner

Temple, Barrister at Law. Edited, with notes and references, by G. M. Wharton, Esq., of the Philadel-

phia Bar. In eight large octavo volumes, bound in best law sheep, raised bands and double titles.

Price, to subscribers, only twenty-five dollars.

In this edition of East, the sixteen volumes of the former edition have been compressed into eight— two
volumes in one throughout— but nothing has been omitted ; the entire work will be found, with the notes of

Mr. Wharton added to those of Mr. Day. The great reduction of Price, (from $72, the price of the last edition,

to $25, the subscription price of this,) together with the improvement in appearance, will, it is trusted, procure

for it a ready sale.
*

ADDISON ON CONTRACTS.

f

V

WHEATON'S INTERNATIONAL LAW.
ELEMENTS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW. By Henry Wheaton, LL. D., Minister of the

United States at the Court of Russia, &c. Third edition, revised and corrected. In one large

and beautiful octavo volume of 650 pages, extra cloth, or fine law sheep.

Mr. Wheaton's work is indispensable to every diplomatist, statesman, and lawyer, and necessary in~e^
to all public men. To every philosophic and liberal mind, the study must be an attractive

2
andin the haii**

of our author it is a delightful one.

—

North American.

A NEW WORK ON_COURTS MARTIAL.
A TREATISE ON AMERICAN MILITARyTaW, AND THE PRACTICE OF COURTS-
MARTIAL, WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR THEIR IMPROVEMENT. By John O'Brien,

Lieutenant United States Artillery. In one octavo volume, extra cloth, or law sheep.
This work stands relatively lo American Military Law in the same position that Blackstone's Commenta-

ries stand to Common Law.— U. S. Gazette.

TAYLORS MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.—New Edition, Just Ready, 1850.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE By Alfred 6. Taylor. With nu-

merous Notes and Additions, and references to American Law, by R. E. Griffith, M D. Second American,

from the Third and Enlarged Loudon Edition. In one octavo volume, neat law sheep.

This work has been accepted by both the legal and Medical professions in this country as the standard text*

book on the important subject of which it treats. The demand which has called for three editions o it in

England and two in this country, has afforded an opportunity for the author to enlarge it considerably ,by me
introduction of much new and important matter, and for the editor to make such revisions an<* a(* .V° *
were shown to be advantageous. It is accordingly now presented with confidence as worthy the high repu-

tation which it has acquired.
_
mm_ . _ __ _^^_

TAYLOR'S MANUAL OF TOXICOLOGY.
In one large octavo volume. A new work, recently published.

TRAILL'S
OUTLINES OF A COURSE OF LECTURES ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

In one smail octavo volume.

CAMPBELL'S LORD CHANCELLORS.
LIVES OF THE LORD CHANCELLORS AND KEEPERS OF THE GREAT SEAL 2V^§L^S
from the earliest times to the Reign of King George IV. By John Lord Campbell, A. M., F. R. »• £»

pl©te in seven very neat volumes, crown octavo, extra cloth.

A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF CONTRACTS AND RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES EX CON-
TRACTU. By C. G. Addison, Esq., of the Inner Temple, Barrister at Law. In one volume, octavo, hand-

somely bound in law sheep.

In this treatise upon the most constantly and frequently administered branch of law, the author has collected,

arranged and developed in an intelligible and popular form, the rules and principles of the Law of Contracts,

and has supported, illustrated, or exemplified them by references to nearly four thousand adjudged cases.

It comprises the Rights and Liabilities of Seller and Purchaser; Landlord and Tenant; Letter and Hirer of

Chattels; Borrower and Lender ; Workman and Employer; Master, Servant and Apprentice; Principal,

Agent and Surety ; Husband and Wife; Partners, Joint Stock Companies; Corporations; Trustees; Provi-

sional Committeemen ; Shipowners; Shipmasters; Inkeepers ; Carriers; Infants} Lunatics, &c.

HILL ON TRUSTEES.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LAW RELATING TO TRUSTEES; their powers, duties, privi-

leges, and liabilities. By James Hill, Esq., of the Inner Temple, Barrister at Law. Edited by Francis J.

Tboubat, of the Philadelphia Bar. In one large octavo volume, best law sheep, raised bands.

The editor begs leave to iterate the observation made by the author that the work is intended principally

for the instruction and guidance of trustees. That single feature very much enhances its practical value.

A NEW LAW DICTIONARY,
Containing explanations of such technical terms and phrases as occur in the works of legal authors, in

i

the

practice of the courts, and in the parliamentary proceedings of the House of Lords and Commons; to which
is added, an outline of an action at law and of a suit in equity. By Henry James Holthotjse, Esq., of tne

Inner Temple, Special Pleader. Edited from the second and enlarged London edition, with numerous
additions, by Henry Peni.ngton, of the Philadelphia Bar. In one large volume, royal l2mo., of about

500 pages, double columns, handsomely bound in law sheep.

Its object principally is to impress accurately and distinctly upon the mind the meaning of the technical

terms of the law, and as such can hardly fail to be generally useful.

—

Pennsylvania Law Journal.



LEA & BLANCHARD'S PUBLICATIONS.—{School Books.) 11

SCHMITZ & ZUMPT'S CLASSICAL SERIES.
;

Under this title Lea & Blanchard are publishing a series of the more prominent clnssical

writers, edited by those distinguished scholars and critics, Leonhard Schmitz and C. G. Zumpt.
The object of the series is to present a course of accurate texts, revised in accordance with the
latest investigations and MSS., and the most approved principles of modern criticism. These
are accompanied with notes and illustrations introduced sparingly, avoiding on the one hand the
error of overburdening the work with commentary, and on the other that of leaving the student
entirely to his own resources. The main object has been to awaken the scholar's mind to a
sense of the beauties and peculiarities of his author, to assist him where assistance is necessary,

and to lead him to think and to investigate for himself. For this purpose maps and other en-

gravings are given wherever useful, and each author is accompanied with a biographical and
critical sketch. The form in which the volumes are printed is neat and convenient, while it

admits of their being sold at prices unprecedentedly low, thus placing them within the reach of

many to whom the cost of classical works has hitherto proved a bar to this department of study.

VOLUME I.

c.

VOLUME IV.—(Just Issued.)

LATIN GRAMMAR.JIJI.II C^SARIS
COMMENTARII DE BELLO GALLICO. IbY LEONHARD SCHMITZ, PH.D., F.R.S. E.,

WITH AN INTRODUCTION, NOTES, AND A GEOGRA-
PHICAL INDEX IN ENGLISH.

ALSO,
A MAP OF GAUL, AND ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
In one handsome lSmo. volume of 232 pages, extra

cloth, price 50 cents.

VOLUME II.

PUBLIT VIRGILII MARONIS CARMINA.
WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES.

In one handsome 18mo. vol. of 433 pages, extra cloth,

price 75 cents.

VOLUME III.

€. CRISPI SAIiliVSTII
OATILINA ET JUGTJRTHA.

WITR INTRODUCTION AND NOTES IN ENGLISH.
ALSO,

A MAP OF NUMIDIA, AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIVE
ENGRAVINGS.

In one handsome lSmo. vol. of 169 pages, extra cloth.

price 50 cents.

RECTOR OF THE HIGH SCHOOL, EDINBURGH.

In one handsome 18mo. vol. of 318 pages, neatly half
bound, price 60 cents.

VOLUME V.—(Just Issued.)

Q. Cnrtii Rufi de Gestis Alexandri Magni

Libri qui Snpersunt VIII.

With a Map, Notes, Introduction, Illustrations. $c.

In one handsome lSmo. vol., extra cloth.

M. T.

VOLUME VI —(Now Ready.)

CICERONIS ORATIONES SELECT*.
With Introduction and Notes.

In one handsome 18mo. volume.

VOLUME VII.— (Nearly Ready.)

INTRODUCTION TO LATIN GRAMMAR.
BY LEONHARD SCHMITZ, Ph. D., F. R.S.E.,&e

In one handsome 13mo. volume.

BOLIHAR^ FREICH SERIES.
New editions of the following works, by A. Bolmar, forming, in connection with "Bolmar's Levizac," a

complete series for the acquisition of the French language :

—

A SELECTION OF ONE HUNDRED PERRIN'S FABLES, accompanied bt a Key. containing the text,

a literal and free translation, arranged in such a manner as to point out the difference between the French
and English idiom, &c, in one vol. 12mo.

lion of the French, in one vol. lSmo.
LES AVENTURES DE TELEMAQUE, PAR FENELON, in one vol. 12mo.. accompanied by a Key to

the first eight books, in one vol. 12mo- containing, like the Fables, the text, a literal ana tree translation,

intended as a sequel to the Fables. Either volume sold separately.

ALL THE FRENCH VERBS, both regular and irregular, in a small volume.

HERSCHEL'S OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY. (Just Issued.) In one handsome volume, crown 8vo.,

with six plates and njimerous wood-cuts.

HERSCHEL'S TREATISE ON ASTRONOMY. In one 12mo. vol, half bound, with plates and cuts.

BREWSTER'S ELEMENTS OF OPTICS. In one vol. 12mo., half bound, with many wood-cuts.

MULLER'S PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS AND METEOROLOGY. In one large and handsome Svo.

Volume, with 5-10 wood-cats and two colored plates.

BIRDS ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. In one large and handsome royal 12mo. volume,

with 372 wood-cuts.

ARNOTT'S ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS. In one 8vo. volume, with numerous wood-cuts.

FOWNE-S CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS. In one large royal 12mo. volume, with nearly two hundred

wood-cuts. * • '

'

, i a
BUTLER'S ANCIENT ATLAS. In one 8vo. volume, half bound, with twenty-one colored quarto maps.

BUTLER'S ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. In one royal 12mo. volume, half bound.

WHITE'S ELEMENTS OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY. Edited by J. S. Hart, LL. D. In one large royal

12mo. volume, half bound.

SOMERVILLE'S PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. Second and enlarged edition, with a Glossary and Ameri-

can Notes In one large royal 12rao. volume, extra cloth.

SHAW'S OUTLINES OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. In one large royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth.

FOSTER'S HANDBOOK OF EUROPEAN LITERATURE, for the use of Schools and Private Families.

In one royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth.

JOHNSTON'S PHYSICAL ATLAS OF NATURAL PHENOMENA. In one large imperial quarto

volume, half bound in morocco. With 26 large and beautifully engraved maps, colored.



TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
Lea & Blanchard subjoin a list of their publications in medical and other sciences, to which they would

invite the attention of the Profession, with the full confidence that they will be found to correspond in every
respect with the description. They are to be had of all the principal booksellers throughout the Union, from
whom- or from the publishers particulars respecting price, &c, may be had on application. >

Philadelphia, May, ISoO.

DICTIONARIES AND JOURNALS.
American Journal of the Medical Sciences, quar-

terly, at $5 a year.

Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, by Forbes,
Tweedie, &c, edited by Dunglison, in 4 super
royal volumes, 3154 double columned pages.

Dunglison's Medical Dictionary, 7th ed., 1 vol.

imp.8vo.,912 large pages, double columns.
Hoblyn's Dictionary of Medical Terms, by Hays,

1 vol. large 12mo., 402 pages, double columns.
Medical News and Library, monthly, at $1 a year.

ANATOMY.
Anatomical Atlas, by Smith and Horner, large

imp. 8vo., 650 figures. New and cheaper ed.

Horner's Special Anatomy and Histology, 7th

edition, 2 vols. 8vo., many cuts, 1130 pages.
Horner's United States Dissector, 1 vol. large

royal 12mo., many cuts, 444 pages.
Maclise's Surgical Anatomy, Parts I. and II., 29

colored plates, imp. 4to. Price §2 00 each.
(To ho complete in 4 parts.)

Sharpey and Quain's Anatomy, by Leidy, 2 vols.

8vo., 1300 pages, 511 wood-cuts. Now ready.

Wilson's Human Anatomy, by Goddard, 4th edi-

tion, 1 vol. 8vo., 252 wood-cuts, 580 pp.
Wilson's Dissector, or Practical and Surgical

^Anatomy, with cuts, 1 vol. 12mo., 444 pages.

PHYSIOLOGY.
Carpenter's Principles of Human Physiology, 1

vol. 8vo., 752 pp., 300 cuts and 2 plates, 4th
edition, much improved and enlarged. 1850.

Carpenter's Elements, or Manual of Physiology,
1 vol. 8vo., 566 pages, many cuts.

Dunglison's Human Physiology, 6th edition, 2
vols. 8vo., 1350 pages, and 370 wood-cuts.

Harrison on the Nerves, 1 vol. 8vo., 292 pages.
Kirkes and Paget's Physiology, 1 vol. 12ino.,

many cuts, 550 pages.
Matteueci on the Physical Phenomena of Living

Beings, 1 vol. 12mo., 3S8 pp., cuts.

Roget's Outlines of Physiology, 8vo., 516 pages.
Solly on the Brain, 1 vol. 8vo., 496 pp., 118 cuts.

Todd and Bowman's Physiological Anatomy and
Physiology of Man, with numerous wood-cuts.
(Part published in the Medical News.)

PATHOLOGY.
Abercrombieon the Stomach, 1 vol. 8vo., 320pp.
Abercrornbie on the Brain, 1 vol. 8vo., 324 pp.
Alison's Outlines ofPathology, &c, 8vo., 420 pp.
Blakiston on Diseases of the Chest, 1 vol., 384 pp.
Blood and Urine Manuals, by Reese, Griffith, and
Markwick, 1 vol. 12mo., 462 pages, 6 plates.

Budd.on the Liver, 1 vol. 8vo., 392 pages, plates
and wood-cuts.

Burrows on Cerebral Circulation, 1 vol. 8vo.,
216 pages, with 6 colored plates.

Billing's Principles, 1 vol. 8vo., 304 pages.
Bird on Urinary Deposits, 8vo., 228 pages, cuts.
Copland on Palsy and Apoplexy, 1 vol., justready.
Hasse's Pathological Anatomy, 8vo., 379 pages.
Hope on the Heart, new ed., pi's, lvol. 8vo., 572 p.
Hughe* on the Lungs, &c, 1 vol. 12mo., 270 pp.
Lallemand on Spermatorrhoea; 1 vol.8vo., 320 pp.
Mitchell on Fevers, 1 vol. 12mo., 138 pages.
Philip on Protracted Indigestion, 8vo., 240 pp.
Philips on Scrofula, 1 vol. 8vo., 350 pages.
Prout on the Stomach, &c, i vol. 8vo., 466 pp.,

colored plates.

Ricordon Venereal, new ed., 1 vol. 8vo.,340 pp.

Stanley on Diseases of the Bones, 1 vol. 8vo.

286 pages. (A new work.)
Vogel's Pathological Anatomy of the Human

Body, 1 vol. 8vo., 536 pages, col. plates.

Walshe on the Lungs, 1 vol. 12mo., 310 pages.

Wilson on the Skin, 1 vol. Svo., new ed., 440 pp.
Same work, with colored plates.

Whitehead on Sterility and Abortion, 1 vol. 8vo.,

368 pages.
Williams' Principles of Medicine, by Clymer, 2d

edition, 440 pages, 1 vol. Svo.

Williams on the Respiratory Organs, by Clymer,

1 vol. 8vo., 500 pages.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
Ashwell on Females, 2d ed., 1 vol. Svo., 520 pp.

Bennet on the Uterus, 2d and enlarged edition,

1 vol. 8vo., 356 pages. (Now ready.)

Bartlett on Fevers, 2d edition, 550 pages.

Benedict's Compendium of Chapman's Lectures,

1 vol. 8vo., 258 pages.

Chapman on Fevers, Gout, Dropsy, &c. &c, 1 vol.

8vo., 450 pages.

Colombat de L'Isere on Females, by Meigs, 1 vol.

8vo., 720 pages, cuts. New edition. 1850.

Condie on the Diseases of Children, 3d edition,

1 vol. 8vo., just issued, 1850.

Churchill on the Diseases of Infancy and Child-

hood, 1 vol. 8vo., now ready, 1850.

Churchill on the Diseases of Females, by Huston,

5th edition, revised by the author, 1 vol. 8vo.,

632 pages, now ready, 1850.

Churchill's Monographs of the Diseases of Fe-

males, 1 vol. 8vo., now ready, 450 pages.

Clymer and others on Fevers, a complete work

in 1 vol. 8vo., 600 pages.
Day on Old Age, 1 vol. 8vo., 226 pages.

Dewees on Children, 9th ed., 1 vol. Svo., 548 pp.

Dewees on Females, 9th ed., 1 vol . 8vo.,532 p. pis.

Dunglison's Practice of Medicine 3d edition,

2 vols. 8vo., 1500 pages.

Esquirol on Insanity, by Hunt, Svo., 496 page*.

Meigs' Letters on Diseases of F nales, 1 vol.

Svo., 670 pages. A new work.

Meigs on Certain Diseases of Infancy, 1 vol. Svo.

A new work, preparing.

Thomson on the Sick Room, S" 1 vol. large

of Physic, 3d
12mo., 360 pages, cuts.

Watson's Principles and Pract

edition by Condie, 1 vol. 8vo., 1060 large pages.

West's Lectures on the Diseases of I:i*anc} and

Childhood. 1 vol. 8vo., 452 pp^-V--^
SURGERY. *

'

pq
Brodie on Urinary Organs, 1 vol. 8vo., 214 pages.

Brodie on the Joints, 1 vol. 8vo., 216 pages.

Brodie's Lectures on Surgery, 1 vol. Svo., ^u pp.

Brodie'sSelectSurgical Works,780 pp.1 vol. «vo.

Chelius' System of Surgery, by South and Norns,

in 3 large 8vo. vols., near 2200 pages.

Cooperon Dislocations and Fractures, 1 vpi. °vo.,

500 pages, many cuts. .

Cooper on Hernia, 1 vol. imp. 8vo., many plates.

Cooper on the Testis and Thymus Gland, l voi.

imperial 8vo., many plates.

Cooper on the Anatomy and Diseases ofthe Vre™>

Surgical Papers, &c.&c, 1 vol.imp.8vo., pi »•

Druitt's Principles and Practice of Modern sur-

gery, 1 vol. 8vo., 576 pages, 193 cuts, 4th ed.

Dufton on Deafness and Disease ofthe .bar,

lra2o., 120 pages. .«inn
Durlacher on Corns, Bunions, &c, I2m°.,l** PP-

Fergusson's Practical Surgery, 1 vol. svo., o

edition, 630 pages, 274 cuts.

t;
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Guthrie on the Bladder, 8vo., 150 pages.

Jones' Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery, by

Hays, 1 vol. 12mo., 529 pp., cuts and plates.

Liston's Lectures on Surgery, by Mutter, ] vol.

8vo., 566 pages, many cuts.

Lawrence on the Eye, by Hays, new edition,

much improved, 863 pages, many cuts & plates.

Lawrence on Ruptures, 1 vol. 8vo., 480 pages.

Miller's Principles of Surgery, 2d edition, 1 vol.

Svo., 538 pp., 1848.

Miller's Practice of Surgery, 1 vol. 8vo., 496 pp.
Malgaigne's Operative Surgery, by Brittan, with

cuts. (Publishing in the Med. News and Lib.)

Maury's Dental Surgery, 1 vol.Svo., 286 pages,

many plates and cuts.

Robertson on the Teeth, 1 vol.8vo.,230 pp., pts.

Sargent's Minor Surgery, 1 vol. royal 12mo., 380

pages, 128 cuts.

Smith on Fractures in the Vicinity of Joints, 1

vol. 8vo., 200 cuts, pp. 314. (Now Ready.)

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.
Christison's and Griffith's Dispensatory, 1 large

vol. 8vo., 216 cuts, over 1000 pages.

Carpenter on Alcoholic Liquors in Health and

Disease, 1 vol. 12mo. (Just ready.)

Dunglison's Materia Medica and Therapeutics,

now ready, 4th ed., much improved, with cuts,

2 vols. 8vo., 1850.

Dunglison on New Remedies, 5th ed., 1 vol.Svo.,

653 pages.
De Jongh on Cod-Liver Oil, 12mo.
Ellis' Medical Formulary, 9th ed., much improv-

ed, 1 vol. 8vo., 268 pages.

Griffith's Universal Formulary, 1 large vol., 8vo.

560 pages. (Now ready.)

Griffith's Medical Botany, a new work, 1 large

vol. 8vo., 704 pp., with over 350 illustrate

Mayne's Dispensatory, 1 vol. 12mo., 330

Mohr, Redwood, and Procter's Phar^
8vo., 550 pages, 506 cuts.

Pereira's Materia Medica, bv f

Griffith's Chemistry of the Four Seasons, 1 vol.
royal 12mo., 451 pages, many cuts.

Knapp's Chemical Technology, by Johnson, 2
vols. 8vo., 936 pp., 460 large cuts.

Simon's Chemistry of Man, 8vo., 730 pp., plates.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, EDUCATION, &c.
Bartlett's Philosophy of Medicine, 1 vol.Svo.,
312 pages.

Bartlett on Certainty in Medicine, 1 vol. small
8vo., 84 pages.

Dunglison'sMedicalStudent,2ded.l2mo.,312pp.
Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence, by Griffith, 1

voj. 8vo., new and enlarged edition, 1850.
Taylor on Poisons, by Griffith, 1 vol . 8vo., 688 pp.
Traill'sMedical Jurisprudence,! vol.Svo. ,234 pp.
Transactions of the American Medical Associa-

tion, Vol. I. 8vo., 404 pp. Vol. II., 956 pp.

NATURAL SCIENCE, &c.
Arnott'B Physics, 1 vol 8vo., 484 pp., many cuts.
Ansted's Ancient World, Popular Geology, in 1

12ra«. volume, with numerous cuts, 382 pages.
Bird's Natural Philosophy, 1 vol. royal 12mo.,

402 pages and 372 wood-cuts.
Brewster's Optics, I vol. 12mo. 423 pp. man'
Broderip's Zoological Recreations, 1 v^'

pp.376.
Colerdge's Idea of Life, 12mo.
Carpenter's Popular VegetaH*

royal 12mo., many cu f

Dana on Zoophytes. 1

tion, royal 4to

Atlas to" Da r

Hale's F*'
.. . _ t

£!>

F
Ex p loru

1 , i . i

-*>.,

»*- r> B

ii t

-. t

>

u

«ol. small
>-rfc.) 620 pp.

vol. l2mo., new

vols. Svo., 15S0 large p~

Royle's Materia Med :

Carson, 1 vol. 8vi

Churchill"

Hn- i3.

Mi, I -f *

Cut-I,

1 1th r 1

M

S

- ;

A

, u
.. <£

e .ne Art; 1

N-» *-<*f1

Sm«t

«.n many plates, 1

«j20 pp. 5th edition.

,»on, 1 vol. 12mo.,400 pp.

. id AND HYGIENE.
i ..ctical Chemistry, 1 vol. 12rao.,

oo0 pages.
..I's Handbook of Medical Chemistry, 1

i. 12mo., many cuts, just ready,
^righam on Excitement, &c, 1 vol.l2mo.,204pp.
Dunglison on Human Health,2d ed.,8vo., 464 pp.
Powne's Elementary Chemistry for Students, 2d

ed., 1 vol. royal 12mo., 460 pages, many cuts.

Gardner's Medical Chemistry, 1 vol. 12mo. 400 pp.

^

6, 1 vol. imp. 4to., half
.iiaps.

, plates, 1 vol. 8vo., 520 pages,
^ce's Entomology, 1 vol.Svo., 600

,es; plates plain or colored,
a Physics and Meteorology, 1 vol. 8vo.,

jo pp., with 540 wood-cuts and 2 col ?d plates.

.voget's Animal and Vegetable Physiology, with
400 cuts, 2 vols. Svo., 872 pae^s.

Small Books on Great Subjects, 12 parts, done up
in 3 handsome 12mo. volumes, extra cloth.

Somerville's Physical Geography, 1 vol. 12mo.,
cloth, 540 pages, enlarged edition, now ready.

Weisbach's Mechanics applied to Machinery and
Engineering, Vol. I. Svo., 486 p. 550 wood-cuts
Vol. II., Svo., 400 pp., 340 cuts.

VETERINARY MEDICIM.
Clater and Skinner's Farrier, lvol. 12mo,, 220 pp.
Youatt's Great Work on the Horse, by Skinner,

1 vol. Svo., 44S pages, many cuts.

Youatt and Clater's Cattle Doctor, 1 vol. 12mo.,
2S2 pages, cuts.

Youatt on the Dog, by Lewis, 1 vol. demy 8vo.,
403' pages, beautiful plates.

Youatt on the Pig, a new work, with beautiful il-

lustrations ot all the different varieties, 12mo.
Neill and Smith's Compend of the Medical Sciences, 1 vol. large 12mo., 900 pages. 350 cuts.

MEDICAL BOOKS IN PRESS.
Barlow's Practice of Medicine. In one vol. Svo. (Preparing.) Golding Bird's Therapeutics. (Preparing.)

Carpenter's Principles or General and Comparative Physiology. In 1 large Svo. vol.. many cuts. (Preparing
)

Still#s General and Special Therapeutics. In one vol. Svo. (Preparing.) Todd and Bowman's Pin ological
Anatomy and Physiology of Man. (Three-fourths ofthis has been published in the Medical News and Library.)A complete work oa-the Structure and Diseases of the Ear. Malgaigne's Operative Surgery. In one vol. 6vo.
(Publishing in the Medical News and Library) De La Beche's Geology, with many illustration*. A new
^ork on Popular Medicine, one vol. &vo. A Cyclopedia of Anatomy and Physiology, based on the large work
of Todd. Graham > Chemistry, by Bridges. 2d edition, much enlarged. One vol. Bvo., several hundred cuts.
Meiers on some of the more important diseases of Infants, (nearly ready.) Longei's Treatise on Physiology"
2 vols. 8vo., translated by Smith, (preparing). Together with other new and important works.

'
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IIIISCELLANEOUS WORKS
IN VARIOUS

EPARTMENTS OF LITERATURE.
Acton's Modem Cookery, with cuts, 12mo., cl. 1

American Ornithology, by Prince Charles Bona-
parte, in 4 vols, folio, halfbound , colored plates.

American Military Law and Practice of Courts

Martial, by Lieut. O'Brien, U. S. A., 1 vol.

8vo., cloth or law sheep.

Ansted's Ancient World, or Picturesque Sketches

of Creation, 1 vol. 12mo., numerous cuts.

Addison on Contracts, and on Parties to Actions

ex Contractu, a new and complete work, 1

large vol. 8vo., law sheep.

Arnott's Elements of Physics, new edition, 1

vol. 8vo., sheep, with many wood-cuts.
Buffum's Six Months in the Gold Mines, 1 vol.

royal 12mo., a new work, just ready.

Broderip's Zoological Recreations, 1vol. royal

12mo., extra cloth.

Bowman's Practical Chemistry, 1 vol. royal
1 2mo., extra cloth, wood-cuts.
A a Complete Works, in 8 vols. Svo., extra

B°z ?
th, with numerous plates, and wood-cits.

clo work, common edition, in paper, 9 parts,

price ^' Any Book so5d separate.

Same work *" 3 Iarge voIs -> 6ood paper, fency

cloth, price $3 75 - (
A Fourth Vol. will be is-

sued on the cr Potion of"David Copperfield."

fcenthamiana: Ex tracts from Bentham, in 1 vol.

12mo.
'"Na-

Browne's Religio MecV ci > 1 vol. 12mo., ex. cl.

Eyre.
BOLMAR
A Selection of One Hundred Pern n?s Fables,

with a Key to the Pronunciation.
A Series of Colloquial Phrases.
The First 8 Books of Fenelon's Telemachus.
Key to the same.
A Treatise on all the French Verbs, Regular

and Irregular.—The whole forming five

small volumes, half bound to match.
Butler's Atlas of Ancient Geography, 8vo., half

bound.
Butler's Geographia Classica, 1 vol. 12mo.
Bird's Elements of Natural Philosophy, from the

third London edition, 1 vol. royal 12mo., sheep
or cloth, with 372 illustrations.

Brigham on Mental Cultivation, &c, 12mo., cloth.
Bridgewater Treatises. The whole complete

in 7 vols. 8vo., various bindings: containing

—

Roget's Animal and Vegetable Physiology, in
2 vols., with many cuts.

Kirby on the History, Habits, and Instinct of
Animals, 1 vol., with plates.

Prout on Chemistry.
Chalmers on the Moral Condition of Man.
Whewell on Astronomy.
Bell on the Hand.
Kidd on the Physical Condition of Man.
Buckland's Geology, 2 vols., with numerous

plates and maps.
Roget, Buckland, and Kirby are sold separate.

Bird's Calavar, or the Knight of the Conquest,
2 vols. 12mo., paper, price 50 cents.

Boy's Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, 1 vol.
18mo., crimson cloth, 400 illustrations; a
beautiful and cheap work.

Barnaby Rudge, by " Boz," paper or cloth.
Browning's History of the Huguenots, 1 vol. 8vo.
Brewster's Treatise on Optics, 1 vol. 12mo., cuts.

Babbage's "Fragment," 1 vol. 8vo.
Christmas' Cradle of the Twin Giants, Science

and History. .(In press.) 1 vol. royal 12mo.
Campbell's Lives of the Lord Chancellors of

England, from the Earliest Times to 1838,
now complete in 7 handsome crown octavo
volumes, extra cloth.

Campbell's Lives of the Chief Justices of En-
gland, 2 vols., (preparing.)

Christmas Stories—The Chimes, Carol, Cricket

on the Hearth, Battle of Life, and Haunted
Man, together with Pictures from Italy, by
Dickens, 1 vol. 8vo., paper, price 37£ cents.

Complete Cook, paper, price only 25 cents.

Complete Confectioner, paper, 25 cents.

Complete Florist, paper, 25 cents.

Complete Gardener, paper, 25 cents.

Curiosity Shop, by " Boz," paper or cloth.

C. Julii Caisaris Commentarii de Bello Gallico, 1

vol. 18mo., neat cloth, price 50 cts ; being vol.

1 of Schmitz and Zumpt's Classical Series for

Schools.
Ciceronis Orationes Selects, 1 vol. royal 18mo.

(Schmitz & Zumpt's Classical Series), 60 cents.

Campbell's Complete Poetical Works, in 1 vol.

crown 8vo., cloth gilt or white calf, plates.

Coleridge's Idea of Life, 1 vol. royal !2mo., cloth.

Cooper's Naval History of the United States,

complete in 1 vol. 8vo., cloth, with plates and
maps.

Cooper's Novels and Tales, in 23 '*
=*., sneep

gilt, 12mo., or 47 vols, paper, at 2o tents per
volume.

Cooper's Sea Tales, 6 vols. 12mo., cloth.
Cooper's Leather Stocking Tales, 5 vols. 12mo.,

cloth.

Carpenters Comparative Anatomy and Physio-
logy* with numerous wood-cuts (preparing).

Carpenter on The use of Alcoholic Liquors in

Health and Disease, 1 vol. royal 12mo. A new
work, just ready.

Clater on the Diseases of Horses, by Skinner, 1

vol. 12mo.
Clater's Cattle and Sheep Doctor, 1 vol. 12mo.,

cuts.

David Copperfield, by Dickens, issuing in num-

bers, with plates, at five cents each.

Same work, Part I., price 25 cents. To be com-

plete in two Parts.

Don Quixote, translated by Jarvis, with nume-

rous illustrations by Johannot; 2 vols., beauti-

ful cr'n 8vo., black or crimson cloth or h'fmor.

Davidson, Margaret, Memoirs of and Poems, m
1 vol. 12mo., paper, 50 cents, or extra clotn.

Davidson, Lucretia, Poetical Remains, 1
voi.

12mo., paper, 50 cents, or extra cloth.

Davidson, Mrs., Poetry and Life, in 1 vol. IZmo.,

paper, 50 cents, or extra cloth.

Dana on Corals, 1 vol. royal 4to., extra clotn,

being vol. VIII of the Ex. Ex. Pub, 'c*tiof

:

he
Atlas to Dana on Corals, being Vol. IX. oi u

Exploring Expedition's publications, imperial

folio, 60 colored plates. j*;nn
Dombey and Son, by Dickens; cheapest edition,

8vo., paper, with 16 plates, price 50 cents.

Same work, fine edition, ex. cl., with 40 plate,-

Dog and Sportsman, by Skinner, plates, I to -

12mo., cloth. , 1.

Dunglison on Human Health, 1 vol. 8vo., cl. or bu-

i
i

*
-

*
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Evans's Sugar Planter's Manual, 1 vol. small Svo.

,

extra cloth, with illustrations.

Encyclopaedia of Geography, in 3 octavo vols.,

many cuts and maps, various bindings.

Encyclopaedia Americana, 14 vols. 8vo., various

bindings.—Vol. 14, bringing the work up to

1S46, sold separate.

Erman's Travels in Siberia, 2 vols, royal 12mo.,
extra cloth, (just ready.)

East's King's Bench Reports, edited by G. M.
Wharton, 16 vols, in 8, large 8vo., law sheep.

Endless Amusement, neat 18mo., crim. cl., cuts.

Fletcher's Notes from Nineveh, 1 vol. royal

12mo., extra cloth.'(Juit Issued.)

Fielding's Select Works, in 1 large vol.8vo., cloth.
Also, same work, 4 parts, paper, viz., Tom
Jones 50 cents, Joseph Andrews 25 cents,

Amelia 25 cents, and Jonathan Wild 25 cents.

Francatelli's Modern French Cook, in 1 vol. 8vo.,

with many cuts.

Foster's Handbook of European Literature, one
vol. royal 12mo., extra cloth, (Just issued.)

Fownes' Recent Work on Chemistry, second
edition, by Bridges, 1 vol. 12mo., many cuts,

sheep or extra cloth.

Grahame's Colonial History of the United States,

2 vols. 8vo., a new edition.

Graham's Elements of Chemistry, 1 vol. large
8vo., many cuts, (new edition, in press.)

Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, 3 vols. 8vo.
Griffith's Chemistry of the Four Seasons, 1 vol.

12mo., many cuts.

Griffith's Medical Botany, 1 large vol. 8vo., extra
cloth, 350 cuts.

Grote's History of Greece, to form a neat 12mo.
seiies. {Preparing.)

Haw ;er on Shooting, Edited by Porter9 with
plates and cuts, 1 beautiful vol. 8vo., ex. cloth.

Herschel's Outlines ofAstronomy, 1 vol., crown
$v<>., p\ s and cuts, (just issued.)

Hersche 1 Treatise on Astronomy, 1 vol. 12mo.,
cuts and plates. *

Hervey's (Lord) Memoirs ofGeorge II. and Queen
Caroline, a new and interesting work, 2 vols,

royal 12mo.
Hale's Ethnology and Philology of the U. S. Ex-

ploring Expedition, 1 vol. royal 4to, extra cloth.
Humboldt's Aspects ofNature in Different Lands

and Different Climates, 1 vol. royal 12mo., ex-
tra cloth, 2d edition, (now ready.)

Howitt's (Mary) Children's Year, a handsome
juvenile, square 18mo., fancy paper, crimson
cioth, or cloth gilt, with plates.

Howitt's (William) Hall and Hamlet, or Scenes
and Characters of Country Life, 1 vol. large
12mo., paper, price 50 cents.

Hemans' Complete Poetical Works, 7 vols. 12mo.
Hemans' Memoirs, by her Sister, 1 vol. 12mo.
Holthouse's Law Dictionary, by Penington, 1

vol. large 12mo., Jaw sheep.
Hilliard on Real Estate, new and much improved

edition, 2 large vols. 8vo., law sheep.
Hill on Trustees^ a Jate and complete work, by
Troubat, 1 large vol. 8vo., law sheep*

Ingersoll's History of the Late War, 1 vol. 8vo.
Ingersoll's Late War, Vol. 2, 8vo., paper covers,

price $1.
Illustrated Series of Scientific Works, beauti-

fully printed*—Now ready, Muller's Physics,
Weisbach's Mechanics, 2 vols., and Knapp's
Technology, 2^ols., printed and bound to

match, containing in all 2000 illustrations. To
be followed by others in various branches.

Johnston's Physical Atlas of Natural Phenome-
na, in 1 large and handsome imp. 4to. vol.,
half bound in morocco. With 26 maps, beau-
tifully colored.

Johnson's Dictionary of Gardening, by Landreth,
1 vol. large royal 12mo., 650 pages, many cuts.

Kennedy's Life of William Wirt, second edition,

2 vols, royal 12rao., extra cloth, with a portrait.

Same work, library edition, 2 vols. 8vo., beauti-
fully printed, extra cloth.

Knapp's Technology, or Chemistry Applied to

the Arts and to Manufactures. Translated by
Ronalds and Richardson, and edited by W. R.
Johnson, vol. I. large 8vo., with 214 beauti-
ful wood engravings.—Vol. II. just issued,
large 8vo., with 250 engravings.

Keble's Christian Year, in 32mo., extra cloth,

illuminated title.

Keble's Child'sChristianYear, 1 vol.lSmo., ex. cl.

Kirby and Spence's Entomology, 1 large 8vo.
vol., with plates, plain or colored.

Kavanagh's (Miss) Woman in France in the

Century, 1 vol. royal 12mo.,ex.cl.,(nowrea
Lewis' Hints to Sportsmen. A new work, 1

royal 12mo., (nearly ready.)

Louis Blanc's France under Louis Philippe

the History of Ten Years, 2 large vols, cr
8vo., or 6 parts, paper, at 50 cents.

Louis Blanc's History of the Revolution of 1

1 vol. crown 8vo., cloth.

Lover's Irish Stories, 1 vol. royal 12mo.,
cuts, extra cloth.

Same work, paper, price 50 cents.

Language of Flowers, eighth edition, 1

18mo., colored plates, crimson cloth, gilt,

Lynch's Narrative of the U. S. Expedition to

Dead Sea and River Jordan. 1 large Svo. «

extra cloth, with beautiful plates and m
seventh and revised edition.

Same work, condensed and cheaper edition, \

a map, 1 vol. royal 12mo,, ex. cL, (now rea

Landreth's Rural Register, for 1848, royal 12mo.,

many cuts, price 15 cents. Copies for 1847

still on hand.
Macfarlane's Turkey and its Destiny, 2 vols,

large royal l2mo., extra cloth, (just ready.

Mackay's Travels in the United States, 2 vols,

royal 12mo., extra cloth, (just issued.)-

Martineau's Eastern Life, Present and Past, a

new work, 1 vol. crown Svo., extra cloth.

Martineau's Household Education, 1 vol., royal

12mo., extra cloth.

Matteucci's Lectures on the Physical Pheno-
mena of Living Beings, 1 vol. royal 12mo.,
cloth, with cuts.

Mackintosh's Dissertation on Ethical Philosophy,

1 vol. 8vo., cloth.

Moore's Irish Melodies, superb illustrated edi-

tion, imp. 4to., with steel plates, extra cloth,

gilt, (just issued.)

Moore's History of Ireland, in 2 vols. Svo., cloth.

Second volume sold separate.
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